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Adbadri, a halting-place between Lohba and Karnpn'ayiig, is
aifeuate in pafcti Sill Ohandpur of parganah CTiandp'iur in British
Garhw^I in latitude 30°-9'' and longitude 79‘’-'16''10''‘' ; distot 1.0*
•Hides 7 furlongs and 2 poles from Lohba and 10 miles 5 furiongs
from. Karnprayag. There is an encainping-ground and dliunnsulA

I

(rest-house) here. The road frbjn Lohba or Gairsen gives- off
a branch there to L'drayanbugur on the Pindar river- and itself
crosses the Diwhii range (7,96.5 feet) by the Diwali-klial at an eleva

tion of 7,010 feet above the level of the sea. Near the pass lire tho
vemaiBS of a fort and the ridge forms the waterparting between the
E&mgahga, and the Pindar. ' The road thence follows tile right bank
of -the Bhararigfir by the vilhagfes of l^Ialsi and Kheti to Adbadri. ■:
The foatl is good and passes through beautiful scenery. Oh the
right are tho Kandal (8,553 feet), Suiiidfinda (8,936.) and/Bint^t

s*-

f

(8,300) peaks, and on the left the Diwali (7,963 feet) and Beri
(5,479) peaks- Just above Adbadri is the small lake, of Beni Tai,
where there is a te(i-factpry.’ At Adbadri are the remains of sixteen
tcniples similar to those found at Bwarah&t with the usual Turk’s

i

cap ornament. One dedicated' to .Badrindriyan is still used for
worship, and the peO:pl0 say that in a fe-w years’ time the,road by.
Jpshimath to Biidrinath will be closed by the meeting of the oppo
site hills near the temple, and tljat then ..tliis temple will be the
.object of pilgriin.age. The other temples,, too, are used in a lossej"
• degree for. worship., Thoy &®
together in a space

of about 42 by 85 feet and vary in height, from 6 to 20 feet;
The principal temple- i.s distinguished by a raised platform or chabutra in front, roofed in and leadirxg to the small s<juace enclosure
4.
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. * Sen Giiii.. XI., 7^
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‘

of the uswal pj^-ramidal form, within which is the idol itself; The
solitary occupant of thetemple at my visit was a Brahmachari fsikir
from Miduapur in Bengal who had taken up his residence there

For some five years. Local tradition here assigns the .building of the
templet to Sankara Acharya, the' celebrated reformer and Hindu
philosopher, while in Kumaon fue same style of building bearing
traces of similar antiquity is attributed b the piety of the Katyura .
Hajas.

.

.
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Aglar,. a patti of parganah Ramsar in Kumaon, is bounded on
the north by pattis Mahryiiri Biehhli and Kotauli Talii; on the east
by Mahryiiri Biehhli; on the West by patiis Bhmgar Mal!4 and
Talla ano on the south by Mahryuri Talll. 'Hiis patti comprises
nineteen villages having an area of 1,825
of which §74 are
culturablc- and 3,2§1 are cultivated (only three irrigated). Tho
assessment in 1815 was Rs. 1,309 ; in 1820 was Rs. 1,148, and in
184.3 \va.s Rs. 1.122. The present assessment alnounts to E-s. 1,522,

whibh falls oh the total area at 18 annas 4 pies per acre and on tho
cultivated area at lU. .1-3-5. The popuiatioh al tlie rime of last settleiiiept n.umbered 2,99.5 souls, of whom 1,650 were males. It is chiefly
inhabited by the .4g:irj ca.$te of miners who give their name to it.
Agaspur, a vnllago and halting-place on the route by M&si from
Raori to Ahnora, is situate in patti Chaukot Biehhla of iwi^anah P&li
in Kumaon in latitude 29*’-52'-1.5" and longitude 79°-lS'-18".;
distant 12 miics 1 furlong 22 poles from Kuhjoli and 12 inikts 3

futlongs 3S poles from Masi. The rqad from Kdnjoli on the left
bank of the PachiAr-g.ldh, .a tributary of the Eastern Nyar on the
right bank, passes to Baiprau on the road from Kainiir to Bamnagar,
and here crosses the .Nj'Ar by a bridge of 62 feat
thence ,s
short.Ievel, rise and fall leads to the ascent to Chydrkoi-khal or .
. pass and tiicnce to Sardifchet-kh^l on the borders of Kumaon and
■

Garhwal 7 miles 7 furlongs 83 poles. Several streams are passed
oh the way to diimuri-kh.51, whbnoe a level rosd leads to Agaspuv
■ Hya, 4 niiles 1 furlong 29 poles. The road is a good one throughout
and is niuch used by ail the inhabitants of southern Garhwhl, Aglar, a smaii river winch rises oil the northern declivity
.the Surkahda peak in latitude 3f)°-25'-25'^ and longitude ■78'^-2'j’’/

•

a% an elevation of. 7,1.30 feet abovo the level of the gea in pAll.
Ba.«iyula of parganah .Jaunpurin Katiye Garbwhl, and thon?^ flows ’

1
§
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rijudly to the trestward through a deep and narrow valley, and after
:> <s >urse of about twenty-three miles falls into the Jumna on the
lef bank, near the Jaunpur fort, in latitude 30°-30'-55" and longi78*'-2'-50".
♦
Ajmer, a patti of parganah Ganga SaUn, is bounded on the east
bj’natti Tails SilS of parganah Talla SalSn, on the south by
the feotri Dun and the Bijnor district, on the west by the Udepur
patios and on the north by the same pattis and Dhangu. A road
In KotdwSra to Srinagar runs just within its eastern boundary,
sing by Charekha, Diini and Malniya, at the first of which there

ruined bungalow. Other villages are MathSna, Kanda, Buli
Utfircha, connected with the Kotdwdra road by a cross path;

)haldi, Juda-»RawalySl and Manjyari to the north and Mawakot
he south, also connected by a path with Kotdwara. Simalna,
to the south-west : there is a school at Gdm, In 1864 six
iges were received from Karaundu. The patw'Sri of Ajmer usually

les in Ghota of patti Sila TalU and collects the land-revenue*
lat patti also ; in 1864 the revenue of both aggregated Rs. 2,146.
^harekba travellers’ bungalow lies in longitude
and lati

tude 29’.49'.
I
Alaknanda, a river in British Garhwal, formed by the junction
I of the Dhauli (western) and Vishnuganga at Vishnttprayhg in par3 ganah Painkhanda.^

At the confluence, the Dhauli has a breadth of

I about thirty-five or forty yards with a rapid current, and the Vish• H puganga a breadth of twenty-five or forty yards also with a rapid
►7 current. The elevation of the confluence above the sea is 4,743
feet. The united stream flows south-west to Chainoli, receiving the

1 Rudr, Garur and Fatal Gangas and the Birhi or Birahi-ganga at
I Birhi. Thence, in a southerly direction, to Nandprayag, where the
J Nandakini joins it from the east in latitude 30^-19'-56^' and

1 longitude 79®-21'-29," at an elevation of 2,805 feet above the level
a of the sea. Again it turns south-tVest to Karnprayag, 45 miles from
1 Vishnupray^g, where the Pindar joins it on the left bank in latiStude 30°-15'-45" and longitude 79°-15'-29," with an elevation of
2,600 feet. Thence nearly due west to Rudrprayag, 19 miles, where
S it receives the Mandakini from the north on the right bank in latitude

2}

’ » See Gaz. XL, 292, 307, 321, 847,

4
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*
30°-17'-10" and longitude 79°-l'-32" at an elevation* of 1,980 feet.
Turning again now south-west it flows by Srinagar to Deopra*yag,^ 37

miles, when it is joined by the Bhagiratbi from Tihri in latitude
30°-8'-45" and longitude 78°-38'-56," with an elevation of 1,^53
feet, after which it is styled the Ganges.
Kdhar’s leap from the tradition of a

At one place called xhe
or barking deer hating

jumped across it, the river narrows to about 25 feet and rushes through
a cut in the rocks which rise at least 500 feet perpendicularly on
either side, opening out into an immense and deep pool. From
this point, which is about four miles above Kudrprayag, the fell is
■ not so great and the general appearance is long reaches with short
rapids until it reaches Deopray ^g. At this place a huge mass jo f
rock appears to have fallen into the stream, narrowing it to half its
proper breadth just before it is joined by the Bh&giratlii. On tl e
top of this rock some fifty feet above the river is a rope bridg e
leading from British GUrbwal to Deoprayag, which is in Native Garl wal or Tihri, and so much does the river rise in the hot weather an 1
rains that this bridge is frequently swept away. At the confluence
the Bhagiratbi rushes with great force and rapidity down a steef
declivity, roaring and foaming over, large rocks scattered over its
bed. Its breadth is 112 feet and it rises 40 feet during the melting
of the snows. The Alaknanda flowing with a smooth unruffled

surface gently winds round the point of confluence. It is 142 feet in
breadth and rises 46 feet at the same period. The breadth of the!
united stream is 240 feet. The Alaknanda abounds with fish, some (
of which are four or five feet in length. The mahaser (so/ier, sAa/iur)
is found weighing op to 80 pounds, and the dog-fish or ashidla and '
h&Mbans, a species of barbel.

Gold in small quantities has been

obtained by searching the sands of this river, but the remuneration
resulting (about four annas a day) has been so scanty that the search
is nearly discontinued, There are four iron bridges over the
Alaknanda, a tie-bridge at Chamdi, and iron suspension-bridges at

Chhatwa-pipal Budrprayfig and Jakhni, one and a half miles below
Srinagar on the Almora and Tihri road. The last named is 301 feet I
span from saddle to saddle. From Joshimatb downwards the stream
is used for the rafting of timber. There are several fine forests of
SmitheaTia, Webbiana and excelsh firs on its eastern bank from Rndrpray&g to Pipalkoti. Below this chir pines occur up the Nighaul

J
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opposite Nandpray^g, on the slopes of the Nagpur hills oppsit^ Chhatwa-pipal at Pokhri and as far as Dhari near Srinagar.
I Aldora’, the head-quarters of the Kumaon Division in patti
l^hasf'urja of parganah Barahmandal of the Kumaon district, is
sStu^ in latitude 29°-37'-3''' and longitude 79°-4O-'2O", by the
road 30 miles from Naini Tai, 46 miles from Kaladhnngi; it is
iles from Ranikhet. The town and the civil and military
are built on a bare saddle-shaped ridge running north-west
s^uth-east for about two miles with an elevation varying from
to 5,500 feet. The jail stands at about 5,489 feet and the
ch at 5,495 feet above the level of the sea. The station is cong^ted with the higher ridges of Simtola and Kalinatiya to the west

a col called Mount Brown or Hiradhunga, so called from its
caceous rock which shines like a diamond (Afm) in the morning
Kalmatiya has an elevation of 6,414 feet above the level of
sea, and Simtola an elevation of 6,066 feel, The building
own as Simtola house lies in latitude 29°-37'-3" and longie 79°-43'-21," with an elevation of 6,200 feet. A lateral ridge
lied Sitoli runs westwards from Hiradhunga towards the Kosi
er and exactly faces Almora to the north. The intermediate
ace is crowded with houi?es and cultivated terraces and possesses
small stream which rises in a spring under Hiradhunga, called
y the natives Rani-dhara and by the Europeans St. Ronan’s l^ell.

.

n the east and south the Almora hill is bounded by the Suwat river
nd on the west by the Rosi, so that it is almost a peninsula conected ■with the other hills by the Kalmatiya ridge. To the south
vest the ridge after attaining its highest point of elevation at
aralekh dips down in a bold and rugged series of masses to the
/Joint of junction between these two rivers. The ascent from the
jbridge crossing the Suwal and the Sukuni (Gorari) near their junction

on the Naini Tai road is exceedingly steep and trying, especially in
the hot-weather, when the heat rejected from the bare gneiss rocks
nd the white dust from the road alternately roast and blind the
raveller. After passing the leper asylum and the Charalekh bun

galows a very pretty Gothic church is reached, erected under the
superintendence of Captain Weller and now qnder the ministration
* ’ The name is said to he derived from the Almora or wild sorrel (Rumens

■jhosfate),
hosfate) which grows in ahnndanoe on the hill. The Chand Rajas always called it
I Eajapw
Rajapnr in official documents: see Gaz., XL, 534, 589, 550, 570, 687.
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of the Naini Tai chaplain, who visits Almora oncca*month. Close
by and around are the residences of the European community and

Fort Moira, otherwise called Lal Mandi, and the parade-ground. The
Kumaon battalion was formerly posted at Hawalbdg in thei valley
of the Kosi about five miles north of the present cantonments, but
that has long been abandoned as a military Station and the Kufmaon
battalion is now represented by the 3rd Gorkha regiment/ who
garrison the fort and supply a strong detachment to Pithoijagarh
under the command of a Native officer and guards to Nai^i Tai
and Ranikhet.
The sepoys’ lines dip down from the fort on the north-east^nd

the officers’ houses lie to the west and north. Between these and
town is the small Mission chapel with a Grecian portico and inscr
tionsin raised letters in Hindi, Then commences the town. The pr
cipal street is paved with stone flags and is about 30 to 50 fee
width and about three-quarters of a mile in length, divided into

bazars by the old fort and new Mission school.

O

The slope fr

east to west is broken by flights of stone steps which render tfiO
street not easily passable for ponies. The houses are from two fco
four stories high and are substantially built of mica-slate and rooCjJ
with thin slabs of the same material. The Upper stories are, ho’f -

eve^ usually constructed of wood quaintly and profusely carved an I
some bear decorative lamp-rests of deer’s antlers. The windows
are mere apertures for the most part resembling pigeon-holes cu(
in the wooden panel and closed by a slide. The general appear
ance of the town is compact and clean and theconservancy arrange
ments seem to he well carried out. Beyond where the north-eastern
gate was, rises the old fort Almora, in the enclosure of which ara^
situated the treasury and civil courts. An- engraving of this is given
by TIeffenthaler in his travels undertaken during the middle of the
last century. Beyond this the top of the ridge is somewhat hollow^
ed out and the space is occupied by a bazar, the office of the/
sub-collector of revenue and the Lala Bazar. Here also, on the/
site of the former residence of the Rajas of Kumaon, is the new

Mission school. This school, opened in 1371, is a fine building in
the Tuscan style, with a central hall 60 feet by 34 feet and a wing
on each side containing four spacious class-rooms. The lofty roof
of the hall ends in a portico supported by massive stone pillars.

ALMORA.
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The entire building is of solid masonry and the pediment and

frieze have Carved inscriptions in English and Hindi. The plan is
- due to Captain Birney, R.E., who also supervised the erection of the
bnilding. The dispensary.is close at hand and then the road ascends
■ towards the site of the Marchkilah or St Mark’s tower, a building
long since pulled down. On both sides of the town on the north
western and eastern slopes, the hill side is adorned with very fine

substantial isolated native houses and also villages embosomed in
orchards of t&n, walnut, cherry, Australian jack and apricot. The
eastern side is less wooded owing to the greater steepness of the
mountain face. There are several Hindu temples in Almora, but none
With any pretensions to architectural merit; and there is Only one
mosque.
For a distance of about four miles around Almora on every
side the hills are absolutely bare, but beyond that distance the

mountains are as well timbered as any in the central parts of the
district. Tradition has it that deodar trees were once plentiful on
the north-west face of the hill, but from the nature of the soil it is
improbable that these forests were ever extensive. The tradition
regarding the transfer of the Chand capital here also points to
Almora as being then covered with timber. The oaks on Kalmatiya
are of a stunted growth, and the pines only attain a respectable size
on the northern aspect of the range. Deodars grow well when
planted and many of the old houses are built of the wood of this
tree, which would so far bear out the tradition.

Sixty degrees is about the annual average temperature of the

air. In the hot weather, from May to 1st July, the climate of
Almora, though at that season from 15 to 20 degrees cooler than
in the neighbouring plains, approaches to
a tropical type. Pankhas and tattis, how
ever, are not required, and the thermometer (except for a few hours
on sqme hot days before rain) can be kept down in a closed house
to 74**. Whenever it exceeds 86® in an- outside shaded verandah,
rain op a thunder-storm may be expected, which sometimes at once
reduces the temperature to 62°. In the rains 72° may be consi
dered the average temperature, and at that season, which is very
pleasant at Almora, though not cold and requiring fires as at
Simla and Mussoorie, the range of the temperature is rarely 2°.

8
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Midnight and midday in a cool room Show the thermometer, in

July and August, often for days togethery at
or 73°. Outside
in the shade the range rarely e2?ceeds 10°. In winter, snow
falls occasionally, hut rarely lies beyond a few hours on the
ground. Different years display different phenomena in regard to
this matter: fot instance, on December 11th, 1841, snow covered
the ground at the level of the Kosi and Suwal rivers (3,700 feet);
on December 31st, 1842, rain fell for hours, yet the Gagar range
at 7,500 feet above the sea was without a particle of snow. Snow
is most frequent in February, taking a number of years. October
and November are beautiful clear cold months, and most of the fruit
trees then lose their leaves. March and April are generally mark
ed by thunder-storms, but in all the summer months, till the regu
lar monsoon rain falls, a thick atmospherical haze prevails which
obscures all the view. This haze, however, is common to the whole

hills and is as dense near the shows as at Almora. The towns-peoplo
of Almora are for the most part very healthy, and the state of
health in the cantonments, where, sometimes, the sepoys suffer
considerably, especially during their first seasoning to the climate, is
no criterion of that of the town. Fever and dysentery seem to be the
prevailing fatal diseases among the natives; and colic is often
rapidly fatal, especially in the fruit and vegetable season. The bad
fever of the typhoid form (makdmari) has not occurred at Almora.

At Almora in the rains, wild hemps, nettles, thistles, worm
wood, Mirabilis jalapa (marvel of Peru), mint, dhat'&ra^ and wild
balsam, &c., spring up and produce a rank vegetation, but it is less
grown over than most other bills, owing to the dryness and shal
lowness of the soil above the solid rock. Madden* has given a full
account of the botany of Almora which has been incorporated in
a previous volume*. Micaceous schists of four different kinds ac
cording to their degrees of hardness and crystalline character, and

according to the greater or less'proportion of quartz, is the rock at
Almora. On the descending ridge to the SuwM and Kosi on the
' south-east and south-west points, a great out-burst of granite prevails,
which is connected with the eruptions of the same rock in an easterly
and westerly direction at Kainfir, Dwara, Doi, Devi-Dhura and
Champawat, always at a distance of about 40 miles from the plains.

’ J. A. S. Ben., 1848,

’ Vol. X., Gazetteer.
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The deq)tnposition of the feldspar causes the characteristic boulder
looking masses on the hills. Some of the granite however is compact

and beautiful, especially near the gneiss strata out of which it is
erupted, and the graphic variety is singularly so. Some of the mica
slate strata and quartz veins show signs of great disturbance, as the
Almora ridge approaches these granitic developments—and the hill
sides in this direction (the south-west and the south-east) are un
commonly barren, rugged, and,, to a fastidious eye, ugly.
Almora is peculiarly fitted as a resort for consumptive patients,
but for other invalids the temperature is too high during May and
June and does not give sufficient coolness to those who seek an
invigorating climate after exposure to the heat of the plains ; this,
too, is enhanced by the almost total absence of shade. The supply
of water is of an unusually good quality; springs abound on
either side of the ridge within 300 feet of the crest and most of
them within 150 feet of the top. That near the tank is directly
on the crest of the ridge. In the hotter months some of th©
springs dry up or give a scanty supply, but taking the whole hill
and putting aside th© conventional distribution of the wells among
the different castes, the general supply of water is nearly always

sufficient for all purposes. A covered reservoir with a spout is tho
form usually given to these wells. All the springs rise in mica slate or
quartzose veins which are numerous, and although on the Kalmatiya
ridge traces of iron and graphite are observable, ferruginous matter
[ has not hitherto been detected in the Almora waters. They are
J always cool and refreshing to the taste. In addition to the springs
a never-failing supply of water is obtained by two aqueducts from
Simtola. Almora is connected with Ranikhet by a new cart-road
( constructed in 1872-73 and a bridle-road by Hawfilbdg up the
/' valley of the Nana Kosi, and thence by Talla Rydni to the eastern,
spur of the Ranikhet ridge, whence it is
again nearly level to the dak bungalow, 19

s

miles from Almora. The road by Dwarahat to Garhwal follows the
same route to within nine miles of Rdnikhet, then on to Bhainskhet,
where there is a bungalow (see Bhainskhet) . The Baijnath and Nandpraydg road follows the Kosi valley from Rawalbag to Soraeswar,

I

where there is a bungalow, 18 miles from Almora.
The Bageswar
road proceeds by Takula, where there is an encamping-ground 12
2
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miles from Almora ; the road is winding and high, lying along the
upper ridge of the hills with one steep descent to T&kula. A second
road passes by Binsar to Bageswar. To tlie east roads lead by Panuwa
Naula bungalow, 16 miles from Almora to Pithoragarh, and by

Devi Dhura to Lohughat.
upper road 8 miles from
10 miles and Naini Tai 13
ceedingly hot and feverish,

JSfaini Tai is reached by Piura on the
Almora and thence Ramgir bungalow
miles ; by the lower road, which is ex
during and after the rains the Khairna

bungalow is 18 miles from Almora and Naini Tai, 12 miles from
Khairna. The latter half of the lower route consists of a steep

ascent along the western slopes of the Lariya Kiinta ridge to the
St. Loo gorge overlooking the Jake.

In 1872, the total native population numbered 5,884 souls dis
tributed as follows :—Christians, 35 : Hinpu ation.
3,972 : Muhammadans, 755, and Dottis,
1,121.

The ironsUiiths (114), carpenters (251), masons (255), pot

ters (111), mochis (73) and telis or oilmen (20) are all Doms, a low
caste of Hindds. There were 745 Joshis, 195 Pants, and l,4o4
other Brahmans. The Baniyas numbering 797, and the Sonars 264, i

represented the trading classes. These figures include women and
children and represented 170 castes and trades. Of the above,
4,811 souls lived within municipal limits. The population of the

)
1
'

municipality in 1881 was 4,813, of whom 2,264 were females, and

*

at the same time the population of cantonments was 920, of whom
264 were females. The population of the town during the same

year, including Municipality, Cantonments, and Civil Station, was
7,390 (2,867 females), comprising 6,323 (2,451 females) Hindus j
866 (317 females) Musalmans, and 209 (103 females) Christians
and others. In September, 1880, the total figure was 7,124. The
miJhallas or wards of the town are Lachhmeswar, Karariya-khola,

Kapfna, Galli, Chaunsar, Gurani-khola, Ohampanaula, Kholta,
Deuripokhar, Chhipaltharha, Thapaliya, Chauganpatha,'Joshi-khola,
Sela-khola, Chaudhri-khola, Siumeikot, Paniya-udiyar, Pokharkhali, Jhijhiyar, Jyar, Makirhi, Chi'nakan, Dharanaula, Tiunera,
KhasiyU-khola, Daniya, Ndl-khola, Dabkiya, Kugar, Dhagal-khola,
Domtola, Lalabazar, Kdrkhdnah, Nakarchitola, Salimgarh, Sonarpatti, Banskigalli, Chhakala, Tirana-khola, Tamteura and Dhobikhola. The word ' khola ’ in the termination of the names of the

(
I
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■wards ig equivalent to the ‘ tola' and ‘ pur a' oi the towns of the
plains. The names sufficiently explain their origin and are derived

from the caste or trade of the occupiers or founders or from some
remarkable person or object.

There are several good shops at which European supplies can
be procured, but no large market, and but little trade since the
BhAbar marts at Kaladhungi, Ramnagar, Barmdeo, and Haldwani
and the bazars at Ranikhet and Naini tai have come into
existence. The municipality was formed in 1864, hut the income
is only about Rs. 5,600 per annum. The receipts of the Almora
Cantonment fund amounted to Rs. 308 during 1882-83 and the
expenditure to about the same. The greater portion of the grain
used is brought on ponies from the Bhabar, whilst the produce of
the upper parganahs is disposed of to the Bhotiyas. Wood for
local Consumption is brought in from distances varying from six
to eight miles chiefly by Women, who here, as at Naini Tai, form
the chief portion of the cooly population.

Amongst the local institutions are a station library, reading-room
and racquet-court, and a native debating society and library establish
ed in 1870 by former pupils of the Mission School, who have a
library, printing press, and a fortnightly newspaper of their own.
There is also a branch of the London Mission here and at Rani
khet, and of the American Mission at Naini TAI and Paori in
GarhwAl. Schools Eave been opened at Pithoragarh, Champawat,
and Gangoli Hat, and the character of the instruction given is
shown by the success of the pupils at the usual examinations and
their appointment to posts of considerable value in the public
service. The leper asylum is another of the charitable organisa
tions of Almora well worthy of extended support. In 1884 it
contained 114 inmates, of whom 69 were Christians.
These
come from all parts of the hills, including Nepal. The asylum pos
sesses a neat row of barracks and a pretty little church, at which

divine service is performed every day.
The history of Almora has already been told in the history of

Kumaon.

The real reason for the abandonment of ChampAwat

was doubtless its distance from the recenlly conquered and far
more valuable possessions to the wash Madden notices the legend
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that Kaly6n Chand was hunting in the forest which then covered
the site of Almora when a hare chased into a thicket became a

tiger, which was considered So good an omen that the Raja forth
with selected the spot as the site of his future residence and pro
mised that whoever dared to hunt any of his race should soon
discover that he had tigers to deal with. At Sitoli close by
Almora was fought the decisive battle which ended in the cession
of the whole division to the British in 1815. Since then Almora
has more than regained its former prestige as the head-quarters of
the Civil administration.
Ambari, a village in the western Ddn, on the road from Saharanpur to Chakrata, close to the Jumna 26 miles from Dehra. It
is the site of a tea-plantation and has a Public Works bungalow.

Amsot, a village in the Dehra Dun district, lies in latitude

30°-22'-45'', and longitude 77®-43'-42", at an elevation of 3,139*8
feet above the level of the sea. The upper markstone of the Great
Trigonometrical Survey station is situated on the highest pointy

of the same range as Dhoiwala. Timli is the nearest village, being
about three miles to the north-east. This height was deduced
trigonometrically.
Annfield, a village in the western Ddn, two. miles from the

Jumna. It is the site of a tea-plantation and an agricultural colony
of Native Christians established by the Revd. T. WoodSide in 1859
and now a flourishing settlement, self-supporting and containing

I

1

a church and school.
Asan, a river of the western Ddn, rises in the ravines near Harbansw'^la to the west of the Mohand and Dehra road at an eleva
tion of over 2,000 feet and after a north-westerly course of about
26 miles falls into the Jumna below Rajghat. This stream receives
no tributaries except mountain torrents from the Himalaya on the
north and the Siwaliks on the south, and is only noticeable as
being the main drainage channel of the western Diin.

Asarori, a police out-post in the western Diin at the northern
foot of the Mohand pass on the Dehra and Mohand road.

Asi, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon, is bounded on
the north by patti ChAlsi; on the east by Pharka and Sipti; on the
south by Talla Palbelon and bn the west by Malli and Talli Rdu.

9
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This paltj Ara’S separated’ from Asi-Clialsi or Ohdlisi at the recent
settlement. The principal villages are G6m, Garhsari, Hauli, JanIdrhi and Pati.
The assessable area comprises 2,695
of which 1,002 are
culturable and 1,693 are cultivated (156 irrigated). The land
revenue' gave Rs. 484 in 1815, Rs. 785 in 1820, Rs. 1,148 in
1843, and now is assessed at Rs. 2,091, which falls on the whole
area at He. 0-12-5 and on the cultivation at Re. 1-3-9 pei* acre.
The population at settlement numbered 1,947 males and 1,638
females. Three villages were received from Palbelon and one from
Sipti at the recent settlement. The villages are numerous and
highly cultivated and on tho higher ranges produce good crops
of hemp.

Askot Malla> the upper patti of parganah Askot in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by pattis Goriphat and Tai 14 Darma ; on
the west by patti Dindiliat of parganah Sira; on the east and
south-east by the Kali river, which separatesit from Nepal, and on
the south by Talla Askot. This -patti was separated from Askot
at the recent settlement. For its statistics see AskoI TaliX In
connection with this patti, however, mention may be made of the
Rijis the ban-manus or wild men of the woods' as they have been
called, who inhabit the forests of Chhipula. Askot is said to have
had originally eighty forts, and hence the name. The first of these
Was Champachal or Lakhanpur Kot, near which are the remains of
the old town of Bagrihat. The Rajbars are Katyuris and held
sway over the Bhotiya valleys from Juhar to Bydns, subject to the
Raika Ra jas of Doti. On Champdohal there is a temple to Mahadeo
where offerings are made to the sylvan deities by the Raj bar, and
on Ghhipula or Najfirkot there is a great cave at which a fair is
held every year, also a dry pond held sacred to the deity of the hill.

The ghat here is the only direct communication with lower
Kumaon for Dharchfila, Kela, Chauddns, Darma and Byfins.^

Ashot Talla, a patti of parganah Askot in Kumaon, is bounded
on the north by the Mall4 patti of the same parganah ; on the
west by the Athbisi Malla, and B&rabisi pattis of parganah Sira;
on the south by the Kharftyat and Kharkdes pattis of Shor, and
» See further Gaz., XI., 365,449, 455,494, 527, 531.
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on tho east by the Kali river, which separates it from Nepsil.
The Bagrihat, Charina and Shangli gars or streams flow eastwards
into the Kali nearly parallel to each other. Daoda is situated at
the confluence of the last with the Kali; Dhawalisera at the
mouth of the Charnja and Bagrihat on its own stream. The road
from Lohughat vid Shor to D^rma passes through the western
corner of the patti and has the villages of Mithdla, Maiahu, Ulma
and Jethgaon on it. To the south-east of Ulma, Larilekb rises to a
height of 6,031 feet, and between it and Bagrihat the country slopes

down and is more open and occupied with villages like Shdnkot. The
valleys of both the Charma and Shangli are highly cultivated. The
Idalia and Talla pattis were separated at the last settlement and
together comprise thd tract on the right bank of the Kali south of
Chaudans and north of the Dhvaj peak. The junction of the Gori
with the K^.li takes place immediately below the fine ridge on which
Askot itself is built The portion along the river is very low and
marked by a highly tropical vegetation. The slopes stretching
down from the high southern hills and the Askot ridge itself are
open and healthy and the position of the tract is favourable for the
sale of its products to the Bhotiyas, large parties of whom winter
within its borders. In a military point of view the ridge of Askot

may be considered the key to the Darma and By&ns passes, for the
only practicable way to them is along the bed of the Kali.
Mall^ Askot comprises one waste and 18 inhabited villages and
Talla Askot three waste and 124 inhabited villages; the statistics of
both may be shown thus* —
Abba
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Assessment
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A-skot Mails
Askot Tail!

Total
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in rupees.
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660

Population.
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1,216 173
2,972 516

739 302
1,404 1,0^2

165 803
544 693

514
736

1,069
2,070

931
1,809

4,188 689

2,143 1,354

709 996 1,174 1,250

3,139

2,740

The assessment falls at four annas nine pie per acre on the
total area and at seven annas one pie per acre on the cultivated
area. The patwdri usually resides at Barakot and there is a school
at Dewal.
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The tenure of land in Askot is unique in Kumaon, it being the
T lnka\ k t
parganah where the form of right in

hills.

land known as zamindiri exists in these
This has been held for many generations by a family con

nected with the old Katydri Rajas and who bear the affix Paia to
their names and have the title Raj bar. Some account of them has
already been given in the history of Kumaon,’ and here we have

only to deal with the fiscal history of the estate. The Rajbdr had
enjoyed the revenues of Askot for many generations until at
length they fell under the rule of the Chands, who, however, left
the Rdjbdr in possession, merely exacting an annual nazarana or fine
in token of supremacy. The total of this due at the period of the
Gorkhali conquest amounted to Rs, 400 per annum and was gradually
increased by them to Rs. 2,000, at which sum it stood at the
British occupation.® This sum, though it probably equalled the
full amount which could" have been demanded from the whole
parganah on a regular assessment, was never settled as such, but
continued to be fixed in one item under the name iania, a term
equivalent to naaardna, and at our-earliest settlement a fixed sum
was accepted at a reduced rate. With a view to the permanence
of the rdj, it had been an invariably family custom that only the
eldest son should succeed to the inheritance, whilst the junior

members of the family merged in the body of landholders. Dur
ing the Gorkhali occupation this rule was infringed upon and
dissensions arising on the death of the Rajbar led to the suc
cessive appointments of Rudrapal and Mahendrapal, the brother

and son of the deceased Rajbar, according as each outbid the Other
for the favour of the local Gorkhali commander. At the first
settlement made by the British Government both these persons
were admitted in the engagement and lease for the parganah.
This lease differed from the former engagements in that it specified
the villages by name and distributed the lump assessment amongst
them. This apportionment of the State demand was, however,
drawn out wholly on the judgment of the Raj bars themselves,
without any reference to the opinions of the village landholders.
The same system was pursued at the second settlement, and at

the third the only difference was that the name of Rudrapal was
* Gaz., XI., 365, 455, 404, 531, &c.

’ Tiafll, June 30th," 821.
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omitted from the engagement paper with his ow ’ "onsent, in
pursuance of some private arrangement between h
Mahendrap41. This circumstance led to subsequent divisions between
these persons and terminated in a suit in court instituted by
Rudrapal; the result of this was a decree in favour of the plaintiff for
the Rajbari of one-third of the parganah as it stood at the formation
of the first triennial settlement. Accordingly this division was
carried into effect by arbitration and three leases were granted; the
first to Mahendrapal, for his share or two-thirds, the second to
RudrapM for one-third, and the last to MahendrapM for the newlycultivated villages reclaimed through his means within the preced
ing three years and which were not included by the court in the
adjudged division. Claims were at the same time preferred by
other members of the family to specific shares in tho Rajbari, but
as none of these claimants appeared to have ever been admitted
during the former or last Government to the engagement for any
of the rights or privileges of the Rajbari, their demands on the
ground of local usage were dismissed.
The smaller share came down by regular succession to three
brothers—Pirthi, Sarabjit, and Mohkam.
In 1832, Mr. Traill

allowed a separate engagement for the land-revenue of Helpiya
and its twenty-four hamlets to Mohkam Singh, while Dewal and its
eighty-three hamlets remained in the lease of the Rajbari, Re
ceiving a sanction never before accorded by custom or local law,
these new landlords as distinguished from landholders tried their
new rights by getting deeply into debt, with the result that they
fell into the hands of the Almora usurers and were brought into
the civil courts. They resisted in their own stupid way. Mohkam
Singh fled for refuge to his relatives in Doti, but Pirthi Singh was
seized* and remained for some time in the civil jail at Almora.
The upshot of this litigation was that their estate was sold in

satisfaction of decrees of the civil court in 1843, and the principal
creditor, one Krishna Sayal, became the purchaser. The elder
brother of the purchaser, Hira Lal Sayal, had, previously in the
course of the litigation, mysteriously disappeared and foul play on
the part of the debtors, and their friends was suspected. The new
settlement was then made with Krishna Sayal at the former
revenue, Rs. 273, but it fared as badly with him as with his brother,

ASWALStU^
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for on proceetling to take possession he was murdered by the sons
of Pirthi Singh and Mohkam Singh, who again fled for protection
to their relatives in Doti. The heir of Krishna Sayal was a

minor, and with the consent of the Commissioner the estate Avas
for some time managed by the Rajbar, who accounted for the pro
ceeds. Daring this time opportunity Was taken to examine into
the resources of each village _and the condition of the cultivators,
and it was found that a great portion of the actual tillers of the
Soil were immigrants from Doti. The estimated value of the out
turn was Es, 364 with sir land and customary dues called sig~pdt
or dola-dhek and extraordinary dues known as tika-bliet, such as
personal service in carrying loads and litters. The right to the
Eajbari has always been held to depend upon the will of the
paramount power and immemorial usage has sanctioned the rule
that so long as the Rajbtir provides in ar suitable manner for the
dependants of his own house, he is entitled to all the profits of the
estate and is unfettered in the mode and amount of distribution.
In 1847 the properly was again sold in satisfaction of a decree of
court, and this time the purchaser was TulaiAm Sah, the treasurer
of the Almora collectorate. He found means to obtain possession in
the following year, but Raj bar Pushkar Pal repurchased his rights,
(.u-1855 and is now the zamindar of all Askot, which he holds on the
>ame terms, i.e,, he may increase the cultivation to his own profit and
nake such arrangements as ho may think advantageous for the

fialulta, but he cannot interfere with the permanent tenants’ posses^sions recorded in the village papers.

Aswalsyun, a patti of parganah Barahsyun, lies in the south
east corner of that parganah between the right bank of the
western Nyar and tho united NyArs. The soil is rich and the
population is industrious but very litigious. Tho principal villages,
(most of which are good, are Nagar, where there is a school,
Bhatgaon, Saraon, Suralgaon, Chaini Saknoli, Mirchwara, Sula
and Kugsa. The name is derii^d from the Asw6.1 caste, who
inhabit the patti. Nagar lies in longitude 78°-39' and latitude
29°-59'. In 18G4, seven villages were transferred to Manyfcyun.
The patwarj usually resides at Dangi in Manyarsyun and collects

the land-revenue of both pattis, which in 1864 from all sources
amounted to Rs. 2,431.
3
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Athagttli, a patti of parganah Barahmandal id Kumaon, is
divided into two, the Walla and Palla pattis. The former occupies
the left bank of th6 Gag^s river in that portion of its course where
it is crossed by the Ranikhet and Dwara road and extends from
R&nikhet to the river. The latter occupies the corresponding
portion of the right bank. The principal places in the Walla patti
are:—Rteikhet, Badhan, Bugiina, Chaukuni, Dugaurha, Jhalorhi
and Walna, and in the Palla patti are Airari, Bansula-sera, Bhet,

Bhandargaon, Chyali, Dhnnkhalgaon and Ubhy&ri and Aror.inboth
of which last there are schools. The patwari usually resides at
Bagwali-Pokhar. The statistics of the two pattis may be shown
thus:—
A&EA in Zllata ASSESSABLE.

AthagGli.
"eS

J
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Palla ,..
Walla ...

Assessment in

bcpees.

■vated,

3,930
3.675
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3& 2,040
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1,814 3,423 2,175 1,880
966 2,108 1,825 1,618

The assessment per acre on the total assessable area in the first
amounted to Re. 1-2-8 and in the Second to Re. 0-18-1; and on culti«
vation in the first to Re. 1-5-3 and in the second to Re. 1-0-3. Aboufl
116 Ksis are held as gtinth and
worth nearly a rupee peiO
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Athbisi Malla, a patti of parganah Sira in Kumaon, is bounded|
on the north by Dindihat; on the south by patti Barabisi; on thei
west by Talla Athbisi and on th© east by Talla Askot. The upped
valley of the Cliarm-gar, a tributary of the Kali, drains the pattn
The principal villages are Durlekh, Hanchila and Ujerba. The'
statistics of the Alalia and Talla pattis may be shown thus:—
i
Area in tists
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Some 43
are held free of land-tax. The revenue falls at
Re. l-IO-S per acre on the total assessable area in the Malla patti
and at Re. 1-1-5 per acre in the Talla patti: the rate on cultiva
tion is Rs. 2-2-9 and Re. 1-11-5 per acre respectively. The pat
wari usually resides at Nankuri.

Athbisi Talla, a patti of the Sira parganah in Kumaon, is

bounded on the west by Mali; on the east by Athbisi Malla ;
on the south by Barabisi and on the north by pattis Mali and
Dindihat of the same parganah. The southern portion of the
patti is drained by a tributary of tho B4mganga, crossed near its
confluence with the Ramganga by the Thai road at the village of
Mohani. The other principal villages are Bunga-Bora, Lima-Bhat
and Sera-Saun&li At the extreme south-eastern boundary of this
patti the Lori peak rises to a height of 7,763 feet. One village
was transferred to IdindihW and three to Mali at the recent settle
ment. The separate sir or private holding of the R^ni regnant of the
former Ifalla dynasty here was known as Athbisi, whilst Barabisi
formed the ipilitary assignment.

Al^gaca, a patti of parganah Gangoli in Kumaon, is bounded,
on the north by the Bhadrapati-gar, which separates it from Kam^yar; on the west and south-west by the Sarju river; on the south
Had south-east by patti Bel and on the east by patti Baraun of the
Same parganah. The principal villages are Chak-Bora, Chaunda,
Wadoli, Pokhri and Bankaul on the Bhadrapati. The road from
■klmora to Askot passes through the northern part of the patti and
■hat to Pithoragarh just below its southern boundary.
■

In the north-west the peaks of Vasuki-Nag and Gauri-devi

■ttain a height of 6,889 and 5,889 feet respectively, yet are clothed
■vith cultivation to the summit To the east there is less cultivable
fcround and here the peaks average about 5,400 feet. The assess^able area comprises 3,492 bisis, of which 1,708 are culturable and

1,783 are cultivated (480 irrigate«^. The land-tax at the conquest
amounted to Rs. 237; in 1820 to Rs. 319; in 1843 to Rs. 516, and

is now Rs. 2,101, which falls on the whole assessable area at
Re. 0-9-8 per acre and on the cultivation at Re. 1-2-10 per acre.
The revenue-free area amounts to 242 bisis and 1,285 bisis are held
in fee-simple. The population at the time of settlement numbered

3,256 souls, of whom 1,740 were males.

Twenty-ene villages were
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received from Bara on and 37 from Bel, whilst five Afore transferred
to Kainsyar at the recent settlement. Tho patwari usually resides
at Chamtola and there is a school at Ganai.

Ayarpatha, a' mountain rising to the south of the Naini Thl
lake, in latitude 29°-23'-2''' and longitude 79°-29'’-20," .of which
the northern peak has an elevation of 7,639 feet above the level
of the sea. This mountain derives its name from the presence of
the ‘ ayar , or Andromedd ovalijolia, a tree giving a small white
flower in the rains resembling a ‘lily of the valley.’ The young
leaves are poisonous for sheep and goats, who seem however to be
very fond of it. Ayarpatha is also mentioned in the notice of
Naini Till.
B.

Bachhansyun, a patti of parganah' Dewnlgarh in British Qarhw'al, is bounded on the north by the Ganges, which separates it from
Tihri on the South by patti Kandarsyfln ; on the east by the same
patti, and on the west by patti Ohalansyun. This jpatti was formed
from Dewalgarhin 1^64. The patwari usually residbmtin Nawasu,
collects the revenue of Patti Chalansydu also; both\^ggregating

Es. 2,147 from revenue and sadAlart and Rs. 42 from reik^nue-free
grants, with a total populatioU in 1864 of 4,195 souls. TlnS*j.nM^
comprises the valley of the Bachhan-gadh, in which are situat^f
the villages of Bamsu, Nawasu, Barsuri, Dhankot and Dungar^i

Where there is an iron mine. Unworked copper mines exist
Pipali, Diingara and Tilni Tauna.

Badalpur, a patti of parganah Talla Salan, was divided ini
two pattis at the settlement in 1864 known respectively as tm
Malla or upper and the Talla or lower. They lie together to tfl
south -of the Eastern Nyar river and are. bounded on the west ifl

pattis Kauriya and Sila ; on the east by pattis Koiagar, IriyakcB
and Painun, and on the south by the Path Dun. The road froiil
Paori to Kotdwdra runs through a small portion of the north-wesM
corner of the Malla Patti. The chief villages are Sinaia with]

iron mines, Kharkholi, Kota, Toli, where there is a school, and
Byali. In the Talla Patti are Mathiydli, AsaUkhet, Eamakesera
and Maraura. The drainage of the northern portion flows into
the Nysir ; and of the Talla Patti into the Rkmganga.
The
Mandhal stream rises in the latter tract near Painwalgaou. In
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1864 the villages to the north of the Nyilr were transferred to
the neighbouring pattis, Gawaiia Talla to Kolag&r, Halflni to

Gurarsyun, and twelve villages to Maudstrsyun, while Kandni was
added to the Malla patti from Khatali and Negiyana from Bijlot
to tho Talla patti. The census statistics are as follows for both
Pattis: in 1841, 3,457 souls; 1853, 6,927 ; and 1858, 7,099.
The patwari of Badalpur Malla usually resides in Toll and collects

the land-revenue of Kauriya Walla also, which in 1864 aggregated
Es. 2,h07; the patwari of Sila Malla Collects the revenue
of Badalpur Talla. Badiin lies in longitude 78°-49'-dO" and
latitude 29°-51'.
Badhan, a parganah of the Garhwal district, contains six pattis
or sub-divisions, each of which is separately noticed, viz.:—Khansar,
Kapiri, Karakot, Nand^k, Pjndarwtir and Pindarpdr. Badhan is
bounded on the north by Painkhanda and Dasoli; on the east and
south by Kumaon, and on the west by Chandpur and Nagpur. The
assessment of the land-revenue has been as follows :—
1 ISIS.
[ Bs,
k 3,571
[
The

1816.
Rg.
4,250

1817.
Rs.
4,357

1820,
Rs.
5,781

1823.
Bs,
6,422

1888.
Rs.
6,821

1833.
BrS.
6,948

1840. Current.
Rg.
Rs.
6,788 7,866

records of the current settlement show that there were
Ithen (1864) 225 estates comprising 374 villages and containing a

■utal assessable area amounting to 8,875 acres, of which 7,361 were
^■tIva ted. The mill-rent yielded lis. 665 and the land-tax Rs. 7,866,
^jwhich Rs. *303 were alienated in

and

the whole fall-

at Re. 0-13-3 per acre on the total assessable area and at
1-1-0 per acre on the cultivation. The population in 1841
^Rnbered 9,824 souls, of whom. 4,310 were females; in 1853, 15,541
HoSl females); in 1858, 16,880 (8,131 females); in 1872, 21^454
^■),606 females) and in 1881, 25,692 (12,839 females). Mr. Battea

Hs the following remarks on this parganah
r

Parganah Badhan or Badhangarh is divided into two portions by

Khe Pindar river. Patti Pindarpat*reaclies to the very base of the
■snowy range and has some five villages within a short horizontal disitance of some of the highest peaks near the sources of the Kailganga
I and NandAkini rivers. ■ The best villages are not found in the valley
^of the Pindar; and considering the facilities for irrigation affforded
by nature, it is remarkable how very little talaon or lowland occurs
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underthe bead of irrigated. The finest villages are those either situated,
like Kob, on high upland near the forests, but possessing *a large
share of flat or easily sloping land or placed, like Wan, very near tho
regions of eternal snow,, but surrounded by good pastures enjoying
a bracing climate, and inhabited by an enterprising and Bhotiyalike race of trafficking people. There are not many thokdars in
Badh&n, but those that exist are chiefly descendants of persons to
whom military assignments of land were given under the former Gov
ernments. Occupant zaminddrs^ are generally the descendants of those
whom the tliokddrs induced to settle on their grants of land : on this
account the latter are sometimes found recorded by the villagers them
selves as proprietors of the soil, even where not the slightest posses
sion, or eir cultivation on the part of the thokddrs, exists ; but in most
instances the occupants claim the nominal proprietorship, although
they are willing to pay the customary dues called by them some
times malikdna, sometimes nasardna, sometimes hak zaminddri and
sometimes, indeed generally, hak thokddri to the Soydna or thokddr.
As, however, these dues are very small, and as no rent in addition
to their quotas of revenue is taken from the occupants, it is really a
matter of little consequence whether from ignorance, or fear, oi

from a hope of throwing the responsibility of revenue payment on
the more powerful members of the community in case of any future
hardship, the people have recorded the thokddrs and their brethrer
as shareholders ; or whether under a suspicion of probable usur^H
tion or exaction, or a knowledge of their own rights, the peo^H

have insisted on their own proprietary tenure.
The Badhan Rajpiit or Khasiya, is, in general, a plain, simi^H
minded character : and though in this parganah there have b^H
two or three instances of excessive litigation among the brethiBB

of ^he thokddri families, and on the subject of some of the lar«H
padhanships, still the people on the whole are more acquainiBB
with the barter price of salt at Niti and of the money price of wheJW
and rice at Almora, than with the theoretical tenures of theiiB
land—on which subject they, as well as the Bhotiyas not, unfre-B
quently referred the Settlement officer to their wives for infor-B
mation. Sheep and goats are extensively kept for the Bhotiyafi
■Here and elsewhefe, unless expressfy mentioned in connection with tb«
tenure called zaminddri, the word zaminddr, in accordance with bill usage, is UseJB
to represent the actual occupant of the land or landholder,
’
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traders of Niti And Mana, The rocks in this parganah are similar
to those in Painkhanda, except that there is a greater proportion of
lime-stone, which formation characterises some of the high-peaked
mountains south of the Pindar river. Iron ore is not unfrequent
and is here and there worked for local wants.
Badrinath, a peak in parganah Malla Painkhanda of British
Garhwal, also a. village, temple and collection of rest-houses on the
route from Srinagar to the Mdna pass, 25 miles south of the latter and
55 north-east of the former. The village is situate on the right bank
of the Vishnuganga, a feeder of the Alaknanda, in the middle of a
valley about four miles long and one broad and is equidistant frona
two lofty mountains, the Nar and Narayana Parbat, one rising to
the east and the other to the west. The bank on which it stands
is sloping, that opposite is bolder, its brow being on a level with the
top of the temple of Badrinath or Badrinarayan, an incarnation of
Vishnu, situate in the highest part of the village and rising be
tween forty and fifty feet from the ground. The temple lies in
north latitude 3O'’-44'-29'^ and east longitude 79°-32'l", at an
levation of 10,284 feet above the level of the sea. The name is said

jp be derived from the sacred ‘ iadarV or jujube, which however, does
: grow here. Madden suggests the spiny Hippophae salieifolia or
rivationfrom ^bhadra,^ ‘fortunate,’ ‘auspicious’: but there is little
t that the derivation from the jujube is correct. The building
to have been erected some 800 years ago by Sankara Acharya
f conical form with a small cupola covered with plates of
)er and surmoij^ted by a gilded ball and spire. The original

lishment is reported to be of very great antiquity j the pre
temple has however a modern appearance, several former ones
ing been overwhelmed by avalanches and an earthquake havsbaken the present erection so seriously as to render necessary
almost entire restoration. The body of it is constructed of flat
nes, over which is a coat of fine plaster w’hich, while adding to
s neatness, detracts from the appearance of antiquity. A short dis
tance below the temple is the Tapta kund, a tank about thirty feet
square and covered with a roof of planks sup0 spring .
ported on wooden posts. It is supplied from
a thermal spring by means of a subterraneous communication ter
minated by a spout in the form of a dragon’s head. A thick smoke
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or steam of a strong sulphurous smell is sent forth* by the water,
which is so hot as to be Scarcely endurable to the touch until tho
temperature is reduced by the admixture of cold water from an
other spring. In this manner a bath is formed in which the sexes
bathe indiscriminately. The ablution accompanied by due adora
tion of the idol and liberal fees to the attendant Brahmans is con
sidered so efficacious in cleansing from past offences that in ordi
nary years some five to ten thousand pilgrims visit the shrine and
every twelfth year at the kumbh-meld the number is increased
four-fold. The pilgrims assemble at Hard war and h's soon as the
fair there is closed towards tho middle of April, proceed on their
round of pilgrimage in the mountains by Deopray^g, Rudrpraydg,
Kodarnath, Badrinath and home by Nandpraydg and Karnprayag.
The entire tract here is known as Vaishnava-kshetra, which is sub
divided into twelve subordinate kshetras or tracts. Besides Taptakund, in which Agni resides by permission of Vishnu, there is a
recess in the bed of the river forming a pool' called Narada-kund.
' This is sheltered by a bare rock whose projecting angle breaks the
force of the current and renders the place fit for bathing. A litti
to the left is the Suryya-kund, another thermal spring proceedin
from a fissure in the bank. There is no reservoir here and
pilgrims catch the water in their hands and throw it over
bodies. Besides this there are the Brahm-kapali and other r

voirs which are reported to possess various virtues and form pa
the tw’elve kshetras visited by pilgrims. The principal temp
called Riy-badri and with four others connected with it is
known as tho Panch-badri, vie.':— Yog-badri, ^ndukeswar,

dhbadri at Animath and Kapal-badri or
vishya-badri at Subhai, where there are
thermal springs. The idol in the principal temple is forme
black stone or marble about three feet high. It is usually clot
with rich gold brocade and above its head is a small mirror whJ
reflects the objects from the dhlside. In. front are several lamj
always burning and a table also covered wilh brocade. To th
right are the images of Nar and Narayana and on the left those o
Kuvera and Narada. The idol is adorned with one Jewel, a dia
mond of moderate size, in the middle of its forehead, whilst the
whole of the properties, including dresses, eating vessels and other
...
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paraphernalia,• are not worth more than five thousand rupees.
The idol Nar-sinha at Joshiinath is said to have one arm which daily
grows thinner, and when it falls off the road to Badrinath will he
closed by a landslip and a new temple erected at Bhavishya-badri
near Tapuban,^ also known as Dakhtttpan, or, as some say, at Ad
badri in Ohandpur. A good deal of ostentatious attention is paid
to the personal comforts of the idol at Badari. It is daily provided
with meals which are placed before it, and the doors of the sanc
tuary are then closed and the idol is left to consume its meals in
quietness. The doors are not opened again until after sunset, and
at a late hour, its bed being prepared by the attendants, the doors
are again closed until morning. The vessels in which the idol is
served are of gold and silver and a large establishment of servants
is kept up both male and female, the latter as dancing-girls and

mistresses of the celibate priests. The only persons who have ac
cess to the inner apartments are the servants and no one but the
fiawal himself is allowed to touch the idol.
The temple is closed in November and the treasure and vatu„

Endowments.

able utensils are shut up in a vault beneath
,

,

.

the shrine and every person descends to
andukeswar and Joshiinath,
As a rule from November until
e end of May the temple is covered by snow. Once some plunderg Garhwalis made their way across the snows in winter and re*
ved some 901b. weight of gold and silver vessels, but they
re seized and punished by the Garhwal Government, The
ajas frequently made use of the temple property, giving villages

mortgage in exchange which were never redeemed.
At the
orkbali invasion, the Raja borrowed Rs. 50,000 as a loan, and
om this and other sources the temple possesses an endowment
226 villages in Kumaon and Garhwal which as early, as
24 yielded a revenue of over Rs. 2,000 a year. At the sama
e many of these villages are large and populous and could yield
far greater rent; but the rents werb fixed at the time of the grant
jither in money or in kind in perpetuity, and as many of the culti
vators were Brahmans, the outturn is small compared with the area.
In 1864, the Garhwal endowments alone comprised 4,372 bisis of
ssessable land yielding a land-tax of Rs. 3,943 distributed over
262 villages, and in Kumaon some 1,674 bisis in plots of 10 bisis
or more distributed over 69 villages,

4
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As the annual expenditure sometimes exceeds thd income of the
year from offerings and endowments, recourse is had to loans
to be repaid from the surplus of favourable years. The offerings
consist of bhet or offering to the idol, bhog or for the expenses of his
food and clothing and nazardna or gift to
Priests.
the Bawal. Of late years the affairs of the
temple have been so badly managed that it is always in debt, though
if properly controlled the revenues are sufficient for all proper'expenditure. The coremonies to be performed by pilgrims are
simple in tho extreme, consisting of a short service with a litany
and bathing and in tho case of orphans and widows in shaving the
head. Tho principal priests are Namburi Brahmans from Malabar
and the head-priest is called Bawal. In order to provide for the
succession, in case of the illness or death of the Rawal, a chela of
his caste is always in attendance at Josliimath, so that there is al
ways a Rawal elect present to take possession of the office. The
Rawal has a regular establishment to manage the temporal con
cerns of the institution and under the former Rajas exercised su
preme and uncontrolled authority in the villages attached to|
the temple.
Formerly the priests were supposed to live in J
perfect celibacy, but now they excuse themselves that thejB
have broken with all home ties. A teacher is employed who coifl

ducts the school for the children of temple employees, and in
a dispensary was established the cost of which is borne from
saddbart funds, and it remains open as long as pilgrims atte)|H
In ordinary years the pilgrims are chiefly Jogfs and Bairagis ai^H
the offerings amount to about Rs. .5,000, but at the kumbh ai^B
adh-kumbh, or every twelfth and sixth year, the numbers of p^H
grims and receipts are greatly increased. West of the tomp^B
ab^ut twelve miles is the group of snowy peaks -called Cha^B
khamba or Badrin&th, six in number, three of. which have
elevation above the sea respectively of 22,395, 22,619 a|^|
22,901 feet.
Six miles to <he south-west is a summit calkS

Nalikanta having an elevation of 21,713 feet.
See
BnoTiYA Mahals. On the way to the Satopant lake and glacieiw
there is a water-fall called Basodhara, to which is attached the!
legend that when 'seen by an impure person it ceases to flow.J
The Bhotiyas say that when Kumaon was invaded by the British.«
the Riija proceeded to invoke the aid of Badrindth, but when ho^
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camo to Basodluira, tho water-fall ceased to flow and they then
knew 'that the Eaja would cease to reign.
The lake near the

Satopant glacier has three corners each with a different name and
is to the Bhotiyas a Ganges into, which the ashes of their people
collected at the funeral-pyre are thrown. It, too, has its legend
that it is fathomless and that no bird can fly across it. Tho
Bhotiyas present offerings to the spirit of the lake to keep the
passes open and aid them in their dangetous journeys, and as they

themselves are denied entrance into the Badrinath temple, it has
for them all the virtues of Badrinath itself.

Bageswar, a village in Patti Talla Katyur, and parganah Dannur of Kumaon, is situate at tho junction of the Sarju and Gomati
Ivers some 27 miles north of Almora. The name’ is derived
om the temple which is dedicated to ‘ Vdk-iswar', ‘ the lord of
leech’, or according to others ‘ Vydghreswar', ‘ the tiger-lord’. Tho
)pulation numbers about 500 occupying a few streets of substandly built houses on the right bank of the Sarju. Bageswar is
e great mart for the exchange of Tibetan produce between the
hotiyas and the Almora merchants and entirely owes its prosirity to British influence. It is only occupied - for trade from
e middle of November until the end of April. Three fairs of a
mi-religious character take place: the principal, known as the

Uardyini or Utraini, is held about the twelfth of January, when
ods to the extent of three lakhs of rupees change hands. The
gsent temple was erected by Raja Lacbhmi GliantV about 1450
A.D. ; but inscriptions noticed elsewhere show a far earlier found*
ation®. Certain tombs constructed of large tiles'* discovered in the
neighbourhood and at Dvvara Hdt have been assigned to Mughal
colonies and attest, perhaps, the presence of a non-Hindu race,
■ Traill writes;—“These tombs differ both in form and appearrance from the'graves of Jogis, the only class of Hindus which
adopts sepulture. It is therefore V’ Tatars or Muhammadans only
that these graves can be ascribed. The extreme sanctity of Bages
war, a principal ‘ praydga' or confluence and place of pilgrimage,
precludes the supposition that either of these sects would have been
» Gaz , XL, 317.
see Bhotiia Mauals.

’ Ibid., 55&.

» Ibid., -lop.

‘Ibid., 512;
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suffered as subjects of a Hindu Government, to poHute that place
with their dead, while the Muhammadans, as is well known, were
never able to effect any conquests within these hills. By the
natives these tombs are called Mnghali. The Darma Bhotiyas,
who are also said to be descendants of a colony left by Timur
from the association of the Muhammadan creed with the name of
Mughal, repel as an inSult the extraction attributed to them. Tho
Sarju is crossed by a new iron wire suspension bridge of 147 feet
span and the Gomati by a similar one of 60 feet span ; both the
old bridges were washed away in 1871, but have since been replaced.
Elevation above the sea 3,143 feet: latitude 29°-5G'-15" ; longi
tude 79°-48'-52",

Bageswar is approached from Almora by two roads, one passing
,
through Takula and the other by Binsar
Eoads,
V.
1
Roads connect it also with Someswar on tin
Eausani road, Baijnath on the road to Karnprayfig, Khati on tin
road to the Pindar glacier and Milam and Thai on the road t<
Askot. The road from Tdkhla starts from the village of that nain
12 miles from- Almora and 14 miles from Bageswar, from an en
camping ground near the clump of deoddrs surrounding its oh
temples, and ascends to a pass leading across the Jammarkbet ridge
the peak of w hich rises on the right to a height of 6,837 feet, thenr
J
descending the road winds along a narro’
thickly wooded valley to the ascent to tliL
outlying spur from Gananatb (6,947 feet), near which there is a

_

temple and a road made of steps of flag stone from the neighbour
ing quarries which leads almost in a straight line up the hill. This
was constructed by the piety of an Almora trader, but is little uset
as the new road is much more easy and even shorter. Thence ai
ascept is again made to the west of the Jarauli peak (6,200
high) and thepce into the valley of the Sarju, where the road froW
Takula is joined by the Binsar road and passing by Khafih'khetl
Bdgeswar is reached. This rntfreh is fairly diversified by hill and'

valley, heat and shade, and affords some pretty bits of scenery.
The road from Binsar keeps to the eastern side of Jammarkhet,
passing by Panchdeo, Ukhtili and other villages lying near tho
Gat-gadh stream and eventually joining the Tiikula road, where it
enters the Sarju valley.
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The road from Someswar passes up the valley of a small feeder
_
„
of the Kosi by the villages of Mahargaon,
r,™
N4k„t .„d Ih, Karkeswar Um-

pie to the Papi ridge forming the watershed between the Sarju and
the Kosi, whence tho road is undulating to Bageswar. Souieswar
is about twelve miles from Bageswar and the Papi ridge lies
about half way. The road from Baijnath to Bageswar lies along
the left bank of the Gomati river from Baijnfith to the con
fluence with the Sarju, a distance of twelve miles and is very
low and hot tho entire way. There are however a few pretty
reaches in the river known locally as tAls or lakes which abound
vith fish of all the common nearly
kinds. due
The east
road to
by Thitl
iruns
by Askot
Halkana
and
Dhupauhi Sera to Sunudiyar, where there
3 a tea-planter’s bungalow.
Another sheep track leading east
ullows up the valley of the Pungor-giidh, in addition to which
lost of those roads are connected with each other by tracks across
ountry passable for men but not for ponies. The main roads are Excellent and are open at all times of the year for men and ani‘-linals. During the winter months all these roads are crowded with

flocks of goats and sheep conveying borax and salt from Bhot and '

J grain and rice in return, while numerous parties of lowlanders
are seen carrying klltas of oil which they exchange in Bhot for
wool. The trade returns are noticed under ‘ trade ’ in the article

Kumaon.
Prom Bageswai’ upwards the bed of the Sarju narrows and
forms more a gigantic ravine than a valley, the entire floor being
■ „
frequently occupied by its bed. This channel IS exceedingly deep and in many places
!’ms dark pools abounding in fish. In places the mountains rfse
ecipitonsly on either side, so that the road to avoid the cliffs has
metimes to make a considerable rise where it cannot be carried
mg the face of the cliff. On the ri^ht bank large torrent-feeders
the Sarju are crossed : one (the Labor) about three miles, a
corid called the Kanalgadh at about seven miles and on the left
nk the considerable stream of the Puugor-gadh, Within two
three miles of Kapkot the valley opens considerably and gives

ace to several stony and uncultivated dells covered with dwarf

so
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Zizyplins (badari}. The glen around Kapkot itself is highly’cul
tivated, yielding fair crops of rice aud manduwa {Eleusine corodTia'. It is about one and a half to two miles long and about
half as wide, with an elevation of from 4,000 to 4,500 feet above the
level of the sea, enclosed by a belt of gently swelling and diversi
fied mountains covered with a beautiful vegetation, the ckir pine
{Pinus Zonyi/oZia/feathering the summits. The village is on its
western edge close under the’ slopes of Dioli (5,471 feet) about 150
feet above the river and half a mile from it. Several smaller ham
lets are scattered over the valley, each with its grove of trees, among
which the plantain attains a fair size and produces large and excel
lent fruit, On the right bank the Ohirpatkot peak (6,637 feet
appears and up the glen the snowy range, conspicuous amongs
which is the peak of Nandakot (22,538 feet) with its summit whit<
as a new pal or servant’s tent, to which it bears a strong resemb
lance. The pjcturesqueness of the scenery is no doubt in a mca
sure due to the limestone which from Bageswar to Kapkot form;
the most important rock.
\

'

Hero a gradual change in the character of tho vegetation may
be seen. The OriffanumanA Cratagus pyracantJia {gingdru), or whiti
thorn, replacing the dwarf date palm found near Bageswar. Th<
tejpdt (Ginnamomum Tamalci), called liirkiriya, abounds in thi
shady glens. The Didymocarpus macropliyllus, Loxotis obliqua,
cover tho dripping rocks, a flesh-coloured Argyreia, and the Cucu
mis Bardioickii, {airdlu) climb over the bushes with Tricosanlliei
palmata. {indrdyan) and its brilliant red but fetid fruit. Coix lac
ryma llAehdslu^ or Job’s tears grows by every stream and in seve
ral places PEginetia indica. Osbeckia anguslijoli.a is abundant iu the
grass and Clerodendron serrcftum, and sipkonanthum and Pcekmeru
’.ria
tenacissima {poi} amongst the thickets. .45cZ/nosc/tMS pungen
{kou, kapaeya) gxovfs in abundance on the damp shaded slope
The more Common trees are the Photinia diibia Quercus annulala
Kydia calycdna {jputa), Ekretianerrata {p'dniydkj, Ougeinia dalbergioide

j

(sanan), Terminalia bellerica Ipaiharr^f Woodfordia flwibunda {dkdi'j
Plemingia semialata, Wendlandia cinerea, Gallicarpa macrophyllc
(gaiwali), Saurauja nepalensis lyogandd], Engelhardtia Colebrookiana_{mand}, Bauhinia variegata (ktoairdb} and liauhinia retusa,
Roxb. (Z;(!?jcZZa),;and a species of Sapium named pkulkiya (Madden)
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There is a fine ♦grove of sUang trees {Olea fragvan's) here which
flower ill September.
Bagoli, a haltiflg-place and village on the road from Karnprayag to Bageswar in Kumaon in Patti Si'U Chandpnr of par
ganah Chandpur in Garhwal, lies in latitude SO^-ll'-SO" and
longitude
: distant 8 miles fl furlongs 11 poles from
Karnprayag and 10 miles 4 furlongs 35 poles from Pantbi, the next
station before Jolabagr. The road to Bagoli from Karnprayag
winds along the left bank of the Pindar river with precipit
ous hills on either side. At Simli (4m. 2f. 23p.), where it
meets the road from Almora, by Lobha it crosses the Bhajrarigar, which here joins the Pindar. Thence by Chalakot Eajthora and Kulsann to Bagoli (4m. Sf. 18p.)
From Bagoli to
/Panthi the road continues along*the same side of the river,

crossing to the right bank near
Ncirayanbugr bridge, somewhat
Bhagwan the road is fairly level.
dirough from its source to its

Nalgaon and recrossing at the
undulating. Thence to Panthi
The Pindar valley scenery all
confluence with the Alaknanda

at Karnprayag is most picturesque and almost in every mile has
some beautiful bits where wood, water, forest, hill and rocks vie
with each other in contributing to the general al/andon of nature
here visible.
Baijirau, a halting-place on the route between Kainur and
I Ramnagar, is situated in Patti Sabali of parganah Malla Salan in
BGarhwal in latitude 29°-55'0" and longitude 79°-4-41" : distant
I 10 miles 7 furlongs 21 poles from Kainur and 9 miles 7 furlongs 28
I poles from Bhatwara, the next stage. The road hence to Bhatwara
lerosses the Eastern Nyar by a bridge of 62 feet span to Lachhi,

I crossing a tributary of the Nyar by a bridge of 57 feet span and
■thence to Kundi, 2 miles O’Turlongs 20 poles.

Hence to Kakr«ra,

■Rikhar and the Bin5yak-khal at Domaila,4 miles 3 furlongs 8 poles.
■From Domaila the road crosses the Khatali-gadh by a bridge of 72
■feet span, descending for a mile and a half and again ascending to
■Bhatwara encamping-ground in large oi^en fields 3 miles 4 furlongs.

■
Baijnath, a village in patti Malla Katyur and parganah Danpur
■of the Kumaon district, lies in north latitude 29°-51'-24" and east

■longitude 79°-39'-28", at an elevation of 3,545 feet above the level
■of the sea (temple). The river Gumti (Goinati) flows close to the
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village, which is 12| miles from SomesAvar, 12 milcS from Bageswar
and about 12| miles from Jolabagr on the Nandprayag road, wdth
each of which it is connected by a good road. Baijnath in 1881
had a population of 117 souls. There is a large Hindu temple hero
sacred to Kali situate in the old Eanchula fort, of which the altar is
said to be constantly moist with tho blood of kids and buffalo calves
sacrificed to the- dread goddess of destruction, still, however, called
‘
or mother. There are several old temples of the Turk’s cap
style, most of which are in ruins and are used as corn lofts and store-
rooms as in Dwarabsit. A colony of Gosains are established here,
who observe the custom of burying their dead in small temple-likc
tombs around the building in which they worship. Along its walls
are old sculptures collected from different places, most of which arc
of modern Hindu origin; but on^ is cdearly a representation of Buddha

and must have belonged to a temple of that creed which flourished
here in the eighth century of our era according to Hwen Thsang
Baijnath is interesting as being in the centre of fhe Katyur valley
the home of the ancient Katyiirjs. On all sides the valley is studdet
with tea-plantations where tw'enty years ago Were only the haunt:
of tigers and bears,
Bairaguna (or Bhairongana), a halting-place on the route
between Hardw'ar and Srinagar by the Ijachhman-jhula bridge, dis
tant eight miles 11 poles from the former stage and 12 miles

32 poles from Chandpur-ke-manda, is situate in the Hinwal or Hiunal valley in Patti Udepur Talla of parganah Qanga-Sahin in Garb
wkl in latitude 30°-3'-40" and longitude 78°-25'-S0." The roadi
from Hardwfir passes by E4nipokhri and Lachliman-jhiila in the
Dehra Diin district into Garhw'al and thence along the left bank of
the Ganges to its confluence with tho Hinwal river at Phalari.
Hence it follows the left bank of the latter river to Bairaguna, a little
over eight miles, slightly Undulating the entire way. Hence to
Cliandpur-ke-manda the road continues up the valley for a short
distance to a ford across the Hinwal and ascends by Bijni to the
Saihduli-khal, (6m. 3f. 7p.) Thence a descent of half a mile leads tc
Bandarbel dharms^la and a level march of one mile and asceni
of half a mile to Dbangugarh (3nn 5f. 18p.) The road descend.>from here for about quarter of a mile and is level along the Gauges
to Chandpur, 2 miles 7 poles from Dluingugarh.
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Balchha;*a pass into H’utidcs or Tibet, is situated in Malla
Painkhantla of GaihwM in latitude S0°-47'-20''' and longitudo
8O'’-12'-45." The -Balchha pass is reached from the Untadhura'pass
to the north of Milam in parganah Juhar of Kumaon and was crossed
by Messrs. Winterbottom and Strachey in their expedition to Tibet
and also by Captain Weller, an account of whose journey is given
hero; Weller crossed the Unta-dhura and went on to the Balchha
pass (29th May). He descended the northern slope of Unta-dhura
for half an hour over one unbroken bed of snow. Thence a moderate
descent of one hour, over snow-beds cut into most troublesome
ridges by the wind, to the Lanka stream, continued for an hour
^hong its bank over snow-beds and bare hills, then turned to the

west and after a bad descent in snow and slush reached Topi-dunga.
lAt the turn, the Lanka also bends westwards and is joined by tho
Poldtinkhar stream from the east. Topi-dunga is a small level spot
An the left bank of the Lanka, which here has a depth of about
,*< feet and a width of about 20 feet. A shepherd and his flock

awe said to-have-been snowed up here for a whole winter. There
a little herbage at Topi-dunga and further west, grass and
loBw brushwood (on the opposite side) .are tolerably .plentiful. Tho
Jandi glacier on the western face of the KingribBngri ridge, which here separates Garhwal from Tibet and flows
iJrestwards to its confluence with the Lanka. The united streams

■ben receive on the left bank the Torgar coming down from the
Buth-east by south. The junction is curious as the two flow
Riarly parallel for some hundred yards ; the Torgar along the

Bp and

the Lanka along the base of a precipice which may be 450
Het high at the highest part and diminishes to nothing at the juncKn. Thus reinforced the Lanka becomes the Girthi stream of

He maps {q.v.)
H The encamping ground at Topi-dunga has an elevation of 14,830
l^t and one on the left bank of the Lanka near its confluence with
Doldunkhar an elevation of 14,640 feet above the level of the
From this descended to the river and passed along it to the
and crossed the Lanka, above its junction with the Doi, stream
^■id, but not above knee-deep and some 20 feet wide, wind and
^■w. Continued up the Doi, chiefly flowing under snow between
^^.i pi to us banks of rock. Then turned north across the Kalimat"
5-
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tsya ascent, very steep and covered with loose stones oVer^a hlack
crumbling slate. The latter part of the ascent less steep. This is.
the Kiungar pass by the Kiungaf peak (17,680 feet). The crest is
composed of small loose stones rising in a sweep to the top of the
bills on either side ; beyond a good extent of valley and low hills
covered with brush-wood rises the Balchha ridge. Hence to Chidhmu
encamping-ground (13,520 feet) by a descent due north over alter
nate snow-beds and loose stones from the ridge on the east. The
track is here bounded east and west by bare ranges with a small
stream flowing north in the hollow between them chiefly’ u fid er snow
beds. The hills on either side are perpetually crumbling away^
accumulating immense heaps, of loose stone along their base/
Chidamu is a small level spot on the right or east bank of the stveaii
BtJ
above noted, which is here joined by another stream from the east,
rThe streams unite near Laphkhel to from the Kiogadh, a tributary
of the Girtbi. Just north of Chidamu, across the stream, a succes
sion of low hills commence,, extending northwards to Laphkhc
These are covered with the goat-thorn or damd {C. Pygma>
and the hollows afford good pasturage. Looking from the soul
the southern face of hills and ravines hardly bear a trace of sno\
whilst the northern aspect of those of similar elevation are thick
covered with snow.
From Chidamu the track passes along a succession of loi
hillocks to the Kiogadh, on the right bank of which is the Lapkhe
or Laptel encamping ground (13,990 feet). Hence a track Icad^

up the Kiogadh by the Chaldu pass (17,440 feet) and also by’ tli
Chirchun pass (17,960 feet) into Tibet, meeting the track froi
Unta-dhura by the Kingri-bingri pass (18,300 feet) at the Chi
chun (Chitichun) encamping ground in Tibet (16,130 feet). Whei
crossed near Laphkhel tho Kiogadh was a rapid torrent thirty

forty yards wide, but usually passable by laden sheep. T1
encamping ground is a few hundred feet above the river shut
by an amphitheatre of low hilfs which form the base of the low rid
crossed on passing into Tibet. The goat-thorn is tolerably abi
dantand in early June the hollows are covered with young gra
forming a favourite pasturage ground. The salagrdm stones aboi
here. Hence one. track leads to the Shelshel pass on the w
(16,390 feet) and another to the Balchha pass (17,500 feet). T

I
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first sjflge Is’to Sanocha encamping ground (14,110 feet); first

northwards up a gentle ascent or two and then west over undulat
ing ground, sometimes bare and sometimes cpvered with ddma and
rills of wafer giving nourishment to grass in all the hollows. The
breadth of this tract is about two to three miles and it ends in the
ascent to Balchha. From Sangcha the track leads north-east to
the bank of a northern affluent of the Kiogadh. This is joined by
numerous streams on either side and is divided near Talla Sangcha
into two streams, one coming from tho north and the other from
the north-east, up which lies the route to the pass. The hills on

. either side are of inconsiderable height, bare, precipitous and
crumbling, but towards the foot of the pass they open out a little
and have a few thorn bushes on the slopes and where the surface is
^abraded it is of a brick-dust colour. On the summit is a small
heap of stones with sticks and rags attached to them, to which
ihe natives add a stone or two as they pass. The view northward
tti'om the summit of the pass is thus described :—“ Instead of a
iplain which I had expected to see, the country of Tibet is formed
fof alternate low hills and table-lands with a range of higher hills

j.vell sprinkled with snow in the distance running north-west to

«outh-east.’’ Though at the time of his visit (the second of June)
fthe weather was mild, this was represented to be unusual and

■the wind and cold were stated to be for the most part dreadful.
■ The Jhanka stream rises from the northern slope of the pass
Knd has a direction north and a little west. This is joined by a
fetream coming from past Chirchun and the two united form tho
EVisum, a good-sized river flowing to the north-west. The view
■rom the pass was contracted by the slope of the hill east and west

■ ust in front and by the distant haze, no vegetation was visible.
I Balchha, a pass on the frontier separating Tihri from BisalTr,
■ ies over a crest of the ridge separating the valleys of the Tons and
■'abar ,or Pabhara in Patti Bangarh and parganah Eawain. Tho
Hass has an elevation of 8,898 feet a%ovo the level of the sea and

■Hie ridges on each side are thickly clothed with deodar,
H Balchha Ghat, a ferry across the Kali river in parganah Shor
the Kumaon district, is situated 12 miles east’ of Champawat
Bld 19 miles south-east of Pithoragarh. Latitude 29°-17'-40'^

■ngitude 80’’-20'-55,^.
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Bamsu, a patti of parganah Nagpnr in British Garliwe!, is
bounded on the north and east by Kaliph&t Malli; on the south
by Kaliphat Talli ; and on the west by Tihri, The road from
Rudrpray^g to Keddrnath proceeds northwards along the left
bank of the Mandakiui river. The patwari of Malli Kaliphat,

usually resident in Guptkashi, collects the land-revenue of this
Patti, Maikhanda and Parkandi also. The principal villages are
Bhairgaon, Dewali, Lamgaondih and Semali. The entire Patti is
held as sad^bart and its revenues are administered by a local com
mittee.

Band or Bund, a patti of parganah Basel 1 in British Garhwal,
comprises a small triangular patch of mountain land on the left ban'|J
of the Alaknanda river near Pipalkoti. It is held in saddbart au9
is administered by the local committee. It was formed from DascH
• in 1864 and the Patwari of Dasoli Talli, usually resident in NamJ
prayag, still collects its revenue. The principal village is BairagnI
where there is a school. There are copper mines at Bantoli in thl

Patti, but they are not now worked.
1
Bandarpnchh (or Bandarpunchh, ‘ the monkey’s tail’), a mouil

tain mass forming a collection of peaks known as the Jamnot
peaks in the records of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, Thr<
peaks are laid down in the maps as Srikanta, 20,130 feet; Banda;
punchh, 20,758 feet; and Jamnotfi, 20,038 feet.
Fraser writes:—“ As seen from the south-west two lofty and ma
siye peaks rise high above the rest, deep in snow, from which al

the other inferior ridges seem to have their origin. These pealj
are connected by a sharp neck, considerably lower than themselve
The south and south-east exposure is the least steep, and bears |
great depth of pure unbroken snow. Little or no rock is see;
except a few points at the ridge of the conecting neck, where it
too sharp and steep for snow to lie; and there it appears of a r<
colour. Herd and there lofty precipices are seen in the snow itse
where the lower parts have 4nelted, and masses have given wj
and slidden down to the ravines below, leaving a face several hul
dred feet high, that shows the depth of snow which has aecumulai
for ages. The naipe of Bandarpunchh properly applies only to 1

highest peaks of this mountain: all the subordinate peaks aj
ridges have their own peculiar names, Jamnotri has referea
/
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only
sactcd spot, where worship is paid to the goddess and
ablution is performed. According to native accounts there are said
to be our peaks which form the top of Bandarpunchh, only two of
which are seen from the south-west and in the cavity or hollow con
tained between them tradition places a lake or tank of very pecu
liar sanctity. No one has ever seen this pool, for no one has ever
even attempted to ascend any of these peaks. Besides the physical
difficulties the goddess has especially prohibited any mortal from
passing that spot appointed for her worship.”
The landholders aver that every year, in the month of Phagun,
way of Hard war, and
scends the highest peak of this mountain, where he remains twelve
lonths, and returns to give room to another; but his entertainlent must he very inditferent and. inhospitable, as may be inferred

E single monkey comes from the plains, by

ora the nature of the place ; for he returns in very sad plight,
jing not only reduced almost to a skeleton, but having lost Ins
lir and a great part of his skin.”
The group of hot springs known as Jamnotri is only about 500
yards below the place Where the various
Jatunotri.
.
small streams that unite to form the first
waters of the Jumna fall into a basin below. Hence they shoot
)ver the brow of a rock projecting from the snow and pass down
vhere the rocks again close over the stream, and though not so lofty
IS those below interpose a bar to progress upwards in the bed ©f
the stream. At the place where it is customary to perform ablution
he north-east side of the river is very steep and the rocks about here
‘ seem to be quartzose, and chiefly white, but exhibiting different
shades and colours. The structure is laminous, and from between
.hese laminae run several small streams of warm water, form
ing together a considerable quantity. There are several other
sources in which the water bursts up with great ebullition, and one
in particular, from which springs a Column of very considerable
size, is situate in the bed of the fivV between two large stones,

and over it falls a stream of the river water. This water has a
temperature of 194'7“, nearly that of boiling water, at an elevation
>f 10,849 feet above the level of the sea, and * emits much vapour.
The water is exceedingly pure, transparent, tasteless, and devoid
of smell. A great quantity of red crust, apparently deposited by
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the water, which seemed to be formed of an iron oxide, aij^I soma
gritty earth, covers all the stones around and under the stream.
This, on exposure to the air, hardens into a perfect but very
porous stone, whilst below the Water it is frequently mixed with a
slimy substance of a very peculiar character, of, a dull yellowish
colour, somewhat like isinglass, certainly a production of the water
as well as the above crust, for it covers the stones over which the
stream runs, and is very abundant.”

The violence and inequality of the stream frequently changes
the bed of the river. Formerly it lay on the side opposite to this rock,
and the numerous sources of this warm water were then very
perceptible, many of them springing from the rock and gravel to
some height in the air, but several of these are now lost in the
present course Of the stream. These warm springs are of great
sanctity, and the spot for bathing is at that point before mentioned'
where one of a considerable size rises in a pool of the cold rivei
water and renders it milk warm. This jet is both heard and seen,
as it plays far under tho surface of the pool. These springs
have all particular names, such as Gaurikund, Taptakund, &c.,
and, as usual, a superstitious tale is related concerning theit
origin. Thus it is said that the spirits of the Rishis, or twelve]
holy men who followed Mahadeo from Lanka (after tho usurpa
tion of Rdwan) to the Himalaya inhabit this rock and continu
ally worship him. (J. B. Fraser’s Journal, pp. 418—430; As.
Res., XIV., 395 ; Ibid., 324, 327.)
Banelsyun, a patti of parganah Barahsyun of British Garhwal,
is bounded on the north by pattis Kandwalsyun and Sitonsyun;
on the south by the Nyar river, separating it from parganah Gangs
SaUn; on the east by pattis Manyarsyun and GanguArsyun and or
the*west by the river Ganges. In 1864 three villages were received

from Kandwalsydn and five from Manj'drsyun.

The patwiiri ot

this Patti, usually resident in Maklori, collects the land-revepue o
Patti Kandwalsyun also ; both^ in 1864, aggregated Rs. 2,300 fo)
land-revenue and saddbart and Rs. 158 for gunth paid by ,51,8:
souls. There is a school al Khola. Th® paiti comprises the land;
lying between the Nyar river on the south and the Randi river on
the north, both afiluents of the Ganges. The principal villages artl

• By^nsghat, Naugaon, Tari, Maklori, Khola, and Bajyungaon.
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' BangafSyua, a patti . of parganah Malla SaJan in British
Garhwal, is bounded on the north by Choprakot and Bhaundyalsyun; on the east by the latter patti abd Meldhar; on the south by
Sabali, and on the west by Tahiin. The principal villages arg

Siikhai and Joi on the Kainur road ; Baijirau, where the roads from
Bainnagar to Kainur and Almora to Paori cross the eastern Nyar

by a bridge; Siloli and Hainsa. In 1864, Kumuliya was trans-*
ferred to Dhaundyilsyun. The patwari of Choprakot, usually resi
dent in Kanyffr, collects the land-revenue of this patti also. The
eastern Nyar runs from north to south through the patti, which
js sparsely inhabited and Of little importance.

;
Bangarhsyun, a patti in parganah Barahsyun in British
iirhwAl, is bounded on the south by pattis Kandwalsyun and
tonsyiin ; on the north and west by the Ganges, and on the east
pattis Btiwatsyun and Idwalsyun. Tho patwari of RaWatsyun,
ident at Marguna, collects the revenue with that of Patti Sitons^
n. This patti comprises a small strip of land lying along the
t bank of the Alaknanda and traversed by the Hardwar and
nagar road. It contains the villages of Kaadi Bidyakoti, and
Jasti.

BanjbugT, a resting-place on the route from Nandpray^g on
Alaknanda to Baijn&th on the Gumti, js situated in patti Nandak
I parganah Dasoli of British Garhwal, distant 14 miles from
ndprayag;12 miles from Nar^yanbugr, where the Pindar is
>ssed by a bridge, and 11 miles from Diingari on the right bank
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Bans, a halting-place with bungalow on the’rdad
Al
mora to Pithoragarh, lies in north latitude 29°-3G'-44'’' and east
longitude 80°-ll'-.5"; in Patti Seti Talla of parganah Shor in
Kumaon, distant 48| miles from Almora and 7| miles from Pilhoiagarh. The traveller’s bungalow is in charge of a watchman and
there is also a baniya’s shop. The road.from Shor ascends the hill
to the north-west of the Shor valley by an easy ascent of about
1,500 feet and enters a remarkably wide and open valley thickly ,
studded with villages, amongst which Chliana and Bhunmuna are
noted for their oranges. The stream draining this valley flows into
the eastern Ramganga on its left bank, where it is crossed by the^
iron suspension bridge. On the north the peaks of Irhirikot ((5,8<S4)
Asur-chuJa (6,9DO), and Bhuumuni (5,728 feet) run from east b
west to the Ramganga; on the east th6 ridge dividiugTt from tin
Shor vj^ley attains a- height of 6,898 feet, and on the south the

water-shed above Pabhe has an elevation of 5,775 feet above the
level of the sea.
Barahmstndal, a parganah in Kumaon, contains seventcer
Pattis, each of which is separately noticed, viz. :—Bisaud Malla,
Bichhla and Talla; Boi'arau Palla and Walla : Dwarsaun, Kairarau,

Kaligar, Khaspurja, Ucbyfir, Uydni, Syunara Malla and Talla.
Tikhiin Malla and Talla and Athaguli Palla and Walla, Thcsi
comprise 519 mahals or estates containing 601 villages, The lane
tax has been assessed thu$:—
1816. 18|6. 1817. 1829. 1823. 1825. 1833. 1843. Curreat,
Es;
Ks.
Rs.
Rs.
fis.
Rs.
Rs.
Ks.
Rs.
9.241 10,117 11,073 14,767 116,956 16,895 17,328 18,075 36,8.33
The current assessment falls at Rs, 1-1-0 per acre on the assessable
area and at Rs, 1-6-3 per acre on the assessed cultivation, Tho
assessable area comprises 34,724 bisis, of which 8,208 are eulturablc
an^26,516 ate cultivated (2,840 irrigated). The population at- the
time of settlement numbered 31,740 males and 28,434 females ; in
1872, 67,425 (31,395 females) and in 188Ij 60,848 (29,683 females’.

The exemptions from the land-^x for the support of temples and in
dividuals amount to 1,678 bisis assessable at Rs. 3,308 per auburn.
Besides these 2,948 bisis are held in fee simple.
I
This is the ceptral.parganah of the district and contains thi'a
capital Almora. It occupies the whole upper basin of the Kosi)
above the great turn of that river to the westward below AIinora;j
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and aj^o the njiper portion of the basin of the Gaaas, a tributary of
the west Ramganga. Mr. Batten’s description of the parganah
hoJtls good to the present day :—“ The whole tract is richly culti
vated and thickly peopled, with the exception of the highest moun
tains and these are by ne means difficult of access, nor do they
present any stupendous features in the landscape. The climate of
the parganah is for the most part very fair, the height of the villages

above the sea varying from (?,000 feet to 3,500 feet, the main valleys
however rarely falling to the latter level. Perhaps in no part of tho
hills can anything more beautifitl be seen than the valley of the
Ifosila in Borarau, especially near Someswar. The mixture of the
latnral scenery of wood and water, the care-displaying fertility of
nnumerable fields, and the sprinkled human habitations remarkable
or their pretty architecture, make up a picture which it would be
llfficult to equal in any part of Asia. The cheerfulness and abunlance, too visible in the neighbourhood of Almora itself and HawM-

bag, are well known and make up for the absence of grander
latural features. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that on the
lorth-West face of the Almora hill from ridge to base there is not
I yard of land uncultivated. The cereal grains from the chief
<reductions of the soil, and in Borarau, Kairarau and Athaguli, sngar;ane, cotton and linseed are also frequently seen. The two former,
jowever, are not grown as profitable staples, but for home use, nor
s there any manufacture of saleable gur or other preparations of
sugarcane. Throughout the whole parganah, but especially ia
^alla Syunara, the fruit of the hill pomegranate (ddrim} is a most
plentiful and Valued production, the extracted juice being sold ia
he bazar as a fine acid, and the outside rind taken in large quanti

les to the Tar&i market under the name of naspdt, as an important
article in the dyeing and tanning trade. Walnuts, oranges, lemoBS,

Ind plantains also u.re very abundant. This orchard wealth is
aily increasing, whereas, under the late Government, from the mere
fantohness of the Gorkhali soldiers jn cutting down garden wood,
le villages were becoming more and more denuded of fruit trees.”

^arahmandal, as its name denotes, originally comprised twelve
reles or sub-divisions. As we have seen in the fifteenth century
n these sub-divisiQns were each under its own rajah Udyan Chand

> Gaa, XL, 527.
"
6
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in 1420 A. D. reduced the Bisaud and Mahryuri Rtijas to ^ibmission, and some seventy years later Klrati Chand completed* the
conquest of Barahinandal, driving the Bisaud raja from the remain
der of his possessions, capturing Syunara and colonizing the Bora
and Kaira Bans with people of those castes. It was not, however,
until 1560 A.D. that Balo KaljAn Chand* founded Almora and
-removed the Chand capital from Charapawat, giving the tract
around the name Khaspurja because it was distributed amongst the

immediate followers of the court. Sytinarakot was the old capital
of the Syunara rajas and still shows traces of the fort and the
turang for supplying the garrison with water. Tikhfinkot was th<^

capital of Tikhun and was founded by a Khasiya of llankil wh®
wa3 forced to surrender by having the water cut off from his foi H
A Chilwal Khasyia was the author of this piece of treachery aul
received the ^l:«minac/i4ri dues of several villages as his reward
The Kyuni people received several privileges as the diindi-beareil
of the Chand rajas. Uchyur was always noted for its soldieil
who composed till lately a considerable proportion of every Kil

maoni contingent. At Amkholi near Takula was an old Katyua
city, regarding which many stories still exist : see Takula.

Barahsydn, a parganah in Garhwal, comprises fourteen Patti
or sub-divisions, each of which is separately noticed, viz., Bane
sydn, Bangarsyun, Gagtvarsyun, Idwalsyun, Khatsyun, Kandwii
syun, Kapholsyun, Manyarsyun, Kadalsyun, Paidulsyun, Patwa’
syfin, Rdwatsyiin, Sitonsyiin and Aswalsyun.
The land-tax
each.settlement was assessed as follows:—
Current,
1815, 1816. 1817. 1820. 1823. 1828. 1838. 1840.
Rs.
Rs.
Ks.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
5,005 6,143 6,593 8,151 10,102 10,423 10,555 10,662 17,865
At the current settlement there were 506 estates comprising 64)
Tillages, containing an assessable area of 29,197 acres, of whic
25,726 Were ■ cultivated.
The receipts of 1861 amounted
Es. 11,448, of which Es. 363 were saddbart and Rs. 348 g'An

and mud/i, represented by Rst 1,221 in the total of the new asses
ment. The water-mill rent amounted to Rs. 71. The land-tax fi
on the total assessable area at Es. 0-9-9 per acre and on the cultl
vation at Rs. 0-11-1 per acre. The population in 1841 numberl
22,063 souls (9,942 females); in 1353, 33,497 (16,491 females) ;1

534,

’ Jbid., 639.
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1858,^31,232 V6,530 femades); in 1872^44,727 (22,544 females),

and in 1881, 48,220 (24,582 females).
Birahsyiin, as its name implies, originally.consisted of twelve
sub-divisions named after the clans that occupied them. It is
bounded by the Nyar river on the east and south and the Ganges
on the west. The hills throughout are for the most part bare of
wood ; but the whole tract, with the exception of some portions of
the river glens, is eminently fertile, and bears a resemblance rather
to Kumaon than to Garhwal. Tlie villages are large- and the po
pulation plentiful and industrious. Each patti generally has its
own separate valley, and the surplus produce is sold at Srinagar,
on the pilgrim road, and in the plains ; tobacco of a good quality

is produced'in low situations and sugarcane is sometimes seen.
Hemp is but rarely grown ; neither do the people use sheep and
goats for tho purposes of traffic. Their dress also is mote fre
quently made of cotton than of hempen cloth, aftd woollen apparel
is quite unknown. Land being here valuable gives rise to con*siderable litigation, and the vicinity of the courts (perhaps the
cheapest to suitors in all India) enables many of the inhabitants
who are fond of law to gratify their inclination. This part of tho
country was very much injured by the oppressive rule of tho
Goihlitilis ; but, even in the time of the Rajas, near the close of
last century. General Ilardwiche describes the tract as wretchedly
wa. te. Now it is highly cultivated, the population has more thandoibled, and there is no part of the hills wherein the benefits of
our rule are, more conspicuous to the eye or more often recited to-

the ear.

Clay slate and quartz rock almost exclusively prevail-

liarabisi, a patti of parganah Sira in Kumaon, lies between the

Ramganga river to the west and the Kahipani or Bichol river to th«’
soutl
east; oft the north it is bounded by the Athbisi pattis ;
e south by Seti, Talla and Kharayat of Shor. The road
and .
from Pi horagarh to Thai runs througl^ this patti to the Ramganga
valley, assing by Bichol and Luwal:ot, in a north-westerly direcbe Askot road running north crosses the northreastern end
tion.
of thjiFpatti by Kanauli and Shirauli. Bdrabisi ia comparatively
(qien( and highly cultivated ; the head-waters of the Kalapani form
m^il^drainage lines and the main stream the southern boundary
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to its junction with the Bainganga on the loft baVik in Ij),titude
21J°-39'-50" and longitude 80^-ll'-0", There are copper mines at
Harali, seldom worked now. The total assessable area comprises
2,263 ftrsis, of which 862 are cnlturahle and 1,400 are cultivated
(381 irrigated). The land-tax yielded Rs. 624 in 1815 ; Rs. 940
in 1820 ; Rs. 1,075 in 1843, and is now fixed at Rs. 1,855 for the
term of settlement, with an incidence of Rs. 0-13-1 per acre on the
W'hole area subject to the payment of land-revenue and of Rs. 1-5-2
per acre on the portion cultivated. The population at the time of
settlement numbered 3,066 souls, of whom 1,627 were males. Some
66 bisis are held free of revenue. There is a school at Luwakot.
The patwari resides at Aganya,

Barahat, a village in the patti of the same name in parganah
Rawaih of native Garhwal is situate on the right bank of the
Ganges or Bhagiratbi, about 40 miles above Tihri. The houses are
built of large stones and covered with slabs or coarse slates laid on
strong timbers. At the time of Raper’s visit, in 1808, they were
generally ruinous, having suffered much from an earthquake ip
1803, on which occasion between two and three hundred perswaSwere killed, besides great numbers of cattle. From the cemtral
position of this place, there are lines of communication with vala'ous
parts of GarhwSil : the distance to Gangotri is estimated at smven
days’ journey ; to Jamuotri at five ; to Kedarnath at twelve ft to
Srinagar at six. Here travellers proceeding to Gangotri law in
provisions, as no supplies can be obtained higher up. In 1816
Fraser describes Barahat as ‘ a most wretched place, consisting

of not more than five or six poor houses surrounded with (filth
and buried in a jungle of nettles, thorns and the like.’ T
tion records that it was once a place of note and contained'^
‘ft) sixty shops. The ruins of several temples remain. One at H
tihri is sacred to Siva as Visvanath: hence the place is !
as Uttar-Kashi. Parasutama has also a temple and Murliand there are several places pf ablution for pilgrims proc
Gangotri. At the Sukh-ka-mandir near the village is a
able trident or trisul set up in honour of Siva. The
pedestal, made of copper, is about three feet in circumferen
supports a shaft of brass twelve feet long, surmounted by a trjdent,
having prongs each six feet long. The trident has been figur((|||^|||
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the plii^e given’in a former volume,' where also Barahat is identified

with the Brahmapura of Hwen Thsang? The natives assert that
the Tibetans formerly held this country, and attribute to them the
eoDstrnction of this relic. The Brahmans maintain that this
lofty trident is miraculously maintained perpendicular on its nar
row base, and defy any one to overthrow it, but it is in fact
fixed into the ground by an iron bar. There was formerly a temple
over it, but this was destroyed by the earthquake of 1803. On
the opposite side of tho river near Utarwani are the remains.of
a fort called Arasu and below it the Bara-gadh stream joins the

Bhagiratbi. Below Barahat a jMld or rope bridge connects it with
Srinagar, and below this a broad valley stretches for three or four
miles consisting of table-land in which probably the river ran in
former times. The Bhagiratbi has here a wide channel, though

still retaining much of the character of a mountain torrent.

Baraun (or Barhaon) a patti of parganah Gangoli in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by patti Pungarauu ; on the south by
l pattis Bel and Bherang; on the west by pattis Athgaon and
(Kiimsyar, and on the east by pattis Barabisi and Mali of parIganah Sira. The eastern Ramganga flows along its eastern

poundary. The principal villages are Belkot, Bhandarigaon, Bora
Sangarb, Dangigaon, and Bhubaneswar where there is a noted

templci The assessable area comprises 5,208
of which 2,812
ale culturable and 2,366 are cultivated (596 irrigated). Tho landtlx yielded Rs, 343 in 1815, Rs. 545 in 1820, Rs. 850 in 1843,
aid is now fixed at Rs. 3,024, which falls on the whole assessable
alea at Re. 0-9-3 per acre, and on the cultivation at Re. 1-4-5 per
aUe ; 2,147 ibis are held in fee-simple and 303 are held free of
rei’enue. The population at the time of settlement numbered 4,312
'souis,Tof whom 2,339 were males : 2 T villages were transferred to
Athgaon to form a new patti; and four were received from Punga-

ratti3..At the recent settlement.

There is a school at Beni-Nag.

Btnndeo (or Brahmadewa, or m’bre correctly Mundiya), a mart
in tht Tallades Bhabar in KAli Kumaon, is the principal trading
centr) for eastern Kumaon. It is situate on the right bank of the
* Vol. XI., p. 512, and platea IX. and XXX. of 3. fi. S. Ben., Vol. V.,
p. 547. There is a similar trident at Gopcswar in British Garhwal.
’ Ibid.,
p 453.
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.river Ktili lienoeforward known as the Sdrda or Gfiiigra, 5^ miles
east of Almora. Since 1850 it has become a place of considerable
importance as the depot for the trade from Tibet by the Darma
and Bydns passes and the Ne]i^l trade through the market of Siir
Mandi' on the opposite side of the river. There is a police-station
and bazar removed to their present site near Tarakpiir after tho
floods of 1880 had destroyed the old one. The inhabitants suffer
much from malaria in the rains, and fever and diarrhea are very
prevalent, though not to such a degree as in the BhAbar below.
The trade is carried on from December until May, and such
statistics as are procurable will be found under the head, of
‘ Trade ’ in the article Aw.-zzazm.
The Kupiaun chain—bold, lofty, and scarped, with a superb
glacis of forest along its base—here meets the Doti mountains at a
right angle; these if possible, clothed in still thicker forest, extend
north and south, running far down iii this last direction, with the
Kali flowing at their foot so as to leave the Nepalese scarce room for
their bazar. The river Sarda winds its way through the angle
the north-east where the mountains on the Kumaon side artl

scarped intb lofty walls and pinnacles, on the topmost of whichabonn
eight miles distant is the far-famed shrine of Purnagiri, where Dev*
is adored by pilgrims from mountains and plains. Behind this tMe
magnificent mountain of Nali-mun (5,498 feet) rises far above the
forest: on its western flank is the pass to Champawat by Sanmuna. The Kali opposite the mart is about 100 yards across, and
from ten to fifteen feet deep, perfectly clear and flowing with a
strong steady current. The station of the great Trigonometrical
Survey close to the bazar lies in latitude 29'’-6'-30" and longitude
'37" at an elevation of 866 feet above the level of the sea. A
ciflial has been constructed at a cost of three lakhs of rupees
200 cubic feet of water per second, and draws its water
Kali, a little above the bazar. It is intended for ths cuhin the Bhdbar at the foot o^ tho hills, and would have beer
successful notwithstanding occasional injury by floods, espF

tho

ia 1880, if the people Could be induced to turn to irriLg^^jQp
here. Madden’s visit to the Purnagiri temples like almost Ejj jjjg

* It is said that the Nepal Government receive Es. 25,000 per aiiiniiv^
transit dues at this mart. Barmdeo is a goih about four miles above Munah™
basar.
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xvritings is worth reproduction. They lie almost eight miles.east
north-east from Barmdeo; the route follows the old Champawat road
for about two miles, undulating on high ground covered with forest,
the Kali following beneath on the right band in a magnificent gorge.
The path then quits the main road near Eanihdt, and for the rest
J,
of the way is rugged and difficult, the
Lad agar torrent following in a woody
ravine on the left. The elevation of the shrine is almost 3,000 feet
above the sea ; at this level though greatly cooler than Barmdeo,
the malaria of the Bhabar still prevails, with sal forest and fine
clumps of bambu which being sacredlo the Devi axe never cut; the
popular belief being, that if converted, to use, scorpions and centi
pedes innumerable would issue forth to punish the sacrilege.
Nothing can surpass the beauty and variety of the scenery about
Purnagiri: nature absolutely, revels in the luxuriance of the uni
versal vegetation, which no American forest, north or south, can
possibly exceed ; but to superstition alone are we indebted for a
path through and ever the otherwise impassable thicketsand pre
cipices. The first symptom of sanctity in the wilderness is a
small marJiiy dedicated to Bhairo as door-keeper ; here the pilgrims
leave their shoes ; and no man of low caste or of a notoriously

bad or even unfortunate character or filthy in person or discourse
is ^nowingly allowed to advance further.

/Tunias lies in a sheltered glen about 200 feet below the west
ernmost of the three shrines; it is a small, black-domed structure,
coated with copper, and placed on the crest of the great mural
precipice ef sandstone which hero faces the South. A tittle to the
south-ea^this wall terrain ates and the mountain springs up into

a very loftjy and remarkable pinnacle of rock, presenting a preci
pitots fac^ to the river, which rolls at its base in a winding chasuk
of vsst d^pth, the waters generally calm and of lapis-lazuli tint.
The g^rra^e makes a rapid bend here, which brings the current
_ right-against the upper end of the cliffs, which perhaps - owe
their existence to its slow operation. * Each shoulder of the rocky
pinnaye is consecrated by its temple, the easternmost being tho
. most focred and of very difficult access over clifiGs and razor
edge/ ridges. Here the animals are sacrificed, the Brahmans
app/priate the head and one shoulder of each beast with all th©
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cash they can extract, and considerable numbers’ of cocoa-nuts,
tho offering of which seems a sign connecting the mountain
goddess and her rights with the ocean-loving Kali of Calcutta.
The acme of merit is attained by him whose offering, like Balak’s,
consists of seven goats. Tho peak itself is the adytum of the goddess
where none can intrude with impunity; a fakir who ventured to do
so in days of yore was pitched across the river and found flattened
to a pancake in the ban of Doti {Madden).
Basantpur, a village in the eastern Diin, which gave its name
to a parganah now absorbed. It was plundered by Husain Khan
in 1575 A.D., and again by Khalilullah in 1655 A.D. (Gaz , XI,

545, 563).
Baun, a halting-place in Patti Malla Ddrma of Kumaon, is
situate in north latitude 30°-14'-20'^ and east longitude 80°-35 '-45/
on tho left bank of the E. Dhauli at an elevation of about 10,000
feet above the level of the sea. The population in 1865 numbered
270 souls, the largest in the patti. From the encamping ground
a view of three large glaciers on the eastern slopes of the Pancha-

chdli is obtained. The marches from Askot, according to Colonel
Garstin, are (1) Baluwakot in Malla Askot, a village near whichthe
D&rma people reside in winter ; (2) Dharchula, the wintering
station of the Byins Bhotiyas; (3) Khela on the boundary
between Talla Darma and Askot; (4) Sobhula in Talla Darma; (5)
Chalkam in Malla Darma; (7) Naling ; (8) Baun or Go, and (9)
Khimling, a village of tents usually occupied by Kham pas from
Hundes who have settled here. It is the last inhabited place on
the route to the Darma pass and is situate on the left ba
the
Dawai which joins the Lissar to form the Dhauli above
It
is five inarches for laden sheep from Khimling to the
' the
pass at Dovibi.

Bel, a patti of parganah Gangoli in Kumaon, lies be
i the
Ramganga (eastern) on the east and the Sarju on the west.
heso
rivers unite at the Rimesw^r temple to the south of thi^ Patti
the northern boundary is formed by the Athgaon and Baraun
Pattis of the same parganah and the eastern by Pattis Bborang,
Waldiya Malla and Rawal. The Pithoragarh and Almora; road
runs east and west through Bel between the iron suspension
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bridge on the, Ramganga and that over the Sarju passing by
KotheVa, GangoU Hat, where there is a travellers’ bungalow in
latitude 29^-39'-23'’ and longitude 8O'’-5'-24 ’ at an elevation of

5,290 feet above the level of the sea, Kan, Panauli, and Hanera.
To the liorth of the road are Sunar, Phursil, and Uparara. To
the south between it and the Biimbhil peak (7,107 feet) are
01 and Pabhe. Between this range and the Sarju lie Nangalti,
and Askora above Rameswar. The assessable area comprises 3,322
bisis, of which l,'^33 are culturabie and 1,588 are cultivated (238
irrigated). The land-tax yielded in 1815 Rs. 344,in 1820 Rs. 526,
in 1843 Rs. 743, and is now assessed at Rs, 1,855, which falls on
the whole assessable area at Re. 0-8-11 per acre and on tho culti
vation at Re. 1-2-8 per acre. One village was received from Rangor
and 37 were transferred to Athgaou at the recent settlement. The
pafwari usually resides at Gangoli Hat and collects the revenue of
Bherang also,
Belkhet (or Bhilkhet), a camping place on the road from Barm
deo to Champawat on the right bank of the Ladhiya river, is

situate in Patti Tallades and parganah Kdli Kumaon in north lati
tude 29’-12'-30’' and east longitude 80‘’-12'’-10'', about 13 miles
from Barmdeo and 12 miles from Ohhirapani. Prom Barmdeo the

road passes up a gradual ascent, interrupted by torrents, over the
Bitrigfip carrying a good stream of clear water ; next Malla and
Talla Beh, two small cultivated crater-like depressions and* a
little higher the Tdngagar stream, near which are the Syala tarns.
A steep ascent leads to the Bayalchina pass, over 4,000 feet high, on

which is a naula or covered well built by Mr. Lushington, a late
Con^missioner. The descent to Belkhet is long and latterly very
‘ steep, there is neither a bungalow nor a shop for grain here, and
supplies have to be obtained from either Barmdeo or Champawat
Th6\scen0ry of this march is pretty, and Everywhere the valleys and
mounitai/ns exhibit the most exuberant vegetation. The Pothos
sranfteas covers the trunks of large trees on the northern aspect of
the Baylalchina pass, where also in •the damp half dark glens the
more beautiful Wallichia palm occurs in profusion, with occasional
specimens of the wild plantain. On the southern side of the.

pass, especially near the Tungagar, the
janba {Thunbergia
- WCOlnja) climbs the trees, and towards, the summit, Cissy.s serru”
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lata covers every rock and Olea glandulosa forma a timber tree,
The valley consists of greenstone and dolomite; th© mounUiins to
the north exhibiting green and blue dolomite in vertical strata
with hornblende slate near the Ladhiya. The summits are of
gneiss and granite, which last Dr. McClelland found reposing on
gneiss and hornblende slate on the south-west declivity of Chhira-

pdni.
From Belkhet to Chhirapani, about twelve miles, the road
follows the right bank of the Ladhiya for a mile or more, and then

under the small village of Uparkot, crosses the stream where the

entire width of the glen is occupied by its channel of stones and
huge boulders, the latter rudely piled on each other with a general .
dip towards the head of the stream. Here tho Ladhiya receives in
its left bank the Bhubkula up which tho road proceeds and rises
rapidly. The first pass is attained at the village of Eukrauui;
hence along an undulating ridge two miles to Salli; there is a
deoddr grove and a spring called Brahm about a mile beyond this,
a little down to the east. Here commences tho second pull up on©
©f the great spurs of the Kduadeo (7,248 foot) range and only
terminates about three quarters of n mile short of Chhirapani
which lies rather beyond tho highest point of tho pass, Tho de
clivities on each hand during this ascent are extremely steep and
deep. Ghhirap&ui derives its name from a small stream which falls
over tho rocks here in a petty cascade. There is a bungalow and teagarden hero, and tho elevation is 6,569 foot above the level of the
sea. Close by on the oast is the temple-crowned peak of Kanudeo;
beyond a col, tho range is continued eastwards in two other peaks
(6,235 and 5,536 feet respectively). To the south Nuli-Muu is con
spicuous among tho outer ranges; north-west ia tho highly cultivated
vale of Chariil, to the north-east Thakil is seen and to the north are
far on each side the snowSl Hence to Lohughat (z/.v.) ten miles.
Ehabar (or Bhawar) is that portion of the Garhwdl and Kumaon
districts which lies between tho base of tho hills and the Bijuor and
Tardi districts. The Bhilbar portion of Garhwal Ig. v.) is bo small
and unimportant that it is omitted from tho present notieoV which
consequently refers only to the tract along the foot of tho hills con
taining no purely hill village and lying between the Surda pn tho
east and the Kutirao or Bhika on the west. It includes tho jBhubar
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portions of Paftis TallaJes in Kali Kumaon, Chanbliainsi in Dhy&nirau, Chhakbata and Kota, and the Chilkiya ilAkah, It is to be
distingnished from the Bhabar tahstl which for administrative pur
poses includes the hill portions of Kota and Chhakh^ta, and parts

of parganahs Dhaniyakot, Dhyanirau, Phaldakot, and R Am gar.
The census of 1881 gives the population of the Bhabar tahsll in
February as 132,360 souls, but with the bursting of tho buds on
the sisu in March—April, the majority of these return to the hill
villages. The Bhabar tahsil may therefore be considered as divided
into the upper er Pahdr portion included in the general notice
of the Kumaon district and the lower, lying below the hills with
which we have to deal here.
The physical characteristics of the Bhabar have been suffici

ently explained in a previous volume? It may well be described
as the land of jungle and torrents usually dry in the summer. The
only permanent streams of any importance
Eastern Bhibar.
» •
n
vr jv
n i. n i
j
being the INandhaur or Reoha, Waula, and
Kosi, each of which is separately noticed. Commencing on the east
with the Tallades Bhabar we find it bounded by the Sarda, which
separates® it from Nepal. Next the Sarda comes the numerous
torrents flowing directly into the SArda.® Then the Chini torrent
whi^ uniting with the Kulauniya or Pandwani again divides
into |everal branches in the Tarai. Nothing can be more con

fusing than the nomenclature of these streams, some of which

possess three or four names in a course of twenty miles. Some
divid-1 or coalesce with others and again divide according as they
get a larger or smaller supply of water. One year one of a group
carries the main stream and another year another. The country betwem each main channel being cut up by torrents divided by low sal
covered spurs running into the grassy savannahs which whereve *
great moisture exists are covered with tangled almost impenetrable
undergiywth and great cane-brakes. West of the PandwAni comes
the LaiUar or Kamun between which ^nd the Ghun or Gumti tho
country k much cut up by torrents. A low spur here runs down
from thy hills covered with sAl and a thick undergrowth. There is
a large fewamp in the bed of the river opposite .Marwa and to the
X., 86—99.
’ See further articles—Barmdeo and Haldwani.
’ For tfis portion of the Bhabar in 1853, see Lieut. Burgess' report in Bel, Kec.,
H-W.L III, no, AUehabad, 1867,

§•3
(south of the Ramsay road.
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Beyond this is the clearing’ called

Gangapur, a narrow strip of grass land extending from it to tho
foot of the hills. Thon across several torrents to the Betali savan
nah and beyond it the Hanspur chatir and the Nandhaur or Deoha,
The Chanbhainsi Bhabar extends from the Laibar or Kamun to tho
Bukhi west of the Deoha. Between the Deoha and the Sukhi is
the great Chorgaliya clearing with its numerous settlements. West
of the Sukhi comes the Chhakhata Bhabar and the immense sheets
of cultivation having Haldw&ni as their
Wcstero Bhabar.
centre and watered by the Gaula.

West of Chaoncliala comes the Kota Bhabar and west of tho
Kosi, the Chilkiya ildkah. These are all much more free from
jungle and contain very much larger areas under cultivation and
more permanent villages than the tract east of the Nandhaur. It
is here also that the wonderful system of irrigation by which all
the spare waters of the hill rivers are brought under control is seen
in perfection. Clearances, too, have so ameliorated the climate as
to allow of people remaining in many places during the whole year.
The great road from the SHrda to the Ganges, known as Ramsay’s
road, passes through the whole tract besides good metalled roads from
Bareilly to Eanibdg and from Moradabad to Kaladbiiugi, and now
the railway to Ranibag passing by Haldwani will revolntionise, the
economic bearings of this tract and render its possession in<^very
way more valuable. Eamnagar is the mart for Kota and HaldVvaui
for Ghhakhfita, both are rising towns and have a separate notilce.

The three men who have moulded the fortunes of Kumao|r are
the same who have administered the Bliabar,
Administration.
and on their reports we have to rely for our
information:—Mr. Traill up to 1835, Mr. Batten fi\om 1840 to
T850, and Sir Henry Ramsay from 1850 to 1884. TraVl found the
Bhabar the haunt of banditti; c'^ntinually
ill. Traill.
recruited by the outlaws which the ^jisdfga*
nisation of the previous half^entury produced in numbept. For
some years he was engaged in a paper war with the plains; authori
ties about the boundaries, and was always complaining of tlA dakaits
who, driven from tha lo’wer country, found a safe asylum’dn th©
swamps of the Tarai and the jungles of the Bhabari In a pkevious

volume I have given some account of the state of these tra<jts up
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t-o the British • occupation. In his first report’ on the Bhabar,
Mr. Traill writes:—“In the direction of Kota and Ghhakhata not ■
less than fifty villages have been reclaimed within the last eight
years. . As a preliminary measure to the arrangement of tho
boundary it would appear indispensably necessary that the whole
tract of the Taiii should be declared the free and disposable
property of Government, with the reservation to individuals of
such portions as may be in their actual occupation. This prin
ciple is founded on the inherent and undisputed right of the
sovereign in the soil, which right must be considered in the
present instance as existing in full force from the length of
time since which the tract in question has relapsed to a state of
nature, and which can consequently, with the exceptions‘above
alluded to, be nowhere controverted by the claim of occupation.

The sovereigns of Kumaon and Garhwal being then driven into
exile were followed by a great number of their former subjects, and
these latter settling chiefly in the Tarai of their respective princi
palities naturally preferred owing allegiance to the authorities in the
plains rather than to the Gorkhalis. As this latter power became
quietly and fully established in its successive conquests the re-annex
ation of the Tarai became an object of its policy. In Kumaon pro
per this measure had been partly effected, and to this circumstance
is ovying the discordant claims of the Bilhari and Kali Kumaon
zammdars which are now under litigation. A further cause of
the vicissitude of jurisdiction is to be traced to the wandering
habits of the Thar us and Bhoksas, the two tribes who chiefly cul
tivated in the Tarai. These persons holding an undisturbed mono

poly lof a vast extent of territory, and being the objects of rivalry
to tn/o Governments, removed in whole communities to or from the
foot (of the liilis according as caprice or interest dictated.

The spot,.

wher\p the jaew cantonment was established, immediately assumed
of the deserted village, and in this manner the same
came inscribed in the records of both the plain and hill
s, while the practice of paj^ng revenue to both Governensure double protection also led to the same confusion.”
ch a height had these disputes risen^ that we find them
occupying a great portion of the corresry xepu es,
pondence of the years 1823-26, and the

' 15 th January, 1822, to Government,
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question of the boundary between the Bhabar and Rohilkhand was
then the burning one of the day. So early as January, 1820, Mr.
Traill brought to the notice of the Board of Revenue the existence
of a fruitful source of quarrel in the unsettled state of the frontier
towards Moradabad, and the Collector of that district was directed,
in concert with the Ooiuinissioner of Kumaon, to adopt measures
for the demarcation of the boundary between their respective dis
tricts.^ Delays arose as it was hoped that the regular survey of
the Moradabad district would soon take place, and it was not
until 1823 that final instructions were issued to Mr. Traill and
Mr. Halhed to undertake the survey and settlement of the boundaries

of their respective districts. Mr. Traill stated the ease for the
hillmeh, that from the want of pasture in the hills they were
obliged to send down their cattle to the Bhabar, where they remain
ed during the greater part of the year. This practice led to tho
settlement of several new villages, not less than fifty having been
reclaimed from the jungle between 1817 and 1823. The greater
number of these villages were situate on the frontier towards
Rohilkhand, where the facilities for irrigation were greater than in
other parts of the Tarai, but the conflicting, demands arising from
divided jurisdiction had hitherto prevented the development of cul
tivation such as might have been anticipated. An affray occurred
at Tanda, Vrhicb, although it lay within the customs posts and chain

of military parties established by the hill authorities, had been
given in farm by the Collector of Moradabad to a person from the
plains. Mr. Traill accordingly submitted a list of tracts which he
‘ To Board, dated 1 st January, 1820.
From Board, dated SIst January, 1820.
To Board, dated 18th January, 1822.
From Board, dated Sth April, 1822.
From Board, dated 24th January, 1823.
. tfo Board, dated 27th January, 1823.
From Board, dated Sth February, 1823.
To Board, dated 24lh February, 1823.
To Board, da ted 12th September, 1823.
From Board, dated 6th October, 1828.
From Board, dated 17th November,
1823.

To Mr. Halhed, Moradabad, datdd 4th
June, 1823.
From Mr. Halhed, Moradabad, dated
19th August, 1823. '
To Mr. Halhed, M<»radab(fid, dated 4th
September, I82S.
(
From Mr. Halhed, Motfedabad, dated
4th October, 1823.
To Mr. Halhed, Moradaba dated 7 th
October, 1823.
To Government, dated 25th
1823.
From Board, dated 24lh NOvemser, To Mr. Halhed, Moradabad, di
August, 1824.
1823.
To Mr. Halhed, Moradabad, d
From Board, dated 11th June, 1824.
August, 1825.
From Mr. Halhed, Moradabad, dated
To Mr. Halhed, Moradabad, d
24th March, 1823.
<
October, 1825.
To Mr. Halhed, Moradabad, dated 2Sth
March, 1823.
To Board, dated I7th Januar
From Mr. Bathed, Moradabad, dated To Board, dated 21st Novemb
30th April, 1823.
From Board, dated 30th Novm
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desired to have, excluded from any farming leases which might in
future be granted by the plains authorities. The principal dis
putes were between the lessees of the farms of forest produce and
grazing tax appointed by the hills and plains authorities respec
tively. The customs-stations of the hill farmers were placed on
the immediate frontier at points where the various tracts into the

forest joined on the main road and in several instances for the
convenience of water, within the boundaries claimed by the land
holders of Rohilkliand. It was eventually determined that an
experimental boundary line should be made by a line drawn from
one spur or promontory of the lower hills which all along the fron
tier jut out into the plains, to the adjacent one; and to Mr. Halhed
was entrusted the task of demarcating this line along the whole
border of Bareilly and Moradabad and the villages to the south of
that line, and the farming leases of forest products were to be
transferred to the adjoining districts of the plains.

Mr. Traill writes* in 1823 :—

“The gdi-ciardi had from time immemorial formed a part of the public
„ ..........
,
assets ia Kumaon, and had continued to be separately
Traill on history of dues.
,
. .......... „
leased to individual farmers from the conquest. The
Collection of this impost in a portion of the Kumaun forests had been formerly
' made over to the principal chaukidars—Ain Khan and Ami Khan—for the support
< of their respective establishments. On the abolition of the chaukidari system in
1817, the collection of this impost within the limits in question naturally ceased.
The arrangement in 1820 was made to re-annex the cAardi duties there to the rent
poll. The only other novelty in that measure was the simpliflcation of the duties
by fixing them at a specified rate per head of cattle in lieu of former numerous
items such as gkikatr, dmia, gobar, angal, &c,, under each of which separate
deuiacds were made from the herdsmen,” (The leases given were objected to by
Mr. Halhed, aipdjn reply Mr. Traill goes on to say that the rates were fixed in the
leases and were ie^s than the former dues.) “ The military parties in the forests
are in no way avt/ilable for revenue duties, being stationed there solely with the
view of protecti/iig the life and property of the hill-men from the attacks of th*
low-land dakai/sand their interference in collections of any kind is peremptorily
prohibited, t appears to me that far too much stress is laid on the spirit of
enct'oachmfnt said to be erinced by the hill zamindars ; as far as my information
goes, the iKohilkband farmers, and talukadars are equally active in their attempts
to extend tthe sphere of their demands, these conflicting claims without attributing
particular blame to either party may fairly be deduced from former events. The
whole of the jungle estates from Kashipur to Bilhari, forined, at a period not very
remote and out greatly antecedent to the cession, an integral part of the Kumaon
rqj. Since the annexation of these mahils to Rohilkhand by the Kawab Asaf-ud‘ To Government, 12th September, 1823.
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daula no regular and general adjustment of the boundary line between the two
provinces has ever taken place, the kanungoi records of those ma/idls necessarily
exhibit the whole of the villages which originally formed a part of them, includ
ing some even within the hills.
“ The Kumaun village-lists of the Gorkhali Government contain those villages
nearest to the hills, which continued invariably attached to them, and also many
more advanced lands which were subsequently reclaimed and brought into cultiva
tion by the inhabitants of this province ; among the latter fall the disputed villages
on the Moradabad frontier. The principle of assuming the projecting head lands
for the points of demarcation, as proposed by Mr. Halhed, and approved by Govment, will require many modifications on the Moradabad frontier, as if implicitly
followed, many of the villages of that district will be excluded from its jurisdic
tion. At the western extremity the taluka of Chandi enters far into the hills
being intersected from the Ganges to Lal Dhang, by a low range of hills, branch
ing off from the Chandi Pahar opposite Hard war. From the villages of Lal Dhang,
to another point of the same name on the Kashipur frontier, and from thence to
Gaibnwa, the indentations in the lower range are frequently extensive and cOntaiu
niaiiy Bohilkhand*villages, among others Chilkiya and Burhiya which by such
an arrangement would be included in Kumaun. As the nature and extent of the
temporary cultivation appears not to have been perfectly understood, it may
be stated in explanation that from November until May inclusive, the entire
population of the southern pargaiiahs of Kumaon to the amount of certainly not
. less than thirty thousand souls annually migrate to the foot of the hills. The
cultivation carried on by them in the Kumaon forests during these visits is con
siderable, and every means has been adopted to encourage it.”

In January, 1826, a joint report was sent in and adopted by
Government; from the Ganges to the Ramganga the lower range
of hills was taken forjihe boundary, and from its having few open
ings or bays presented no difficulty. From/
Compromise effected.
.
, r rr , • I
the Uharon river, seven miles west of Koti-,
I'Ao to the Gaibuwa promontory, the principle of making the project-'
ing headlands the points of demarcation was followed, and so tar as.
possible those spots at which the cattle pens or goths, of the herds
men from the hills were established were included in\ the j-urisdic^tion of the hills, whilst the hiJlmen were also allowS^d the privi
lege of pasture for their cattle in common with the me from the.
plains on payment of the usual grazing dues. From
aibawa the lower or southernmost range turns to the north whilst the existing line of jurisdiction continued in the general direction from
north-west to south-east, and here the latter line was followed and'
demarcated through the forest, the boundarie.s recognize^ by the

headmen of the adjacent tracts being adopted. A map was made
showing all these points, and copies were sent to the chief tB^ers of
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the adjacent districts. Large trees were taktn as the permanent marks '•
where they occurred, near the base of the hills. Pillars of large

stones were erected at intervals of four or five hundred yards, and
where such materials were not procurable, pillars of brick masonry
were constructed along the entire boundary. Towards Bij’nor the
Sanai Nadi where it unites with the Koh, about a mile below tho
junction of the Pauriyala, was taken as the boundary, and the entire
arrangement was completed in 1832^.

To the east the dispute between the representatives of.Major
Hearsey, who claimed the Bilhari parganah and the hill men, had
also to be settled, and the commission apBilhati and Oudh.
.
pi
.S
pointed for the purpose fixed on the Samha
nala as the boundary between the Bhabar in eastern Kumaon and
the Tarai belonging to the plains / This decision waS based on the

records before the British occupation.®^ Another object of dispute
was the sd/-covered island in the Sarda called Ohandi-chak, and this

was given up to Qudh for no apparent reason other than the per
tinacity with which the claims to it were put forward by those
interested in securing it. , The importance of having correct bound
aries was not in the leasd due to the value of the land for agricul
tural purposes, but to ^the grazing rights and in a secondary sense to
the right of disposydg of the forest produce, for it was on these two

headjLaJoSfe that the entire revenue depended in the earlier days of
Brifsh rule. Gdi-chardi or grazing fees was one of the miscellane
ous Jems of revenue retained at the British occupation as possessing
soml appoarance of a due for the use of the land. In the hills they
bad beeh'cl ed under gobar, puchiya, and ghikar; but these were
abolished, andj^in the Bhabar they had been farmed to the hereditary
ehaukidars or/watchmen, the Meosor Alewhtis and Hairis, by whom

they were caj/led donia from the dona or wooden-bar to which the<
cattle areJ/Bed at night. The full tax was levied only on the
strmpj^'rs^who came to graze. During the first few years after
the conqfuest it had not been necessary to bestow much attention
on the iph^ar as it was practically \laste and deserted, but with
- security
life and property the annual migration to the Bhdbar
recorame|iced, and the tax on grazing was again introduced and
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farmed in three leases for 1822-23 at Rs. 2,077*a year, but the

cattle of headmen of hill and plains villages and of permanent
residents in the Bhabar were declared to be exempt from the tax.
In 1824, tbe coilection of these dues was intrusted to the Bareilly
and Moradabad authorities, but in 1826 this duty was restored to
the administrators of the hill districts, and at the same time the
- plainsward boundary was arranged on a firm basis and the amount
to be levied was fixed, and the persons who should collect these
dues and those from whom the dues were to be collected were
ascertained and made known to the' people, so that we hear very
little of them afterwards.

From a report’ made in 1837 we learn that the portion of the
Bhabar, included in Kota and Chbakhata,
1837.
contained then
Area cidtivaied.

Kota
... 30,923
Chliakbata ... 29,067
69,990

Wosle.
71, uh
61,971
—........ - \
123,112

Ifevenue.
Rs..
4,819
2,011
6,830

no measureThe area is calculated
ment had ever taken place , the area given \vas based on the esti
mate made by the headmen and the villagers.^
rough an

estimate as this had never been made for the Kali Kumao^ Bha
bar. Seventeen of the Kota villages and twelve of the Chhajkhata
villages lying along the foot of the hills had been cultivated I f>'o>n
olden time by the hillinen as their' inalienable right. The boeadmen
or padlidns received t'wo ploughs (Jial) of land as tl eir romuneraThe irrigation and relinquished this if they vacated office
tion channels {gdls) were broken up every year in
repaired fresh in November at the cost of the sharer^

rains and
Paldkdslit
t as much

cultivators paid five rupees per plough-land, calculated^
as a pair of bullocks could plough in a day and that could 'o''5cfv^^Tlrp««
the produce being eight to t^fold. A stranger sharer gi ing his
aid received one-third; if sapplying bullocks and seed t^ o-thirda
the produce. In prosperous years the profit was about 'fls. 25 to
Rs. 35 per plough-kind after deduoting cost of repairirf g water
channels, bullocks, implements, and seed. As a rule the ifain-crops

’^To Board, 17th July, 1837.
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Since the introduction of British rule

38 villages were brought into cultivation in Kota and 23 in Chhakliala by granting tbs' proprietary right to whoever cleared the

• waste.

These new proprietors leased out the land to tenants-at-

will at Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 per plough-land, whilst two villages in Kota

and ten villages in Chhakb&ta on the Tarai border were leased to
Bhoksas on a system of advances by the local landholders. Tho
earlier settlements in the Bhdbar were encouraged by the grant of
full proprietary right for their entire holding to the persons who
brought a tract into cultivation. This practice was in accordance
with the system pursued by both the Rajas of Kumaon and the
Gorkhdlis, and was found to promote in a great degree the reclamation of the forest waste.
Still, considering the present state of affairs, in 183V there was

little cultivation in the Kota Bhabar though it was then the richest
portion of the tract. Lalji Chakrayat was the principal landholder
and compared with others was a man of some substance, who had
materially aided in the development of tho Bhabar by planting
colonies ef cultivators and arranging for their support. In the
Chhakhdta Bhabar from the foot of the hills to Tanda there was
some show of cultivation close to the gdls or water-courses, but the
experiment of digging a well made near Tanda showed that no water
could be obtained at a depth of 180 cubits throughout the continu
ous belt of thick forest which existed there. Harak Singh Mahra,
\thft.,9ft,t|W&ri, was the most influential person in this tract. In tho

Tallades Bhabar there was hardly any cultivation and no perma
nent populatio^, due to the extreme nnhealthiness of the climate

and the ravages of elephants and other wild animals.® The principal
landholders there were Chaudhri and Bachhi Bargallil Chorgaliya
alone in fhe/whole of this tract was well watered and well culti
vated, and/^indeed, this report represents fairly the state of affairs

in the e

ern Bhabar to the present day.

We hj'e in Mr, J. H. Batten’s report® an interesting account
of his connection with the Bhabar, which
Mr. J. H, Batten.
may be said to comprise the period 1840 to
1850.. Ai this report gives the first detailed account of any settle’ To Board, 21st November, 1826.
? To Board, loth Sebtuary, 1846,

’ To Gommissibner, 17th May,
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ment of this tract, I shall summarise it here largely for its historical
and practical interest and as fixing distinctly the somewhat vague
localities of its predecessors. Bhabar Tallades under Kali Kumaon
lies along the right bank of the Sarda as far as. the junction of the
Saniha ndla, with a length of eighteen miles from Barmdeo and a
breadth from east to west of ten miles. The southerly extension of
this division is narrowed almost to a point above the junction of
the Saniha, and near the deserted bed of the Sarda the land is too
stony for agricultural purposes. Tallades differs from the rest of the
Bhabar in the absence (in 1843) of surface irrigation from gdlsot
water-courses. The Saniha stream flows along the southern edge
of the tract, separating it from the parganah of Bilhari, while the
beds of the Jagbfira or Jagyara, which intersects the tract, and of
the numerous torrent-ways which unite to form that stream, are
almost dry in those parts where irrigation would alone be possible
from their waters. The smaller streams which issue from the hills
and run south-eastward to join the Sarda in the upper portion of
the tract have so inconsiderable a body of water in their channels
before they are lost in the gravel that irrigation from them to any
extent is found impracticable. A little is attempted from two small
streams at Bastiya and Ginda-khali immediately at the foot of
the hills, but tho quantity of water after February is said to be
only sufficient for drinking purposes. In this tract, however, the
tract of waterless forest is Very narrow, and thereby presents a great
difference from the western Bhabar, while without possessing the
features of a regular river-Valley it ajtproximates in character to the
country adjacent to the Ganges in the SahafaSjn® district below
Hard war. Here, as there, the digging of wells is found practicable
within a short distance of the bills. It may, therefore, be assumed
that the great bed of rolled stones underlying the Bhfl^bar is deepest
from the
in the centre of the country which separates the Gang
Sarda, and that the porous gravelly detritus thins out a| the land
slopes down to either of those great drains. In none o^
Tallades
villages, however, is irrigation from wells attempted, ^id (except
in the rains, w’hen the sois or small streams become full ahd capable
of embankment) the Thdrus of the lower part depend or) the rains
and dews of heaven, and on the natural dampness of the soil, for
the moisture which th^r crops require,

1
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Bhubar Chaulliainsi extends from the Saniha stream on the

east to the Sukhi on the west. Within these limits are the Kamnn
or Kamani and its small tributaries, the numerous affluents of the
Nandhaur or Deoha or Dewa or Garra, as it is variously called,
the Dewa itself and its great branch the Kailas and finally some
small torrents W’hich join the Sukhi or eastern Bahgiil.

This

tract may. be estimated at somewhat more than 30 miles in a
straight line from the Timla pass to Asni and -the breadth varies
from six to twelve miles or more. Throughout the widely scat*
tored clearings of this tract there is some kharif cultivation and
a few of the most hardy hillmen and Mlis
State of cultivation.
,
. .
in every clearing venture to remain and
look after the rice-fields.
Irrigation is easily carried on by
means of small gdls taken off from the little streams which

are so plentiful in this division, and no great embankments are
required. Some of the clearings, howevtjr, are less advantage
ously situated in this respect, and there the rabi crops are the
staple produce. This tract is peculiar in not swallowing up all
the streams which pour into it from the bills. A great majority of
these flow through the green forests, not unlike English brooks in
the clearness and depth of their water ^though some few are
mere beds of torrents) ; and hence arise the excessive thickness
and rankness of the vegetation in this tract. Some of the canebrakes and khair {Aeacia catechu) thickets are absolutely impene
trate-,-preventing all cross paths from clearing to clearing. East

of the Dewa,'the country presents a series of savannah-like valleys
between higbi elevations, some of the latter covered with sdl forest,
and all cut ii^ by ravines and utterly waterless. These heights

and hollows/ run down in a parallel southerly direction from the
hills. The Jolearings occupy the several hollows here alluded to*
and hencq^ the mere plentiful supply of water than is enjoyed by
the peodfie of the western Bhabar, where (outside the lower hills at
least) s h irregularities of the surface are unknown. There ate
no, mar s in Chaubhainsa, but a fev^ shops are found at Jaula-sal,

a principal pass from the hills in the centre of the tract', and sell
grain to the timber cutters an d other visitants of the forest. The
Dewa I iver rushes out of tho valley of Durga-Pipal (almost a
D6n), E nd its waters are rapidly taken’^p
Up by the hillmen for the
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irrigation of Chorgaliya, where there is now a thriving settle

ment, connected with Sitarganj by a good road.
Bhabar Chhakhdta extends from the Sukhi river on the east
to the Bhakra on the west, a distance of 25 miles or thereabouts ;

while from the foot of the hills to the boundary of tho Tarai tho
breadth varies form 15 to 20 miles.
divides and forms the main

The Gaula river nearly equally

characteristic of this division.

On

the north-eastern e.xtremity and close to the hills there is a set of

small villages, watered by the numerous tributaries of the Sukhi,
the bed of which river itself is dry in the upper and middle part of
its course through Chhakhata.

Bh&bar Kota extends from the Bhakra river on the east to the

Koti Rao torrent on the west where it adjoins Garhwal, a distance
of 35 miles or more.' At the south-eastern extremity it extends

very far into the plains, bordering on the Gadarpur parganah of
the Tar^i district, from which point it narrows considerably in the

forest tract below Nayagaon and Kamola till it reaches the Kosi

near Gaibuwa, beyond which on the opposite side of the river
the hill Bhabar hardly extends further than the actual base of
the mountain.

The Patti is divided by Mr. Batten into (1) the

Bhoksa villages belonging to the Chakrayat zamindari; (2) the Bhabar

villages lying outside the lower hills ; (3) the villages in the Kota
Ddn within the lower hills ; (4) scattered villages at the mouths of
•the several passes; (5) the hilly tract called Kota lying between-ihe

Kosi and Edmganga occupied by occasional patches op cultivation,
but without fixed villages. The first is now waste, the Bhoksas hav
ing moved down to Gadarpur, and compensation is ^*11 paid to the
heirs of Moti Chakrayat amounting’to Rs. 300 a year.

This tract

*is commonly called KMa-banjar from the colour of the soil.

The

Bhoksas made great swamps here by banking the Kakrala, Nihdl,

and their branches a;nd wasting the water.

Portions of fte second

tract are improving considerably and are watered by Uhe Baur
and Dabka.

The scarcity of|water will always prove a drawback

to the increase of cultivation, for beyond the range of the Kala-

dhungi canal very little is available.

*

The third tract or Kota (q.v,) Dun is exquisitely beautiful,
showing a sheet of cultivation dight miles in length by tqree and
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four in'hfeadth, dotted with mango groves, and emulating on a
small scale the rich central plateau of the Dehra Diin both in appear
ance and climate. The revenue of this tract has been proportionately
good. The inhabitants are all hillmen and the tenure is for the
most part zamindari, though in a few instances the actual cultivators
possess proprietary rights in their fields. Some of the Padhdnsux&
highly respectable men and far from poor, but they do not attempt,
except very rarely, to produce on their lands anything more valu
able than wheat, barley, rice, and the coarser cereal grains. Under
more enterprising hands this Dfin would probably become.a grand
field for the growth of cotton, sugarcane, and indigo, while the
ginger and turmeric cultivation might be largely improved. West
of the Dabka, which river here irrigates only its eastern banks, the
Diin is chiefly a sdZ-forest with-patches of cleared ground, with the
exception of Patkot and Rainpur, the extensive lands of which are
beautifully irrigated by the waters of the Bahmani river. The fourth
tract or ghat villages is generally prosperous and resembles that
described under tho second head. The fifth division of the Kota
I’hiihar shows merely a series of hills and ravines, almost without
water, which sufficiently explains the absence of revenue capabiiiti's.
The inhabitants and visitants of all the above described
divisions of Kota belong to different parts of the hills,and not only
to tho upper Patti of the same name.

The population of the Bhabar is, with few exceptions, migraI tiivy., consisting for the most part of Knmaonis who arrive in
Kiivember and return to the hills in, April-May. In the upper
portion of the Kota-Bhdbar cultivation is as yet.Unknown, and
it is only inhabited by the hiilmen who come down to graze
cattle. Throphh the lower Bhabar extensive clearings have been
effected an^ grain of all kinds is grown. The. principal crops
arc rape gfrd millet. The cultivators congregate in temporary
villages /ound their cattle-sheds and usually erect huts of posts
o mnecte with grass screens and loosely roofed with grass.
(Jood stc le houses are now, however^far from uncommon. They
sometime go as far as the Tarai parganahs, where they press
rd as ser' ants of the Tharus, whose caste forbid them this ocenpati >n, and carry on a trade as money-lenders. Kath or catechu is
{Acacia catechu), and
mana fayured by the women from the
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wooden vessels for domestic use by a small colony of Munihars
near Barmdeo. There are a few small patches of cultivation near
the western boundary of the Tallades upper Bhabar; further west
the Chandni and Banbasa chnndas or clearings commence, which
continue with little interruption to the streams flowing into tho
Ramganga.

The following tables show the result of Mr, Batten’s settle

ment of the Bhabar and the statistics of tho
earlier settlements : —

Statistics.

Num
ber of

1
3

(B

Bhabar.

,2

Tallades,
Chaubliainsi.
Clihakhata.
Kota ...

incidence of
Area in acres in 1846. assessment
per acre.

in rupees^

>

CQ

<S1
OM
OQ

00.
Cl
00
i—i

Cl
«0
00.

d
lO
00

Rs.

Rs.

R.S.

Rs.

Rs.

to 29

436
909

354
816

25 43

•••

147
184

49 77

123

808 1,6-3 2,05! 2,892

409
949

>

=3
o'*

*3

a
S
o 2

s «•
• Sa

e;

a. p.
834
845

a. pb

4 923
6,214

n 11
2 1

6 915 5.

52^028 7.280 34,361

0 10

6 0

45 159 1,062 3,182 4,392 4,707 4,892 111,344 9,488 48,686

0 8

8 2;.

Total .. >34 308 1,186 4,321 7,360 8,116 8,953 175,383 18,447 93,084

0 9

7 9

6,259

It is to be remembered that the increase in the revenue is
chiefly due to new lands brought under cultivation for the first
time and not to enhancement on the land already cultivated. The

figures for Chaubhainsi show .six new and nino'^waste villages.
These items were land-revenue proper as distinguished from forest
dues (jcathbdns) and grazing dues {ehardi). These latter for 1846>
were assessed as follows: —
\
Kali Ku.
maon.

Cbhakhata.

Kota. \

Kathbaus

Rs.
<705

Rs.
1,461

Rs.
4,600

Cbarai

2,522

2>65O

3,801

Total.
\ I

Hs.
9,756

8,973

They give a total of Rs. 18,729, and with the land V’evenue a
total of Rs. 27,682.
Tallades there were a few attempts at
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Icharif cultivation, the cultivators coming down to the fields after
sun-rise and again mounting to tho hills at sun-set ; the night-air

between May and October being considered fatal. Still what
improvement it showed was entirely due to British rule, for under
the Gorkhalis there were no cultivated spots at all and few hill
men and fewer plains-men ventured into the tract. In Ohaubhainsi
care had to be taken to correct the defects of former settlements
which left too little to the managers and sometimes ended in
default, but the Bargallis of Ohorgaliya showed what could be done

by judicious selections.

In the Chhakhata Bh&bar the difficulties attendant on the dis
tribution of canal water caused some trou
Chhakhata,
ble. Here also are some old villages occu
pied since the time of the Chands, such as Kbera Malla, and Talla
Dyula and Kuapur on the left bank of the Gaula occupied by
Mahras.- Malla and Talla Bhamauri and Bhitauriya, Fatehpur and
Paniyali on the right bank belong to Sons and Hairis from the
neighbourhood of Bhiin Tai. Under the former administrations the
prosperity of these villages was very precarious, owing to the great
insecurity of life and property, which were only partially pre
served by the payment of “ black mail ” to the headmen of tho
Mewati robbers. When the British pule introduced an improved
police administration (though till recently a very defective one),
we find the Nay aks and other inhabitants of the Ram gar mountains
behind the Gagar ridge descending into the plains, and appropriat
ing the lands next below those above named. To this class belong
Mukhani, the two Haldwknis and Kusm-Khera. At the time
of their first settlement there was a large quantity of spare water
and the great subsequent influx of cultivators into the Bhabar
was not expected, the monopoly of the means of irrigation by tho
Nayaks became excessive whilst, akhough their rapidly increasing
cultivation demanded a more heavy assessment, the revenue of the
villages was maintained at 7iaudbad or newly-cleared rates. The
increase in the demand effected by Mr.^ Batten still left the inci

dence of the revenue less than in Kota. In all the upper and
central portion of Bhabar Chhakhata the cultivators are hill-men.

In the old settled villages the tenure is hhayachdra as in the hills,
and the several shareholders either cultivate S^oir lands themselves,

9
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or take their chance every season of finding temporary tenants and

laborers among the large population, which comes down annually to
the Bhabar. In almost all the newly established villages whether
of Mr. Traill’s time or Mr. Batten’s the tenure is zaminddri, and

the proprietary right is vested in the fiscal representative whose
family first obtained the lease. Three-fourths of this cultivation
belong to the rabi season, but in every village there are some fields
dedicated to the kkarlf harvest, which are tilled and cared for by
- Ji&lis and other low-caste men, who have for some years made tho
Bh&bar their home and have become acclimatised.

Of Kota, Mr, Batten writes :— “ The rate of the highest landrevenue demand somewhat exceeds eight
Kota.
.
annas per acre, and in comparison with the
rate in Bhabar Chhakhata the rate is far from low, although Kota
for the most part possesses the advantages of a richer and deeper
„

soil, and more easily supplied though not, more copious irrigation.
As far as any fiscal pressure on the people is concerned, no fear
need be entertained, and in Chhakhata and Kota the majority of
villages are able to pay their Government revenue entirely from

the produce of their rape crops, w’hilo others consider the crops of
China {Panicum miliaceurn^ or the intermediate crop between the
spring and rain harvests, as amply sufficient for that purpose; the
wheat and rice harvest being, therefore, a source of pure profit.”
So early as the year 1818, the attention of the Board of
Revenue was directed to the irrigation of the

Irrigation.

Bhdbar, and in that year they forwarded to
Mr. Traill a report by Lieutenant Fordyce on the construction

of water-courses, and detailing his experience in excavating one
on the road between Bhamauri and Tanda.* Mr. Traill had
already visited the Bhabar and considered the subject, but had
found so many obstacles to the introduction of any extensive systern of irrigation that he considered it premature to make any
proposals on the subject. The difficulty of procuring tenants and
the unhealthy nature of the climate,'combined with the uncertainty
of thejright of the hill-men to draw off the water for their Cultiva
tion at the foot of the hills, deterred the landholders from entering
* From Board, dated 22nd May, 1818.
Krom Board, dated 8th Jaytary, 1819.-

To Board, dated 14th September, 1818,
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upon the cultivation of the Bhabar, although land of good quality
was everywhere available. Physical obstacles also precluded indivi
duals from attempting any system of irrigation which could inter
fere with the rights of the lowland cultivators. As has' already
been shown, the mountain streams almost always sink below tho
surface of the ground on reaching the base of the hills, and only
reappear in the Rohilkhand Tarai, and the greater streams which
keep to the surface were too formidable for any attempt to con
trol their flow being made. Now, however, irrigation is exten-.

sively practised throughout nearly the extent of the Bhabar.
In Mr. Batten’s time there was no irrigation in the eastern
Bhabar except around Chorgaliya, where

. Irrigation in 1846.

the waters of the Nandhaur were utilised.
In Bhdbar Chhakhata, however, on either side of the Gaula, was a
“ beautiful line of clearings irrigated by their several
from
that river, and displaying in the spring season a rich sheet of rape
and wheat cultivation reaching to about six miles from the hills on
both banks, a small belt of jungle, however, remaining in the
immediate vicinity of the river bed. This bed is very broad and
stony, and during the cold and hot seasons is entirely dry at the
fourth mile from its debouche into the plain. This phenomenon
would not, I believe, cease to occur, even if the bill-mens’ g‘&ls
had no existence, although the greater body of water then left in
the upper bed might enable the stream to avoid absorption for a
mile or two further, but certainly not more. Hence although a

slight extension of the hill cultivation is prevented by the present
wasteful system of separate gills, no injury to any plains parganah
arises from the appropriation of the Gaula waters at their head;
the nearest plains village (in Rudrpur and Kilpuri) being 12 miles
from -the lowest possible point of surface flow, and 16 miles
from the nearest spot at which (supposing such a water-course
could retain its water through the thirsty forest) any canal could
be taken off for the benefit of the lower country. These observa
tions are equally applicable to the else of the Bhakra, Bhola,
Dabka, and Karra rivers in Kota which on a smaller scale resem
ble the Gaula. They are less applicable to the case’of the Dewa
river in Chaubhainsi, because there, as before mentioned, the plains*
villages approach those of the hill-men, bift'even there the engineer
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would be a bold man who would unJerlako to carry the water
down to the plains and would despise the risk of ruining tho Bhdlar cultivation and the hill revenue (such as it is) at tho head,
without increasing the prosperity of the country below. I need
only refer to the correspondence on Bhabar irrigation as showing
that the hill officers were expected to lay down certa in principles
for the future management of the head waters. Unless iny facts
above detailed in allusion to the Gaula river be utterly erroneous,

the conclusion arrived at must be that it is henceforth idle to com
plain in general and loose terms of the monoply of water by the
hill-men. If a body of plains-ineh, whether Tharus, Bhoksas, or
Desis, exist or may henceforth spring into existence, who can bene
ficially occupy the upper tract above the point of river absorption,
and by their superior means, skill, and industry cannot only add
to the agricultural products of the Bhabar {by the introduction of
sugarcane and cotton, for instance), but can also contrive to carry
the cultivation to a considerable distance into the forest, then the
hill-men should make room for them.” * * “ Further interference in
the shape of a regular enforced plan of irrigation is not barred
either by Mr. Traill’s orders or the rights which have accrued, but
such interference is rendered inexpedient by the fact that no
measures of the kind alluded to would so extensively benefit the
whole community as to justify tho disturbance of present possessions.
* * In Mr. Traill’s time the gdls vioyq divided into those running by
day and those running by night.

In the present settlement many

difficulties were avoided by giving the first refusal of all waste to
the headmen of the nearest adjacent villages and increasing the reve
nue of the latter in proportion ; thus, as it were, forcing the posses
sors of gdls to extend their cultivation in order to prevent the intru
sion and probable trespass of new-comers. This plan also tends to
prevent the numerous disputes w’hich arise from the paths to tho
forest pasture : ground long used by the inhabitants of the older
clearings being stopped by the new fields of strangers. The actual
villages for which separate n^ leases have been issued are only eight
in number, yielding a revenue of 168 rupees, while the new land,
brought and likely to be brought into tillage, by means of old existing
gdls and under the management of old existing landholders, bears a
satisfactory proportion
the whole appropriated area.”
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From 1850 onwards the history of the Bhabar is the story of

its management by Sir II. Eamsay, then
n *• o
t r i • V -ii
OaptaiQ Eamsay, an account of which will
be given as near as possible from the official reports. When Cap

„

Sir Henry Ramsay,

tain Ramsay joined his appointment the Bhabar was overrun by
dakaits who were hunted out from the parganahs above Bareilly

by Mr. Fleetwood Williams and Mr. Moberly, who fell a viotim
to jungle fever in the execution of his duties. In 1850, Mr.
Thomason, then Lieutenant-Governor, placed the Bh&bar in charge
of Captain Ramsay with power to expend as much as he could
realise in excess of the Government demand on its improvement.
To assist him he received a permanent advance of Rs. 10,000,

which he was enabled to pay back in a short time by the opening
up of temporary irrigation channels, and more especially by taking
the entire tract under direct management, The original land
revenue continued to be paid into the Government treasury, and in
a short time the return from this source alone greatly exceeded the

revenue originally fixed, so that by the end of 1852-53 it Fad
risen to nearly Rs. 20,000. AU this surplus was invested in canals,
and as fast as these were made new villages sprung op correspond
ing to the supply of w’ater procurable. After the mutiny, Govern
ment was induced to allow Raja Shittraj Singh to exchange tho
Chilkiya iltikah for a confiscated estate in Afzalgarh. This ildkah
was assessed at Rs. 1,800, and subsequently a few villages were
added from Kashipur and Bazpur, giving a total of all transfers
of land assessed at Rs. 4,055 a year. The revenue from the
Bhabar in 1850 was, as we have seen, Rs. 8,953, but of this sura
Rs. 1,911 belonged to the Bhoksa villages of Moti Chakrayat
which were turned into waste, and the cultivators carried down to
Gadarpur by Major Jones in order that the water which they
w’asted might be taken to the Tarai, and the cow-sheds along
its border, which had no cultivation but which were called villages,
so that the people inhabiting them might not have to pay the land-

tax. Deducting this amount from tl^ Bhabar revenue the total
demand was Es. 7,042 plus Rs. 4,055 or Rs.-11,097 when Captain
Ramsay came into possession in 1850-51; when he left it, in 188384, the demand was Rs. 1,80,000. No better commentary on his
administration can be furnished than this single fact that the land
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revenue has increased sixteen times the amount at which it was
fixed when he undertook the charge, i.e., for every anna Govern
ment now gets a rupee, whilst the people themselves have been
equally enriched and are now as contented and well-off a peasantry
as is to be found in British India.

The following table shows the revenue demand for each year
during Sir Henry Ramsay’s administration,
and with the statistics already given furnish
a connected view of the fiscal administration of this interesting
tract since the conquest:—
1845-46 io 1860-61.
•Year.

Its.

Year.

Rs.

1845-46 ... 8,953 1862.63,
1661-52 ... 14,612 1853-61,

Year.

26,742 1866-67,
25,931 1857-58,

Es

Year.

27,290 1858.59,
15,253 1859-60,

Es,

15,987
24,446

1861-62 io 1883-84,
I

•<9
S

rt
<v

1861-62
1862-63
1863 64
1864-65
1865-66
1866-67
1867-68
1868-69

...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...

Rs.
37.536
45,275
48,110
51,742
40,743
46,325
48,341
51,566

Es. Rs.
5,587 43,122
6,927 51,202
7,979 51,095
7,879 59,721
8,969 50,712
11,1^6 66,461
13,343 61,684
15,039 66,595

eft

eS

R
3
s

.3
s
1869-70
1870-71
1871-72
1872-73
1873-74
1874-75
1875-76
1876-77

Rs.
78,601
79,922
77,622
74.514
73,705
76,646
80,940
8-1,342

§

’5
o

Rs.
t-s.
16,318 94,919
17,433 97,356
17,109 94,731
17,928 92,442
19,381 93,086
20-612 97,258
21,545 1,02,485
24,675 1,08,017

eft
V

1877-78,
1878.79,
1879-80,
1880-81,
1881-82,
1882-83,
1883-84,
...

«9
A

3

Rs.
86,265
91.760
1,02,149
1,01,813
1,01,475
l,-O5,382
1,04,046
...

o

Ks.
27,129
31,407
33,035
34,497
36,820
37,123
38,281
...

Irrigation is now systematically adopted and arranged for from
the Dew'a to the Kosi. All the lakes in the
Irrigation.
,
, ,
hills are embanked to serve as reservoirs,
and all the principal courses (rajbaAas) are constructed on a plan
to admit of the largest number of distributaries
with tho
least waste of water. Without irrigation the Bhabar cultivation
could not exist. There are no water-rates. Every stream almost
is used and the water is regulated by sluice-gates placed at the head
of each g^l, and which are opened and shut on a fixed plan, accord
ing to the extent of cultivation and the nature of the crop so as
prevent over-flooding and its attendant evils. At present nearly
130 miles of masonry channels exist under the charge of the officer
administering the Bhabar. We agree with Sir Henry Ramsay
that this system should always remain in charge of the Bhabar
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officials, and should not be entrusted to the Irrigation Department.
Substantial works now exist by which as much water as is required
or all that the streams can give is taken off from every river be
tween the Dewa and the Phika, The Gaula system is now as
before the most important, and within the range of its influence cul
tivation will extend as far as water can be conveyed. The land is
unlimited and cultivators will always be forthcoming. There is a
fair supply until February, when the ordinary volume has to be
supplemented from the Bhim Tai and Sat Tai reservoirs. The
great rains of 1880 scoured out the bed of the Gaula for several

feet, so as to render it very difficult to carry water into the canals,
but substantial weirs have since been built to avoid this difficulty
in future. Much remains to be done in remodelling the distribu
taries. Every cubic foot of water per second saved from absorp
tion in the shingly detritus represents Rs. 500 worth of cultiva

tion. Many of the courses {rdjbahas) should be made water-tight
and new linos should be constructed, but each so as to be part of the
system above them and of others below that may be required
hereafter. . By putting the courses a foot or more under the sur

face they can be increased when required, and the slope is so great
that the water can easily be brought to the surface when required.

To the east of the Gaula every village is supplied from a water
tight course, to the great economy of the distribution.
Sir Henry Ramsay has found, like Mr. Batten, that the people
Failure in Tallades.

of Kali Kumaon are not of agricultural
°

tastes, but prefer trading with Nepal and
Pilibhit. His experience in trying to induce them to take up the
Tallades Bhabar must be told in his own words :—
“ I must confess to one failure in the Bhabar. Not that the
work was a failure, but the object for which the canal was made
never was gained. The Kdli Kumaon people (above Barmdeo) are
the only bad cultivators in the hills, and in cases of scarcity they
used to go down to Pilibhit to purchase grain in May and J une.
A great many died from jungle fcv*r. I was asked by a great
many of the inhabitants of eastern Kumaon to make a canal at
Barmdeo, so that the people of the hills above might cultivate as
others did at Haldwani or elsewhere : offers for one hundred vil

lages were given, and I took a canal from the Sarda.

After it
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was completed and in working order these people would not culti
vate, and thp canal as far as Kumaon is concerned was useless.
In 1878-79, a landslip from the top of the hill about two miles dis
tant came down and filled up two of the lanterns. It also deposited
ddbris to a great depth for some distance over the canal, but as it.
was at least 15 feet under ground the tube was in no way injured.
This canal cost nearly 3 lakhs of rupees, paid for from Bhabar
funds. The floods of 1880, which washed away two villages, filled
up the lower part with sand, but with tho exception of trifling
damage the canal is as good as ever. It is arched over for nearly
a mile and a half, has an admirable head-work, and might bo
utilized for Bilhari or Pilibhit. 1 suggested to Colonel Forbes
that the Irrigation Department should take it over on the condi
tion that if hereafter the hill people could be persuaded to culti
vate, they should be supplied with water free of tax like the others.”
Some account of the principles of management may now be
given. Comparing the present with the past Sir H. Ramsay
notices the rise of Satdwani from a group of grass-huts to a

substantially built town, with -a population of over 4,000 souls.
He writes :—“ The climate in the Bhabar, thirty years ago, was
decidedly bad. In February or March all returned to the hills as
soon as their crop was secured. Now the climate so far as tho cul»
tivation extends allow a kharlf cultivation and the people stay
down at all seasons Without suffering. Most of them have also
land in the hills, and they move up and down as their presence is
required.” In tho Ohorgaliya direction the climate is not so good
and tho cultivators not yet acclimatised, but there is excellent land in
the hills bordering on if, and when this is fully occupied the overflow
must seek the plains. As a rule, new villages are allowed to bo
held free of revenue for two years that the settlers may clear tho
jungle and build their huts. The third
Bents.
year four annas a blgJia is charged, the
following year six annas, and then eight annas. With the excep
tion of a few villages the maximum rate is eight annas per bigha
or three rupees per acre, Tlio cultivators may grow what they
like or leave the land fallow, the object being to induce them to

cultivate the rain crops, and the idea that they had that free
induced a great many to sow rice. Now it has become quite tho rule,
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as the cnltivators have found out what a paying crop good rice is.
Th6 most valuable crop in the Bhabar is rape where manure
is procurable. The land is prepared in August and the crop is
cut in February. Gandra (Panicum miliaceitm) is at once sown,
which ripens in May. In 1884 there was a splendid rape crop
and prices were very high. Those who had land under it realized •
Es. SO to Rs. 60 per acre, and had the gandra crop to supply them
with food. The Bhabar produces very fine wheat and excellent sugar
cane. The latter became popular at one time, and a good many Bihea
mills were purchased, but they could not be repaired when broken,
and the people went back to rape and gandra. At present rape is
carried away by Banjaras, who collect it at Tanda and other depots.
They sell to Moradabad or Bareilly traders, who again sell to men
at Cawnpore and from thence the seed reaches Calcutta. AH these

middlemen make their profits, but tho railway to Ranibig will
change all this and bring producer and shipper together.

“The prosperity of the Bhabar cultivation depends on manure
and irrigation. Manure means large herds of cattle which are
kept on the village lands as long as' possible, and after that they
are penned on the outskirts of the villaga
as long as they can find fodder. When the
dry weather commences they are driven to the edge of the Tarai

Manure.

where the springs burst out and the grass spring up. Cattle that
have paid their grazihg-tax in the Bhabar do not pay again when
they graze in tho Tarai, and in the same way the TarSi cattle that
have paid below graze free in the Bhabar. By an arrangement
with the Tardi authorities the waste lands on either side of tho
boundary are kept for grazing. The Tarai Superintendent takes
the water of the springs, and the waste land is considered pasture
ground. In Chilkiya, cultivation ought not to be allowed lower
down than the village of Ampokhra on the Jaspur road or below
the present cultivation on the east of the Kashipur (old) road.
The country below that is unfit for hill cultivators as water is
found very close to the surface.
“ The Bh^ibar has sufficient pasture land and does not require

any management on the part of the Forest Department. In fact
it would be impossible to close any part of it. As cultivation
increases the cattle will have to go further, but however cultivation
10
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may extend, it is limited by irrigation, the jungle will be sufficienti
These district jungles contain no trees of value, as what Jialdu there
was in the Haldwaui jangles has been cut by the railway, and the
few trees that have been reserved will be required for the villagers.
This jangle which is grazing-ground must remain under the officer
in charge of the Bh&bar, and the Forest Department should have
nothing to do with its management.”
In the villages which existed in 1850 there are proprietors as
elsewhere in the hills, but in all others the
Tenures.
.
,
tenure is heritable, but, not transferable.
This prevents gamblers ruining a village by throwing it into, the

hands of the local usurers. A son is not left a pauper by his
father’s extravagance, nor is the latter permitted to pledge for his
indulgences more than the usufruct. This system works admirably.
Troublesome strangers cannot thrust themselves on a brotherhood,
and if they come must come as cultivators and intend to remain.
In this way the usurer’s trade is gone. In Chilhiya, where culti
vators from the plains are more common, a tendency is observed on
the part -of- the sirgiroha or padhdns to oust the hill-men, because
they can screw more out of a poor man from the plains than out of

an independent hill-man. This practice has to be checked else
some day the village will be deserted. In his last report, from
which I have quoted largely above. Sir H. Ramsay writes :—“ In

closing my remarks I will only add that the Bhdbar has a great
prospect of prosperity. The judicious expenditure of Rs. 50,000

at least yearly ought to extend cultivation steadily.

The railway
Fifteen years
hence the Bhabar will probably yield as much as the whole of the
land-revenue of Kumaon and Qarhwdl put together.”
must raise the price of rape and other products.

Bhadraj, a hill in Patti Koklyal Thok of parganah Jaunpur in
Tihri, lies close to and at the west of Mussoorie forming one of the

highest peaks of _the range bounding the Dun on the north. The
western ridge is prolonged to the left bank of the Jumna, a short
distance above its confluence with the Tons. On the eastern pro

longation the settlement of Mussoorie is built.

There is here a

station of the QreatTrigonometrical Survey in latitude 30°-28'-46'’'
and longitude 77*’-59'-47,'’' at an elevation of 7,318 feet above
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the level of the sea.
Close by is a temple sacred to Balbhadra at
an. elevation of 7^304 feet.
Bhainskhet, a village, with a bungalow on the route to Garh
wal from Almora in latitude 29'°-42'-0'''and longitude 79'’-35'-3O,''
is situate in patti Malla Tikhiin and parganah Barahmandal of the
Kumaon district. It is distant 14 miles from Almora and 13
miles from Bwarahdt, the next stage, and has a Baniya’s shop
and a bungalow for travellers, without a table attendant or requi
sites. • The route from Almora lies down the north-western slope
of the Simtola hill around the outlying spurs of Kalinattiya.(6,414
feet) to Hawalbag, where the Kosi is crossed by an iron suspen
sion bridge, about five miles from Almora. Thence the road passes
opposite Katarmal with its old temple to the Sun and turns west and
passing south of the NagchiHa peak 4,457 feet), and thCnco to the
north-west up the valley on the left bank of the Nana Kosi stream with the peaks, of Shura (5,205), Deo Kali (5,067), and Pindar.Kot

(5,276; on the same side. These with tho Nagchula peak form the
ontlying spurs of the range culminating in tho Pakhan (6,016) and
Airideo (6,924) peaks which forms the Water-shed between the
Kosi and the NanAor Chota Kosi. On the right bank of the latter
streant from Where the road touches its banks stretches the Pansu
range, attaining an elevation of over 6,000 feet. Near the head
of the valley the road bifurcates; that going up the face of the
Eyuni hill leading, to Ranikhet, while the Bhainskhet road con
tinues mpdhe valley to the traveller's bungalow which lies in a fer
tile tract, west-south-west of Pindarkot, and has roads connecting
it direct with Someswar to the north-east and Rduikhet to the
west. ‘ On the whole the road is at a low elevation and bare of trees
and shade and consequently hot. A path along the range to tho
right keeps along the side of the ridge and is to be preferred
where time is not a matter of importance. About half way along

- the valley road are three small temples with the curious Turki’s cap

ornaments at tire tops supposed to have been constructed by the
Katyhra Rajas about 700 years ago.^ Similar buildings about ten
feet high are found all over the province, and three almost exactly
like these, at Takula on the road to Bageswar.
Bhainsu, a village and halting-place on the route between Sri
nagar and Kedarnath in Patti Talla Nagpur in Garhwal, is situate
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some distance from the left bank of the Mandakini river in latitude
S0°-19'-15" and longitude 79°-l'-10'' : distant one mile6 furlongs
22 poles from RuJrprayag, 9 miles 6 furlongs 2 poles from Sera-

bugr and 11 miles 5 furlongs 1 pole from Saur-Gajeli. The road
hence to Saur-Gajeli passes on to the Tilbara bridge, level and
thence slightly undulating to the R^mpur bridge 6 miles 26 poles
from Bhainsu. Hence it crosses the Saurgadh by a 36 feet bridge
and by Agastmuni and Nakot to Sauri, where there is an encamp
ment in large fields, 5 miles 4 furlongs 15 poles. The entii^ road
is slightly undulating and an easy march though hot during the
summer months from its low elevation.
Bhairon-Ghati in Tihri on the road to Gangotri is situate in
north latitude 31°-l'-50'^ and east longitude 79°-56 '-O'”, at the con
fluence of the Jadh-Ganga or Jahnavi with the Bhagiratbi, at an
elevation of 8,511 feet above the level of the sea. Hodgson des
cribes it as “ a most terrific and awful-looking place
and describes
the aanga or spur-bridge mentioned hereafter by Fraser and then
existing in terms which justify his regarding the place as one of

exceptional difficulty and danger. The aanga has now been
replaced by a light iron-wire suspension bridge higher up over the
Jadh-Ganga, erected by the forest officer, Mr. G’Callaghan. Even
this is difficult enough for ordinary travellers, being 380 feet long
and 400 feet above the surface of the torrent. It is only three
feet wide, and has only a slight wire rope as a side railing. This
triumph of amateur engineering stretches across a chasm whose
walls are perfectly perpendicular, and has but just level space
enough at each end for the piers and abutments. Many of the
hill-men themselves have to be led across by others with stronger
hands and nerves. Pilgrims to Gangotri and others accustomed
to dizzy heights generally crawl across on their hands and knees,
the swaying and spring of the light wire ropes suspending the
foot-way, making the passage really a difficult one to any one.
Mr. Hodgson states that he has never seen anything in the hills
to be compared with the sceftiery around Bhairon-ghati for horror
and extravagance. Both the Jadh-Ganga and the Bhagiratbi are
here confined within high and perpendicular rocks of solid granite,
and in the acute angle formed by the confluence a lofty massive
rock projects downwards between the streams like aa enormous
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wedge. The J^dh-Ganga, the larger stream, is beautifully clear,
with a bluish tinge, while the Bhagiratbi is of a dingy hue. Hodgson
compares this scene of terrific sublimity to “ the appearance that the
ruins of a Gothic cathedral might have to a spectator within them,
supposing that thunderbolts or earthquakes had rifted its lofty and
massy towers, spires, and buttresses ; the parts left standing might
then in miniature give an idea of the rocks of Bhaironghati.”

Fraser, too, describes it as a very singular and terrible place.
The course of the river has continued
Fraser,
foaming through its narrow rocky bed, and
the hills approach their heads as though they would meet at a prodi
gious height above. “ Here both rivers run in chasms, the depth,
narrowness, and rugged wildness of which it is impossible to
describe ; between them is thrust a Jofty crag, like a wedge,
equal in height and savage aspect to those that on either side tower
above the torrents. The extreme precipitousness of all these, and
the roughness of their faces, with wood which grows near tho river
side, obstructs the view, and prevents the eye from comprehend
ing the whole at a glance ; but still the distant black cliffs, topped
with lofty peaks of snow, are discovered, shutting up the view in
either of the three ravines. Just at the bottom of the deep and dan
gerous descent, and, immediately above the junction of these two
torrents, a wooden bridge (san^ra) is thrown across the Bhagiratbi
from one rock to the other, many feet above the streana ; and it is
not till we reach this point that the extraordinary nature of the
place, and particularly of the bed of the river, is fully compre
hended ; and there we see the stream in a state of dirty foam,
twisting violently, and with mighty noise, through the curiously
hollowed trough of solid granite, cutting it into the strangest shapes,
and leaping in fearful waves over every obstracle. From hence the
gigantic features of the mountains may frequently be seen,overhang
ing the deep black glen ; their brown splintered crags hardly differ
ing in colour from the blasted pines which start from their fissures
and crevices, or even from the dark foliage of those which yet live.
“ Just at the end of the bridge there is aq overhanging rock,
under w’hich worship is performed to Bhairon and a black stone, part

ly painted red, is the image of the god, ^From hence the rock is
ascended, -at the foot of which the bridge is situated, by a path
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more curious, dangerous, and difficult than any yet passed. As
the rock is too steep and perpendicular to afford a natural path,
the chief part is artificially constructed of large beams of wood,,

driven into the fissures, on which other beams and large stones areplaced, thus forming a hanging flight of steps over the fearful gulf
below ; and as this sometimes has suffered from age and weather,,
while the facilities for attaching it to the rock are rather scanty,,
or altogether wanting, it is frequently so far from-being sufficient
that it strikes dread into any one not much accustomed to this,
mode of ascent. Sometimes it is even required to make a leap toreach the next sure footing, with the precipice yawning below ; and,
at others, with merely the support afforded by a slight projecting
ledge, and the help of bambus hung from some root above, to cling
to the rock, and make a hiizardous passage. By this unpleasant
path a step, or level spot is reache.1 on the first stage of the moun -tain, w’here, in a thick grove of fir-trees, is placed a small temple-

to Bhairon, a plain white building, built by order of Amr Singh,
Gorkhali, who gave a sum. of money to repair tho road, and erect
places of worship liere and at Gangotri.”

Bhatwara, an encamping ground on the route between Kai
nur and Ramnagar, is situated io patti Khktali of parganah Malla
Salkn in Garhwal in latitude 29°-45'-0'’ and longitude Tfl’-S'-O'*,.
distant 9 miles 7 furlongs 28 poles from Baijirau, and 11 miles 6.

furlongs 30 poles from Khireri-khal. The road from Bhatwaj’a to the
latter place ascends for 1 mile 6. furlongs SO- poles, to where theroad to Gharon branches off"; thence across the Dipa-kha! into,
patti Gujara by Kiichar to Sangiiya-khal,. 3 miles I furlong A
poles. Hence the road proceeds along the ridge separating thePegliat from the Hingwa river, both tributaries of the Ramganga
by Tidali-khdl to Khineri-khM, 6 miles 6 furlongs 33. poles.
Bhikal Tai, a small lake of about two acres in extent on the
top of the ridge coming down from the Riguri-gudari range to the
river Pindar and eight miles above the village of Phaldiya in patti;
Pindarp&r of parganah Badhan in British Garhwal. The lake issnrrounded on all sides by dense tree and ningdl (hill-bambu)
jungle, and during the winter it gets so little of the sun that ice
forms sufficiently thick tp bear skating on it. The height of the
lakeds a little over 9,000 feet. It is not deep and has a soft muddy
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bottom, composed chiefly of decayed vegetable matter washed into
it during the rains.
Sh.erang', a patti of parganah Gangoli in- Kumaun, separated
from Patti Bel at the recent settlement, is bounded on the north by
Baraun ; on the west and south by Bel; on the east by the Ramganga
which separates it from Seli Talla. It lies to the north of the
Almora and Pithoragarh road between Gangoli-Kat bungalow and
the Edmganga. The principal villages are BirgAli, Chitgul, Tihal,
Pali, and Pokhri. The assessable area comprises 1,101 bisis, of

which 593 are culturable and 508 are cultivated (293 irrigated).
The land-tax yielded Rs. 117 in 1815, Rs. 205 in 1820, and Rs. 263
in 1843. The assessment is now Rs. 831 which falls on the total
assessable area at Re. 0-12-1 per acre, and on the cultivation at
Re. 1-10-2 per acre. Revenue-free grants amount to 40 bisis.
The population at the time of settlement numbered 1,193 souls of
whom 793 were males.. There is a school at Chaupata and the

patwAri usually resides in Gangoti-Hat.
Bhikiya (or Bhikiya-ki-sainV, a Village in patti Walla Nayan and
parganah Pali Pachhaon of Kumaon, is situate in latitude 29°-42^-8"
and longitude 79°-18*’-20* at the confluence of the Gagas and
Ramganga on the left bank of the latter stream, 22 miles from
Almora. The road from Ramnagar to Tarai passes through the
village where there is a dispensary kept up from the saddbart funds
of Badriu'Xth and KedarnAth. Close by is the old temple of NaulesWar, which has more than a 1 ocal celebrity among those situated at
the smaller praydgas or junction of streams.

Bhilang (or Bhilangna), a stream rising near the Srikantapeak in
Tihri in latitude 30°-46*’-30" and longitude 79°-l'-30,''' takes a south
westerly coarse through the Bhilang patti for about 50 miles and
eventually falls into the Bhdgirathi river on the left bank opposite

Tihri, in latitude 30“-23'-20^ and longitude 78°-31'-O^at aneleva-

tion of 2,278 feet above the level of the sea. In May at about five
miles above the confluence Raper found it between 60 and 70 feet
wide. Moorcroft noticed the quantity of’fish in it taken by spearing.
Herbert estimates tho length from the source of the Bhilang along

the Bh4girathi and Ganges to Hardwar at 150 miles, but 120
miles would be more correct.

The Bhilang is one of the sacred
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streams and gives its name to a ‘Mrelra* et tract in the Kedita-

khanda of the Skanda Purina.
Bhim Tal, a lake in parganah Chhakhata of the Kumaon district, is
distant 12
miles from
bhim tal.
Naini Tal
ArM-> 4'9,00,000 s. F.

SaJ^ylpOO

-1 IneM.

by Bhomali on the
Ramgar
road,
whence
the path
turns off
to the east
down the
Bhim val
ley, at an
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of about
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of
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of the lake
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rest-house
is one of
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taken by Dr. Amesbury in 1871 the lake is 5,580 feet in length, in
cluding the swamp to the north-west: 1,490 feet in vridth at tha
widest place, and 625 feet at the narrowest. Its greatest depth is 87

feet and least depth towards the middle 18 feet. The superficial area
amounts to 4,900,000 superficial feet. The outlet, exists at a
natural gap on the north-east close to the temple which has been
raised by an artificial embankment’ about thirty feet to utilise the
reservoir so formed for irrigation purposes in the Bhabar during
the cold weather. A current sets in for the outlet that is per
ceptible all over tho surface of the lake, and is due to the volume
of water carried off especially during the rains. Fish from one to
twelve and occasionally twenty pounds in weight are found and
afford tolerable sport for both rod and line. The color of the water
is bluish-green and very clear, though the lake appears to be subject
to the same terrestrial disturbances as Naini Tal. It has, however,
the advantage of not being polluted by the surface drainage from
inhabited sites, and is in every respect fit for drinking purposes.
There is an island dose to the nOrth-east side about one hundred
yards from the shore with which it is connected during the dry
season by a bed of rock and shale. It is about thirty feet high and
sixty to seventy feet in diameter.

The hills on the western side of the lake are considerably higher
than on the east, and are of such formation that it is highly impro
bable that the lake can ever dry up. The entire bottom of the
lake is comparatively even, and is composed of rock shale and pul
verised silicates. Near the swamp end true peat is found which
burns fairly when dried. The traveller’s bungalow lies in latitude

9'’-20'-40'’' and

longitude 79°-36'-16,* close to an old temple

erected by Baz Bahadur Chand, Baja of Kumaon, in the seven
teenth century. This temple is a fair example of the ecclesiastical
architecture common throughout the hills, and has a wooden canopy
{Matriy on the top erected here as an ornament and in some places
it is said to preserve the building from rain. There is a dharmsala
or rest-house for native travellers to the Bhabar, a school, and a
dispensary supported by the Bhabar funds. The valley of Bh{m Tal
presents one of the largest sheets of cultivation to be found in the
hills. Between it and Sdt Tal is a flourishing tea-plantation once
* Was recently swept away, but has since been repaired,
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the property of Government. Nau-Kuclnya T41 lies three miles to
the east, Malvya Tal nine miles to the north-east, and S.at TS.1 three
miles to the West, all of which will well repay a visit.

The route from Ranibag fg.v.) lies up the valley of tho Bara-

kheri stream which carries of the surplus water of the lake into the
Gaula river. The Gorkhalis had a fort here, on one of the hills to
the south of the lake, known as Chhakhata garhi. According to
Mr. Ball the northern range above the lake is largely made up of
greenstone, which is traceable from Bhowali to Malwa Tal in one
direction, and to BujSn on the Kosi in another. The hill, at the
entrance to the lake which deflects the in-flowing stream, appears
to be a serious obstacle in the way of the theory of a glacial origin
for the lake. Mr. Ball thinks that originally the outlet was at
the southern end of the lake which appears to be now stopped
by the debris of a landslip, and which the natives say will
some day give way and swallow up Barakheri. Towards the
southern end of the lake, on the eastern side, there is a boulder
deposit which extends along the bank up to a level of perhaps ten
feet above the water. The rounded blocks which it includes were
possibly rounded by the waters of the lake when they stood at a
higher level, but its appearance suggests a moraine origin. The
most remarkable feature about it, however, is that it is backed by
no high range on the east, so that, if derived from a landslip, the
materials must have come from the west, and, of necessity, tem
porarily filled up a portion of the bed of the lake. Hence to
Malwa Tdl a somewhat rough path gradually ascends an arid
quartz mountain Of which the last part for about three miles con
sists of a bard syenitic greenstone. The brow above Mahragaon,
known as the Ekwai Bindyak, slopes south in a richly cultivated
talus to Naukuchiya Tal, in part consisting of a green and slate-

coloured clay called kumet, used in washing walls,.&c. Fully two
thousand feet below the Ekwai pass flows the Gaula in its narrow
and beautiful ravine ; beyond this rises a lofty oak-covered spur of
the Gagar, with peaks like Deothal (7,957 feet;, and others over
7,000 feet in height.
From Bhim Tal a path proceeds direct by Mahragaon to the
Gdgar pass and Edmgdr (travellers’bungalow, twelve miles. This
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path joins the road from Bhomali to the Gagar pass on the ridge
,
To

amgar.

separating the affluents of the Gaula flowin§
Malwa Tal from the Ninglad, an affluent

of the Kosi near Khairna. The Gagar peak to the east of the pass
has an elevation of 7,855 feet above the level of the sea. The moun
tain is densely vrooded with andromeda, rhododendron, benthamia,
viburnum, quercus incana, and dilatata and pine. From the pass
there is a fine view of the snows from Badrinath to Panchachula, and
in the foreground are Binsar, Bhadkot, Dunagiri, Siykhi Devi, and

the long blue or in winter white Dudukatoli range which fills the
western horizon. A somewhat steep descent leads by a good road

and well wooded to the B&mgar (q-v.) traveller’s bungalow to which
water is conveyed in a series of wooden troughs from the pass.
From below Jaripani to the west of the pass and on the north side
for 2,200 feet down in the B^mgar valley, the Gagar ridge is com
posed of syenitic greenstone, with occasional beds of clay and chlorite
slate.

The greenstone extends eastwards to the foot of Sat-chnliya

and westward along the ridge traversed by the road to Bhomali, the
flanks exhibiting the greenstone much decomposed into rhomboidal

fragments finally merging, as at Sat-chuflya, into the quartzose rocks
ol Luriyakanta.

Bhotiya
or fiscal sub-divisions of the tract called Bhot
comprise the iater-Alpine valleys of the snowy range bordering
on Tibet By&ns, Ghaudans and Darma on the east, Juhar in the
middle, and Painkhanda on the west.

These valleys are the main

lines of drainage, and along them lie the tracks by which alone
Hundes can be reached, ‘ Bhot ’ or more correctly ‘ Bod ’ is really
the same w'ord as ‘ Tibet,’ In the records of the Tatar Liaos in the
eleventh century the name is written T’q-Pot’d, in which the latter
syllable represents Bod. The Chinese character for ‘ po ’ has also

the sound ‘/an, ’ and with the addition of ‘ si' or ‘ western ’; the
portion of Tibet to the north of Kumaon is called ‘ Si-fan ’ and the
’ The materials for this notice are an article^‘On the Himalaya in Kumaon
and GarhwSl ’ byJSir John Stracbey, in Cal. Rev., 1853 : ‘Traill’s Statistical Account
ot the Bhot Mahals’: As. Res, XVI. (1 Sas') : Batten’s* Report on the District of
KumaonSet. Rep. II., 659 : Beckett’s Reports on the Settlement of Kumaon and
Garhwal: Journals of Capt. H. Strachey, Weller, Manson, Batten, and others in
J. A. S. Ben.; information fui-nished by the District Odlcers, Colonel Gaistin,
Colonel fisher, and Major Reade, and personal obser .^tion and inquiry.
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people ‘Tu-pote’.*

The Huniyas of Nari call themselves Naripas

and call the Bhotiyas of our hills Monpas. The Khasiya population
call the tract inhabited by the Bhotiyas of our hills Bhot, and Tibet
itself Hundes, and their own country is known as Khasdes. The

people of Tibet give the name Pal bo to NepAl, Kyunara to
Kumaon, Galdiya to Garhwal, and Chongsa to the Nilang valley.
For these Reasons, as remarked by Sir J. Strachey, the limits of Bhot
in these districts cannot be very strictly defined, for the term is an
ethnographical rather than a geographical expression, and signifies

rather the tract inhabited by tho Bhotiyas which, too, has varied for
time to time, than a country of which any positive boundaries can
be named. To the north alone can its boundaries be easily defined,
and there it is throughout Kumaon and Garhwal one with the line
of water-parting between India and Hundes. To tho south any
boundary that can be named must necessarily be artificial; but it will
give a fairly correct idea of the general limits of the Bhotiya tract
if we consider it to be bounded by a line passing through or per
haps, a little to the north of the groat peaks of the Himalaya. In
Kumaon the line of demarcation is somewhat clearly defined, but in
Garhwal, to the west of Trisul, the line of perpetual snow recedes
some twenty miles north, and the Bhotiya boundary follows it.
The only parts of Bhot which are inhabitable and capable
of cultivation are the narrow valleyslyi ng
between the great peaks which run down
to the south from tho water-parting of the chain, and in which flow

the tributaries of the Ganges on the- west and the K&li on the east.
By far the greater part of tho tract consists of one great mass of
barren rock or of beds of snow with forests of fir, spruce, yew,
cedar, box, cypress, and similar alpine trees at low elevations.
Though Bhot occupies more than one-third of Kumaon apd GarhwAI, not more than one-sixteenth of its area is cultivated or culti
vable. The villages are all situate north of the points where the
rivers cross tho line of the great peaks at an elevation above the
sea varying from seven to over twelve thousand feet. At the heads
of the valleys through which the great rivers or their tributaries
flow lie the passes by which the Bhotiyas travel to exchange
the products of India and England at the Tibetan markets. The
• Kot the etymology of'the name see Gas, XL, 45.
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rohds’ to these passes follow as far as possible the course of the

streams, and except where high spurs interrupt the regularity of the
drainage and increase the number of the ridges that must be passed,
they gradually ascend the watershed of the chain and cross imme

diately into Tibet.

“ It would be difficult’ to exaggerate the bad

ness of the tracks across these passes, for there is nothing to deserve
the name of road or even of path, and travelling amongst masses
of loose and tumbling stones or over beds of snow and glaciers, and

at an elevation where even a slight exertion is painful, is very diffi
cult to people on foot who are not accustomed to such journeys.
Toil and discomfort, however, form the principal and, indeed, only
difficulties to be encountered, and of the former but little need fall
on a traveller seated on the back of a jubu, the only Way in which
it is possible, except on foot, to cross the passes of these mountains
with safety. Of danger there is little and the stories’ of the terri

fic perils that have to be passed through in crossing these passes
are entirely fictitious. Accidents from storm and rain occasionally
occur, but these would equally happen in any part of the province
under similar circumstances, and may be avoided by taking care

not to undertake the journey too early or too late in the year. The
discomfort, however, that must be gone through can hardly bo
exaggerated, and no European who has ever experienced the horrors
of a Tibetan climate, who knows the wretchedness of a barometric
pressure of fifteen or sixteen inches and has convinced himself how
little of the sublime and beautiful these elevated regions can show
him, will willingly cross these passes a second time unless impelled

by ol jects of scientific research or some other powerful induce*

ment.”
There are five principal valleys along which the roads run, and

Passes.

commencing from the west these comprise
the valley of the Saraswati, the western

branch of the Alaknanda in parganah Painkhanda, along which
* Traill’s report.
’ Cal. Bev., No. 35, page 85.
_ ® These havehad their origin either in the distorted impressions of the weak-minded traveller
or are due to the bodily suffering which the rarefaction of the air undoubtedly
causes. There is hardly more dancer in croBs;'pg_ the worst of the Himfilayan
passes mounted on a jubu than in riding to the top of Sno wdon or the Bighi. That
is, after the winter snow has melted, and when the weather is favourable, the
times’ usually chosen by the Bhotiyas themselves.
•5
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runs the road to the M^na pass; the western Dhauli or eastern
branch of the Alaknanda, up which runs the roads by the Niti and

Chor-hoti passes; the Gori in parganah J uhar leading by Milam
to the Unta-dhiira and Balchha passes; the Dhauli in Darma by

which the Neo-dhura and Kachh passes are reached, and the
Kuthi-Yankti er head-waters of the Kali in Bylins leading to the

passes known as Lunpiya-lekh, Mankshang-lekh, and LSpu-lekh.
The elevation of the Mana pass above tho level of the sea is 17,890
feet; of the Niti is 16,628; of the Unta-dhura is 17,590; oftho
Lunpiya-lekh is 18,150, and of tho Lipu-lekh is 16,780 feet.

The mountain chains separating these valleys are in themselves

formidable, and in many cases the passes over them are more diffi
cult and dangerous than those leading into Tibet: such are the
Lebun-dhdra and Jhuling-Yankti leading from the valley of tho
Kuthi-Yankti to the valley of the Dhauli and having an eleva

tion of 18,900 feet; the Phula-Yankti pass to the north of the
Pancha-chuli group leading from Marcha in Darma to Balam in
the valley of the torrent of the same name and thence by the Barjikang-dhura (15,400 feet) to Mapa in the Gori valley; tho Gyuedhura from Sela in Darma to Kuthi in Byans, and the Sobhula and

Balchha route? to MunshiySri in Kumaon. A communication be
tween Malari on the Niti route and Jainti on the Milam route
exists by Girthi, but is so difficult and dangerous as seldom to bo
used. All the-valleys, with the exception of that of the Gori, are

completely open and passable towards the south.
It is desirable to give some general account of tho character-

istics of tho Bhotiya tract in addition to
«
those already noticed before w'riting more
particularly of the sub-divisions . into which' it is divided. It has
,

physical characters.

already been stated that the groat peaks of the Himalaya are almost
always situate near the southern limit of the belt of perpetual snow on
great transverse ranges which run down from the water-parting of
the chain. Owing to this structure the climate and vegetation,
the two most important influences as regards the inhabitants of
the country, are entirely di^erent in the Bhotiya tracts from those
which we find at similar elevations further south. -On the southern
side of the great peaks.the country is everywhere within the influ-
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ence of the summer and the winter rains of India.

We have a

damp climate and a luxurious vegetation up to 12,000 feet above
the sea, and the line of perpetual snow descends to a height of
15,500 feet above the level of the sea. When we pass to the north
of the great peaks, the contrast is most striking.* Here we find a

dry climate almost beyond the influence of the periodical rains ;
the magnificent vegetation has ceased, and as we proceed north
wards the air and the soil become constantly drier and more arid.
The fall of snow as well as of rain gradually diminishes, and as
we approach the water-parting of the chain, the northern limit of
perpetual snow, under the hostile influence of the climate, recedes to
an elevation of between eighteen and nineteen thousand feet above
the level of the sea. The scenery of this tract, especially in its
more northern portion, is generally desolate and repelling in the
extreme. True sublimity can hardly exist without beauty, and of
the beautiful there is almost nothing in this dismal region. There
is much to cause wonder and astonishment from its novelty, but
little to afford delight. Surveying the country from the eminences
which rise along the water-parting lino a few thousand feet above
the passes, we look over the elevated plains of Tibet stretching far
away to the east and west and bounded on the north at a distance
of some forty or fifty miles by another range of mountains running
parallel to the great Himalaya. The scenery here is not without a
certain savage grandeur, although the sublimity which we often find
in the country to the south of the great peaks is totally wanting.
The utter desolation which, w hen it lay close to us, was only hideous,
is here softened down by distance, and the broad grassy plain cut
through by stupendous ravines and bounded by the bare brown
hills is strange and wonderful. But to the traveller who can look
beyond mere external forms for the feelings which natural objects
can inspire, this scene possesses a true and an extraordinary sub
limity. He knows that the plain over which he looks is the bod
of an ancient ocean, filled with the vestiges of the extinct creations
of an ancient world, still preserving almost unchanged the level

surface although by unknown forces it luts been raised up sixteen
thousand feet into the midst of the snows tlf the Himalaya.^
’ B. Strachey : “ On the snow-line in the Himalaya,” passim,
* Cal. Keview /. c., p. 25 (Sir J. Strachey),
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The line of water-parting itself attains an elevation of from
The H'mdl a
sixteen to twenty thousand feet, while the

Bim&laya or groups of snowy peaks of great
est elevation Ire to the south of it and are connected with it by
lateral ridges. Strictly confining ourselves to the British posses
sions, we find on the extreme west the water-parting recedes as far
north as latitude 31°-5' at M&na, sending out a lateral chain to the
south which terminates in the Kedarnath and Badrinath groups in
laditude 30°-47' and 30°-44'. The boundary ridge then takes a

bend to the south-east to Kamet in SO’-SS'-IS", whence it sends out
a second lateral chain of lofty peaks, the base of which extends as
far as Joshimatb. From Kamet the ridge recedes to the Niti pass
in latitude 30°-57'-59^, from which there is a steady decline to the
' south-east as far as the Balchha pass, and thence nearly due south
to the Lakhur-la beyond Unta-dhura in latitude 30°-33'. From

thia point the course bends slightly to the south-east to the Ralam
range, and thence nearly due east by the Lunpiya-lekh in 30°-29'
to the north-east corner of the Byans patti, where it turns suddenly

south-south-east to the Lipu pass in SO’-IO'-SO", the eastern bound
ary of British Bhot.

To the east of the Niti pass a chain attaining

a maximum elevation of about 20,000 feet is given off to the southsouth-east separated by the Girthi valley from the Kyungar range
running up north-north-west from the water-parting ridge and
enclosing between them and the boundary ridge a less elevated tract
(15,000 feet) drained by the Girthi river. Further east the Untadhura ridge (17,800 feet) runs due west, connecting the group of
peaks at the head of the Milam glacier with the water-parting ridge.
These again are prolonged to the west in the Dfinagiri peak over
hanging the Dhauli valley, while a ridge running due south connects
them with the great mass of peaks including Nanda Devi, Trisiil
and Nanda Kot. The western peak of Trisiil lies in latitude
30°-18'-43*, and throws out a ridge to the west, connecting it with
the Nandakioi group. To the east of the Unta-dhura comes the ridge
Separating the valleys of the Balam and the Gori rivers, and further
east a chain between .the Gori and the eastern Dhauli, culminating
in the group of peaks k£own as the Pancha-chuli and extending

as far as the Chhipula peak in Askot. Between Darma and Byans
another chain culminates in Yirgnajang, which overlooks tho
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Kali river. Thus we have from the wafer-parting separating Bhot
from Tibet a series of great lateral chains culminating at distances

varying from twelve to forty-two minutes of latitude in groups of
snowy peaks and having an elevation of from 4,000 to 6,000 feet
above that water-parting. These chains have a direction for the most
part from north to south,and between them flow the great rivers in
the valleys of which lie the villages constituting the fiscal sub-divi
sions of Bhot.' These rivers have already been mentioned in con
nection with the passes. The other great rivers having their
source at the southern base of the snowy range all lie without the
tract known as Bhot with which we are more immediately concerned
here, such as the Nandakini, Pindar, Sarju, and Ramganga. Tho
entire drainage of Painkhanda falls into the Alaknanda, the western

branch of the Ganges, while that of Juhar and Byans falls into the
Kdli known as the Sarda, where it debouches on the plains,'and aS
the Ghaghra or Ghoghra in its passage through Oudh to its junction
with the Ganges to the south of the Ballia district in these Provinces;
The heights of the principal peaks have already been given.*
We may here notice the existence of hot springs throughout the
Himalaya. The temperature is found nearly the same throughout

from 130° to 138° Fahr. No volcano is known to exist and no
traces of igneous action are visible, though the natives assert that

something of the kind exists on the Nanda Devi peak, and bear
unanimous testimony to the occasional appearance of smoke on its
summit. This is attributed by them to the actual presence of the
deity and has accordingly invested this peak with particular
sanctity, but is more probably due to the snow being blown about
by the wind. Altogether, though the Bhotiya Mahals form compa
ratively but a small portion of the great Himalaya, they yield to
none in interest. In ruggedness of feature they are not surpassed
by any inhabited tract, and. such is the irregular and confused
appearance which the endless ramifications of the mountains present
that it is the line of river-valleys alone that enable us to find a clue
to their arrangement, and it is precisely along these valleys that the
Bhotiya villages lie.
~\
• Vol. I., page 177. See also extracts from the rwords o‘f the Trigonometrical
Survey given in J. A. S. Ben, XXXI., 45, 46. Strachey gives for Kamet latitude
3O°.65'-2O", !oagitudc-70-°j7'-55" ; height 85,500 (G. V, b. 26,413).
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Painkhanda,^ —The parganah of Painkhanda ia British Qarhw41 consists of two sub-divisions or pattis, the Malla or upper, and
Talla or lower. Malla Painkhanda is bounded on the north by
Tibet on the east by Tibet and Kumaon, on the west by the Tihri
State, and on the south by Nagpur and Talla
Boundaries.
Painkhanda in GarhwM and Malla Jubar
in Kumaon. Talla Painkhanda is separated from the Malla Pafti

on the north by a line drawn somewhat arbitrarily from the
Dunagiri peak through Sainangwenta across the Dhauli river, and
thence north-west up the torrent of that name to the southern

extremity of the range separating the Dhauli from the Saraswati,
and south-west again between Ghdt and VishnupraySg, whence it

meets further west the Urgam boundary above Thhin. Malla Nag
pur forms the w’estern boundary and Kumaon the eastern boundary.
The southern boundary, conterminous with the southern boundary

of tho Bhotiya tract as now recognised, consists of a line drawn
from the western slope of Nanda Devi south-west to Trisiil, thence
north-west along the northern slopes of the Nand^k peaks, and
along the water-parting line between the Biri-Ganga and the feeders
of the Dhauli to Salighat near Pana on the road between liamni
and Joshimath, whence it follows the Garur-Ganga to Pakhi, three
and a half miles north of Pipalkoti on the left bank of the Alak
nanda river.

The natural divisions of Painkhanda are five -the valley of the
_ Vishnuganga, the valley of the western Dhauli, the valley of the
Girthi river, the valley of tho Rini, Eindi or Rishiganga, as it is
variously called, and the tract around Joshimath forming the
w'inter quarters of the Bhotiyas. The valley of the Saraswati
The Mana or Vishnu- is bounded On the west by the snowy chain
ganga valley.
separating it from the head-waters of the
JAhnavi, a feeder of tho BhAgirathi, the western branch of the

Ganges and ending in the south in the great mass of tho BadrinAth
peaks, including BadrinSth, Chaukhamba and NAlikanta. On tho
north is the ridge pierced by. the Mana pass and on the east a
chain of snowy p^aks /xtending from near Joshimath to tho
northern ridge where it Culminates in Kamet. The Saraswati on

* The origin of t^e name is given in Gazetteer, XI., 784.
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either aide receives numerous torrents rising in the glaciers that

line its course and bears the same name as far as MAna, where
it is joined on the right bank by the Vishnuganga, having its
source in three immense glaciers lying to the north of the Chaukhamba and Nalikanta peaks.

Hence the united rivers are known

as the Vishnuganga (or commonly Bishnuganga) to its junction
with the Dhauli at Vishnupray^g, where it takes the name of Alak
nanda to its junction with the Bhagiratbi at Deopray&g, when the
united streams are henceforward known as the Ganges.

The

Vishnuganga being more sacred than the Saraswati gives its name
to the latter stream though it itself has a smaller Volume and a
shorter course, and frequently the name Alaknanda is given to
both, above and below their junction, to Vishnuprayag, where

they join the Dhauli; and from their sacred character are looked
upon as the superior stream, though inferior ia length and volume
to the Dhauli. To avoid confusion we shall always speak of the
united Saraswati and Vishnuganga as the Vishnuganga. A full

description of the valley will be found under mAna The road
to Hundes lies through the valley of the Saraswati and generally
on the left bank of the river. The last and principal village is
Mana immediately above the junction with the Vishnuganga on tho
left bank, and about two miles further south on the opposite side of
the united stream stands the temple of Badrinath. Laden sheep and
goats ordinarily cross the pass in five to six days from Mana, hut
unencumbered travellers and cattle can accomplish the distance,^
which probably does not exceed thirty miles, in three or four
days.^ A species of buck-wheat {Fagopyrum tatoricum, Gsertn.,

is cultivated between Mana and Badrindth, and but very little of
any other grain, for. like alt the other Bhotiyas the people of Mana
take no great trouble with their fields.
The Niti valley, as the valley of the western Dhauli is popularly
„
called, is bounded on the west by the range
already mentioned as dividing it from the
Mana valley; on the north by a continuation of the water-parting
ridge separating the Himalaya from the Vble-land of Tibet, pierced

by the Niti, Tunzum-la or Chor-hoti and the Shelshel passes; on
’The inarches lor sheep are Musapani, Gastoli, Chlfnitao, Tarui or Tara and Poti,
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the east a spur of snowy peaks runs south-south-east nearly at right
angles to th© dividing ridge and separated by the valley of tho
Girthi river from the Kyungar range to the north'of parganah
Juhar running north-north-west from the dividing range which here
takes a sudden bend to the south before continuing its direction
due west to east. On the right bank, the JDhaull receives several
glacier streams, including the Ganeshganga, Raikhanda'Garos^li,
and Kosa. On the left bank, the most important are the Girthi

river, which joints it near Malari, the Diinagiri and Tolma streams
and the Riniganga, which it receives at Rindi.
There are two routes by which the valley is reached from tho
south ; one follows the left bank of the Alaknanda by Karnprayag,
Ililang and Joshimath, the other crosses tho country by Lohba,

Karayanbugr, Ghat, R^mni and Pdna. The first is that most
generally followed. From Hi lang the first march leads to Tapuban (13 m. 3 f. 2 p.): passing by Joshimath (4 m, 1 f. 5 p.); thence
to the Kaigaon and Kuucha rivulets tolerably level (2 ra. 2 f. 16 p.);
next, slightly undulating, the road crosses the Ohaurming and
Dhank rivulets (3 m. 2 f. 14 p.) and reaches the encamping ground
at Tapuban in a large flat bend of the Dhauli, Hence to Samang-

wenta or Suraitota (10 m. 5 f. 32 p.) by the Umyani and Kann
rivulets (2 m. 6 f. 39 p,), beyond which the old road is merely a
sheep track, vOry rocky, steep, and bad ; but the new road is excellent
and passable for horses. The Rini river is here crossed by a bridge
and the Tolma stream by a sanga to Samangwenta (7 m. 6 f. 33p.)
at an elevation of 7,300 feet above the sea level. The next stage
is Jhelum above the Garpak stream (10 m. 2 f. 24 p.) The road
here first crosses the Dhauli by the Diimsanga bridge and thence
over the Wada-gath and Gadi rivulets, recrosses the Dhauli at
Gidisanga and again crosses at Chuncb (3 m. 5 f. 17 p j From

Chunch the road keeps to the same bank as far as Mailsdnga
(3 m. 3 f. 15 p,), where it crosses to Khaula, the fifth bridge, whence
an ascent leads to Jhelum (2 m. 6 f. 31 p.)
From Jhelum (9,301
feet) to Pangti and Bhabkdnd, where the Dhauli is again crossed
(2 m, 4 f.), the road passe/over the Bhujgara and Malari rivulets to
Malari (3 m. 2 f. 2§ p.) at an elevation of 10,014 feet.

Hence it

again crosses by the Bur^ns-sdnga near Kurkufci (1 m. 4 f.,3 p-), and
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passes along the right bank to Pharkiya (5 m. 6 f, 14 p.) From
Pharkiya the Diimpbu bridge below Bampa (1 m. 5 f. 12 p.) and
GamsaK (1 f. 2 p.) are reached. Beyond Qamsdli the Dhauli is crossed
by the BultAg bridge to the Jhanti-gath (1 m. 6 f. 3 p.) where the
route by Chor-hoti and also by Marehak to the Shelshel pass branch*

es .off.

The main road passes up the left bank of the Dhauli to

Kid, the last village in the valley (11,600 feet). Thence the en
camping grounds are Kharbasiya (13,655 feet), three marches from
Jhelum, and Kyuiilung (14,708 feet), from which it is only one
march across the pass to tho Hundes side

From Jhdnti-gath by the Chor-hoti pass-the first encamping
ground is fliiniyakhark (13,500 feet), and thence by Chor-hoti
(18,3* 0 feet) to Rimkitn (14,250 feet); again a route passes through
the Malchak pass (18,600) feet to Hoti' 15,000) beyond Rimkiin,
and from these places it is only one march across the Tun-zum-la
or Ting-jnng-la (16,350 feet) and Shelshel (16,390 feet) passes into
Tibet. As far northwards as Niti the valley is cultivable and in
habited from June until October; but in no village is there moro
than one harvest, consisting of barley, buck-wheat, phdpliar^ and tur
nips, and sometimes these are not gathered owing to premature falls
of snow in October. The villages of Malari and Garasali especially
raise large quantities of grain. The Bhotiyas of Niti though not
so wealthy as those of Jub^r are still, however, better off than their
brethren of Mana and are prosperous in their way. “ The capa
bilities of a real Bhotiya village,” writes Traill, “ may be estimated as
great or small in nearly exact proportion to its vicinity to or dis
tance from the snow; in other words, its prosperity corresponds to
the rigor of the climate, the barrenness of the soil, and the imprac
ticability of cultivation ; for the more daringly these lattei* evils
are encountered, that is, the nearer the village is to the Tibetan
frontier the greater are its trading advantages.” (See Malaui, Gam-

SAlT.)
The uninhabited tract lying along the left bank of the Girthi
.......................
river, and its tributaries to the north of the
Girthi river valley,
,
Unta-dhura ndle, tbq northern boundary of
Malla Juh&r in Kumaon, forms the tbVd natural siib-dlvision of

• Painkhanda, to which it was transferred in ^864. This elevated region
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is divided into two parts by the Kyungar range running north-west from the dividing ridge, and crossed near Jainti (13,600 feet) at a
ffhdi having an elevation of 17,700 feet on the route between the Untadhura and Balchha passes. The stages beyond the ghat are Kyun-

g&r (17,000 feet), Laptel or Laphkhel (13,990 feet), and Sangcha
(14,110 feet), whence it is one day’s march across the Balchha pass.
From Laphkhel a rough and difficult road leads by Tsojan (15,750
feet) to the Shelshel pass into Shak of Tibet.

The south-western

corner of this tract is occupied by a group of snowy peaks, to the
east of which lies the immense glacier forming the source of the
western branch of the Gori river.

The chasms through which the Einfganga or Eishiganga, and
the glacier streams which form its tributaries.

The Einiganga.

®

now, are situate amid perhaps the most
savage and desolate tract in the Himalaya consisting of one mass
of, for the most part, bare snow-covered rock, broken into mighty
precipices by the numerous streams that pour down from the west
ern sides of Nanda Devi on the east, the northern face of Trisul

and the NandAk groups on the south, and the southern slopes of
Dlinagiri on the north. All these mountains are over 22,000 feet
high, and Nanda Devi exceeds 25,000 feet. The bed of the river

has never been explored for more than six miles from its confluence

with the Dhauli, where it comes down more like a waterfall, while
the cliffs on either side rise almost perpendicularly to a height of in

some places of 6,000 to 6,000 feet. The entire tract as may bo
supposed is devoid of villages, and only in a few places during tho
rainy months is used as a pasture-ground for cattle and sheep.
The fifth tract comprises the villages around Joshimath which

are situate in comparatively open valleys
and gently sloping hills fairly wooded with
cliir (Pinus longifolia). Joshimath itself attains to the dignity of a
town in the hills owing to the circumstance of its being the winter
residence of the BadrinAth establishment and of the Bhotiyas from
JU Ana and Niti, whom the rigor of the season compels to migrate to
milder regions, and who am the chief purchasers of the grain grown

by the villagers, and of the carrier-sheep bred by them among the
magnificent pasture-grojinds of the ranges which crown their
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villages, and stretch upwards to the roots of the snowy peaks. Some
of the villages in this neighbonrhood are so situated as to afford to
their owners groat facilities as hunters, and formerly the people
derived a good profit from the sale of hawks which they captured in

their eyries, and of musk pods extracted from the musk deer which
they hunted down by their dogs. Buz-bina (hawk’s-musk) was
a regular item of revenue taken in kind under the native Govern
ments. The musk-deer is now, however, nearly exterminated and
hawks are little sought after. Talla Painkhanda is the tract which
the late Mr. Moorcroft talked of renting from Government, for the
purpose of establishing himself in the best position for profiting by
the trade in shawl wool after bis return from Tibet.

Juli&r, or Jwiir.—The parganah of Juhar in Bhot of Kumaun
up to the recent settlement in 1872 was divided into the Malla and
Talla pattis or upper and lower Juhar. Since then the Talla patti

has been divided into pattis Goriphat and Tallades.

The Malla

patti is bounded on the west by Painkhanda Talla, and on the north

by Painkhanda Malla of Garhwal, on the east by Hundes and the
lateral chain culminating in tho Pancha-chuli group separating it
from Ddrma, and on the south by the Goriphdt patti, from which it

is separated by an irregular line drawn from the western slope of
the Pancha-chuli group by Dhhnsi to Palon on the left bank of
the Gori river, and thence north-west to the sour.ee of the Bagdw&r

torrent.

Goriphat is bounded on the north by this line; on the

south by a line drawn from the western slope of the Cbhipula peak

nearly due west to the range separating it from Askot Malla of
parganah Askot and the Bindlhat patti of Sira ; on the east by

Ddrma Malla and Talla, and on the west by Tallades.

The Talla

des patti is bounded on the north by the southern slopes of tho
Nandakot Peak, on the west by Malla Daupur, on the east by
Goriphat, and on the south by patti Mali of parganah Sira. There

are but fourteen' villages in the upper patti, all situate at elevations
exceeding ten thousand feet to the north of the great snowy peaks,
and between them and tho line of water-parting which forms the
boundary towards Tibet. The winter rc^Men^s of the Bhotiyas are
•Bilju, Burphu, Ganaghnr, Khilaucli, Laspa, Lwal, Mapa, Milam, Mattoli, Ra1am, Kilkol, Tola, and Sumdu.
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chiefly in Goriphat, where the fine slope of the KAlamundi range as
far as the Gori river is occupied by the villages of Sorhing, Gorpata,
Barati, and Darkot, which together form the tract known as Mnnshiydri, the principal trade depot between the passes and Bageswar.
These villages, such as Tejam in JuhAr and Lohathal in Gangoli, are
remarkably good and contain some of the finest houses in the district.

The Bhotiyas have succeeded in obtaining a large proprietary share in
the villages, and dven in other parts lower down in the patti, and tho
older Uhasiya residents have in some measure become dependent on
them for a livelihood. Except in a few of the more elevated villages
lying close to the snowy peaks here, too, the people are able to collect
two harvests from the soil in a year. Three local pattis, Barukueni,
Barupeti, and Tallades, were included* in Talla J uhar by the former
governments with a view to the establishment of tho Bhotiyas
during the winter months and still belong to it, and in 1821 were
included with the Darma parganah in the jurisdiction of the Juhfir
patwari, whoso pay on this account was raised from five to eight

rupees a month I

The ridge on which the Unta-dhura pass into Hundes is situate
forms the water-parting between the eastern branch of the Gori and
the eastern tributaries of tho .Girthi in Malla Painkhanda of GarwAl.
These drain an elevated tract devoid of human habitations, and only
used by Bhotiyas travelling to the Balchha and Shelshel passes into

Hundes, and occasionally by the difficult route of the Girthi lead
mines to Malari in the Niti valley. South of the Unta-dhura pass

rises the eastern branch of the Gori, whose head waters are
principally fed from glaciers lying at each side of the Bhotiya road
to that pAss. The western branch rises in the great glacier lying
to the north-west of Milam, and both unite below Milam to form
the Gori. Glacier streams descend from Nanda Devi and tho
Laspa torrent from Nandakot and join the Gori on the right bank.
On the left bank, the most considerable feeder is the Ralam river,
which rushing between the Hansaling (18,100 feet) and DhAnsi
(18,200 feet) peaks joins it below Bagdwar. The Gori thence conti
nues on a south-south-^ster^y course until it falls into the KAli river
near Askot.

The route to/he JuhAr Patti lies up the valley of the

>To Board, S6tli April, 1821 aia TallMes they were first lessees and eventually
became proprietors in places, /
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Sarju by Bdges,war, thence one road branches off fi’om Kapkot by

Kamdri on the eastern B&inganga across the Kdlamundi range to
Surhing and Lilam, while another branches off from Khati in the
Pindar valley, crossing the Sarju at Jhuui, and the Kalamundi
range by the Rur-khiin joins the other road near Surhing.
The Balchha Pass was visited from Unta-dhfira by Weller^
„ . , , „
in 1843, who records that he left the UntU'
Unta-dhuraPass.
,, ,
’
,
i
dhura Pass at the end ot May, and descend
ed over snow-beds to the Lanka stream, which he crossed to the
left with a course due north. Thence over a bad road to Topidunga, a small level spot near the river which here joined by the
Doi torrent turns to tho west with a depth of about three feet and

a width of about twenty feet. Tho Doi rises in a glacier on the
w’estern face of the Kingri-bingri range, and after its confluence

with the Lanka joins the Torgar to form the Girthi river (5.».).
From Topi-dunga a steep ascent called the Kalamattiya-charhai,
from its being covered with dark stones and a black crumbling
slate, leads to the crest of the Kyungar-ghat, whence a limited
view of the Tibetan table-land is obtained. Thence a descent leads
to Chidamu halting place (13,520 feet), a smalt level spot on the
right bank of a stream flowing north ; thence to a second haltingplace called Laphkhel or Laptel (13,990 feet). About a mile below,
the Chidamu stream is joined by the Kiogar from the north
which makes its way through a cleft in the hill, the sides of
which are many hundred feet in perpendicular height. Ammonites
and belemnites are found in great numbers in this locality.
Hence the path leads over a series of gentle undulations which
e.xtead for a considerable distance on either side.

Then, crossing

a stream at Sangcha (15,50 feet) the summit of the Balchha pass
is reached on the fourth day from Unta-dhura. See BiVUCHHA.
In all the passes, but especially in Juhar the tract between the
village nearest to the pass and the pass itself is very rugged, diffi
cult, and rocky in appearance, whilst the villages themselves are
situate in comparatively open ground. Agaiu'^e tract immediately
below the inhabited part of the valley, wr where the river breaks
through or flanks the highest chain, and enters the region of forest
M, A. S. Ben. 1813, p. 06.
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vegetation, is characterized by scenery of the most beautiful, bnt
stupendous character,—snow beds, precipices, and waterfalls, ren
dering the descent by the river side into the lower regions apparently impossible.
<

Darma-—The parganah of Darma has always been ‘divided
into three pattis, Ddrtna, Byans, and Chaudans. At the settlement
in 1872 the D&rma Patti was further subdivided into the Malla
and Talla or upper and lower pattis.

Darma is bounded on the

north by Hundes^onthe west by the chain containing the Panchachuli group and the Chhipula peak; on the south by a line drawn
from the latter peak due east to the Kali river, and on the east
by the chain culminating in Yirgnajung (20,264 feet) separating
it from the By^ns valley and Patti Chaudans. Tho boundary

between the MalU and Talld pattis runs along the ridge stretching
north-east from the Chhipula peak to Tejam on the right bank

The Darma Patti occupies both banks of
the Eastern Dhauli as far as the western
Darma.
spars of Yirgnajung whence it is confined to
the right bank of the river to its confluence with the K&li. Darma is

of the Dhauli river.

approached from Barmdeo by Lohughfit, Pithoragarfa and Askot;
from Almora by Pithoragarh and Askot, and from Bageswar by Thai

and Askot.

From Askot the stages are Baluwakot, Dharchula.

both very hot, and Kfaela or Say^lpanth, the first important village
in D6rma.

Khela comprises a large extent of terraced ground

formed out of a huge hilt side that rises in a steep uniform slope
for several thousand feet above the confluence of the Dhauli or
Darma-Yankti with the KSli. The houses and huts are few and
mean. Khela has an elevation of 4,750 above the level of the
sea, and about 800 feet above the confluence of the rivers. The
Khela river forming the boundary between Talla Darma and

Askot has an elevation of 3,794 feet above tho sea at its confluence
with the Kali. From Khela the route follows the right bank of the
Dhauli to Baun {q. v.} and Khimling, Talla Darma, or the lower
part of the Valley, is^ore bpen and resembles the lower portions of
the other Bhot parganahs^s far as Sobhula, where the Malla Patti
commences. Above this,'the valley has quite a Bhotiya character,
rising gradually as a rule, and in some places somewhat abruptly,
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The passes of

the Darma valley into Hundes are reached by Dawa and are known
as the Kachh-lekh and Neo-lekh or Dhura. There is also an inter-

Hiindlayan pass to Ealam in Juhdr by the Phul^-Yankti from SipU
on the Lissar torrent and to Byans by the Lebun-dhdra front
Khimling. These like all the passes running east and west are
only open for a few days during the year. The Danna Bhotiyas
are the poorest and most badly off of all the Bhotiyas, and owing

to a murrain which swept off nearly all their cattle in 1846, and
losses from avalanches on their villages and roads as well as the con
tracted nature of their valley, they have noteven yet been able to
liquidate the debts that they were obliged to contract with their

agents at Almora and Barmdeo. During the winter they descend
to Askot, Pithoragarh, and Barmdeo, and can therefore collect but
one crop in Darma and Byans ; in Chaudans, however, two crops
are gathered in favourable seasons.
Chaudans is bounded on the north and west by Darma; on the
north-east by Byans and on the south-east

Chaudans,

and south by the Kali river. It comprises
the tract on the left bank of the Dhauli river from opposite Bannling to its confluence with the Kali, and the tract lying along the
southern and eastern extremities of the chain containing the peak
of Yirgnajung to the banks of the Kali. It is altogether only about
twelve miles long from north to south, and eight miles broad. The

road from Khela in Ddrma passes by Sosa under Titalakot to Bung
bung (7,500 feet high) about four miles and a half from Titalakot,
crossing the Rholing pass (10,000 feet), which is thickly clothed
with forests of horse-chestnut that here attain a largo size. Hence
the road passes on to G^a less then two miles distant. Near G&la
the Nirpaniya-dhura or pass is crossed, to the east of which glimpses
of the snowy ridges called Namjang (18,500 feet) and Lingam
are obtained. These are inferior spurs of the great mountain Api
(22,799 feet) on the opposite side of the river Oli. The name
Nirpaniya is given from the absence of w»ater,'«^ut the proper name
of the ridge appears to be Gala. The eastern extremity where it is
crossed by the road is divided by tw’o shallot? ravines into three minor
ridges, the first from Chaudans called the Yirgnachim ; the second
Birdong, whence there is a good view into the valley of the Kali up to
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Biidhi, and tli^e third Tiynngwerbiniyak which is the boundary
between Chandos and Byans. These diifer little in height, and may
be about 10,500 feet above the sea. From the Nirpfiniya pass, a
descent of about 300 feet leads to Golani-16 (8,000 feet) about five

miles from Gala. It is a mere encamping ground marked by a
large gneiss rock overhanging the confluence of the Najangar and
the Kdli which is from 1,500 to 2,000 feet below, the declivity
between being almost precipitous. Beyond this the KAli is reduced
to a gigantic ravine. Krom Golam-la the path continues often in steps
and rather precipitously around the shoulder of Pommayar, a base
spur from Yirgnajung and thence descends and crosses the Mal
pagar torrent, and ascending the side of Chantirang again descends
to the bed of the Kali at Lamdri (8,000 feet). From Lamari tho
path ascends a little and continues along under Yirtashin crossing
the Tuktigdr and Palangar to Budhi, the first village of Patti
Byans.

Patti Byans is bounded on the north by the dividing ridge
„ ,
between Hundes and Bhot; on the east by
Byans.
the same ridge which here suddenly takes a
bend to the south-south-east and by the Kali river which separates
it from Nepal ; on the west by the lateral chain culminating in
Yirgnajung and Patti Chaudans and on the south by the Kdli river.
This i.s the most eastern spb-division of Bhot containing the val
leys of the Kuthi-Yankti and the Kali which form respectively

the approaches to the three Byans passes into HfindeS, the Lunpiya
and Mankshang-lekhs on the west and the Lipu-lekb, Dhiira or
Than on the east, the latter leads to Taklakot in the Purang valley,
and is by far the easiest of all the passes. In the glen of the Tinkhar
river on the eastern side of the Kdli are a few Bhotiya villages sub
ject to Nep&l which are completely isolated by snowy peaks on the
east and south from Nepal, and are altogether, except politically, a

portion of Byans. Up to the Gorkhili conquest cf Kumaon, Byiins
belonged to Jumla of Nepal and was annexed through the Kajbar

of Askot to KnmaoQ in tjie last decade of the last century.
The approaches to Bjjdns are the same as those given for Darma.
Krom Khela of Darnia the road continues
along the right bank of the Kali to Budhi,
the first and only sub-alpine village of By^ns situated at an eleva-
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tion of 9,070 feet above the level of the sea on the right bank of

the Palangar stream above its confluence with the Kali.

Imme

diately above Budhi a steep ridge advances from the mountain
side on the north-west and extends across the valley, leaving but
a narrow passage for the river. The summit of Chetu-binayak is
then reached after an ascent of about 1,750 feet by an easy path
and thence the entrance into upper Byd.ns.^

The first village in upper ByAns is Garbiya or Garbiyang (10,320
U pe B 'ns
feet), close to the KAli river. The houses here
are two stories high quaintly and closely
studded with poles erected for ornament or most probably from
some superstitious motive. A little beyond stand the remains of the
village of Chhindu, the rest of which has been swept away by the
river. The base of this valley is formed by an accumulation of old
alluvium and debris from the surrounding mountain sides in strata
of considerable aggregate thickness jfhd loose consistency, through
which the river appears to have cut its present channel, three or
four hundred feet below the site of the present villages, and to the
great danger of those which are too near its bank. The Chetu hill
above Budhi is in fact the abrupt termination of the elevated bed
of detritus, forming to the south an acclivity of 200 feet or more in
vertical height; to the east and north-east where the river breaks
through it appears in cliffs and landslips many hundred feet

high.
From Gdrbiya the path descends to the bed of the river and
crosses by a bridge a little above the con
Changru.
fluence of the Tinkhar, a large stream not
much inferior to the main body of the Kali coming in two branches
from the east and north-east. A little above the bridge and on the
top of a steep bank, is the village of Changru (9,900 feet). The
Kili now turns abruptly to the north-west through a steep rocky
mountain defile, whilst the path follows the left bank to Qungi
(10,310 feet) at the entrance of the Kuthi valley. From this Valley
there are two passes to Rakas Tal, the Lunpiya, and Mangshang,
which are considered not more difficult than Yhe Lipu pass. There

was formerly another pass from the neighbouring district of Mdrma
1. The authority for this description is principally Captain II. Strachey’s
Journal (J. A. S. Ben. XVII, (2), 527). ' See also Bilkas Tal, Manasatowar,
I'uracg, Kailas, lot the tract to the north.
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in Nepal; but this has now become impracticable, and the people

come through Byans. From the confluence of the Tinkhar the
road follows the valley of the Kdli; to the right is Kelirang, supposed
to be presided over by Byans Rikhi or Vyasa Rishi, tho reputed
author of the Mahabharata. Close by are the uninhabited hamlets

of Jakti and Siti, belonging to the Garbiyals which appear to have
suffered much from landslips.

Hence by Talla and Malla Kawa

‘ NepMese hamlets ’ the Kuthi road crosses the KMi, the smaller
branch of the river from the north-east by a small sdnga, 150 yards
above its confluence with the Kuthi-Yankti, which is the larger

branch from the north-w^est.

The Kdli here has a bed 150 yards

wide, but contracting into much narrower limits a mile further up,

and the stream in September is all but fordable, though in the height

of the rains it, sometimes, swells so, much as to carry away the
bridge here, and the road then has to cross higher up.

The name

of the Kali is said tO be derived from the Kalap&ni springs, erro
neously reputed the source of the river, but in fact unimportant tri
butaries merely : and both are so called from the dark colour of the
water, but even in this respect tho Kali is exceeded by the KuthiYankti. This eastern Kali, however, is now the actual boundary

between “the British and Nepalese territories, and, according to the
Bhotiyas of the place, has always been so.

We now enter on a fine expanded valley of considerable length
,
through which flows the Kuthi-Yankti or

Kuthi valley.

,

,

,

„ „

.

,,

,

western branch of the Kali. At the lower
end the flat and habitable, if not cultivable, land must exceed half

a mile in breadth, consisting of alluvial detritus similar to that at

Garbiya.

On the right bank of the river is the village of Napal-

obyu situated on the Per-Yankti, a deep gar or stream coming from
Namjang the second of that name,', a snowy peak to the south

west.
N5bhi.

Two miles beyond Napalchyu on the left bank is’Nabhi, a
village like the others with a large expanse
^-of cultivated fields, and opposite to Ndhhi on

the right b^nk is Runkangion the Dangnung-Ydnkti, which comes
from the Rdnkangper, a s&owy ridge on the south-west, through a

deep ravine dividing in tw'o the mountain side. A pass across the
Eunkangper, now dangerous and disused, once led into the P^lan-
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It was by this route that Rudrpal, Raj

bar o{ Askot, entered and subdued Byiins and Annexed it to
Kumaon under the Gorkhfilis. The Dangnung is a good sized

stream with several wooden bridges across it for the use of the
villages on either bank.

There is also a bridge across the Kuthi

between Runkang and Nabhi,

Two miles more along the river

bank leads to Mangdang, a small level under the Chhachala peak

opposite to which is Relakang, a hamlet belonging to Nabhi at the
foot of a low hill spur which advances into the valley from Shangdoli, a mountain thickly clothed with pine and birch. Half a mile
from Mangdang the road crosses the Nahl-Yankti, a small stream

proceeding from the mountain of the same name. On the opposite
side of the river is the Ganka, a glacier stream of considerable size

and velocity. Here the valley contracts, leaving little or no level
ground at the bottom of the slopes of the inclosing mountains. On
the left bank are the Nampa and Shakshiram gars or streams pro
ceeding from the mountains of the same names, and several glacier

and snow torrents.

On the opposite side are the Selasjti and

Kharknlum torrents.

As the road approaches Kuthi, the mountains on the left bank
Kuthi.

recede a little, and then curve round with a
fine sweep to the northward, enclosing a

good expanse of tolerably level ground around the village of Kuthi.
On the right bank the Pechto river comes through a deep ravine

from a glacier under Gyuk-dhura, by which there is a pass into Sela
of Darma still used. Before reaching the Kuthi village, theHikong
4s passed, coming from a glacier under the snowy peak of Kariya
through a very deep channel in the low ground of the valley which
here, as lower down, consists of deep accumulations of ddbris from
the surrounding hill sides. The bouses in Kuthi are wretchedly
built, consisting of two or three storeys resting against the hill side.
Beyond this the Hidnre, a stream like the Hikong proceeding from
the Gunye peak through a deep ravine, is utilised for turning
water-mills {ghdto), Kuthi, the highest inhabited site in the valley,
has an elevation of 12,330 feet above th^ level of the sea. The
mountain sides around have a scanty covering of a poor brown
grass with a little juniper and ddma or goat’s thorn {Caragana
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pygmcea) to the height of a thousand feet or so, above which is bare
rock and thin snow. On the other side of the river, the mountains
throw out some inferior' spurs of hill, on which are scanty birch trees
degenerating to mere shrubs, and the highest of them not 500 feet

above the level of the village. This valley is so shut in by lofty
mountains that the sun does not show his face until some two hours
after the proper time of his rising, and apparent sunset is premature
in the same degree, so that the length of the day is much curtailed,
which the climate of the place can ill afford.

From Kuthi the route across the Lunpiya-lekh into Hundes
descends and crosses the river by a s&nqa,
,
and a mile or two further crosses the Mang
dang rivulet. The valley here narrows to a mere open glen, the
path one or two hundred feet above the river gradually rising and
the mountains on either side decreasing in relative height. The
Toshi-Y^nkti, a considerable stream,* nearly as large as the western
„

The Pass,

branch of the Kuthi river, enters the main valley here from the
north by a very large ravine. Beyond this is the ridge of Sangcbungraa at an elevation of 13,900 feet. Hence the path continues by
a very easy ascent over the same sort of undulating berm on the hilt

side that prevailed before and then Crosses the Nikdrch rivulet and
again the Jhuling-Yankti, up which is the pass by the Lebiindhura into Khimling of Darma. Jliuling (14,350 feet) is the usual

halting place between Kuthi and the foot of the Lunpiya pass.

From Jhdling another stream is crossed passing through
Bydukshiti, a small pool whicli tradition says had the name of
Man-talao, given to it by a former Raja of Byans, who also called a
peak of no great importance close by Kailas, after their great proto
types in Hundes. Thence the Rdrub-Yankti is crossed, which consists
of one or two rivulets flowing through a remarkably wide and level
bed that looks much like an extinct lake with a single small exit
into the Kuthi river.

Beyond this in September the snow entirely

covers the ground wherever that is level enough to retain it; it re
mains tolerably deep In hollows and on the northern slopes, but well
frozen and hard enougj to afford fair footing to man and beast.
After a march of eight miles, Phiamangbu or Walshiya, the name
> Sutercd as Ecmhelchoo in the old maps.
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given by the Bhotiyas of Byans to the daklina or foot of the pass, is
reached at an elevation of 15,7f»0 feet above the level of the sea.
The Kuthi river here consists of a small divided stream winding
through a wide and level bed.

From Phifimangbu the stream of the Kuthi, here shallow and
half frozen, is crossed, and the path ascends
Source of the river.
.
*
_
the mountain side to the northward, iha
valley now comes to an end, further progress would appear impracti

cable except by scaling the hills on either side. Captain H. Strachey
writes:—“ The Kuthi-Ytinkti rises not far off to the westward indeep
beds of snow by reason of which the head of the river appears to be
quite impracticable. The road, however, lies over a moderate accli

vity, but completely covered with snow, which goes on increasing to

an unpleasant depth. The glare is intense ; the surface of the show
is frozen and hard enough to afford tolerable footing to a man
on, his own feet; but the cattle sink deep at every step ; when Only
knee-deep they get on though slowly, but when the snow meets
their chests, it is with the utmost difficulty that they can gain a
step, being also exhausted by the rarity of the air which here affects
both man and beast.” Two thousand feet is Strachey’s estimate
for the vertical height from PhiAmangbu at the bottom of the pass,
and the horizontal distance is only four miles ; the absolute eleva■ tion of the pass is 18,150 feet. Captain Strachey adds that it appeared
to him to be something inferior to Unta-dhura and Jainti of the
Juh'ir pass. The prospect front the top of
View from the pass.

.

the puss was obscured by clouds, and noth
ing worth notice was seen in any direction. “ The imagination of
the novice in these scenes usually anticipates wonderful prospects
from the lofty summits of the Himalayan passes, the natural and
political barrier-wall dividing two great kingdoms, from which tbo
eye hopes to range one way over terraces of mountains descending
to the plains of India, tho other over vast expanses of Tibetan table

lands. Such views are hardly to be realised from the passable
gorges of the Himalayan crest whence the prospect is interrupted
by obtruding shoulders of higher mountains. What nature can
afford of panoramic sublimity, the traveller may see from th©
heights above Shak on the road from Laphkhel to Dangpu, and tha
H

•
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moat exacting imagination might hardly be disappointed with that
glorious view; some part of that is to be seen from the Niti pass,
the only one that admits of any tolerable prospect into Hundes;
from the top of the Lakhar over Chhirchun I (H, Strachey) had
some faint and narrow glimpse of the distant G^ngri mountains.

The place of encampment at the foot is called by the Bhotiyas Lunpiya, dakhna orwalshiya; by the Huniyas, La reh a it is near the
head of a valley which rises from the Bydns Himalaya to the south
eastward, and running for a few miles north-westward, turns east
of north into the valley of the Satlaj, Upwards nothing but pure

snow is visible, downwards a few symptoms of bare rock, as the valley
expands ; and the mountains on either side subside into hills, and
through the opening northward is a glimpse of distant blue mountains,

part of the Gangri range.

The descent from the Lunpiya pass

opens into this valley from the southward; the top of the pass is
not visible from the dakhna, being hidden by the lower declivities,

which are rather steep.” Therm. 9 a.M.,—October 1st, 29°.

It only* remains to describe the route from the Lipu-lekh p ass
to Gunji to complete the topography of
Byans.
Following the same guide who
crossed it from Hundes in October, 1846. For three or four miles

from the dalihnasA the northern side of the Lipu pass the road is fair
and straight along a tolerably easy ascent, so that, starting ifa the

morning, the summit is easily reached by noon. Captain Strachey
writes :—“Seven or eight hundred vertical feet of the summit was
pretty well covered with snow, but this was for the most shallow and
well frozen, or where otherwise, so beatendown by the traffic of men
and cattle, as to make a very good path, over which we travelled
without any difficulty. The sun was shining bright, but the passage

of snow Was not long enough to entail any injury from the glare,

though that was of course considerable.

The rarefaction of tho

air was sensible, but in no way distressing to any of us except the
ponies, who seem to have very little endurance in this matter.
Lipu-lekh, like most of the other passes, does not command any
extensive prospect. I saw nothing but low, ugly-looking, snowy
ridges on all sides, a partial glimpse of Gurla, and a spur of bare

hills down below in the direction of Taklakhar.

The descent down
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the south-west side of Lipu was long but not steep, with much the
same quantity of snow as on the north-east side. The road, fairly
made or naturally good, follows the right bank of the K&li, which
rises in water courses under the pass. There is no Vegetation here
except grass and small herbs. ^Text reached Yirkha, which has one
house and a few fields, on the right bank of the K^li, just above

the Confluence of a large stream coming through a deep ravine from
the westward. Kalapani bridge some way lower down is 11,760
feet. Lipu-lekh must be passable for the next month or two, if no
fresh snow should fall in the interin ; indeed, I can readily believe
the passage might be effected safely even in the middle of winter,
if not over severe, only with proper arrangements and precau
tion.” Hence the road crosses over the left bank of the Kdli under

Yirkha, a mile below which is a good-sized stream coming through
a deep ravine from the eastward, with plots of cultivated ground

at the confluence, very similar to Yirkha; thence recrossing the
river, the read lies over a great landslip which for some years past
has quite obliterated tho former hot-spring of Kalapani. The
name, however, has been transferred to another spring further down
on the left bank of the Kali (to which the road crosses again), but
the water here is neither black nor hot, nor in any way remarkable.
Below this the valley begins to expand, and gives room for Shang-

dama, a very pleasant little flat on the left bank of the river, beauti
fully planted with pines and close below Shangdama, is the hamlet
of Kawa whence Grunji is reached.
The means of communication are sufficient in number, and

efforts should be directed to improving those
that exist by bridging the torrents, clearing
the tracks from the detritus of avalanches {hiiinra or thi), and con
Communications.

structing shelter houses in favourable situations. Practicable tracks
connect the main lines with each other, leading over the ridges
that intervene in parts offering the least difficulty, but in the upper
pattis, as a rule, passable only for a few days in each year and at
all times difficult and dangerous.
“ These bye.roads,” writes Traill, “and, indeed, all roads follow the banh of
some river or stream as far as possible, and only desiate from it, as a last resource,
where a rocky precipice, impassable by other means, presents itself. Obstructions
, of this nature, which a; e here frequent, are, if feasible, avoided by means of
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bridges; or are surmounted by the aid of a scaffiolding formed of spars, and sup
ported by joists, fastened horizontally in the face of the rock, an expedient, which
however is only pursued where natural crevices or ledges are available. Where
a passage oVet the obstruction is inevitable, a considerable detour is usually neces
sary for that purpose, and the road, in these cases, is always difficult, and some
times attended with danger. The bridges are of the sdnga kind ; and being intend
ed for the passage of laden animals, they are made with greater attention and
better materials than are commonly given elsewhere to such erections. In the
early part of the season natural bridges of snow, formed from the accumulation of
avalanches, abound, more particularly in the upper part of the passes, where ths
stream is invisible during much of its course. The frequency of mountain slips
(paira) renders the preservation of the- road an object of constant toil to the
Bhotiyas. By accidents of Ibis nature, the course of the river is sometimes com
pletely blocked up for two or three successive days, and every part of the pathway
within its reach, is swept away by the'accumulated torrent, not an atom of soil,
being left on which to found a ne w road ; on forming the latter a deviation from
the old line and level becomes necessary in consequence. The passes, taking their
whole extent, may be said to be barely practicable. The Bhotiyas travel through
them without difficulty under burthens, but natives of other quarters of the hills
are compelled, in many places, to proceed with the utmost caution, even without
loads t at such points animals of every description require the assistance of
manual labour ; the larger kinds, such as ponies and cattle, are raised or lowered
according to the nature of the obstruction, by means of slings passed round their
bodies. Comparatively speaking the Niti is considered as the best, the Juhar as
the most difficult pass in this province, A tradition is here current that when
Bhot was originally conquered by the Kumaon power, a road was formed by the
invading army to facilitate its progress through the pass; this operation, the
commander (Baja BAZ Bahadur Chand) is said to have personally superintended,
paying a rupee with his own hands for every cupfall of earth brought to the spot.”
During the rainy season to insecurity under foot must be added insecurity over
head. Fragments of rock and avalanches are frequently detached from the
impending cliffs, and annually occasion fatal accidents in each of the passes. ’

In the absence of a regular series of observations the notes of
Climate.

travellers as to the ctiipate and temperature
is all that is available

Miram, May 28th,4-20 a.at, ii>° in shade W.*
do.
1-30 n.M., 77* in tent—W.
Do.
do.
6-56 V.M., 62° in air—W.
Do.
29th, 4-30 A.M, 35’ in tent—W.
Do.
Do. Sept. 24th, 8-0 a M., 37° in shjde—M.
12-20 p,M., 66° in shade—M.
Do.
do.
Foot of Balchha, June 1-4-20 a. m., 31° in tent.
Dnta-Dhura, May 29th, 9-15 a. m., 61° in sun.
June 3rd, 8|17 A, at., 39° in shade.
Sept. 24th, rfio A. M., 89°—M.

*W. stands for Weller,- M, for Manson.
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According to Traill:—“ Generally during full half the year the
surface is wholly covered with snow ; this begins to fall about the
end of September, and continues to accumulate to the beginning
of-April. Thaw then becomes predominant, though partial falls
occur till even ^ate in May. In open and level situations,
unaffected by drifts or avalanches, the bed of snow which at its

maximum depth varies in different years from six to twelve feet,
is wholly dissipated by the first week in June ; in ravines and

hollows, it does not entirely disappear before the middle of July.
The seasons of spring, summer, and autumn are comprised within

five months, from May to September inclusive ; but an interval of
four months, without a fall of snow, is rare.” The thermometer
ranges during summer at sunrise from 40° to 55°; at noon, from

65° to

75° in the shade from 90° to 110° in the sunshine.

Towards the middle of August, the temperature becomes preca
rious, and the weather subject to sudden and severe changes, which
the natives suppose are accelerated by any concussion in the
air, such as that produced by tbe discharge of fire-arms or loud
musical instruments ; and much precaution is observed to prevent
the occurrence of such concussions. Heavy rains sometimes
fall: Webb, during his visit in thebeginning of June, found
them to continue for seven nights and six days without
intermission.

The houses are commonly large, consisting of two or mor©
storeys substantially built of stone, with

Dress,

sloping roofs of slate or deodir planks, dr

earth and gravel beat smooth.

Where this last material is made as©

of, a previous layer of brick work or boughs is requisite to render
the roof water-proof. In the choice of a site for building, security
from avalanches forms the primary consideration; but even the

greatest foresight sometimes proves vain. In 1822 more than 20
houses were swept away by an avalanche in the village of Mana,
although it is, at least, two miles distant from the peak whence
the destructive mass must have proceeded. Sometimes, when
a suitable cave is found, the Bhotiyas make it their home by
throwing out a verandah in front. Th(| dress of the male sex
consists chiefly of woollen stuffs of house manufacture.
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generally resembles that worn by the inhabitants of the pattis lying
further south and consists of the usual coat (anga), trousers

{fiaijama\ and cap ifopi).

The Bhotiyas of the Darma parganah .

invariably wear woollen boots reaching nearly to the knee and
soled with buffalo hide. These are composed of stuffs of differ
ent colors sewn chequer-wise ; in the western valleys, the boots are
of plain woollen stuff. In .the same valleys, the Juhar Sankiani
or female Bhotiya wears a woollen plaid which she wraps around

herself in the same way as Hindu women of the plains wrap a sdri.
She eschews skirts, but fastens her plaid over her bosom with a
large pin, and gathers it in at the waist with a woollen belt. It is
not considered immodest to leave the face unveiled, but they are
learning fast this custom from their intercourse with the plains.

In
Darma, however, the women retain a dress fashioned after that of

the Huniyas. “ This,” writes Traill, “ consists of a web of cloth
folded round the body, and descending from the waist to the ankles
in the form of a petticoat; at the waist it is secured by a girdle,

commonly Of leather; above this is a shift without sleeves, reaching
below the knee ; while above all is a narrow hood fixed on the top
of the head and covering all but the face, showing a tail descending

down the back nearly to the heels; a pair of boots, similar to those
of the men, completes the equipment. The above articles of dress
are all made from woollen stuff, dyed either red or dark blue, hav

ing narrow white stripes. The ornaments Of these ladies baffle
description, and bear no resemblance to anything worn elsewhere :
the most prominent are the ear-rings, commonly of pewter, which

in size and shape may be compared to a massive house-door key.
Strings of large pieces of coarse amber are worn round the neck
in addition to two or three necklaces. The Bhotiyas of both sexes
and of all classes in every pass carry suspended from the waistband
by small chains or thongs of leather, a variety of instruments of
daily use, such as knife, spoon, scissors, awl, packing needle,
tweezers, steel, flint, tobacco pouch, &o.
The Bhotiyas consume large quantities of food, particularly flesh,
of which a Constant supply is afforded to
t|em in the carcases of their sheep and
l^j^ts, which die of fatigue or disease. They eat flesh half raw or

bBotiya wahXls,

in

cooked, and are fond of boiling it with rice, bnt do not first wash
or clean the rice, as they say that this would prevent its being
properly cooked. They parch barley and then grind it, with the
result of a sort of suttu which they use chiefly in their journeys mixed
with water, as oatmeal is used in Europe. The better classes-of
^the Garhwdl and Juhar Bhotiyas abstain from the use of beef of
every description, but the Nilang Jadhs to the west and the T>drmas and Byansis on the east eat the flesh of the yak. All Bhoti

yas drink spirits, both European and native, as well as that made
by themselves, and in extenuation of the practice plead necessity

from the nature of the climate in which they live, and the arduous
and fatiguing character of the journeys in which they are constantly
engaged. When collected together in any place they have frequent
drinking parties, which are continued during the whole night,
and sometimes kept up even for the ensuing day. Intoxication
with them does not, however, lead to riot or disorder. The liquor
in use is of two descriptions, ddru or whiskey, produced by distillation
and Jan, obtained by simple fermentation ; the latter is the favorite

beverage. Both are procured from rice : to hasten the fermenta
tion dried'yeast {balma} reduced to powder is added : a few hours
only are required to render the jan fit for use. The balma is pre
pared from the meal of barley or other coarse grain on which an
infusion of the berries or sprigs of the juniper in water is made
to filter; the dough is kneeded, and when ready dried in small
cakes for keeping. The Bhotiyas do not follow the observances
of the Hindus in the matter of food cooked without ghi and with
ghi, and take each without distinction at the hands of all except
Doms. Still, slowly and surely, they are becoming Brahmanised,

and already imitate in many minor matters the tedious ceremonial

prescribed by the customs of the plains.
Traill represents the Bhotiyas as an honest, industrious, orderly
Character
race, patient and good-humoured, bnt very
filthy in their habits, using the skirts of their
dress to scrub both their persons and their cooking utensils. In
this trait they are only surpassed by their neighbours the Huniyas.
They have most of the virtues and the ^ices of the people of the

lower hills, but they are superior ia energy and industry, and.
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perhaps in general intelligence.

The heads of the Bhotiya villages

often remarkably sensible and well informed ; their mode of life
gives them iliore experience of the world than the people of the hills
generally possess, and they take a much greater interest in matters
not immediately affecting them than is commonly found amongst
eastern people. Their intelligence is entirely the result of their
own observation and experience ; they seldom possess any education
beyond the ability to read and write and to keep rough accounts

of their trading operations, but of what they may become we
have an example in Pandit Nain Singh, the great explorer of the
Trigonometrical Survey, and his fellow-travellers, several of whom
were BhotiyA residents of the Jiiiiar valley. , To this we may add
Sir H. Ramsay’s testimony ;—“ The old race, among whom Debu,
{who assisted Moorcroft), Huguru, and Fateh Singh were well known,
have passed away, and none x>f the present generation can exercise
the power and influence they did : but the Juharfs are decidedly the
most Intelligent and most wealthy of all the Bhotiyas. Dhanu is a
very enterprising man, and Mani,* son of Debn, is patwari of Darma.
He and Mani, sOn of Fateh Singh, Dhanu Janpan, and Gyani, son

of Hugurn, are now th© leading men amongst the Juhari Bhotiyas.”
Still the Bhotiyas want the natural politeness of the Hindus of the
plains, and are often churlish and rough in their demeanour towards
other natives. Theft is hardly known, and on moving downwards on
their annual migrations they bury within their houses their more
valuable metal utensils. In Juhar they say that he who commits
larceny amongst the Panchachuli hills shall surely die because
pf it.

Including under the name Bhotiya only those who are clearly not
Khasiya, it cannot be doubted that they are of Tibetan origin. Their
Customs
language alone is almost sufficient to prove
this, and the unroistakeable peculiarities’ of
feature that belong to the Mongolian race are as strongly marked
in the Bhotiya as in the Huniyas across the frontier. The tradi
tions current amongst them, too, help to confirm this opinion.® The
Bhotiyas themselves, however, do not admit their Tibetan origin.
They state generally that they are a Rajput race who dwelt
- * He assisted the Schlagentw^ts in their journeys.
colonisation of Juhar in Gaz. XI., 455.

’ See the story of the
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originally in the hill provinces south of the snowy range, and that
they migrated to Tibet, whence, after a residence of several genera
tions, they again crossed the Himalaya and established themselves in.
the districts which they now inhabit. The traditions of the different
valleys, though differing in detail, agree in the main outlines of the
story. That th^s tradition is not of very modern origin appears
certain, and it is possible that it may be true, for the existence of Kajput colonies in Tibet at a very early date is recorded in histories
both Tibetan and Chinese. The Bhotiyas have, however, lived so
long'amongst and mingled so'much with the Tibetans, that they them
selves possess now no claim to be recognized as of Indian Origin.
The traditions both of the Bhotiyas and of the inhabitants of the
country further south uniformly declare that the Bhotiya districts
were once subject to the adjoining province of Tibet. No records
exist by which the question might be decided, but there appears
to be no reason to doubt the fact, and that the present occupants
are descendants of the original Tibetan settlers.
The results of the several enumerations of the people are given

elsewhere.

The Bhotiyas of Mdna and Niti are called Marchas and

those of Juhar as known as Sokpas or Rawats.

The Rawat ances-

tor of the Milamwkls obtained permission from
the Gartoh chief to establish himself in trade
and built Milam, Biirphu, and Mapa, and received a grant of cAda-

pal {jagdt} from the Huniyas.

The Marchas and Sokpas eat and

drink and intermarry together, and there are no real differences
between them.

Both alike look down'on the Bhotiyas of the Darma

pattis, and neither eat nor intermarry with them.

Although the

almost constant intercourse which the Bhotiyas maintain with

Hundes and their yearly residence for a considerable time in that
country cause many of their habits to assimilate to those of the
Haniyas, yet, with the exception of the people of the Darma parga

nah and Nilang, the general customs of the Bhotiyas approximate

much more nearly to those of the natit^es of other parts of Kumaon
and Garhwal. They certainly pay comparatively little attention to
the distinctions of caste, and they do not scruple to eat and drink
with the cow-killing people of Hundes. • The Bhotiyas of Juhar'
Gaz* XI.> 458.

15
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acknowledge only two castes, Brahmans and Rajputs.

They know

nothing of the sub-divisions known as gotra, sdkha, and pravara.

Some who derive their origin from the Rawats of Garhwal (9.».)
say they are of the Kaunsil gotra, and others who declare themselves
Bhatts of Benares affect to belong to the Kausika gotra. They do
not wear the sacred thread, but adopt the uncut tuft of hair (siifta) as
all Hindus do. They will eat half cookery kaohchi rasoi, i.e., food
cooked without clarified butter from any one not a Dorn contrary
to the custom of most hill Hindus who have no scruple, however,
in eating such food if dressed with-clarified butter {pakki rasoi}
whoever the donor may be. They also disregard much of the etiquitte of eating observed by other classes calling themselves Hindus.
Thus they often enter their chauka or cooking circle without wash
ing their feet or inking off their coats, and eat their dinner in the

same clothes that they wore at breakfast, and they are not particular
whether they eat their food within or without the cooking circle.
The principal clans of Bhotiya Brahmans in Juhdr are the Do-

hedhiyas, Pathaks, Karakhetis, Nauragis,

Polchfils, Upadhiyas,

Darmolas, and Nsigilas. Amongst the Rajputs we find Janpauis and

Toliyas, said to be immigrants from Jumla in Nep4l, Mdrtoliyas, who
claim to be Bhatts from Benares, those named after the villages of

Birju, Burphu,

Milam, Namjal, Sain,

Rilkot, Ohulfcot,

Ringu,

Lsspa, Bwdl, Dhamigaon, SainSthi, Khilaunch, Mani, Ghorhphata,
Dhdpa, Balan, Harkliot, Paparha, alsC Panktis Nitwals, Mabtas,

Aspwfils, Knnkiyas, Shumtyalsj Tam^kyhls, JoshyMs, and Bbotyals,
with a similar village origin.
Darma Pattis.

There are no Brahmans in the

In Darma Malta and Talla we have septs of Rajputs

named after the following villages:—BaunMs from Baun, DugatwAls, from Dugtu also from LamA, Philam, Chui, Shipu, Shaun,
Dur, Jumku, Butnn, Marcha, Go (GwAls), and Dantu, besides

Jumfils, KanAris, ShawalAls, NogatyAls, GargwSls, &g.

In ByAns

there are RAjput septs named after the villages of GArbya, Tinkhar,
Kuthi, Chhalma, NAbhi, Napalchyu, GAnji, Budhi, &c. The people

of ChaudAns are Called ChaudAsiyas.

The Bhotiyas of MAna are called Marchas and this name is
Garhwal Bhotiyas.

ec^ally applied to the people of the upper
villages of the Niti valley. They eat, drink.
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and intermarry with the Juhari Bhotiyas, but not wjth those of the
Darma parganah.

Like the Juharis they do not know of gotra

sdkha or praoara, though some say they are of the Bharadhvaj gotra.
They observe some of the Hindu ceremonies, but not the upanayaiuiy

nor do they wear the sacred thread. They , choose their purohits
when necessity arises from Dimris, Hatwals, Durydls, and Dadis.
The inhabitants of the villages not occupied by Bhotiyas ia the Mana

and Niti valleys are called DuryMs in the,former and Tolehasin the
latter. These are of Khasiya origin and affect in turn to consider
the pure Bhotiyas as an inferior race, whilst they themselves, from
their intercourse with the Marchas, are rather lightly esteemed by
the Kbasiyas of the southern parganahs, and all unite in assumptions
of superiority to the natives of Tibet, though on their annual visits
to that country they are compelled to drink tea at the houses of their
several correspondents, such ceremony being there an indispensable
preliminary to every commercial dealing. The principal other clans
are the Juharis, immigrants from the Juh4r valley Molapas who
call themselves Bhatts from Benares ; Nltawals; Jhelamwals;

Dhamaswals ; Bampwals; N&mphas ; Barwals ; Phoniyas; Madyas j
Bh^tarjyas; Pankhotis; Dharkholis ; Kalkholis ; BurphwMs ; Gadydls, and Bhurkulyals. There are Khydr&sis from tho lower pattis:

Konkyas who are servants and some Doms.

To the west the Bhotiyas of Nilang in Tihri are called Jddhs.
Like the others, they were originally SuniJadhs of Nilang.

yas from Tibet, bnt have now a largo admix

ture of Garhwili and Basihiri blood, due, in a great measure, to the
former practice of purchasing slave-girls from the poorer Garhwalis.
This custom was stopped by Mr. E. Wilson on the part of the Raja
of Tihri.

The girls were not bought ostensibly as either wives or

concubines, but merely as servants to aid in tho house and field, and
living in the houses of their masters' and eating with the family^

were well treated, and comfortable.

Though these girls, Hindus,

often of a fairly good caste, are not supposed to intermarry with
people of a different religion, yet the natur^ result of their close
association with their masters, combined with a low standard of
morality, is the gradual admixture of a GarhwMi element with
the BasShiri-Huniya Jadh stock. Even when manumitted some
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preferred to remain with their masters, the only difference being that
they can now leave if they choose. Mr, Kinney writes^:—“In
dress, manners, and customs, the Jadhs follow pretty closely their

Huniya ancestors.

They drink as freely as the pure Tibetans, both

chang and also a spirit which they themselves distil, and which the
Huniyas do not drink ; they are also very fond of European spirits,
and will do a good deal for a bottle of whisky or rum. They eat

yak’s flesh but not cow’s. In religion they are professedly Bud
dhists, but practically are as much mixed in this respect now as in
descent, and can hardly be said to belong to any particular religion.
"When in Tibet amongst the Huniyas, they conform to all their
religious observances ; when in BasAhr, some portions of which are
Buddhist and some Hindu, they accommodate themselves to the opi
nions prevailing around them ; when in Garhwal they pay rever
ence to all the numerous hill deities, and when at home, in their

own village, they appear to trouble themselves very little about
religion at all.”

The form of religion professed by the Bhotiyas has been natur
ally influenced by their peculiar situation
\
and pursuits, subject to a government which,
as regards the infringement of its religious tenets, was ever into
Beligion.

lerant.

“ The Bhotiyas,” writes Mr. Traill, “ have been compelled

to conform with the Hindu prejudices ; continued intercourse with

the latter sect has also led to a gradual adoption of many of its
superstitions, while the annual communications maintained with
Tibet have served to keep alive the belief of their forefathers. The
Bhotiyas may now be regarded as Pantheists, paying equal adora
tion at every temple, whether erected by Hindus or Bauddhas.
. The only temples in Bhot are small rude buildings erected with
loose stones, merely sufficient to shelter the idol. Among the DArma Bhotiyas divination is practised ; the omens are taken from the

reeking liver of a goat or sheep, sacrificed for the purpose, by rip
ping up its belly. No undertaking of importance is commenced
without this ceremony; when the first augury proves unfavorable,
fresh animals are saTsrificed, and further inspections made; the

result of the majority of orpens decides the question. The office of divi-

’ Mr. Kinney, Hep. G. T. S., 1877-78.
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ner appears to be assumed indiscriminately by all males of good age;
certain previous.purifications being undergone on each occasion.”
There is no doubt that of late years the Juharis have affected more
and more to imitate the scrupulous caste observances of the Hindus
and have assumed the affix ‘ Sinha ’ to show their Rajput origin.
They refuse, too, to drink spirits, of which they consume large quan
tities, out of the same vessel with a person whom they consider to

be of an inferior class, and altogether they have as much right as

the Khasiyas of the less civilised parts of these districts to be consi
dered Hindus in religion. Strict puritanism is impossible in the tro
pics and similarly strict Hinduism is impracticable in a cold cli
mate, and the respect which the Bhotiyas show to- the religion of
their Tibetan neighbours may be derived as much from the toler
ant opinions which Hindus generally profess as from any traditional
reverence for what was probably their ancient faith. In Garhwal
the favourite deities are Ghantabarn or Ghandyfil,! MAta Murti/
- RampanAg,® and Aeheri,* to whom they offer goats and buffalos
and afterwards eat them. In Kumaon the favorites are Kiwdn, a
sort of HimAlayan Hercules ; the deity who dwells on the Pancha-

chuli peaks ; Deo or Runiya,® a molevolent spirit; Sain, the bene
volent spirit of an ancient Sain or hermit who, when the Bhotiya has
lost one out of his flock or herd, appears in the form of a man
and leads the owner to the spot where his lost one will bo found.
Siddhuwa and Biddhuwa are the names of two harmless goatherd
brothers, who are supposed still to take a benevolent interest in
their former profession, and are invoked when a goat falls sick oris

lost; Bir Singh and Jammu Danit are the sprites of two remarkable
Dixnpuris ; Latu Balchan and Adheri.
The Bhotiyas, as a rule, are more particular in their marriage
■ ,

.

Marriage.

observances than in their other ceremonial
usages. Strange aS it may appear, all

through the Bhotiya tract, the inclinations and will of the female
appear to have greater weight than is common in the east, both in

regard to the formation of such engagements, and in the subsequent
domestic management.

Contracts are formed at an early age, bnt

the marriage is not commonly concluded till the parties arrive at
' Gaz. XI. 816 .

’ IM, 783.

« Jbid, 335 < ibid, 838,

» ibid, 831.
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maturity. Should the female in the meantime mate a choice for
herself, the previous contract is com promised by the payment of a
snm of money.

The consideration given by tho bridegroom to the

father of the bride varies from three hundred to one thousand

rupees : a corresponding portion is returned, which consists of
domestic stock, live and dead, and in some of the ghdts is considered

as the property of the wife, by whom it is managed for her own
benefit. The females are chiefly employed in weaving blankets and
coarse serges, bnt they will not work in any company except that
of their nearest female relatives; even an aunt and a niece will

not work together. The produce of their looms is, in a great
measure, at their own disposal. The Bhotiyas construct a house
Called Rambaukuri, in which marriages are arranged. Such build

ings are generally shared by several villages and are placed at a
spot about a mile or half a mile distant from each. Such bachelors
and maidens as wish to marry resort there without either relatives
or chaperons. They remain there together some twenty to thirty
-days, taking their meals in company. At the end of that time, a
man engages himself to the partner who has pleased him best, and

the happy pair go home, assemble their relatives, call in the priest,
and are married. During their residence at the Rambaukuri, tho
pair sing amabman songs together. If the woman conquers in the
Vocal contest, she takes the man off to her house and marries him
there; if, on the other hand, the man gains the victory, they are
married at his house. This custom of the Rambaukuri is less
common in Juhar and By&ns than in Darma. In none is child
marriage tho fashion. But a person whoso star was in the Lion
at his or her birth is not allowed to marry a person whose star was
in the Goat at his or her birth- Except amongst the Brahman Bho
tiyas there is no objection against the second marriage of widows,
whether the widow has children by her first marriage or not.
Children by a first marriage who follow the mother to her second
husband’s house lose their paternal inheritance, but are entitled to
succeed to their step-father’s property equally with their step-bro
thers of the second marriage, his children. If a woman desert
her husband and goes to live with another man, her husband takes
from that man the costs of n second marriage ; the woman is there
by divorced from her first husband and becomes the wife of her
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seducer. If she, in turn, deserts the second man for another para
mour, he can take from the third man the costs of a marriage, and

the woman for the third time changes husbapds. But some injured
husbands renounce their rights to take the costs of a second mar
riage from the seducer of their wives and refuse ever afterwards
to see their wives again. Under such circumstances the woman
is considered to be divorced as regards her husband and to be
married to the co-respondent. But the marriage is held to be of
an inferior kind resembling the sagdi of the plains, and is some
times, indeed, not considered a marriage at all.

The relatives of a widow’s first husband receive a sum of money
(varying in amount, but never above Es. 200) from the second
husband upon her re-marriage, and if her first husband left no kins

men, her parents take this fee.

If there are no parents, it is taken

by the widow’s maternal uncle and Son, it being arranged that the
unlucky bridegroom must pay the fee to some one. All this hap
pens if the widow is given away or Sold to her second husband.
"Where she chooses a second husband for herself no fee is paid. The

ordinary course for a woman when her husband dies is to go and
live with her deceased husband’s younger brother as his wife. If
the younger brother is too young for matrimony, she generally
looks out for another husband or is sold to another by her kinsmen,
as already described.

There are, however, some widows who shave

their heads after the death of their husbands and go on pilgrimage,
and never marry again. It should be mentioned here that what has

been written about the remarriage of widows amongst the Juhari

Sokpas applies equally to the re-marriage of all the ordinary
Khasiya Edjputnis and other low-caste women in Kumaon.
Where a parent dies, the Juhari Bhotiya abstains from flesh
and other rich food for ten or twelve days.
Funeral ceremonies.
_
.
,
On the anniversary of the death, however,

instead of the usual srdddha ceremonies he performs what is called
dhomi, A gash is cut in the neck of a young male buffalo, w ho there

upon, of course,TUBS away; he is pursued and ultimately killed with sticks, stones, and knives, and any one who pleases may eat of his
flesh. The mourner then gives clothes or cooking vessels to his Brah
man directors, usually Dobediyas or Bhatts : for, in the hills, there

'
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are no IkTahSbrahmans, and their place is taken to a great extent

by the lowef classes of Brahmans. Bhotiyas of the better class
sometimes think it necessary to abstain from flesh for a year after
the death of a father, mother or elder brother, and to abstain from
curds for the same period if a father dies, and from milk if they are
mourning the loss of a mother. Bnt this practice is by no means
- universal, and most Bhotiyas adopt the more sensible course, for •
their work and climate, of limiting the actual period of fasting to ten
or twelve days. In Garhw&l, they collect the bones of a deceased .
parent that remain at the pyro, and within the year convey them to
a pool near the Satapanth glacier above Badrinath and throw them
into the water. To them this water has all the virtues of Gya, the

great Srdddha-tirlha of the plains. It is also customary in Garhwal
, that a widow on the death of her husband abandons all her jewellery
and finery and wears only the bharela and a blanket until she
takes anotl^er husband. Similarly tho husband, on the death qf
his wife, abandons the langoti or d/ioti until he takes another
wife.
The Bhotiyas burn their dead.

ustoms of D ma.

In Darma, it is the custom, no

matter when the death occurs, to perform
funeral ceremonies in K&rttik only. On

the occasion of a death, the heir of the deceased is expected to
entertain the whole of the brethren and is consequently impover

ished by the extravagant expenditure indulged in.

A number of

goats and yaks, according to his means, are sacrificed at the pyre ;
of the latter animals one is selected for the particular service of
the deceased, And is previously led about with many ceremonies,
adorned with flowers and laden with cloth, sugar, spices, and such
articles; precedence in the sacrifice is also given to it, and the

decapitation is performed by the son-in-law, or some other near
relation to the deceased. In the selection of this yak the depart

ed spirit is appealed to, and its choice is supposed to be indicated
in the animal which is the first.to shake its tail when the stall ia
inspected by the heir.

The Bhotiyas universally profess extreme

veneration for the manes of their forefathers ; small monuments to

their memory are numerous in the vicinity of .villages, generally
on the summit of some height; distinguished individuals are further
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honored by images of silver or stone, and by the annual celebration
of 'festivals, on days dedicated to the purpose, wheti the image is^
carried in procession about the village, and receives offerings and
worship. Among the Darma Bhotiyas, when an individual dies
absent from his native village, a clue of worsted is conducted to it
from the spot where death occurs. In families of consideration
the thread is extended unbroken throughout; by the poorer classes,
it is only laid, in cases of considerable distance, along difficult
parts of the road ; the object of this superstition is to enable the
departed soul to join the spirits of his ancestors. Satis occasionally
took place in Juhar in former times.
As already noticed, the Bhotiyas place little reliance on the
products of the soil as a means of livelihood.
Agriculture.
'
The cultivated land in the upper pattis
yields but one harvest in the yeat. The soil contains much vege
table matter washed down by the ‘melted snow and is of a dark

colour. It would, however, appear to require considerable quan
tities of manure to render it productive, and the surface of thp
ground is further encumbered with stones and boulders, which ren
der its Cultivation laborious aud difficult. The local produce is
insufficient to supply the Bhotiyas with food. For grain they have
to depend in a great measure on their winter habitations in the
more southern pattis. In the richest and best watered lands, barley
there returns a yield of from twenty to forty-fold according as the
temperature may be affected by the nearness to the snows. In
poor, tinirrigated, lands three to six-fold is the average. Sowing
takes place in Chait-Bais^kh and the harvest in Kuar-Karttik.
The principal other crops are kotu or offal or pdlti (Fagopyrum essulentum}; phdphar or bhe (F. tatgricnm) and ohda or mdrcha or
mdrsa {Amaranthus irumentaceus}, and in the upper parts phdphar
only which does not require irrigation, and yields from thirty to
forty-fold. Turnips {ehaukan), leeks, and potatoes are the only
vegetables cultivated ; of those growing wild, the rhubarb is some
what inferior in its color and properties to the Turkey, and the
Bhotiyas do not take it inwardly. It is used in the form of a
powder for bruises, and with madder and potash as a red dye.
Madder (pMnjit) is abundant, but does not form an article of

commerce.

Apricots and peaches have been introduced by th©
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Bhotiyas, but they do not attain to any size or flavor. The forests
in the south and least elevated parts afford timber common to the

other parts of the province. Deodar to the south, horse-chestnut,
red rhododendrons, oaks and pines attain a large size. To
these succeed white rhododendrons, king pine, yew, juniper, and
on the verge of perpetual snow, birch and the goat-thorn {ddma).
The bark of the birch is used for paper and other domestic
purposes and is exported to the plains and the twigs of the
juniper are used in the preparation of yeast {balma).
The

following list gives the local names of the commoner trees and.
plants : see further, however, the account of the forests in the first

volume : —
English names.

Bhotiya woman

Saru; Bhotiya tang^
shin lim.
Tbuner ; Bhotiya nhdie
Yew
(By4ns) Idel (Juhar).
Bkoj J Bhotiya Shaksliin,
Birch
Rhododendron... Buronj,Ujurdns; Bhotiya
iakshin.
...

PoA (14,000 feet)

fiambn cane
Sycamore

Walnut

Scientific name.

Remarks.

-

Rdisatla; Bhotiya lam- Pinus excelsa.
shing^ Um,

I.ofty pine
Webb’s fir
Cypress

Hindi and Bhotia name.

...

Ningala; Bhotiya kwey,
Kamtyu; Bhotiya kdnshiny.
Akhrot; Bhotiya has...
shin.
...
...

Abies Webbiana.
CupressQS torulosa.
Taxus baccata.
Betula bbojpatra
K.jcarapanulatum.

R. anthopogon .
A rundinaria falcata.
Acer cauiiatum.

Juglsns regia.

JDdiMk

•••

Caragana pygmma

Cedar

Deoidr

...

Cupressus deodara.

Ground cypress,

Parpinja,padma (Niti):
Churpunja (Mana); Juniperas communis.
Ikdla (Byahg), chichiya (Milam).

Coats thorn

...

Joniper
Ground
rasp
berry
Barberry
...
1 itter willow ...

PadlianA; Bhotiya pdma (Byans), . bit
(Milam )
Bhotiya sinfang, fruit
ainjanj, Iko.

9hin
Bhotiya <ai-«>a.cAaA...

Used asincesne
in Tibet.

Juniperus recurva.

Rubus ntitaUs

...

Orange fruit.

Berberis aristata

...

W orthless.

Hippoph4e rbamnoides. Yellow
berries.

acid
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Hindi and Bhotiya name

Scientific name.

Remarks.

Lepe.ha ; Bhotiya gal~
dam (Bydns), sirgaehi,
ban-mshal

Bibes grossularia ...

■ Worthless
(10,000 feet).

Currant

(Bed) Bhotiya mdngle
(Byans)
Bhotiya
IJongole
(black)

Uibes glaeiale

White dog-rose,
red.

Hindi and Bhotiya gor-

Rosa serica

English name.

Gooseberry

...

Crab apple

Pyrus baccata

...

pitto.
Small in sipid.

dttrbui.

Orchis

Viburnum

...

Monk’s wood ...
Wormwood
Wheat

...
...

Celestial barley,
Barley
Buckwheat ...

Turnip

...

... large hips.

B. Webbiana.
Satyrium nepalense... Pink flowers t
roots eaten.
V. cotinifolium.

Gdiuah Bhotiya ketobit.
Hirb’si-, atfs (14,000 Aconitum
feet.)
Bhotiya pankima
Gehun; Bhotiya «d-

hetero- Root used
medicine.
phylium.
Artemisia.
Triticom vulgare.

in

f>bal.
Najan-, Bhotiya eh<ima> Hordeum hiraalayense.
H. bexastichylum ... Red flowered.
Jaa
Opal; Bhotiyapatti...

Phdpkar ; Bhotiya 6Ae,
Chiia^nidri^
...

Amaranth

Tobacco

sephala,
Sephata
Bhotiya phung

Keddri-ch^a
Shal^am :
Bhotiya
ckaiikan.
't am dku ( Byans) ...

Pagopyrura esculen- Yellow ditto.
turn.
P, tataricnm
Bed.
Amarantlius frumen- White.
taceiis.
A. caudatus.
Brassica rapa.
Nicotiana tabacum.

“ The operations and impleaients of husbandry,” write® Traill,.
“ present no novelties ; the ploughing Com
Implements.
mences as early as the melting of the snow
will admit, and the sowing is commonly completed by the first week
in June. By the middle of September the crop , is ready for thesickle; to this period the irrigation of the wheat and barley is
continued, the streams of melted snow being directed for that pur
pose whenever available. Severe winters, attended with heavy
snows, prove more or less injurious in their' consequences to the
succeeding crop. The I^hot villages are all situated on the
northern side of the great xshain of Himalayan peaks, and are all,
in some degree, subject to the influence of its snows and of its shade.
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By any unusual accumulation of snow on the summit the inferior

he<J is forced down, and with it, the influence of, if not the line of,

perpetual congelation itself, descends ; those villages which are con
tiguous to the peaks, and are unsheltered by intervening heights,
suffer severely from such occurrences, as it sometimes requires
the heat of more than one summer to throw back the snow to its
former level. The village of Laspa, in the Juhar pass, has been
rendered wholly unproductive during two years by an accident of
this kind. The Bhotiyas of Dhnpur, Juhar, Darma and Byans
have a peculiar way of cutting their wheat and barley. They nip off
the ears with a kind of shears called runya. Their cattle are then
driven in to eat down the stalks and the men tread out the corn
themselves, and do not employ bullocks for the purpose.

We have already stated that language, physical traits, customs,
and tradition all assign to the Bhotiyas a
History.
common origin with the people of Hundes.
In all except the D&rma parganah the Bhotiyas trace their origin
to some villge in Tibet. The story of the colonisation of Juhdr
has been noticed and their Sokpa origin determined. The people

of Darma, though equally of Tatarian origin, are said traditionally
to be of a different race, who entered the hills from the plains.

According to Traill, they are considered to be descendants of a
colony of Mughals who were left to secure possession of Kumaon
after its subjection by Titniir. This force, thinned by disease and
the sword, ultimately retreated to Darma, and there made a permanent establishment. Tlmtir, however, never approached Kumaon
nearer than Hardw&r,and his stay there took place in 1398 A. D., a
time for which we have fairly accurate traditions, none of which refer
to the conquest of eastern Kumaon. It is said also that the local rule
of these I'.ughals lasted for twenty years, and that to. them we are
to attribute certain remains at Dwfirah^t and Bageswar consisting
of rude tombs constructed with large fiat tiles. Similar remains
are found further west in Kulu, and have already been noticed,*
’ with the result that We cannot connect these remains or the
Darma people with a colony left by Timur. The Darma Bhotiyas
also repudiate this story, but from difference in language, customs,
and appearances they 'undoubtedly belong tO a tribe from Tibet
> Gazetteer, XI. 512; the Darma Bhotiyas are probably Kham pas atl4 not Sokpas.
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other than that to which the other Bhotiyas belong.
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mahals belonged to Tibet up to the time that Gurbwal became
consolidated under the chiefs of Srinagar and Kumaon under the
Chands. Baz Bahadur Chand* reduced Juhdr in 1670 A. D., but it
was not until the Gorkh&li administration that D&rma was wrested

from Jumla of Nepal and annexed to Kumaon. But in becoming
subjects of the cis-Tibetan States, the Bhotiyas were by no means
drawn from their allegiance to the parent state, bnt still continued
to acknowledge the supremacy of both : an anomalous state of sub
jection which their paramount interests in continuing to be the
medium of, commercial intercourse between India and Tibet tends
to perpetuate. One of the first acts of our Government was to sur
render all dues on trade which amounted to a considerable sacrifice
of the revenue hitherto paid by the Bhotiyas, and the taxation
which they are now called on to pay is comparatively trifling. Bnt
the Tibetan authorities have from time immemorial subjected the
trade to regulations and restriction of all kinds, nor is their inter
ference limited to the imposition of enstoms-dutieS. A remnant of

the old state of things when the Bhotiya valleys were subject to
Tibet is kept up in the Tibetan demand for dues other than cus
toms-duties, which, though insignificant in amount, are held to be
an acknowledgment on the part of the Bhotiyas of their subjection
to the parent state. Before the establishment of a Strong govern
ment in Kumaun and Garhwal, the authority thus exercised by the
Tibetan Government was by no means only nominal. The former
Hindu Governments in these districts were, with few exceptions,
weak and unstable, consequently the Bhotiyas were the less
inclined to. resist the orders and the demands of the Tibetan
authorities, and the ta.xes paid by them to the foreign Government,
were formally recognised by their Hindu rulers in both districts.
Since the British conquest of these districts no notice of the matter
has been taken by the British Government, bnt the Bhotiyas have

gradually become more and more independent of Tibet, and more
obedient to thefr European rulers, attaching themselves, as might
have been expected, to the stronger side. There can be no donbt,too, ,
that the Huniyas are quite aware of the inexpediency of any active
interference in the concerns of British subjects.
* Gaz. XI., 567.
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The dues collected by the Tibetan officials as revenue, acording
Taxation.

to Traill, consist of “ Sinh thal” land reve

nue ; “ Ya thal," tax on sunshine ; “ Kitin

that,” tax on the profits of trade. These items are all levied at .
fixed and invariable rates. The “ Sink that'' is assessed at twelve
“ polas,'* of
per koneh, ovl the lands assessed to revenue,, bnt as
a great portion of each village is held revenue-free on former grants,
the aggregate payments under this head are very trifling. The
“ Ya thal^' which from its name, has probably originated in the
migratory habits of the Tatars, who, during the winter, remove
to the warmest situations, is assessed at one cake of “ 6aZma’* or

dried yeast per house.
The above dues arO collected by Tibetan
officers, who visit the passes with that view : tho whole is received
in kind, though the
and yeast are partly commuted for sugar,

grain, spirits, and coarse calicoes. The Kii&n thal is levied in tho
shape of transit duties, and “ Kiiin kaV at the rate of ten per cent,
on grain. These are also collected in kind, at the first mart visited
by the Bhotiyas, the loads of every tenth sheep, together with tho
wool on its back, are there taken, unless commuted by the payment
of twenty-seven “ polas" of gi&r per sheep. Duties are also levied

on some few articles, agreeably to the rates fixed by an ancient
tariff; commodities not included in that schedule pass free. Broad
cloth and many articles, the exportation of which from hence com

menced, at a comparatively recent date, fall under the last descrip
tion. In some cases individuals are subjected to a tax called

“ Aaro,” or plunder, substituted for the *’ Kiiin kul," or transit
duties, and levied at nearly the same rates. This, from its name,
should be a species of police tax, an insurance against robbery.
The inhabitants of the northern village at the head of each pass
enjoy certain immunities from these duties, and are, moreover, au
thorized by the trans-Uim^layan government to levy a transit duty
of ten per cent, on the salt or borax of the Tibetan traders visiting the
pass. This duty, as well as tho “ Kiun kal,'" paid by the Bhotiyas,
is levied only on the first investment of each trader during the
.season.

In matters of police, the Bhotiyas are held responsible for the
communication to the heighbouring authorities of all important
transactions which may occur in their villages. The local tribunals
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take cognizance of all cases brought before them by the Bhotiyas,

whether originating in Hundes or elsewhere.

In civil proceedings,

the decrees of the court written in the Tibetan character and lan
guage, and sealed by the presiding officers, are delivered to the
successful parties. A confirmation of these documents where they
affect general interests, as.also of grants exempting lands from
public assessment, are obtained by the parties concerned from succeding governors. It does not appear that this Government ever
originates any inquiry into crimes or offences committed by the
Bhotiyas elsewhere than in Hundes; nor does it delegate any power,
judicial or fiscal, to the Bhotiya village functionaries. Such are
the marks of subjection which the mother country continues
to demand from the Bhotiyas. Those exacted by their’ Hindu

conquerors have ever been more costly and more extensive. The
Bhotiyas continue to pay their taxes according to the old custom,
but they do so in a great measure because the dues are not suffici
ently onerous to be worth quarrelling about and the supremacy of

the Tibetan government is now almost entirely nominal. I do not
speak of the duties levied on trade, which stand on an entirely
different footing.*
It has, however, always been the policy of the Bhotiyas to pro„ ,
fess to all Europeans, and indeed, to, people
Trade jealousy.
’
,
,
generally with whom they may have deal
ings, the greatest dread of the Tibetan authorities, and to declare
the constant fear they are under of having their trade stopped on
which their whole means of subsistence depends, should the slightest

infringement of. the regulations and orders of the Tibetan Govern
ment take place. It has generally been taken for granted that

these statements were perfectly true, and until a short time ago it
seems never to have been suspected that the fear of losing their

monopoly had much to do with these representations. It was with
the greatest difficulty that a European traveller could obtain even

the slightest glimpse of Tibet, and even our Kumaon officials were
troubled with the fear of ruining the people who showed them the
way into the forbidden country, a feeling which proved a stronger
defence against ‘ the foreign devils’ than the jealousy of the Chinese
government. The utter mistake of such ideas is shown sufficiently
’Cal. Rev. Z. c.
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by the experience of several Europeans who, the Bhotiyas knew,
could not be trifled with. These have marched into Hundes not

only without concealment, but with large camps accompanied by
the heads of the Bhotiya villages who supplied al! the carriage and
supplies, and in defiance of the orders of the Tibetan authorities
given by them in person. The real fact is that Hundes is so
utterly dependent on India for its supplies that the authorities there
will never, without the most absolute necessity, do anything which

might endanger the trade on which their subsistence depends, and
they are perfectly aware of the immense power over them which
this fact gives to our government and the people of our districts.
If the passes were ever closed by us for a single season there would
be a famine in Tibet.’In 1815 Dr. Rutherford, who had charge of the Company’s in
vestment in Moradabad, proposed his depu
Trade.
tation^ to Tibet with a view to open up the
trade between the Oompahy and the natives of that country. Hi

therto very little had been known regarding the consumption of

European products and manufactured articles within the hills. It
was believed that the hill people purchased the woollen cloths and
cottons of English manufacture for their own consumption, and

acting on this view, every effort was made to extend the trade. It
was advised that the more prudent course would be to endeavour
to open a trade by seeking a convenient mart in the first place at
Almora and making use of the Bhotiyas as carriers only. Further
inquiry showed that the wares purchased by the Almora merchants

at Kdshipur were bartered to the Bhotiya carriers-who disposed of
them at Gartob and other places in Chinese Tibet. Thus four sets
of profits were made before the goods reached the actual consum
ers.
This so enhanced the price that, coupled with the badness
of the roads and the restrictions placed on the trade by vexatious
taxation and the oppression of the rulers and their officers through
whose dominions the consignments passed, in 1815, it had become
very inconsiderable, and when further and more accurate informa
tion-became available, it was resolved that no further steps should .
be taken to open up direct intercourse.
*Cal. Rev. /. e.
’ To Government, 25th May, 1815. To Co.nmissioner,
6th Jane, 1815.
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It has been already mentioned that the principal occupation of
the Bhotiyas is the carrying trade into Tibet.
Bhotiya trade.
i
.
i j.
Of this they possess almost a complete mono
poly which'they jealously guard by every means in their power.
The poverty and the want of enterprise of the merchants of Kumaon
and Garhwal, the difficulties to be overcome in crossing the passes
without the assistance of the Bhotiyas, the total absence of toler
able roads, and perhaps more than all the force of immemorial cus

tom, have hitherto prevented any serious attempts towards th©
abolition of the Bhotiya monopoly. Under the present systeip no
considerable increase of trade can be looked for, for the means of
the Bhotiyas are ^uite insufficient for carrying on a much mor©
extensive trade than the present. But it may be doubted whether
if the monopoly of the Bhotiyas were abolished and the jealousy of
the Tibetan authorities towards every innovation were to cease th©
trade could receive any very great increase, and it seems probable
that under the most perfect freedom of intercourse it must remain,
insignificant. The greater part of the country immediately to th©
north of the Himalaya is almost uninhabited, and the small popula
tion which exists is generally in a state of such abject poverty that
any great additional consumption of either the necessities or th©
luxuries of life seems almost impossible, and nothing but a great
demand in th© Tibetan districts adjoining India can possibly lead
to any considerable increase of trade between the two countries.
The agricultural productions of Hundes being utterly insufficient
for the support of it^s inhabitants, the country almost entirely de
pends for its supplies on India. Grain being the greatest necessary

to the Huniyas forms the chief article of export from our districts.
The greater portion of this demand is met from the surplus produce
of the upper Pattis that lie to the south of the snowy range. Th©
exports next in importance are coarse cotton cloths, broad-cloth, .
sugar and its preparation known as gir, &c., hardware, tobacco,
epices, rupees, corals, and beads. The principal imports are borax,
salt, gold-dust, and wool. Borax was formerly a much more profit
able investment than it now is. The great European demand for
■ this mineral was formerly in a great measure met by the Tibetan
trade, but the discovery of the lagoni of Tuscany, and the immense
development which European and American science has given to
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the manufacture of borax from boracic acid has greatly curtailed
the demand, but still the borax trade exists and is sufficiently consi
derable to render it of prime importance to the Bhotiyas. Jn a

former volume some account has been given of the country in
which the borax is found.
Very little borax is consumed in these
districts, so that the whole of the imports are carried to Najibabad
or disposed of at Kamnagar, and there prepared for export to
Farukhabad, Calcutta, and Europe.

The salt is for the most part exchanged for grain in the upper
pattis, but here, too, it has to bear the com
Barter.
petition with the duty-paid Sfimbhar salt,
and the conflict is simply settled by the distance and tho advan
tages accruing from a system of barter where coin is scarce. This
branch of the trade between the Bhotiyas and the people of the
lower hills is remarkable for the uniformity and unchangeableness
of the system on which it is carried on. The total absence of roads
and bridges and of economical means of transport renders it very
difficult to engage with advantage in any mercantile speculation

in these districts.

None of the parties engaged in this trade can

venture to leave the beaten track in hope of greater profits, so that
it is quite impossible to choose from time to time tho best market
according to the variation of prices in different parts of the coun
try, and all must be contented as much from the comparatively
smallness of their individual transactions as from any other cause,
to dispose of their commodities to their neighbours and customers
according to whatever may be the established custom of the place.
It is not until towards the end of June that the snow melts suffi
ciently to enable the Bhotiyas to cross the passes into Hundes.

During this and the preceding month the grain is carried from the
lower hills to the Bhotiya villages. A large quantity is also deli
vered there in these and the succeeding months by the inhabitants
of the upper pattis; the whole being carried on sheep and goats
precisely in the manner that is followed by the Bhotiyas. These
* Gaz. X., 293. Both the borax and the salt are procured in the same
way hy working the earth taken from the ground in which they occur by lixiviatioU. These salt fields are''□pen to all who choose to adventure their labour in
them on the payment of a tenth oi the produce to the State representative, who
has an excise establishment on the spot for its collection.
»
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carriers barter their grain for salt at the villages not being allowed
to enter Hundes. From June until October the. grain is carried
across the passes, and borax and salt comes back, the principal men
remaining in Hundes to superintend operations, whilst the women

and children remain at home and look after the fields. In the
Juhar valley there are three depots for the convenience of trade; one
in the Bhot valley whence they bring all their goods to MunshiyM
before they carry any father down, and which forms the second
depdt. On leaving Munshiyari they generally form depots at Tejam-

bugr. Sera, Gangoli, or other places where their families reside
during the winter. Many erect temporary shelters; and while the
women are occupied in weaving blankets and tending the ewes and
cattle, the men carry the borax to Bageswar and] Rdmnagar, or
barter the salt in the villages. Old and infirm persons occasionally

prefer passing a winter of imprisonment in the Bhotiya valleys
rather than endure the fatigue of the journey down : in these cases
a sufficient stock of provisions is left with them, whilst tho water is ,
furnished in abundance by the snows in which they are buried. The
Bhotiyas of the Garhwdl passes purchase their grain as low down
as Dhanpur and Lohba. The grain purchased at a distance is in
the first place transported to Joshimath or thereabouts and stored:
that purchased near their winter encamping grounds is first
brought home and then that more distant, so that all arrives about
the end of July when they cross the passes. Of late years the
Bhotiyas have been accustomed to contract with Nagpur and

Dasoli men to bring up their surplus stores of grain paying in
salt and wool, which form a load for the return journey with the
result that the number of these intermediate carriers is increasing;
other men perform a similar duty in Kumaon. The Bhotiyas of
Byans and Darma dispose of their borax at Dharehula, Champawat, and Barmdeo and the Juhdris at Bageswar and. Ramnagar.
The Garhwal Bhotiyas usually sell at Nandprayag but many also
proceed to Ramnagar, which is the great centre of the refining
operations. The Bydns Bhotiyas trade with Taklakhar : the DArmiyas and Juharis with Tara, Misar, Gyanima (or Gyanip), and
Gartoh: the Niti people with Daba and ShiL Ohilam, and the Mana
people with Toling, By the Nilang pass the trade is carried on by
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Basahiri Khainpas and Jadhs of the Nilang valley with Tsaparang
or Chaprang.

The village in each Bhotiya district nearest to the pass and,
which is also usually the most considerable
Opening of trade.
in the valley enjoys various privileges and
immunities from taxation, in return for which assistance is expec
ted by the Tibetan authorities in carrying out their regulations
regarding the Huniya merchants .who may cross the passes to the
Bhotiya villages. The opening of the commercial season is carried
out with some ceremony. The first step is taken every year v hen
the passes into Garhwal become practicable in the beginning of
June by the Tibetan authorities. An agent is sent to each of the
Bhotiya valleys from the officer charged with the superintendence
of commercial affairs. It is the business of this agent, who is
known by different names in the different districts, to inquire into
the state of affairs in India and to make his report to bis own
superiors. Politics appear to be matters of much less importance
than the state of the public health, and the presence of small-pox or
other contagious diseases in the Bhotiya valleys alone causes a
temporary interruption of intercourse. If tho report of the Tibetan
envoy be satisfactory, the trade immediately commences by the

deputation of representatives of the Bhotiyas with offerings and
tribute. Each village has a distinct kind of offering^ thus N iti being
nearest the pass has only a nominal one, whilst another has to
furnish the green tops of certain fir trees used by the Huniyas at
festivals. Juharis pay one cake of coarse sugar for every twelve
families, and a piece of coarse cloth equal in length to the breadth
of every piece they export. The people of Darma and ByAns pay
a tenth of all grain taken in barter, whilst those residing not so
close to the frontier pay two timdshas each. In Kumaon, the agent
is accompanied by a single follower, and bears with him certain
presents, and makes his report to the Huniyas. This is taken
down in writing and transmitted to Gartoh, and if approved of the
passes are declared open. The Bhotiyas then return with a present
in gold-dust equivalent to the value of the things brought by them
accompanied by a Huniya official, on whose verification of the
statements made by the Bhotiyas the opening of the passes depends.
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With the exception of Juhtir/ the inhabitants of which are
privileged to choose their own markets, the trade of each of the
Bhotiya valleys is confined to some particular mart injHundes,
and most minute regulations are laid down in each ease for the
management and control of the traders. It seems wonderful that
under the strange system of monopoly and restriction that exists,

the trade should ever have reached even its present importance.
Neither the Tibetans nor the Bhotiyas seem to distrust the wisdom
of the existing regulations, and any infringement of them is viewed
with great jealousy, though, perhaps, with different motives on both
sides. One of the most curious parts of tho whole system is that
by which the dealings of each individual trader are controlled.
Traill writes
The commercial operations of the Season usually commence
by the arrival of the Buniya traders in Bhot, as the superior strength and
hardihood of their sheep enable them' to cross the snow earlier than the
Bhotiyas ; from this period (about the end of July) till the middle of October
the flocks of both parties are employed in plying with loads between the pass
villages and the marts.” The Mana Bhotiyas, however, usually trade for cash,
and those of Kumaun barter their Tibetan products for goods for the export
trade. The Bnniya traders do not usually visit any -villages below the passes,
but in Garhwal they come in large numbers to Niti, and a few find their way
down to Hard war and Ramnagar. On the Datmh side they visit Barmdeo.
The landholders of the northern parganahs who transport their own produce
into Bhot are deterred from proceeding into IJundes, and even in Bhot they
are precluded from dealing directly with others than the Bhotiyas. The men
of Oasoli in Garhwal sometimes visit Daba, and a few Ntgpuris find their way
to Chaprang, but the Bhotiyas are still the middlemen in all Garhwal,

** A few of the Almora merehaots occasionally visit the nearest marts in
Hundes, more particularly Taklakhar, at the head of the Byans pass ; but their
ignorance of the Tibetan language, and their want of the means of carriage,
render them dependent to a great degree on the Bhotiyas, and prevent them
from trading in those articles of bulk, sueb as grain, gur, &e., which afford the
most certain and profitable returns. The Bhotiyas consequently enjoy to a
great extent a monopoly of the carrying trade from Hindustan to Tibet in the
supply of the local demands in Hundes, and the system in force there operates
to confirm a complete monopoly. The regulations which restrict the trade of
each pass to a prescribed mart affects the inhabitants of the latter equally with
the Bhotiyas; this system is further extended even to individual dealings, and
every trader has bis privileged correspondent, with whom he alone has the
right to barter. These individual monopolies, if they may be so called, are
considered as hereditary and disposable property, and where the correspondent
* The Juharis have the further privilege tliat their headman is furnished
with two ponies and all necessary supplies at each camping place free of cost
whenever business brings him to Tibet.
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becomes bankrupt, the trader is under the necessity of purchasing the right
of deaiing with Some ether individual. From successive partitions of family
property, and from partial transfers, this right of drath has been gradually
subdivided, and many Bhotiyas collectively possess a single correspondent.
This system differs so from that of the Hong merchants in China, that it leaves
to every Huniya the power .of traiBcking directly with the foreign trader,
though it restricts his dealings to particular individuals ; the only persons who
appear to be exempt from its operations in Hundes are the local officers, civil
and military, and^he Lamas. On the dealings of foreign merchants with each
other it has no effect. Besides the Bhotiyas, pilgrims occasionally cross tho
passes to visit Kailas and the MSnasarowar lake.”

This quotation; however, does not in one point state the facts
quite correotly, for it implies that each
Tibetan trade custom.
,
.
Bhotiya can only have a single corres
pondent. New draths can be established, but not to the prejudice
of the old ones. It is always arranged what amount of commer
cial transactions shall be carried on; and if one of the parties wishes
to extend his dealings no objection is made to his doing so and to
establishing new draths with other persons, an equally stringent
agreement being necessary in every case. The Bhotiyas alone
possess the privilege of selling or transferring their correspondents,
the Huniyas having no such power of disposing of their Bhotiya
correspondents. Suits arising out of this strange custom are some
times brought before our civil courts. In a recent case one Bho
tiya sued another for the exclusive right to trade with a particular
Huniya. Neither party ever referred in the slightest degree to
the wishes of the Huniya who was thus to be disposed of, and it
WAS evident that his acquiescence in any decision arrived at was
regarded as certain. The officer who tried the case met the very
man shortly afterwards, who humbly expressed a hope that he
should not be transferred to the person who instituted the suit.
Strange as such cases must appear, it is necessary that our courts
should listen to them, for neither Huniyas nor Bhotiyas seem to
doubt the excellence of their system, and the only result of refusal

would be to drive them into the courts.of the Zangpuns of Hundes.
The principal part of the trade between the Bhotiyas and tho
Huniyas is carried on by barter, and almost every article is fur
nished by the Huniyas agreeably to an assize held at a remote
period. The Bhotiyas of J uhar boast that they are the descendants,
of the traders who procured the fixation of prices by the govern-
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ment of Lhfisa, As a necessary consequence of the limitation
regarding persons with whom the Bhotiyas may trade, there is a
limitation also as to places, and each valley has its own mart.

The rate of exchange usually obtaining in Hundes is eight
_ .
pdthas of unhusked rice for twenty of salt
Trade statistics.
. ,
, .
.
„
or seven of cleaned rice for the twenty ot
salt. Some account of the weights and measures in use will ba
found under this head in the notice of Kumaon5^ We shall now
proceed to give the trade statistics which were first recorded in
1876-77 by establishing posts at Paudukeswar for the Mitna pass,
Tapuban for the Niti pass, Milam for the Juhar pass, and Dharchula
for Darma and ByAns. In 1878-79 a post was established to control
the Kilang pass in Tihri. The gross value of the traffic for the
last six years, excluding that by the Nilang pass, has been as fol

lows ;—
Exports.
Ks.
94,924
1,18,016
1,64,880

1877- 78
1878- 79
1879-80

Imports,

Exports.

Imports.

Ks.
3,09,507
2,38,073
8,26,259

Ks.
1,46,882
1,88,660
1,94,803

Ks.
3,84,170
8,92,301
3,43,932

1880-81
1881-82
1882-83

•••

Exports.—The cotton cloth exported is chiefly of the coarser
Indian and European manufacture, The export of piece-goods is
chiefly through Juhar and the same parcels contain small amounts
of European broad-cloth, pearls, and coral beads. The following
shows the weight in maunds of 82lb. each, and value of cotton
and woollen cloths and miscellaneous articles exported : —

Weight,
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80

...

Mds.
306

263
...

417

fahte. 1

Weighf.

Bs.
12,674 I' 1880’81
18,456
1881-82
19,409 I 1882-83

...
...
...

Mds,
438
462
496

FaltfS.
Bs.
23,889
24,823
28,750

The export of European cloth was only 25 maunds in 187677, 199 maunds in 1878’79, 25 maunds in 1879-80, and 30
maunds in 1882-83. Traill estimated the value of the exports of
cotton stuffs up to 1821 at Ks. 10,000 a year, In 1840 the exports
by Juhar and Darma were valued at Rs. 14,000, The export of
grain is principally through the Kumaon passes and consists chiefly
.
of the cheaper miked spring crops—wheat

and a little rice.

In 1876-77 the recorded

'
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export was 28,000 ^maunds, and for succeeding years the figures
are
WeigAt,
IViigkf.
FaZae.
Value,
1877-78 .
1878-79
1879-80

...

Mds.
28,166

. 34,644
. 39,289

Ks.
49,151
74,276
1,16,919

1880-81
1881-82
1882-83

Mds.
... 43,330
... 46,796 .
... 62,416

Ks.
97,334
1,18,584
1,35,870

Dp to 1822, Traill estimated the average annual export at 20,000
maunds. In 1910, Batten estimated the exports by Juhar at 9,000
maunds and by Ddrma at 12,000 maunds. The returns of the
last year are noticeable for the large increase in the export of grain,
which was accompanied by a decrease in the imports of borax and
increase in the imports of salt. The total trade with Tibet is only
seven per cent, of the foreign trade of the North-Western Provin

ces with Tibet and Nepal.

In Hundes the Bhotiyas obtain two

parts of borax or salt for one part of fine grain and one and a half
~to one and a quarter parts for one of coarse grain. Oil and oil
seeds are also exported, the former chiefly through Juh^r and the

latter by Nilang.

The export of sugar, chiefly unrefined, forms a great portion of
the traffic by the Darma and Bydns passes.
’ **
For all, the figures were in 1876-77, 5,560

maunds, and for succeeding years as follows :—

1877-78
1878-79
1879-SO

...
...

Weight,

Value.

Mds.
7,561
1,868
5,178

Bs.
23,068
12,067
23,437

Value.
1880-81
1881-82
1882-83

..
...

Mds.
8,437
5,559
3,814

Rs.
19,818
42,410
23,954

Traill estimated the export of g'Ar up to 1822 at 1,000 maunds
a year and of refined sugar at 100 maunds. In 1840 the exports
by Juh&r and Darma were estimated at 12,000 belia of g-iir and 90
maunds of refined sugar. During the same year the export of

dates, almonds, cloves, red-pepper, nutmegs, cardamoms, and cam
phor by Juhar amounted to 106 maunds, valued at Es. 3,600:
miscellaneous commodities, such as penknives, buttons, crockery,

ahd the like, 900 maunds, valued at Es. 12,000: indigo 5 maunds,
valued at Rs. 500 : pewter and sal-ammoniac 2 maunds, valued at
Rs. 150: broad-cloth valued at Rs. 17,000: moleskin and other
European cloths, valued at Rs. 4,000: A/iaruwa cloth, country
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made, valued at Rs. 3,000 : pearls and coral beads at Rs. 2,300 :

tobacco 200 maunds, valued at Rs. 2,000 and betel-nut 5 maunds,
valued at Rs. 200. In DArma 150 maunds of tobacco were ex
ported valued at Rs. 1,500. Wooden vessels, chiefly cups for tea, '
are also in considerable demand in Tibet. These are made from
tho knots of the Acer caudatum, called kan-shin by the Bhotiyas
of Byans, and the cups are known as lahauri-doba, whilst a better
class made from the knots of the Acer oblongum (galled patangliya
or kirmoli on the GAgar range) are known as taluwa-doba. A
small quantity of tea has been exported from time to time, but as
this consists of only the inferior kinds, the Huniyas prefer their
own supply from China. Fashions in the matter of broad-cloth
vary in Tibet as much as in Europe : one year a snuff colour is in
favonr, next year a brown, and again an olive coloured cloth; and
losses often arise from a certain colour ceasing to be in demand.
Imports—Nqtj little borax comes by Nilang and MAna. The
imports by all passes in 1876-77 were
16,051 maunds, the statistics for succeeding years, excluding Nilang, being as follows

1877-78
1878-79
1879-80

•••
...
...

Weight.

Value.

Mds.
22,694
18,544
18,948

Rs.
71,438
92,799
94,616

1880-81
1881-82
1882-83

...
...
...

Weight.
Mds.
28,536
33,821
.21,627

Value,
Es.
1,70.730
2,02,926
1,72,216

The borax and salt mines called Ua-tsdka lie to the north of
Bongbwa-Tol across a range which bounds the valley of the Shajjan river to the north-east. The exchange value at Gartoh is

about Rs. 2 per cwt. or Rs. 1| per maund. During the six years*
preceding 1821, the price of borax at Bageswar and Almora
averaged Rs. 8-8-0 per maund of 82 th. The price has had great
fluctuations. Up to the British occupation the imports of borax
rarely exceeded 1,500 maunds and the price for the raw article
Rs. 3-8-0 a maund, but owing to the competition of English mer
chants, who made large advances for the purchase of the mineral

in 1815-16, the price went up to Rs. 14 a maund, and the imports
increased to 20,000 maunds in the follo,wing year. This was
excessive compared with the demand ; heavy losses ensued and
* To Board, ?5th April, 1821. See GaZ X. 293: for an account of borax
refining, see ‘ Report on Foreign Trade’ for 1876-77.
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capital was withdrawn from the speculation.

In 1819-20 the price

ranged between Rs. 12 and Rs. 14 per maund and fell to Rs. 6
in 1820-21, rising in 1821-22 to Rs. 8, and again falling to its
normal price at Bdgeswar, between Rs. 5 and 6 per maund for the
unrefined article. In 1872, the price rose to Rs. 12, falling in
1877-78 to Rs 3| and rising again the following year to Rs. 5|.
In 1840 the imports by the Juhdr pass were estimated at 9,000
maunds, and b^ the Darma passes at 8,000 maunds. In 1868-69

about 17,000 maunds came by Milam ; 15,000 by Darma and
By&ns; and 15,000 by the Garhwal passes. In the following year

the total imports were 31,473 maunds
The statistics of salt show 28,631 maunds in 1876 77, but as it
is not sold for coin but bartered for grain

Salt.

the value is an estimate; —

Value.
1877-78'
1878-79
1879-80

V..
...

Mds.
31,709
21,453
39,788

Bs.
1,09,072
81,754
1,81,681

Value.
1880-81
1881-82
1882-88

.

.

Mds.
37,581
27,7 17
34,948

Es.
-1,55,790
1,10,868
1,39,784

The Tibetah salt is dearer than that of the plains at Almora,
hut the further northwards we proceed the conditions alter and the

cheaper salt wins the day. In 1821, the value at Almora for the
previous six years averaged for Tibetan salt six rupees per maund
and for Plains salt, three to four rupees- Tho barter as carried

on at the same time is thus mentioned by Traill.*

“ The trade

between the Bhofiyas and Tibetans proceeds wholly by the mode
of barter, the conamonest kind of grain, such as phdpar, manduwa,
and na jau are exchanged at the villages within the Himalaya for
an equal measure of borax or a double one of salt, while rice or

wheat procure in the same situation a double measure of the for
mer and a triple or quadruple measure of the latter article. This
is the result when the Huniya is carrier in both instances, coming
and returning ; but when the Bhotiya proceed with his investment
directly to the marts in Hundes a proportionately greater return
(double) is necessarily obtained.” By the time the salt reaches
the consumers in our hills it is worth four or five times its weight
in grain.
Taking cafeh values the salt costs the Bhotiya in
* To Board, 26th April, 1821.
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H«ndes about Ke. 1-4-0 per maund, and he receives value to
Ks. 5-0-4 per maund at Bageswar.

The average import up to

1822 by all the passes was about 1.5,000 maunds.

In 1841, the

imports by Juhar amounted to 2,000 maunds and by Darina to

3,000 maunds (valued at four rupees a maund). In 1868-69
9,000 maunds came in by all the passes' and in 1869-70, 10,521
maunds.®
Wool and woollen blankets locally manufactured form the next

important item: 245 maunds of raw wool
, and 880 maunds of woollen stuffs were
imported in 1876-77. The figures for succeeding years are as
Wool, &c.

follows
flaw

manujdetured,
_<877-78
• 1878-79
1879-80

... e.sss
2,049
... 2,378

,
1,072
256
311

flow

manufacturid.

Value.
Jia.
1,09,845
64,143
51,275

1880-81
1881-83
1883-83

l»*

2,985
2,912
2,266

f'alue,
Rs.
69,936
JTfiSl
49,363

Blankets and coarse serges are the only articles manufactured to
any extent by the Bhotiyas, and theSe''chtefly for home consump
tion. The species called pani:hi, which has the wool combed up on

one side to resemble a fleece and which is made into gowns called
chaugas and haletts or bukKas is manufactured by the Bhotiyas
themselves. The thick woollen blankets are called tholmaa and
chaptas. Some account of the wool trade has already been given,®
and we here merely complete the statistics. The remaining arti
cles of import comprise gold-dust botiHd up in packets called phatangs, tails of the Yak for chauris, drugs, zafriu, and leather, valued
at an average of Rs. 20,000 a year from 1,815 to 1822,

In 1840

gold-dust valued at Rs. 12,000 was imported; chauris, aconite, orpi
ment, shawls, silks, tea, saffron, and musk, valued at Rs. 7,400 ;
pashm valued at Rs. 1,150: coarse woollens valued at Rs. 3,000,
and specie chiefly timdshas and rupees worth Rs- 22,000 were im
ported by the Juh&r and Darma passes. Ponies, damaged shawls,
and coarse silks used to be imported to serve for payment in kind
when such was the practice and were received at arbitrary prices
far exceeding their value, but on the abolition of the duties on trade
* By Jubar, 4,006 j Darma, 3,000, Garhwal, 2,009.
, 3,000 J Darma, 4,000 j Garhwal, 3,521.
__ • Gaz. Xf, 41.

’ By Juhar,
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their import (except ponies) eeased.

There can be no doubt that.

the opening of the railway to Banibdg at the foot of the hills will

cause considerable changes in the coarse of trade, and the articles
it comprises.
Salt will probably be of less importance to the
Bhotiya, and we may look for some improvement in the trade in
borax and raw wool.

Notwithstanding the poorness of the Tibetan country, indications
are not wanting that the monopoly of tho
Future prospects.
Bhotiyas Will be broken, and that the result
will be an increase in the aggregate amount of trade with Tibet.
Under the former governments, the Juhari Bhotiyas alone had
power to trade in plains merchandise all the others being confined
to dealings in grain, and we know how long it takes in this country
to break a custom when once established though no penalty attaches

to any breach of it, Under the Gorkhali government for the first
time the men of N&gpur and Dasoli in the west and those of the
lower parganahs in the east turned their attention to the Tibetan
trade. Of late years, again, the balance has appeared to incline in
favor of the Juharis from their comparative nearness to the great

marts for hill produce. In former times, owing to the exactions to
which all plains commodities were subject, and the necessity for.
purchasing through many middlemen, they bore an unduly enhanced

value in Hundes. But since 1815, owing to the facilities afforded
by good roads, the abolition of transit dues, the presence of a good
police, and the establishment of marts at the foot of the hills where
the Bhotiyas can go and purchase for themselves whatever they
require for their return investment the cost has forthem diminished
fulljr one-half.
In this the Huniyas do not participate. The
following remarks of Traill and Batten apply at the present
day
“ Were more equitable principles to be introduced in the transactions of
this commerce, and were the commodities of India and Europe offered on fairer
terms in the Huniya market, it is difficult to say to what extent the demand
might be augmented. White the Bhotiyas retain their existing monopoly, no
such desirable tuodificatiQis can be anticipated as a continuance of the present
, exorbitant rates of profit is almost indispensable to avert general bankruptcy,
which must otherwise restlt from the heavy load of debts with which the
Bhotiyas are .universally saddled. From the establishment of a direct inter
course bet seen the Almora merchants and those of Tibet the desired object
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will doubtless be gradually gained, the same capital will continue rested in the
trade, but the whole profit of the speculation will there fall to the capitalists,
while the losses to which the latter are now constantly subjected from the failure
of the intermediate trader wiil be prevented; under such circumstances the
rates of profit would naturally be lowered, and the demand and supply of
exports from India might be expected to increase. To the Bhotiya, the dis■ advantages resulting from such a change would be more apparent than real. In
the trade of the most profitable article of barter, grain, little or no competition
could be offered, and with regard to the rest their services would be still indis
pensable in their proper original character of carriers aud road-makers. Such
an event in reference to their monopolising spirit, and inhospitable attempts
to keep up and increase all the existing barriers against international intercourse
would not be much regretted beyonnd their own circle.”

Colonel Garstin writes, as regards Garhwal that “ there are,

however, signs of this monopoly being broken through ; in 1872
some NAgpur men in Garhwal attempted to deal direct with thfe
Haniyas of the Garhwal passes. A law-suit was the resnlt, but it
shows that others are prepared to attempt competition with the
Bhotiyas. The Juhdri Bhotiya is a much wealthier and more
speculative man than his Garhwal neighbour. The latter is almost
always in debt and entirely depehdent on his creditors who, trusting
to his proverbial carelessness in money matters, unite to leave
him the barest means of support. They are now, however, im
proving by experience, and if they eau once relieve themselves
from the load of debt, there is a good opening for trade with Kotdwdra which is in direct communication with Niti by a good road
at once shorter and better situated foe grazing for their animals
than the R&mnagar route. There is a demand for cloth in Hundes,
but the Bhotiyas are too poor to trade in it for themselves and

merely carry it on account of their creditors or other rich traders.

The following account of the existing practice is given by
Mr. Fuller in his report for 1878-79 :—
** As an indication of the manner in which trade is transacted, an example
,
of the year’s business of a Juhari Bhotiya may be
Trade at present,
given. Starting from Milam in April or May, with
his sheep laden with Indian produce, he journeys to Gartob, the chief mart in
Tibet. There be meets Tibetan traders in borax, salt, or perhaps gold-dust, who
have brought these goods from places some distance beyond. Exchanging bis
grain, sugar, or cloth, for these articles, he returns to Milam, and, as the colder
months of autumn approach, shifts bis residence lo places in the lower valleys
this side of Milam, of which Tejam and Munshiyari are the chief. From thence
' be journeys sonthwards during the winter months in time to arrive at the fair
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held in the Bageswar valley (28 miles north of Almora) in the month of Janu
ary. There he meets traders from the lower hiils or plains beyond them,
with whom he barters his Tibetan, eoods for the grain, sugar, and cloth, which
are to form his next venture. If his goods do not sell at Bigeswar, he marches
on to the larger markets of Pilitibit or lidiiinagar, at the foot of the Himalaya.
Occasionally more enterprising Bhotiyas reach Dehli, Agra, and even Cawnpore,
returning, however, so soon as the hot weather begins to set in. Although
three or four men have obtained considerable wealth, the majority appear to
be on the verge of destitution, and trade not so much “ for their own hand ” as
under the direction and with the capital of their wealthier brethren or of
Bauiyas in Bageswar, Almora, or Barmdeo. To give some idea of the condition
of most of these traders and of the manner in which they are tied, hand and
foot, by pecuniary obligations, it may be mentioned that, some years ago. an
English agent of a Calcutta house, who went to purchase borax st the BSgeswar
fair to the value of a lakh of rupees was unable to obtain a single pound though
the fair was flooded with it, and it was selling at no higher prices than he
• offered. The two or three wealthier traders, considering that the competition
of outsiders threatened their interests, combined against him, and prevented
the lesser ones ^rom stilling, A state of things like this would seem to go far
to prevent any expaasieh of the trade controlled' as it is by a small combination of traders who prefer attempting to stimulate prices by limiting the supply to
increasing their profits by extending their transactions. Although most of
the trade appears to be transacted in the manner described above, yet a certain
portion of the Tibetan goods which enter our territory is brought to Milam by
Tibetan traders themselves and exchanged there with the Bhotiyas. This is said
to be especially the case with gold-dust. As with the Bhotiyas sheep are the
means of conveyance for these Tibet traders between Milam and their own
marts, but the sheep differ greatly from those used by the Bhotiyas especially
in the far finer quality of their wool. It is reported that Tibet sheep rarely
come south of Milam. One class of Tibetans cross our boundary in large
numbers (said to be yearly iucreasing) and frequent the Bageswar and other
fairs. The goods they bring ate, h.wever, for the roost part of little im
portance, chiefly consisting of peltry and turquoises. Tibetans coming to
' Milam with their goods giVe the Bhotiyas a commission of 10 per cent, on
sales. This exaction is not recognized by the authorities, but is founded on
long established custom and cannot be prevented. As has been noticed before,
most of the itading Is done by barter. Horses and pashminas [pi goat’s
wool) are said to be usually paid for in cash, and ii seems that certain articles
are considered especially exchangeable for one another. On this principle,
gold-dust is said to be chiefly given in exchange for cotton cloth, the most
valueable of the regular experts. British coin is readily received in Tibet in
preference, if anything, to locgl coin. A small silver coin is current called a
tiaufsAo. Chinese coins are also occasionally used, being in the primitive form
of bars'of silver stamped''-in evidence of quality. One coin, called kurs, is
equal in value to Ks. 166, and is used in large transactions.”

A brief notice of the animals employed in the trade will close
this portion of our subject. Sheep and goats serve as the means
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of transport for nearly the whole of the grain, salt, and borax, and
Carriage.

generally of all articles that are not very
bulky, and some description of them has

already been given.^ The Bhotiyas keep few ewes themselves.
They buy as many sheep as they want from the Chamba valley
brought here by Kangra men as well as from the people of
Danpur. Sheep carry from five to eight sers and goats from
eight to ten sers of 80 tolas each, but the former are more
common, and six of them on an average carry a maund of 82tb,
They march from five to si.x miles a day and make about five trips
across the passes each year so that it would take a flock of 30,000
sheep to transport 25,000 maunds. For bulky articles the jabu,^
a cross breed between the yak of Tibet and the Indian cow is used;
being better able to bear the changes of climate to which the
trade' exposes them, they are preferred to the pure breed of the

yak? Some, however, of the Bhotiyas keep the last-named species
also as well as flocks of the large Tibetan sheep. Tliese are never
brought down into the lower hills when it can be avoided, and are
only employed in the transport of goods across the passes and
through Hundes. They are sometimes left in Hundes for the
winter in charge of the Huniya friends of the Bhotiyas. The
statement that the hybrids breed freely together must be correeled, for from inquiries made, it is clear that the male Juba and
gorjo are absolutely sterile ; but that the female can breed .with a
male of either of the pure races, in which case the produce nearly
approaches the character of the sire. Formerly there was a con

siderable trade in the hardy ponies known as gdnts, but since the

Sikh invasion in 1840, when most of the mares were taken aWay,
it has languished, and ponies which could previously be procured
in numbers for one hundred rupees each now fetch three times
that price and are scarce.
When the Bhotiya mahals became subject to the hill states the
assessment was fixed at a quit-rent payable
Fiscal history.
in gold-dust. A knowledge of this circum
stance at once explains the nature of the denominations in which the
revenues of these tracts were calculated, the kanch or tola, mdsha
* Gaz. XL, 38
’ Ibid, p. 38; more correctly zhoba or lo.
a Commonly called in these hills chaunr, the ‘rt’ being nasal.
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and rad. The detailed cess fixed under this system became the
standard of estimate up to Batten’s settlement, and was equivalent
to the modes of measurement in use elsewhere. In practice the
Value of the kanch varied considerably and was subsequently fixed
at twelve rupees.’ In Niti the measurement^ was similarly fixed
on a standard called dumaula-eqnal to half a kanch or six rupees.
The assessable items comprised besides the ordinary agricultural
products, the profits on trade equivalent to our license-tax, a loom

fax called tandkar which also has its type in the plains systems,
jungle products, pods of the musk deer, hawks, bees’ wax, and
honey. In the old records of the Garhwal and Kumaon assess
ments before the British occupation all these items are enumerated
and assessed separately. The aggregate revenue thus imposed on
each valley w'as as foliotvs
Kanch Masha, flats.
JuhSc
13S
2
Niti or parganah Painkhanda 206
5
Banna
...
363
1
S
dumaula = 103 kanch.
Byans
9
...
71.
o
Mana appears to have been from the first granted in sadd5ari to
the Badrinath temple therein situate.. The revenue due from
By&sn is given as it stood whilst belonging to Juinla and omitting
the few villages east of the Kali still belonging to NepM. The
Bhotiyas were subject to the reliefs and aids levied from all sub
jects on occasion of the marriage of the sovereign or his children
Or of war, &c. But as their assessment included a tax on the profits
of trade they were relieved from transit duties. The villages below
the passes now incorporated with the Bhotiya mahals were sub
jected to the same system of assessment, only instead of profits of
trade there was an increase under the head ‘agricultural produce’
arising from an additional crop. The revenue assessed on those

portions w’as : — Juhar, 398A. 5m. fir.: Darma, 42A. 7m.; and Niti,
125 dumaula. The last sum excludes the revenue due from Joshi
math and other sad^art assignments in parganah Painkhanda.

Mutual convenience led to the commutation of the original
article of tribute, and at the conquest of Juhdr in 1670 A.D. by
* To Board, 25th' April, 1821.
* The only practical mode of
computing land which existed in Niti at the British occupation was by the
plough of one yoke of buVocks, The quantity of land which could be culti
vated by such means in one day from sunrise to sunset paid one rupee a year
towards the gross assessment.
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Baz Bahadur Chand, the value of the Icanch was fixed at twelve
kachchi rupees, and a permanent valuation
Early assessment.
wasnlade of the commodities the produce of
Tibet or Bhot which were to be received as payment in kind. As
the value of these articles fell below the rates tn the original sche
dule, it became an object with the Bhotiyas to extend their pay
ments in theni. This became a fruitful source of conflict between
the Collectors of the revenue and tho l^hotiyas, and resulted in an
agreement by vkhich “ the proportion of the payments was ulti
mately established at one-half in kind, and
Traill’s report.
’ .
,
, . ,
■
the rest in com and in the event oi the Bho
tiyas being required to pay the whole of their assessnient in money
a deduction of twenty-five per cent, was allowed on the portion

payable iii merchandize such being, in point of fact, the actual
depreciation in the cdrreht prices from the rates fi.xed in the origi
nal appraiseirient. During the government of the Rajas, the
public deniand cdritinued Unaltered, though subject in its liquida

tion to the variations arising from the depreciation above noticed.
The greater part 6f the revenue was assigned to the garrisons of
forts in the mouths of the passes arid to, the payment of the civil
local furictionafies. The residue was collected on the spot by ari
officer anriually deputed froiri the court for adjudicating the civil
arid criiriinal pleas pending among the Bhotiyas. The internal
riianagerrient was left-tO the daftaris or patwaris arid to the Urfias, or

heads of villages, by whoiri also the detailed cess was apportioned,
being laid every third year wholly ori the land, arid during the

ititervenirig period levied in the shape of a capitation, or rather o’f
h property tax.
The JfirZius in addition to the usual dries ori ’marriages, &c.‘,
received a small public allowance froiri the refits of their res-'
peotive villages. They were also assisted by petty officers cor
responding with the mukaddam arid kotwril of the' plains. These
again were similarly remunerated. The garrisons above mentioned
appear to have been retained in the passes principally to protect
the inhabitants froiri the incursions of Bhotiyas froiri the other

passes, especially the Jats of Jumla ori the Nepal side of the Kdli.
On the Gorkhali invasion the principal opposition to their armS
tvas made by the Bhotiyas : for the period of nine years, aftet thfi
X9
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. sabnrtfssion at the rest of Kumaon, the Juli^ris frustrated every
effort made for their conquest, and it was a consideration of their
commercial interests, rather than any successes of the invaders,
which ultimately induced a subjection to that power. This resist
ance on the part of the Bhotiyas, joined to an exaggerated re
putation for wealth, marked them out for peculiar exactions; the
public demand rose gradually to Ils. 7,000 in Niti, 12,500 io
Jub^r, 10,000 in Darma, and 5,000 in Byans, while in some years

nearly double those sums were extorted, under various pretences,
by the officers employed in the collection. The gross receipts
of the inhabitants from every source of production were inadequate
to answer such excessive impositions, the capital and stock ©f
individuals were gradually dissipated in their liquidation, and'
ultimately a load of debt was incurred for that purpose. When
both the means- and credit of the individual were 'exhausted,
emigration became his only resource ; in this manner, the depopu

lation of the passes was rapidly taking place when the magnitude'
of the evil led to the interference of the Nepal ^Government. Aw
officer of reputation, Bhagti Thapa, was especially deputed for the
re-settlement of the Bhotiya- mahals under his vigorous super
intendence the present difficulties of the Bhotiyas were, in a great
degree, removed by the enforced restoration of a portion of the
exactions, and by the reduction ©f the demands of their creditors
to the mere principal sum actually advanced j while the principal

source of these difficulties was cut off by a remission in the public
revenue, reduced to 4,700 for Niti, 8,000 for Juhar, 7,000 for
Darma, 2,700 for Byans, The established principle of liquidation,-

half in money and half in merchandize, continued in force, but
no longer afforded to the Bhotiyas its former advantages. The
whole of these mahals were included in the military assignments,and their revenues were either collected by the assignees thenfselves, or were leased by them for a sum to some responsible
individual; in either case, the demand for the half in merchandize

was commonly disposed of in gross to some Almora usurer, by
whom it was raised to a full equality in value with tlie money
half at the expense of the Bhotiyas.

The Goverpment revenue was imposed on each valley in one'
gross sum, and was distributed by the biirJias or headmen who
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were the same as the padhint oi the lower pargatiahs : in this
measure they always assumed the original amount of the village

tribute as the standard for calculation. At the first settlement in
1815, the collections of the two previous years were assumed as
the standard of assessment, and as the demand was to be paid
in current coin (Farukhabad rupees), an allowance of one-fourth
was made on the half hitherto paid in kind and a further reduc
tion of th© same amount to cover the discount in coverting Gor

khali into British rupees. The net assessment' on the- villages
within and below the passes amounted to Rs. 11,665. In the
year 1818 all the duties^ on other than jungle products were

abolished, and the kanch was reduced to one-half with ths fol
lowing result;—•
A BEA.
-

Kfinch^

Aldtka.

Natl.

Kumaon.
Jubar
Darma ...
Byans .,
Chaudfins,

Garhadl.
Niti
•

...

Kate of
cess

18I7A.D

9

3
4
0
4

6
4
4
5

0
0
0
0

Rs.
5,813
3,409
695
532

0

0

2 8
Total ...

1,005
10,954

Ks. a

865
-853
71
49

Assessment in rOpuks.

S
8
Q

1818-19.
Ks.
2,200
1,400
280
260

Dumaula
175

.

'440
4,570

These totals differ slightly from the figures shown hereafter
owing to alterations in area.
They are taken from the actual

reports of the time? The reductions effected were almost entirely
made within sub-divisions of the parganahs lying within the snowy
range. Thus in Burakueni, Burapeta, and Tallades in the lower
patti of Juhar the redaction amounted to only Es. 164, whilst in
the upper patti Rs. 2,978 were reduced. Similarly in Garhwhl
pattis Negi, Bhandhri, and Tapuban were in no way concerned in

the Tibetan trade, and the abatement made was only allowed in the
Bhotiya villages. In the Darma parganah, a special reduction
was allowed on account of losses by the cattle plague, which
then as now periodically devastates the flocks and herd of the
• Td Board, 12th December, ISIS, 20th April, 1810, Snd July, 1819,
Board’s Kecords, 30th July, 1826, No. 3, Sth August, 1827, No, 10.
’ 'f(j
Board, 28th August, 1818.
’ To Board, 28tb August, 1818.
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Bhotiyas. The demand now. fixed remained in force for the re-:
mainder of the first triennial settlement. At the second triennial
settlement a progressive rise took place, based on the increase in
cultivation especially in the lower portions of tb.e pattis brought
about principally by the return of tenants who had fled to the
western hills beyond the Satlaj owing to the exactions of the Gor_ khalis and finally amounted to Rs. 5,812 a year. In many cases
owing to internal disputes the distribution of the assessment over
the villages in each was no easy task. In, his report for 181:7, Mr.
Traill mentions the difficulties encountered by him in Juhar. Ho
writes—“To the gross demand no objection was made, bnt in settl-,
ing the portion of each village it has been hitherto found impos
sible to reconcile all parties.” A similar state of affairs existed
in. the previous year leading to a considerable balance being due
from the parganah. Again in 1818 he writes :—“ The assets of
Bhot consisted principally in the profits of trade which varied
in the different villages, so that a farm of each sub-division in
the name of the chief proprietor would appear to be the form of
management best calculated to secure the interests of the State
and of the people.
This system, was rendered impossible in
Juhar by internal dissensions. Biji Singh, the farmer of the last
two years had made himself obnoxious to the people and separate
farms for all three (Niti, Juhar, and Darma) were now made.”
Owing to a famine which occurred at this time, the assess
ment was reduced by nearly a thousand rupees which was pro
portionately greater in D^rma and Byans where the scarcity was
most felt, and where considerable damage had been done by the
incursions of the Jats from Jiimla. For Darma and Chaudans
engagements were taken from Kitu biirha, and for Byans from
Sisu biirha.

The settlement in 1840-41 was made by Mr. J. H. Batten. In
some villages of Juhar, owing to the loss of population, bad situa
tion, and other causes it w’as found necessary to reduce the revenue
demand, and though these decreases were partially compensated by
slight increments in other villages, the result was a deficiency on
the previous assessment. At the time of settlement, Debu Patwari
and the principal men 'among the Bhotiyas willingly agreed to
distribute the increase necessary to make up the deficiency amongst
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the flourishing villages of the upper patti, and the total amount of
latid-reyenqe was left the same as before. Those on whom the
diitereuce was assessed, however, soon complained with the result
that the deficiency was allowed -to fall on Government, and the
Jlhotiyas were Relieved from the additional burden, Mr. Batten
adds :—“ Though a frieqd to light assessments, I am still of opinion
that tfie Bhotiyas pay to Government a smaller share of tfieir
profits than the other inhabitants of the province ; and that consid1?riug their increased and increasing resources, the reduction (con
sequent on the expulsion of the Gorkhalis, and the introduction
into the province of British principles of taxation^ made in the
revenue of the passes, as coniparod to that made in the revenue of
the agricultural communities, was disproportionately large. Inde
pendent of revenue considerations, however, political reasons exist
for depriving our frontier subjects of all grounds of complaint.”
In Darma, Byans, and Chaudans the old light assessment was

retained, but as there Were numerous waste villages in this tract,
it was necessary to impose revenue easily’ paid and which might
allow the people something from which they might save for unfa
vourable seasons. This amounted to Rs. 904 for Darma, Rs. 291
for By^ns, and Rs. 210 for Chaudatrs, In Painkhanda, Traill’s
assessment in 1828 was but slightly altered and the demand
remained unchanged until 1864,
The following statement shows the statistics of the several sub
divisions as they stood before the current settlement was made
at which many changes of an important character were effected,
Jt gives the, figures for the period from the conquest up to 1864
for Garhwal and upto 1872 for Kumaon
'S
el
99

Assessable area in bisis.

Assessment in rupees^

*s

A

00

52
00

w

8

<e>
n
QO

00
94
00

0co

co

= .2

KunMon.
Malla Juhar,
U’alla Juhar,
Darma
Byans
Chaudans
Total ...

11 10 3,652 3,815
848
818
861
852 1,716
839
712
SO 225 1,190 I,.326 1,318 l,‘d23 2,631 2,540 2,6711 2,531 4,313
1,744
16 49 3,388 3,835 3,399
904
904 5,182 5,7«9 1,409
608
852
879
6 18
291
291 1,893 l,23q
874
904
875
276
659
252
273
1 29
210
210
210
776
203 1,OU
263
210
165
361
33^
89 337 9,367 10,910 9,590 3,86b 4.714 4,753 4^642 4,701 13,779 8,645 5,012

Painkhanda,

24

46 1,550

1,550

922 1,010 1,091

^?g-8
« gss
Rs.a.p.
a 15 0
10 8
0 3 10
0 3 9
0 10 12
•••

1,275 ■^1,304 1,294 2,183 1,834
246 0 11 3
6,116 6,085 15,962 10,179 "^58
...

GbAhd Total il3 382 10,9 U 12,460 10,512 4,900 5,805 6,028
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The current settlement in Kumaon was made by Mr. J. 0. B.

The profits of trs^de must to a certain

Beckett in 1863-73.

extent be considered in making the assessment, for in order to make

these profits, the Bhotiyas are allowed practically exclusive occu
pation of immense tracts of grazing ground ; they have also the
advantage of the roads and bridges constructed at great expense

and pay.very little to the Tibetan government. On the other
hand, they are liable to severe losses from murrain amongst their
flocks and herds, and it was from a'cousideration of these facts
that the distribution of the lump assessment on the Juhar pattis
was left to the people themselves in council. They could best
assess the losses from trade and murrain and make the assessment
an equitable one. Bift still it will be the duty of our officers in

bad seasons to ma he remissions and so ease off those losses which

in commercial language may be considered- an ‘ act of God ’ and
are not due to causes hqmanly preventible. Tho people of the
Darma parganah are still quite differently situated from those
further west. They pay more to the Tibetan government than

the others and are f;jr less ciyilised ; their indulgence in strong drink
being otie of the causes of their povetry and backwardness.
The Byaqs people cap easily evade any order that they think
vexatious by migrating to Nepal, and they have no respect for
law, except so fai’ as it makes itself felt by them
The most enter-,
prising people in this patti are the Khampas or Tibetan gipsies

who had long been traders ip these parts, and were located here
at the settlement and made to contribute to the revenue like other
Bhotiyas*—a matter they were not loth to accede to as it gave
them a status as revenue-paying British subjects that they did
not before possess. In Chauddns the people can live and cultivate
the whole year, and the assessment Is consequently comparatively
higher.

The following statement gives the particulars of the cur

rent and past settlements of the areas now comprised in the several
sub-divisions:
i

I
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Assesumeiit in rupees.
D
O

>
*4
o
b
.2
a
s
25

a
25

ISIS.

1816.

1820. 1823. .1828. 1833,

1817.

1843'.

Oirren t.

Juhar,
Malla Juhai*
Goiinhfit
Tftllades

13 14
57 106
37 92

3,652 3/8) (J
622
565
703
629

3,7.34 757 868 878 90* 875
727 1,976 1,580 1,567 1,586 1,541
591 661 934 935 949 957

... IS 20
4 5
11 II
7 7

3.343 3,784
45
51
256 1,027
874
904

3,364
35
256
875

... 46

1,550 !,350

Ddrma^
DArraa Malta
DAi'ma 'J’nHa
Chaudans
Byans

728
80
165
252

752
HO
210
273

75.5
124
210
2?9

760
144
210
291

755
144
210
291

861
16s
355
517

!
922 1,040 1,691 1,275 1/304 1,294 1,649

1
i

1 ' '
Grand Total ... 196,331 10,916 12,457 IO,5O4 4,899 6,818 6,62.3 6,148 6,067 9.52^2
I ■

I

The following table shows the statistics cff atea, Cultivation, and
population

Aisisadbld area in btsis.
Cultivated.

Total.

Irri Dry.
gated.

Culttirable.

'I opulation.

Ciittivated Males. Kemales.
sired.

Total

Area
held
revenue
free.

t
Ks. a. p. Rs. a. p.

*/uhdr.
Jlallfi JuhS,r ...
Gofiphat
Tallades
...

Bate per acre on

278
3,390
2 664

126 151.
2,138
382 1,674 1,433 0 W J 1 2 1 1,450
696 615 1,351 0 13 9 1 11 10 1,486

1,834
1/263
1,391

1.®
6

Ddrnta.
DSrma Malta ..
Darma Talla ..
Chaudans
Byans

1,019
348
6)6
393
3,142

GsaKO ToTAt, 11,850

584
.23A
97 345
84 269
2,452

83
6«*

3*3
82
174
39
690

1,348 4,200 4,263

0
0
0
1
0

12 6 I 2 II

8
9
5
13

HH

6
3
0
6

735
934
6
0 115
299
231
0 12 1(7
420
360
103
I 7 5
910
1 tl
8)2
1 1 4 2,829 2,694 tnctuded
•>
i n cdluniu 2.

10,466

9,320

13.7
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In 1881 the population of parganah J uh Ar comprised 9,421
souls ^4,621 females) : of Darnia about 5,000 ; and of Painkhanda
7,513 (3,731 females).

BidolsyuHj a patti of parganah Dewalgarh in British GarhwAl,
is bounded on the north by Patti Chalansj’iin ; on the south by
Patti Ghurdursyun ; on the West by Patti Katholsyun and on the
east by Patti Eandarsydn. This patti was formed from par
ganah Dewalgarh in 1864. Tiie PatwAri of Eanddrsyun, usnally
resident in Ehandgaon, collects the larid-revenue of this patti and
Ghurdursyun. I’he patti consists of the valleys of the Pasin-gadh
and another small tributary of the western Nydr.

Bidyakoti, a haltiiig places with dharamsdia, on the route
from flardwar to Srinagar in Patti Bangarhsydn of pargariah
Barahsyiin in Garhwal is Situated in latitude
aiid

longitude 78‘’-39'’-58" : distaht 11 milhs 3 furlongs, 12 poles
from ByAnSghdt and 14 miles 7 furlongs 29 poles from Srinagar.
The road hence th Srinagar follows the left bank 6f the Alatnanda
rEer crossing the Koldsu rivulet by a 27 feet bridge (2,80(1
yards) to which it is undulating and thence level to the Rfinibag

dharamsfilaS, 8 miles 3 furlongs 26 poles from Deoprayfig and 5
miles 2 fUrlongS 11 polfes from Bidyakoti. Hence to the Bhainswfira

rivulet undulating for 4 miles, and to JanSsu-Sain, an asceht of 660
yards and a descent of 520 yards, distant 9 miles 7 furlongs 33
poles from Bidyakoti. Hence letel by Dhaulkandi, filanjkot, and

ilphalta to Srinagar, 4 miles 7 furlongs 36 poles. The bungalow
is situated ih a lotv level inarsli on tho left bank of the river (see
SkrNAdAit).

Bijlot Wklifi; a patti of parganah Tallfi Salfin in British Garhwfil,
is bounded on the west by the llingwa river which separates it
from the Palla patti, and on the east by the De-gadh river which'

geparates'it from Patti Giijaru. It lies entirely in the dufib of these
rivers to their junction with the Rfimganga near Sult-ki-Mahfideo.
The patwfiri of this patti usually resides in Dungari, and collects'
the land revenue of Ghjfiru also ; both aggregated in' 1864 Es. 2,488
for saddbwt, and land A'kvenue, paid by a population of 5,837 souls.
The road from Ramnagar to Paori passes through this patti Which
supports a school at Bungari.
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Bijlot Palla, a patti of parganah Talla Salan in British Garh-*
wal, is hounded on the north by patti Khatali; oh the south by
patti Biiugi; on the west by patti Triyakot; and on the east by the
Walla Patti of Bijlot.
This patti was separated front Bijlot in
1864, and at the same tinia-the village of Negiana was transferred
to Patti Badalpur Talla. The land-revenue is collected with that
of Bungi by a patwari usually resident at Bdret. This patti lies
along the right bank of the Hingwa stream from its source to it^
confluence with the western Ramganga near Bbura.
BinsSri an eminence of the lower Himalaya at the southerrt
extremity of patti Malla Syunara and pargandh Barahihandal id
Kumaon, is distant 13 miles liorth-east from, Almora. It con
tains the summer residence of the Commissioner ot Kumaon and
a few other houses belonging to Europeans. The view of the snowy
range hence can hardly be surpassed. The elevation is 7,969
feet above the sea. There is a good road from Almora arid one
branching off to Hawalbag and another to Bageswar. The station

of the Great Trigonometrical Survey here lies in latitude 29^-42'26'' and longitude 79°-47'-44" at an felevation of 7,913 feofc

Amongst the local legends of Binsar is the story of Kalbisht told
elsewhere. The Donis of the neighbourhood particularly revereiicb
his name; and before special oaths were abolished in our courts they
iised to take iri their hands a paper dr a stone wrapped in paper
bearing his name as an oath instead of the Ganges water used else
where. It is said that the villagers of Bhukunda once desired
to divert the stream near the temple to their own fields, but the
deity interposed and caused water to flow in the ravine to the
right of the hut which is hence called Bur-ke-p4ni or the ‘ bddtt»

given water
.
Birahi or Biri Ganga, a river of the Garhwiil district, rises in tho
northern glaciers of Trisdl, 15 miles east of the village of Hani
in latitude 30°-20' and longitude 79'’-45'. It has two branches
which join below, this village. The Birahi has a course east to
■tvest and its length is about 25 niilest it joins the Alaknanda oil
the left bank at the village of Birahi six mile’s above Chinioli iri
latitude 30®-24'-40" and lorigitude 791^-25''-50''. In 1868, a land
slip fell into the lake of Gudyar Tal which supplies one of the feeders
of this river, and drove out half of the water of the lakej inStati-
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taneonsly causing the river to overflow and even flooding the
Alaknanda so greatly as to carry away two large wooden bridges,
and sweep away some 73 persons who were sleeping on its banks
at Chimoli. The Gudy^r Tdl is a small lake formed by the
damming np of a small stream by a land-slip. It was, till tho
land-slip here mentioned fell, about half a mile long, it is now
barely quarter of a mile long and 100 yards broad at its widest
point.

Bisaud, a sub-division of parganah Barahmandal, divided into
three pattis at the recent settlement, the Malla, Talla, and Bichhla.
The statistics of all three may be shown thus s—
ASSESSiDT.B AREA
IS bins.

Bisanti.

Assesbmbnt IK

Incxdekob

RUPEfiS.

PER ACRE ON.

Population.

.CrtZli-

vated.

Total.

"I

•

Dry.
u

ISIS 1820 1843

0
Ui
fca

Total Culti Males.
area. vation.

9
a

Q

w0/
'5
S

A.p. Rs.a.p.
698 1,269 14 4 12

Malla ...

1,408 2e

Bichhla...

604 IS

388 100 115 121 143

615

378 136 III

Talla

...

2

1,078 308 498 68

166 198

4

1,3S7 1,168

474 16 1 1 2 10

433

372

41.9 13 0 1 1

523

442

8

Some account has been given of the Malla Patti. All three are
close to Almora. Udyan Chand* was the first to disturb the posses
sions of the Katyiiri Rajas of Bisaud in the first half of the fifteenth
century. Some seventy years later Kirati Chand completed the
conquest. Local tradition relates that then Raila lived at the west
end of the Almora hill and Baichhla Deva^a Katyfiri Raja, occupied

the Khagmara fort on the south side of tho hill, the former was
called on to give as tribute to the Chands two live partridges every
day, and wearied with ^he task yielded his fort; whilst the Katyuri Raja fled to Syunara, and his place was taken for a time
» Gaz. XI., 527, 634.
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by the Bisaud Baja who also eventually yielded to the Chands.

The patw&ri of the Malla Patti usually resides in Dharkhola and
of the others in Baiganiya. There are schools in Bhainsagaon, Sail
and Dharkhola.

Bisaud Malla, a small sub-division of parganah Barahmandal
in Kumaon, is bounded on the north by Uchyur; on the south by
the Mahrydri Pattis; on the east by Salam, and on the west by
Kotauli Malli.
The principal village is Tuleri. The patti was
. separated from Bisaud at the current settlement when two villages
were transferred to Agar and one to Uchydr and one was received
from Mahrydri: see Bisaud.
Bisjyula, a patti of parganah Dhyanirau in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by Pattis Agar, Chaubhainsi, and Malli Rau:
on the east by the latter patti; on the south by pattis Chaugadh
and Chhabis Dumaula, and on tho west by the latter patti and
parganah Chhakhata. Bisjyula was formed from Malli Rau at
the recent settlement. The assessable area comprises 2,484 bisis,
of which 762 are culturable and 1,722 are cultivated (199 irrigated).

The assessment at the conquest amounted to Rs, 1,038, which rose
to Rs, 1,377 in 1820, and Rs. 1,675 in 1843: it is now Rs. 2,226 .
which falls at Re. 0-14-4 per acre on the total assessable area and at Re,' 1-4-8 per acre on the cultivation; 307 bisis are held as an
endowment for charitable purposes revenue-free. The population
at the time of settlement numbered 3,734 souls, of whoin 2,021 are
males. One village was received from Chaubhainsi, one from Obhakhata, and three from Mahrydri at the recent settlement. The patwari usually resides at Bhadrakot.
Bogsarh, a forest bungalow and halting-place in Patti Bhabar

(Patli Dun) of parganah Talla Salan in Garhwal, is situate on
the left bank of the Ramganga river in the Patli Dun in latitude
29®-34'-0 and longitude 78°-48'-S0", distant 12 miles 2 furlongs
8 poles from Kalushahid and 9 miles 5 furlongs 8 poles from Cbawalohara. The road hence to the latter village crosses the Rdmganga
at its junction with the Palain river on the fight bank, 2 miles 2 fur
longs 4 poles. Both the bridges over the Ramganga are made fresh
every year, the other rivers are unbridged. Thence the route
passes up the Palain river, called in its lower course the Tumriya,
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crossing the river three times by fords to (.'hawalthura, 7 miles,,
15 poles. Ko, supplies or coolies are obtainable here, the road lying
through the sdl forests of the lower hills is entirely devoid of human
habitations,- and is seldorn traversed except in the cold weather
by other than the inhabitants of the neighbouring villages.

Borairau, a sub-division of parganah Barahmandal in Kumaon,

.

divided into the Walla and Palla pattis at the recent settlement.
These lie together and comprise the tract containing the head
waters of the Kosila around and above Someswar to Pinnath
and Kausani. The statistics of the two pattis may be shown
thus
Assessable

akea in

blsis.

Assessment

in ropebs.

Population.
■ 1

\

CuUl eated.
BCraran.

3
Sx

<U
*0

•SP

-4^
S'
(P

G

*5
o

2

o
OJ
oo

eo

QO

tx
9
Q

...

Palla

...

2,158

719

686

753

898

1,694

1,884

Walla

...

1,792

723

528

541

647

1,096

1,492

09

OQ

"S

a

a

pR

2,172

1,963

1,428

1,315

The incidence of the land revenue in the Palla patti on the
total area assessable is Re. 1-8-8 per acre and in the Walla patti
Re. 1-10-11 per acre ; the incidence on cultivation is Rs, 2-5-11 and
Es. 2-6-6 respectively. Borarau was conquered by Kirati Chand,
a,nd colonised by his troops from Dhyanirauabout 1490 A. D.
The Patwari lives at Someswar where, there is a school and another
at Salaunj,

Bo-udiyar or Bo-udyar^ the Bodar, Bugdwar and Bugdofir
of travellers, a halting-place in Patti Malla Juhdr, of parganah
Juh&r in Kumaon, is situated on the route from Almora by Mi

lam and the Unta-dhura Pass to Tibet on the right bank of the

Gori river, five miles from Rargari, 102 miles from Almora and
ten miles from Martolit

Bo-udiyar is a small open space used by

the Bhotiyas for their encampments at an elevation of 8,028 feet
above the level of the sea.

The torrent of the same name is here

* Gaz. XI./p. 535,
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crossed by a sdnga or spar-bridge. Abreast of this place the Gori
tppibles in cataracts over huge masses of rock with a fall in some
places of 800 feet per mile. The road from Laspa is very difficult;
it crosses the river twice ; once over a large sdnga and again Over
• four smaller .opes like ladders from rock to rock in the bed of the
stream, where the river has a very great fall, a little below a very
lofty precipice. The whole mountain l|ere forms a complete wall
from summit to base which is washed by the stream, Besides the
ladders across the stream there are several others along the road
which would otherwise be impassable. In May and June, these
difficulties are avoided by marching over the snow-beds that are
met with at that season all over the river. When the spqw melts
in several places magnificent cascades are formed. In October a
snow-bed was seen having a complete archway through which a
stream passed which fell from a great height over a precipice
immediately behind it. Below Laspa, about a mile, near the bed
of Gori, large granite blocks are found ; beyond it to Bo-udiyarl
gneiss, with granite veins.

Bpdhi, a only sub-alpine village of Patti Byans in parganah
Ddrma of Kumaon lies on the right bank of the Palang&r stream
above its confluenco with the Kali in latitude 30°-6'-30''* and longij;ude SO’-il' ; distant 7 marches or about 62 miles north-east of
Askot. The village is passed on the route from Askot to the Byans
passes into Tibet, and is situate amid some very lofty peaks of the
main range of th© Himalaya. Immediately above Budhi, a steep
hill ridge advances from the mountain side on the north-west and
extends across the valley, leaving but a narrow passage for the
river. Tho summit Chetu-Binayak (10,500 feet) is reached after
an ascent of 1,750 feet by an easy path and thence Garbiya, the
first village in upper Byans. The elevation according to. H.
Strachey of Budhi is 8,500 feet above the level of the sea.
Bungi, a patti of parganah Talla Salan in British GarhwAl, is
bounded on the north by pattis Bijlot Palla, and Iriyakot; on the
west by the latter patti and Painun ; on the sooth by the latter
patti and the Kota Bhabar and on the east by the Salt pattis of

Kumaun. The patwAri of Bijlot usually’resident at Buret collects
the revenue of this patti also ; both in 1864 aggregated for land-

* ‘ Udyat’ means a cave or hollow.
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revenue and saddlart Rs. 2,686 and for gunth Rs. 45, paid by
a population of 6,592 souls. This patti comprises the hilly tract
lying between the Kulli river on the west, the Mandhal on tho
south,'and the RAtnganga on the east.
worked at Gorkhanda and Bhaw^iii.

There are iron mines

iByansj, a patti or sub-division of parganah Darma in Kumaon,
occupies the valley of the Kuthi-Yankti in the extreme north-east- .
ern corner of the district. It is inhabited during the summer
mouths by the Bhotiyas who occupy seven vilages—Gunji, Garbiya, Kuthi, Nabhi, Napalchyu, Runkang and WAri-Budhi. The

total assessable area is 393 bisis, of which 353 bisis are culti
vated and pay a revenue of Rs. 517 per annum.

The population

at the time of settlement numbered 1,722 souls (812 females). Au
account of a trip through ByAns to the Lipu Pass,' taken from
Lieutenant H. Strachey’s Journal, has been given under the
article B^OTiyA Mahals.

The patwari usually resides at Sosa :

there is a school at Qarbiya.

Byansghat, a halting-place or the route between HardwAr and
Srinagar, lies 6 furlongs 29 poles north of tho confluence of the
NyAr river and the Ganges at ByAnsghat, and is situate in latitude

«

30°-3'-40" and longitude 78“-38 *-30* ; the encamping ground is
distant 10 miles 5 furlongs from Ohandpur, the last stage, and 11
miles 3 furlongs from Bidyakoti or 8 miles 1 furlong 37 poles from

DeoprayAg.

The road hence to Bidyakoti keeps along the left

■ bank of the Ganges river crossing the Naugaon and Kot rivulets
1,440 yards, thence undulating to Umrasu on the left bank of tho
Randi river, 5 miles 3 furlongs 22 poles, A short ascent leads

hence to Gark-khal and a descent to the Randi which is crossed
by a bridge of 56 feet span, 4 furlongs 15 poles. A short ascent
aud descent leads to a small rivulet, and a second ascent, descent,

and level to DeoprayAg, 2 miles 2 furlongs.

Hence DharmsAIas,

encamping ground at Bidyakoti, 3 miles 1 furlong 15 poles.

If the

inarch is broken at DeoprayAg the next stage will be Ranibagh,

8 miles 3 furlongs 26 poles, and Srinagar, 9 miles 5 furlongs

18 poles.

’

' J. A. S. Beu. XVII. (2), 627: see further the articles Chaudans, Rakas
Tal, &c.
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Chachaka, or more correctly Ts^-Tsaka, a great salt field in
llundes, from which most of that imported into northern Kumaon
and Garhw&l is brought. The lake which gives its name to the
tract is situate in north latitude 32°-42'-0* and east longitude
81'’-55 '-0", at an elevation of over 15,000 feet above the level of the
sea in the Zung of Rudukh and province of Ndri in western Tibet.
The lake is almost connected with a larger one, the Nagong-cho,

and was visited by an explorer in 1868, who states that an area of
about twenty miles by ten is all about' on a level with the lakes.
This space is filled with salt, the water having evidently atone time
covered the whole. Borax fields were seen at Ruksum and Cha
chaka, and numbers of people were working on them. No gold or
salt mines were seen or heard of between Thok-dalang (q. ».) and *
Mfinasarowar, but numerous borax fields were seen, at one of which
one hundred men were at work near a camp of some thirty tents.
The borax generally was said to find its way to Kumaon. The
Lhasa authorities levy a tax of about half a rupee for ten sheep or
goat loads, about three maunds or 240tb. The value of the trade
in borax and salt by the passes from Nilang to By^ns for four
years is as follows t—
1879-80.

•

1881-82.

1880-81.

Maunds.

Maunds.

Rs.

Borax,

18,948

94,813

Salt ....

39,785 1,81,881

37,531

Total ...

68,733 2,76,297

Rs.

Mannds

Rs.

1882-83.
Maunds.

Rs.

28,536 1,70,730

33,821 2,02,926

21,627 1,72,216

1,55,790

27,717 1,10,868

34,946

66,067 3,26,520

61,538 3,13,794

56,473 3,12,000

1,39,784-

Taking the weight carried in 1882-83 and an average of six trips
during the season, and ten sheep or goats for every three maunds, ,
the number employed would be about 32,000 for the passes.alone,
setting aside those used for carrying other articles, such as wool,
drugs, &c., and the animals employed in carrying the borax and
salt from the fields beyond the frontier to the nearest mart.

Chakrata or Chakaraota, a cantonn^ent for British troops
in Khatt Birmau of Jaunsar-Bawar in the Dehra Dun district,
is situate in north latitude 30^-32 '-20"

and east longitude .
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77‘’-54^-3O'', atdii elevation of 6,885 feet above the level of the sea,
25 miles from Ealsi arid 40 miles from Mussooree by the hill road.
The cantonmerits have an area of 4.285 acres, or 6'7 square miles.
The population in September, 1880, numbered 1,828 souls, of -whom

60 were Europeans, 1,081 were Hindus, 649 ytrnre Musalmans, 8
Were Eurasians, 27 were Native Christians, and there were
three others. These are all either traders or camp followers.
Previous to 1866, the site of the present cantoriments consisted of
a range of grasS-clad hills -with forests more or less dense run
ning up on all sides from the valleys below. The ground wad
used solely for grazing purposes, and a few low sheds here and there
were the only signs of civilization. The road from Mussooree to'
Simla passed over these hills, and the fair expanse of comparatively
smooth topped bills early attracted the notice of military men and
became the subject of correspondence when the question of hilf
Sanitaria for British troops arose. The supposed unlimited supply
of good water at a high-level on the Deoban fahge of hills marked

the place as in every way suitable for a military station.* Opera- '
tions commenced in 1866, but no troops came until 1869, when some
Sappers were stationed here. Thes6 were succeeded by H.M.’s
55th Regimerit under Colonel Hume, and it is to the interest taken
by him and his men ini the station that its rapid strides towards
fcomplotioii may be in ai great measure attributed. For the first
year the troops were occupied iri road-making, clearing sites and
building, they occupying temporary huts, but now su'b§tantial

barracks havd been built arid a magnificent cart-road, seventy-seven
riiiles long. Connects the station with Saharan pur by Timli and

K&Isi. The original buildings and the road cost fifty-four lakhs’
of rupees, and most people consider that some less substantial
buildings and a less expensive road way Would equally have sub
served the objects contemplated. There is a Cantonment Magistrate’^
court, post-oflSee, money-order office, savings bank and telegraph
office. There is no church, divine service being held in the gym
nasium. Tlje water-supply from the Deoban hill, though not quite
so unlimited as was at first Supposed, is good and ample. If more
be wanted, Springs further off can be tapped. A scheme for bring

ing the water into ’cantonments is now in progress of execution!;
1 From a note by Mr. H. G. Boss/ C.S.
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Only one regiment is at present stationed here, but sites have been
cleared for the accommodation of an,other, and also for a convales

cent depot.

The Simla and Mussooree road passes through the

cantonments, where there is a good travellers’ bungalow 106 miles
from the former and 40 jniles from the latter. There is another
bungalow on the road to Mussooree at Lakhwar, 14 miles from
Mussooree, and another is under construction between Lakhwdr
and Chakrita. The scenery around' Chakrata is wild and grand,
and on the Simla road some of the finest views in the hills are
to bo obtained, but there is no shooting near the station and
nothing to attract the sportsman. The cantonment funds in 1882-83
showed an income of Rs. 8,483, of which Es. 1,672 were raised by
a watch and ward tax; Es. 2,524 by the sale of grass and wood;
Rs. 957 by voluntary subscriptions ; Rs. 1,866 by grants from the
Imperial government, and the remainder by conservancy fees,
pounds, fines, and rents. The expenditure for the same year amount
ed to Rs. 8,559, of which Rs. 1,535 were for police ; Rs. 4,425
(for conservancy and establishment; Rs. 699 for public works ;
and Rs. 1,900 for miscellaneous charges.

Chalansyup,—a patti in parganah Dewalgarh of British Garfawal, is bounded on the north by the Ganges, which Separates it from
■ Tihri; on the south by patti Bidolsyun ; on the east by patti Baehbansyun; and on the west by Patti Katholsyun. This patti was
formed from Dewalgarh in 1864. The patwari of Baehbansyuu
residing in Nawasa collects the land-revenue of this patti. There
is a school at Dungari. The patti contains the villages along the
Dewal and Dungari streams, two small affluents of the Ganges.
Hear the source of the Dungari, the Gancikhola peak attains as
elevation of 7,553 feet above the level of the sea.
Chalsi or Chdlisi, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by patti SangoV ; on the west by Sdlara
Talla and Malli Rao; on the south by Pharka and Asi, and on the
east by Gangol. The principal villages are Bairukh, Ijuta, Gdgar,

and Kanikot. The assessable area comprises 3,393 bisis, of which
1,014 are ciilturable and 3,378 are cultivated (84 irrigated). The
land tax yielded Rs. 910 in 1815; Rs. 1,348 in 1820: Rs. 1,579
in 1843, and now stands at Rs. 2,578, which falls on the total
21
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assessable area at Re. 0-12-2 per acre, and on the cultivation at
Re. 1-1-4 per acre. There were 631 bisis held free of revenue as
g'&nth. The population at settlement comprised 2,501 males and
1,978 females. This and Asi were formerly united, they lie to
the extreme west and north-west of the 4)arganah and extend to
wards Deo Dhdra and the valley of the Panar. The villages are
numerous and the inhabitants are prosperous, but towards the west
the soil is somewhat poor. Ohalsi received two villages from Salam
at the recent settlement. The patwari usually resides at Ijta :
there are schools at Eithakha’ and Dungarakot.
Chamoli, a small market-place, on the left bank of the Alak
nanda, on the Srinagar and Niti road in patti Talla Dasoli of

Garhwal, is situate seven miles north of Nandprayag. There is a
pilgrim dispensary, a few shops for the sale of grain, and several
' dharmsdlas or rest-houses here, and in the winter a school for the
children of Bhotiyas who come here to, graze their flocks and herds
on the flats along the river. The pilgrim road from Keddrnath by
llkhimath, and G opes war joins the Niti road here and passes the
Alaknanda by an iron truss bridge of 110 feet span.’ Chamoli was
the scene of the disaster owing to the bursting of the Gudytir Tal
iq. V.) noticed elsewhere.
ChampaWStt or Champh^wat, a village in. Patti Chara 1 Palla
of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon, lies in latitude 29°-20'^-ll"
and longitude SO"-?'-84" at an elevation -of 5,546 feet (Tahslli)
above the level of the sea, 54 miles" south-east of Almora. The
population in 1881 was 358.
It is, however, important as the

head-quarters of the Sub-Collector of the land revenue (tahsild&r) of parganah Kali Kumaon, and the site of n police-station,
both of which are situated within the enclosure of the old fort.
The rocks of Champawat are partly gneiss, which having become
disintegrated in many places, have given way and, according to

McClelland, caused the destruction of the greater part of the old
buildings. It was the residence of the landholders styled Rdjas of
Kumaon before they transferred their seat to Almora in the middle

of the sixteenth century. The old palace is now in ruins, but the
fort partly remains. Amidst the ruins of the palace, of which the
base and doorway of a balcony alone remain, is a fountain about ten
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feet square outside the quadrangle, and near to it are three or four
temples on a level area' about one hundred feet square hewn into
the solid rock. They are each polygonal at the base twenty feet
in diameter and surmounted by an arched dome ; all being con
structed of stone with gc«od taste and elaborate workmanship. They
tnust be of considerable antiquity as some apparently coeval ruins
situate above the temples are in many places overgrown with forests
of aged oaks. The elevation above the sea is considerable, but
still from its position in a valley the site is said to be unhealthy.
Owing to this cause, the cantonments were removed from GorilChaur in 1815 to Lohugliat, six miles further north. Close to the
fort is a fine cluiup of deodar trees enclosing the temple of Gbatkii
beota, in whose honor a fair is held annually. The mound on whicli
the temple is built is said to be the Kurmachal of the Skanda
turana, because on tliis spot Vishnu assumed the Kurina or tortoise
incarnation.
The name Kumaon is said to be a corruption of

Kurmachal and the tract of which Champawat is the centre is
how known as Kali. Kuihaon' ; ‘‘ the Kumaon near the river ,
Kali” to distinguish it from other Kumaons. It was not till the
accession of the Chands to power that the nanie of their principal

residence was given to the whole district.

Chandi, a portion of the Bijnor district formerly belonging th
Garhwal, generally known as Chandi Pahdr. It is bounded
bn the west by the Ganges, on the south-east by the Paili Ran up
' to its junction with the Khara Sot,; from tbehce the boundary
runs up the Khara Sot about
miles,- turns dp into a small tri
butary in a north-westerly direction, crosses a low ridge, and
goes into the Ghasiram Sot, continuing along this Sot to its
junction with the Ganges. The whole tract is densely covered

with forest, the nothern slopes with sal, and the base and depres
sions with batnbns, but any valuable timber that it once possessed
has been used up for charcoal for theRoorkee workshops. Chandi
frequently appears in the old records.
We find the ubiquitous
Major Hearsey laying claim to it at the conquest ds a portion of
’There were two divisions, (a) Kumaon incindin’g Shor, Gangoli and Chaugarkha ; and (6) Kali Kumaon, including Dhyanirau, ChaubJiainsi, and the other
pattis of Kali Kumaon. The peopl? are called KuoJai, but ordinarily in common
conversation they call themselves by the name of their own patti, all the rferf
being kao«tn as Khasiysts;
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the bargain that he made with the exiled R^ja of Garhwdi to res-"

tore him to his possessions. Bis pretensions were purchased by
the British Government for a good sum, and it may be as well here
to record some of the facts concerning its history.
In 1817, a portion of th© Chandi talaka, extending from Anjani
ghat to Rikhikes, and including seven in
Fiscal history..
habited and nine deserted villages, was an

nexed to the Dun. These were assessed at a varying demand,
amounting to Es. 1,113 in 1821 and Es. 335 in 1828, and for five
years subsequently at Es. 259 a year. The portion remain

ing in Garhwal was settled for five years by Mr. Traill, 1819-20,
at Rs. 1,147, being an increase of Rs. 87 over the previous
revenue, plus Rs. 2,501 for the deh-i-ek or tithe oa forest pro
duce. Fourteen villages were transferred to the Diin in 1828
and settled at Es. 6,83'1 by Mr. Shore. TraiH writes in 1833 :
— “ The tahika was partly in Saharanpur and partly in Mo
radabad before its annexation to Garhwfil and the Dlia, and the
periods of the leases differed from each other and the parts of the'

province to which each was annej^d.” It is consequently difficult
and indeed of not much moment to trace out the actual revenue.
The settlement of the SaliOTanpur portion expired in 1831, and a
new settlement up to 1836 was 'made. The settlement of the
Moradabad portion expired in the following year, and the new
assessment was also made up to 1836, The country is described
as being almost entirely jungle and with little cultivation-. ‘‘To
the natural impediments are added insecurity of life and property,,
in consequence of th© constant incursions of dakaits from across
the Ganges. Such are the facilities for concealment afforded by
the dense jungles and islands in the Ganges covered with sisu
forest that no establishment of police could successfully cope with
them. ” In 1836-37 a new settlement was made for five years.
Cultivation had decreased: out of 25 villages, 11 only were

inhabited ;■ in three others there was a little cultivation, and 11
were altogether waste. This state of things was due to two causes,the general unhealthiness.of the climate and troubles from dakdits.

Owing to the latter cauae one village was wholly and two were
partially abandoned during the previous settlement, and were now
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liantleti over to the fariiier of forest produce.

The former settlement

amounted to Rs. 3,673, and the now one to Rs. 3,718, including
Rs. 25 fees paid by gold-washers. At the e.xpiration of this settle
ment in 1841 it was continued for another year^ and then the low
land portion of t'alukas Chatidi aad MahUakot were annexed to the
bew district of Rijnor in October, 1842. These comprised then

seven inhabited and four waste villages assessed at Rs. 719; graz
ing dues, Rs. 300 ; forest dues, Rs. 4,818, and gold-washing Rs,. 32 ;
total Rs. 5,869. The boundaries were Kunao on the north close to

the Ganges and the exit of the Rawdsan stream on the east.
Chandpur.—A parganah of Garhwal, contains eight pattis or
sub-divisions, each of which is separately noticed, vii., Chandpur,
Sili, Chandpur Taili, Choprakot, Chauthau, DhSiJyiili, Lohba, Ranigadh, and Sirgiir. The assessment of the land-tax at the various
settlements was as follows 1—•
181,5.
Rs.
6,092

1816.
Rs.
6,916

1817.
Its.
6,432

1820.
Rs.
7,860

1323.
Hs.
8>992

1828.
Bs.
9,345

183S.
Bs.
9,425

1840. Current.
Rs.
Rs.
9,190

At the last settlement there were 296 estates comprising 414 villages,
containing an assessable area of 14,427 acres, of which 12,667 were
cultivated. The land revenue of 1861 amounted to Bs. 8,820, of
which only Rs. 40 were assessed on giintk lands; of the current
assessment Rs^ 189 are alienated. The water mill-rent amounted
to Rs. 488. The land-revenue falls on the total assessable area at
Rs. 0-11-5 per acre, and on the cultivation at Rs. 0-13-1 per
acre. The population in 1841 amounted to 11,032 souls (5^734
females); in 1853 to 25,017 (12,409 females); in 1858 to 22,950
(11,181 females); in 1872 to 31,381 (15,738 females); and in 1881
to 35,489 (18,153 females). Chandpur is tho central parganah of
Garhwal and is characterised by lofty and steep mountain ranges

covered with forest, which separate the Pindar from the Ramganga,
and the different streams which form the latter river from each
other. Sili and Taili Chandpur possess some fine villages on the
lofty slopes around tho fort 5yhich was the seat of the first rulers
of Garhwal as a whole before Dewalgaph and Srinagar were
founded.* Many of the villages consequently belong to the Purohits of tho Rajas, Brahmans of the Kanduri clan. “ Lohba, from
.

* Gaz. XI. 624, 626, 603.
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its position dn the frontier between Giirhwal and Kumaon,” writes
Batten, “ was the scene of conflicts between the forces and inhabit
ants of the two rival districts 5 and owing to this and similar posts
along the whole line of frontier, the Gorkhdlis Were kept out of
Garhw&l for twelve years after they had obtained possession of
Kumaon? The people of Lohba are consequently a fine manly
race, and at present make very good soldiers. Patti Choprakot
extends from east to west over a large spaCe of wild country, and
in some parts the villages are but scantily interspersed along the
high wooded ranges. The people are for the most part poor, except
at the south-east extremity, which borders on Piili in Kumaon,
and approaches in fertility and population to the prosperous state
of its neighbourhood; The gdod’effects of the settlement in 1840
soon became apparent, e.speeially in Choprakot, arid sOme villages
in the neighbourhood of Kaimir, where was formerly a tahsildalri

- establishment, and its abolition had removed one market for the sale
of produce. The people of Choprakot al ^o have hot the benefit en
joyed by those of Lohba arid Charidpur, of the pilgrim road running
through their district. Good paths, however, now exist over thfe
high rariges on every side, and communication with Srinagar,
Kumaon, arid,the northern parganahs from which the landholders

have to procure their Salt and wool, has become comparatively
easy. A good road along the line of the Nyar river and over the
southern mountains now connects this tract with the principal routes
leading to the markets of K,&mriagar and Kotdwara and other
marts for hill produce at the foot of the hills,

"Large quantities of

hemp of the very best quality, iri addition to grain, are grown.

Chandpur Sili,—a patti of parganah Chandpur, in British
Garhw&l, is bounded on the north by the Pindar river, which
separates it from Kapiri; on the west by patti Tail! Chandpur ; ori
the south by pattis Choprakot and Lohba, arid ori the east by patti
Birgur. It was formed from Chandpur in 18641 I'he patwari of
this patti resides at Kewar and collects the revenue of pattis
Katakot arid Sirgur, also which in 1864 aggregated Rs. 2,743

for saddbart and land-revenue, and Rs. 53 for pdntZt paid by 6,075
souls. Chandpur Sili occupies the valley of the Bhar&rdg&r, a
* See Gaz. XI. 66C, 57o, d?2«
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tributary of the Pindar, and the tract between it and the Pindar
to the north. The principal villages are Adbadri {q.v.), Khal
opposite the old Port of Chandpur, Beni-Tai with a tea factory,

Bhagoti with a school, Siinii, Ratora, and Bngoli in the Pindar
valley. The peaks of Biutal rise to 8,300 and 7,479 above Malsi
and Adbadri respectively, by which the road from Lohba to Karn
prayag passes on to Simli on the Pindar. There are iron mines
at Bu lera, Cliulakat, drabupani, Gaundiya, Bamli, and K&jbnnga
in working order and old mines at Nannydn, R&t, Pdtna, AguraTotnair, Lamlyana, and Ratapahar, There are old copper mines
at Bagoli, Satuwa, Jasyaui, Khargauuda, Kalsann Nagara, and
patti Kamala.

Chandpur Taili,—a patti of parganah Chandpur., in British
Garhwdl, is bounded on the north by patti Rinigadb; on the west
by pattis Kandiirsydn and Bachhansyun; on the south by pattis
DhaijyuH and Choprakot, and on the east by patti Chandpur Sili.
The patwari of this patti usually resides at Simli and collects the
revenue of Kapiri also; both aggregating in 1864 Rs. 2,162 for
saddhart and land-revenue, and Rs 278 for giintli paid by 5,085
Souls. In 1864, six villages were transferred to Kandarsyun. The
rpad from Lohba to Paori passes through this patti by Gyuulad,
other villages are Pandwalmi ISaini, Bandauli with a school,
and Dharkot.
Chandpur Fort,—situate in patti Sili Chandpur and parga
nah Chandpur of British GarhwAl, in latitude 30“-i0' longitude
790-12'.

This fort was the seat of Kanak Pal, the actual founder

of the present Garhwal dynasty, and whose descendant, Ajaip41,
consolidated the raj of Garhwal. It has also given its name to
the parganah. The fort is situated on the peak of a promontory
formed by the bend of a stream flowing some- 500 feet below it.
The walls and some of the ruins of the dwelling-horises are still

standing. The walls must have been very strongly built, as they
are formed of large slabs of cut stone; the space within them
may be one and-a-half acres. It is said that an under-ground
passage was dug from the fort down to the stream as water was
only procurable from there, and that tbe mouth of if is visible

near the stream, but no trace of it is to be found io the fort.
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There are also two flights of steps, each formed of one solid block
of stone, which are said to have been quarried in the Diidu ke-toTi
range,^a march and-a-half distant from the fort, though the actual
place is not now known. It is hard to conceive how these blqcks
were brought to. the spot over such a precipitous country; but the
legend is that they ryere carried by two huge goats, both of which
died on arrival at the fort.* The road from Lohba to Karnprayag
passes close by the walls.
Chan^pur-ke-Mauda, a village and halting-place in patti
Dbangu Talla of parganah Ganga Salan in Garhwal on the route
between flardwar and Srinagar lies in latitude 30®-3'-40" and
longitude TS’-dd'-dB,'' distant 12 miles 32 poles from Bairaguna,
and 10 miles 5 furlongs from Byansghat. The road hence to Byans
ghat keeps along the left bank of tho Ganges river passing the Dabari
rivulet level ao.d ascending to Kotalibel, 46,0 yards, total Im. 3f.
lip. from Cliandpiir.. Hence a shori descent and level to Semala
rivulet and ^scent, level and descent to the gh^t. rivulet, 4in. 3f.
lip. level and a,3cent to Kandi-khM and descent to Kul-gahh
rivulet, 2m. 4p. Hence level to Bhairon-khdl for 2,520 yards
and descent to Bydnsgh^t where there is a bridge of 92 feet span
across the NySv river, Im, 7f, 25p. Thence an a,scent of 6f. 20p.
leads to the Dharams^ilas and encamping-ground. The route frona,
Byansghat to Srinagar may be by Bidya-koti, 11m, 3f. 12p., and
Srinagar, 14m. 7f. 29p. or by Deoprayag 8m. If. 37p.: R&ni-

b6g 8m. 3f. 26p., and Srpiagar 9m. 5f. 18p.

The road is, hot and,

low and the quiclier marches are recommended.
Changsil or Changsa-khago, a high mqun,tain ridge forming
the boundary between the Native States of Bisahr a,nd Garhw41;
also a pass on the road between those states leading up the valley
of the most remote feeder of the Baspa. This route is one of great
difficulty and danger as, except during the rains, it is blocked up
by snow. Gerard in 1818 vainly tried to induce a guide to conduct
him over it, though in former times it seems to have been used
frequently by Kunawari free-booters. Some notion of its difficulty
may be gathered from the fact that Gerard, a few days afterwards,
crossed the Charang Pays, having an elevation of 17,348 feet with

out interruption while this was deemed impracticable.

In the Great
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Trigonometrical Survey, a cone with an elevation of 21,178 feet

is laid down, in latitude 31“-13'-0" and longitude
and a comparison of this position with that assigned to the pass by
approximation in Gerard’s map of Kun^war will indicate that the
cone is about two miles 'south.-west of Changsil, which must conse
quently have a very considerable elevation. The position is laid
in Gerard in latitude 31®-14'-0" and longitude 78°-33'-O".

Chamnaon, a halting-place on the road from Paori to Almora
and Ramnagar, in patti Kimgadigar of parganah Chaundkot in
Garhwal, lies in latitude 29°-56'-50" and longitude 78°-55'-40'':
distant 12 miles 25 poles from Toli and 12 miles 7 furlongs 29 poles
from Kunjoli. The road hence to Kunjoli descends across tho
Machhlad river at Rajsera, 1 mile 3 furlongs 36 poles, and thence
passing the Silet stream, ascends to Ubotdhar, whence a level
stretch darings it to the Kamera stream, 1 mile 6 furlongs 11 poles.
From Kamera, an ascent leads to Seriyadbdr, crossing the road
from Kotdw^ra to Ramnagar, quarter of a mile on; thence by Rina,
Chaubatdvh^l and Bhuichilarn to Tilkhani-khal, 5 miles 3 poles.
The road then descends to the Chhanchirau bridge, 1 mile 3 fur
longs 15 poles, and passes by the Garhkot rivulet to Kunj’oli (3
miles 2 furlongs 4 poles) on the left bank of the Pachrar-gadh. The
stage to Toli has been noticed under Toli.

Charal Malla, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by Regarub4n and Gfimdes ; on the west,
by Suibisang and Sipti; on the east, by Gumdes and Khilpattiphat ;
and on the south by Charal Talla. This patti was separated from
ChdiAl at the recent settlement. The principal villages are Khun
and Maj’erha. The assessable area and other statistics of the Malla
and Talla pattis may be shown thus i-r'
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The land-tax falls on the whole assessable area at Ke. 0-10-11,
per acre, in the Malta and at Re. 0-9-7, per acre, in the Talla patti;
the incidence on the cultivation being Re. 1-5-5 and Re. 1-0-3
per acre respectively.
The revenue-free holdings for temple
and personal service amount, to 19 bisis in the Malla and to 288
iisis in the Talla patti. CharM gave two villages to KhilpattiphAt,
five to Sipti, six to Suibisang, and two to Tallades at the recent
settlement, and received two from Tallades. The patwari usually
resides at Champawat, where there is a school.

Charal Talla, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by Charal Malla; on the west by Gangol ;
on the south by Palbelon Malla; and on the east by Khilpatti
phat and Tallades. This patti was separated from CharAl at the re
cent settlement. The principal villages are Chaikuni-Bora, Cham
pawat, and Phdngar.
The patwari usually resides at Marlak.
The statistics are given under the Malla patti. A few villages of

Charal are high in the mountains and ,a few in the forest, but the

greater number are on a level. Umba Datta writes : “The culti
vation is extensive and the climate excellent; but in the winter,
men and cattle are nearlv all obliged to leave their homes and
repair to the Bhabar. On this account" the spring- crops are
neglected and poor. The four tribes of Tara^i, Bora, Chaiidhri,
and Karki or Kharku and their headmen or Biirhas were in former
days counted great men, and held their lands rent-free in jagir.
Up to I 816, their homestead villages remained revenue-free,‘but
these also were then placed in the revenue-paying area. The
Bdrhas of each tribe were honored with btirkackdri as well as
thukddri leases ; their brethren, though having no other means of
livelihood, are still, from family pride, averse to personal labour in
the fields and to load-carrying, and many of them have become

poor.”
Chaubhainsi, a patti of parganah Dhydnirau in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by Mahryuri Biehhli; on the west by the
same patti and Bisjyula, on the south by the latter patti; and
on the east by Bisjyiila and Malli Rau. The assessable area

comprises 1,780 bisis, of which 891 are culturable and 889 are cul
tivated (six irrigated). The land-tax amounted to Rs. 80S in
1815, to Es. 815 in 1820, and to Rs. 803 in 1843. It is now
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Bs, 1,129, which falls on the total assessable area, at Re. 0-10-2
per acre, and on the cultivation at Re. 1-6-4 per acre. The popu
lation, at the time of settlement, numbered 26,518 souls, of whom
12,400 were females. This patti comprises the basin ’of th©
Ladhiya river, and extends from Deo Dliura on the north to the
Bh4bar on the south, occupying the high ranges which separate
Dhyanirau from Chhakhata and Mahrydri. The chief possession of
the people consists in large herds of cattle for which the mountains
afford admirable pasture-grounds, and which they take down in
the winter to Chorgaliya and other places in the Bhdbar. Some of

the villages, such as Dini and its hamlets Maithi and Majhiali, are
large and populous. The patti yields most abundant crops of
rice and wheat, as well as of the coarser grains and turmeric; th©
basmati rice of the &era (irrigated) land being very famous, but
it is not favourably situated in regard to markets. The irrigated
lands at KulyM and Ohaunda, which form so beautiful a tract on
the banks of the Ladhiya belonging chiefly to the three tribes of
Bora, Mahta, and Kulyal, and their headmen are accounted wealthy.
One village was transferred to Bisjyula, two to Chaugadh and four
to Talli Rau, at the recent settlement; whilst one was received from

Talli Rau.

The patwari usually lives in Pataliya.

Chaudans, a patti or sub-division of parganah Darma in
Kumaon, lies between the Kali and the Dhauli from their conflu
ence northwards. It is only about 12 miles in length, and aoout
eight miles in breadth, containing probably about 100 square miles of
mountainous country between Khela and Rirpaniya-dhura. The
inhabitants are Bhotiyas who occupy some eleven villages assessed
at only Rs. 210 per annum, »w., Bdngtfing, Jydnti, Rung, Pnngla,
Cbhalma-Chhilasaun, Pinala Bhatkot, Suwa, Tantagaon-raunta,
Sosa, Dharpungo, Sirdang, and Sirkha.

The total assessable area is

616 bisis, of which 442 are cultivated, and the population at settle
ment numbered 780 souls (360 females): see Bhotiya Mahals.
The patw'dri usually resides at Sosa and there is a school at
Sirdang.
o
,

Chaugadh, or Chaugarh, a patti of parganah Dhyanirau in
Kumaon, is bounded on the north by Chhabis-Dumaula, Bisjyula,
Malli Rau and Talli Rau ; on the east by Talli Rau ; on the south
by the Dhyani RauBhabar,- and on the west by Chhabis-Dumaula
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Chaugadh was separated from Patti Talli Rau at the recent settle
ment. The total assessable area comprises 2,983 bisis, of which

1,026 are culturable and 1,956 are cultivated (52 irrigated). The
land-tax, at the conquest, amounted to Ks. 418, Which rose in
1820 to Rs. 650, and in 1843 to Rs. 7 85. It is now Rs. 1,819,
which falls on the total assessable area at Re. 0-9-9 per acre and
on the cultivation at Re. 0-14-10 per acre. The population, at the
time of settlement, numbered 2,754 souls, of whom 1,485 were

males. Seven villages were received from Malli Rau and two from
Chaubhainsi at the recent settlement. The patwari resides in
G^gari, where there is a school.
ChaugaOE, a patti of parganah Phaldakot in Kumaon, is bound
ed on the uorthby Athagiili Walla ; on the west by Malli Doti; on
the south by Dhtiraphat; and on the east by Ryuui, Dwfirsaun, and
Kandarkhuw^. The road through Khairna to Ranikhet passes through
it, along the Kuchgadh stream. The principal villages are Bajua,
Chamoli, Khagyar, Khydnsalkot, and Tunakot. The assessable area
comprises 2,791 bisis, of which 514 are culturable and 2,277 are
cultivated (97 irrigated). The land-tax yielded Rs. 1,879 in 1815;
Es. 2,070 in 1820 ; Rs. 2,275 in 1843 ; and is now Rs. 2,919, which
falls on the total assessable area at Re 1-0-9 per acre, and on the
cultivation at Rs. 1-4-6 per acre. The population at settlement
numbered 4,926 souls, of whom 2,491 were males. Changaon
gave five villages to Dhuraphat, three to Kandar-khuwa, three t®

Malli Doti, and received 10 from Dhuraphat at the recent settle
ment. The patwari usually resides in Bamsyun, where there is a
school.

Ohaugarkhotj a parganah in Kumaon, contains eight pattis, each
of which is separately noticed—vis., Darun, Khardhi, Lakhanpur
Malla and Talla, Rfthagar, Rangor, and Salam Malla and Talla.
It comprises 362 mahals or estates containing 474 villages, The
assessment of the land-tax at each successive settlement was as
follows:—
1816.
Es.
3,991

1817.
Bs.
4,433

1818.'
RS.
3,046

1820.
Ks.
6,776

1823.
Rs. 7,644

1828.
Es.
7,677

1833.
Es.
7,800

1843. Current.
Rs.
Bs.
8,012
16,871

The total assessable area comprises 22,306 bisis, of which 7,235
are culturable and 15,071 are cultivated (723 irrigated). The land
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revenue falls on the total assessable area at Re. 0-11-5 per acre, and on the cultivation at Re. 1-10-0 per acre. The population, at the time of
the present settlement, numbered 14,802 males and 12,643 females :
in 1872,17,766 males and 12,534 females, and, in 1881, 15,416 males
and 14,385 females. One thousand three hundred and forty-five bisis
are held free of revenue for the support of temples, and 163^f«zsin
mudfi. The Sarju forms the boundary to the north and east, as far as its
junction with the Pandr: the latter forming the great drainage channel
for all the southern portions of the parganah. To the west, the drain
age falls into the SuwdJ, an affluent of the Kosi, which in its turn
joins the Ramganga and the Ganges. Thus we have in the centre
of the parganah, near the Saimdeo ridge, spots, within a few yards
of each other, where springs are found which go to feed the Ganges
on the west and the Sarda on the east, whose waters do not again
mingle until the ejttreme southern point of the North-Western Pro
vinces is reached in the Ballia district. The name of the parganah
is derived from its four principal pattis, Salam, Lakhanpur, Ddrun,
and Rangor. The two former are highly cultivated and thickly
inhabited, the talldon or valley lands, especially in Salam, being
famous for crops of the finest rice ; whilst the upardon or- uplands
have generally a good soil which produces hemp of fine quality.
These portions are oecupied chiefly by Bisht, Banola and Diuri
Rajputs, andjiniakhanpur, Tiw&ri and Pande Brahmans are numer
ous. The road to Pithoragarh from Almora, crossing the Suwal
river at Supai, passes through Lakhanpur. The D^riin sub-division
is celebrated for the great temple of Jageswar noticed elsewhere.
The noble scenery of the range on which the temple is built is
still further beautified by one of the largest groves of deodar trees
still existing in Kumaon, The patti is, however, poor, and the por
tion near the Sarju is still backward in cultivation : both this patti

and Rangor resembling Gangoli in many respects. The lower
portions of Rithagar are unhealthy and backward, whilst- the
uplands are well cultivated and thickly inhabited. The mineral
deposits of Kharahi are well known, though little worked. They
con.sist of copper mines at Gaulgaon, Khpsu and Agar, and iron
mines at Lobh. There are copper mmes also at Chimakholi in
Rangor and iron mines at five places in the same patti, four in
Parun, two in Lakhanpur Malla, and one in Salam Malla, all let for
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Rs. 626 per annum. The remains of the fort of Padyarkot are
the only traces of the independent Khasiya Rajas of this parganah
now existing.

Chaukot Malla, a patti of parganah Pali Pachliaon in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by Ghauthan and Lohba of Garhwal; on
the west by the former patti; on the east by’ Lohba and Palla
Giw6r, and ou the south by Bichhla Chaukot and Talla Giwar: 33
villages were received from the Talla patti and 16 transferred to it,
and 46 were transferred to Giwar Talla ah the recent settlement.
The entire patti is drained by the tributaries of the Binau river, an
affluent of the Ramganga, of which the two eastern branches drain
the Chautlian patti in Garhwal. The road from Almora to Srinagar
by Ganai runs from east to west through this patti by Goluna,
Khelani bungalow, and Bhakurha. The patwari usually resides at
Degh^t, where there is a school. The principal villages are Cliintoli under Nagchula, Uprarhi, Bharsoli, Kotsari, Kainaleswar,
Patharkhola, Ghuguti, Goluna, and Jaikhal. There is an old
temple at Taldh&r under the Lalnagari peak (5,348 feet), close to
the road, but of no importance. The statistics of the Malla Bichhla
and Talfa pattis may be shown thus :—
Assessable

area in

bisis.

Assessment in rupees.

Population,

CfiVivated,

Chaukot.
Total

Irriga
Dry.
tion

Calturable.

1815.

1820,

1843,

Cur Males. Fe
males.
rent.

6,102

104

3,861

1,186

1,732 2,278 2,425

3,676

3,419 3,160

Bichhla

••• 6,124

106

3,903

1,115

1,797

2,491

2,552

4,178

3,314 3,049

Talla

... 8,893

93

3,169

629

1,201

1,709

1,877

3,310 3,198 8,033

Malla

There are small patches'of revenue-free land in each patti. The
incidence of the land-tax, pet* cultivated acre in the Malla patti
is Re. 0-14-5, in the Bichhla is Re. 1-0.4, and in the Talla is
Re. 1-0-8 per acre.
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Chaukot Bichhla, a patti of parganah Pali PachhSon in
Kumaon, is bounded on the north by Garhwil and Malla Chaukot;
on the south by GarhwM and Talla Chaukot-; on the west by
Garhwal; and on the east by Talla Chaukot This patti was form
ed from pattis Malla and Talla Chaukot at the recent settlement.
It occupies the upper valley of the Khfitligadh, a tributary of tho
Eastern Ny£r river on the west, and the Binau river, a tributary of
the Western Ramganga on the east. The road from Almora to
Srinagar by Masi passes through the centre of the patti from
east to west from Diuli to Saraikhet. The principal villages are
Bhahuna, Chakragaon, Kahadgaon, Tiinii, Jaspur, Tanba-Dhaund,
Masmoli, Udepur, and Chanoli, The ridge forming the waterpart
ing between the eastern and western divisions contains the peaks
of Banj-ki-dera and Jnniyagarh (6,780 feet). The statistics will
be found under Chaukot Malla. The patwari usually resides at
Jaspur, and there is a school at Sy^lde.

Chaukot Talla, a patti of PAli Pachhaon in Kumaon, is bound
ed on the north by Chaukot Malla ; on the west by Chaukot
Bichhla and Malla Sult; on the east by Talla Giwar and Walla
Nayan ; and on the south by Malta Sult and Palla Nayan. Jt con
tains on the’west the Potgadh-ke-rauU and its tributary stream,
and on the north-east the lower course of the Binau stream, both
feeders of the R&mganga, which they join on the right bank, tho
one near Dungari and the other at Budha-kedar. The principal
villages are Airarhi Bisht and Bajbar, Khadalgaon, Nail, Parthola,
and Chachroti. The entire patti is highly cultivated and thickly
studded with villages. The statistics of permanent value will be
found under Chaukot Malla. The higher portions of Chaukot are
less fertile than the more central pattis, but are compensated by
better climate and pasturage; and now that the border warfare with
Garhwal has ceased, cultivation has considerably extended ; but
there is still great room for expansion. Thirty-three villages were

transferred from this to the Malla patti and 16 villages were re
ceived from it at the recent settlement.. The patwdri usually resides
in Gumti, where there is a school.

Chaundkot, a parganah of the Garhwfil district, contains seven
pattis or sub-divisions, each of which is separately noticed, vis.,
Gordrsydn, Jaintolsyun, Kiingadigar, Maundarsydn, Mawalsyun,
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Pingala Pdkha, and EingwSrsyun. The assessment of the landrevenue'at the various settlements was as follows ; —
1815.
Rs.
2,222

1820.
Rs.
3,270

1823.
Ea.
3,881

1828.
Es.
3,951

1833.
Es.
4,052

Current.
Es.
7,445

At the recent settlement, there were 184 estates comprising 287
villages and containing a total area of assessable land, amounting
to 11,461 acres, of which 10,580 acres were cultivated. The land re
venue of 1861 amounted to Rs. 4,558, and the new assessment to
Rs. 7,445, of which Rs. 309 were on account of alienated lands.
The water-mill tax amounted to only Es. 10. The land reve

nue falls on the total assessable area at Re. 0-10-4 per acre and on
the cultivation at Re. 0-11-3 per acre. The population in 1841
amounted to 7,130 (3,281 females) ; ia 1853, to 13,648 (6,782
females) ; in 1858, to 1.3,543 (6,617 females); in 1872, to 22,060
(11,207 females) and in 1881, to 23,403 (12,126 females). Chauudkot is bounded on the north by Barahsyun and Chandpur and on
the south by the Sal&n parganahs. In many respects it resembles
Kumaon, and is drained on the east by tributaries of the Ram
ganga and on the west by the Nyar. It is further noticeable for
the almost entire absence of all forests, except towards the fort
which gives its name to the parganah. The grain crops are remark
ably abundant, but, except in the cold weather, when the people can
proceed to the plains, there is no good market for the surplus pro
duce near. The people have the reputation of being eminently
litigious, and bear the character amongst the more simple Qarhw’alis of being almost as deceitful and cunning as the lowlanders.
Clay slate, mica slate and limestone, with occasional granite are
the prevailing rocks.

Churani or Churanidhar, a village and encamping-ground
on the Eastern Nyar river, in patti Iriyakot of parganah Malla
Sahin in Garhwal, lies on the route from Paori to Dharon,
in latitude 29‘’-3'-42'’' and longitude 7S°-56'-30", distant 12
miles 5 furlongs and 27 poles from Chamn5.on, and 12 miles
2 furlongs 29 poles from the MandhAl river encamping-ground
near Kartiya. The rop,d from Chamnaon crosses the Machhlad
river at Rajsera, 1 mile 3 furlongs 36 poles, and thence passes
by the Silet rivulet up to Ubotdhar, and level to the Kamera rivulet,
1 mile 6 furlongs 11 poles, whence an ascent to Seriyadhar
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of about COO yards to the road leading to Ramnagar ; from this,
Uie road descends to the Kandoli rivulet, and, ascending to Deorari
Devi, descends to the Kotai bridge, 1 mile 6 furlongs 2 poles. By
Kandota and Gliandiyal, the ascent to tho Kunjakhal is reached,
and thence, a descent to Gadari, 3 miles 2 furlongs 36 poles. From
the Gadari rivulet to the Kola and Paniya-khet rivulets, the road
is tolerably level, 1 mile 4 furlongs 36 poles. Thence Siddhi-khal
is reached, and an ascent of 800 yards, before the descent to the
ford across the eastern Nyar, on each side of which there is an en- camping-ground. The river is here 140 feet wide with a bed of
stones and gravel. Churanidhar village lies on the left bank, about
1,020 yards from the river.

Chauthan, a patti of parganah Chandpur in British Garhwal, is
hounded on the north and north-east by Lohba; on the west, by
Choprakot, Dhaundyalsyuu and Meldhar; and on the south and
south-east, by Kumaon. This patti occupies the upper waters of
the Binau, a tributary of the eastern Nyar. It was separated from
Choprakot in 1864, and in 1870 lost one village by transfer to
Choprakot. The patwari of Chauthdn usually resides in Kapholgaon
and collects the land-revenue of Meldhar and Dhaundyalsyun also;
all three were assessed in 1864 at Rs. 2,506 for land-revenue and
saddbart and Rs. 95 for gdnth, with a population of 5,405 souls,
In 1884, there were 4,714 souls. The road from Almora by Ganai
to Paori passes through the patti by the Bdogidb&r bungalow.
Chauthan, a patti of parganah Dhaniyakot in Kumaon, is
bounded on the west by Kakalasaun Malla; on the north by the
same patti and Silaur Malla and Malli Doti ; on the east by Kosydn
Malla; and on the south by Kosydn Talla and Uchakot. The road'
from Dwara to Rfimnagar runs through the patti by Binkot and
Mana. The principal villages are Binkot, Chydni, Ghagreti, Sirani
and Sunsyari. The assessable area comprises 1,874 Wsis, of which
337 are culturable and 1,537 are cultivated (139 irrigated).

The

assessment of land-revenue amounted to Rs. 442 in 181.5 ; in 1820
to Rs. 1,431 ; in 1843 to Rs. 1,580; and is now Rs. 2,223, which

falls at the rate of Re. 1-3-0 per acre on tl^e total assessable area
and at Re. 1-7-2 per acre on the cultivation. The population at

the time of settlement numbered 3,730 souls, of whom 1,922 were
males.

The villages are large and flourishing, though few in
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number, and benefit by the pilgrim route and the Naini Tdl, Rani
khet and’Alraora traffic. ThepatwAri usually resides in Joshikhola

jn Kosyan Malla.

Ohawalthura, an encamping-ground in patti Bhabar (Patli
Diin) of parganah Talla Salan in Garhwal, lies on the route
between Kalu-Shahid and Pdori by the Jwalpa bridge over the
Nyar river, and is situate in latitude 29'’-39' and longitude
78‘’-46' -50'^; distant 9 miles 5 furlongs and 8 poles from Bogsarh
bungalow in the Path Diin valley ; and 12 miles 4 furlongs 10 poles
from the next stage north, Dugsun. The road from Chawalthiira
to Dug ascends the Pillani river, the eastern branch of the Palain,
to its confluence with the Haidgadi stream j by the left bank as far
as Amsot, where it crosses to the right bank, 3 miles 2 furlongs.
Thence still up the valley crossing the Khansor stream, a tributary
falling into the Pillani on the right bank, three miles on ; it fol
lows nprth-west the Khansor stream by Kaliya under the Hatbi-

ke-danda range, Dhautiyal, and the Bansgar rivulet (3 miles 2
furlongs 28 poles), crossing the stream several times. Here the hill
road commences and a good road leads to Dugsundharby an ascent
of 2 miles 7 furlongs 22 poles.
Chhabis-Dumaula, a patti of parganah Dhyanirau in Kumaon,

is

bounded on tho north by parganah Chhakhata and

patti

Bisjyula; on the west, by parganah Chhakhata ; on the south, by

tho Dhydnirau Bhabar ; and on the east, by patti Chaugadh.
Chhabis-Dumaula was separated from Malli Rau at the recent
settlement. The assessable area comprises 1,188 bisis, of which 347
are culturable and 840 are cultivated (71 irrigated). The land-tax
at the conquest amounted to Rs. 295, which rose to Rs. 320 in 1820
and Rs. 468 jn 1843. It is now Rs. 1,067, which falls at Re. 0-14-4
per acre on the total assessable area and at Rs. 1-4-4 per acre on
the cultivation. The population numbered at the last settlement
2,108 souls, of whom 1,108 were males. The patwari usually
resides at Gagari. There is a school at Babydr.

Chhakhata, a parganah of Kumaun, is bounded on the north
by Dhaniya Kot, Mahrydri Palli, and Bisjyula ; on the west by
Kota Malla; on the east by Chhabis-Dumaula and on tho south by
the Chhakbdta Bhabar. The total assessable area comprises 4,255
lists, of whi'ch 1,551 are culturable and 2,703 are cultivated (487
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irrigated). The assessment, in 1815, amounted to Rs. 1,519 ; in
1820, to Rs. 1,698; in 1843, to Rs. 2,204; and the current revenue is
Rs. 4,082, which falls at Re. 0-15-4 per acre on the assessable area
and Rs. 1-8-2 per acre on the assessable cultivation. Three hundred
and forty-four bisis are held in fee-simple or free of revenue: one vil
lage was transferred to Rlsjyiila and four to Dhaniya Kot at the
recent settlement. The population, at the time of settlement, num

bered 7,107 souls, of whom 3,750 were males ; in 1872, 7,122 males
and 5,803 femalesand in 1881,32,798 males and 23,953 females, the
last figures include the lowland population of the Bh&bar portion.

-The parganah comprises 51 mahals or estates containing 61 vil
lages. The patwari resides at Silauti, where there is a school. The
hill portions of Chhakhata and Kota overhang the Bhabar and, with
the exception of the north-western extremity of Kota, cover tho
southern or plainsward slope of the Gagar range from the Gaula

on the east to the Kosi on the west. Tho upper villages of both,
accordingly, partake of the ordinary mountain character, the lower
of the climate and productiveness of the Bhabar. Chhakhata is
said to be derived from khat (6), khashli (60) and khat (lake), or the
sixty-six lakes. It occupies the whole basin of the Gaula. Tho
Naini Tal lake forms the source of the Baliya branch of the Gaula

river and Malwa Tal, the source of another branch. The Naukuchiya and Bhim lakes each send forth a stream to the Gaula and
tho collection of lakes and pools known as the S^t Tal send their
surplus waters to the Baliya. It is said that Nala and Damayanti,
the hero and heroine of the celebrated story in the Mahabharat a
bearing their name, came during their exile to the pools called
after them near Bhim Tal, and that when Damayanti took up the
fish from the lake prepared for cooking, the touch of her divine

fingers restored them to life, and they were accordingly committed
again to the lake. The fish of Bhim Tal are noted for their broad
flat heads and truncated tails, which appear as if the ends had been

cut off. Hence the local proverb used when a good arrangement
has been made and comes to nought
‘ Jai dpattia unehhya, kdliya mdchha tdljdni*
‘ When misfortune comes, cut up fish go back to the lake.’

The central plateau, near Bhim Tal, contains one of the finest
sheets of cultivation in the hills.

As observed by Mr. Batten
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“On the whole, the inhabitants of Chhakhata are a prosperous
race, and amongsj; them the clans Mahura and Sann-Bisht, who
first ventured to push their cultivation beyond the Barakheri pass
into the Bhabar (carrying with them to their clearing the name of
their hill parganah), are, under the present secure Government,
reaping the fruits. of their enterprise and are gradually increasing
in wealth, retarded somewhat in the case of the Mahuras by their
family quarrels and divisions. The people present a contrast to

their neighbours in Phaldakot, in being singularly averse to tho
labour of carrying loads, however profitable. They themselves
account for this feeling by saying, that their agricultural toils
involving, besides their hill tillage, the sowing and reaping of a
crop (and sometimes two) in the hot Bhabar, quite incapacitate
them for physical exertions of the kind. The Kota people in a

less degree affect the same distaste.”

Under these circumstances

the voluntary coolies necessary for Naini Tal are rarely, if ever,
natives of the immediate neighbourhood.
Chhirha, a halting-place and traveller’s bungalow on the road
from Lohaghat to Pithoragarh, distant 10 miles from the former
and 17 miles from the latter, in patti Regaruban of Kali Kumaun.
There is a baniya’s shop, hut no servants at the bungalow.

Chobta, or Chaupatta, a halting-place on the route between Mandal and Ukhimath from Nandprayag, is situate in patti Parkandi
of parganah Nagpur in British GarhwM, in latitude 30°-29' and
longitude 79°-ld:''-30''. It consists merely of a collection of huts
in a glade of the forest, and is distant 10 miles 2 furlongs 23 poles
from Ukhimath and 11 miles 1 furlong 25 poles from Gopeswar.
The road from Gopeswar is undulating as far as Mandal, thence
there is a long and tolerably steep ascent for about 7 miles to
Chobta. From the Pangarbdsa dharmsdlas (about half way) to
wards the north-east there is a fine view of a snowy peak and its
subordinate ranges. Further on, the road passes by Bhimudiyar,
■beneath the clifi^s forming the southern side of the' Chandrasila
peak (12,071 feet), on* which is the temple of Tunganfith. From
Chobta, there is a perfect view of the line of hills lying above the
route to Kedarnath and of the Kedacnath and Chaukhamba peaks
themselves, as w'ell as of the summits of the Badrinath peaks. The
peaks of Kedarn&th seem to be precipices almost perpendicular,
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no snow finding a resting-place on their grey sides. The. Chankhamba peak appears like the crater of an extinct volcano with

■walls still standing and hollow inside ; that facing the south is the
smallest and lowest, Diuri Tal is distant from here about seven
miles, and the summit of Chandrasila between three and four miles.
Choprakot, a patti of parganah Chandpur in British Garhwal, ’
is bounded on the north by Bidolsydn, Kandtiisyiin, and Dhaijyuli;
on the west, by Ghurdursyun ; on the south, by Bangarsyun and
Dhaundydlsyfin, and on the east, by patti Lohba. Six villages of
this patti>vere transferred to patti Kand&rsyun in 1864, The pat
wari of this patti usually resides in Kanyiir and Collects the land

revenue of Dhdijyuli and Bangdrsyun also, aggregating in 1864,
for land revenue and saddbart, Rs. 2,569 and for (juntli Rs. 20, with
a population of 5,955 souls : in 1881 there were 7,875 souls. The
. patti contains the upper valley of the K51-gadh, a tributary of the
eastern Nyar and the sources of the latter stream.
D^ba, a mart in Hundes, in the Punkag of Kyungbuchya and
province of Nari, is situate in north latitude
and east

longitude 79°-58'-50'’’, at an elevation of 14,000 feet aboVe the level
of the sea. It comprises a small collection of mud and stone huts,
which in the summer are increased by the tents of the Huniya and
Bhotiya traders from Niti and Milam. The stages from the Balchhadhura pas.s beyond Milam are Jankang, Kanchego, Dakhar, Sho-,
kong, Manum, Shikyak, Dongpu, and Daba. The Zungpun of Daba
has charge of the Niti and Juhar passes.
Dabka, or Dubka, a stream rising on the southern declivity of
the Gagar range south of pattis TJchakot and Dhaniyakot and
forming, during the upper part of its coarse, the boundary between
Malla and Talla Kota in Kumaon, has its sources in north latitude
29°-30' and east longitude 79°-22'. The Gagar range here rises to
8,408 feet in Badhan-dhura, 8,244 feet in an intermediate peak, and
8,612 feet in Sonchuliya, the most eastern of the three. The Dabka
holds a south-westerly course for about twenty miles to the village
of Baruwa-ddng, where it finally passes fi'om the mountains by the

Baruwa peak (1,209 feet). In this part,of its course, it crosses the
Kota Diin by Ukali, Ramdatta, Dohaniya, and Debi-Rampur,
whence it crosses the low hills, representing the Siwaliks here,
receiving on the right bank the Khioharhi torrent.’ The Dabka is
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here everywhere fordable, except after heavy and continued rain,
and then only for a few hours ; but in the Kota Dun it is frequently
impassable after a heavy downfall, and the size and number of the

boulders in its bed there confirm what the people say of it, that
it is a good servant, but a bad master. Its name, too, from ‘dubna',
‘ to overwhelm,’ confirms this statement. From Baruwa-ddng, it is
known for a short distance as the Gatiya, then as the Gughi, and
low’er down as the Nihal, when, after a course of about ninety miles,
it joins the western Ramganga on the left bank. The Dabka is
crossed by the road from Moradabad to Kdladhiingi.

Dalmisain, a village and halting-place on the road between Paori
and Kotdw^ra, is situate in latitude 29°-50'-l" and longitude 78°in patti Talla Sila of parganah Talla SaKu in British Garh
wal, distant 10 miles 6 furlongs and 33 poles from Guin-pAni, the
previous stage, or 13 miles 4 furlongs 20 poles from Barsuri and

9 miles 6 furlongs 33 poles from Kotdwara. The road hence to
Kotdwfira follows the valley of the Koh or Khoh river, along the
left bank, passing the Do-gadh rivulet by a bridge near the junc
tion with the road from Kotdwara to pattis Talain and Khatali,
1 mile 3 furlongs 36 poles; thence to Diirga-devi slightly un
dulating, and the latter part of the road along bad precipices, 1 mile
7 furlongs 16 poles to Amsaurh and Makhi bhel, 2 miles 6 furlongs,
from which it is 3 miles 5 furlongs 21 poles along a tolerably level
road to KotdwAra.

Danpur, a parganah of Kumaon, comprises eight pattis, each '
of which is noticed separately, viz., Danpur Malla, Bichhla and
Talla, Ddg ; Katyur Malla, Bichhla and Talla, and Nakiiri. Tho
assesment of the land-revenue at the different settlements was as
follows:—
1816Es.
3,583

1817.
Es.
3,966

1818. 1820.
Es.
Es.
4,280 4,613

1823.
Es.
6,746

1828,
Es.
6,863

1833.
Bs.
6,968

1843.
Es.
6,920

Current.
Es.
16,362

The incidence of the present land tax is Rs. 0-12-11 per acre
on the entire assessable area, and Ks. 1-9-1 per acre on the cultiva
tion. The assessable area comprises 19,019 bisis, of which 9,210 are
culturable, and 9,809 are cultivated {3,976 irrigated). One thou
sand three hundred and sixty bisis are held as gdnth and 287 free
of revenue. There are 316 mahdls or estates comprising 517
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villages, inhabited by 10,097 males and 8,769 females. In 1872,
the population numbered 23,339 souls, of whom 11,094: were
females; and in 1881, there were 17,817 males and 15,607 females.
Batten’s remarks on this parganah are applicable, for the most

part, at the present day :—
“At the base and from the spurs of Nandadevi and its neighbour Nnndakot
rise the three rivers which give a character to the parganah and separate its
eastern part into three great valleys, vit., those of She i?indnv. the Sarju. and the
eastern R&mganga, while its western half is drained by the Gomati and its afflu
ents, uniting with the Sarju at Bageswar. This last-named place, and the ruins
of the most ancient seat of hill power at B»ijii4th, render the western division,
or Malla and Talla Katydr, locally illustrious ; made still more so by a tradition
that when the years of sanctity for Hard war and the (ranges shall have been
accomplished, the river virtue will be transferred to the Sarda, and be found
chiefly glorified on the Sarju at Bdgeswar. The agricultural prosperity of
Ddnpnr and Katydr is not great : where the soil is best, and where facilities for
irrigation abound, there, unhappily (as for instance in the hot glen of the
Sarju), the climate is inimical to the increase of population, and the exceeding
heaviness of the jungle tends to perpetuate the animal scourges of the hills.
The state of Katydr' has improved in the lower patti of which at and towards
Bageswar the cultivation has increased, and the climate has proportionately
improved ; and in the upper patti of which, where it has been always most -diffi
cult to understand the causes of unhealthiness, a visible addition to the land
. under tillage and some restoration of inhabitants to deserted spots have occur
red. Still the broad valleys of .the Garnra and Gomati at nearly 4,000 feet
above the sea are as yet incompletely occupied.
At one time, too, from the citadel of Banchula, above their capital Katydr,
the ancient rulers of the hills must have looked down and around on an almost
unbroken picture of agricultural wealth, for, not only in the valleys, but up
three-fourths of the mountain sides, now covered with enormous forests of
pine (specially in the west and south-west towards GopSlkot and the other
great fountain-heads of the Garnra and KoSi) tire well-built walls of fields re
main in multitudinous array, terrace upon terrace, a monument of former in
dustry and popuiousness, and only requiring the axe t-> prepare an immediate
way for the plough. The valley of Baijn&ib, being situate on the frontier of
Kumaon with GarhwSl, and in the neighbourhood of Badhan fort, was often in
all probability the. scene of border conflicts and military exactions -, and the
desertion of villages once having commenced, and no meaos of restoring the
population being at hand, the deterioration of climate, originating in the spread
of rank vegetation and the neglect of drainage may be supposed to have gone
on from bad to worse tilt finally the heat and moisture rendered it what it was
in the earlier days of our rule, the most backward, unhealthy, and jungly portion
of the district. The opening up of tea plantations and the increase of cultiva
tion has done much to improve the character of the climate.”

The Danpur patli was first divided into Upper and Lower Danpur at the
second triennial settlement on account of the great diversity in the situation
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and climate, and consequently in the agricultural produce and the customs of
its inhabitants. In the Upper patti, phipliar and other coarse grains are alone
possible in the rains j whilst in the spring, the produce differs in no respect,
except fertility, from the rest of the province. Its inhabitants are remarkable
for their industry, and derive considerable profits from the manufacture of
blankets, mats, baskets, and the rearing of goats and sheep for the Bhotiya
trade, on all of which there was a tax, now remitted. In the old Chand records
the area of Upper Danpur was entered in hdcltltas, mdshas and rath, and in the
Gorkhali books in jijulas. In Lower Danpur, a large increase in revenue was ob
tained by the bringing on the rent-roll small villages Which had been reclaimed,
add were then discovered for the first time. The people of Danpur declare
themselves tube descendants of the Diinavas of mythology, just as the people
of Kali Kumaon declare that they are of Dailya origin. The oldest inhabitants
were a tribe of Khasiyas called Wohiliya, of whom no traces now remain. The
Danpuris are considered to be of a lower class by the other hill people further
south, and they are certainly alone in the worship of the deified Khasiyas, Lol
Dana, Dharra Sinha, Dana, and Bir Sinha Dana. They have numbers of quaint
legends of their own. Thus they say that the Kowa-lekh, a snowy peak above the
Sundar-dhiinga, is the paradise of crows, who all seek to die there : and if they
die elsewhere, some crow brings a feather of the dead one and deposits it with
the rest. Anottier local legend is related to explain why a bear is held to be
as wise as a woman : in former days a woman dressed in white killed her hus
band and was expelled from society, when she became a bear, and the whiteness
of the bear’s breast represents the white clothes worn by the woman.”

Danpur Malla, a patti of parganah Danpur of Kumaon, is
bounded on the south by Talla and Bichhla Danpur ; on the west,
by parganah Badhan of Garhwal ; on the east, by Bichhla Danpur
and Malla Juhdr ; and on the north, by the peaks of Nanda Devi and
Nandakot. The road from Almora to Milam branches off at the

southern boundary to the east, and the road to the Pindari glacier
The statistics of the Malla, Bichhla and Talla
pattis may be shown thus

runs straight north.
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The assessment on the cultivated acre falls at Es. 1-0-11 in the

Malla patti, at Rs. 1-12-2 in the Bichhla patti, and at Rs. 1-10-5 in
the Talla patti. The principal villages are Bauro, Chaurh, Dhohuti,
Dnbarh, Siipi, and Sorag. ^Twelve villages were transferred to the
Talla patti, which also received 10 from Katydr Malla at the
recent settlement, and gave over eight to Bug and one to Kainsydr.
The patwari usually resides at Lwarkhet ; there is a" school at
Pharsali. There are iron mines at Karrai in the Malla patti and
at Jagthana in the Talla patti.

Danpur Bichhla, a patti of parganah Danpur in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north and west by Banpur Malla ; on the east
by Tallades, and on the south by Ddnpur Talla, Nakuri, and Pungaraon. This patti was separated from Malla Danpur at the recent
settlement. The statistics are given under Danpur Malla. The
principal villages are Bhandar, Liti, Naukorhi, and Barhet. Two
villages were received from Pungardon at the recent settlement.
The patwari resides at Liti, where there is a School.

Danpur Talla, a patti of parganah Ddnpur in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by Garhwal and Malla Ddnpur; on the
west by Malla and Talla Katydr ; on the south by Talla Katydr,
Ddg, anJKakdriandon the east by Nakuri and Bichhla Danpur.
The Sarju flows through it from north to sonthovest, to a little
below its confluence with the Kanalgar. The road to. Milam lies
along the right bank of the Sarju up to Kapkot, where the pat
wari resides. There is a school at Silgani. Other important villages
are Bairha-Majhera, Harsil, MalJades, and the Photing villages
above Kapkot on the right bank of the Sarju. The Nakuri temple
lies to the east of the Hagdami peak (7,083 feet) near Udiyar.
The Tapalpain peak, on the southern boundary and same side of

the Sarju, attains a height of 6,752 feet. To the west of Photing,
on the right bank, Jakh^ri rises to 7,815 feet and Cbirpatkot on

the boundary of Malla Danpur and close to the river rises to
6,637 feet. The Kanalgar, rising in the Jagtana peak and flowing
first south-west under the name of the Dauragar around the north
ern face of the Chundr peak (6,156 feet^, then turns south-east
between it and the Bor peak (6,652 feet) and passing by several
small villages falls into the Sarju on its right bank a few miles above
Bageswar.

Saiuati on the Paunsarigadh, a tributary of the KanM,

21
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is in this patli.

'

Portions of Talla Katydr were transferred to this

patti at the recent settlement, and portions of this patti were added
to the new pattis of Dug and Nakuri (for statistics see DAnpdr

Malla).

Darma, a parganah in Kumaun, comprises four pattis, vis.,
Ddrma Malla and Talla, Byans, and Chaudans,
assessments shows the following results :—■
1816,
Rs,

1817.

1818.

Ks.

Rs.

1820.
Rs.

4,518

6,766

4,530

1,226

1823.

Bs.
1,346

1828.

1833.

Rs.
, 1,368

Rs.

1,405

The history of the
1843. Current,
Rs.
1,400

Rs.
1,886

The land tax now falls at Rs. 0-12-5 per acre on the total assess
able area and at Rs. 1-1-1 per acre on the cultivation. The whole
area liable to land revenue amounts to 2,347 bisis, of which 639 are
culturable and 1,107 are cultivated (271 irrigated). There are only
37 mahals or estates comprising 43 villages and supporting a popu
lation of 4,701 souls, of whom 2,138 are females. Forty-sevenbisis are held free of revenue. Darma proper is now divided into
two pattis or sub-divisions; the Malla or upper and the Talla or

low'er, of which the statistics have been given.

The upper patti

occupies the valley of the Lissar river and the upper part of the
Dhauli; the lower patti lying near the junction of the latter with the
Kali.

(See article Bhotiya MahAls.) The patwari resides at Khela

Sydlapanth.

Darma Yankti, a stream, rises on the northern slope of the
Lunpiya-dhura pass into Tibet from patti Byans in Kumaon, near
the larcha or dalclina, as the foot of the pass is called. The stream
here winds quietly through a flat bed, a furlong wide, well strewn
with fragments of broken stone. The road hence to Rakas Tal lies
along the bed of the stream for some distance, and then along the
right bank. Two or three miles further down, at the point where the

river turns northward by east, the left bank assumes the straight
and regular form, which is characteristic of the ravines to the north,
in the Hiradlaya in this part of Hundes ; it resembles a huge arti
ficial dyke running for several miles in a straight line, in a steep
slope, which at this end is perhaps 500 feet in vertical height. The
name is supposed to be derived from the stream having its origin
in the Darma parganah. Below the larcha, the stream is joined by
the Silangtar, from the eastward, in a bed of great width and depth,

DaRUN.

through a considerable opening in the mountains.
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witi the view on the road to the west is bounded by the high bank
of the Darma-Yankti, which to the northward, however, gradually
subsides into the lower plain. Further northward it receives an
other stream, the Gunda-Yankti, rising in Darma, after which the
united river takes the name of Chu-gar or Chu-garh, and lower down
receives another tributary that springs from high ground near
Ligcheph, a day. south of Kyunglung on the Chirchun road. It then
runs parallel to tho course of the Satlaj, but in an opposite direction :
hence the namehere of Biphu-kula; ‘Biphu' signifying “contrary.”
Before becoming the Chdgar, the Biphukula receives the Chunagu,
‘a stream of Ddrma’ rising a few miles west of the Gunda-Yankti.
The Chugdr joins the Tirthapuri branch of the Satlaj between
Kyunglung and Tirthapuri [H. Strachey J> A. S. Ben. XVII. (2),
98.1

Darun, a patti of parganah Chaugarkha in Kumaon, is formed
from the old patti of that name and part Of Lakhanpur. It is
• bounded on the north, by Ei th agar and the Sarju river, which
separates it from Athgaon of Gangoli; on the west, by Rithagdr,
Lakhanpur Talla and Malla ; on the south, by patti Rangor; and on
the east, by patti Bel of Gangoli. It is drained by the Alaknandi
river, a tributary of the Sarju, which joins it on the left bank and
further south by the Bhaur-gadh, a tributary of the same river sepa
rating it from Rangor. The road to Pithoragarh passes through this
patti to the east by the Jageswarlemple and Naini bungalow {q-v.}
The total assessable area comprises 3,082 bisis, of which 1,311 are
culturable and 1,770 are cultivated (15 irrigated). The assessment,
in 181.5 amounted to Es. 316; in 1820, to Rs. 603; in 1843, to
Rs. 854, and the current assessment is Rs. 1,474, which falls on the

total assessable area at Re. 0-7-8 per acre and on the cultivation at
Re. 0-13-4 per acre. Two hundred and fourteen bisis are excluded
from the revenue-paying area as g^nth and waste. The population
at the time of settlement numbered 3,688 souls, of whom 2,058 were
males. Sixteen-villages were received frorn^ Lakhanpur aud twenty
from Rangor at the recent settlement. Tho patwari usually resides
at Naini : there are schools at Phaltiya and Jageswar.

Dasoli Malli, a patti of parganah Dasoli in British Garhwal, Is
bounded on the north, by Painkhanda Talla and Tallu Dasoli; no
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the south, by the Nandakini river ; on the west, by Talla Dasoli; and

on the east, by Nandak. The principal villages to the west are
J^ikhini, Khunana, Chamtoli, and Nagbagar in the Nandakini
valley connected by a cross path with the Baijnath and Nandprayag
road near Kandai in the Talli patti. The copper mines at Bonga,
Pitkunda, Bagota-Hina, Charbang, Danydla, Ghutgar, Su^ri, and

Sardabagar in parganah Da§oli are now waste. At the current
settlement, in 1864, the two Dasoli pattis and Band comprised 102
estates containing 142 villages with a total assessable area of 4,918
acres, of which 3,664 were cultivated. The land revenue amount
ed to Es. 3,313, of which Rs. 2,155 were alienated in saddbart
and tho remainder in gdnth and mudfi. The mill-tax yielded
Es. 229 and the land revenue fell at Re. 0-10-9 on the total assess
able area and at Re. 0-15-9 on the cultivation. The population
returns in 1841 gave 3,261 souls (1,385 females); in 1853, 7,106
(3,573females); in 1858, 7,063 (3,467 females); in 1872, 12,523
(6,221 females) and in 1881, 10,043 (5,028 females). The patwari
of Nandak, resident at Pharkhet, collects the land revenue of Dasoli
Malli.

Dasoli Talli) a patti of parganah Dasoli in British Garhwal,
is bounded on the north and west by the Alaknanda river ; on the
east by Dasoli Malli; and on the south by Nandak and the Pindar
river. The Birah-ganga, running west, joins the Alaknanda on the
left bank near Birahi in this patti, in latitude 30°-22' and longitude

79°-45'; and further south, the Nandakini flowing in the same direc
tion joins it at Nandprayag, in latitude 30°-19'^-45'’'' and longitude
79°-21'-55". The connecting ridges and spurs of the Kotidanda
(10,(>71 feet), Kotaddnda, (8,323), Deangan (10,444), and Airadhtir
(10,354) peaks form the water-parting between the two rivers. To
the north of the Birah-ganga, the Kakrondhar peak attains a height
of 6,682 feet; and further east is the Dhangmalkund peak, 8,120
feet. With such lofty mountains, cultivation is mostly confined
to the river valleys. Tho road from Karnprayag through Nandpray^g to Badrinath pg.sses in a north-easterly direction along the
left bank of the Alaknanda, while the road from Baijnath and
Almora in Kumaon passes down the Nandakini river to Naudprayag. The patwari of this patti, resident at Nandpraydg, collects
the vevenue of Band also, which in 1864 aggregated from all
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sources for both pattis Rs. 2,628, of which Rs. 1,062 were from
gdntli and revenue-free lands and the remainder saddbart.

Dehra, a municipality and chief town of the Dehra Dun dis-,
trict, is situate in north latitude 3O’-19' and east longitude 78'’-;)',
at an elevation of 2,300 feet above the level of the sea. The office
of the Great Trigonometrical Survey is 2,323 feet. Dehra lies on
the road connecting Mussooree with the plains, and is distant 42
miles from Sahdranpiir, the same from Kurki, 14 miles from Mus
sooree and 7 miles from Rajpur. 'The road to Saharanpur is by
the Mohand pass, raised, bridged, and meUtlJed throughout. A good
second-class road, raised and bridged and for a short distance
metalled, connects with the Jumna on the west; and a third class
road proceeds through the eastern Dun to Hard war on the east.
In 1827, Dehra contained 518 houses and a population of 2,126
souls.
In 1881, the population numbered 20,683 souls (8,442
femalesj, of whom 15,063 (6,00fr females) were Hindus, 4,881
(1,949 females) were Musalmans, and 739 f487 females) were
Christians. The number of inhabited houses was 3,059. The
occupations of the people are those of an ordinary Indian, town,
and may be shown (for those followed by more than forty persons)
thus ;—Brokers, 46 ; carpenters, 148 ; gardeners, 167 ; cooks, 172 ;
cloth-sellers, 78 ; butchers, 66 ; beggars, 157 ; water-carriers, 118 ;
labourers, 174 ; shop-keepers, 232 ; pensioners, 74;' druggists 42;
peons, 123; watchmen, 63; sweepers, 274 ; tailors, 265; milkmen,
43; washermen, 149; palanquin-bearers, 47 ; grooms, 256 ;
masons, 164; goldsmiths, 70; cultivators, 365; potters, 75;
greengrocers, 99 ; cartuien, 192 ; grass-cutters, 250 ; wood-cuttcrs,
143 ; blacksmiths, 49; day labourers, 738; office clerks, 103; and
servants, 117. Tiie native town’ lies to the east and west of the
principal road from Mohand to Rajpur, and is surrounded by ham
lets practically forming a portion of the town of Dehra, but of
which some are, and some are not, included within municipal limits.
Such are Dharmpur, Chukwala and Hathi-barkhala; near the
Hardwar, Jumna, and Raj pur roads respectively, and which are
not within municipal limits, and Dilaram-ki-bazar, Karnpur,
and Dalanwfila, included within municipal limits. Tho central

portion of the town is built on the crest of a low ridge, which

* I .am indebted to Mr. Fisher, B.C.S., for this notice.
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extends from the Mohand pass to Rajpar, and forms the water-part
ing between the Ganges and the Junina. In the early accounts,
Dehra is described as situate amid dense groves of mango-trees,
surrounded by verdure-clad fields, the vicinity being watered
by a torrent descending from the mountain. Seen from Mussooree,
the country around Dehra appears to be well-wooded, especially at
the southern extremity of the town, where the grove, called Lakhib^gh, affords a good encamping-ground. From an early time, the
drinking-water of Dehra has been supplied by an aqueduct drawn
from the head of the Rispana torrent near Raj pur. In 1841-44,
this was repaired and restored, and designated the Rajpur canal.

Divided into two, it intersects the civil station and Dehra, and
forms one of the most characteristic features of the place. Al
though it may be charged with being the cause of main ria in some
cases, there is no doubt of its being the cause of the verdure which
makes Dehra at all times one of the prettiest stations in India.
The canal, too, has helped to rear the magnificent bambus
which, in fine clumps of several yards in circuit, are still to be seen
_ ,
along the road. These perished to a great
Bambus,
“ .
„
.
.
extent in 1881, after flowering. Mr. Duthie
records this phenomenon, and writes :—
“ Among the remedies which have been suggested for keeping them alive
under these circumstances ia one known very well to natives and said to have
been successful. As soon as the flowers begin to appear, all the stems are cut
down Close to the ground, after which the roots are covered over with manure
and litter and set fire to. When the rainy season comes on, it is said that an
abundant crop of^young shoots will break out from the old roots. It is not
difficult to understand the cause of death under ordinary circumstances when
we consider how the plants must be weakened by the sudden production of such
an enormous mass of flowers; and at the same time, being almost devoid of
leaves, the plants are thereby deprived of the means of obtaining their proper
nourishment by the action of the roots. The effect of fire being applied may
possibly be to seal up the points from which the remaining strength or sap of
the plant was issuing, and to cause it to be stored up just as nature does in the
case of bulbs, tubers, and other fleshy underground organs, and which under
suitable conditions are capable of perpetuating the plant.”

The civil station extends along the Raj pur road, from the
.
northern extremity of the native town to the
Civil station.
_ ,
Hody-guard lines which are about midway
between Dehra and Rajpur. There are a few other houses near the
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Tho fine open space be

tween the latter and the Civil station was the old parade-ground
used by the troops stationed at Dehra, until the lines were remov
ed to the higher ground across the Bindbal stream. The race
course belongs to the municipality, and is one of the finest in India,
and makes the Dehra week in October rank amongst the most
successful meets. The site of the new cantonments, occupied by the
2nd Gurkhas or Sirmor Battalion, is regarded as the healthiest
part of Dehra, and lies about two miles from
Cantonments.
the town on the right of the Jumna toad,
A new road branches off from the Rajpur road near the Dihtrfimki-b^izdr to cantonments, called the Hathibarkhala^ road, which
shortens the distance to Rdjpur. The comparative elevation of
the lines gives a drier site, and there is nothing to obstruct the air
from the hills in the way of forest, so that the climate of canton
ments is perceptibly better than that of Dehra civil station, wiih its

- luxuriant vegetation and damp soil. Tho irrigation cut from the
western canal passes through cantonments, and, akhougli unfit

for drinking purposes, is used for irrigation. A fine rifle-range has
been made near the quarter-guard, and, to the right, the Hues
with a bazaar and hospital at no great distance. The private
houses are mostly owned by the officers of the regiment quartered
here. The suburbs of both cantonments and the civil station con
tain numerous tea-gardens.
The Viceroy’s body-guard has its head-quarters at Dehra, the
lines being situate about half-way between Dehra and Rajpur. - The
Viceroy’s stables, with accommodation for
Troops.
some fifty horses, are situate near tho race
course. The body-guard arrives at Dehra at the end of March
and leaves for Calcutta at the end of October. The Sirmor batta
lion, now known as the 2nd Gurkhas, was formed, in 1815, from
the disbanded Nepalese troops, and was first stationed at Nahan,
the chief town of Sirmor. It was directed to join the force assem
bled at Sitapur in Oudh and destined to invade Nepal, but had
only reached Mur^dabad when the order was countermanded, and
* The name Hfithibarkhiila has its origin in a tradition to the effect that
there was here a great bar tree {Ficns indica), which had an opening between its
trunks through which an elephant tried to pass, and in doing so rent the tree
as under, whence the name of the village, khdla being ‘ a pass ’ in Hindi.
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it returned to Dehra, which had been selected as its future canton
ment.'

It was again on service at Sitapur and in October, 1817,

served under Sir David Ochterlony in the Mahrfitha campaign.
In 1824, it assisted in clearing the Siw^liks of the Gujar banditti,^
and in 1825-26 two companies served at the siege and capture of

Bhartpur.

In 1846, the regiment reached Ludhiana in time to

save it from plunder by the Sikhs, and was present at Aliwal and

Sobraon.
In 1848, it was again on service at Ludhiana, and
remained there until the end of the second Sikh war. In 1850, if

became a general service corps, and, in 1857, was the first in the
field against the rebels, tvhere its services at Badli-ke-sarai and as

the main picquet at Hindu Rao’s house cannot easily be forgotten,
losing as it did 327 killed and wounded out of 490 of all grades.
The regiment’ became known as the Sirmor rifle regiment for this
service. In 1864, it served in the Moinand war; in 1868, in the
Hazara expedition ; inT870, in the Lushai expedition ; and, in 1876,
was honored in having His Royal. Highness Field Marshal, the
Prince of Wales, as its honorary colonel, and the name was changed

In 1878, the regiment formed a
portion of the Malta and Cyprus expedition, and proceeded thence
to Afghanistan, joining in the march from K^bul to Kandahar, and
being present at the battle of Kandahar in September, 1880. This
to “ the Prince of Wales’ Own.”

record of services is surpassed by no other regiment, and Dehra
does well to be proud of its popular local regiment.

Turning to Dehra itself, the municipality divides it into 27 rauhallas or wards, vie., Akhara ; Paltanbaziir;
Muhallas.
Maunuganj ; Parsauliwdla; Talla muhalla;
Bazar Jawahir mistri; Jatiya, near Kharbara ; JAtiya, near
Aragarh; ChukwMa; Darshani-darwaza ; Bazar Dilaram; Bazar
Dh^muwMa ; Dhamuwdla; Dalanwala ; Salawala ; Phaltu-line ;

Karanpur ; Kua-muhalla ; Kumharwala ; Korsi-muhalla ; Khar
bara; Ghosi-muhalla; Lakhi-b5gh ; Luniya-muhalla ; MansinghwMa; Nayanagar police lines and Nayanagar.
Most of these
names explain their -origin from some person or place connected
’ When formed there xVere IO companies of one subahdar, four jamadars,
eig’ht havildars, two buglers, and 120 sepoys each. This was reduced in ISIS to
eight companies of SO men each.
’ See Williams’ Memoir, p, 145.
’ ft
also received an extra color bearing the word “ Dehli” in English, Urdu, and
Hindi, similar to those of British line regiments.
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The Darshani-darwfiza is one of the gates of the Sikh

temple from which a view of the tomb of the guru'' is obtained.
Kharbara is said to mark the place where, in a fight between the
Pandavas and Kanravas, a cow was accidentally wounded in the
hoof {khar) by an arrow ; or, according to others, where the cow
K&madhenu planted her hoof, and three springs broke out, which
fabw fill tho tank excavated by Panjab Ku ar. The chief publie

offices are the session court-house; the offices of the Great TrigdhOinetrical Survey ; the tahsili; post-office; telegraph-office ; police
station ; dispensary; safai, and leper asylum. The club, the
American Mission schools. Convent school, and three Giovernnient
schools end the list. Tho club was started in 1578, and now has a
ConVenieiit bouse and some resident members. There are two
hotels—Gee’s hotel and the Victoria, which is badly situated. The

American anglo-vernacular boys’ school dates from 1854, when
Mr. Colvin gave a portion Of the tahsili .compound for the use of
the mission, which was exchanged for a better site by Mr. Dunlop.
In 1881, there Were 137 pupils, of whom 110 were Hindus, IS
were Musalmdns, and 12 were Christians. In 1884 there Were 162
boys on the rolls. A native Christian school for girls w’as opened
in 1859 by the Reverend D. Herron and supplies a long-felt want.
In 1881, there were 134 boarders and eight day-piipils, and in 1884,
there were 140 on the rolls. A fine building has recently baeri
erected to accommodate tedchers and pupils.
“ Education in its
highest form is aimed at, but the importance attached to the domes
tic arts gives it a more definite and practical aim.” The teaching
is intended to include the entrance university course. The pupils

come from all parts of the North-Western Provinces and the Pun
jab, and the moderate charge of six rupees per mensem for board
and tuition place it within the means of all. Another Christian in
stitution is the Ludhiana orphanage established there in 1836 and
temoved to Dehra in 1871. Mr. Wood’s academy and the Convent
• -schools cOme down to Dehra from Mussooree in the Winter.
The convent Was established in 1845, and has 100 pupils and front

eleven to fourteen religious ladies in residence.- Tho Winter head
quarters of the Great Trigonometrical Survey are here. Its records
date from 1800, when it began in Madras,, and its operations

how include India and the neighbouring countries, A fgliAnistah and
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The maps produced at Dehra are photozineographed in

Calcutta, where the results obtained under the superintendence of
Major WaterheuSe-are unsurpassed in any country for accuracy

and finish. There is a church and Roman Catholic and Presby
terian chapels.
‘‘ The climate of Dehra may be termed,” writes Dr. McLaren,
“ a moist and temperate one. The average
rainfall is 78 inches. The temperature in
shade fluctuates from 37° in January to 98° in June and the daily
range is not great, if we except the months of September and
October, which form consequently the most unhealthy season of the

year. The valley, on the whole, is peculiarly free from sudden
extremes of heat and cold, especially from the blasts that scorch
the country lying below its southern boundary, but owing to the

cutting, clearing, and cultivating operations which have within the
last few years been carried on, in the western portion of the Diin,
hot winds now accompany the advent of the sum mer months.
These are not scorching in their effects, but are annually becoming

more marked and prolonged, and are doubtless owing to the rapid
clearances of tree jungle which the landowners think fit to carry
out. These warm breezes were unknown in Dehra before 1873.
From its close proximity to the outer Himalayan range, Dehra is
also generally cool: the cold weather commencing earlier and last
ing longer than in the plains. There are no special prevailing winds:
a mild breeze during the warmer months being, during the day,
wafted from the south, which changes its direction from the north after
sunset, thus rendering the climate at this sultry season tolerable and
pleasant. The water-supply of the European portion of the station
is obtained from a spring® at Nalapdni, which issues from a small
hill situated about two miles to the north-east. The present sup
ply of drinking water for the native population is obtained from
an open canal which traverses by numerous channels the city,
being liable, however, to contamination of all kinds during every
’ Ecoords, G. T. SurVey, Vol. 11., Dehra, 1870.
’ A scheme for bring
ing this water into the town in pipes has often been before the municipality.
The coat of a cheap scheme by which the water could have been brought to a
tank on the old parade-ground near the town is stated at Ks. 16,000, but the
apathy of the people themselves, the paucity of wealthy men, and the poverty
of the- municipal funds have hitherto presented insuperable obstacles to pro
gress in this direction.
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Daring the rainy season especially, its quality

is so bad that it is totally unfit for use, in fact it is very injurious,
as shown by the general prevalence at that season of bowel-com*
plaints, which constitute the chief, causes of the local diseases.

Tanks have lately been constructed at various points throughout

. the city to allow of the subsidence of matters held in suspension ;
but. so minutely divided are the suspended clay and sand, that
nothing but boiling and filteting the water can render it fit for

drinking purposes.

In the station, there is only one well in use,

and it is 226 feet deep. It is kept more especially for jail use, but
the quality of its water, too, is so inferior and has been such a fre
quent source of bowel ailments amongst the prisoners and others,
that boiling and filtering have to be resorted to before it, also, is fit
to use.

“ Dehra being built on the watershed of the Dun, and the
subsoil being composed of loose gravel, the drainage of the station
and its suburbs is most perfect. The death-rate for the municipa
lity in 1880 was only 18’97 per thousand, and compared favourably

with that of most others, the provincial average being 37’37.
There is a second class sudder dispensary at Dehra, situated
about the centre of the bazar to the right of the main road leading
from Saharanpur to Rajpur. It was first opened in 1852, and is
supported partly by Q-overnment and partly by private and
mumcipal contributions. Till very lately, there Vfere two branch
dispensaries in connection with it —one at Rajpur and another at
.Kalsi, both now abolished. This dispensary has six wards afford

ing accommodation to 20 males and 8 females, besides one which
is kept exclusively for the better class of natives. The diseases
ordinarily treated are malarial fevers, goitre, skin diseases and
dysentery, respiratory affections, rheumatism, ophthaluiia, diarrhoea,

and diseases of the generative organs. The average daily attend
ance is in-patients 28, out-patients 87, and the number of
inmates, including the hospital assistant qnd servants, 35 : total

number of out-patients in the year (3,881) 15,738, in-patients
668. The average annual income, including Government grant, is
Ks. 2,400, and the expenditure Rs. 2,300. Vaccination is carried
on, throughout the district, by a special officer of that department.
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A vaccinator is paid partially from municipal funds, and is placed

under the orders and directions of the Civil Surgeon, to whom

reports of his work are made weekly.

The leper asylum was

opened in 1879, and is supported solely by private and municipal
contributions.

The building is situated outside the city, about a

inile south of the Dehra cemetery, and is divided into two sym
metrical parts giving separate accommodation to the males and the

females.

The present number of inmates, including servants, is 91.

The income scarcely covers the expenditure.”
In 1881-82 the income of the Dehra municipality amounted to
JJs. 11,351 and in 1882-83 to Es. 9,528. In the latter year the

.|ioUse-tax yielded Es, 6,002, from a cess on houses, buildings, and
lands in the station and the city ; the naziil

lands and houses vested in the municipality
yielded Es. 836 and -the sardi let for Rs. 530 ; gardens brought in
Rs. 51; fines and pounds Es. 940, and miscellaneous items, includ
ing the slaughterhouse, Es. 1,108. The expenditure during 1881-82

amounted to Es. 11,227, and during 1882-83 to Bs. 9,525, In
the latter year the cost of collection was Rs. 475, or nearly five per
cent on the income : head-office establishment cost Rs. 279 ; whilst
Rs. 4,264 were spent on public works; Es. 1,537 on police;
Bs. 200 on education ; Es. 350 on charitable grants (vaccination
and dispensary) ; Es. 1,706 on conservancy ; Rs. 458 on water
ing ; Rs. 458 on lighting and Es. 255 on miscellaneous objects,
These figures giving the details for one year sufficiently show the
character of the receipts and charges on account of the municipa-:
lity. The cantonment funds which are devoted to similar purposes
showed an income of Rs. 1,227 from the sale of grass and wood,

rents of lands under cultivation, pounds, and other minor sources j
whilst Rs. 532 were expended on conservancy, repairs, and esta

blishment.

The affairs of the municipality are managed by a com

mittee, the majority of W’hom are elected by the tax-payers. The
number of houses assessed to the tax was 3,740 (118 in the civil
station and 3,622 in the tewn), and the incidence of taxation is only
about five annas per head per annum. The area of Dehra munici

pality is 2,315 acres, or 3-62 square miles : and of the cantonments

is 566 acres.
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The temple^ or Gurndwara of the- Udasis, the sect of religious

ascetics founded by Bam Rai, their Guru,
was built in 1699 A. D. and is the only object
of historical interest. The central block, in which the Guru’s bed
is preserved, is a handsome,structure, designed in the style of the
Emperor Jahangir’s tomb: at the corners, it has smaller monuments
iu memory of the Guru’s four wives. The model adopted has
naturally given a Muhammadan appearance to the whole, very
curious in a place of worship built by Udasis, who suffered so
much at their hands: brick, plastered over and pointed in imitation
of mosaic, forms the material of the building. Three reservoirs,
the largest of them being 2.30 feet long by 184 feet wide, are
attached to the temple s two receiving supplies of water from the
Eajpur canal and the third from rainwater only; its use, for boiling
pulses, rendering if necessary to litnit the supply to this source, as

Sikh temple.

canal water is too hard for the purpose. Tho revenues of the
temple include the,income derived from seven villages in British
territory and six in Tihri, for which no rent or revenue is paid
to the State. The revenue thus derived has risen enormously

since Mr. Shore estimated it (in 1827, at Rs. 1635; Rs. 1,600
from the former and Rs. 35 from the latter) owing to the immense
rise in the value of land, so that, by common; repute, the chief
priest or Mahant, who has the absolute disposal of the revenues of
the endowment, is the richest man in the Diin. His election from
among the disciples {ehelas) of the last deceased Mahant was
formerly guided by the Sikh chiefs of the Panjdb, a nazardna of
Rs. 500 being presented to the British Government at the installa
tion, with the complimentary gift- in return of a pair of shawls.
The distinctive head-dress of the sect worn by the high priest and
his disciples is a cap of red cloth, shaped like a sugar-loaf, worked
over with coloured thread and adorned with a black silk fringe
round the rim. The acknowledgment of Guru Ram Rai’s saint
ship is not confined to the Udasis, but most Hindu sects furnish
devotees, especially in the Dehra Uiin, where his influence was most
felt. Perhaps, however, the most enthusiastic of his worshippers
will be found now, as heretofore, among the Cis-Satlaj Sikhs.
Owing to the doubt cast upon hjs legitimacy and the divergence

* See Gaz. XI. 840.
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of his peaceful doctrines from the stern tenets of Sri Guru Gobind
Sinh, the Akhdli Sikhs have uniformly refused him recognition,
but notwithstanding this, it is on record that Ranjit Singh, when

apprehensive of impending death in the spring of 1826, sent an
offering of Rs. 500 to this temple.
The time fixed for the annual ceremonies of the saint is that of

the Hindu festival known as tho. Holi, usually falling in April.
A fair (mela) lasting 10 days, and called San^at, commences on
the 1st of Chait, and, on the sixth, the ceremony of hoisting a new

flag, upon a monster flagstaff standing between the temple and the
large tank, takes place. Hundreds of pilgrims, to each of whom a
day’s food is given by the Mahant, aid in this duty ; but the total
number attending the fair varies from 3,000 to 10,000, the larger
figure being reached only when the Hard war fair, whither the
pilgrims flock immediately after, is very largely attended at the
Kumbkmd Adk-kuwbh. The authentic history of Dehra may be

said to date from the close of the seventeenth century (1756S., 1699 A.D.), when
Ram EM retired to the Dun, after his failure to obtain the recog
nition of his claims to succeed his father as Guru, and founded a

„

History.

sect of dissenters. He, at first, resided at Kandli on the western side
of the Tons river, but ultimately removed to Kharbara (now includ

ed in the modern town of Dehra) and built the temple named after

him at the neighbouring village of Dhamuwala, unless, as'Js some
times alleged, it was constructed by his widow. Panjab Ku ar.
His presence soon attracted numerous devotees and a flourishing
town, called Gurudwara or Dehra, grew up around his dwelling'.
Coming with letters of recommendation from Aurangzeb to Fateh
SAh of GarhwM, the Guru was welcomed, and his temple endowed
with the three villages of Kharbara, Eajpur, and Chama-Suri,
to whieh four others—Dhamuwala, Miyanwala, Panditwari, and
Dbartawala—were added by his successor. Captain Raper visited
Dehra, in 1808, and found it an “ extensive village.” It had been a
populous town a few'years before, its decadence resulting from the
constant succession of inv.asions by the Sikhs and Gujars. The
rule of the Gorkhalis, commencing in 1803, closed in 1814, and

I Locally the name is derived from the resting-place of the body (deA) Of
Guru Kam Bae.
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the formal annexation of Dehra Dun to the district of Saharanpur
in 1815 was followed by the introduction of the usual revenue and
police sub-divisions and an establishment for the latter (police) on
an extremely modest scale, but it was not till February, 1823, that
any real administration commenced. The Honorable Mr. Shore
then assumed charge under the designation of Joint-Magistrate,
and, during his residence at Dehra (till 1828), the town along with

the rest of the district gained greatly from hjs reforming hand.
Mr. Shore’s zeal communicated itself to the people, 'whom ho
induced to repair the roads, and he himself advanced the funds
(which were hardly ever repaid) required to build the Debra jail,
and to establish shops on the road, frequented by travellers to
Mussooree and Landour, places which were then beginning to be
visited by Europeans fromthe plains.
.Amongst the local projects for the improvement of the valley
is a railway to connect jt with the plains. The cost of a metre
gauge line about 75 miles long from Deoband or Nagal on the
Sindh, Panjab and Delhi Railway vid Riirki and Hard war to
Dehra and thence to Rajpur at the foot of the mountain, has been
estimated at Rs. 35,00,000. The sources of revenue relied on are
(1) the traffic of Riirki ; (2) the Hardw&r pilgrim traffic; (3) the
traffic of the Ganges canal, and (4) the general traffic of the Diin
and the hill sanitaria. . The average of five estimates gave this
expected revenue as Rs. 6,30,334. The scheme was submitted to
the Local Government, but the concessions asked for were not
granted. Meanwhile a concession has been granted by the Secre

tary of State for India to the Oudh and Eohilkhand Railway for
the extension of their line to Saharanpur, with probably a branch
to Hardwar, which has thus deprived the promoters of the Dehra
Dun Railway of the main item—the pilgrim traffic—in their scheme.

Dehra Dun, district of (see the end of this volume).
Deoprayag, or Deva Frayaga, a town in patti Bangarh, of
native Garhwal, at the confluence of the Alaknanda and Bhagiratbi.
The former flows from the east'and the latter; from the north, and, at

the vertex of the right-angle formed by their junction, the town is
situate.

The contrast formed by the two streams is very remark

able ; the Bhagiratbi runs down a steep declivity with a rapid
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course, roaring and foaming over large stones and fragments placed
in its bed, while the placid Alaknanda, flowing with a smooth and

unruffled surface and of three times the volume, gently winds round

the point. The banks of both rivers are composed of hard black
rock ; but while those of the Alaknanda are almost perpendicular
to the height of 80 or 100 feeti those of the Bhagiratbi are shelv-

ing and expanded.

The Alaknanda, the deeper and more consi

derable river, is, at the season of low water, 142 feet in breadth,
and in the rainy season rises 46 or 47 feet. The Bh&girathi is, at
the season of low water, 112 feet in breadth, and rises 40 feet in

the rainy season. Each river is crossed by
or rope bridge j
the united stream having a breadth of 80 yards receives, below
the confluence, the name of the Ganges. The vilJage is built
on a small flat, below a perpendicular cliff, at an elevation of lOO

feet above the water, on the scarp of a mountain rising behind to
the height of about 800 feet. A huge flight of steps, cut in the

rock, by which even cattle can travel gives access to the town froni
the water’s edge.
iThe houses are arranged so as to form tWo roWS of unequal

length, joined at a right-angle, the longer row facing the BhAgitatbi, the other, the Alaknanda. They are generally two stories
high, built of large stones, cemented with lime mortar, and having
sloping roofs covered with shingles.

In tlie upper part of the town,

stands a temple sacred to RamaChandfa. It is situate on a terracC
from twenty to thirty yards square and six feet high, and is built
of large blocks of cut stone piled on each other, without cement, so
as to form a pyramid, bulging in the middle and decreasing rapidly
towards the summit, which is surmounted by a white cupola ; and
over all, is a. square sloping roof, composed of plates of copper,
crowned • above with a golden ball and spire. The entrance is oh
the western side, in a portico, from the roof of which are hung
bells of various siaSes. Ender the shelter thus provided the wor

shippers perform their devotions. The image of Ramachandra,
about six feet high, curved in black Stone, but painted red, except
the face, is seated opposite the door, and under the eastern part of
the cupola. Before the idol, and opposite the portico, is the brazen
image of a Garudaj .one knee is bent on the ground, and his hands
tire joined in the attitude of prayer. The whole height of the building
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is between 70 and 80 feet. Under the terrace is a temple sacred to
Adi-Bishveswar. Deoprayag is a pecnKarly sacred place ef pilgrim
age for Hindus, being one of the five principal ‘ praydgas * or conflu
ences. The grand rite is ablation, which takes place, at the con
fluence of the rivers, in two kunda& or basins, excavated in the rock,
at a level a little lower than the surface of the current, which hero
is so rapid and violent as to sweep away any attempting to bathe in

it. The names of the pilgrims are registered, on their paying to the
officiating Brahmans the usual dues. These Brahmans also enjoy tho
revenue derived from 25 villages granted by the Raja of Garhwal ;
and, notwithstanding the celebrity of the place, are compelled to
eke out a subsistence by the practice of trade. The temple, as well
as the rest of the town, was much shattered by au earthquake in
1803, but was subsequently repaired by Daulat Rao Sindia. Tho
town contains between 200 and 250 houses, inhabited principally by
Brahmans from the Dakhin. The heat is sometimes very great,
exceeding 100° at noon in the shade. Elevation above the sea, of

the town, 2,266 feet; of the stream, 1,953. Latitude 30°-8', longi
tude 78’-39'. The village of Bahs in British Garhwal, to which
is attached a small bazar, is nearly opposite to Deopraydg. They
are connected by a rope bridge (jhuta) of about 120 feet span.

Devi Dhura or Deh, a station on the road from Almora to
Lohiighat, 13 miles from Pharka, 17 miles from Doi, and 32 miles
from Almora, 6,633 feet above the sea, is situate in north latitude
29'’-24'-56" and east longitude 79'’-54'-30'’’. There is a bungalow
and a grain-shop here where common supplies may be obtained.
On the north-west face of the mountain, a few feet below its crest,
there are two groups of colossal blocks of grey granite piled on
each other, consecrated to Mahadeva, Varahi Devi and Bhim Sen,
and softened by a few picturesque oaks, deaddrs, walnuts and a
largesUany (^Oleafrayrans)irae. Similar boulders are strewed over
the surface of the surrounding mountains, especially on the upper
part of the deep depression in the range immediately north. Be
tween two of the main boulders, in a recess crowned with a grove
of deoddrs, is a celebrated temple at. which a., fair is held in JuneJuly, when many goats and buffaloes are. offered at the shrine.
There were two noteworthy customs at this fair: one was when they
dragged the idol to the top of the plateau a few'hundred yards off
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where the cairn of the Great TrigonoraetricarSurvey stands, the

draggers being men all naked ; another was the custom of forming
two parties, who attacked each other with sticks and stones (known
as baffiedli), a practice not uncommon throughout Kumaun and
Nep61. To the west of the temple are two boulders; the uppermost
of which, called Ransila, about one hundred feet in length, is cleft
through the centre by a deep fissure, at right angles to which there
is a similar rift in the lower rock. On Ransila rests a smaller
boulder, said to be the same that was employed by Bhim Sen to
produce these fissures, in proof of which, the print of his five fingers
is still pointed out. The surface of Ransila also presents certain
other marks and figures on which the Pandu brothers amused them
selves at pachisi, an indigenous kind of chess. Both boulders and
fissures are indeed sufficiently extraordinary to warrant some super
stitious legends among an ignorant population. Some writers hold
that these wildernesses of granitic boulders, as well as the fissures,
originated in “ a contraction of the distended surface of the grani
tic mass w’hen first upheaved.” Others appear more inclined to
attribute the boulders to the existence of hard and highly crystal
lised nuclei, which have resisted the decomposition going on all
- around, caused probably by the action of water on the superabun

dant felspar.

Many of the boulders are also perishing, but some

what differently ; large and thick concentric coats scale away, and
crumble, by the process of desquamation, which is equally remark
able in the trap rocks. Tho fissures appear to be too fresh and
sharp to allow of the supposition that they are coeval with the ele
vation of the rock ; they are probably due to the unequal cooling
of the mass when a frosty night has succeeded a very hot day.
Devi Dhijra occupies the north-east and highest angle of a great
granitic plateau, steep on the east and north, but sloping gently to
the west and south : it is covered with wood and furrowed by deep
ravines. One of these commences at the shrine, and soon collects
a pretty stream deeply shaded by horse-chestnut and other trees;
at its head is a naula or covered well. This granitic ridge extends
continuously from Dernath near Fort Hastings to Saur-Phatak
within three miles of jDol. At Saur-Phatka the road leaves it, but

the formation is probably continued to Siydhi Devi, as the granite
re-appears on the west and south faces of the Bandani and
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Mukteswar iftountains; in the bed of the small stream which joins
the Kfimniya below Piura, and on both sides of the Kdmniya up to
Kapleswar—[Madden).
From Pharfca, the road is good but tortuous, following the tabular and round
ed summit of the granitic range welt wooded with rhodo
From Pharka.
dendron, pine, pear, kiiphal and binj (oak). The road
descends at once from the bungalow for a mile and a half, and ascends as much to
the Airi peak (over 6,000 feet). At the sixth mile, is a deoddr grore and temple
called P&ti, aroupd which are the sources of the Katiya, an affluent of the Ladhiya.
At four miles from Deri Dhura, the road descends to a eo2 called Garsari-lekli, with
the village of Gdm below on the left. Hence there ia a considerable ascent to the
bungalow at De. The view from the bungalow is one of the finest in Kumaon: it
includes Thakil and Thum on the east, Binsar on the West, the Gagar range to the
south-east, and the peaks of Gangoli to the north. Hence to the new bungalow at
Mornauli on the road to Doi, there is, first, a steep descent to a col, on the south
ern side of which rises a feeder of the Ladhiya and on the northern a feeder of
the Panar, an affluent of the Sarju. Bence the route ascends gradually and proceeds along the ridge to the »ew bungalow at Puyapani (cherry-free water). The
scenery here is beautiful and the mountains are well wooded with oaks,’* rhodo
dendrons, aySr.kSiphal, bharas, ehamhharak, «/(i, idniu and idunra, and the level ia
high enough for Primula denficulata and an occasional yew. Three miles short of
Dol (17 miles from De), the mad descends to a second col called Saur-Phatka, where
there are pools of Water and a few carved stones. Here the granite ceases, and is
replaced by stratified rocks, quartzose, micaceous and slaty, dipping north. A mile
beyond Saur-Phatka, ths road passes' an extensive wilderness of vast angular
gneiss fragments; perched on the top of a group of these is a rudely conical mass
of the same material, twenty to thirty feet wide at the base and fully fifty feet
high. It is called Nagdeo and is worshipped as a phallus: the foundations of old
buildings are visible around. A rivulet, one of the heads of the Panar, rises be
tween these boulders and the high road, and following it for a mile, the traveller
comes on a very pretty,small, secluded dell shaded by deoddrs, chestnuts and titauj
oaks, with a temple to Vishnu: a path leads hence direct to Dol (q. ir.), where the
bungalow now belongs to a planter, the new one being situate three or four miles
further on.

Dewalgarh, a parganah of the Garhwal district contains seven
pattis or sub-divisions, each of ■which is separately noticed—vie.,

Bidolsyfin, Baebhansyun, Chalansyiln, Dhanpur, Gburdorsyfin,
Kandarsyiin and Kathulsyfin. Dewalgarh is bounded on the north
by NAgpur, on the east by Chandpur, on the south by Barahsydn
and on the west by Tihri. The assessment of the land-revenue has
been as follows :—
1815.
Rs.
1,896

1816.
Bs.
9,343

1817.'
Bs.
2,869

;i82O.’
hs.
3,445

1833,
Bs.
4,206

1828.
Ks.
4,367

■>
1833.
Bs,
4,442

1840. Current.
Es.
B.<i
4,530
8.358
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The records of the current settlement show that there are 269

festates comprising 392 villages, and containing a total assessable
area of 10,335 acres, of which 9,464 are cultivated. The mill-rent
amounted to Es. 237 and the land-tax to Rs. 8,558, of which Rs. 189
were alienated in saddbart and Bs. 364 in guntJt and mvdfi. The
1.11(1-1 t'Vfnue fell at Es. 0-13-3 per acre on the total assessable area,
and at Es. 0-14-5 on the cultivation. The population in 1841
numbered 9,474 souls, of whom 5,373 were females: in 1853, 20,408
(10,213 female); in 185.8, 17,645 (8,543 females); in 1872, 25,036
(12,657 females), and in 1881, 29,288 (15,054 females). Dewal-

gftih is named after the old temple of the Eajas of Garhw&l which
still texists and possesses considerable endowments in British Garhw61 and Tihri. Srinagar the capital is situate in the parganah and
also the Dhanpur copper mines. Srinagar still carries on some trade
with Najibabad and the formation of the pilgrim road to HardwAr
has n ade it the resort of numerous pilgrims during the season.
The civil station and residence of the Senior Assistant Commis
sioner is at Pdori, where there are also civil courts,and near it is the
American Episcopal Methodist Mission and a tea-plantation. The
Dhanpur copper mines are the best in the province and have been

already noticed.
Writing in 1840, Mr. Batten states that
tw’enty-one villages, large and small, have always been attached to
the mines, and it has been found impracticable to separate the leases
of the villages from that of the mines, old custom having made the
labour and supplies derived from the villages essential to the min
ing lessee. Out of a total of Es. 1,901 paid by the farmer of the
mines it was found that be collected only Rs. 266 from the villages.
The assessment on the Dhanpur mines in 1864 amounted to Es. 555,
including Dobri and Morgadh. The Panai and Srinagar valleys
are eminently rich and beautiful and the scenery of the Dhanpur
range is particularly striking and picturesque. Greywacke, quartz
rock, trap, clay slate, talcose slate and limestone, alpine and dolo
mitic (the latter containing the copper ores) are the prevailing
formations.

Dhaijyuli, a patti bf parganah Chandpur in British Qarhwil, is
hounded on the north, by patti Kandfcydn ; on the west, by the
same patti and patti Choprakot; on the south, by the latter patti,
and on the east, by TaiJi-Chandpur. The census of 1881 shows
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population of 2,396 souls. The land-revennO in 1884 amounted to
Ks. 621 and is collected by the patwari of Choprakot, residing at
Kanyiir. Dbaijyuli occupies tbe upper valley of the southern
branch of the western Nyar and is chiefly filled by tbe peaks of
Kaori (8,052 feet), Tarakakand (9,000) and Sont-kbal (9,294).
DhangU Malla, a patti of parganah Ganga Salan of British
Garhwal, is bounded on all sides by other pattis of the same parga
nah, and on the west is separated from the Udepur patti by tho
Hinwal river, which rises in Karondu Walla and flows along the
southern ^nd western boundary of this patti. There’ are schools
at Dihkhet and Tbantoli. The population in 1881 numbered 5,953
souls, of whom 3,049 were females. The land-reVenue in 1884
amounted to Rs. 1,916, The patwari of this patti resides in Dihkhet
and collects the land-revenue of Karon'du Palla also, both of which
in 1864 gave Rs. 2,491 from all sources. Garhkot lies in latitude

29°-57'-30"' and longitude 78°-35'-0".

Dhangtl Talla, a patti of parganah (^anga SaUu in British
Garhwal, is bounded On the north and north-west, by the Ganges ;
. on the south, by the Udepur pattis, and on the east, by the Nyar
river, separating it from pargapah B4rahsytin. The census statis
tics for 1881 show 2,377 males and 2,4^9 females, In 1884, the
land-revenue amounted to Rs. 1>267, which is collected by the pat
wari who resides in Chandpur, and collects the land-revenue of UdepUr Malla also; both in 1864 aggregated Rs. 2,38C for land-revenue
and saddbart paid by a population of 5,675 souls. The patti is
traversed by the Hardwdrand Srinagar road, besides village tracks.
DhangU Talla lies between the Hinwal and the Ganges and is highly
cultivated throughout.

Dhaniyakdt, a parganah of Kumaon, comprises four pattis, each
of which is separately noticed—vis., Chauthan, Dhaniyakot,.
Vch^kot and Simalkhn. The assessment at various periods since
the conquest was as follows
1815.
Bs.
8,153

1817.
Us.
4,189

1818.
Us.
4,699

1820.
Bs.
8,091

1823.
Bs.

6,412

18.33.
1838.
Bs.
Bs.
6,413 • 6,494

1843. Current.
Be.
Bs.
6,607 7,164

The present land-tax falls at Rs. 1-4-1 per acre on the whole
assessable area, and at Rs. 1-9-7 per acre on the cultivation. The
area assessed to revenue amounts to 5,702 bisls, oi w’hich 1,229 are
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eulturable and 4,473 are cultivated (980 irrigated). The population
at Settlement numbered 11,767 souls, of whom 6,008 were males :
in 1872, 8,636 males and 6,113 females: and in 1881, only 1,257
males and 1,186 females are recorded: the census returns referring
only to tbe portion of tbe parganah in the Bhabar tahsil. Thirtytwo bisis are held as temple endowments and 965 free of revenue.
Tbe patti lies along the northern slopes of the western Gagar '
range and was once a very retired portion of the district, but
now, owing to its proximity to the sanitaria of Naini Tal and Rani
khet, it is well known. In Tallakot, one of the most flourishing
estates, the revenue was raised in 1843, and has been again increased
and some of its hamlets have been made separate estates. Simalkha
suffered from the floods in 1840, but has since in a great measure
recovered. In Chauthan the villages are large and flourishing,
though few in number. The people, in addition to their general
pursuits in tbe Bhdbar, convey their produce to the bazars of Naini
Tdl, Ranikhet and Almora, and benefit by the pilgrim route to
Badrinath which passes through the parganah. The whole tract
is rich in an agricultural point of view, audits orchards of mangoes,
plantains, oranges, &o.,show the general mild temperature prevail
ing. But the frosts in winter are extremely severe, and people arh
glad, both for the sake of pasturage and climate, to repair to the
Kota Bhabar. The bhdyacli&ra tenure prevails, but two zamindaris
also occur. The iron ores of Dhaniyakot * chiefly red haematite) are
found in Khairna and Tutail, but are little worked.

Dhaniyakot, a patti in th.e parganah of the same name in
Kumaon, is bounded on the north, by the Kosi river, which separates
it from Chaogaon ; on the east, by Kotauli Talli, Rarngar Talla
and Malla ; on the west, by Simalkha and on the south, by Kota
Malla and the Chhakhata parganah. The assessable area comprises
1,896 bisis, of which 543 are culturable and 1,353 are cultivated
(275 irrigated). The land-tax in 1815 was Rs. 1,448, rising to
Bs. 1,933 in 1820 and Rs. 2,030 in 1843. The present assessment
is Rs. 2,265, which falls at Rs. 1-3-1 per acre on the total assess
able area and Rs. 1-10-9 per acre on the cultivation : 858 bisis are
held free of revenue, cotfiprising some very fair land. The popu
lation at the time of settlement numbered 5,079 souls, of whom
2,592 were females. Two villages were received from Simalkha and
*<
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four from Chhakhata at the recent settlement. The patwAri usually
resides at Majhera; there is a school at Mallakot.

Dhakuri, or Dh&kuri-Binayak, a haltiug plaee with a bungalow
(without attendants) on the route to the Pindari glacier, six miles
from Lw&rkhet, 57 miles from Almora attd 7 miles from Kli&ti,
From Lw&rkhet or Loharkliek to Rli&ti a march of about four hours leads to
Tanti about SOO feet below tbe pass over the Dhakuri-Bitiayak ridge, of which tbe
peak rises on the left to a height of 10,541 feet. The path commences to rise at
Once on leaving LwSrkhet and is in parts very steep and rocky, interspersed with
Occasional undulating meadows. One large stream is passed which, rising between
the pass and the Cliaur-ke-danda, flows down tbe spacious wooded glen towards
the Sarju and in one spot forms a fine water-fall. The limestone rock ceases st
Surhing, and is replaced by quartzose rooks, and finally by gneiss. The views
across the Sarju are very grand, and from the pass a new and magnificent, though
contracted, prospect of the snowy range extending from tbe Nanda-kot peak on
the east to Mau toli-ka-dhura (Trisiil) on the west is seen. The eastern peak of the
TiisGl faces the west in a great bluff, from which a long easy ridge, presenting
an unbroken sheet of snow, slopes down to the east, connecting’ (he TrisuT with
the Nanda Devi cluster. Strange to say that here, wkhin 20 miles of the two
great rocky peaks of this cluster, and elevated 10,500 feet, they are invisible, being
concealed by the two beautiful pinnacles of pure snow, which from Almora are
seen to be merely the abrupt terminations of two immense spurs, the eastern
most of which is there known as Nandakot, ■“ Devi’s bed.” From this point of
view it rises into a fine and lofty spire. In the hollow between tbe Trisol and
Nanda groups rises the Sundardflnga or Redinga river, which, flowing nearly south
down a narrow and most profound glen, joins (6,440 feet) the Pindar a little above
Wachham, affording probably the best and easiest route to the traveller desirous
of penetrating to the core of the Nanda Devi mass. This stream has its source
in a glacier like that at Pindari, East of Nanda Devi, io a deep co(, is “ Traills’
pass,” supposed by him to be 20,000 feet high j its eastern portion formed by the
north-west shoulder of Nandakot, which mountain closes the view io a colossal
rectangular summit of pure snow, with tho glen of the Pindar easily made
out. The line of perpetual or at all events of unmelted snow was very well
deflned along the whole extent of the range (September), certainly 2,000 feet
belowJ the crest of Traill’s pass. The Querctts dilatata (moru) and Quercua
semeearpifolia {kdrsha)' oaks are abundant on tbe eastern exposure of the
Dh&kuri-binayak. The descent on the western side is rapid, first through forests
of learthu oaks, which soon becomes blended with abundance of Abits vabbiana
(Xdghay forming boundless forests on this fine range. Below these, we passed
down, through luxuriant meadows, nearly to the Pindar, opposite to the large
village of Wdchham. Here a path strikes eS to the left to Chiringa in tbe
Pindar valley below Gwdidam, and when passable enables one to vary the return
route to Almora. This long, bnt in general not ve^y steep descent, leads to a tor
rent, from which the road again ascends considerably towards Khdti, three miles
or so further, the road lying amongst horse-chestnut, maple, sumach, mountain
bambu, Querent ineana {bdnj) and morn oaks, hornbeam (y(sA), ash, &o. Khali
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has no permanent village, but there is a Baniya’a shop; the only cultivation,
half a dozen fields of chua {Amaranthus anardana) Kli&ti, at an elevation of
7,200 feet, consists of some beautiful, open, and swelling lawns, closely hemmed
in by exceedingly steep and lofty mountains, either covered with grass or enve
loped in dark forest. On the north-west, about 300 feet below, the I’indar mars
along its narrow gully, up which, whenever the clouds cleared a little, several
high snowy and black, rocky peaks of the great range appeared close at hand—
(Afor/dcn).

Dhanpur, a patti of parganah Dewalgarh, is bounded on the north,
by the Alaknanda river ; on the south, by pattis Baohhansynn and
Kandarsyiin ; on the east, by patti Raingadh; and on the west, by
Tihri. The Alaknanda receives the Mandskiui on its right bank at
Rudrpraydg in the extreme north-west corner of this patti in latitude
SO^-IZ'-IO" and longitude 79°-]'-32". Thence a road follows the
left bank of the Alaknanda to Karnprayag and is joined at Chhatwa
pipal, where there is an iron bridge, by a road from the south, here
crossing the Alaknanda on to the 'Kedarnath road. Seven villages
were received from Dewalgarh. The population in 1881 numbered
6,206 souls, of whom were 2,635 females. The patwari of this patti
resides in Penai, where there is a school, and collects the land-revepue of patti Ranigadh also; both aggregated in 1864 Rs. 1,947
for saddbart and land-revenue and Rs. 64 for gdtdk paid by 4,079
souls.
Dhaundyalsyun, a patti of parganah Malla Saldn in British
Garhwal, is bounded on the north, by Choprakot and Meldhar;
on tho West and south-west, by Bangirsyiin ; on the south, by
Sabali, and on the east, by the Kumaun pattis of Malla Chaukot and
GarhwM Patti, Chauth&n. On the north it is divided into two parts
by Meldh6r: the northern portion contains Jaspur on the Chariya

stream and the Chaupatta tea-factory further south ; the southern
portion contains Bdngidh^r. Tho road from Almora to Paori passes
through the southern portion of the patti. In 1864 the village of
Kamuliya was received from Bangarsyiin. The patwari of Cbauthan, residing at Kapholgaon, collects the land-revenue of this patti

also, which amounted to Rs. 699 in 1884. The population, accord

ing to the census of 1881, numbered 2,369 souls, of whom 1,216
were females.
,

Dharoil> a village on the left bank of the stream of Jthe same
name in patti Patli Dun of Garhwal, is situate on the^line of ^'cart
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road from Kotdwara to Ramnagar on the border of the Bijnor
district. A good road passes hence to Paori, bifurcating at Dosoti
to Kainfir (KanydrV. The Paori road -crosses the outer ridge by the
Kanchangh^ti pass to Sont-pani and the Kainur line by the Bogti-ya
khal to Kinanauli. From Sont-pani there is a slight ascent to
Kanchanghati and a descent to Pipalsoti, 5 miles 3 furlongs 33
poles, and thence to Dharon, 5 miles 3 furlongs 2 poles. From
Kinanauli there is a slight ascent to the Bogtiya-khal and a
descent to the Danapani river 3 miles: following the stream'to a
level crossing and then to the junction with the Pipalsoti stream
at Dosoti and crossing and recrossing the united stream chiefly by
bridges Dhdron is reached, 8 miles 1 furlong 24 poles. There is
a police-station and grain-shop here.
Dhauli (western), or white river, a principal tributary of tho
Alaknanda, rises in parganah Malla Painkhanda in British Garhwal
near tbe Niti pass and unites with the Vishnuganga at Visbnupraydg

near Joshimath, in latitude 30'’-29''-30'’' and longitude 79“-45'-15",
to form the Alaknanda. It has a most tortuous course and is to its
junction a roaring torrent almost everywhere. There are three
sudden falls in the river between the villages of Malari and Tapoban. The last, which is about six miles above Tapoban, is the
greatest; in the space of 250 yards the fall is at least 150 feet.
For the first portion of its course the river dashes below over
huge boulders, the water being scarcely visible, while it ends in a
fall of some 60 feet. In several places these boulders form natural
bridges which are found useful when those constructed by the local
authorities are swept away. The Dhauli Is joined in its course by
several snow streams, the chief being the Ghirti and the Biniganga,
which last rises on the northern side of the Nanda Devi peak.
The whole course of the Dhauli as far as Tapoban may be said to
be through a narrow pass with almost perpendicular cliffs on either
side several thousand feet high and wild in the extreme.
Ata stream entering the Dhauli near Sainangwenta the Dhuniyas wash
the sand for gold. They use a priaiitive-Jooking bnt
®"
neatly-made cradle of reed work and are quite igno
rant of the use of mercury for extracting the ’gold. Elsewhere the apparatus
eonsiste of a wooden boat-shaped trough, two shallow trays of wood, a bambu
sieve, half a gourd, a little quicksilver, some pieces of skin, and scales and
27
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weights. The trough is four feet long, eighteen inches broad, and as many
deep, with a hole near the bottom at one extremity? It is placed on the river
edge, with the end in which the hole is, somewhat depressed. The sieve is
formed of straight pieces of split bambu laid side by side, and is laid across
the trough. One of the* two persons employed in the operation spreads
trayful of sand upon the sieve, and the other, turning up its edge so as to pre
vent any of the sand from being carried off, pours upon it a gourd full of
water. This he repeats until the water, having the finer particles of the
sand in suspension, filters through the inlerstices of the sieve and leaves
the stones and pebbles and coarser substances on the surface. As a sufficient
quantity of these washings accumulates in the bottom of the trough, the water
drains off through the hole in its lower extremity, and tbe mud which is left is
then again washed for the gold. For this purpose it is taken up in the wooden
trays and fresh water poured upon it s the trays are then turned round by the
hand, and the coarser and lighter portions separately, and removed from the
heavier and finer, until tbe ]arge.st grains of gold become visible and can be
extracted, When they are wrapped up in the pieces of skin. In order to recover
the firm particles of the metal the remaining portion of tbe sand is triturated
with the quicksilver, and that again is driven off by beat.

a

Dhauli (eastern), a principal tributary of the Kali river in
eastern Kumaon, has its remotest sources in the glaciers to the north
west of the Dawa encamping-ground (14,860 feet) leading to the
Naya-dhiira or D&rma pass into Tibet in north latitude 30‘’-26''-0'^
and east longitude 80°-31'-0'’'. The source lies to the north of tbe
main range of the Himalaya and the valley of the river forms one
of the two into which Malla Darma is divided. It passes by

Dawa, the Pung rung encamping-ground (14,100 feet), Khimling
(13,060 feet), Rama (11,330 feet) to its junction with the Li.ssar
on the left bank (10,370 feet). Thence by DhAnkur, Go and Sela*
to its junction with the Kdli on the right bank at Khela-Syalapanth in north latitude 29°-26'-50" and east longitude 80°-38'-40^.
Its stream is ia general a succession of violent rapids in a rocky
channel amidst awful precipices and ravines. Webb describes it
at twenty-five miles from its source as “ violent, turbid,^in con
tinued rapids from six to twenty-five feet ; bed rocky, average
breadth from sixteen to twenty yards
and adds, that after rain
“ the water is so foul and turbid as to be unfit for drinking.” The
road to Tibet by the Darma pass proceeds up the course of the river,
passing by means of spar bridges from side to side, according to
the exigencies of the path, which sometimes winds along the faces
’ Travels, Him. ProV., p. 7.
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of nearly perpendicular precipices; yet, daring the season when
the passes are open, this difficult track is crowded by innumerable
laden goats and sheep, bearing grain and other merchandise from
the lower districts to Tibet. There is a difficult and dangerous pass
from Ralam, on a feeder of the Gori, to Sipu and Marcha on the
Lissar branch of the Dhauli which proceeds by the Pbula-Yankti
stream.

Dhikuli, a village in tho Kota Bhabar of Kumaon on the
right l>ank of the Kosi, is situate in north latitude 29°-28'-5" and
east longitude 79°‘ll '-30", at an elevation of 1,380 feet above tho
level of the sea on the Almora and Ramnagar road, 50 miles north
east from Muradabad. The formation of the hills, all the way from
Ramnagar to Ukhaldhunga and up to 4,000 feet above tho sea
level, is principally of sandstones, conglomerates, clays and layers
of loose boulders imbedded in clay and sand. These formations
alternate one with each other in the order stated, but the boulders
in clay and sand do not extend much more than three hundred
feet above the river bed. The sandstone is seldom reddish in
colour and never purely red, shades of gray and greenish gray pre
dominate. The hardness of the sandstone varies directly in the
order of the depth of its stratum : that met with but a few hundred
feet above the river is soft and friable ; all the rest is harder in

proportion to its height, but none can be said to be so compact as
not to be broken up by an ordinary blow from a hammer. The con
glomerates also are easily separable. There are two varieties of
limestone : one a whitish coarse-grained stone, is abundant in the
hills west of Dhikuli and is quarried for use within a few feet of
the Ramnagar road. On the western limit of the cultivated fields
of Dhikuli and in many places overhanging the main road is a
ledge of conglomerate rock surmounted by extensive ‘ ehaurs ’ or
levels intersected by a few ravines. On one of these are the
remains of ancient buildings a few feet from the surface locally
identified with that Bairatpatan, the capital of the old kingdom of
Govisana, visited by Hwen Thsang in the seventh century. There
are many fine specimens of capitals of pillars,' medallions, figures of
lions and other animals and other Buddhistic designs. Many of
these have been used in a building near the suspension bridge as
ornaments for archways, pillars and mantelpieces. Some of the
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pillars are foliated, interspersed with birds, dragons, lions, &c.

On

a plateau above is an ancient well. Another set of remains exist cn
the Kua-ka-chaur, above Mohan. Dhikuli was formerly a station
for a guard of native troops. The scenery around affords some of
the wildest and most picturesque views in the whole of tbe lower
hills and well repays a visit,

Z)hugsaildhar, an encamping-ground on the road from Kfllushahid to Paori, is situate in patli Talla Badalpur of parganah Talla

Sal&n in Garhwal in the valley of the Ufiper waters of the Pal&in
river, in latitude 29°-46'-0" and longitude 78°-16'-0": distant 12
miles 4 furlongs 10 poles from Chawalchhara, and 8 miles 3 furlongs
18 poles from Ukhlet. The road hence to Ukhlet ascends by tbe
Chnndai-kh&l to tho Kiilar-gadh, which is crossed by a bridge, and
thence along tbe ridge to the valley of the Maidi river, along which
it takes a course to the north-west, to the Maidi bridge on tbe road

between Kotdwara and Khatali, 8 miles 1 furlong. Hence level
for 280 yards and a slight descent to the ford across the Nyar
river, on the right bank of which the enoamping-ground of Ukhlet
is situate in patti Maudarsyon. This route is low and hot through
out, though the most direct. Supplies are unobtainable below this
and should be taken hence.

Dhlutaphat, a patti of parganah Phaldakot in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by Malli Doti and Cbaugaon ; on the west
by Chauthan and Kosyan Malla ; on the east by Chaugaon and on
the south by Uchakot. Ten villages were transferred to and five
were received from Chaugaon at tbe recent settlement. It is a hilly
tract with little cultivation. The principal villages are Berhlek,
Balyftli and Musyoli. The assessable area comprises 1,360 bids,
of which 1,010 are cultivated (19 irrigated) and 349 acres are cul
turable. The land-tax yielded Ks. 878 in 1815, Rs. 1,021 in 1820,
Bs. 1,114 in 1843, and now amounts to Rs. 1,324, which falls on
tbe total assessable area at Re. 0-15-7 per acre and on the cultiva
tion at Be. 1-4-11. The population at settlement numbered 2,379
souls, of whom 1,'259 are males. The • patwari resides at Cbapar
and there is a school at Haldy&ni.

Dhyanirau, a parganah of Kumaon, comprises six pattis, all of
which are separately noticed—eiz., Bisjyula, Chhabts Dumauia,
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Ohaubhansi, Chaugadh, Malli and Talli Ran. The assessment of
the land-tax at each settlement was as follows;—
1815. 1817, 1818. 1820. 1823. 1828. 1833. 1843. Current.
Bs.
Rs.
Bs. Bs.
Bs.
Bs.
Bs.
Bs.
Bs.
4,078 4,279 4,935 6,428 8,746 6,062 6,190 6,257 10,484,

The incidence of the revenue on the whole assessable area falls
at Re, 0-12-6 per acre and on the cultivation at Re. 1-2-9 per acre.
The assessable area comprises 13,381 hisis, of which 4,419 are cul
turable and 8,961 are cultivated (860 irrigated). The population at
settlement numbered 8,906 males and 7,786 females; in 1872,8,685
males and 5,813 females; and in 1881, 5,121 males and 4,816 females,
a part of the population being enumerated in the Bhabar. Six
hundred and seventy-four 5/s/s were appropriated as temple grants.
There are 134 Jnahdls or estates comprising 171 .villages. The
upland portion of this parganah occupies the basin of the La
dhiya river from Devi Dhfira on the north to the Bhabar on the
south. In Chaubhainsi the chief wealth of the inhabitants consists

in their herds of cattle, which they pasture on the bills in the sum
mer and take down to Chorgalia in the Bhabar in winter. Some
of the villages are large and populous, but the cold climate is averse
to agriculture, and even hill rice is not grown. In Malli and Talli
Rau there are abundant crops of wheat, rice, millets, and turmeric,
and its irrigated lands yield the fine kind of rice known as basmati.
The Kaira, Bora and Deo clans are the principal landholders; the
two former colonised the sub-divisions called after them to the west
of Almora. There are mines of iron of good quality at Manglalekh
and of copper at Kemn-khet. In the settlement and census papers
the parganah is divided into two parts—the Dhyanirau portion in
tahsil ChampAwat and the Chaubhainsi portion in tahsi'l Bhabar, a
proceeding which creates some confusion in returns.
Dindlhat, a patti of parganah Sira in Kumaon, is bounded on
the north, by patti Goriphat of parganah Juhar; on the west, by

Tallades of the same parganah and Athbisi Talla and Mali ; and,
on the south and east, by the Askot pattis. The road from Bageswar
by Thai to Askot passes through Dindihat, of which the principal
villages are Bhunnrha, Gurali and Wagla (from Dindihat). The

assessable area comprises 1,079 Usis, of which 268 are culturable
and 811 are cultivated (621) irrigated). The land-tax amounted to
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Es. 501 in 1815, Rs. 706 in 1820, Rs. 817 in 1843, and is now
Rs. 1,580, which falls on the total assessable area at Rs. 1-7-1 per
acre, and on the cultivation at Re. 1-14-9 per acre. The popula
tion at the time of settlement numbered 1,488 souls, of whom 785
were males. The patwari usually resides at Merthi ; there is a
school at Hat.

Diuri Tal, a small lake about seven miles north-east of the villaffp of Ukhimath on tho ridge of a spur which extends from the
Badrin&th peak to the Mandakini river below the above-named
village. The lake is about 400 yards Ion2 by 250 yards broad and
66 feet deep. It is of an oval shape. It is very deep on the northern
side and is nowhere very shallow. The view from its banks is one
of the grandest in the hills, the whole mass of Badrinath being
visible from base to summit at a distance of about 15 miles. Early
in the morning the snowy range is clearly visible reflected on the
water. This range includes the Badrinath and the Ked^rndth peaks
to the west of it. The elevation of Diuri Tdl is about 8,000 feet—
(Gtarstiny.

Diwali, or Dwali, a halting-place on the route to the Pindari
glacier, 8 miles from Khdti, 70 miles from Almora and 5 miles from
Phurkiya, is situated in patti Malla Danpur of Kumaon, at the con
fluence of the Kuphini and Pindar rivers.
The path from Khati lies first on the left bank of Pindar, then for a short
distance on the right and finally returning to the left, keeps nearly to its level,
except a few short bnt steep ascents and descents. The scenery is magnificent,
the mountains rising like walls to a vast height on each side, broken into great
buttresses and universally clothed with the deepest forest, amidst which three
or four fine cascades pour down their mass of foam from an immense height.
The last of these near Diwali falls from a table-land which must run up close to
Nanda Devi over ledges of slate rock. The encamping-ground at DiwSli stands
In an angle where the Pindar receives on its left bank the Kushini or Kuphini
river. Their waters are of a dirty milK colour in the rains, and the bed of the
combined stream is obstructed by some great boulders, against which it dashes
with great force. Tbe vegetation on the road from Khati comprises great clumps
of the Arundinaria falcata (ningdl^, and all those near Khati (9. v.) except the
Quercvi incafiai to these may be added the elm,(CZZmus erosa) called cAumtarmaga j Juglans regia (flkor'i; Cerasut eornuta Qjamuna)', Spircea Lindleganai Legeesteria formoea (^kiAnttligrt') •, Hippophee aaliei/olia (dAfircAtlAj; Ampelopsia Hima■ laganif {phhapara)-, the arborescent Hydrangea (bhu-chaiia') ; the hazel (DAoliya
baddm'jf Corgtua lacera (kapiaiy, Piptanthus nepalensts iahalgari')-, the red and
black currants, Hibea glaicale and acuminata, known as Aokuliga} Berberia
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Wain cfiii, and the silver flf, Aites ire66t«Ba, which is common above Diwali and
is known as rdt/lia. The undergrowth consists of SirobUanthes (balsams), Rubia,
Cucumis Himalensis, Cuscata verrucosa, Polt/gonum rmcinatum, molle and others.
Ov^rta elutior, Trichotepis nigricans (Edge ), Seaecia nicrtcans, alata, canescens
and chrysanthemifoUtt j ^sfcr ferrugineus (Edge.) and alpina j Inula Royleana and
Jussitagu are very abundant on the rubble.

Dol, a village in patti Mahrydri DolphAt of Kumaon, is situate
in north latitude 29'’-29'-30''and east longitude 79°-48'-25", on the
road between Almora and Devi Dhdra. It possesses a former
traveller’s bungalow on a site 6,022 feet above the level of the sea.
The stages pow are Lamqarha, five miles west of Dol and nearer
Almora and Mor-naula, six miles east of Dol and nearer Devi Dhdra.
Dol itself is a pretty hamlet on the spur below the bungalow; sdll
further down, in the various glens to the east, are scattered the
villages of Balam, celebrated for their excellent rice. A little north
of the bungalow rises the eastern branch of the Kumniya river
with the road to Almora, on its right or eastern bank. Three /cos
from this, at the junction of the south-eastern or main branch,
stands the rather famous shrine of Kapleswar, with a large tem
ple dedicated to Mahadeo, built by Udit Chand, son of Baz Baha
dur, on the north bank, at the supposed spot where the sage Kapila
did penance, and where across the junction Seshnag, the serpent
king, was similarly engaged. There is Scarcely a confluence of

two streams in the mountains where Mahadeo is not worshipped.
The present site is a narrow, pine-clad glen, just at the end of the
cultivated lands ; a mile lower down, the Eumniya forces its way
amidst great smooth boulders of granite, the ddbris of the moun
tains above; here, on its south bank, facing Baulakot, is a huge
outburst of granitic masses, piled one over another to the height
of 150 feet; the highest and most external, shaped like the beak of
an anvil, is known as the Birdeo—{Hadden).
Domaila, a village and halting-place on the route from Kainur
to Ramnagar, is situated in patti Khatali of parganah Malla Balan
in Qarhwal, in latitude 29°-50'-30'^ and longitude Tfl’-d'-lO", dis

tant 7 miles 5 furlongs 23 poles from Qyunlad on the Kotdwara
road, 6 miles 3 furlongs 28 poles from Baijiran, and three miles
and-a-half from Bhatwara, the usual encamping-ground south of
Baijiran, under which the stage is described.
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DORA MALLA.

Dora Malla, a patti of parganah PMi Pachh&on in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by pattis Walla Giwiir and KairArau;
on the west by pattis Bichhla and Talla Dora ; on the south by
patti Atbfiguli Palla, and on the east by the same patti and Kairdrau. This patti was formed from Dora Malla and a portion of
Dora Talla at tbe recent settlement. The drainage runs south
east by the Riskoi-gadh, a tributary of the Gagiis. The principal
village is Dw&rah5,t (7.0.), from which roads branch off to Bages
war by Someswar, to Lohba by Gandi, to Srinagar by Masi, and
to Ranikhet and Almora. The whole patti is very highly culti
vated, but at the same time is remarkably devoid of forest, low and
hot. Other villages of some importance are Banoli, Hat, Kotila, Kahali, Suliina, and Mirai Purainiya. The statistics of the
Malla Bichhla and Talla pattis may be shown thus:—
Assessabi.e

abea in

Cultivated,

Dora.

Total.

Malla ...
Bichhla ...
Talla

2,95?
3,785
4,963

Irri
gated,

Dry.

20
62
96

2,397
3,294
4,190

srsrs.

Assessment in

bupees.

Cnlturable.

1815.

1820.

1843.

640
428
676

1,5i)5

615

},360
2,307
1,730

1,301 2,708
2,217 3,6*20
1,801 3,915

1,151

Population,

Cur Males. Fe
males.
rent,

2,344 2 094
2717 2.631
3,405 3,015

The land-tax falls on the total assessable area in the Malla
patti at Re. 0-14-8 per acre, in the Bichhla patti at Re. 0-15-4
per acre, and in the Talla patti at Re. 0-12-7 per acre : the inci
dence on the cultivation is Re. 1-1-11 per acre in the Malla,
Re. 1-1-4 in the Bichhla, and Re. 0-14-7 in the Talla patti. There
is a school at Hat. The patwari resides at Dwara.

Dora Talla, a patti of parganah Pali Pachh&on in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by Talla Giwar and Walla Giwdr ; on
the west by the former patti and Walla Nayan ; on tho east
by Bichhla Dora, and on the south by Silaur Talla. Patti Dora
Bichbhla was separated from Talla Dora at the recent settlement.
This patti comprises tbe elevated tract drained by the 3Iasaun and
Babw^a torrents, tributaries of the Gagas. The principal villages are
Dungarkhola, Bajan, Khanoliya, Bhanyiiti, Takiilti, Dhumorha,
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Rliifearh, Sur&l, Sananai, and Baonli. The Balwa^adh, a tributary
of the Gagas, forming the eastern boundary, drains this patti on the
east and the Gagas itself on the south. The statistics will be found
under Dora Malla. Three villages were transferred to the Malla
patti at the recent settlement. The patwari usually resides at
J&lali, where there is a school.

Dora Bichhla, a patti of parganah Bali Pachhaon in Kumaon, is
bounded on tho north-west and west by Talla Dora ; on the north
east and east by Malla Dora ; and on the south by Athagiili Palla,
Sila nr Malla, and Talla. This patti was formed from Talla Dora at
the recent settlement, and its statistics will be found under Dora
Malla. The principal villages are Bhatfeot, Bitholi, BedhiiU, Busera,
Erha, Asguli, Kande, Chhatgula, and Semalgaon, It is watered
hy the Bhaidrao and Riskoi, both tributaries of the Gagas, which
flows along its southern boundary from east to west. Three vil
lages were received from Silaur at the recent settlement. Tho
patwari usually resides at Asguli, where there is a school.

Doti Malli, a patti of parganah Phaldakot in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by Athaguli Walla and Silaur Walla ; on
the west, by Kakalasaun Walla and Chauthan; on the south by
the latter patti and Dhuraphat; and on the east by patti Chaugaon.
Six villages were transferred to, and three were received from,
Chaugaon at the recent settlement, and one each from Kosydn
Malla and Silaur. Doti Malli occupies the valley of the Kuchgadh,
a tributary of the Kosi river. The principal villages are Baina,
Manari, and Pandekota. The assessable area comprises 1,256
bisis, of which 219 are culturable and 1,036 are-cultivated (two
irrigated).

The land tax yielded Es. 577 in 1815, Rs. 705 in

1820, and Es. 779 in 1843. The existing assessment amounts to
Es. 1,156, which falls on the total assessable area at Re. 0-14-9
per acre, and on the cultivation at Re. 1-1-10 per acre. The popu
lation at settlement numbered 2,295 souls, of whom 1,199 were

males.

The patwari usually resides at Chtipar.

Dug, a patti of parganah Danpur in Kumaon, is bounded on
the north by Danpur Malla and Nakdri; oft the west by Katydr
Talla; on the east by Nakuri and Kamsyar; and on the south by the
latter patti and Kharahi. Dug received one village from Kharahi,

29 from Katydr Talla, and eight from Danpur Talla at the recent
28
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settlement. It occupies the valley of the Pungargadh from Sisani,
by Maugfion, Ohaur, and Dungari to its confluence with the Sarju

on the left bank, a little north of the confluence of the Labor river
on the Bageswar and Khati road.
The principal villages are
Junail, Dhapti, Mandalsera, and Parhoi. A fair path leads along
the Pungar valley to the east. The assessable area comprises
2,732 bisis, of which 1,295 are cultivated, 683 irrigated, and 1,437
are culturable. The land tax, in 1815, yielded Rs, 227 ; in 1820,
Rs. 330; in 1-843, Rs. 557, and now gives Rs. 2,117, which falls on
the total assessable area at Re. 0-12-5 per acre, and on the cultiva
tion at Ro. 1-10-2 per acre; 196 bisis are held in g'bbnth and 47
are free of revenue. The population at settlement numbered 1,075

males and 895 females.

The patwari usually resides at Anerlya,

where there is a school.

Dttgli, a baiting-place on tbe route to the Pindari glacier in
parganah Danpur of Kumaon, is distant from Diwali about five

miles: the rise is gradual and continuous along the left bank of

the river, which about two miles from Diwali becomes one aeries
of rapid.8 and cataracts rushing among and over brick-coloured
boulders.
The Pindar flows at a depth of I so to 200 feet below Dugli, whence and
indeed from the glacier its course towards Diwali is nearly straight from north
to south. On the right bank of the river, there are four or five fine cascades fed
by the snow and falling over the bleak bare rock above the line of vegetation in
copious sheets of spray. On the left bank, the cliffs and shivered pinnacles are
more remote and rise from a tract ofundulating ground, strewed with great rocks
and covered with forest and brushwood Two miles from Diwali, a hut and grazingground, called Tun Pachuri, is met with, a little to the east of which, a superb
cascade falls from the height, in three distinct leaps. Approaching Dfigli, the
glen narrows, and the wild crags and bluffs on the right bank of the river appear
only a few hundred yards distant. A cave or uiliyjr here affords a good shelter
in storms; height estimated at 11,500 feet. The vevetation towards Diwali
comprises the trees mentioned under Diwali with silver fir (^Abies mehbiana),
birch (Betttia bhojpatrd), Rkododendron ariioreum and barbatam, maples. Viburnum
nervosum and cotinlfnliuin, R>sa webbiana, and sericea {sephala, Bhot), Berbens
trachystachys (Edge ), Jasminum reoolutum, Syringa emodi Cybiya"), t,onicera abuvata
and webbiana, several sallows, the red and the while fruited mountain-ash, Pyrus
^olioJosa (sdliya, haliya) and extensive thickets of ft. campinulatum. The pasture
and streams abound with Alpine plants, such as Spiraa kamtchatkika, Cynoglossum
uneinatum (Aiira), Aplolatis auriia, Cardmts keteromallus (sum kaniau'), Swertia per-

foliata(_e>muriya'),Cganonthttslobatus, Impatiens moschata and gigantea, Rhodiola imkricata (^SAge.yySaaeifraga parnassie^alia, Cahha himalensis, RlschoUzia polystachya
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and stroMifera, Podophyllum emodi. Salvia moorcroftiana, and Delphinum vesMum.
At Pugl), the Potentilla atrosanguinea (bhui kaiphal) commences, and is common
towanls the glacier, and near the latter only occurs Aconitum heterophyllum
From Dugli, the base of the Pindari glacier, distant about four miles, is
reached in about two hours: the ascent very gradual and (or the most part over
sloping lawns, bounded on the east by high crags and covered with Geranium
Wallichianum, Potentilla atrosanguinea and other species, Ligularii anicoides,

Morina longifolia. Primula glabra, Paraoehetus communis, Cyananthus, Saxifraga
spinulosa, Poiygonumbrunonis,nodothers, Sibbaldiaprocumbens, Ephedra gerardiana,
several speciesof Gentian and Pedicutaris, &o. The only bushes beyond i^ugli are
the Rhododendron eampanulatum, Lonicera obovaia, willow, birch, rowan, all riiminutive and ceasing wholly about a mite short of the glacier, eitCept the juniper
and the Gotoneaster microphylla, both of which flourish on its edges ; the bitter
hardy little shrub seeming equally at home here as on the hotteat banks at
Almora. The wqst bank of the Pindar is precipitous for about two mites above
Ddgli, where a cave is pointed out, said in days of yore to have been tenanted
by Bhima, the Paudava; not, however, till after the manner of St. George
and St. Patrick he had expelled and slain certain dragons and serpents, tbe
original occupants. Above this cave, tbe right bank also becomes undulating,
and exhibits the trace of a road which formerly led to the glacier, till the
bridge was carried away ,the slopes then are covered with low thickets probably
of Rhododendron lepidotiim. In the north-west Himalaya, the passes, contrary
to the fact here, are all gained by the north-west banks of the streams, here in
general by the south-east, (madden, J. A. S Ben. XVI. 226.)

Dung, a halting-place in patti Malla Juhar, of parganah Juhar
in Kumaon, lies on the route from Milam to tho Unta-Dhura pass
into Tibet, 144 miles north-past of Almora, about four miles south of
the crest of the pass and eight miles from the next camping-ground.
There are no houses at Dhng, but merely an indifferent encampingground close to the junction of the Ganka and Laser, two glacier
streams descending during summer in a southern direction, and
which form the eastern branch of the Gori. Even firewood must be
brought from three miles lower down to the southward : elevation
above the sea, according to Barron, U,450 feet; Strachey, 13,700 ;
Great Trignometrical Survey, 13,720; north latitude 30^-3'; east
longitude b0°-14'-30".

Dungari, an encamping-place in Jaunsar, 14 miles from the
junction of the Tons and Pabharu and 13 miles from MendiAth.
The old track from the former place keeps for fjome time along the
course of the river very rough and winding until reaching a smaller
stream, it strikes up the glen and crossing it a little way up
ascends the opposite hill. The range here ends on the river in a
remarkable peak, which is marked as a melon with deep indeutur^s
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vertically cutting its bulged conical sides.

Hence tbe path bangs

above the river, and is very steep and precipitous. Further, a deep
descent to a small valley and afterwards a series of ascents lead
to Dungari. The prevailing rock is limestone ; blue and whiteveined sandstone and ferruginous rocks are also to be found. In
many places all these stones mingle in one huge mass, as if they
had been melted down together, suggesting the likeness of marbled
paper ; much calcareous matter is found binding this mixture, and
settling on it in masses closely resembling hard mortar as it is
detached from old buildings, full of small stones and gravel bedded
in its substance : these masses are perfectly amorphous, and, with
the mortar-like substance of rock attached to them, it seems as if,
when the whole had melted, the hard parts had settled down
wards, and that this, like dross, had remained floating at the top.
(Fraser.)

Dungari, a village in patti Plndarpar and parganah Badhan of
British Garhwal, also a resting-place on the route from Almora by
Baijnath to Nandprayag in the tract locally known as Sol patti, is
distant 11 miles from Banjbagar and 10 miles from Jolabagar. The
road hence to Banjbagar ascends the northern face of the Mdnil
hill and enters a magnificent forest of iHonj (Quercus diliitatn)^ oak
interspersed with cypress and fir. The undergrowth is composed of
a species of bambu known as ringdl, which affords refuge to herds
of wild-pig, thdr, jardu, sardu, and other kinds of deer. The road
thence passes along the southern gorge of the Koara peak (10,090
feet high), amid the same kind of forest interspersed with glades
covered with grass. At the summit of the pass there is a morass
containing a little water and known as Sukha T^l, where water-fowl
are occasionally met with. To the west, the road descends gently
down the valley of the Ohajauligadh and passes Baingoli on to
Banjbagar, where there is a charming encamping-ground in a glade
of the forest and by the river. There are several other places
in the forest used as encamping-grounds by the Bhotiyas, which
would form admirable head-quarters for the sportsman, painter, or
naturalist.

Dwarahat or Dorahat, a village and resting-place on the route
from Almora to Gnrbwfii, Mes in latitude
-^4" and longitude
79°-2fi'-8" in patti Malla Dora and parganah Pali of the Kumaon
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district, 13 miles from Bhainskhet, 27 miles from Almora, 9| miles
from Ganki, and 12 miles from Ranikhet. The elevation of the
travellers’ bungalow (chimney) above the level of the sea is 5,031
feet according to the Great Trigonometrical Survey records. There
is here a shop for the sale of grain, a travellers’ bungalow (without
cooking utensils), a post-office, school, and dispensary. Dwarah&t
in former days was the residence of one branch of the Katyhri Rajas,
an outlying district of the kingdom of which Lakhanpur near Ganai
and Bhatkot was the head-quarters. The remains of very many
ancient temples lie scattered in groups and lines over the fields.
They are of the usual pyramidal form ornamented with from three
to five rows of a simple moulding on the outer edges and surmounted *
by an ornament resembling a Turk’s cap. All are more or less in
ruins and are no wused as granaries and straw-lofts. Having been
desecrated by the Rohillas (Rubelas) during their invasion of this
part of Kumaon, they are no longer held in reverence, and in many

places the stones of the temples and carved pillars are made use of
to mend the terraces of fields. Some of the pillars contain in a panel
two rude figures with arms stretched out at right angles to their body,
resembling a badly-made rag-doll. AU the temples are of plain
construction with the exception of one near the Syalde Pokhar, by a
clump of date-trees and an old silawi. This is elaborately carved
with row after row of figures representing gods, men, elephants, &c.
It is, however, in bad repair, and its graven images and stones
lie scattered around,

The Syalde tank, close by, produces large

numbers of the pink lotus during the rains.

It is so called from

the Syalde (Siyalde) clan of Rajputs who assemble hero annually
in Baisakh to indulge in the mimic warfare of the baffwdli. For
merly it was customary to use slings and stones, but this has been
forbidden owing to the occurrence of serious accidents. The

remains of the entrance to the temple still exist of a cruciform
shape; whilst the shrine itself is about seven feet square.

The

whole consists of three broad abutments connected by three
narrower : the fourth side forming the entrance. The inner sides
of each abutment j'oin together to form the ’ adytum. The outer

side to about three feet displays a moulding, then comes several
rows of figures in relief and panelled, and tbe upper row in panels

contains figures fully two feet high.

The friable nature of the
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stone employed as well as exposure to the rain has rendered
the original delicate carvings obscure. Even such as it is, the
remains, some 17 feet high, are worthy of being preserved, though
many'of the stones have been removed for the buildings in the
neighbouring bazaar. To the north-east is the Dunagiri or Dronagiri hill; to the north Nagarjun; to the east an eminence called
Chandragiri and by the people Chanchari; to the south the Dharma
gram ; and to the west the Bungagram. The palace of the obi Rajas
was built on the rock called Tharp on the Chandragiri hill, where it
is said the Katyiiris used to cut off the hair and noses of prisoners.
Just below the palace the bazaar commences, and at the end
of it is the Mritunjaya temple with a broken pinnacle, west of
which is the Badrin&th temple, the most important of those now in
existence. It comprises three of the older
Badrinath,
temples surrounded by a courtyard in

- which is a Dharmsala or resting-place. Many stories are told
about the principal temple; one that I was expected to believe was
that at its erection a sixth workman was always visible, though
five only were employed. From Dwara, westward, all the principal
temples are ascribed to Sankaracharya, and those here form no ex
ception. Tho principal temple^ dedicated to Badrinath is about 50
feethigh ending in a truncated circular ornament open at the top.
The old image was desecrated by the Rohillas, and the new one is
of modern make and is surrounded by 10 or 12 others, one of
which bears the date 1105 Saka or 1048 A.D., and on another
representing Ganesha is the date 1103 Saka. The image of
Lakshmi is in a small temple to the north, near which is a ruined
temple known as Unerdewal. A great pipal tree now grows out
of a crack in the walls near the Dharmsdla. Two of the rest
houses were built by the Chaudhris and another by Damn Sonar.
The temple of Mrityunjaya has been deserted, the people say,
because strange voices were heard within it, but really because the
establishment cannot afford to keep up the worship. The Boms
have a temple dedicated to the worship of Kalsain.’ Sitala Devi is
worshipped in another near the Syalde Pokhar, where a fail- is
held on the Bikh Sankr^nt, in April. The Kot-Kangra Devi is
the Kula Devi of the Chaudhri family, -w'ho emigrated hither from
1 This is under the Bawatof BadriuAtb in Garhwal, who arranges for (be
services.
* Gazetteer, XI. 831.
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Kangra in the time of the Ilajas’ and were largely employed by

them in civil duties. Her, temple is on the north side of the tank.
The Chaudhris themselves live in Haripnra, and employ the priests
of Sitala as pujdiis. Brahm Deo and Dham Deo, the Katyuri
Rajas, are also worshipped here.' There is a platform or cTiab'Ai.ra
erected by the Chaudhris, but now owned by the State; and several
partly-finished temples near the tank and a group of seven in the
cultivated fields called Ratnadesval, but none have any idols in
them, and their origin is unknown. In the upper bazaar is a temple
to Mahddeo in ruins, the image having been removed to the Badrinkth temple, and near it three others, one of a circular form with
a verandah. Towards the Tharp there is a row of temples with
pillared entrances called the ‘ Court-temples ’ {Kachari-ki-dewuT)
all used as wood and hay stores. Above them are two other tent
pies and the school established in 1857.

A flight of steps leads up to the Tharp-tilah, where there is a
temple BOW devoted to the worship of the village deities® Haru,

Ldtu, Ac., adorned with iron lamps at each
corner and two four-branched lamps of the
same metal; whilst an iron spade and a number of scourges are
Tharp.

placed in the room, and on festal occasions the persons possessed
by these gods dance, and whilst in a state of frenzy from their
exertions are supposed te reveal the future. Below the Tharp is a
noted temple of Kalika Devi, to which the people have recourse
when any illness is abroad. The temples altogether number 30;
but with the exception of those dedicated to Badrinath, Ked^rn6th. Sitala, Kot-Kangra Devi, and Kalika Devi, few are used for
religious purposes. A portion of an inscription has been carried

from Dwara to Ddnagiri, bearing date 110-5 Saka (1029 A.D.),
and the early part of the 11th century may be taken generally
as the date of the erection of the principal temples in Dwara itself.
At the celebration of the Dasahra, a considerable fair used to be
held at the old temple on Dunagiri, where religion and commerce
went hand in hand, and sins were washed away and new garments
purchased. Trade has since found other pullets, whilst religion is

not now-a-days a sufficient inducement to undergo the toil of
climbing to the aerial residence of the god.

* Gazetteer, XI. 83 b

’ Ibid,
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Diinagiri or Dronagiri is composed of blue clay slate, with
some quartz apparently rising towards
Dunagiri.
Bhadkot. In the same direction as the
gneiss, towards the eastern base of the mountain, there is a
great deal of red ochry soil, probably arising from the disintegra

tion of the slates and quartz. Ddnagiri, as seen from Dwara, is a
fine saddle-back ‘mountain, its easy slopes covered with woods
and clumps of Wny (oak), interspersed with spacious glades of
haeadow. The summit may bo about two miles distant from the
bungalow, and is continued far to the north-west in a range of
nearly equal elevation. In a pretty cultivated doll, along its
south-west side, flows the Kothlar Nadi, of which the source is at
. Dwara : from Dunagiri, the road to Lohba and Badrindth follows
the course of the Kotlddr towards the Ramganga, beyond which
appears the lofty range called Duda-ki-toli attaining above 10,000

feet elevation ; another road leads vid Pali to Srinagar ; there is
also a route, though a bad one, to Kakari-ghdt near Manars, on
the Kosi. (Madden.} Traill mentions the existence of tombs
substantially built of large tiles at D«'£ra, which he considers are
memorials of the Mughals located there in the course of Timur’s
invasion of Hindustan. In support of this theory are the groves
of the common date palm (khajwi) only planted by Musalmans'
in India and the foreign names of sever^ villages and local sub
divisions here. There are now no MusalmSh inhabitants, the people

of importance being descendants of decayed official families of
Hindu origin, most of whom assume the affiK “ Chaudhri” or head
man as a title of respect.
Taking the road from Bhainskhet, it winds up the hill to the west, by the
villages of liankhil and Basvur,
and passing
Routes.
.'.,5
0 between
the peaks of Dhirwa (4,612) on the south and
Malkot (4,994) on the north crosses the Kauriya by a wooden bridge near
the village of Rapbalna, and thence winding amongst bare hills crosses the
Gagas stream by a bridge at the village of Ban-ull sera io latitude 29'’-43'-30"
and longitude 79®-s2'. Thence it again ascends in a north-westerly direction
through the villages of Bagwali Pokhar and PhandargSon, until it joins the
road from Binikhet and Naini 'lat by the 'village of Bhaunra. Here the
road ascends the valley between the Kahali (4,311 feet) peak on the west and
the Chanchkri on the east, to the water-shed between the Kosi’s tributaries
and those of the western Ramganga. Close to this the bungalow is built,
surrounded by the villages of Hit Bahinanpuri, Dairi, Bijaipur, Ealudik, and ,

» Gazetteer, Xf. 5, 12.
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Bhfimkiyfl. To the east a peak rises to the height of 5,031 feet. Hence roads
branch oft for Paori by Masi on the west and by Someswar to Baijnath on the
east. The Karnprayag road follows the valley of the Kothlar-gar in a direction
north north-west to Gariai on the Ramganga, passing by the blue-slate quarries
and iron mines of Chiteli on one of the spurs of Dunagiri on the right. The
road from Bhainskhet is hot and low, passing through a richly cnltirated country
almost entirely devoid of trees or shade of any kind.

Dwaraaiin, a sub-divisidii of parganah Barahmandal in Kumaon,
lies to the south of the road from Al in ora to Ranikhet. At the recent
settlement it contained an assessable area of 812 Wsts, of which 595
were cultivated and 217 were culturable. The land-revenue, in 1815,
amounted to Rs. 193^ in 1820 to Rs. 208; in 1843 to Rs. 21^, and is
now Rs. 645, which falls at Re. 0-12-9 per acre on the total assessable
area, and at Re. 1-1-4 per acre on the cultivation. The population
at settlement numbered 1,402 souls (674 females). The patwari

usually resides at Dandgalya, where there is a school.

FatehpUr Talla, an encamping-ground on the route between
Kotdwara by Kbatali to Kainur (Kanyur) is situate in patti Sila
of parganah Talla Salan in Garhwal, distant 10 miles 9 poles from
Kotdwara and 11 miles 7 poles from Maidi, the next stage. The
road from Kotdwara gently ascends the left bank of the Koh
river to the Do-gadh stream, 8 miles 2 furlongs 24 poles, where it
branches off to the north-east to Fatehpur, 1 mile 5 furlongs 25
poles. Krom hence to Maidi tbe road continues to ascend by the
Bhalas-khal across the Dewal-khal or pass 8 miles 6 furlongs 29
poles to Qum-khal, 2 miles 5 furlongs 33 poles.' Hence a descent
leads by Tilsiya-dhhr to the Kulargarh 3 miles 0 furlongs 7 poles
in the Maidi valley. The Kulwari-gadh is then crossed, and the

Maidi river, the encamping-ground lying a little east of its con-,
fluence with the Nylir on the left bank of the latter stream.

Gagar or Ghagar, a lofty mountain range forming tho most
southern brow of the Himalayan system, is situate to the south
of the Kosi river from Mohan eastwards. It extends in a direc
tion nearly from north-west to south-east for about 35 miles in
length, with an average breadth of probably 10 to 12 miles.
Commencing on the east we find on the eastern boundary of patti
Kosyan Talla the Sonchaliya peak attaining an elevation of 8,504
feet; to the south-east lies Badhan-Dhiira (8,408); further east a
peak rises to 8,244 feet, and still to the east Badhantoli has an ele*
29
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Tho main, ridge still running slightly south

east takes a sudden bend south by Biuayak (8,186 feet), in latitude
29°-26'-52''', longitude 79°-27''-50", and thence again south-east
to China (8,568 feet) at Naini Tal. To the north-west of China, a
ridge stretches out west to the Dabka river, of which, a peak to the
north of the village of Mahraura, attains a height of 7,403 feet.
Though the most southern range of the great Himalayan system,
and the most remote from the line of greatest elevation, it exceeds
in height most of the ranges which intervene. This circumstance
has been pointed out by Herbert. “ On each side of this line (that
of greatest elevation), to the north as well as to the south, the
peaks diminish in elevation, yet not equally. To the southward
the decrease is more rapid, and is accompanied by an anomaly
which is sufficiently striking. The diminution of elevation, which
is pretty regular till near the boundary of the plains and moun
tain-land, is there suddenly interrupted. The peaks shoot up con
siderably above the mean elevation of those immediately north of
them, and as suddenly sink into the plains ; so that if we divide
the country south of the line of greatest elevation into five paral
lel zones, the fifth will be as high as the third, while the fourth
vfill be found considerably lower than either.” Its rock formation
is gneiss throughout, “ characterised (1) by its small proportion
of feldspar ; (2) by the predominance of talcose or argillaceous
ingredients ; (3) by the singular types under which it sometimes ap
pears, or, in other words, its transition into very anomalous rocks.
It is of a schistose, rather than a slaty structure; has a talcose aspect,
varying in colour from a greenish to a yellowish grey, soft though
tough, and of that peculiar composition wdiich entitles it to be called
gm®jss, though of so small a grain as to occasion the separate ingre
dients to be not easily recognisable. Besides the feldspar and talc
it contains quartz, and occasionally hornblende. The strata of
W’hich the Gagar is composed dip very regularly at some points,
varying between east and north, the inclination generally very
small, though sometimes as high as 40°. The Gagar range is also
known as Gargachal, from the legend that the Eishi Garga once

resided near the Gagar fort.
G&g^S, a stream rising in patti Kairarau of parganah Barah
mandal in Kumaon near Diinagiri, in latidude 29°-49' and longitude
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79°-30', flows nearly due south through that patti. The road
from Dwarahal, to Someswar erosses it at Bhutanr in Kairarau and
the road from Bhain.shhet to Dwarah&t by a wooden bridge near
Bansuli-sera. Here the channel is broad and thickly strewn with

boulders, which give evidence of a considerable volume of water
in the rains. Hence the course is nearly due west through Athaguli, where it receives on the right bank the Cbandas stream and
further west on the same side the Riskoi river and the Balwagadh from the north, and pursues the same course until it joins the
Ramganga (western) on the left bank at Bhikiya-ki-sain, in lati
tude 29°-42'-8" and longitude 79®-18-'-20". The stream is local
ly connected with the name of the Rishi Gatga.

Gagwarsyun or Gangawarsyiin, a patti in parganah Barahsyun
of British Garhwal, is bounded on the north, by Idwalsyiin and
Nadalsyiin ; on the south, by patti Manyarsyun; on the east, by
the Nadal, Paidul, and Patwal pattis, and on the west, by the Siton
and Banel pattis of the same parganah. The name is usually
pronounced Gagw^rsyun. The population in 1881 numbered
3458 souls, of whom 1795 were females. In 1834 the village of
Dewar was transferred to patti Sitonsyiin. The tihsildar residing’

at Paori collects the land-revenue of this patti, which amounted
to. Rs. 1309 in 18^4. The principal villages are situated in the
upper valley of the Randi Nadi, and are Gagwara, where there is a
school, Pundori, Dhang, and Negiana.

Gala, a hanclet and ridge on the borders of pattis Byans and
Chaudans in parganah Darma of the Kumaon district. The hill
is called Nirpaniya-dhura by the people of lower Kumaon from
the absence of water. The eastern extremity where crossed by tbe
road is sub divided by two shallow ravines into three minor ridges,
which differ little in height, and may be 3,000 feet above the vil
lage of Gala, or aboOt 10,000 feet above the level of the sea. Tho
descent hence to Golam-la is about 3,000 feet down a narrow and
steep path, looking rather precipitously into the bed of the Kali
several thousand feet below.

Gamsali, a village in the Malla patti of paijganah Painkanda in
British GarhwM on the route from Joshimaih to the Niti pass, 15
miles south of the latter, in latitude 30°-l4'-45" and longitude
79°-52'-35", at an elevation of 10,317 feet above the level of the sea.
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It is situate in the angle on the right bank of the Dhauli (western),
where the river flowing southwards is joined by a glacier torrent
front the north-west, and passes from a deep ravine bounded on
each side by enormous precipices of gneiss and granite into a pic
turesque and well-wooded glen. Gams^li is the third largest village
in the Niti sub-division of the Bhotiya mahals
There is a
village school here during the summer months. A quantity of
flat land round the village bears crops of barley, buckwheat, and
oats. Immediately behind the village, the mountain rises in an al
most perpendicular cliff to a height of several hundred feet, while,
on the opposite side of the smaller stream, the cliffs are of the same
description: so to the north-west, the eye runs up a valley filled
with huge boulders of granite, and rests on endless snowy peaks.
To tbe south, is an open valley containing other villages and fairlytimbered, much resembling a valley in the north of Scotland. In
May, when visiting this place, avalanches kept falling every after
noon about every quarter of an hour in all directions. From a
spot between Gamsdli and Bampa, which is a mile to the south,
looking Up at a snow ridge to the south-east and about three
miles off is to be seen to all appearance the upper half of the figure
of a man, the head and shoulders being distinctly visible. The
people state that they believe it to be an idol that had been placed
there in olden times; but as no human being can now get up to
the spot, it is improbable that their story has any foundation. It
is more likely to be a bit of rock jutting above the snow bearing
some similitude to the human figure, which it certainly has.
Scented violets; iris, blue and purple; yellow, white, and red dog
roses; wild currants and gooseberries are to be found all over the
valley round Gamsali.—(Gabstin.)

Ganai, a halting-place on the Eamganga river, on the route
between Dwara in Kumaon and Lohba in Garhwdl, is situate at an
elevation of fl,20fi feet above the level of the sea.in latitude 29°-53'-4*
and longitude 79‘*-23'-38*' in patti Giwkr and parganah Pali
of the Kumaon district. There is a travellers’ bungalow here,
distant 10 miles from Dw^raliat, three miles from Bampur, and 14
miles from Lohba; from Dwarahat the road follows the right bank
of the Kothl^r-gar to* its confluence with the Bamganga at Ganai.
This stream flows through a wide cultivated valley having numerous
villages. On the right are the Ddnagiri (7,346) and Sukhdevi
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peaks, and continued to the west, in the Munpaudevi (6,932) and
Godi peaks, to the hanks of the Ramganga. To the left and south
of the road the range consists of the Dwarakot (5,356), Dalgari
(.5,922), and Bastira peaks, and the valley is here wider and the

slopes less precipitous. The road passes by the villages of Chiteli,
■where there are quarries of blue slate and iron mines, Bireti,
Mehalchaura, Clihani sometimes called Clihani-semal from a temal
tree of great size, standing near the village and Mabatgaon, to
Earn pur. The old road leads to a ford on the Ramganga, which is
passable except in the rains. At Ganai there is a bridge. The
village is situate at the intersection of the valleys of the Ramganga
running from north-west to south-east, and that of two of its tribu
taries, one running from the north-west (the Khetsdr) and the other
from the south-east (the Kothlar). The country around is highly
cultivated and dotted over with numerous villages. The road is
prettier and the hills better wooded than the stages near Almora;
about three miles to the north-east is the Tardg Tal, a pretty lake
embosomed in mountains. Some two miles from Gandi, are the
traditional remains of what is now known as Lakhanpur or Bai rat,
and which is supposed to have been one’ of the capitals of the
earlier Rajas in Kumaon.
Gangoli, a parganah of the Kumaon district, is in form some
what of a triangle, with its apex to the south at the junction of tho
Eastern Ramganga and Sarju. The former river separates it from
Sira and Shor, on the east, and the latter divides it from Chaugarkha
on the west; on the north, the boundary is formed by a range of hills
stretching from Bageswar, on the west, to Naya Thai on the east,
and separating it from Ddnpur. The range is marked by numerous
peaks over 6,000 feet high, amongst which may be noticed Basuknag. Kali-nag, Beni-nag, and others. The parganah now comprises
six pattis —Bel, Bherang, Baraun, Kamsyar, Pungaraon, and Athg&on—each of which is separately noticed. Pour of these were
created or first recognised in 1842, and Bherang was formed at the
recent settlement, ‘The assessment of the land revenue at each set
tlement (exclusive of mines) was as follows :—

1815.
Rs.

J,717

1817. 1818. 1820.
Rs.
Es.
Rs.
Es.
1,913 2,011 2,558

1823.
Rs.

3,065

1840. Current.
Es.
Rs.
3,298 3,469 3,641 12,944
1828. 1833.
Rs. ’ Rs.

‘ bee Gazetteer XI. 463, 627, 536.
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The current assessment falls at Re. 0-10-6 per acre on the whole
area, and at Re. 1-9-8 per acre on the cultivation. The total ass
essable area comprises 19,646 bisis, of which 10,081 are culturable
and 9,565 are cultivated (3,379 irrigated). In 1822, tbe area ass
essed to revenue was only 3,127 bisls, whilst 411 were held free of
revenue, and 1,169 belonged to deserted villages. In 1824, cultiva
tion reached 4,277 bisis and culturable waste, to 3,197 bisis. In
1840, the assessable area amounted to 15,933 bisis, of which 7,742
were cultivated. In 1821 there were 393 villages paying revenue,
and in 1823 the number was 435 (besides 37
and 53 gilntK
villages), and the deserted sites numbered 359.
In 1840, there were 758 villages held under 381 leases ; giving
an average of about Rs. 10-8-0 for each lease and of six rupees
for each hamlet. In 1870 there were 495 estates assessed to reve
nue, comprising 747 villages and only 13 deserted village sites.
The population at settlement numbered 10,167 males and 8,853
females : in 1872 there were 12,114 males and 10,628 females,
and in 1881 there were 14,185 males and 12,998 females.

The tenures in this parganah are chiefly bhdi-bkaunt or bhdyachdra.
There were 19 thokdars in 1880 ; but in most cases the dues of

office were worth very little ; whilst the duties as purveyors and
police on the high road between Almora and Piihoragarh were
somewhat onerous. Bel occupies the lower part of the parganah
from river to river and from Gangoli Hat southwards. Athgaon
and Kamsyar lie to the west, Baraon in the centre, and Pungar&on
to the north. In Bel, the villages are scattered and few in number
except on the table land around Gangoli Hat; indeed the greater
part of the entire parganah consists of high and steep ranges of
hills, which afford scanty room for cultivation, and compared with
the area there is little land fit for cultivation left.. The land capabilities in Bardon are a little better than in Bel, and perhaps best
in Pungardon, which finds iu the Bhotiyas ready purchasers for its
surplus produce. In former years, Bel, Bherang, Athgaon, and
Kamsydr were covered with an almost impenetrable jungle, the
haunt of numerous tigers. Owing to the Gorkhali policy of dis
arming the inhabitants,' they vi^ere defenceless and were ciirried off
at midday whilst working in their fields, and tigers were even
known to break into houses at night and carry off the inmates.

•

•
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Writing in 1821, Traill states that within the previous three years
373 persons had'been hilled by tigers in Gangoli; these, too, were
natives of the place, whose names and residences were recorded. In
1840 Batten writes : “ In some of the tracts near the rivers, noto
rious man-eaters are hardly ever absent, and at times the loss of
human life is considerable; very few of the inhabitants are shikaris,

and the reward of Es. 10 given for each tiger killed is found an
insufficient inducement to create in Gangoli a body of hunters ;
whilst the poverty and inhospitality of the villagers is such, that
though they often apply for aid, they are almost always found un
willing to provide even the commonest supply of provisions for the
local sepoys and armed peons occasionally sent to assist them.”

The people of Gangoli have always had the reputation of being
the most churlish, priest-ridden in Kumaon ; and at the time of Mr.
Batten’s settlement they were in addition wretchedly poor, slaves
of the Pants and Upretis, without any independence, and hardly
having the spirit to aspire to a better position. Brahmanical influ
ence has of late years very greatly diminished, and the existence of
the Beninag tea-plantation has greatly aided in raising the people
but of debt through the constant employment and good wages they
receive there. Tigers have been exterminated, and the few that
venture Up the river are now quickly disposed of. Jungle has dis

appeared to a great extent, and cultivation has much increased;
good roads, too, now run through this tract to Pithoragafh and
Thai, and altogether it is expected that this parganah will make
great progress during the current settlement by a yearly increase
of cultivation and wealth. A comparison with the past gives good
grounds for this hope. There are iron mines at Bajur and Gwfinsikot
in Athgaon, The copper mines at Bai have been separately noticed

under “Mineralogy.” In 1840 they’were leased for Es. 101 and
Es. 25 in 1872: there are also copper mines at Pliadyali, Bujyiirha,
and Kutdni in Athgaon. The yunth holdings are numerous, and
aggregated 9035f#fs in 1870 : 164 bisis were unndfi to individuals
and 253 hisis in plots of less than 10 bisis were also held free of
revenue, total 1,410 bisis. There were 125 water-mills assessed at
Es. 237. Bherang and Bel have one patwari, and each of the other
pattis one. There are schools at Chaupata, Beninag, Titanli, Sugor,
and Chamtola. The tea of Beninag and the oranges of the Eamganga
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valley are favourably known. Every year a large fair takes place
at Thai, where the Bhotiyas complete their accounts with the hill
traders and prepare to move northwards. Casual cultivation known
as ijar or kdla-banjar is still not uncommon. The temples of Kali
at Gangoli Hat, Bhubaneswar with its cave* at Beninag and Rameswar at the confluence of the Sarju and Ramganga are some of
the best known in the district. A Raja held his court at Mankot
for eight generations, and founded Gangoli Hat.® At Jamankot,
a Pali immigrant set up an independent r&j for a few days, but
was promptly suppressed.

Gaagol, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon, is bounded
on the north by patti Rangor ; on the east by Sui Bisung ; on the
west by Chalsi and Pharka; and on the south by Sipti. This patti
was separated from Sipti-Qangol at the recent settlement. Tho
principal villages are Goshni, Kanikot, Parisaun, and Tyarsaun.
■ The assessable area comprises 1,827 bisis, of which 622 are cultur
able and 1,205 are cultivated (146 irrigated). The land tax yielded
Rs. 475 in 1815 : Rs. 683 in 1820 : Rs. 988 in 1843, and now
stands at Rs. 1,458, which falls on the whole area paying revenue
at Re. 0-12- 9 per acre and on the cultivation at Re. 1-3-4 per acre.
The population at settlement comprised 982 males and 809 females.
Two villages were received from Regaruban at the recent settle
ment. This patti is fairly inhabited for its size, and possesses a
good climate. There is still good arable land to spare, capable of
affording fair crops of the millet manduwa. The patwari usually
resides at Marlak: there is a school at Khet-khan.

6angoli-Hat, a village, resting-place, and traveller’s bungalow
on the route from Almora to Pithoragarh, distant 34 miles north
east of Almora, 11 miles from Naini, the same from B&ns, and
about 18 miles from Pithoragarh, in latitude 29°-39'-23''' and
longitude 80°-5'-24''', at an elevation of 5,580 feet above the level
of the sea. The village itself is called Hat, and is situate in patti
Bel of parganah Gangoli. It is reached from B&ns by a steep
descent to the Ramganga, which is crossed by an iron suspension
bridge and leads to an equally steep ascent on the opposite side.
The hills on either side are thickly clothed
with pine forest, and present magnificent
views of the lower hill scenery in the Himalaya, and though the
* Gazetteer XI. 318
* Jbid, 496, 627, 637, 640, 797.
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road is tiring and hot, the scenery well repays the labour. There
are only a few hamlets near the road. Close to the bungalow is a
temple dedicated to Kali, the priests of which make the usual boast
that the ground is ever moist with the blood of kids and buffaloes
offered in sacrifice. The temple is, however, more remarkable for
the grove of noble deodars within which it stands. Close by, to the
. south-west are tho remains of a few old temples and a masonry
well bearing an inscription apparently of some age. From Kaini
to Hat the road following the Jagesar ridge, which separates the
waters of the Alaknandi from the Sarju, soon descends steeply to
the latter river passing the village of Ilarara, which is a little below
4,000 feet. The lowest portion of the valley
FroiU Nairn.
c • i
i
i
of the Sarju here is entirely uninhabited.
The river is crossed by a suspension bridge at an elevation of only
2,827 feet, and the climate and vegetation are therefore thoroughly

tropical in their character. On the lower part of this descent, which
faces the north and is very steep, and therefore sheltered from the
sun, many showy flowered species of Gesneraeece are abundant,
A fine scarlet Hedychi vm may also be found near Harara. In the
valley convolvulaceae, wild gingers, and orchidese are common, the
latter usually rather curious than beautiful. Besides these Madden
notes seven species of Boihmeriay the hijanra {Citrua medico); kunj
\_Toddalia aeuleata) ; s'&n-kanwal {Laurws lanceolaria) ; kurra {Poly

gonum glabrun^, and many others. A great outburst of green stone
occurs here, which has been traced almost right across Kumaon and
Garhwal. The Sarju is here a fine clear river flowing in a succes
sion of still, deep pools and sparkling rapids over a bed of boulders.'
The ascent to Gangoli-Hat is long and steep. The slope Up which
the road is taken has a southern aspect and is generally abrupt,

open and grassy, and thinly clothed with pines. The chestnut,
however, is common and is conspicuous in the autumn from its
abundant bloom of white flowers ; the fruit is small and worthless.
Idliam uradicliianum, the queen of lilies, is abundant on the open
slopes; it grows from four to six feet high, and its pure white flowers
have been measured as much as thirteen inches in length j and
nine inches is common.

It flowers in August.

A road here branches oif to Munsyari by Loha Thai; and
during the hot weather and rains, though somewhat longer than tho
30
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ordinary road by Kapkot, has tbe advantage of being on the whole

greater elevation, and is therefore cooler
and more healthy. Gangoli-Hat to Bana, 10
miles, ascend the Diydri pass (6,910 feet} over a ridge, the highest
point of which is called Rai, after the village of that name so well
known for its copper mines.The forest on this ridge is pine, and
a visit to its summit, which lies about a mile west of the pass, would
repay the labour. At the foot of the ascent (^uercus lanata is
To Tejau

common with its striking foliage. The road is easy and, crossing
the pass descends to Rai, beyond which the path follows the waterparting ridge between the Sarju and the Ramganga at an elevation
varying from 5,000 to 5,500, feet. ' The highest points of the ridge
in this neighbourhood hardly exceed 6,000 feet and the country is
open and fairly cultivated and easily accessible. There is nothing
striking in the scenery nor in the vegetation which is that common
at such altitudes. From Bana to Loha-thal, about eight miles,
the road is easy, winding along the hill sides between 5,000 and
5,500 feet, through an open and rather interesting country. Hence
to Mohargari, nine miles, the path ascends an open cultivated
country to the summit of the K^linag ridge (7,317 feet). To the
north of this ridge the vegetation becomes more luxuriant, the
mountains being steeper and the Mohargdri valley almost devoid of
human habitations or cultivation. After a steep descent reach the
Mobargar or stream at an elevation of about 4,000 feet, and follow
its northern bank through a semi-tropical vegetation to the encamp
ing-ground which is close by the stream. Hence to Tejambugur
(g.v.) about six miles.

Gangotri, in patti and parganah Taknaur of Tihri, a small
temple on tbe right bank of the Bhagiratbi, is situate in north
latitude 30°-59'-10" and east longitude 78°-59'-S0'’', about ten
miles south-east of its source at an elevation of 10,020 feet above
the level of the sea. A gunshot below Gangotri the Kedar Ganga,
a rapid and considerable stream, debouches into the BbAgirathi at
a place called Gaurikund, a place of ablution for pilgrims. The
hills here recede a little, and above Gaurikund the bed of the
Bhagiratbi widens into* a small shingly space, in which the river
flows rapidly, changing its course as the floods direct it. Just at

* Gazetteer X, 279.
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the gorge of this space a bridge has been thrown across, and just
above the bridge, in a bay formed by a reach of the river in this
shingly place, fifteen feet above the stream, is situate the small
temple dedicated to the goddess Ganga. This was erected by

Amr Singh, Thapa, the chief of the Gorkhali commanders in
Garhw&l early in the present century. The temple is erected on
the sacred stone where tradition has it Bhagirath used to worship
Mah&deo. It is a small building of a square form, for about 12
feet high and rounding in to the top in the manner common to
temples in the hills. It is quite plain, coloured white with red
mouldings, and surmounted with the usual melon-shaped ornament
commonly known as a Turk’s cap. From the eastern face of the
square which is turned nearly to the sacred source there is a small
projection covered with a stope roof, in which is the entrance
facing east, and just opposite to this there is a smaller temple of
similar shape dedicated to Bhaironji, as the guardian of the shrine.
The larger temple contains small statues of Ganga, Bhagirath, and
other deities supposed to be connected with the locality. The
whole is surrounded by a wall built of unhewn stone and mortar,
and the space this contains is paved with flat stones. In this
space, too, there is a comfortable but small house for the officiating
Brahmans. Without the enclosure there are a few wooden sheds
constructed for the accommodation of pilgrims, who also find shelter

in eaves formed by overhanging stones, of which there are many,
Fraser writes:—“ There are several pools, called by the names Bruhmakund,
Vishnukund, and others of corresponding import. Ablation in these is consi
dered an important part of the ritual to be observed by pilgrims who visit this
spot, considered popularly to be the source of the Ganges, as further progress
up the stream is generally, though erroneously, regarded as impracticable.
Though this ablution, with due donations to the officiating Brahmans, is consi
dered to cleanse from all offences, the number of pilgrims is not considerable in
consequence of the great length and ruggedness of the journey, and the diffi
culty of obtaining subsistence by the way. Flasks and similar vessels are filled
at Gangotri with the sacred water of the stream, and being sealed by the offi
ciating Brahman, are conveyed to tbe plains, where they are highly prized.
Gangotri is^below the upper limit of forests ; deoddrs growing here, though to
no great size, and birch trees thriving remarkably. . The mean breadth of the
Bhagiratbi or Ganges here was ascertained by Hodgson, on the 26th of May,
to be forty-three feet, the depth eighteen inches, the current very swift, and
over rounded stones. On the second of June following, he conjectured its
volume to be doubled, in consequence of the rapid melting of the snow.
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Rcniiell'a account pf Qang^td would scarcely bare been expected from one
who usually displaya 80 much information and judgment. “ This great body of
water {the 'QapgOf^ flow forces a passage through the ridge of mount Himmalch,
at the distance possibly of Ido miles below the place of its first approach to it,
' and|. sapping its very foundations, rushes through a cavern, and precipitates
itself iuto.a vast basin, which ft has worn in the rock at the hither foot of the
mountains. The Ganges thus appears to incurious spectators to derive ite
original Springs from this chain of mountains, and the mind of superstition has
given to tho mouth of the cavern tbe form of the bead of a cow.

Thia idea it also mentioned by the Persian authors and Fere Tieffcnthaler
also notices ft; but the Brahman priest in charge met there by Fraser in 1816
ridiculed the idea of the stream proceeding from a rock like a cow's mouth,
and pointed out tbe actual source. Herbert estimates the length of tbe Bh6girathi from Its source near Gangotri to its entrance to the plains at 203 miles.
.. The eleVatipn ef the temple above the sea is 10,319 feet. About a kos from
Gait^otrf (O'a place called Patangani, which is noted as the spot where the five
Pan dawns remained for twelve years worshipping Mabddeo after bis retreat
from Xaptta t<r the Qim&laya after that they ascended the.Swargaruini peak,
w3icnee the Qanger flows, and there tour of them died and their spirits ascoixled
to, heaven. The fifth Yuddhishthira was translated bodily at tbe same time.
titi Grifeth thus* recounts tho birth of the Ganges*:—
Thus urged, the sage recounted both
The birth Of Ganga-and her growth;
The mighty bill with metUls stored,
Bim&laya, is the mountain's lord ;
The father of a lovely pair
Of daughters, fairest of the fair :
Their mother, offspring of the will
Uf Meru, everlasting hill,
Mehi, B'lniilaya’s darling, .graced
With beauty of her dainty waist.
GUnga Was elder born; then came
The* fair one known by Uina’s name,
Then all' the gods of heaven, in need
Of Ganga’s help their vows to speed.
To great Himalaya came* aud prayed
'The iupuntain king to yield the maid.
Be, nett regardless of the weal
Gf the three worlds, with holy seal
His daughter to tbe Immortals gave,
Ganga. whose waters cleanse and' save,
Who roams at pleasure, fair and frC(^
purging all sinners, to the Uea,
The thrccrpathafl Ganga thua obtained
The gods tlieir heavenly homes rcgaiaedt
* Bamayana, I, Igr.
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Long time tbe sister Uma passed ■;
In TOWS austere and rigid fast.
And the king gave the devotee
Immortal Budra’s bride to be;
Matching with that unequalled lord
His Uma through the worlds adored.
So now a glorious station fills
Each daughter of the king of hills:
One honored as the nohleat stream.
One mid the goddesses supreme.
Thus Ganga, king Himalaya’s child.
The heavenly river undeflied,
Bose bearing with her to the sky
Her waves that bless and purify.**

Qau-mvkh, or the cow’s mouth, is the name given to the
glacier cavern from which the head-waters issue on the melting of
the ice and snow. This glacier has its origin on the western slopes
of the Satopanth group of peaks, the eastern slopes of which are
covered by the glaciers above Badrinath in the M&na valley. It
also is connected with the glaciers along the northern slopes of the
Kedarn&th peak, on the south face of which is the temple of that
name, so that the three great places of pilgrimage are all within a
few miles of horizontal distance from each other.' The name (J«mmukh is also given to the prayer-bag® which conceals the mu^raa
made in the ceremony of the aandhya.
Landhaur to Gangotri by old road.

6
7
8
9
10
11

Landbaur to Fbedi
Balal
...
Laluri
...
Thona
Uhunda
Barahat ...
Moneri
...
Bbatwari ...
Tiara or Elga
Oanguli
Sukhi or Jalah

12

Derail

...

10

13
14

Bhaironghati
Gangotri

...

9
9

15

Camp

•••

10

1
2
3
4

6

...

...

to

*•«

...
»*♦
...

Total

1 A name of Siva,

11
12
12
10
12
12
11
12
12
11
14

Reckoning from the Laudbaur Hospital.
Along tbe Aglar stream.
Cross Ndgliba range.
Reach Gbmges river forest bungalow.

A bridge leads to Kedarndth forest bungatow one mile further on.
Hill-shoes can be procured here.
Forest bungalow between 12th and 13tb
marches. Crossing the Kapai ghat by
two wire suspension bridges at Maicba.
Cross the Ganges by bridge. Buppiies
must be procured at Derail.
The Nilang river here joins the Ganges.
■Temple. Very bad road over ladders,
scaffolds, 3Bc.
No made path to foot of glacier, which
ia six miles from Camp.

167
* See Gazetteer, XI, 874.
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Garra or Deoha, a river rising at the southern base of the
lower hills in patli Chaugadh of parganah Kali Kumaon, near a
peak over seven thousand feet. After a short south-easterly course
it runs due west and again south, entering the Bh&bar between
Chorgaliya and Jaula-Sal. It flows southward through the Bareilly
district and ShAhjahAnpur, and eventually joins the Western Kamganga on the left bank. It is known as the Nadhaur in the hills ;
in the Tarai as the Dewa or Deoha, and further south as the
Garra.

Garhwal, a district of the Kumaon Division, is bounded on the
north by Tibet ; on the east by Kumaon ; on the south by Bijnor,
and on the west by Tihri and Dehra Diin. It lies between north
latitude 29‘’-26'-15" and 31‘’-5'-30", and between east longitude
78°-18'-45" and SO’-S'-O", with an area of 5,500 square miles.
Sub Diviaion
administrative purposes this area is
divided into eleven parganahs, which are
further sub-divided into 86 pattis as follows :—

Parganah.

No.

1 Birahayfin ...

S Badhan

3 Chandpur

1
9
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1)
12
13
H
IS
10
17
^8
19
20
... 21
2‘J
28
24
25
20
27
28

Parganah.

Patti.

Banelsyun.
BaHgarhsyfia.
Gagwarsyun.
Idwalsyun.
Khatsyun.
Kandw&lsyun.
Kilpholsyun.
Many&rsyfin.
Nadalsyun.
Baidulsyun.
PatwalsyftUa
Hawaisvuo.
Sitonsyan.
Aswalsyun.
Khaiisar.
Kapiri.
Karakot.
Maodak.
Pindarwiir.
Pindarpar.
Chandpur Sili.
Chandpur Taili.
Choprakot.
ChauVihn.
Dhiijyuli.
bobha.
Banigadh.
Sirgur.

22
8V
31
32
3.3
34
35
Dewalgarh ... 36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
Dasoli
44
45
46
Nigpur
•
47
48
49
5u
61
62
63
54
Painkhanda M. 65
66

4 Chandkot

5

6

7

8

No.

Patti.

Gorarayfin.
Jaintolsyun.
Kimgadigar.
.Maundarsyun.
Mawalsyfin.
Piiigala-pakba,
Kiiigwarsyun.
Bidols} fill.
Bachhansyun.
ChalaDsyuo.
Dhanpiir.
Ghurdursyun.
Kaadarsyun.
Katliolsyun.
Band.
Dasoli MallL
Dasoli Talli.
Bamsu.
Kaliphat Malli.
Kaliph&t Talii.
Mai'khanda.
Nagpur Malla.
Nagpur Bichhla.
Nagpur Talla,
Urgam.
Parkandi,
Painkhanda Malla.
Painkhanda Talla.
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Parganah.

No.

57
58
59
60
6)
62
68
64
65
10 Malla Sal&n... 66
67
68
6i>
70
71
9 Ganga Salan,

Patganah.

Patti.
Dh&ngu Malla.
DhangU Talla.
Karaundu Walla.
Karaundu Palla.
Langur.
Udepiir Malla.
Udepur Bichhla.
Udepur Talla.
Ajmer.
Bangirsjhn.
Dhaundyalayto.
Gujaru.
Iriyakot.
KhaCali.
Koiagar.

No.

72
73
74
76
11 Talla Sa«n... 76
77
78
79
so
81
82
88
84
85
86

Patti,
Meldh&r.
Sa ball.
Saindhar.
Talain.
Bhabar.
Bijlot Walla.
Bijlot Talla.
Bungi.
Badalpur Malla,
Badalpur Talla.
Kaurbiya Walla.
Kaiirliiya Palla.
Painun.
Sila Malta.
Sila Talla.

To the north, the water-parting forms the boundary with
Hundes. To the east, the boundary is somewhat arbitrarily fixed
by an irregular line drawn from tbe southern peak of Trisul to the
Pindar river about twenty miles from its source, thence in a
south-eastern direction along the Badh&n to the Ramganga river
near Mehalchauri, crossing it, to where it again meets the river
in the Path Dun. Thence it skirts the southern base of the
hills by the Ramnagar and Ganges road to Gorighat on the
Ganges. On the west the boundary follows the Ganges river to
Deopraytig, thence the Alaknanda to Rudrprayag and after that
the Mandakini river to Agastmuni, whence an irregular line above
the right bank of that stream to the snowy range to the west of
the Kedarnkth temple completes the circuit. The greatest’ breadth
is 55 miles, the least breadth 30 miles, and the mean about 42
miles. The estimated area is 3,520,000 acres or 5,500 square
miles. But owing to the difficutty of measuring the snowy wastes
the area in acres cannot be correctly given. The natural divisions
are mountain ranges and narrow valleys which, as a rule, are little
more than ravines. That of Srinagar is the largest in the district,
but it is hardly half a mile wide and has an elevation of only 1,500
feet above the level of the sea. To these may be added the narrow
strip of waterless forest at the foot of the hills called the Bhdbar,
about two to three miles in breadth, where it ac^’oins the plains.

Some centuries back Garhwal was divided into a number of
petty chieftainries said to have been fifty-two

Existini; arranceoients.

*'■

in number, which were subsequently united
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under the R&ja of Chandpur, who transferred his residence to Dewalgarh, and about the fifteenth century to Srinagar. Under these
Rdjas the existing parganahs were established, and no alteration in
their number or limits was made by the Gorkh&lis. The parganahs
were subdivided into pattis, some of which, for various reasons,
attained to the position of parganahs at different times. One of the
earliest lists gives the following :—Ajmer, Udepur, Salfin, Sila,
Barahsyiin, Dewalgarh, Choprakot, Dhanpur, Chandpur, Badhfin,
Dasoli, Painkhanda, Kapiri, Kliatali, Nagpur, Parkandi, and Lohba,
or seventeen in all. In 1815 there were tabsilis'at Srinagar and
Chandpur and a’peshkar at Kotdwara, where there was also a police
station, and at Bhiirighat, Bil4sni, and Sigoddi, costing togethei
Rs. 740 a mouth. The Dhangu tahsil (Kainur) was formed in 1817
for the Salan parganah instead of a peshk&ri at Kotdwara and tbe
entire monthly cost (exclusive of the share of the head-quarters’
establishment) is set down at Rs. 488. In 1621, tahsil Chandpur
comprised (1) Chandpur, containing pattis Chandpur, Lohba, Dhan
pur (and its mines), and Choprakot; (2) Badhan, containing Badhan,
Kapiri, and Karakot; and (3) Malla Salan,comprising Siibali, Kliatali,
Bangarsyun, Gujaru, Dhaundyhlsyuu, Saindhar, and Meldhar. The
Dhangu tahsiP contained eleven pattis, Udepur, Ajinir, Dh&ngu,
Sila, Karaundu, Kaurhiya, Langur, Painun, Bungi, Bijlot, and
Badalpur, and was abolished in January, 1822. Five of its pattis
were annexed to the Srinagar tahsil under the name Ganga Salan
and six to Chandpur as Talla Salan, reducing the monthly cost of
establishment to Rs. 388. Parganah Chaundkot included pattis
Iriyakot, Talain, and Koiagar, and to these were added the cluster
of villages from Dewalgarh known as Kotali, and which had been
assigned for a long period for the manufacture of powder for the
State. In 1830, the tahsil establishment cost Rs. 125 ; police Rs. 72
(in Pdtli Dfin and Chandi) ; and Kandngos Rs. 125. In 1834 the
Srinagar tahsiP was abolished, and the entire district was placed
unde< one tahsildar, resident at Kainur (Kanydr), the old seat of the
Chandpur tahsili. The tahsili was subsequently again removed to
Srinagarii, In 1833„ patti Panai was transferred from Chandpur to
Dhanpur, but the greatest changes were effected by Mr. J. Beckett
‘To Goverri.meiit, 26th December, 1816, from 27th January, 1816.
* To
Government, 14'th September, 1821, from 23rd January, 1822.
’ To Com
missioner, Bareilly, isl January, 1S31, from Government, 21st January, 1834.
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at'the current settlement, and are fully noticed elsewhere. In 1883,

the head-quarters’ establishment for revenue duties cost Es.
:
Civil (Judicial} Courts, Rs.
: Police, Rs.
; and Public
Works Rs.
: total Rs.
. The history of the adminis
tration of Civil and Criminal Justice will be found under Kumaon
ig.v.). The head-quarters of the Civil Administration is novV at
Paori, where the Assistant Commissioner resides. There is now a
tahsildar at Srinagar, a peshkar at Gairsen or Lohba, and policestations at Srinagar, Kotdwara, Dharon, and lAldhdng.

The shape of Garhwal on a map is not unlike that of an
hour-glass, broad at the north and south
Physical geography.
.
,
,
,
,
.
,,
and narrowing to about one-half in the
middle. The Alaknanda and its tributaries drain the entire
district, and form the valleys, which are, as a rule, much narrower
and contain less arable land than those of Kumaon. Mr. Batten’s
description may be quoted here :—“ Vast tracts are composed
of bare rocks or are covered with forests : in some parts such
features are confined to the upper parts of the mountains whose

sides and base are adorned with the richest fertility; whilst in
other parts the fairest slopes or the finest valleys are succeeded by
continuous miles of river glen where precipice.s and woods extend
to the lowest depths. Sometimes the jungle is above the cultivated
parts ; sometimes below. In one place, individual villages or Sets

of villages are separated from their neighbours by almost imper
vious forests or impassable crags and rivers ; in another, villages
having little barren waste are mutually divided by a small copse
or ravine, or by the natural boundary of a stream flowing between
their fields ; so various are the features of the country through
which the hamlets are interspersed. However notorious one
sub-division may be for its plenty and another for its poverty, no’
opinion in either case can be formed of the natural capabilities of
one village by a view of its neighbour in even tho smallest sub
division of a tract.” The Alaknanda marks the great central line
of lowest elevation, receiving rivers on either side which in turn
.receive minor streams, and these again rills apd rivulets until the
great dividing ridge is met which forms the Watershed between tbe
head waters of the Kali or Sarda on the east and the Ganges system
on the west. The entire drainage of Garhw&l flows into the Ganges.
31
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With the exception of parganas Biirahsyun and Chaundkot, wliicli
are almost entirely bare of arboreal vegetation, tbe entire district is
thickly covered with forest forming in many places an almost
impenetrable jungle.

To the north the mountains form a portion of the great Hima
layan chain of which the principal peaks in the district are West
Trisiil, 23,382 feet above the level of the sea ; East Trisiil, 23,092
feet ; the third peak, 22,342 feet ; Nanda Devi, 25,661 feet; the
Nandakna peaks, 20,772, 20,773, 22,093 feet; Kamet, 25,373
feet ; Nalik^nta, 21,661 feet ; Badrinath, 23,210 feet, and Kedarnath, 22,790 feet. From the main range to the north-west the
slope inclines to the elevated plains of Tibet, and the Vishnuganga
■river rises gradually from 6,200 feet at its confluence with the
Alaknanda to 18,000 feet at its source in the glacier adjoining
the Mana pass into Tibet. Between this valley and the upper
course of the Alaknanda, here called the Dhauli or ‘ white river ’
is a ridge of great height ending on the south in a peak having
an elevation of 22,073 feet and in Kamet on the north. The
Dhauli valley comes next and leads to the Niti pass into Tibet,
which is described in the article Bliotiya MaJidls. To the south
of the main range of hills we find numerous spurs running from
it generally in a direction from north-east to south-west and

parallel to each other with cross spurs at intervals and occasional
ridges of greater elevation, such as Tungnhth or Chandrasila
(12,071 feet), Duda-ki-Toli (10,188 feet), and Dhubri (9,862 feet).
South of the river Nyar, however, the ranges run more parallel to
the plains, and are seldom more than 7,500 feet above the level of
the sea. Most of these hills are rugged and densely wooded up
to between ten and eleven thousand feet, steep towards the ridges,
somewhat flatter about the middle, and end in abrupt slopes towards
the valleys. Along the larger rivers, the hills present gradual
slopes at the base and end in a succession of narrow terraces or flats,
which are all dry and are, as a rule, also cultivated. The soil varies
greatly in the different valleys. That of the Alaknanda is somewhat
sandy ; of the Pindar, Ramganga, and Nandakini is reddish clay,
and that of the Nyar is clay mixed with shingle. The soil in the
smaller valleys is usually very rich, being composed of the washings
from the hill sides. The strip of Bhabar from Kotdwara to Bhamauri
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is separated from the plains by a continuation of the Siwalik range,
which is crossed by numerous passes, some of which are practicable
for wheeled carriage. The remainder of the southern boundary is
wholly open to the plains.
The Bhabar is but partially cultivated, and for the most part
consists of forests of sal {Sliorea robusta},
Forests.
sissti {Dalbp.rgia sissu), and bambus. Tho
forests in the hills have been sufficiently noticed elsewhere.' Gener
ally, the southern portion of the hills are still covered with primaeval
forest. The largest tract in tbe centre of the district is the tigerhaunted forest of Chandpur, which is still some 25 to 30 miles
long by 12 to 15 miles broad. Tear by year the jungle is encroached
on by cultivation, and people are encouraged to settle in it by the^
grant of land at nominal rates and the bestowal of the proprietary
right if they bring it undei: the plough. Hitherto the scanty
population and tho presence of wild animals have retarded the
progress of reclamation; but these obstacles are gradually being
removed, and a comparison of the state of cultivation in 1815 with
that now existing shows a marvellous and steady increase in pros
perity. Much of the forest land to the south is now held by the
Forest Department, and is rigidly conserved for the sake of tho
timber now yearly becoming more valuable.
As already noticed, the Alaknanda with its tributaries mark the
distinguishing physical features of the dis
Hivers.
trict, and show the direction of the lines of
lowest elevation. This river is one of the sacred streams of India
and each of the places where it meets a considerable affluent-called
{PrayAga or confluence) is esteemed holy, and forms a station in
the pilgrimage which all devout Hindus make to Himachal. The
first confluence is at Vishnuprayag, where the waters of the Dhauli
from the Niti pass unite with tho waters of the Saraswati or Vish
nuganga from the Mana pass and thence onwards to Deoprayag,
the stream is known as tbe Alaknanda. At Nandprayag the Nan

dak stream joins the Alaknanda on the left bank, and brings with
it the drainage from the Nandakna peaks and„tlie western slopes of
* For very valuable contributions throughout this article on the piescii t
state of the district my warm obligations are due to Colonel Garstiu, who has
also examined these pages whilst passing through the press.
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THsul. At Karnprayag, on the same bank, is received the Pindar,
which drains the southern and eastern slopes of the Tris 61 group.
The Mandakini falls in on the right bank at Rudrprayig and brings
with it the surplus waters of the entire tract along the southern
slopes of the Badrinath and Kedarnath peaks. At Deoprayag the
Bhagiratbi from Gangotri joins the Alaknanda, and henceforward
the united stream is known as the Ganges. The Bhagiratbi rises
in Tihri from the Gangotri peak, and, though popularly considered
the chief branch of the Ganges, is inferior in importance and volume
to the Alaknanda. The only other important tributaries are the
Nyar and Hiunal streams, which join the Ganges on the left bank
below Deoprayag. The only river of any size in Garhwal which
does not join the Ganges within the limits of the district is the
upper waters of the western Ramganga. This river takes its rise in
Lohba, and flowing through Kumaon for a considerable distance,
re-enters Garhwal in the Path Dun, where it receives the MandhAl,
Palain, and Sona streams on the right bank, and bursting its way
through the Siwaliks, reaches the Ganges in the Hardoi district of
Oudh. AU these rivers, owing to their great velocity and tbe
existence of rocks, boulders, shoals, and rapids are useless for
navigation, though several are used for rafting timber. Wherever
culturable land occurs near their beds, they are used for irrigation,
and are also made available for giving power to mills for grinding
corn. The beds of all the rivers consist of hard rock and gravel
with a little sand, and little erosion takes place. Diluvion, owing
to sudden floods, occasionally takes place ; but alluvion in the sense
it is used in the plains can never occur. As a rule the banks of all
the streams in the hills are abrupt and high. Srinagar, the only
place-in tbe district approaching a town, is built on the right bank
of the Alaknanda well above the stream, but still before the conquest
one-half of tbe town was swept away by a flood, and again in 1868
and 1880 great loss occurred through a sudden rise in the same
river. Rapids and eddies occur in all the rivers at short distances

apart.

The usual appearance is a succession of short, sharp rapids,

sometimes having a Considerable fail with a long and deep pool.
Oceasionally the bed becomes Very narrow and runs between
gorges with high impassable cliffs on either bank. Such pheno
mena are most frequent on the Alaknanda and Pindar,

None t>f
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the rivers flow through subterannean channels, though the Alak
nanda some 25 miles above Joshimath appears to do so owing to
rocks having fallen in and completely hidden the water. There
are a few small ferries on the Alaknanda, the boat being a canoe
formed from a hollowed log. Fords are rare on the rivers rising
in the snowy range, but all the others are fordable even in the rainy
Season, except where there has been a fall of rain sufficient to cause
a heavy flood. All the hill streams are liable to floods, and occa
sionally to some of considerable volume. In 1868, water that had
been dammed up by a landslip burst the barrier, and, coming down
by the Alaknanda, caused very great damage and loss of life. Two
large bridges were swept away with some seventy pilgrims who were
sleeping on the river bank near Chamoli twenty feet above the
ordinary flood level. When such floods happen to flow over any
cultivated land they usually, by covering it with rocks and gravel,
render it useless for a number of years until the deb/is is cleared

away.
There are at present but two small canals six and a half miles
long at work. They are taken from two
Canals. Lakes.
"
small streams called the Koh and Mklin
near Kotdwara for the purpose of irrigating the Bhabar in their
neighbourhood. It is not improbable that other small canals may
be opened along the Bhabar where water is procurable ; but this,
work is in its infancy in Garhwal, as those above mentioned were
only commenced in 1869. They irrigate about 1,300 acres of
land. There are no lakes of any importance in Garhwal. The
largest is Diuri T&l (q.v^ in Kaliphat, which is about 400 yards
long by 250 yards wide. It is oval in shape and is mainly interest
ing from the panoramic view of the snowy range above KedArnAth
which is seen reflected on its surface. There are a few small lakes
situate on the tops of some of the high hills, such as Deo Tal near
tho Mana pass, Gadyar TAI in Painkhanda Talla, and Bhairon TAI
in Dasoli Talli.

There are several hot springs in Garhw&l.
Hot springs.

Those at Gauri

Kund on the road to the temple of Kedar.

’

.

nkth are situate above the right bank of the
MandAkini river. On the 6th October, at 5 p.m., when the tem
perature of the air was 64° and that of the river was 52°, the tern-

,
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perature in one of the springs was 74° and in another 128°. The
water is collected in an artificial reservoir built for the purpose of
bathing, as all pilgrims are required to bathe here before proceeding
to Kedarn4tb, a procedure full of physical as well as spiritual benefit.
There is another spring of a similar description at Badrinath called,
the Tapt kund. It runs under the temple, and is also collected iA a
large reservoir for bathing purposes. The temperature was noted
at 128° Fahrenheit, when that of the river close by was only 38°.
Cold water is let into the reservoir in order to allow of the pilgrims
bathing in it. There are four separate hot springs at Tapuban,
two about a mile, and two about one-quarter of a mile, from tho
village of that name, and all close to the Niti road. The two most
distant well up into artificial reservoirs and are used as bathing
places, their temperature being 127° and 123° respectively. The
other two are springs and are not used for bathing, their temperature
being 99° and 109°. Tho water of the first two is of a dirty colour,
and leaves a whitish sediment, but does not seem to have any
sulphur in it, while that of the latter two is clear and somewhat aerated
though tasteless. The spring of Bhauri lies near the village of
Amola in latitude 30°-3' and longitude 78°-2'. It has a somewhat

Saline taste and the stones are discolored by a reddish sediment.
The elevation of this spring is between 3,500 and 4,000 feet. It rises
in a small sdl forest and has a temperature of 94°. There are also
two other springs considered by the natives to be warm. One occurs
at Knlsari on the left bank of the Pindar river, and the other on
the river Palain in Badalpur Patti. The water is rather less cold
than ordinary hill water, but not even slightly hot.

Meteorology and climate have already been noticed^, and here it
necessary to state that for six months
in the year, that is, daring the rainy season
and until February, the climate is damp. For the remainder of the
year it is dry and bracing. But owing to the natural features of
the country any general statements regarding the climate are subject
to great variations. Towards the passes into Tibet there are no
periodical rains, while in the hottest weather it is cool. In the por
tions bordering on and to the south of the snowy range it is always
Cool but more moist, while in the rest of the hills the temperature
varies, and in the valleys it is intensely hot and feverish during
Climate

iVol. X,, 801.
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the hot weather and rains and bitterly cold during the nights and
mornings, though warm in the day time. Under such circumstances
the average readings of the thermometer afford no criterion as to
the effect of the temperature. The average rainfall at P&ori is
about 48'4 inches and at Srinagar about 87 ’1 inches and for the
period I86O76I to 1870-71 about 40 inches. For subsequent years
the statistics of PAori are as follows :—
BainfftU.

Rainfall,
iBt
1st Jane let Octo Febru
to SOth ber to
ary to
Septem
31st
3 1 At
ber. January. M»y.

Year.

1872-73
1873-74
1874-75
1876-76
1876-77
1877-78

...
...
...
..
...
..

32-4
26-1
4ro
32 4
21-8
U-6

•4
.3-5
•5
2-2
6-6
60

8-7
7-6
9-6
5-7
16-6
13 4

1st
1st June 1st Octo- Pebruto 30th ber to ary to
Septem .31st
SI st
ber.
January. May.

Year.

1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1S81-82
1882-83
1883-84

..
...
...
...
...
...

26-9
45 1
35 8
32 1
40-1
...

05
3-6
40
2-51
11-9
...

6’4
irs
91
7-6
14 1
...

The nearest railway station to Srinagar is that of Saharanpur,
distant about 100 miles, but the opening of '
Coruinunications.
the branch line from Moradabad to HardwAr

will place the district in much nearer communication with the
railway. The passes into Tibet are sufficiently noticed under the
article Bhotiya MahXls, whilst those to the plains occur at BilAsni,
Bhiirighat, Kotdwara, PAlpur, Bfibli and Kangra. Besides these
there are numerous bye-passes known as cliorghats (thieves’ passes)
leading to individual villages and which are bnt seldom used by
general travellers. The district is well-supplied with hill-roads
varying from ten to twelve feet in width, nearly all of which are

bridged, and attention is now being given to improving those that
exist rather than to ’ making new roads. There are nearly one
thousand miles of road in the district kept up by a Government
grant and the labour of the people through whose villages they
pass, a duty covenanted for and allowed for in their agreements
with Government regarding the land-revenue. It was found that
thus the burden could be easiest borne and that labour was a fitter
form for contribution than a money cess and could be borne much
easier by all classes. The patwari here, as in Kumaon, is^af-o^oto the
' superintendent of repairs, which is all that the people are required
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to effect; bridges and expensive works being Constructed by the
skilled Government establishment entertained for the purpose. The
roads in the hills are not metalled, and are made by cutting the hill
side to about two-thirds of the width and building up and filling
in the outer side. When practicable the whole width is cut, but
this cannot always be done, and in many places where the hill side
is precipitous the whole has to be built up for a considerable height.
Lime is rarely used in such retaining walls as the stone is good and
hill-men are very good wall builders. The ordinary cost of a hill
road of from eight to ten feet in breadth is from Rs. 250 to
Rs. 400 per mile, but where there is much rook-cutting the cost
rises as high as Rs. 800 a mile. These averages include the cost
of the erection of small culverts usually crossed by slate flags or
wooden sleepers.
Traill on roads.

Traill’s remarks on the difficnlties of road
making hold good to the present day. He

writes :—
“ The rapidity of the mountain rivers offers great impediments to communi
cation and intercourse, more particularly during the rainy season when (in the
absence of bridges) the trader, his merchandise and cattle can only be crossed
over the large rivers by tbe assistance of the ghdt people, who swim supported
on dried gourds. The bridges are of four kinds : the first, consists of a single '
spar thrown across from bank to bank; tbe second, is formed of successive
layers of timbers, the upper gradually projecting beyond the lower from either
bank towards each other, in the form of an arch, until the interval in the centre
be sufficiently reduced to admit of a single timber being thrown across the upper
layers, the ends of the projeol ing timbers being secured in the stone piers ;
these bridges, which 'are called sangas, are usually from two to three timbers
-wide, and have sometimes a railing on each side. The third description of
bridges, called the jhula, is constructed of ropes; two sets of cables being
stretched across the river, and the ends secured in the banks, the roadway,
consisting of slight ladders of wood two feet in breadth, is suspended parallel
to the cables by ropes of about three feet in length. By this arrangement, the
horizontal cables form a balu.strade to support the passenger, while reaching
from, step to step of the ladders. To make the jhila practicable for goats
and sheep, the interstices of the ladders are sometimes closed up with twigs
laid close to each other. A construction of this kind necessarily requires a
high bank on both sides, and where this evident advantage may be wanting, the
deficiency of height is supplied by a wooden gallows, erected on the two banks
over which the ends of the cables are .passed. The fourth and most simple,
bridge consists merely of a single cable stretched across tbe stream, to which
is suspended a basket' traversing on a wooden ring ; the passenger or baggage
being placed in this basket, it is drawn across by a man on the opposite Side by
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means of a rope attached to the bottom. This is termed a ehhinka (kshanika).
Tire two last descriptions of bridge are constructed at a very trifling expense,
as the ropes used are made of a silky species of grass (idior) which is produced
in abundance in every part of the province. Iron chain bridges, as described
in Turner’s Tibet, would appear to have been used in this province at a remote
period, but no remains of them now exist. A considerable number of bridges
(sansas) have been erected under the British Government, and many, from the
want of durability in the timbers, have had to be renewed after three or four,
years, so that it has been eventually found advantageous to resort to the plan
of iron chain bridges in all cases.”

The following are the principal roads in the Garhwal district
and a few of the principal routes. Tho
procedure to be followed is to indent for

Bootes.

coolies at Paori, when an order will be given for the number
required, and a peon will be detached to go on ahead and collect

from the next patwari the coolies for the next stage and supplies at

the resting place. These consist of flour and grain and an occa
sional fowl, so that it is practically necessary to take all supplies
with one. Much inconvenience will be avoided if the traveller
himself pays all coolies with his own hand and thus prevents his
own followers from levying a percentage, a procedure which would
be highly resented in the hills ;—

From

Length Number
of
in miles. marches.

To

Chatiiwa Pipal, Bbiri
Gwdldam
... Nandprayag

Ditto
(vid KampraySg
Pindar valley).
Lohba
... Bungidhar
Kainur
Ditto

21

...

...

4S

2
34

36

3

13
22

1
2

Pokhri

... Chamoli

16

1

Ramni
Paori
Kainur

GwSldam
... Deoprayag
... Ramnagar
(to
Marchul a bridge.)
... Dharon (in Bha
bar.)

36
16
46

3
1
4

' 62

6

Kainur

32

Remarks.

Good road, partially bridged.
Road good, bridged through,
out.
The marches are
Katyur, Baijnfilh to .ioliibugurh passing Gwaldain
12 miles J Dungari, 12;
Ghat, 12; Nandprayag, 12.
Fair road, crosses Pindar
twice, a bridge is wanted.
Bridged throughout.
Bridle- path, little used, which
crosses the Dudakitoli range
at 10,000 feet.
Bridle-path, which is being
bridged.
Path impassable in the rains
for horses.
Good road, bridged all the
way.
Bridged as far as the Path
Dun, Where it enters forest
boundary.
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To

From

Kemarks.

in miles. marches.

Dh&ron

PSori

CbSndpur
Ukhlet

...

Ditto
DwArikhal
Langur.
Paori

or

Ditto
Ditto

’ Length Number
of

...

...

67J

6

KoMwara
Ealushahid

...
...

84i
42J

7
4

Domaila
Gorighat

...

28i
47i

s
4

Agdsnur (and on
to Almora).
Chatnwa Pipal...
Byasghdt

49
27

4

4
2

Bridged as far as the JPatli
Dun, where it enters forest
boundary.
Bridged all through.
Bridged up to forest bound
ary, good.
Bridged throughout, good.
Bair, partially bridged.

Bridged throughout, bunga
lows at J boll and Kunjboli.
Fair road along a high ridge.
Bridle path.

Routes from Srinagar and Paori showing the stages along postal line
and pilgrim road.
Dis
tance.

Stage.

a.—From Srinagar
FAB AS TBR

Remarks.

Hardw4b as

to

G^BHwXl

II
14

No Baniy,e.
Baniya at Deo
prayag passed

3. ChSndpur
ki manda.
4. Bsiraguna,
5. Lachbman
J hula.

lOi

No Baniya,

12
9

Ditto.
Ditto. Bead runs
along and above
the left bank of
the Alaknanda
and Ganges.

en-route.

TO Keda'rnath
GRIM ROAD.

or pil-

Baniya’s shop.
Ditto.

1. Sirobugr...
2. Panar (Bu.
drpraySg.)
Agastmuui.

12

12

Ditto.

Guptkdshi,
Phata
Jhilmilpatan.
7. Keddrniith,

14
8
10

Ditto.
No Baniya.
Ditto.

10

No^_ Baniya. This
is a fair road
except the lasi
march.

4.
6.
«.

7

Dis
tance

Remarks.

Cbamoli.

c.—GuptkXshi TO

BOUNPART.

1. Sitakoti ,
2, Byasgh&t

i.—Srinagar

Stage.

1. G w a 1 i y a9
b'jgr.
C
h
o
p
t
a
2.
11
(hence
Tungnith).
3. Mnndal ...
12
4. Chamoli, .11 .
(Gopeswar).

d.—Srinagar
Slrabugr...
Punar
C h a 10wa
Fipal.
4, Nandpray-

6. Chamoli ...

6. Pipal Koti,
7. Hilang
8. Joshimath,

12
7
15
12i

7

8
11
7

No Baniya.

Baniya only from
May to October.

Ditto.
Baniya’s shop.
The road is good
and in good re
pair.
to

Niti.

Baniya’s shop.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto and bun
galow.
Hence
by Badrinath to
Mana is four
maiches:Pandukeswar, 9 miles;
Badrindtfa,
9
miles, and .Mana
two beyond.
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Stage.

Dis
tance.

Remarks.

Dis
tance.

Stage.

Remarks.

.Joshimath—(concZJ.)

</.—Seinaoab to Niti—(concZd.)

/.—Ganai

7
8. Tapuban,
No Baniya.
10
Ditto.
9. S u r & i n
Thota.
9
10. Jhelam ...
Ditto.
8
11. Malari —
Ditto.
I a. Gamsali...
Ditto,
9
13. Niti
Ditto.
4
There are no long or very steep ascents
along this road, which is rideable al
most the whole way. Above doshimath villages are far apart, and if a
traveller does not make the regular
marches, he must take all supplies
with him.
e —Srinaoar to KotpwZba.
1. Piori
...
74 Baniya.
Ditto, and bun
2. Naithana... 16
galow.
9
Baniya.
S. Thingfibanj
4. Daramandi,
Ditto
and bun
74
galow: 3 and 4
can be made in
one march.
6. Kotdwara,
13
Bazarand bunga
low.

4. Ramni
3. Kaliyaghat
or Pana.
6. Kbulara ...

U
14

Baniya’s shop.
Ditto.

16

7. Joshimath,

10

8. Tapuban ...

8

No Baniya.
Crossing Kuanli
pass,
1,5,0)10
feet.
Bungalow and
Baniya.
No Baniya; thence
see route d.

f—GanZi
I. Lohba

to

16

2. Adbadri ...
3. KarnpraySg4, Nandpra
yag.

12
10

or 1, Lohba ...
9. Narayanbugr.
8. Banjbugr...
4. NandpraySg.
or from Banj
bugr to

16
12

9

13
14

Joshimath.

Bungalow and
Baniya.
Baniya’s shop.
Ditto.
Ditto ; hence
as in Ganges
valley route d.
Baniya’s
shop
and small house.
Baniya.
Ditto; hence as
route d.

to

g.—Almora
1, B h ai n s khet.
2. DwarShat,
3. Ganai ...
4. Degh4t ..
6. Bungidhar.
6. Kainur
7. Chhiphalghat.
8. Paori
9. Srinagar,
10. Takuli ...
11. Pan
12. Tihri
13. Kanriyagala.
14. Dhanaulti,
16. Masdri ...

TO

Masvbi.

13^

Bungalow.

12J
. 9
15
8

Ditto,
Ditto.
No bungalow.
Bungalow CD).

12i
16

Ditto.
Ditto (D).

l.sj

No bungalow.
Bungalow (D).
No bungalow.
Small house.
Bungalow.
No bungalow.

n
13
fi
114
12
13
16

Ditto.
Ditto'

The bungalows along this road are fur
nished but have no servants except a
chaukidar. There is a Baniya’s shop
at each encamping-ground in British
territory, which ends at Srinagar.
Supplies can be had in Native Garhw&l by sending notice ahead to the
Baja’s agents. It is usual to break
the march from Dhanaulti into two.

The products of the district, animal, vegetable and mineral,
have been noticed in the previous volumes.
Customs, &c.
There remains the general account of the
people themselves and the fiscal, criminal and civil administration.
There has been no change in the normal sta^e'^of the population of
the district of late years. It is now as it has always been essentially
agricultural, and there is nothing to attract the mass of the people
from their hereditary pursuits beyond the demand for unskilled
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labour on the public works and coolies for the sanitaria. Even to
the present day the Qarhw&li bears in his character and appearance

the Stamp of one who has passed through great trials, and in judg
ing of his conduct and condition we must not forget the horrors of
the Gorkhali rule. The following account, taken from a journey
made by Captain Raper whilst Garhw&l was still under the Gorkltdiis, will give some account of what the people appeared like, to
an intelligent observer

.
.

‘

“ The inhabitants of Garhwfil differ much in their appearance, dress and
language from the people of Kumaon. Although
not large in stature, they appear more active and
capable of greater exertions. This may probably proceed from their mode of
life, the greater part of them earning their subsistence by carrying burdens up
and down tiie passes and by attending the pilgrims to tbe holy places. The
mode of carrying loads in this part of the country differs from that practised
in Kumaon. The Garhwalis support the load on the back by means of slings,
through which they pass their arms, while the Kumaonis follow the method of
the coolies hl the lowlands, placing the burden on the head or supporting it by
A bandage round the forehead. This difference in the mode of travelling is
strongly characteristic of the nature of the two countries j for, in the perpendi
cular and rugged paths of Gartiw&i, the methods adopted in Kumaon would be
impracticable. The GathwSlis appear, however, not to possess more energy or
spirit than their neighbours ; for, although they smart most severely under the
Gorkhiiti lash, they have not once made an attempt to regain their liberty.
'They are kept in a state of the most servile subjection, and hundreds of them
are annually seized and sold by their tyrannical rulers. The country is in
consequence daily decreasing in population, and many large villages, which
Were in a flourishing state during the time of the Bdjas are now totally deserted.
The rod of irou which has been held over them since the conquest has probably
altered the ^character of the people, and perverted those qualities vVliich under
a less despotic Government might have been exhibited under a more amiable
form. At the present d'ay Qudgrag from those who accompanied us>they have
little "but their physical properties t« recommend them. They are practised in
carrying very heavy loads, are capable of undergoing great fatigue, and will
travel the Whole day Without subsistence j bnt their dispositions appear to be
sttHeu and litigious, constantly showing itself tn little bickerings, both in words
and actions, frequent iustanees oecur in which they refuse' to take up their
load, because a small brass pot or some article of no greater weight was added
tq the burden. They aVe*faithful, however, to the trust reposed in them, and it
rarely happens that any articles committed' to their charge are pilfered* or
purloined."
,
,

Another traveller writes thus of the people of Western Gar|iwdi
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“ Their dress consists of a jacket or dress of blanket, tied round the
waist and open down the riglit breast, tight in,the
Dress, Sus.
body and arms, but formed with short skirts; all ..
round, very ample, and gathered in folds. Around their waist they wear a
girdle, either of woollen stuff, or of rope formed of goat’s hair, neatly plaited.
They wear drawers or trowsers very loose to the calf of the leg, but tighter and
falling in numerous creases below it to the heel. A piece of blanket stuff, some
what Mghter than the rest, is worn round the shoulders like the Scotch plaid, as
rain or sun may require to keep the body dry, or to protect the head from heat.
On their head they wear a black cap of hair and wool fitted to tbe shape, and
ending in a small point. The wool from whicTi they manufacture these cloths
is of extreme coarseness, very far inferior to that in use to the westward, which
is sometimes woven into blankets of considerable beauty and fineness. There
are only two colours in use, viz., a dark brown and a dirty gray. The former is
most affected by the men of superior rank or means The dress of the women
in no respect varies from that of the men, except that sometimes their heads
are covered with a blue or checked handkerchief ; and they wear beads of glass
or pewter in as great profusion as they can obtain, and bangles of the saaife
metal, of great size, round their arms and ankles.”

Of the Bhotiyas he remarks:—

“They have stont well-built figures, their complexions are frequently very
fair, though much sunburnt; their eyes often blue j their hair and beards curled,
and of a light or red colour. They seem admirably calculated to form a body of
soldiers fit to act in tliis hilly region. Occasionally traces may be observed of
the Mongolian features : the small eye, high check bone, and meagre mustachios,
but they were not sufficiently prevalent to authorise the supposition of any con
siderable intercourse or intermixture.”
“ The Gorkhalis have ruled in Garhwal for nearly twelve years, previously
to which a severe contest had been kept up, which drained the country of
men and money. They appear, in their subsequent conduct to tliis unfortunate
province, to have borne in mind the trouble it cost them to win it, and acted ns
if determined to revenge it. Its old families were destroyed; aH those persons
of rank and importance who were taken were murdered or banished ; its villages
burnt and desolated, and great numbers of its inhabitants sold assfaves. The
remaining part were oppressed by heavy taxes, and many voluntary banish
ments and emigrations took place to avoid a tyranny they could not withstand.
Thus, throughout great part of Garhwal, the traveller sees only the ruins of ,
Tillages, and the traces of former cultivation, now abandoned. The inhabitants
that remain are, in all probability, the lowest and most ignorant; and, it may ■
fairly be presumed, have sunk lower in exertion and mind from the oppression
they have groaned under.”

Their houses are narrow and often present a barrack-like
appearance, with a frontage perhaps of 100
Souses.
feet or more. Tho houses in villages are

usually two-storied, the lower story being appropriated to cattle.
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The back of the house is entirely shut up, the front of the upper
story has frequently an enclosed verandah, three or four feet broad,
extending the length of the house. The road through a village has
usually a stone causeway about two feet broad and three to four
feet high running through the centre of the street. From this, small,
raised paths lead to the upper apartments of the houses forming with
the central parapet enclosures for cattle. The dung heap always
forms a prominent object, and the villages are commonly buried in
dense crops of gigantic hemp, while the houses are covered with a
profusion of scandent vegetables, such as cucumbers, melons, &o.
The inside of the houses are on a par with the exterior, the
rooms being low, dark, and confined: to this utter disregard of
sanitation, the fevers prevalent in the hot weather may be assigned.

The usual style of temple architecture is a cube surmounted by
a cone crowned with a large round stone not
Temples.
unlike a Turk’s cap and sometimes a melon
shaped ornament on the top of this, and often in addition a slight
square projecting canopy of wood with a roof of slate or copper
sheets surmounted by a copper weather-cock ornament called a
kolas. Some of the larger temples have a large square room
built on in front of them for assemblies, giving something of a
church and spire appearance to the whole. The bauUs or covered
’’fountains are not remarkable for either size or beauty, and consist
for the most part of covered reservoirs merely. A few are however
to be met with erected by former Raias
Welle.
which exhibit some architectural ornament,
being surfounded by light verandahs, supported by pillars, and
having their interior decorated with sculpture. The erection of
'Paulis being considered a meritorious work, numerous buildings of
this description are to be found in the neighbourhood of all villages
arid along roads of particular resort.
Tbe only buildings remaining to be noticed are the forts, which,
from the state of internal Government un
der the ancient Rajas, were extremely nu
merous, but the greater number are now in mere ruins. They were
usually built of large blocks of hewn stones, neatly fitted to each
other, with loop holes in the walls for matchlocks or small jinjals,
and were always situated on the peak of some mountain, from which
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circumstance, no doubt, they derived their name of kalanga. The
choice of their position depended on the difficulties of approach, the
steepness of the sides of the mountains, and the proximity of water.
The mountain, towards the summit, was rendered as perpendicular
as possible by scarping, and where the ridge approaching the peak
admitted, a trench was dug across, which was passable only by^means
.of a removable bridge. The remains of forts still exist at Gujaru,
Kath-ki-nau, Gagar, Kalimath, Naithana, and Lohba, &c.
Of the social customs of the people of Garhwffi the most com
mon and demoralising is polygamy. Every
Polygamy.
4 u 1
x
man who can aiiord it keeps, two or more
wives, and the result is that a great deal of immorality exists
amongst the women. The custom probably arose from the great
difficulty there was in cultivating the large amount of waste land
available. Wives were procured to help in field-work and were looked
on as beasts of burden; indeed up to the present day they are
treated as such, and on them falls the greater portion of the agri
cultural work, consequently many desert their husbands, whilst
yearly a number commit suicide. Children are contracted at an
early age and marriages are very expensive, owing to the sum which

is paid for the bride. The amount varies from twenty-five to a
thousand rupees, according to the rank and property of the parties;

and from tliis amount are defrayed the expenses of the marriage
ceremonies and of the bride’s portion. In equal marriages amongst
the higher classes of landholders the disbursements usually exceed
tbe sum received from the bridegroom. In the case of second and

subsequent engagements entered into by persons of this description
the new bride is received on terms of inferiority to the first wife
and the expenditure is less in proportion to the sum received for her.
The contract is entirely one of purchase and sale, conferring on the
purchaser a disposable property in the women bought, a right that
was recognized under the former Governments, when a tax was

levied on the sale of wives and widows.

When the means of the

suitor are insufficient to satisfy the demands of the parents, an
equivalent is sometimes accepted in the personal services of the
former for a given term of years, on the (inclusion of which he
may take away his wife. Widows are sometimes remarried ; but it
is a civil contract, made before the patwari, and is not held to be
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very binding. Most widows take up their residence with other paon.
as mis tresses but this is not viewed as disgraceful, and illegitimate
children have by custom obtained in almost every family equal
rights with legitimate. ones. A very few families of the highest
caste are an exception to the rule.
Polyandry does not exist in Kumaon or British GarhwAl; but in
,
Western Tihri and JaunsAr Biiwar (o.u.)
Polyapdry.
,
.
“when the eldest brother marries, the woman
is equally the wife of his younger brother, though the children are
called the children of the eldest brother.' When much difference
exists in the ages of the brothers of a family, as, for instance, when
there are six brothers, the elder may be grown up while the younger
are but children, the three elder then marry a wife, and when the
young ones come of age they marry another, but the two wives are
considered equally the wives of all six. It is remarkable that
wherever polyandry exists there is a striking discrepancy in the
proportions of the sexes amongst young children as well as amongst
adults. Thus in a village where there were upwards of four hundred
boys there were only onehundred and twenty girls, yet the temptation
to female infanticide, owing to expensive marriages and extravagant
dowers which exist amongst the Rajputs of the plains, are not found
in the hills where the marriages are comparatively inexpensive, and
where the wife, instead of bringing a large dowry, is usually pur
chased for a considerable sum from her parents. In the Garhwdl
hills, moreover, where polygamy is prevalent, there is a surplus of
female children.”

_

Amongst other customs, mention may be made of the practice
,
of deciding quarrels and disputes regarding
land by an oath. This has several forms.
It may be on a son’s head, but this is very uncommon, or on a clod
of the land in dispute, or by one side cutting in tw’o a piece of
bambu placed on the disputed land by the opposite party. But the
most common custom is for the form of oath to be taken to bo
Written on a piece of paper called banda, which one party leaves in
the temple where he worships and which the opposite side takes up.
These oaths are consid'ered most binding, so much so that a dispute
Settled in this manner is hardly ever heard of again. The parties,
’Dunlop : Hunting in the Himalaya, 181.
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however, so deciding are usually ever after out of caste as regards
.each -other. Besides Hinduism no other religion has .any 'firm
footing in Garhwal. Enough has been written- regarding religion
in these hills, and the list of temples and deities worshipped can bo
consulte'd in the previous volume. There are a few Sikhs, Musalm&ns and Jainas, but their numbers are very small and at the same

time they are so scattered as to have ho influence, local or other,
whatsoever. There is a Christian Mission at Chapra, one mile from.
• Paori, but it is in its infancy and has made but'few converts, .its
. efforts being chiefly- directed to education at present;
The hills are never subject to disastrous floods, the drainage

Floods, blights, and fa- channels being sufficient to . carry away all
excessive moisture. Here and. there in the
rains damage-is sometimes -done to small-portions of land; but it is
never serious. Blights and drought occasionally occur, but these
never affect the whole, district at once.

Blight generally attacks

the. crops in the low villages and shrivels op the grain, rendering
it light though rarely unfit for human food.

Droughts also occa

sionally occur,.but as there are high ranges of hills throughout the
•

. district which attract the clouds and bring them to the villages in
their vicinity, the drought is never general, although it may extend
to so large a portion of the district as to render its effects felt all.
over it. The last great drought was in 1867, when the spring
crops failed in all the lower and most fertile half of the district.
Government advanced Rs. 10,000 and grain was purchased in the .

-Bhabar and carried up by the people themselves to certain centres,
where it was sold. There was no great scarcity of money at the
• . time, so that the maj’ority of purchasers paid, ready money, a few .
giving labour in exchange for food. This famine was only tem
porary as the autumn crops _of the same year were excellent. In
the great famine years 1868-70 the district suffered very little, and
was in the end a gainer, for measures were taken to prevent theexport of grain, whilst the ingress of pilgrims was forbidden, and
as' the crop of 1869 turned out better than was expected, when
‘export was permitted in the cold weather of 1869-70’the people

sold grain in. large quantities in tbe Bijnor district at very high
rates.- This last famine also acted .as an incentive to them to
increase cultivation. .

53
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It not unfrequently happens that the. crops are damaged by an
excessive fall of rain which rots the wheat, and, if, in the rains,
prevents the ears of rice and millet filling. In 1872, the people
suffered somewhat from this cause. Want of carriage is tfie^reat
difficulty in relieving famines in the drills, for they can only draw

their supplies from the Bhabar and adjacent districts ; and to reach
these places a belt of malarious and very hot jungle has to be passed .•
the consequence is that should farnine arise towards the end of
the hot season or in the rains it is almost impossible to import the
■ necessary quantity of grain, for the roads from the centre of thia
district to the Bhabar -are not. everywhere passable for baggage
animals, and free cooly labour is very hard to procure, so that the
only other means is by forced labour, and it is very hard to send
men against their will to what they consider certain’ death in the
Bh&bar. Until broad roads, easily passable for baggage animals, are
made, this difficulty must continue to exist. It is hard to lay down
a rule as to what prices show that famine prevails, for there are no
large- towns or marts, and owing to the nature of the country
grain, may be cheap in one part, while scarcity prevails in another;
hut when wheat is selling at. eight sers and manduwa at ten to
twelve sers per rupee, in any one part, we may feel sure that
famine prevails there.. A great deal, however, depends on the time
of year. If scarcity prevails in the cold season, there is not much
cause for anxiety, as the people can then earn sufficient to support
themselves, and can also import from the several., marts along the
foot of the hills, unless famine also prevails in tho neighbouring
plain districts; but should it continue into,’or break out in' the hot
season, it becomes,, as before stated, a. very difficult matter, and it
can only be treated by making all possible arrangements to import.
a sufficiency of grain before the rains set in.

One great safeguard

against famines is the cultivation that has been started by tho
. Comnjissioner of Kumaon in the Kumaon Bhabar, as it is worked •

by irrigation, the crop can never fail; while it is more acces
sible to hill men, who themselves are the principal cultivators.
Steps have Been taken .for having similar cultivation wherever

water is available in the Grarhwdl Bhabar; but the water-supply is
poor, and it Can never be carried out to the extent it has reached
in Kumaon i still even small patches here and there will be a great
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help in times of scarcity, as the soil is very rich and yields a large
return. There are, as already stated, but six and-a-half miles of

canal in Garhwal, but the people make use of -the large water
supply available by turning small channels from the rivers and
streams to every place to which their limited means of levelling a
cutting will allow them. A great deal more can still be done in
this manner, and where practicable, they are being assisted by being

given the services of a land leveller. Great care is .requisite that
channels be not taken from points where a stream ’can force its
way along them, as irremediable damage-has in s.ome instances
occurred by a’ sudden flood forcing its way along a channeland
destroying almost all the ‘ land irrigated by it. The effects of ^is
kind of irrigation oh the climate and habits of the people is hot
very perceptible, as .it is usually employed in low, damp villages,..
which are naturally unhealthy and malarious; but as it is used
mainly for rice cultivation, it must increase the healthiness of the
climate, and though the natural drainage of the country does lessen
its ill effects, they are plainly visible in the appearance of th©
inhabitants of villages‘where jrrigation'abounds.

The only industry carried on under European superintendence .
is the tea planting, some account of which ,
has already been given.^ Ia/-^^84,2 the
Chines© labourers® under Mr. Blinkworth produced^'^he fir^
pounds of tea “ called by them pouchong, and made ftom the coarser
leaves,” and Dr. Falconer was asked to inspect thq gardens which
were in a flourishing state. Since then many' l^^khs have been
expended by private individuals on tea est^tagT-**^ Garhwal alone
. they employ about 400 perm^Sent'aSd 600 short service labourers,

the latter being employed during the picking season. The annual
expenditure on these estates amounts to’Es. 38,000. Formerly it
was very -much larger ; but the planters have learned to economise
labour, and some estates hencd hadjto reduce their expenditure, for
few show a profit balance. ’The trade with Central Asia, which at
one time gavagreat hopes of provjng'remunerative,^ has been prac
tically closed by the action of our Russian friends in putting « •
prohibitive duty on all articles imported from India. The planters
also complain that the reduction in duty on Giinese teas has also

affected them injuriously.

* Gazetteer, X.

•

.

® To Government, 3rd August, 1843..
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There are no large banking establishments in the district. Tho
richest money-lender does not own Rs. 15,000,
and the average wealth of that class does not

- exceed five to seven hundred rupees. The people never lend amongst
themselves largely without taking bonds or charging interest. Tho
Bhotiyas are the largest borrowers, as they are very reckless and im
provident, and from their being for the most part uneducated, they
foriji an easy prey, to the professional usurer. The ordinary rate of
interest is 25 per cent.; but in addition thereto a certain sum, usually
five per cent, of the money, is deducted at the time -of lending it;

this is called Ghant .Khotdi, or fee for .‘loosening the purse-strings,’
so’that in reajity the rate of interest is much higher than that

nominally taken, a proceeding pot unknown in Europe.

Pawning

is hardly known and not much practised.. Mortgages *of moveable’
property are infrequent, and the same rate of interest is taken
•as for money. ’ Mortgages of immoveable property are common.
They ar.e of two descriptions, one where possession of the property

is given to the mortgagee and no interest is charged, the other
. where the land is merely security for the debt', and interest is
charged at the usual rates. Land is hardly ever purchased as
an in-^jni\ent, but merely to satisfy the craving that all hill-men

Jiaveto beecA^e proprietors.
transfer prevailing in 1823

Traill thus describes the modes of

.

-

, “ The modes of private transfer are, first, by absolute sale, called dhali bholi,
' in" which the p^irchaser becomes vested with the same rights, aud under
the same obligation^ as. .the vendor. In the ’second mode, termed mu, the
purchaser receives tbe'iand rent-irp.ej ths vendor making himself responsible for
the annual amount of its assessment during tn's
aad on nij deaiii, the pur
chaser becomes answerable for .the demand. There was another specie's of mat,
’in which the sale was hot absolute, right of redemption being-reserved to the
mortgagor and his heirs, on payment of the amount advanced, but>till this took
place, the latter continued to pay the revenue. When no heir of the mortgagor
remained forthcoming;, as In the former case, the rent fell on the mortgagee.
The fourth form was that p£ simple mortgage or bhandak, in which .right of re
demption was sometimes expressly barred, after the expiratian of a given term
of years ; most commonly it was reserved indefinitely. The landed proprietors,
. however,*ever evince the fiiost tenacious attachment to their estate's, whatever
be their extent, and never voluntarily alienate them, except under circumstances
of extreme necessity. This, joined to the repeated family partitions arising
. -under the Hindu law of inheritance, has reduced landed property throughout
the country tod-be most minute state of sub-.divi8ion.”
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* . Coin is accumulating, but not so mucli .from trafle as from
carrying and supplying the wants of the thousinds of'pilgrims who* ■
come yearly to visit the. s.hrines of Badrinath and Kedarnath. Th©
tea-planters, too, have spent large sums of money in cultivation ;
a great portion of the money so receiyed is expended in purchasing
wives and building better houses. Some is turned into ornaments,"
and but very little is expended in improving the land except by
purchasing cattle, the number of which, notwithstanding disease,
is yearly increasing. ,
•
Taking them as a whole, the people are very frugal in their
habits. MandMwa {Eleusine coracana) and
Food.
,
■ .
tnanaii’a or jhangora (UpUsmenus jriimMaceus} form the staple food of the lower classes in the hills, varied

occasionally with rice. The better classes use wheat, rice, and tho
various species of ddl, with vegetables and gur, a preparation of
molasses. With but few exceptions all classes readily partake of
anima"! food except that .forbidden by religion and tbe flesh of
carnivorous animals. Goats, hill sheep, and venison are eaten. A
prejudice exists against .the plains slreep, its long tail rendering it
in the eyes of the hill-men a species of dog. Milk is an universal
article of diet, and tea is gradually making its way. Tobacco is
used by almost all classes, but by some only in secret, '^'he use of
spirits is supposed to be confined to the * Doms, but most classes
take it medicinally with njutdi advantage. Vegetables of all kinds

wild and cultivated are e^ten, and hill-men consider most herbs and
roots to be edible, a belief which is sometimes attended with fatal
results. In ordinary seasons, the daily food costs as follows
Lowest classes half a ser of manduwa, one-third of an anna ; half

a ser of kauni or jJigngora, the same’; vegetables, ddl, salt, oil,
wood, seven pies or a'total of 1| anna. Betty traders and the
better class of agriculturists substitute red wheat and inferior rice
of the same quantity at a cost of about two- annas, while the better
class of traders and well-to-do persons add clarified butter and-milk,
which cost
annas a day. Officials and the higher classes use
the flour of white wheat and good rice.. Wages have in.creasdd
more than 25 per cent, in ihe last 20 years. In 1850 coolies
received Rs. 3| to Es. 4 against Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 now j smiths
♦
•
now receive Rs. 10-to Rs. 14, in 1850 Rs. 6
Wages.
'
_
.
fo ils 8 ; masons and carpenters now Rs. o
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:. to Rs. 12, ia 1850, Es. 6 to Bs. 8. Agricultural day labourers
receive as before half a ser of rice and their food. In tho Bh&bar
for cutting crops the rule is that the reaper receives one head load
or 25 to 30 sers of grain for each twenty head-loads cut. A cultivat
ing contract is sometimes made by which the owner supplies the
cattle and half the seed, and receives in return two-thirds of the
produce.

The following extracts from Colonel Fisher’s report in 1883
will close this portion of our subject; —
•« If by wealth is meant the possession of cash or other personal property
convertible into cash, then the Garhwfili cultivator is the poorest of the poor;
but, on the other hand, his land provides his food and hempen clothing, his sheep
the wool for his blanket. Salt he can always procure in exchange for surplus
grain. . Consequently money has hu^ a limited value in a country innocent of
trade on any considerable scale. Their houses even are- constructed by mutual
help. Money will procure a wife, pay revenue or rent, and purchase plough
bullocks, but beyond the above, the cultivator has no pecuniary wants or aspira' tions at present; What he may have when “'primary education ” has done its.
.
work is another matter. Tbe great want of the district is external trade, and
Without capital it is not possible tostart it. In the meanwhile, communications are
much improved, and the approaching railway thrpugb Bijnor the district and its
dealings with the Forest Department may create a labour market and a trade in
the not far distant future.. The trade in borax and. salt is confined to the people
of the northern parganahs. There have been no special measures adopted to
• • im.prove backward tracts beyond the small experiment in the Garhwal Bhabar.
In this district the pressure of population on over-crowded areas works in ah
automatic fashion. In parts of the country where this pressure is severe the
landless classes, or those who fiave become almost landless from the sub-division
of anceHral property, either apply for waste plots averaging from 10 to 25 acres
on “ nayabad ” teases, or migrate to villages possessing waste land fit for the
plough and become tenants with occupancy rights (AAoyaAars) or.tdnants-at-will
(sirMens). In other parts of Garhwal those who have acquired money in Government service or other employment apply, for waste plots and invite tenants
on favourable terms to bring the land under puttivation, and thus local pressure
relieves itself •without any special official interference.”

•

-

.

•

.

Great labour aiid considerable skill are shown in "ttie mode of
"•
agriculture practised in the hills. The comImplements.
.
i
v • rr
•
c
.
,
mon plough in Kumaon is or very , simple
construction. It consists of an uprigh^ost to’ the lower part of
which is attached a flat, pointed piece of wood at an angle slightly
inclined- to the earth. At the point of this flat piece an iron spike •
is inserted, and thus the two together represent the coulter, share
and mould-board of the English plough. From the middle of the
* upright post, a pole extends forward to,which the oxen are attached \
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by a yoke. A small handle at the top of the upright post enables
the ploughman to guide the plough in the correct course, whilst
the oxen are guided by his voice. This prwuitive instrument pene
trates but a few inches into the soil, but appears to produce fair
results. After ploughing the clods of earth {del} in the furrows
are broken by a Jong and heavy wooden mallet called delaya,
and after sowing the furrows are closed by an oblong flat piece of
wood with a long handle, called a siydm. The*danyala is a large
wooden rake or harrow drawn by oxen, and jJielcra is a .branch of
a tree used to harrow fields sown with manduwa Tbe liutala is
an iron hook with a wooden handle and the ddtula is a sickle. The
dabliydta is a chib used for threshing wandwa ; a wooden box used
for storing grain is called bhakAr, a hand-mill for grinding grain is
cJifiki, and a water-mill is pan-cJiaki or ghavdt in GarbwSl. The
plough is drawn by a pair of .small bullocks, and the soil is usually
turned two or three times, after which the harrOw is drawn over it
and it is pulverised. Manure is used as largely as it is procurable,,
and is of two kinds j^that of animals mixed with leaves, and that
procured from the ashes of burned jungle. .Common rice and sdthi
rice, the common millets and manduwa are always harrowed once

when the plants have attained three to four inches in height. The
spring.crops are cleaned once, but the autumn crops, notably
rice, have to be weeded frequently. When the very steep nature of
the country is considered, it is wonderful bow the people have been
‘able to terrace it in the way that they have, seeing that in places the

. fields formed are npt three yards w;ide. Irrigation, too, is practised
with some ease by means of aqueducts or of small stre.ams which
are either diverted from large streams, or are a collection of small
springs.* In places where precipitous rocks occur, trough's of wood
are made use of, and where the soil is too loose, walls of stone are
built, having a channel at tbe top made watertight by alining of
mud.. Colonel Fisher, writes in 1883 ;—
“Irrigation is, since the lessons taught by the scarcity of :877-78, slowly
but surely pro.eressing in alt localities where it is found practicible or remuner
ative. The villages' at high elevations adhere to the opinion that water from
cold and shaded ravines is not beneficial to the cropij at large, often chills the
ground too much, and does more barm than good, and in seasons of extreme
drought the water-supply itself fails', and thus all outlay on such projects does
not advance with the rapidity a superficial observer would expect. The classi. flcation of land, too, at last settlement into ** wet,’^" I st quality dry,” and ** 2nd .
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quality dry” hag made the suspicious hi 11-man a little shy of the not now
Very remote period at which the settlement offleers will be noting all additional
"sertf.” 'Perhaps after 1893, when the present settlement expires, irrigation
may advance more rapidly^, in Garhwal more -or less ftiin comes every year
and "protected ” and " unprotected ” areas fare much alike, the scarcity in one
part of the Country b'eing made up by the abundance in another. The cattle in
Garhwal have" been during the past year, aS compared with Kumaon, free from
serious cattle-diseaee. Foot-rot oflen does mischief, and f . attribute the'pre
valence ©f this disease largely to the practioe lhe people here have of tethering
their cattie in the openrfields with the object of manuring the ground ; the
animals thus tethered often stand for hours in wet mu3 and suffer from fever
in the feet.”, •
•
'

There are immense pasture lands both in the hills, Bhabar and
Tarai. In the former the tracts towards the snowy ran^e have the
reputation of bearing most luxuriant and nutritive crops of grass.
Immense flocks of goats and she'ep are kept there, during the rains.
In the Duns and Bhabar at the foot of the hills the greater portion
under Garhw&l is preserved by the Forest Department and grazing,
is prohibited : in .the eastern Bhabar grazing fees are levied, which

amount to a considerable sum. In the Tarai immense tracts are'
occupied by little, except pasture lands.
.
*
,

Batdi, or di vision^ of produce, writes Mr. Traill, takes place
commonly in the newly-cultivated villages,
.or with the newly-settled cultivators in the
old villages ; where from the uncertainty of produce the cultivator
is unwilling to engage for a specific sum.- In these cases, the rate of .
batai is previously fixed, either by written or verbal undertaking,
and the landholder has usually* too much interest at stake to bo
the first to infringe the agreement; ■ The system of kdnkut, or as
it is here termed kut, exists in lands held in tenure of that during
the government of former Hajas; in these grants the rate *of cess '
demandable on the gross appraisement is' sometimes mentioned, and _
whefe omitted it is easily ascertidned, from long prescription, and
established usage, to. the present time. Prom a consideration of
the above circumstances, I am led to conceive .that the rights of the
cultivators are already fully secured in Ibis province; and that their
interests cannot nojv be endangered so long as if be an establish
ed maxim recognised'by the Civil Court, that, the landholder can
demand no more from them than the actual •proportional revenue
due. to Government.

I To Board, 15th, February, 1820,
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The most general inode, however, is by nagdi or money rents;
indeed in the old-established villages the office of landholder is, as
regards the doty of collection, a perfect sinecure, as the cultivators
who are generally proprietors of the-laud in their possession usually
pay their quota of assessment direct agreeable to the amount
fixed at the settlement. In cases when the engaging landholder
receives the rents in the first instance, he can make no demand
beyond the actual land-revenue, and were such a demand made it

would not be complied with,,as his dues are fixed and ascertained
by local prescription and long-established usage.

The value of land sold by order of the Courts varies very much
according to locality: near Srinagar add
®
•' •
®
Paori, and where waste land is scarce, in
•Grarhwal it fetches from Es, 60 to Rs, 80 an acre, while in ether
places it does not fetch more than Es, 40. Near Almora it has been
known to fetch as much as 175 times the Go-vernment revenue.
. In the Bhotiya mahals,' where a prejudice exists against purchasing
a fellow Bhotiya’s land, the price is often not more than eight to
10 times the revenue. The old saydna families have owing to' our
systembecomemuchimpoverished,andhavenowverylittle influence;
but there never has been and never can be any very rich proprietors
in the hills; The average revenue paid by the proprietors is from
three to five rupees in Garhwal; while a man holding an amounf
• of land assessed at fifteen rupees is considered a large proprietor.
Still sales for arrears of land revenue are unknown, and transfers
under the orders of the Civil Courts are neither numerous nor
important, other than those due to inheritance'or gift. The people
Transfers.

are not generally in debt in the hills, and not at all in the Blidbar.
Those that are in debt owe their' position to expenses incurred in
purchasing wives for themselves or their sons, or in redeeming
some hereditary land to prevent an outsider getting it.
Panchdyats for the settlement of social dis’putes have long been •
,,
.
known both ,in the hills and among the
Panchayats.
,.
TharuS and Bhuksas of the iarai. -they are
now usually, assembled for the settling of cases of abduction or
seduction of women, or offences against caste. Witnesses are heard

on each side, and the award given is usually submitted to. A fine is
often imposed and a feast given to" the assembled brethren at the
"34
■
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expense of the offending party.

In the Tarai, it would appear that

the. system is felling into disrepute, and the people prefer that cases
of Ais kind should be referred from the l)istrict Courts to arbitra
tors chosen by the parties to the. suit.

This is not to be wondered

• at, when a decision giving the offending woman over to the umpire
has been pronounced by the local tribunal. • The Chaudhri system
has been abolished for some years in the hills and is only a local
and unrecognized institution in Kashipur, the only large town in
•the Tarai.
*
•
•
In 1821, Mr. Traill estimated the population of GarhwM at
Popul f u

house to amount to 125,000 souls,
an excessive figure all considered. There
were no further enumerations until 1841-42, when .Mr, Batten
gave a total of 131,916 souls, of whom 42,698 were men, 28,836
were boys, and 60,382 were females.
Distributed otherwise
there were only 366 Musalmdns, and the rest Wbre Hindus,
classed as Brahmans 29,122, Rajputs 44,470, Khasiyas 34,502, *
and slaves 1,358 J The next enumeration was in 1853, when there
were 67,311 men, 51,968 boys and 116,509 females; total,
235,788. The next enumeration followed five years after, when
theVe Were 66,170 men, 53,857 boys and 113,299 females, or a
total of 233,326 souls. I omit the census of 1865, which was faulty
in many particulars, and record the result of the census of 1872.
.This gave a. total of 310,282 souls (154,537 females), of whom

24,460 males and 23,102 females were twenty years old and under.
' There were 308,398 Hindus,. 1,799 Musalmans, 65 Native Chris
tians, and 26 Europeans, nearly all of whom were agriculturists.
Th6 census of 1881 gives a total of 345,629 Souls (174,874 females),
of whbm 343,186 (174,171 females) were Hindus, 2,077 (538
females, were Musalm'dna; 26 were Jainas (?) and 297 were Chris
tians. Of the males 390 w’ere employed by the Government; 1,391
‘in Hindu religious establishments;. 102,473 in agriculture; 3,052 in

working and dealing in textile fabrics ; 2,128 in food and drink ; 183
inapimal substances ;,771 in vegetable substances; 2,225 in mineral
substances ; 561 bricklayers and carpenters, &c. ; 2,749 labourers
and servants and 118 others. There were 3,582 villages with.less
- than 200 inhabitants; 270 with from 200 to 500 inhabitants; nine
with fromjSOO to 1,000 inhabitants, and only one with more.'
♦
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The census statistics of 1872 show 81,038 Brahmans in Garhwal,

*

of whom 62,803 are set down as of tho

Gangdri division ; 6,565 Ojhas; 7,291 KhaIn 1881, the figures give

siyas ; 1,988 SarOlas, and 1,542 Jais.

,

simply 77,960 Brahmaqs (39,826 females).

The Gaugdris are in

ferior to the Sarolas'and are so named from living on the banks of

the Ganges.

Those who have Settled in Chandpur (md Lohba call

.themselves Sarolas however, and it would appear that the latter
are the section of the Brahmanslivingalong the Ganges who obtain
ed employment at the courts of tbe petty Rajas. The offspring of

any Sarola who sinks by intermarriage with a lower, family become
simply Gangaris. The offspring of a Sarola and a concubine also

becomes a Gangari.

Thus if a Gairola, a sub-clan of the Sarola,

marries, bis offspring by His lawful wife will be called Sarola-.

. Gairola, whilst his offspring by a concubine are called GangdriGairola.
Indeed the inhabitants of the sub-divisions away from the
river call all the people living along tfie
Gangaris.

Alaknanda, whether 'Brahmans, R&jputS,
Baniyas or Dorns, by the generic name GangSri or Qangal, and
there is no marked line of difference between the Sarola and Gan
ger!. The principal sub-divisions of the latter are the Ghildyal,’ the

D&dai and the Malasi who came from the Tardi.. Two explanations
are given of the superior position generally assigned to the Sarolas;
one that they were selected as the parent clan to prepare food for the
Rajas of Garhwal, and hence their name; another iS' that when b

standing army became rfecessary they were appointed" to cook for
the troops in the field by Raja Abhaya Pal, who further enjoined
that all should eat from one vessel the food prepared by his Brah
man cooks, a custom generally observed to the present day. All
the Brahmans in Garhwbl are commonly styled Gangaris, but the
better classes call themselves Sarolas, amongst whom the following
sub-dfvisions are found;—Kotyal; Simwal; Gairola, usually

cooks; Kanyuris, attached to the civil administration of the
Rajarf; Nautiyals, teachers j Maithanis, servants; Thapalybls; ”
__

* The Ghildyils serve at the temple of Kans-marcUni Debi; the Unyals at
'■ the temples of Mahikh-mardini, Kalika, Rajrajeawari, Gharari and Damanda Unyil;
the Aswals at JwSIpa and several Bhai'rava temples.

*
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Raturis ; Dobhals ; Ohamolis; Hatw^ls; Dyondis ; MaJ&guris;
Kary&ls; Naunis ; Seiiialtis, cooks ; Bijibvars yDhur^nas ; Mandris;
Bhafctalwdfis ; Mahinya-ke-Joshis and DimrIs?
Most of these names are derived from the tli&t or village of origin
of the snb-division. The Dimris are the .
DimriS.
cooks of Badrinath and the food prepared by
them may be eaten by all classes. Some are temple priests and
claim to belong to the Dravira division, the Kasyapa gotra and
Madbindhiniya sdkka and to follow the Yajur-veda. Many Dimris
claim a southern origin for themselves, and others state that the
Diniris are tLe offspring of the celibate Eawals of the temple and tho

Brahman female attendants who settled ip the village of Dimar,
and hence the name. They are now the servants of Badrinath in
particular and some have taken to agriculture, whifst others wander
all over India, asking for alms and selling images of the deity
stamped on'metal or exposing them for the worship of the faithful.
Their principal villages are Dimri, Raigaon and Umatta. The

„ , .

Raturis derive their name from Eatiira, a
,
village of ChSndpur, and claim to have come,
there * from Maharashtra in the time of the Paia Rajas to visit
Eatuna.

Badrinath and to have remained in the service' of the Chandpur
Baja. They* belong to the Bharadhvaj gotra. They now occupy
themselves with agriculture and service and as priests. They and .
. the Dimris intermarry with other Sarolas. The Gangdris, like the
Khasiyas, servd' in the temples of the village deities and as priests
of Bhairava } but the Sarolas, though not very orthodox in their,
ritual, only^worship the orthodox deities.^ The Garhwal Brahmans
have a reputation for gaining their .ends by servile flattery, and the
Khasiya section are reckoned so stupid and stubborn as to be only
. managed by fear ; Bence the provprb:—■

“ GarUwH xamiK data nahin bina Idtht detd nahtn.”
The Nirolas are considered to be somewhat lower in the social
scale than the Sarolas and contain in themselves in a separate class
a nunlber of sub-divisions known generically as Dubhagi, for they
* neither eat from the hands of either Sarola or Gangari nor inter* The Nautij’ais, Maithanis, Kanyuris, Ratfiris, Gairolas, Chamolis and
'Thapalyals call themselves Gaur Brahmans, whilst Dimris, Semaltis, Hatwals
Kotiyals and Lakheras claim to be Draviras whose ancestors came here to prep»-e
the bhog or consecrated food oi the idol at Badridatb.
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They “are found in the Nagpur parganah from

Rudrprayag to KedArnath. They have seve,
.
ral
such as Kasyapa, Angiras, &c ,
and hence the name Nanagotri given to them. Their principal
sub-divisions are•Dhusali, Jatnlogi, Batanwal, Kandhari, Barahir
Nirolas.

■w’al, Silwdb Poldi, Bilw^l, Garsara, Thalwal, Gugleta, Ki moti,
Maikota, Darmwara, Dyolki, Kandyfil, Thalasi, Phalfita, Gaty&l,

. Dhamakwal, Sanw&l, Maaagwal, Bamola, Binjal and Ganai. Most
of these names are derived from some village. All. intermarry
with each other and now follow agriculture, service, peddling and
providing for the wants of the pilgrims to Kedarnath, who are
regarded as their legitimate prey and shorn- accordingly. The
Nirolas have a bad reputation in this respect, and hence-the say*

ings:—

*

,

.
An^at/optlrjitam dravyam dasavarsK&ni tishthali,
Prdplechaihd dase varahe aamdlamcha vinasyati.

‘Tbe hoard of ten years (of the cheat) perishes in the eleventh.’

DukhAdijo hota hai hard bhard nahi hoy,
Jaise tarwar bet ha phulai phalai na hoy.
" The oppressors shall not succeed in house or suit,
Like the rattan he shall have no flower nor fruit.”

The Naithana Brahmans belong to the middle class and Bharaddhvaja gotra. They ascribe their origin to Jwalapur near Hardwar in the Sah&ranpur Ristrict, whence they
Kaithanis.
,
came some thirty generations ago and took
service with Raja Sona P61a.^ They belong to the Gaur division
and owe their name to the that village of Naitbana.- They are

distinct from both Sarola land Gangari, but the better class of Naithhna Brahmans intermarry with the former and the poorer with
the latter. , They affect service’especially and were formerly em
ployed by the Rajas, as inferior clerks to the Dobbal and Kanyuri diwans and are now found both in Government service and in
that of the Tihri state. The Bharadhvaj gotra seems to be the
favourite one in the hills for all the Khasiya tribes converted to
Hinduism and who never thought of belonging to a gotra before,
just as, in the plains, all Hindu converts to IsJ&rn become Shaikhs arid

with time and money may become Sayyids with a genealogical

table ready prepared by an indigent Maulvi showing their direct
* Gaz. XL 446,

•
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descent from tho prophet. These pio’us frauds are, however,
not unknown in Britain and serve to show that this weakness is

-

common to human nature all over the world. The Kanyari or
•
Khanduri Brahmans belong to the"feaunaka
Kanyfiris.

.

■ gotra and Madhandhiniya sdlcha. They are
so called after their fhdt village of -Kanyura in parganah Chfindpur.
Though ranked as Brahmans, they are called hill or pahari Kayaths

or Writer caste and have been fo,r many generations diwans and ,
kamingos in Garhwal and "Still supply m’embers for .the latter
ofBce. Tbe gotra is the same as that of the Raja of GarhwAI, who
has several in bis employ, and a few families of this clan still exist
in the Dehra Dfln. . A couple of Gaur Brahmans from Benares came
. •
to Garhwal about two hundred years ago
Bnghanas.
.
.
.
and settled down in the village .of Bughani,. .
which they obtained free of revenue. Some say that the Bnghanas
have the same origin as the Naithdna Brahmans and are a portion of
the immigration from JwAlapur. They have the same relations with

tbe Sarolas and GahgAris and still bold a village free of revenue
as muAfi. They are intelligent and when educated make useful
clerks and official.
The professional priesthood may be divided into two classes—
the personal spiritual preceptor or purohit and the temple priestNeither class has a good reputation and both are the objects of
numerous' lampoons attacking them for debauchery, cheating,
; lying, and an utter disregard of the principles they are supposed to
teach. Hence the phrase—-

Khudra fajihat digare nasihat.^
- Wicked yourself, you teach others.’*

And again—
Ao rande rdnd hdko ddko dpdn rdndite hurkiga rakha,^^
Yhu keep mistresses and yet you preach purity.”

They eke ontalivelihood by cultivating the small grants ofrevenuefree lands in gAnth usually attached to each temple and have by pre
scription a right to certain portions of the offerings and to dues on
festal occasions, marriagesand births and other rites. The principal
sub-divisions of the Pujaris or ‘ officiating priests ’ are Kbajyuras,
Dubes, Bharotras, Barsotras, Pangotras, Sudans and Bhatts ; the
last corresponding here with the Mahabrahman of the plains, whose
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.principal duty is attending to. funeral ceremonies. Tlie Garhwal
Joshis all ascribe their origin to Knmaon ; gome from Joshiy<na
,
village near Haw&lbfigh, others from Jhijar,
•
"
Galli and Joshikhola in Almora. Where
they know their gotra
it is the same as in Knmaon, but
here they intermarry only with the Gang^iri and Nanagotri Brah
mans and not with the ^arolas. In Garhwal the name Upreti
becomes corrupted to Kukreti: so Joshi becomes Jusi and Tiw&ri or
Tripathi becomes Ty&ri,

Unlike their brethren in Kumaon, the

Joshis of Garhwal are poor and chiefly depend on their profession
as family astrologers and cultivation.
Another class of Brahmans in Garhwal is called Saknyani
or Shaknyani, a name also given to the Himalayan tract

to the north of the eastern Dun. Common report makes them the ‘
. progenitors of both Sarolas and Gangaris
BaknySni.
•
, ,
.
. ,
,
, .
Z
and the name is said to be denved*frem
the great Saka race.^ Others connect the name with a colony
of ascetics who lived near Tapuban and Rikhikes; others

.again assign the name to a .great grove of iakin trees, whose
bluish flowers were used in worship and which gave the name
of Sakiny^ni to the that village and Sakny&ni to the people.
Those who remained on the banks of the Ganges, became known
a§ Gangaris. They intermarry with Ghildy&ls, Unyals, Ingwfils,
D&dais and JSaitb&na and Bugb&na Brahmans. There are numbers
of so-called Brahman sub-divisions of which little more than the
»

names are known. Some of these names are derived from the vil- •
lages occupied by them, such as' Anethwals of Aneth village, who
claim an origin from the Dakhin ; Chhapaliya from Chapal village
originally from Kali Kumaon ; Lakhera from Lakhera village ori
ginally Gaur Brahmans ; Chamoli Kirswdn and Kaptw6o from the
Chamoli ’village originally Saraswati Brahmans ; Pokharydl from
Pokhri; Salani from Salana ; Kotyal from Koti; Mamagai -from
Mama; Bhartula from Bhartull; Nainwal from Nail and Dhaundyal
from Dhaund. The Jiyals say that they came with Jiya Efini on a
pilgrimage and remained here. Kalas are^rtaraed from an ancestor
and the progenitor of the Purbyals came from the east. Panjolas
* D'Anville’s reproduction of the'Jesnit map of Tibet prepared in 1708-18 gives
the name Sanke Bomtou to the hill country north of Jlebli-and adjoining Fiti.
Markhams’ Tibet, Ixi.
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are of Kananjiya descent, Utanis call themselves Dubes. Ty^ris,,
Pants and. P&ndes came from Kumaon, and the Molapas are
Bhatts from Benares. These indications sufficiently explain the

names in the long list of so-called Brahman castes in Garhw6l,
which may be divided into the indigenous or Saka, comprising those
recorded as the Sarola, Gangari and Khasiya and the immigrants
from the plains.
'
*
Amongst the professional priesthood those of the fraternities
Called generically Jogis occupy an important position in Garhwal.
Under this term we include Nath-kanphata, Bina-k^nphata ; Giri,
Puri, ^c., of the’ Dasnamis, Jatadhari, Aghori, Paramahansa,
Gurudasi, Sadhu, Brahmachari, Sanyasi, Ramfrnandi, Bairfrgi,
&G. These may, however, he reduced to three great classes or
perhaps four; the Goshains, tho Bairagis,
Religious fraternities.
•
‘
.
the dogis who serve in the Bhairava tem
ples ^nd others. The census papers show 1,125 Goshains and
1,063 Jogis in 1872 and a total of 2,620 in 1881. The former are
divided into ten classes, each of which has a separate title by way of
affix noticed elsewhere* and are therefore called the Dasnami Go- .
shains. There are four great sub-divisions or schools, each follow
ing its own traditional custom or usage which is marked by
the following differences :—
Eastern.
Chief math . ...
System of religiOUS tei^ching.
Affixes of followePS.
Sj)ecial holy tract.

Western,

Bbfi Gobardlian... SSrada
Bhogbar
Kitabar

Northern.

«•
(1

Joshimath
Anandbar

Southern? '
... Sringeri.
Bhuribdr.

Tirtha, Asra- Giri, Parvata, Sarasvati Bhama.
Sagara.
rati, Puri.
Purus h 0 11 a m a Dwarika
E&meswar.
Badrinath
I'uri or Jagaenath.
... Siddheswar
Special deity Jagaiinath
Nardyan
Adi-barab.
(male).
Ditto (female) Vimala
Bhadrakali
shfi
Purnagiri Devi, Kam
(Kamrup).
Acharya
Bastamalaka ... Padniapada • •• Trotaka
..i Suresvara or
Prithyudhar
Special place of Mahodadhi
Ouinti
...
• «< Alaknanda
Tungabhadra.
pilgiimage.
Gurn
Prakasa <
... Svardpa
... Nanda
. ... Chaitanya.
Veda
... Rig
Sama
<
Atharva
... Yajur.
.

Ban, Araiiya

*682. xi.'sea.
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The Tirtha, Xsrama, S^rasvati and Bharati divisions carry staves

and are hence called Dandins.

AU are eligible for the office of

Mahant, the title given to the head of each mathot convent.

All

are supposed to be celibates, but as a rule concubines are kept by all,
and from their offspring and children dedicated to them their ranks

are recruited.

The novices are palled chelas, and when tbe boy is

eight, ten or twelve years did, according to the custom of the

branch, he is endowed^ with the sacred thread {upa,nayana) and tho
rite® called ehur&karana or shaving of the head (leaving a top-knot)
is gone through in the orthodox way. He is subsequently brought
to thp Mahant and the sacred thread is removed and burned and in
place thereof a string of beads {rudrdksha) or rosary is given f
the top-knot [choli or
is shaved off and a tiiak; or frontal
mark from the ashes of the burned janeo is applied instead Of san-

. dal on the forehead of the novice. The Mahant then whispers the
mantra of initiation and the novice becomes the adopted son of tho •
Mahant or of some-member of the fraternity and his gotra hence
forth is the Atreya. He gives to his spiritual father certain offer
ings every year which amount to a fair stipend. The clothes worn
by the members are of an ochry or dirty brown colour known as
germca. The terra ‘ Goshain’ is applied to all fraternities } Dasnamis
are addressed as Babaji, Goshainji, and when spoken of as Jogi or

Mangta. The Dasnamis are scattered all over the district at the
various temples, and live on the offerings and the small patches of

land attached to these temples free of. revenue, and during the
harvest months they wander about begging from doOr to door and
sell the proceeds or store them for their support: see further
Kumaon. The Puri branch serve at-Kaii,ales war, Narinadeswar,
Nageswar, Kalkeswar and Naleswar (Gartara): the Giri branch
at Briddh-kedar, Bbitwa-kedar, Dattatreya, Sarbeswar and several

temples to Durga, Bhawani and Mahadeo and the Bharati branch
at Rudranath and Narinadeswar. A Goshain is buried in a sit
ting posture with the rosary in his hands and in front his books.
Sweetmeats for the refection of the pret are placed within, and some
salt to protect, the body from worms. Oven the grave is placed ’
■ * Gnz. XI. 803.
* Ibid, 992.
® If the novice loses his beads he ■
cannot eat or drink until the; are found or until he receives a fresh allotment from
bis superior;
i

35
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a small Cupola-shaped stone or tomb,- Und in this is a recess for

lamps which are occasionally burned in his honor.'
The Jainas or Saraugis are not correctly noticed in the census
reports, but are, for the most part, included

Jaluas.

profession.

amongst the Baniyas, being chiefly traders by

Their distinguishing characteristic is their tenderness

for .animal life.

.For this reason they drink only water strained

through a cloth, and before lighting a fire-the.wood is shaken and
dusted so that no animal may remain therein.

They never cook

food after dark lest by accident some insect might escape detection
in the darkness, and only eat with those of their own faith who observe
similar • precautions. They possess temples and present offerings
of rice, sandal, flower and fruit before the image of Parasnath and
Mahavira, their great teachers. The Sidhus are Jaina Jogis and
serve their temples in some places. They use neither'conch nor •

’ hell in their worship and do not offer cooked food.

Many of the

families settled for a length of time in Garbwdl have the title Mahta,
meaning ‘respectable,* like the Bhalaminas of the plains. They do

not admit others into their temples, as the Jaina deities are all
naked and cause scoffing remarks on the part of heretics. Their
purohits and gurus are chosen from Brahmans and their funeral
ceremonies difter in few respects from the practice amongst Hindus.
They marry amongst members of their own faith, such as Agarwa-

• las, Aswkls and the like.

'

Baniyas or-traders are recorded as numbering 3,007 soul in 1872
and 3,657 in'1881. They are Jlindus and Jainas by religion and
the principal clans in 1872 were :—Aswals, 1,889; Agarwals,374;
„ .
Ohrfudhris, 407, besides Bishnois, Pksas and

SSDiyas.

«

’

’

Saraugis. The Oswals or .Aswdls are Jainas
belonging to a separate gaehha or gotra of whom some account has
been given elsewhere’ and being a caste from the plains need not

be noticed here. The Agarwals also come from the' plains, from
' Agroha in the Sirsa district of the Panjab, and claim descent from
Eaja Vgrasena. To them also belong the Dasa's and Dhusars.
’ The Mahesn's are Mso Jainas. The Chaudhris have Come from
Kumaon and are related to the Chaudhris of Dwdrahat and Rawari
,
t‘Gaz. UI., 4W.
t Ibid 11.396,
'
'
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in Kair&rau. They call themselveS Bhargavas or descendants of
the sage Bhrign, a common device of these miscellaneous low-caste
Baniyas.

In- Dwarahat, however, the Chaudhris attained to

considerable influence by reason of their being employed in the
civil administration of the Rajas and still furnish some of the Ka-

niingos of Kumaon.

In Garhwal, they are found in Chaundkot and

Ndgpur,” where they intermarry with Khasiya Rajputs.

The word’

‘ Ghaudhri’ is more a title like ‘ Mihtar’, ‘ Padhait,’ &c., than a caste •

name, but allowed by common use to members of certain families.
The Bishnois have been described elsewhere^ and are' all immigrants;
the name represents a form of religious faith, not a caste, and is in
this respect akin in significance to Saraugi. The sect arose in the
fifteenth century near Nagor in^RdjpuUna; they eat in common, but
marry only in their several castes. Baniyas, Sonars, Jats, Giijars,
Nats, Khagi Chauhans, Julahas and Chainars may all be Bishnois
and eat together, but marry into their own castes,only. They
avoid flesh, fish, tobacco, spirits and drugs, and offenders in this
respect are expelled. Some even do not eat sweet'meats made in
the bazar, They wear the top-knot, but not the sacred thread.
Some of their practices tend towards Islam and many adopt Musal-.
man names, bury thei r dead and listen to- the' preaching of maul via
and the reading of the Kor&n. - They are found in- Kotdwara and
Srinagar and have come there from Nagina in' the Bijnor district.
They worship fire especially and their principal form of worship is
an offering ofg/ti or clarified batter to the fire, the agltird-homa of the
ritual in use in the hills.
'
•

In 1872, the census records showed 152,065 Rajputs in Garhw&l, the principal elans represented being Bhal, 1,997; Bhadauriya,
4,005; Bagbel, 4,552; Bharadhvaj, 1,496 ; Khasiya, 58,000 ; Negi,
15,880 ; Rdwat,46,044; Solankhi, 5,344; and Bisht,4,956. In 1881
the records showed 2t)4,519 souls. The Khasiyas, Negis, Bishts and

Bfiwats are of local origin-and comprise together nearly nine-tenths
•
of the entire poputalion recorded as Rajputs.

The remainder prof6ss,to be descended from
clans whose.origin is traced to some district hi the plains. Khasiya
means a resident of Khasdes, the name common to Garhwdl and
-> Ibid nt, 293,
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Knmaon, and here I have’included the Khasivas entered under
■

Rajputs and those entered under ‘ other castes.’ Negi means perquisite or due, and was a title given to any one holding military or
civil employ under the former Rajas and has been transmitted
amongst the Khasiyas as a caste title. Similarly Bisht, or more
correctly Visisht, means ‘good,’ ‘respectable,’ and is a title, more
"than a real caste name, like Sahib, Ac. Rawat, too, means a sardfir
or officer, such as a padhdn and the like, and has now' grown also
into a caste appellation. Each of these are further sub-divided:
thus the Negis have sixteen sub-clans : —Kfila, Ekai, Fateh Baha
dur, Simana, Salarya, Munda, Baglana, Malasa, Khatri, Dogra,
Myor, Jagye, Kalini, Nagarkotiya, Patali and Phaifii. The Bishts
are divided into Kaphola, Badyar, Hita, Kanhonina, Basnal, Bharela and Sabaliya ; and the Rawafs into Ringara, Bangfira, Golla
and Silfila. These last give their names to Rfi.watsyun, Ringwarsyun and Bangarsyun sub-divisions in Garhwdl. The Aswfils of

Aswfilsyun claim, to be Chauhans : the Bartwals to have come
from Dfiranagar ; Sajwans from Jalandhar j Ghurduras of Ghurdursyuu belong to the clan of thd Raja of Tihri ; Myors from
Mety&r; Mfillas from Nepal; Kathfiyats from Kali Kumaon. and

Rautelas from Kumaon. Khatris have only recently settled here. •
The Butolas of Badhan claim to be Tuars from the plains. The
Rattthfinas of Chaundkot are apparently descendants of Goshains.
Bhandaris are descendants of personal servants of the Raja; Panwfirs. Pandirs, Rfithors, Chauhfins, Solankhis and others of the
more-prominent Rajput tribes of the plains have their soi-disant
representatives in the hills. Besides these there are numerous
sub^livisions of the Khasiya Rajput population named after the
that or parent village and carrying its nam,e wherever they go:
such as Palwfil, which gives thetname to Patwalsyun ; Kaphola,
hence Kapholsyuu ; Bagarwal, AmbaUa, who were Bhatts of

Benares, but here are Raiputs ; Ramola, Danas or Danavas, repre-seutatives of the old tribe of that name ; the Khandwdris, Durhyfils,
Su 11 aulas, Dalanis and Bukilas call themselves Rawats ; Boras,

Kairas and Choriyas came from Kumaon. All are engaged in
agriculture-or petty trade. None will pall themselves Khasiyas ;
all style themselves Rfijputs and many say that they were settled in

their present villages^ before Brahmans and Rfijas came-

They
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worship principally the vilUgd gods, care little .for Brahman
aid in their domestic ceremonies unless he be a Khasiya, do not
wear, the janeo or sacred thread, and on occasions of joy or sorrow,
•marriages or deaths, tho house is simply purified by cow-dung
and cow-urine. The marriage or funeral ceremonies are short
or long according to the purse of the employer. ' They intermarry
with each other according to local rules peculiar in some respects
to each tract, but not worth recording here.
Ont of the total of 308,398 Hindus in Qarhwal in 1872, we

have noticed the Brahmans (81,038-), Rajputs (152,095) and Baniyas
(3,007). We now come to the ‘different castes’ of the census tables,
numbering 72,258 souls, the greater number of whom come under
the generic term Bums or Dorns. Others are the Marchas of the
Painkhanda parganah, 15,419; Sonars, 3,349; religious fraternities, •
2,500, and prostitutes, 3,183. In 1881, the other castes numbered
54,430 souls, of whom 1,478 were Chamars, 52,000 Were Dems,’ .
and 292 were Bhangis.
The most important ef these different castes is undoubtedly
that of the Dorns or Dums, the serfs of the Khasiya race from
Afghanistan to the Kali. Wherever the one exists the other is cer
tain to be found. In the census tables they are distributed accord
ing- to occupation, but none the less are the
poms/
•
• people thus distributed Doms, for in 1881
they are returned at 52,060 souls. They are divided in popular
estimation into four classes. To the first belong the Kolis, Tamotas,
Lohars, Ors and Dharis. The Kolis in GarhwM were returned
at 11,040 in 1872 : they' weave cloth and keep pigs and fowl and
are agricultural labourers. The Tamotas or Tamtas entered at
683 and as Rajputs at 5,761. They represent the Thatheras of the

plains and are workers in brass and copper; some work also in
. gold and also take to agriculture. The Lohars are workers in iron

and numbered 14,322 souls. The Ors comprise both masons and ’
carpenters and numbered 2,800 souls. Dharis, though socially
ranked with Doms, do not belong to them, for they properly in

clude only those Khasiyas who have beem put out of caste for

some oflfence or another and their offspring form a new caste

i Jn this respect the census of 1881 is far more accura te, for tbe Doms co)” •
prise t-jrenty-tbree out of twenty-four of the ‘ other castes.’
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with the addition of the avocation of the member. The first cla^s
<!Otaprises about 34,000 ^onls. To tbe second class befongs the Bhuls,

Chony^ras, Ruriyas, Agaris and Pahris,

The Bhiils represent

the Telis of the plains, but also do field work ; they are also called.
Baryas and -are perhaps the Berhias of tbe census ; but this title

withits 161 souls cannot include all properly classed as Bhuls,
though we add the 263 entered as Telis. The Ohunyaras are turn
ers and make the wooden vessels known as theki, pdll, kathdri,
and also hukka bottoms. The Ruriyas manufacture from ihentnpdZ
bambu varioUs articles, such as the</a/(ya, tokri, kandi, sup (various
kinds;of baskets and sieves) and numbered 2,638 souls. Only 312
are entered as Agaris or miners, or smelters and the like who give
their name to tho Agar patti near Ramgarh in Kumaon. They
are Doms attached to the service of the mines by the former Rajas,
bat are now gradually exchanging a very-ill paid and dangerous
avocation for that of road-makers and other profitable occupations.
•They used to migrate from Kumaon to all the principal mines in

both Kumaon and Garhw&l, taking with them their women and
children. The Pahris are the village messengers and perforin func

tions precisely similar to those of the Ohamar gorait of the plains.
They collect supplies, make reports-to the patwaris, collect coolies for
•the roads-and the like, and receive in return dues in grain and a small
patch of land. The second-class of Doms number about 4,500.’

To tho third class belong the Mallahs, Daryls .and Chamdrs.
The Mallahs are also .called Dhunars' and are engaged in agricul
ture for tbe most part: they numbered about 900. The Daryas are
village sorcerers who conjure away hail-storms and the like and
receive dues of grain in Jelh. The Chamars number 1,011 souls
and call themselves Bairsuwas and will never acknowledge the name
Ohamar. They sew leather and perform all the usual service duties
of the Dom. The third class includes about 2,500 souls. The fourth

class includes the professional beggars and vagrant musicians of the
hills, the Badi, Hurkiya, Darzi and Dhobi. • The Bddi is the' village
musician, playing on vfirious instruments and singing at the festivals.
He also goes from village to village begging from door to door, and
belongs to the class of sturdy beggars who, if they'do not get what
they expect, lampoon the people of the house and abuse them. For
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this reason they are to some extent feared and are able to maintain

themselves at the cost of their neighbours. They also snare fowl and
fish. The Hurkiyas are so called from the small drum or kurka which

they carry with them.

They never take to agriculture, and wander

about with their women, who dance and sing.

The Darzi, also

called Auji and S6ji,.lives by tailoring, though also often solely agri
culturists : 3,000 are thus recorded. To the Darzi class belongs the
Dholi, so called from beating the drum named “ dholak". This is

done by way of incantation to cause sprites and ghosts to enter or to leave the person of any one and so induce that person to give
money to the performer. The Daiya, Badi, Hurkiya and Dholi
are all Doms and are io the hills the recognized priests of the
malignant spirits of the hill and glen, whose aid is always sought
after, before anything serious is undertaken or any difficult task is
attempted. .It is the Doms who preserve to the present day the
pure dsemonism of the aborigines, whilst the Khasiyas temper it
with the Worship of the village deities, the named and localised

divine entities, and furnish from their ranks the priests. Similarly
for the .orthodox deities there are numbers of orthodox priests, des
cendants of those born in the plains and themselves dependant
upon the alms of visitors-for their livelihood.^
The Barhais include some from the plains, but the mass belong

to the Or division of tbe
the census belong to the
The Mallahs or Dbunars
near Srinagar. Doms

Doms. The Chunapaz or lime-burners of
Agari and Lobar branches of the Doms.
are found on the ferries of the Alaknanda
of the Badi, Dholi and Hurkiya sub-divi

sions who take for a livelihood to snaring animals call themselves
Babeliyas after the clan of that name in the plains. Nats are
similarly those of the same class.-who wander about as acrobats
and jugglers and assume the,plains’ name of their calling. Stone
cutters frequently come from the plains, but most of them are Doms
of the Or class, ilanihars are, for the most part, Musalmans ; they
manufacture lac bangles, an occupation also followed by Doms.
There are a few Kayafchs from the plains in Srinagar and Tihri.
Bhats are of two classes, Hindus and Musalmans, and are found in

Hagpur, Pokhri and Bacahsyiin, where they are'known, like the
B^is, to be of the sturdy beggar class, abusing the people if they
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do not get what thej’ ask for. The Bogsas or Bhuksas occur
towards the P^tli Diin and. some used to live hear Srinagar, but
the King James of Garhw&l having been informed that they prac
tised sorce^ry and also were in league with those who plundered the
pilgrims, called them together and threw them with their books of
magic into the Alaknanda. ‘ There are a few Jats in Kotdw&ra and
Garariyas in the Bhabar. The Bharbunjas or grain-parchers,
Dhnnas or cotton-cleaners, Chhi'pis or calico-printers, and Kalals or
pedlars are from the plains and are only found in Kotdwara and
Srinagar. Dhobis are DomS and there are a few Nais or barbers
in Pokhri N&gpur on the*pilgrim road. Pajais or potters (Kumh4rs) are found in Dhamak and Ohalansydn; some are from the

plains and others are Doms. ' Sonars are chiefly descendants of
immigrants from the plains and use the term Chaudhri as an
honorific appellation ; they have a bad reputation in their dealings.
A Tampli or pdn-seller may be of any class or caste. It is unfor
tunate that in our census reports so many avocations have been
entered as.castes, making confusion worse confounded.
Mention has already been made of the Bogsas or Bhuksas.

Bhuksas

Elliot records that they are divide'd into
fifteen clans, or got^ of' which twelve are of
superior rank and three are of inferior rank. The superior are
the Badgujar, Tabdri, Barhaiya, Jalwar, Adhoi, Dogugiya,. Esther,
Nagauriya, Jalal, Up&dhiya, Chauhari and Danwariya. The three
inferior are the Dhimar (the offspring of a female oil-presser
(Telin) and a Rathor) ; Dungra (the mother being a hill-woman)
and Goli (the mother being a woman of the barber caste). Like
the CbamSrs, Doms and Pasis they borrow the names of Brahman
and Rajput clans for their own and in this habit give an additional
proof of their not being true Rajputs. Their names are the same
as those cf Hindus around them with the addition of such names
asBaltt, Dhani, Mangu and K6kha, common, however, to all the
lower castes of the submontane tribes.

Their language is Hindi with

a few peculiar words as kanddr for sdl and the use of n for I, as sdn
for sdl) nath for Idth^ aftid less frequently of r as dari for dali.^ They y
do not marry into their own pot^but may take a wife from any othei»
and those who live in the neighbourhood of the Tharns are said.t?)^''’

‘ Stewart in J. A. S. Ben. (I86S), p. 147,
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intermarry with them. The Bhuksas of the Bijnor district, however,
affect to despise the Tharus. The Bijnor BhuKsas call those to the
east of the'R^mganga Purbiyas and those of the Dehra Diin Mehras.
In the Bijnor district, the Bhuksa villages are distributed over the
forest along the foot of the hills outside the •demarcated forest tracts.
The huts are placed end to end with intervals after every group of
three or four and the walls are, for the most part, built of split bambu
and mud or thatch, of which the roof also is constructed. The floor
is well raised and kept very clean and there are two low doors, one
leading into the Hving room and the other from it into the cattlesheds. The furniture consists of a string cot or two, a thatch mat
and some wattle and mud baskets for storing grain.

The Bhuksas of the Garhwal Bhibar are the gold-washers of the
Pdtli Dun. They work in gangs of three or four, each having a se
parate part of the process assigned to him. A shovelful of the sand
is first put upon a little close-set bambu screen or sieve placed over
the upper hinder, part of a flat tiin-wood cradle (sand), the lower
end of which, is open and which has handles by which its upper end

can be tilted ; water is then poured on the sand from the month and
lateral hole of a dried pumpkin {iumri), the operator stirring the
sand with his left hand while he sits alongside the cradle which is
raised a footer two from'the ground. The sand having been washed
through, the gravel is thrown away, but the screen is left on to
equalise the fall of water from the pumpkin passing through it on to
the sand which the left hand keeps in motion by stirring' it about
and raking it backwards towards the upper end of the cradle. After
all the lightest of the sand has thus been washed out, small quantities
of the remainder are placed on a round slightly hollowed plate of tun
{pkaru) which is dexterously twirled and made to oscillate on the
fingers of the left hand whilst the washing is very gently continued.
When as little as possible except gold is left, mercury is rubbed
with it by hand to take up the gold and the mercury is afterwards
dissipated by heat.

There is nothing in the appearance of the

sand to disclose the presence of gold which,is found by prospect
ing and occurs only in the form of dust.
In all Garhwal in 1872 there were only 1*800 Musalmans and

881 there were 2,077, chiefly tradersand servants. In the same
Z
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year there were 242 Christians chiefly connected with the American
■
■
Episcopal Methodist Mission at P^ori. This
Musaltains, Christians. ,
.
,
,
,
. ,
, ,
began in lobo and a bungalow and sclioolhouse Were built in 1871. The teaching is quite up to the standard in
the higher class Government schools, none of which exist in Garh
wal. There is also a boarding-house for boys and a girls’ orphanage
and boarding-house- erected in 1872, besides schools-rooms and
matron’s quarters. It has accommodation for forty girls, who divide
their time between study and work. A dispensary was added in
1873,’w’hich.aff’ords accommodation to a'native doctor’s family and a
few in-door patients and relieves over two hundred out-door patients
a month. There are stations in connection with this mission at
Chhiphalghdt, Kotdwara and Srinagar and branch schools for boys
at Srinagar (besides two small girls’ schools}, Chhiphalgh^t, Bangdr,
Gagw’ara and Koti.

The first convert was baptised in 1867, and in 1884 there was a
large colony of Christians, chiefly Doms of the Kqli, Or and Lobar
sub-divisions, who are encouraged to remain in their village and
pursue their usual avocations after baptism. The Mission has done
excellent work, and if there were more on the same lines elsewhere,
the success of Christian Missions in India would be more assured. ’
Owing to the lateness of. the conquest of Garhwal there was
no attempt on the part of the Gorkhalis to
Fiscal history.
,
,
.
form a settlement there until 1811 (1219
/ash'or 1868 san). Tn that year a regular commission was sent from
the Nep^l darbar consisting of Dasarath Khatri and Bahddur Bhan-

„

. ddri for the purpose of forming the assessment of the land-revenue,
which with a few, reservations in favour of individuals and’temples
was assigned in favour of troops, of whom three battalions were
cantoned in Garhwal. The assignment was by companies, of which
there were five in each battalion, receiving each Rs. 8,672 G. R. per

annum, and in addition the Captain commanding received Es. 5,005
a year,. giving a total of Es^ 1,45,095 6r. R. to be defrayed from tho
land-tax and cesses. The assessment of 1811, which continued to
be tlie demand unti^the British conquest, amounted to Es. 87,724
G. R. {5=65,793 Fd^y whilst the actual receipts were for 1811 Es.
G. R., for 1812 Bs. 57,735 G. R., and for 1813 Bs. 51,6^
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<3. fl? ;=38,718 PcJ.) 'The high rate of this assessment entirely
precluded its realisation jn full, and as the soldiery entirely relied
upon it for their pay, no leniency was shown in its collection, and

‘ where'default’ occurred, the families of the cultivators were, seized
■and sold as slaves. Under such a system, cultivation rapidly de
creased and what were once flourishing villages relapsed into jungle
and became the hoine of wild beasts. The assessment, however, was
in general based on the actual capabilities of each village and for the

earlier settlements Under the British proved a valuable guide as to

what the assets’might be supposed to amount to in favourable
* -years.
■
’
The miscellaneous revenue, collected with and in addition to tho
land-tax mounted in Garhwal to Rs, 22,-145G. R‘., of which Es.
were on account of salami or nasardna ; Rs. dol on account
of m'jhdri, a tax on Doms as curriers; Rs. 1,283 as tandkar, a tax
on looms; Rs. 1,495 soniya plwgan or bket on festivals; Rs. 2,401 on
-mines and mintage; Rs. 1,41-5 ad/iani daftari, or kanungo’cess of
half an anna; Ks. 10,900 sdir, customs and transit duties; -Rs. 170
for kuersdl or kai.h (catechu); Rs. 600 on account of kathhdns
(timber and bamboos); Rs. 200 other customs duties; and Rs. 2,000
asmdni farmdni,'h-ora fines' and forfeitures. There w'ere amongst
these dues an excise on spirits, drugs, so.ap and tobacco, as well as
mintage and ferry dues, a tax on the sale of children and one on
marriage. The transit duties were coflecfed at Kotdwara, ‘Bhuri,
Bilasni, Sigaddi, Babli, Kangr.a and Chobi on the frontier towards
the plains and at Joshimath and Tapuban towards Tibet. Until
further inquiry could be made these dues were retained at the Bri
tish occupation, tile tax on the sale of children being alone given
up.® The police establishment at tho passes towards, the plains

collected the duties'* there and the civil officers those levied at
Tapuban. .Here sheep and goats laden with merchandise were
assessed at three annas per head', those laden with salt at two annas
'There are considerable discrepancies between the figures given in the annual
reports and those contained in Mr. Traill’s Memoir (Stat, Acct., p. 1, app. IV, VI).
In the latter,iu statement B. the land revenue oi 1868 san is given at Us. 8-?,4O6 G,
Ji. and in statement D. as Ks, 91,-258 G. R, Hereafter I«shall take these figures of
the memoir, they are the result of mote coriect information : see to Gardener,
^t. March, 1816.
From Government, !lnd June, 1815.
To GovAnment, 29th December, 1815. A Gorkhali rupee was equal to about 12 anUas
H^rukbaba'di, of which currency iUOssloO'141 present currency.
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and unladen animals at three annas a score. These dues yielded
altogether'about Rs. 4,000 a year in our. money. Akin to them
were the mintage dues in stamping lumps of copper, which at one
anha in the rupee brought in about Rs. 100 a year. The capita
tion tax on the Doms was remitted as well as a tax on marriage
marriages and one on grain in tran.sit'. In 1816-17 the revenue
from these sources amounted .to Rs. 3,201 and in the following year
to Rs. 3,432. In 1818, Mr. Traill recommended the abolition of all
transit duties and the collection of the revenue derived from forest
produce in the same manner as the land-revenue or by farm. Both
of these.proposals were sanctioned by Government? henceforth, the
customs duties on forest produce formed a separate head under the
name Itatk (eatochu) and kat,h-bdna mahals and formed the nucleus
of the forest’department, of which some account has been giveri^.

It was not until July, 1815 that Garhwal was handed over to
tlje Commissioner of Kumaun, who deputed a. native officer to
collect information as to the actual state of the country and to re
ceive proposals from the landholders for entering into engagements
for the payment of the revenues. Mr. Traill was appointed in Octo_
,
ber to take charge of the settlement and was
British settlement.
directed to accept the last year s assessihent
as the basis of his .arrangements and- to admit where possible the

actual land-holders to engagements*. Tahsilis were established
at Srinagar and Chandpur and a police-station at Dadamandi.
Mr. Trajll reported that police-stations were unnecessary in tlie
interior from tbe total absence of every species of crime. The
tabsildars were accordingly entrusted with police jurisdiction in
their respective divisions. The frequency of robberies, however,
in the tract immediately below the, hills rendered the presence of a
police officer at Dadamandi necessary, and to him was entrusted the

collecticn of the transit duties which were still in force.

The first

’ To Comntissloner, dated IStfr March, 1816 5 to Commissioner, dated 23rd
March, ,8161 from Government, dated 23rd July, 1816; to Government, dated
21st September, 18l6 ; from Government,, dated 19th October, 1816. See also
Train’s Statistical Sketch of Kumaon, As. Kes XV1(I828); Batten’s Report in
Set. Rep. II., 614 (.Benares, 1363); Beckett’s Report (Allahabad, 1866), and
Whalley’s LajvS of the Non-Regulation Provinces (Allahabad, 1870).
To
Board, dated 21st FebniaiT. 1818; from' Board,dated Itith September, ,8,8 ; from
Government, dated 19th June, 1818. Siir dues abolished, 28th August, 18)8.
The 'nath-bdns or fores, lues were retained as having more of the nature of dues a
connected with and . arising from the produce of land.
* Gaz. X. 846^
* To- Traill, dated 8th October,.1816; to Gardner,, dated 26th December, 181^1
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' settlement of the land-revenue* amounted to only Rs.'37,506 Fd.
and was based on the actual receipts of the year 1811 A. I>. En
gagements were taken either from the saydnas or the smaller land

holders for their respective villages and some attempt was made to
improve the cultivation by granting leases of waste.land on favour
able terms. In the following year, the assessment amounted to
Es, 44,2.24, and at the first triennial^ settlement in 1774 san.
(1817-18 A. I).) the land revenue rose to Rs. 47,821. The settle
ment, except in N^igpnr, was again everywhere made with the village
proprietors and a considerable increase in the number of individual
engagements was effected. The great distance of Nagpur from the

head-quarters rendered it advisable-to continue tbe system of settling
with the sayAnas fpr another term, but at the second triennial settle
men tit was found f>ossiblo to admit the village proprietors here also to
engagements.- In the Patli D6n, too, a settlement for one year alone
was made, as the receipts were of the nature of forest dues and up.
to the year 1822’were incorporated in the form of‘forest produce.

The mode of assessment at the first triennial settlement was
similar in alt respects to that adopted in
’“®***^Kumaun. Notwithstanding the general'
lightness of the settlement, it required careful revision to equalise
the demand. This necessity arose from the scarcity of cultivators,
which rendered it difficult for any landholder to replace losses by
death or desertion. - Where such occurred the deficiency Was made
up by immigration from other villages in better circumstances, and
First triennial settle-

as the facts regarding matters of thi. nature were best known to

the landholders themselves, the persons allowed to engage for the
revenue of each sub-division were required to distribute the gross
demand of the preceding year amongst the villages (a procedure

called darsur) according to the actual state of cultivation and popu
lation, the two great factors in the assessment. To the amount

thus arrived at was added the increase demandable from the sub
division on account of its general improvement by a cess of one
to three annas in the rupee on the old demand. Nauabdd villages
orthose newly brought into cultivation and those in which by col- ,
. Insion or otherwise the former revenue was shown to be inadequate
iTo Commissioner, dated 1st March, 1816; to Government, dated 21st
March, 1816 ; from Govemment,-dated aoth April, 1816. The revenue is here
given at Bs. 37,614 for 1815-16.
’To Government, dated 21st June, 1818.
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were not included in this arrangement, bnt were separately settled
on their ascertained assets. These last were confined almost entire
ly to such as had hitherto claimed to pay a fixed revenue^. These
assessments were uniformly made with the padhdns,^ who were
Remunerated by an arrangement made with their co-sharers in
Garhw&l and in Kumaon by a grant of land free of revenue and
Certain dues. The revenue was collected by tbe padhilnn and by
them paid to the civil officers. As a rule in naudfxfd villages the
collectiuns were made by batdi or division of produce and in others
hy kisl or an estimate of the produce, but money rates prevailed
in all the bld established'villages throughout both districts’.

The second triennial settlement was formed on the sama prin
ciples owing to the reluctance of the landFourth settlement.
holders to engage for a term longer than
thrpe years. This reluctance was said to be based’ on .the migratory
habits of the cultivators, and the landholders were not prepared to
engage for a revenue which the desertion of-their tenants would
prevent them from meeting. Cultivators were scarce and arable
land to be had for the asking; so that illness of men or cattle in a
particular village often led to its desertion for a time and the fiscal ’
arrangements were not so ‘workable as now and remissions and sus•pensions not so freely given. The condition of Garhwal differred
.considerably from that of Kumaon at this period®. Owing to the
precipitous nature of tho hills it never contained the same propor
tional area of cultivable land as Kuinao'ii and had always a lighter
population per square mile. If to this cause of backwardness be
addedthe wholesale removal of families for sale by tbe Gorkhalis*,
the comparative slowness of its progress may be readily explained.

Little, to.o, of the wealth which poured into Kumaon at the conquest
reached Garhwfil. There were then as now no great military
establishments and no sanitaria, and the means of communication
were too difficult io admit of the export of the surplus produce.
To Board, 14th March, 1821.
- ’ The principal correspondence regard
ing these'earlier settlenientB will be found as follows :—Traill, to board, i6th
February, 1820; Board Bee., Srd March, 1820, Nos. 7, 8; ibid,, 5th May, 1820;
ibid., 14th August, 1821, No. 35, ibid, Si'th May, i825 ; ibid., 30th July, 1825,
Uos. 3-9; ibid., 13th March, 1826, No. I6; tftid , 13th July, 1826, No. 14; .Srd
, August, 1820 : No. 13; 3l«t August, 1'825, No. 15 ; 23th September, 18'26, No. 9-,
Jth December, 1826, No 10 ; 22nd .January, 18'2"; loth May, 1827; No. 3; 30th
August, 1827, No. 26; 1st' October, 1827, No. 19 ; 28th August, 1828, No. 3.
® To I ourd, 25th September, 1821.
-‘See Gae. XI , 615, 618, 620. '
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A rise in the ppce of grain therefore had no effect in Garbwdl, and
when, in 1821, only twenty seers of grain were procurable for a
rupee at Almora, grain of the same quality might be had in many
districts of Garhwal at eighty seers for the rupee. The western
parganahs along the course of tbe Alaknanda, and those to the
north under the Himalaya, were more favoured in this respect, as
the demands of the pilgrims to the sacred shrines- of Kedai’nath
and Badrinath and of the Bhotiyis for the Tibetan trade were
sufficient to consume- the surplus produce. The liomp cultivation
that had once been a considerable source of revenue had ceased- in
consequence of the discontinuance of purchases on account of the - East India Company. Although some slight increase in the landrevenue demand was possible at the second triennial settlement, it
■was due not |o any appreciable improvement in the resources of the
Country, bnt to the fact that the assessment at the former settlements
was exceedingly lightb In Garhwil, as in Kumaon, the habit of ’
deserting a village withCut any adequate cause was common amongst
the cultivators. From the extreme depopulation which took place
during the Gorkhali rule tbe number of deserted villages was con
siderable and in many of those most recently abandoned the houses
were still standing and fit for oacupation. Great facilities for
desertion were thus provided. Enterprising land-holders con
vinced of the security' of" the new Government eagerly sought
after tenants to settle in their deserted ‘villages and thus aided
the movement; and this with the increased value of land and
the increase in the population gradually led all classes fo attach
themselves to particular places. The land revenue proper in 1820
amounted to Es. 58,511.

In his report on the quinquennial settlement in 1823, .Mr. Traill ‘
, •
states that "the increase of Rs. .55,tI00 in the
Fifth settlement..
- ,
i
,
land-revenue of. the iSrinagar tahsili must be
regarded aS very small when compared with Kumaon. He attvi• butes this result to the causes already noted—the backward state of
the communications aud the small demand for agricultural products
,

* Writing iu 1821 of the condition of the cultivating classes, Mr. Traill-obeerves that, though such material progress bad not beeu made as in Kumaon, the
condition of the people had, however, been considerably ameliorated, and as
their assessment was exceedingly low, they would doubtliss gradually, improve
(14th March, 1821). In Kugpur the first settlement was made with thesay«'«a%
the second with the village padhans,
' , ■
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The same remarks apply to the revision of settlement
in the Chandpur tahsil. The revision of this
Sixth settlement.
•
*
’
settlement for a second period of five years
in th© Srinagar tahsil was made by Mr. Shore in 1829, who also
in Garhw&l\
,

remarks on the disadvantages under which the land-holders in

GarhwM laboured from the want of a market for their produce.®
The only portion in which much improvement was seen was parganah
Talla SaWn, and here the progress was entirely due to the breaking
Tip of new lands in the strip of country lying at the foot of the
hills. The net result of the revision was a laud-revenue of
Rs. 67,725. Up to 1826, the plains authorities never asked for an

account of collections and arrears {jama wdsilbdki) nor was any
sent. Writing in 1828, Mr. Traill succinctly informs the Board
that no tak dei advances for agricultural improvements had ever
been made, no remissions had become necessary and no balances
had accrued, and at the few sales of assessed lands the rights of
the holders had brought at public auction six times the annual
revenue®. In 1825, Mr. Traill’s salary was raised to Es. 2,500 a
month'^ and he was entrusted with the administration of Dehra Dun
w’ith Mr. Shore as Assistant, whose duty it was to take charge® of
part of Srnagar tahsili and to reside a certain portion of the year
in the hills. Taluka Chandi (g. c.) was at the same time received
from Moradabad; Sir R. Golquhoun was Assistant in Kumaun,
and was succeeded by Captain Glover, and he again by Captain
Corbett and Mr. Morley Smith. The Dun was separated from
• Garhwdl in 1829, and in the course of time a new settlement came on
- in Garhwal. In some cases the same demand .
seuTetaents.
eiglith _\vas continued until Mr. Batten’s revision ;
in others a fresh settlement was made. In
the Chandpur tahsil the revision took place in 1832,, with almost
the same result as before. ,In some villages there was a small de
crease, due to the desertion of cultivators on account of the death of
two influential headmen in Lohba and in others there was a small
* To. Board, dated V4th November, 1S2S ; to Bbard, dated Sth March, 1826.
’ To Board, dated 2nd‘.lanuary, 1829 ; to Board, doted 12th February, 1829.
“ To Government, dated ^Sth July, 1826 ; to Boatd, dated Snd September, 1828}
to Board, dated 16tlt June, 1898.
Krom Government, dated I7th March,.
1825.
’ Shore to Goternment, dated 7th January, 1884 ; to'I'raill, dated
26th February, 1824; from Government, dated 29th September, 1£26.
ordered, dated Sth December, }826.
,
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increase.

The average of tho land-revenue of Garhwil for the year

immediately preceding Mr. Batten’s settlement was Rs. 69,254.
In 1837 Ensign Ramsay, of the 7th Native Infantry, came to Almora
and was appointed Assistant Commissioner on the 28th August, 1840,
in place of Captain Phillips, deceased. In 1838 we find Captain
Huddleston in GarhwM and Mr. E. Thomas in Kumaon.

The ninth settlement of the land revenue in Garhwal was made
by Mr. Batten during the years 1838-41
Ninth settlement.
for twenty years and marks anew departure
in the fiscal history of the district. Now for the first time an attempt
was made to form a record-of-rights and to formulate a reasonable
system of assessment based on an estimation of the actual assets
and not entirely on the imperfect guesses of the previous administration. The following table given by Mr. Batten exhibits the
assessments of each settlement up to 1833 A. D., and the maximum
demandable during tbe new one on the areas of each parganah as
■ they then stood. Some differences wilt be found between these figures
and those given in the correspondence of the period, due in a great
measure to the imperfection of the earlier records and to the fact
that villages were transferred from one fiscal sub-division to another,
whilst others had fallen entirely waste and been excluded from the
revenue-roll:—
Number
of
oS
6®
s
» .2
3
Painkhanda ...
24 46
Badhan
... 167 821
1»« 457
Chandpur
Talla Salan ••• 225 698
178 413
Nagpur
Ganga Salan ... 298 630
BarahsyCin ... 371 710
Dewalgarh ... 149 312
Chanudkot ... 119 241
Malla Salan ... 176 476
Total ... 1,894 4,103
6 29
Unsettled
(Bhabar).
Waste (excluded) 16 28
Gin th and said602
Parganahs.

Assessment in Rupees,
1816. 1816. 1817.
1,550
8,671
6,092
3,642
3,289
5,099
5,005
1,696
2,222
4,824
35,990

1,560
4,250
5,916
4,146
3,980
6,609
6,142
2,24^
2 603
5,342
41,781

922
4,667
6,482
4.622
4,324
6,177
6,593
2.869
2,909
6,043
46,548

84

102
*•»

114
*•6

1820.

1823.

1,040
6,781
7,860
6,386
5,231
7,835
8351
3,446
3,269
6,959
64,996
6

1,091
6,422
8,991
6,833
6,016
8,957
10,102
4,207
3,881
h,34J
64,901
960

1828. 1833. 1840.
1,S7& I,3u4 1,294
6,948
9,425
7.4 il
6,892
9,649
10)655
4,442
iO 4,062
8,Ide
9,076
69,254
962
816

6.821
9,346
7,113
6376
9 69i7
10,423
4,367

116

129
»*•

Gband Total .. 19)6 4768 86.074 41,883 45,669 66,132 65,977 68,794

70,198

hart.
AJtidfi

6

«*»

37

130 ’ 116
...

».»

6,788
9,190
7,183
6,872
9,6)8
10,659
4,530
4.065
8,990
68,682
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The details of a ea of these settlements need not be given, as ■

they were for the most part based ‘on the roughest guesses and are
now of no practical value.

We must examine more closely the principles on which the
assessment made by Mr. Batten was effected,
PriiKfiples of assessment.
•
•
.
•
as they formed the basis of his settlement in
Kumaon and were to a great extent recognized by Mr. Beckett in
the current settlement of both districts. We shall therefore give
verbatim extracts from the records of this settlement, as the matter
ia too important to be dealt with otherwise. In his report on tbe
settlement Mr. Batten prefaces his remarks thus;—
“On first taking charge of the Garhwalparganahs in 1837 I had every thing
to learn in regard to the peculiarities of the hill revenue system and everything
to teach in regard to the revision of settlement required. It is* difficult to say
whether the Garhwil native officials were more astonished at the terms “ Uegulation
IX of 1833,” my own title of “ Deputy Collector,” and my confident proposition of
a settlement for a period of 20 or so years being about to take place, than I myself
was confounded at the circumstance of having to wander over more than 4,oou
square miles in order to revise Ks. 70,000 of land-revenue which, I was told,
Mr. Traill had, at the last occasion (owing to his unrivalled local knowledge),
revised in less than a month, on the road between Hardwar and Badrinath, and
that there was neither a village map to help me nor a record of area on which the
slightest reliance could be placed.”

Brought up in the plains system with its maps and records, it
cannot be wondered that the work before Mr. Batten seemed insuper

able, and it was not until he gave up the idea of forming village
settlements on comparison of rates per fractions of area merely
guessed at and saw that the elements of population, communications
and nearness to markets which had formed the guides to his pre
decessor where here as important elements in the question of assess
ment as rates based on the quality of the land, did he come near any
satisfactory conclusion and really commence to work. The revenue
roll forwarded by him for the sanction of G'overnment was “ founded
on the past payments of each estate or set of estates, viewed in relation
to its present state of prosperity, as shown by the state of cultivation;
thenumber, character, and health of the inhabitants; the locality of
their possession and their general resources, whether mercantile or
agricultural, as fairly proved, according to the opinion of their
influential neighbours, consulted in open panehd^at on the subject,”
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In explaining his inability to make the assessment on soil

areas or on parganah circles Mr. Batten alludes tc the existence of
the physical fact that:—•
“ No one patti however small has one natural character for all its villages,
and that ia fact each village has a separate character, according to its height on
the mountain side, vicinity to or distance from the forests 5 situation on the moun.
tain or in the valley and, fthove all, its cliraate as influenced by these circumstances.
Neither are there, for the most part, sets of villages forming one line at one height
and other sets forming other lines at other heights ; and though it would be easier
to form a jamabandi on a list of mountain-top villages, upper slope, middle slope,
lower slope, and valley Tillages respectively, still great dUflcnlties would occur,
without a regular survey, in fixing the real charaoters Of the different lines. More
over, moral obstacles would be found to separate the different villages of each line
more rigidly even than the intervening precipices.”

However acquiescertt or indiffareafc the mass of tbe people
might be to 'the distributioa of the revenue-demand for short
periods of assessment, it became quite another thing when twenty
years were spoken of. Then each padhAn began to question the
right of other than the settlement officer to fix his share of the
revenue burden, and the disputes and jealousy of the members of
the panehAyat Who had been accustomed to distribute the assessment
arose to such a degree as to necessitate interference, although
Mr, Traill, had he remained, might have been able to increase the
land-revenue at this settlement. Mr. Batten was right in supposing
that it was his first duty to examine into local assets and fix the
demand on them only. At the conclusion of his last report in
1833 Mr. Traill recorded the revenue of the province as Rs. 2,34,510
per annum; in 1815 it was only Rs. 1,17,730.
“ Tp his praise be it,” writes Mr. fiatten, “ gud also that, he found the pro-.
Vince, especially the Garhwal portion of it, fast falling into a depopulated desert
owing to the tyranny of its late rulers, and that he left it a comparative
paradise, with its inhabitants invoking blessings on his name and on that of
the Government which he represented. The duty of his successors was, it appears
to me, rather to consolidate the good that had already been done than to attempt
with less ability to carry it out, an imitation of the only measure, which, if
not originally of a doubtful character, had at least been pursued to its legitimate

' limits.”
Mr. Batten’s .difficulties were increased by the. practical
absence of village accountants or patwaris in the administration
,and phard-phants or rent-rolls which in Garhwal owe their exist
ence to him. He found it anything but easy to discover the
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past and present payments of each particular village on which he
might base his assessment; but succeeded at length in recording
the fiscal history of each from the settlement of 1820 to the year

1840 A.D. His record contains a careful review of the past his
tory of the village in regard to its padhins and its changes from
dependence on some other village {ddkhili) to independence (asZi) ;
. and again from its solitary position to its' inclusion in other vil
lages, and so light was the incidence of the revenue that recourse
to farming leases, properly so called, was rarely found necessary
during the course of the settlement.

The general rules observed in the assessment subject to modificaPrinciples of administration.

tions whenever local circumstances demanded it are thus formulated by Mr. Batten;—

“ 1. The consent of the majority of the share-holders in the appointment of
a pacthdn remained, as in Mr. Traill’s time, the general law.
2. This law took absolute effect in all cases where the existing padhdn had
held the appointment only during the period of the expired settlement, and his
dismissal was allowed, merely on his failing to acquire a majority of votes.
3. When thepadhdn had held the ofHce for more than one settlement, he was
not removed without proof of fault or incapacity ; and in the event of such proof
being forthcoming, his nearest heir, or at all events some member of his family
most agreeable to the villagers, was held to have the first claim to the appointment.
4. In large villages, tbe shareholders might elect two or more padhdns, each
to manage his particular division of the estate, and to collect the Government
revenue and his own dues from the share‘holders belonging to his own particular
party or .clan. In small villages the election of more than one padhdn was dis
couraged. The above rules apply to pure bhay&chdra estates.
5. In villages where there were few or many shareholders, with the lands not
actually divided amongst them, but cultivated by occupancy tenants {khdynkara')
' who were divided among the proprietors (not unfreqnently according to their own se
lection of masters), that shareholder padhdn who was found in possession of the appoihiment, or who could show the orders of the court upon the subject, was confirmed,
and the claim of bis brother shareholders to be admitted to engage with Govern
ment was not allowecl. Bnt the padhdn in such cases was strictly forbidden to in
terfere with the cultivators of any share save his own, he being entitled to collect
•the quotas of Government revenue from the proprietary shareholders, the latter
making their own arrangements for collecting their own quotas from the khdyahars.
6. The same rule held good in the case of coparcenary estates, where
the lands were actually divided among tbe proprietors, and where, instead of the
khdyahar or occupant, the’ lands might be found cultivated by pahikdsht tenants
or by sirthin (paying airlfii} renters.
7. Tbe same rule applied to the case of whole sets of villages included in.
one lease ; but with the villages divided among tho several proprietors, except
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where on investigation it might be found that among two or three maignvArs hold
ing the lease of an estate, the villages placed under tbe management of each
co-padkdH were found not to correspond with the proprietary rights. In sneh
instances the leases were remodelled and the villages distributed according to
the actual possessions of the sharers ; or in cases Of -doubt, and pending the deci
sion of the civil court, aceording to the voice of tbe occupant villagers. These
last rules apply purely to the cases of proprietary mdZyttsdrs, - with reference to
their position in regard to their brother shareholders.
8. The indivldal who on first redeeming a village from waste obtained tbe
first lease was considered the sole proprietor thereof ; and if he or his heirs were
still in possession of the lands, he or they could not be removed from tbe office of
padhda on the representation of the cultivators, or of the brethren who accompanied
the padhdn at the first settlement of the village, but who did not obtain the lease.
9. The claims to the property in, and management of, such naitdhld villages
set up by persons (not unfrequebtly kanfiiigos, patwaris and their rdatinn ) who
obtained the first lease of the estate, but who, oh failing to redeem the waste, or from any other reasons abandoned tbe site, and at subsequent settlements left the
lease to be given to others, were at. once rejected ; unless under the most distinct
proof of the claimant having .continued uninterruptedly to receive some hind of
proprietary due (malihdaa} from the’villagers, and of the right of the latter to the
office of padhdn having been always considered resumable.
10. The claims of the ihohddr te the office of padhdn er proprietary right
ia nandhdd lands recently brought under tillage, in opposition to the claim of the'
real clearer-of the jungle, were at once dismissed, except he thoroughly proved
that he himself had settled the cultivator on the lands and bad incurred expense
in their redemption."
11. Such nauibdd villages (rarely paying more tlran five rupees a year) havbeen sometimes included as hamlets of the villages from which the original cultiva
tor came, and in which his hereditary land existedcare being token either to record
the proprietor as one of the joint padhdns of the whole mahU, or, if he did not
require that privilege, to register him as the sole owner -of the lands. Such were
tbe rales in regard to nandhdd villages.
'
12. As a general rule, all hamlets {ddhkiti mauzas) were kept with the parent
(etsli) villages to which they had stood attached uninterruptedly since jthe settle
ment in 1823, except where, by mutual consent, a separation was agreed upon.
13. No village was allowod a separate lease if the records showed that, con
tinuously from ISIS, or from the very first trace of its history, its union with some
parent village was unbroken.
14. All villages having separate inhabited sites were allowed to engage sepa
rately with Government, merely on the expression of their wishes to this effect by
the majority of the inhabitants, if their inclusiou in another estate took placeonly at.
the last settlement, except a distinct decree of court had ordered their inclusion.
15. This rale equally applied to tbe case of non.proprietary communities
occupying the land,-but acknowledging some external’superior; that is, if tbe
khdgdhart proved that, previous to the last settlement-they had enjoyed the privi
lege of baring their own village padhdn, they were now permitted to electone
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under the same rules as those made for bAd^aeftdra villages tvhich they often
resemble iir'allihut fhetname.
16. In the case of villages having remained as hamlets within some other
since 1823 or 1828, their claims to a separate engagement were favourably consi. dered, whenever inquiry proved that their original absorption was owing to some
temporary cause now no.longer existing, or to the prayer or consent of the
inhabitants, and not to any binding decision of authority. If, however, owing to
the conjunction of the estates, a great commingling of rights, interest and posses
sions had occurred, a separate lease was not granted, but the measure of appointingan
additional padhdn selected from among the villagers of the included hamlet was pre
ferred. These rules were for the adjustment of oases relating to asli and ddkhili
■ villages,
17. - The remuneration of padhdns, whether in land or dues, or both, was left
to the mutual agreement of the parties, and where they could not agree, to a deci
sion by panchdgat. The padhdnuhari, or hak-padhdni, sometimes called ‘ jetaunda’
lands, were given over revenue free to the mdigusdr; but the quantity was fixed
according to the actual facts, and not according to any arbitrary rate on the area
of the whole village as formerly; for such allotment, though duly recorded in the
periodical settlement books, always remained a dead, letter.
18. Where no hak-padhdni lands were found to exist, none were newly creat
ed, except by the consent of the villagers ; but if the customary dues were found
. to be tod small, a money equivalent of about one ruj>ee for every sixteen rupees of
Government revenue was recorded as the right of the padhdn.
19; Owing to the republican character of the communities and the strong
opposition made to all arbitrary measures, the enforcement of the last-mentioned
right, by compelling the shareholders to sign an agreement ’against their own
wishes, was not effected at the time of settlement against their own wishes, but
was left to the course of law.
SO, With the exception of general rules concerning the public service, the
instalments of revenue and the managemeut of “ anbanla’' or undivided, and
. *• Zoiedr«s”or unowned lands and the rights of pasturage, the actual paper agree
ment taken from the shareholders corresponded exactly to their own system of
administration and liabilities, and those discontented with the arrangements and not signing the deed were left to take their remedy or to be sued at law.
81. The villagers were not allowed to vote away or otherwise interfere with
the actual possession of their proprietor mdiguzdr acquired during his holding theoffice of padhdn in the case of tbe said proprietor being now by the operation of
the generalrules ousted from the internal management of the village by the sub
stitution of a village padhdn in his place.*’

Boundary disputes were fotrud fg,r less frequent than was ex.
pected: at least three-fourths were settled
Boundary disputes.
, . ,
,
.
_
Without the intervention or authority. In
Such oases, the compromises of the parties were 'sometimes sepa

rately filed, hut in general the
showing the boundaries of
each village was signed by the podZidns of contiguous villages. In
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Traill’s book of ‘ great nleasuretnent ’ boundaries are given, but the
reasons for assigning them, or the attestation by which they were
entered, are not given. Actual demarcation of boundaries by stone
platforms always took place whenever recourse to a legal settlement
of disputes had been found necessary. Bnt in the case of amicable
agreements among themselves, such demarcation, though always re
commended, was not insisted op. Indeed, on account of tho villages
being placed in such scattered situations, and being s0 numerous, it
' wbuld have been very difficult to find officials adequate tosuperintend
this kind of work, and the progress of it would undoubtedly have
excited, in many instances, the very doubts and disputes which the
measure was intended to guard against. In Garhwal mountains or
natural objects are the usual boundaries, Mr. Batten writes
•
•• At the time of settlement the Garhwalis were distinctly given to understand
that, eVen where no demarcation had been insisted on, the present determination of
their respective boundaries was final.” *' Largo portions
Eights in waste lands.
waste Jandjneluding wholeranges and their vast for

ests, have been included from olden time in tbe boundaries'uf adjacent villages, though
not included in their recorded area. No interference with this nominal allotment of'
■waste (except in the case of the Tarai lands) has been attempted at the present set
tlement of Oarhwtl. Such a divisi ni has been found useful in giving separate
tracts for pasture for the cattle of diffirent villages ; but the inhabitants have
been strictly forbidden, and the prohibition is particnlariacd in the padhin’s lease,
and also in the several engagement papers signed by the shareholders of villages,
from levying dues for the privilege of grazing within certain boundaries, unless
the custom of paying and receiving them has been immemorial; the burden of
the proof of this resting with those Who demand such payments. Owing to the
ignorance and retarded civilization of theoommunities and the absence Of village
accountants, the record of village administration must necessarily be imperfect.
I therefore take .this opportunity Of asserting that the right of Government to all
the forests and waste lands, not included in the assessable area of the estates,
remains utterly unalfected by the inclusion of certain tracts within tho bounda
ries of villages, and that no one has a right, merely on account of such inclusion, to
demand' payment for the use of pasture-grounds, or for the permission to cut
timber or firewood. Neither does such incinsion interfere necessarily with the right
of Gov.ernment to accept offers for navibdd leases. But as ordered in the .case
of the Tarai forests, so in the hills (where, too, zamfndort claims are rare), the
inhabitants of the villages most adjacent to the tract, or having it recorded within
their boundary, shonld have the first refusal of all such leases ; and no grant of the
kind should be allowed within a certain distance of the cultivated and cultnrable
■waste lands of inhabited villages ; the d istance to be fixed by the district officer
after receiving the report of the local patw-ari and kanungo as to the position
and extent of the proposed clearing. If proper attention is paid to the subject of
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waste lands in Garhwal, and every application for the privilege of redeeming them
be carefully considered and decided on with reference to the abovementioned de
claration now made by tbe settlement officer, I am of opinion that the prosperity
of GSrhw4l, and the advance of its population and agriculture, and finally of its
revenue, will be for the future even more satisfactory than during the years that
followed the expulsion of the Gorkhalis and the return of the peasantry to their an
cient homes. In every patti there are one or two villages, very thriving in cha
racter, and with surplus members who ate available to become pahiidsht cultivators
of neighbouring estates. I have purposely, in the wilder districts (Chandpur,
Badhhn, Chaprakot, and.Talla Salan, for instance) left such villages lowly assess
ed, in order to increase their wealth, and render them reservoirs, whence its cur
rents can flow and fertilize the vicinity. Let the superfluous members of such
communities be distinctly told that a good title will be given with the several
patches of fine redeemable land in the forest, and that all fictitious claims to mo
nopoly of the Waste have now been repudiated as an usurpation of Government
rights, ahd as only tending to injure tbe country by increasing tbe tigers and
heart, and I am sure that the offers for new lands will increase tenfold.”

The SRHje principles governed Mr. Batten’s assignment of tbe
•waste in Kumaon and were again formally announced at Mr.
Beckett’s revision of settlement in both Garhwhl and Kumaon and
are referred to again hereafter.
The following statement gives the statistics of area of Mr.
Batten’s settlement^:—
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The following remarks OH Mr. Batten’s settlement of
■Review,

297 1840 are

taken from Mr. Beckett’s report on its
revision in 1864:—

" In 18401 the people generally were poor. There were no roads or markets,
and the working classes were only gradually emerging from the state of serfdom
in which they had been held by previous Governments. Since then their condi
tion has materially improved, roads have been made, wild beasts have been reduced,
extensive clearings have been effected, and all resort freely to the great marts at
the foot of the hills at Ramnagar, Kotdwara, Dharon, and Fatiya, where they
exchange their own surplus produce for the commodities of the plains. Dating
the past settlement every village had the power of increasing cultivation without
being liable to extra revenue. They had farther the right of pasturage and of
Using the spontaneous products within their boundaries and considering that every
mile in the district, including tbe snow ranges, is Supposed to be included within
the boundary of some village, these privileges cannof - be lightly estimated. Ho
villages, however, had manorial rights which authorised them to dispose of timber,
claim pasturage fees, or exclude their neighbours who from olden time had enjoyed
the privilege of grazing their cattle, cutting wood, gathering leaves, &c. This
system may be considered one of the chief causes of the increase of cultivation
Since 1840, Small hamlets have now become large village, and villages have
sprung up where cattle-sheds only existed formerly.” Only 66 villages with
an area of 866 b(si>, or about 849 aCtes, were waste at the new settlement in
1864.

The new aetileinenfc was effected between 1861 and 1864 by
,
. Mr. J. O’B. Beckett. The great feature
Tenth settlement.
,
,
.
,
,
a ,, .
of the new settlement is the regular field
measurement as in the plains, a real cadastral survey. Every vil
lage in GarhwM, with the exception of those in the upper portion
of the Bhotiya mah&ls, has been measured and maps with indices
to them have been prepared by native surveyors. Even at Mr.
Batten’s settlement no actual measurement ever took place, but
every t^o^ or local division of each estate was examined by the
surveyor, and the number of nd/w in it was guessed at. The result
was entered ia the records, and the totals show the number of Msis

„

of each class of land in each estate -from nazar anA&zi^ or guess
from inspection, as the system was called. Naturally this system

led to much concealment and the difference in the arable area at
the two settlements is not altogether due to improvement, but
in many cases to restitution.

At Mr. Beckett’s settlement the Visi

* See Settlement Report for 1864 (Allahabad, 1866).
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of 4,800 square yards,. or only forty lass than an English acre,
Was retained as the standard of measurement. Actual survey ope
rations commenced in 1856, but the mutiny put a stop to all opera
tions from June, 1857 to December, 1858 ; but notwithstanding all
stoppages and other difiiculiies, tbe total cost of survey and pre
paration of record-of-rights was only Rs. 74,005. The survey was
finisbed in 1860 and the papers completed in 1861. The area mea
sured was 149,379 bisis; therefore the cost per bisi is a little under
eight annas. The cost of measurement 'in gwith, mudfi and sadabart holdings was defrayed by the parties to whom they belonged.
AU terraced land was measured and assessed, but only so much
of other land as the villagers desired was measured, but was omit
ted in all cases from the assessment. The boundaries entered
in the great demarcation book of 1823 and which had been upheld
at the twenty years’ settlement were recognized and remained
unaltered. The only changes were in the boundaries of pattis and
parganahs. These were altered to suit the extension of the system
of patwkris so as to give to each the charge of a compact area.
To effect this about 125 isolated villages were transferred to the
pattis within which they were situate, but which formerly belonged
to other distant pattis by reason of their being included in the
tiiokddri of men who- resided there. A large number of hamlets
were converted'into independent villages at the request of the pro■ prietors, as in many instances the hamlet had become as large- as the
parent village.
After all the measurement papers had been completed a book
was r
prepared
showing
Records.
r
a the area,> cultivation,>
past fiscal history and population. With
the information thus obtained and after a personal' inspection of
each village, Mr. Beckett gave out the assessment in presence of
the padhdns and assembled landholders. In villages where the
Assets had been fraudulently Concealed at previous settlements, a
■ considerable increase was demanded, whilst in others, where culti
vation had greatly increased, the assessment was at favourable
rates to allow of thq, people gaining the full advantage from their
industry; progressive, assessments in such cases were frequently '
made.

,

.
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Only three classes of land were reeoenized, irrigated (sera), first and second
quality dry and these were entered in the village paper, The produce of irrigated ,
is considered equal to double that of second-rate dry land, and that of first-class .
dry ie as compared with second-class land, more valuable by one-third. Ina
favourable year this calculation may not correctly represent the yield-of the three
lands above specified; but Considering that in dry seasons second-class land pro
duces proportionately less than the good unirrigated land, and that land capable
of being irrigated is so far iodependetit of rains as to give, under unfavourable
ciroumstances.evena fair crop, the estiraateof the produce of these three qualities
of land may be considered sound, though perhaps the irrigated land should have
been assessed more highly. ” In fixing the jama, Mr. Beckett remarks that he took
'* into consideration all particulars affecting the present and the future prosperity
of every village. Where a hill-side was steep, the terrace walls require extra labour.
Where the women were in excess of the men; where the men were generally old or
the male population consisted chiefly of boys; where the land was too extensive for
the village community to cultivate, and its isolated position put it beyond the
reach of non-resident cultivators (pa/ui'isA/.v); where the vicinity of heavy jungle
rendered the crops liable to destruction by bears and deer and the cattle were likely
to suffer from tigers—these and other reasons induced him, in many instances, to
assess land far below the average rate. Hitherto no charge had ever been made for
water-mills. As water-mills are very profitable, and usually the property of pri
vate individuals who monopolize the water and claim rigilts in it, it was thought
only fair that the proprietor, who realized profits, should pay a small tent. Where
mills belonged to the village community and no charge for grinding was levied,
these were not assessed. In private water-mills a charge of one-sixteenth of the
grain ground is made. A mill ought to grind at least two maunds in 24 hours;
so that the proprietor would get five sers a day. The mill commonly used can be
put up for a trifle; in fact the cost of it would he repaid by the receipts of one
month, As the tax was new to the people only one rupee was charged for a mill
liable to any interruption, and two rupees on those which are at constant work
throughout the year. -The rates at Srinagar, Eudrprayag, and some places on the
pilgrim road are a little higher.”
Sir Henry Ramsay remarks;—” As compared with preceding settlements the
present one ha.s eliminated to a great degree from its
Cess(;s, &c.
calculations the item of previous demand : in the
highly cultivated and agriculturally prosperous part
of the country, the bearing of acreage on population, and vice versa, was a main
item of calculation, and in the less populous tracls,.or where agricultural assets
were found to be subordinate to trading and other casual capabilities, the
census, combined with an estimate of the character of the population, afforded
the main basis of the revenne assessment. In the Bhot tract of Mala Pain
khanda the revenue may be almost strictly called a poll-tax. A more fair
mode of taxation for that tract, and the similar tracts in Kmnaun proper,
might be on a correct enuraeratieirof herds of cattle and flocks of sheep ; but
Mr. Beckett, with all,his personal activity and local knowledge, found that
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Concealment of such assets was possible to a large extent, and that the counting
of the proSt-earning and revenue-yielding human item was an easier task.”
Cesses had neVer before been levied, but tbe people had been
taught to expect a more elaborate record and the machinery for its
preparation and custody bad to be provided for by an extension
of the patwari system and the allotment of smaller areas. Every

patwari now' is a trained-surveyor and the civil local referee in all
land disputes. The numbers were increased to 44, paid at ten

rupees a mouth from a four per cent, cess on. tbe land-revenue.

Owipg to the increase in the postal service, the duty of carrying
the mails which lay with the inhabitants of the villages along the

principal lines of road had become exceedingly onerous.

Those

villages along the main lines of communication had to carry a
mail every day if they received no aid from those more distant
and where they did receive aid, men had to come from consider

able distances.

Personal service was accordingly abolished and-

a cess of three per cent, on the revenue provided for a paid staff
of runners and distributed the duty equally over every village.

School^ in the interior were unknown and a three per cent, cess

was also established for this purpose and gave 58 schools to the
district.

Personal service for the repair of roads has alw'ays been

required and that system has been retained, care being taken-to
effect the repairs when the people are relieved of the more pressing
duties in the fields. .The general result in the despatch of reports
and receipt of orders in police cases has been strongly marked, and,

in addition, every village can without charge communicate by
letter with any part of the district. The revenue is paid in four
instalments, three falling on tbe autumn and one on tbe spring

crop.

The padhdn always pays in the first instance, whether be has

been paid by the other proprietors or not, and. he then recovers

from them, if necessary, by a summary suit. It is found that i
any proprietor’s share be sold, it is usually at the suit of some
creditor who has lent money to meet the Government demand.
In the last few years, there have been only 251 transfers by gift
or sale among the 31,118 recorded proprietors in Garhwal. Sale
for arrears of revenue is unknown.
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The following table gives all the‘information about the current
settlement that appears necessary
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The present Government demand amounts to Rs. 96,311 and
Rs. 3,626 from the saddbart pattis. The iSetUement ^expires in
1890-91.
/Die following table will show how this settlement has worked,
as it gives a statement of demand, collection and balance of landrevenue oh the roll from 1872-73 to 1832-83
PABTICOnABS OF Bamkcg.

Year.

GoUecDemand,
tino. Balance.

Bs. :
1672-73 •»*
1878-74 »•«
1874-76 Oto
1876-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79 f*
1879-80
1880-81 OOt
1881-82
1882-83

95,679
96,679
96,559
96,669
96,186
96,186
96,176
96,140
96,122
96,074

Bs.
94,346
96,111
94,714
96,314
94,779 '
90,570
89,931
94,085
94,622
96,271
96,086

Ba

1,264
468
865
246
780
8,610
6,255
2,091
1,618
861
988

’

Beal.

In train
of liqui
dation.

*3
M•40m
.0
1

: Bs.
1,244
468
720
246
740
6,610
6,265
2,036
1,666
761
961

Bs.
20
•«*

it
V
►

t-g ■
w

Bs.
• •9
146J

...
...
...

•••
♦I*

63

«•«

...

43
SM
...

.

TS
a
S
1

■«w «>
C « -4
0
® S
fil

S^J

Bs.
•••
949

S4S
40
...
ss» •
66
9
48
87

132
•49
•91
•26

•77
6-83

6-49
211
1-67
■82
•99
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. The tenures, village officers, such as sayanas, kamins, padli&ns, and
patw&ris are descrihed under Kumaon and
Revenue-free.
need not be referred to here The revenuefree grants, however, require some separate notice. In the year
1868 San., corresponding to 1811-12 A.D., Bakshi Dasarath Khatri
and K&zi Bahadur Bliandari were deputed from Nepal to make the
settlement of Garhwal and resumed nearly all the estates held free
of revenue for which no sufficient authority was forthcoming and
granted to those who were confirmed in their possessions certifi
cates to that effect. The entire province was then assigned for the
support of the military, and no grant therefore of a subsequent

date, unless, originating from Or confirmed by the
Could have been held sufficient to alienate lands in
ment. It was accordingly ruled that all such
. should bs resumed, and Mr. Traill was directed

each case and report the result to
were also paid to various temples and
of the transit tax at Srinagar ; claims
dues were also exarnined into and

court of Nepal,
such an assign
invalid grants
to inquire into

Government. Certain sums
individuals from the proceeds
to a participation in these
decided on the same basis.®

The general result showed 501 villages held in gAnth free of
revenue for the support of tenvples and 27 as mudfi by individuals.
At the close of 1840, the mudfi holdings comprised 163 bisis and
tbe gAiith lands amounted" to 13,651 Mats of culturable land, of
which 943 bisia formed parts of villages which paid revenue to
Government and included the sadabart assignments. The rights
th en established were confirmed formally by Government,’ and at
the recent settlement the inquiry was fipally closed by an examina
tion of tbe claims to hold small patches of gdnth free of revenue
and all who could prove their claims were confirmed in posses
sion —
The following table shows the revenue-free holdings as at
present recognised :—
*-To Government, dated 19tli April, 1S16 • to Government, dated 22nd March,
1816 ; to Government, dated 26th March, 1816; from Government, dated 20th
April, 1818 ; to Government, dated 20th May, 1816 ; from Government, dated 11th
June, 1816; to Government, dated 23rd May, 1816 ; to Government, dated 25th
July, 1816 ; from Governihent, dated loth August. 1816.
“ From Traill,
dated 7th March, 1816 ; to Gpvernment, dated 15th March, 1818 ; to Government,
dated ISth April, 1816 ; from Government, dated I8th May, 1816; to Government,
dated Sth May,.1816 ; from Government, dated 25th May, 1816.
’2044 of
18th Oototer, io39.

garhwal.

bli

1823. -

Badrinath
Kedaniafch
Kantaleswar
IjachhminSrayan
Rnghnnath
Tungnath
Gopeswar
Small grants
Waste
■

Total

Nominal assesstneni in
rupees.

Area in bfsis.

CO
V

G&nth grantees.

303

«•
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...

262
54
14
5
8

1863.

4,872
961
207
126

12

4,785
,775
232
102
108
133
222
1,419
39

g.)S

7,845

8,0’4

9

6

166

189
2B4
1,783

Former.

Present.

3,777
948
186
77
67
82
232
668
...

3,943
867
84a
109
107
123
243
1,506

6,037

7,136

/Nominal ifssessmenf.

4reo ia .bUis.

M»dfi grantees.
1823.

•

J. Henry
...
Balnlukand
Amar Singh ...
Cbintamaui
Small
Waste
...

Total

..

...

63
35
78
20
21
10

226

1863.

168
69
92
81
25
• ♦7

Former.

Pre.sent.

18
40
32
26

116
66
sa
16
40

115

263

..4
-

365

Besides the endowments assigned for the support of temples are
„ .
the saddbart grants or endowments for- the
Saiibart.
p
7
,
support of pilgrims, tbe most important of
which had their origin not many years before the introduction of
British rule.' In 1854 san., corresponding to 1797 A.D., tlie reve
nues of parganah Katoli in Kumaon, assessed in 1816 at Es. 1,173,
were devoted by R^ja Ran Bahadur Sah of Nepfil
supplying
grain to pilgrims proceeding to Badrindth apd the proceeds were
distributed at the dharmsdla built by Chauntra Eudrbir Sah at
Pipalkoti. In 1870 san. (1813 A.D.) a further grant was made of
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the revenues ef parganah Dasoli in Garhw&l by R&ja R&j Indra
Rikram S^h of Nepal to the temple of Badrin&th, valued at
Rs. 1)315 in 1816, whioh were distributed at the temple itself to
the pilgrims visiting it. For the same purpose the revenues of par

ganah Mahrydri in Kumaon, valued at Rs. 1,006 in 1816, were
assigned to the support of pilgrims proceeding to Keddrnath by
R&ja Ran Bahadur ^h in the name of his wife Kant Bhati in
1797 A.D., and were distributed at Wdla Patan in the dharmsala
built there by Chauntra Bam S6h. Parganahs Painkhanda, Bamsu
and Maikhanda, assessed at Rs. 1,126 in 1816, were similarly as
signed in one grant by Raja Raj Indra Bikram Sah in 1813 A.D.,
and the proceeds were distributed at the dharmsala built by Iliya
B^i, aunt of Jaswant R5o Holkar, at Ohaupatta below Tungaiiath
and at Patogarh.
Rs. 4,620.

The total value of the assignments was therefore

The grants^ were addressed to the occupiers of tho assigned
lands, directing them to pay the dues of Government according to
the settlement to the officers entrusted with tho administration of

the charity, who were on the other hand warned not to exact more
than the fixed demand entered in the grants. The object of these
assignments was to afford to every pilgrim who chose to demand
the benefit of the charity a certain amount of food at five specified
places on the roads to the temples. Minute instructions were given
aS to the quantity each pilgrim could claim and rules were laid for
the administration of the charities and the remuneration of the per
sons appointed to superintend their distribution. It was also
ordered that any surplus funds that might remain should be
suffered to accumulate in order to meet the contingency of a larger
number of pilgrims visiting the temples in any particular, year.
In 1816, the management of these charities rested with the Rawals
or chief priests of the temples. A grant of precisely similar charac
ter of the village of Kholi and seven other villages not far from
Srinagar was made at a much more remote period by the Rajas of
Garhwal; the exact date is not known, but it was confirmed by the
Nepalese and recognised by our Government.

These villages were

* Ta Government, dr.ted 81st March, 1816 ; from Government, dated 20th
April, 1819 ; to Goverament, dated 83rd May, 1816 ; to Mr. Fraser, dated Sth Jone,
1816.
*

I
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assessed at ’Rs. 237 in 1816. At the British occupation the source
of income at Ked&rn&th and Badrin&th consisted of (a) revenue .

from sadabtvrt funds, <5) offerings of pilgrims at tho shrine itself,
(c) rent in money arid kind from g^nth lands, and (d) the property
found on the bodies of persons dying in the neighbourhood of the
temples. •
’The officers of Government never interfered with the last three
sources of income* Mr. Traill, however,
.

Management.

,

,

. . ,

.

' „

entirely separated the administration of
the sarfdfrart endowment frem the temple funds and soon found
that the assigned revenue of Badrindth considerably exceeded
>

the expenditure on the two charities at Pipalkoti and Joshimath.

In 1816, he recommended to Government that the surplus pro
ceeds of the saddbart assignments of both the Kedarnath and
Badrin&th temples should be devoted to the formation and repair
of good roads to both the temples, the suffering and actual
loss of life to the pilgrims being represented as very great. The
Government sanction was withheld on the grounds of offence to
religious prejudices, and it was at the same time directed that no
misappropriation of the assigned revenues should be permitted.
Sitaram, the Rawal or head-priest of Badrinath, died in 1817 and,
was succeeded by N&rayan Bhdt, during whose administration
the incapacity and malversation, of the temple officials induced
Mr. Traill to take the management of their temporal affairs into
his own hands. He appointed superintendents to manage the doles,

and seeing that the clause directing the surplus funds of short
years should be accumulated for the extra expenditure of the years
when pilgrims arrived in large numbers had fallen into abeyance, and
that no advantage was likely to accrue from its revival, determined
to apply the surplus funds to the improvement of the roads to the
sacred places for which he had in vain solicited sanction. Accord
ingly, having for a few years allowed the surplus funds to accumu
late, in 1827-28 he commenced, through the landholders, the road^
from Hardwar to Badrinath, laying out the greater portion of it
himself, and for this purpose undergoing dahgeps that few men would

care to encounter.

The work was completed in about seven years,

* To Board, dated 18th September, 1829.
3a

.
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and in the three years following, that is up to 1835, roads
were also constructed from Rudrprayag to Ked6rn6th, from

Ukhimath to Chimoli and from Karnprayag through Chandpur and
Lohba to Rohilkhand. These roads are about 300 miles in length
and were constructed at a cost of Rs. 25,000. In 1840, the income
of the fund amounted to Rs. 2,685 and the expenditure on the
pilgrim doles to Es. 1,197, leaving a balance of Rs. 1,488 for the
road fund, besides an accumulated surplus of Rs. 4,600 intended
for widening the roads.
Mr. Traill, though he deserved the highest praise from philanthrophists for his energy in constructing the pilgrim road, rather
strangely left off his labour at the very point where a road was
most wanted, vt?., between Joshimath and the Niti pass, and almost
totally neglected all roads between Almora and Garhwal, Srinagar
and Najibabad and other important parts of the country. His suc
cessors endeavoured to rectify these omissions, not however without
having recourse'do the corvee system, to which Traill was probably
averse and not without reason. In 1840, the road to the Nfti pass
was commenced and other roads continued to be constructed until
Mr. Lushington in 1841 again handed over the entire funds and
their administration to the E&wals.'
,

In 1840, Dr. Playfair^ visited the temples and found the con
dition of the pilgrims miserable in the extreme. Disease was ex
ceedingly common amongst them, due in a great measure to want of
food, old age, previous sickness and the effects of long continued
travel. To this last cause must be attributed the prevalence of
running sores in the legs and feet, which were much aggravated by
the bites of the venomous flies so common in the hills. No medical
attendance was available and many who had no friends to nurse
and attend them during illness perished by the way. Mr. Batten
made some attenapls to succour the pilgrims by distributing medi
cines through the vaccinators. In a letter of his written in 1840
he showed that there were no funds available for supplying medical
attendance, as the surplus revenue from the Badrinath road fund
was only sufficient for the purpose to which it was. applied, and
* To Government, dafcd 24th January, 1842 ; to Government, dated 1st March,
l842.
® To Medical Board, dated 9th January, 1840 ; from Huddleston to
Oafliraissioner, dated loth March, 1840 ; from Government, dated Sth April, 1840j
iroui Government, dated 89th. April, 1840--
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Government in consequence sanctioned tho establishment of One
native doctor. •
The Khola charities were administered as under the Native
Khola charity *
"
Government by a Superintendent up to,
1830 and the distribution was made at
Srinagar, In that year the Hardwilr road being completed to
Deoprayag, it was thought advisable to remove the distribution to
Sitakoti, a place between Srinagar and Deoprayfig. ■ A house for
the Superintendent p,nd for storing tbe grain, was there built. As
there were two charities still distributed at Srinagar, the Khola sadAbart .was quite superfluous there.. An investigation into the
receipts and disbursements led to-a discovery of several abuses. A

nev^ assessment was in consequence made on a view of.the actual
. assets; this settlement after a partial modification was finally con
cluded with the consent of landholders at the following rates;
—wheat 326 ddns, rice 42, manduwa 42 and cash Rs.- £5 Icachcha.
Taking the diAn at 32 seers, the total money value of the grain and
cash was about Rs. 300, The pilgrims, were entitled to receive
going and returning l|tfe of flour, a pice each of ghi and salt,and
half a* pound of dal or split pulse.This arrangement was abo*lished in 1851 and the proceeds were banded over to the Srinagar
hospital.
Tie Eedarnfith endowtpents in 1830
Kedarn&th charity.
Patti Mahryuri,
Farkandi
»> Bamsu
>» Maikhanda

yielded a Revenue of Rs. 2,843 as follows

Rs. 1,34^, distributed at NAla Patan.
„
„
„

51S

Chobta.
Fatagarh.
Chobta.

Mr. Traill deft the management of the revenues of these chari*

ties entirely in the hands of the Rawal, who seems to have been a
man of sense and resource anxious to gain
name and unre
stricted by a greedy set of followers. He devoted tbe surplus
funds to rebuilding the temples at Kedarnfith, Trijogi, Ukhimath
and Madhmaheswar.* This may be due to the fact that the consti
tution of the priesthood at Kedfirnfith resembles more that of a

monastery of which the Rfiwal is merely the head and several
tRs. 10,000 were invested in Government securities for tho purpose of
feeding the pilgrims to BadriiiAth; to Government, dated 28th January, 1833.
2Batten in 1840 writes that the Rawalis not obliged to sendin any stated
or periodical lists of his (l) sadabart, (2) gunth, (3) offerings.
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of the members possess nearly the same power, while at Badrinath

tbe Brahmans are absolute and their head without control. Under
the orders of Government the management of these charities was
transferred to the local agency in 1851.
*
Regarding,Mr. Traill’s proceedings Mr. (now Sir John) Stra
chey, in his report in 1851 on these funds,
Xocal committee.
, ., ,
, ,
,
shows that they were not opposed’to the
orders of Government and that “his (Mr. Traill’s) management of
the charities was not only in accordance with the spirit of the
endowments wisely and liberally interpreted, -but it conferred on
the district a benefit the importance of which it is difficult to esti• mate too highly. I do not overstate my opinion when I .say that
• Garhwal has derived more advantage from the construction by
Mr.'Traill-arid his successors of these roads than from all the other
measures pht together that have been taken for the improvement
of the country, since the introduction of the British Government
to the present time. I may add that the manner in which Mr.
(trail! expended the surplus saddbart funds has contributed perhaps
more* than anything else that he did to preserve the feelings of

-

admiration and respect with which his name is remembered in
these bills.” In his report* to Government the same officer pro
posed that“'the funds should be again taken under Government
superintendence, and that the surplug be devoted to the useful
works oontenaptated by the spirit of the grants. Government on
this issued orders to the local officers to assume charge of all these
charitable grants to be managed as a trust in the spirit of the Local
Agency Act (Regulation X IX, of 1810). The net proceeds of the
lands to be disbursed by the same officers for the benefit of
pilgrims proceeding to the shrines in Garhwal : first for feeding
indigent pilgrims; secondly, the establishment of an hospital at
Srinagar and gradually of dispensaries along the line.of march; thirdly,. the repair of the roads leading to the shrines most visited.’
* No. )4, Sated lath May, 1860; replied to by Q. O. No. 8107 of sth October,
. 1860.
’ The rules introduced io 1853 were modified by G. O, No. 1069 A., dated
'26th September, 1862, on account of the disgraceful management of the temple
at Badrinath. It Was then decreed that the ancient custom should be revived by
which the Baja Of Tihri selected and appointed the chief officials of the temple.
“ This will tend inore thita anything else to sever the connection of the European
♦ officers with the temple, to jmpose a real responsibility on the Kawal and the Lekhvr6r and put a stop to the wholesale depredation now practised. The abolition of
the office of Wazir is also authorised.” The local committee, however, adminis
ter the saddbart funds as before.
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Since then,, the revenues have been devoted to these pur
poses and dispensaries have been erected at suitable spots on
the pilgrim’road, tbe lowest being at Srinagar, and are so
situated that ft pilgrim is never more than two marches from
a dispensary from the time he leaves Srinagar till he again
descends to the plains. Best-houses have also been constructed

’ at every ten or twelve miles along the entire route.
These
valuable institutions have saved a great many lives.
Before
their erection sick • pilgrims were left by their friends, whose
means did not permit of their halting, to die. A great many
of them-got swollen legs from the bite of a small fly; now
they are treated altd fed at the dispensaries, and On recovery
ma,ny, instead of going on to Badrinath, return at once to
the plains. Before these branch dispensaries were instituted,
these unhappy crea-tures, unable to move from swollen legs,
were left to die of starvation. Tho land revenue of the cur
rent settlement on the saddbart villages amounted to Bs. 10,013.
In Garhw&l there are villages in Barabsyun assessed at Bs. 420
and in Dewalgarh at Rs; 189 : then parganah Dasoli assess
ed al- Rs. 2,155 and pattis .Bamsu, Parkandi and Maikhanda
assessed at Bs. 1,4.49 ; total Bs. 4,213. In Kumaon the
Kotauli and Mahrydri pattis give an aggregate revenue of
Rs. 6,800.

...

Tea cultivation is the only industry ia Garhwftl under Eu
ropean superintendence.
Some account
of the origin and history^ of tea-plant
ing has been given elsewhere, and under Kumaon will be
found 'the only statistics of outturn that we possess. The fol
lowing table gives a list of the tea-plantations in existence at
the current settlement with some statistics as to tenure and
area:—^A.’ signifies those held free of revenue under the grant

rules: ‘B.’ those held free of revenue under the “ waste-land and
fee-simple rules:” ‘G.’ was sold by auction, and ‘D.’ compri
ses the old Government tea-gardens sold in fee-simple and in
cluding Ohapra, Marwara, Chalangaon, Pokhri and BfiwatgaonDdlla.

* Gaz. X., 887.
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On villaae tenure.
•

Village.

Patti.

Holder.

Ks.*

8

32

13
11

20
37

Sili (Chandpur),
Ch op>ra k ot
(.Chandpur).
^IttO
•••
Dharihdyalsyun
(Malla, Saliiu).

SanjSn
Museti

•••
...

Talwari Tea Co..
•
Ditto
Silkot Tea Co.,

' 34

Ditto
...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
3. A. S. Eichards.
Major Mayne...
J. Henry'

39
0
86 • 13
.23
11
10
77
24
14

Ditto
Ditto

R&mikesaiti ...
Cbopta
...

Total

19
73

revenue.

a

B.

Pindarwir Chiringa
(Ba<Uratt),
Ditto
Chiritiga yAnth,
Lohba <Chind- GltandySl
pur).
Ditto
Siikot
Ditto
... .Chhrtpali
Ditto
... Uuriya
...
Ditto
Rohira
...
Ditto
Rithiya

• Land

Area in bisis

*

•

25
.2*
13
35
22

7
62

13
16

10
35

...

8
118

12
11

6
82

...

- 628

8

340

.

Revenne'free..

,

Grant.

Patti.
-

Grantee.

-

Gw&Idam

...

TulwariTea Co.,

Talwfiri
Kauriya
..,
Sartoli
_M.
Binatoli
Matkota^khal,
Satoli
.M

Ditto
.A
Ditto
Ditto
C. B. Troup ...Silkot Tea Co.,
J. A. S. Bichards.
Ditto
Major R. Mayne,
Capt. E. Gawne,
J, Henry
Major R. Mayne,
J. Henry
...

Diwili
Ditto
...
Korakhet.'
Ditto
Benit&l
Sili
Choprakot ... . Baraiir
’
Kandarsyiin
Andrupa
Ditto
...
Gadoli «
-

Purchasemoney.

-

•
Pin 4»rw4r
.(Badhan).
Ditto
...
I)itto
•••
Ditto
...
•••
lohba
...
. Ditto
...

Area in acres.

...
...
m>

...

Total ...

A.

r. p.

694

0 26

l,530A

20
24
2b
0
32
7

731 A
l,802B
S,22OB
l,294B
* *1,371 A
449A

705 3 18
1,814 1 4
1,649 3 0
604 2 32
792 0 16
1,001 3 24

1,778A
3,O69A
3,903A
1 262B
l,980C
i,oo,oooD

290 I
720 3
1,888 0
617 3
636 0
175 2

9,891

6’24

Rs.

1,22,379
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The daftarls or ktinungos- Were teeding metiihere of die toeal.
edadnistradoQ iihder the ;Bi|aa of Oartw&l. ^l^imaoaed and l^at^ ,
hi filled the effide pt’evjeue.tie the
eenqeest, feat were
coh^ietedi
a tWifcereus correspondence
widr the enen^ end were executed fey the
Rijn. Iluring die
*<i^epati6h’tfee pifice of fednun^Q 5vaS
conferpeddn. 0aj£<^ar ahd Kishniu Datt^ the eons^ and^ishnaheRd

end HerahMtiy the brothers^ of ^^ina and Il^arhi, and a grant of
lands esteseed at Es. 1,500.Qfc. e year was mado for &eir siippori.
On the British eocupationj^the grant was reSuiped in aceordaned
wiW our praotiee of remunerating, the servants of Oewernineht fey
money payments and a tegular safety of Ke* M ;a.n>endt was
allowed Jnstead. The Mn^ugos of -OarhWAl uresWlfour fo pmn*
feer andar^of the ^Kandarj paste, .In ISW, We hSnungos were
inteatedv witht nosver to try personal emi snifo up’to Es. ^5, but

in 1§37 separate mhnsifs were appointed?^ apW the. Question of
the re.^’Organisatien of’ theeatire eisdl -adininistration deming for*
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of. euslomaty -dues to ^he iha^dr 14 hlo Oapaoity of sharer or to
tho o|h^r olftwopsio
viWa^o, ^poaferttg gOflerally, alljaro well
. la 44, Ifhey.dao #1* linage.enough froiiv their land to pay the rent

and hoop them.sekes and their fatnilie^ in, food and clothing and
even to put by 4^Ohoy* The. proof of theit being well off is that
it is-a ttioat dWOult niattor to ^rOeura free labonr, the fact being
fha1r tb04i>eople i4o not rOgniro to work a>t any ostifa oocupation tp
■ bnpport fheiiiaelvas. ’fenaats with .^ertnaneut, rights
.

have their lands on feritis little inferior fe those of a propriietor
and frequently they are far-better off thftn the proprietor hiniself.
ludeedj^ the worst off of this last class Ore. those who haver mdst. of
thei-r land held by penUaiient lenanS^^ who only pa/ them a Small
proprietary iduh
'feBp,nts^?^-3kviiit ^o ehiefiy small pro
prietors and pieriMtattenK tenants- .who IpiVo not sniffcient land for
•their own Wants,, or the menials of the village. .Of late yparS
everything has/ in Spite of indiffepent’aeasons, been in faVonr of

the cultivating community.

The price of grain haS risen greatly,

te^piantati
points to look to in taking up lands. Land destined lor a tea-garden sho
easy And near communication to the plains ; should he near a populous
should have - a favourable aspect and* a good water-supply and timber’for :
boxes and grazing land should be available in tbe vicinity, as the boat of
of timber alone would amount to u oonsiderabie sum. There are not ma
of waste land Which supply all these requirements, While some that have t
•for reasons to be hereafter noted unattainable.
There are numerous places,however, which would suit a sheep or cattle-bi
whose only difficulty Would be wild animals,
Waste for .grazing.
.. . '
.
. , , ,
■ ..
„
this 13 one that might be easily overcome. fh<
stretches of jungle which would afford pasturage to thousands of sheep,
wafer is abundant, and the climate cool and healthy ; and now that European t
are stationed in.these hills, sheep-breeding ought to prove remunerative. So
the waste-lands stre being taken up for Villages, but as hill men are averse t<
tlittg far from their fellows, and only extend cultivation by small'degrees as
numbers increase, it must be many years before the area of useful waste s
visible signs of decrease. Under the village tenure Which we found obtaining
we took possession of the hills, each village had a certain defined boundary, ex
ing iq many instances for miles and miles into dense jnnglqs and to the t<
ridges. These boundaries have never been'altered by ns, and though Gover
is'the absolute lord of the soil and has reserved to it certain rights beyon
cultivated and measured area, there i^ some difficulty in dealing with land, tl
waste within a village boundary. For the people adhere tenaciously to the
boundaries, and look upon any attempt to abridge them as an interference
their rights, and on any-one who steps ia as an enemy and interloper. Thii
ing has caused much annoyance to and disputes with tbe plan terq, who ca
, understand the community o^ grazing rights existing among the people aJ
them, as all grazing lands, except when measured, are common. This questic
not up to the present given much trouble, but as cattle increase, it will be a
of dispute, and will have to be provided for. During the hot weather many
pasture lands, further removed from all habitation, are used for feeding he
buSalOes and cattle which are driven Up there, and housed in rough huts mi
branches thinly roofed with grass. These places are called karaks, and th(
spot will be used year after year by the same herd. A few men attend o
herd, and they collect the milk-and turn it into ghi Or clarified butter for
sale. It has never been thought worth while to levy any grazing fees; indet
expense of levying Would almost equal the rece’pts, while it would he also ini
ing with an old-established right. Still there is ample room for person!
would wish to rent farms for sheep or cattle-breeding. The most extensive v
lands lie on either side of the *Dsdu-ke-toli range the Badhangarh range,
pattis Chaprakot, Chauthan Irpikot and also in the Dbi^ipur range. In' all
places there are large tracts of waste laud, though not’many fit for tea plant
owing to their distance from 'the plains. .Mr, Beckett ,iu his GarhWaf settl
report (186,1).gives a list of sites available for tea plantations.

ave given as far as possible in the words of the writers a tolerably oomnt of the rights in land and to land apd have sho)va that Government
ler of all but the area assessed to revenue. I now append Sir Henry Kam• *
.
irks oil the whole subject, and his thirty years’ experience is worthy of
. He writes
•
'
_
*
'
settlement report and statements now under submission (Mr. Beckett’s
•
settlement in 1864) prove satisfactorily, in my opinion,
of waste-lands..
■
that Mr. Batten acted wisely in not interfering with
village boundaries, wliich had been recognised by Mr. Traill and carefully
d,-seeing that the existence of those boundaries, previous to the.SO years'.’
ent, had not been found incompatible with an immense increase of cultiva,
nd with a doubling of the land revenue -, and it being now acknowledged that,
the period of the 90 years’ settlement, the agricultural prosperity of |he
y has immensely increased j enabling also the succeeding settlement officer to
e the Government fisc in a noticeable degree. The question arises—Did the
; the attention of Government having been drawn to its oivn rights in the
rands, by the application of European speculators for lands on which to
he great staple product, tea, necessitate.or render advisable the actual deioh .of separate village boundaries, within which no new settlement could
le for the benefit of the State or the public at the revision now under reI deqidedly think not. H the tea.planting question had never been raised-,
vious from the past fiscal history of the province, and from all which has
o been placed on record, that the tendency of actual demarcated limitation
extension of tillage and clearing, would be to retard such agricultural pro.mong’the present occupants, of the soil. But the plantation question hav
en raised, has such a new element of value and importance been introduced
ie coanjtry as to overbalance atl the advantages of non-interference,—that is,
viog the rights of the State and tbe peop’le commingled and undivided *
hout the greater part of the mountain tracts? Or does its introduction
the' enforced separation of those rights everywhere and in -all localities?
certainly not. The real difference between the old nauibad lease and the
iple grant of recent years is that the former created a new mahal, producE future revenue to the State, and of proprietary right arid profit to the
of the waste, but left the use of the adjacent forest in the same state as
-, while the latter necessitates h far more careful preliminary examination
as previously required of all the existing circnmstances of the heighbourand 'When that investigation has been completed and has resulted in favour
vernmerit, as represented by the applicant, places the latter in full and exs possession of a demarcated tract. The existence of this difference, I conloes not justify a revolution ia the wholemgricultural status of the pro.
On the contrary, bfeel cOnfiderft that, ia accordance with the clearly and
y expressed orders of the Secretary of State in his despatch of 1862, and of
Pernor-General’s Rules of. 1861, the new state of things renders it more
er incumbent on the local officers to .take care thatacolouization doe? not

whether, in any case, a village - or a neighbourhood has betjn too hastily
to have claimed any tract beyond .its real requirements for-extension
or forest use ; of whetheaa wise discretion has been used in giving a fle
industry to the introducer of foreign capital, tifc creator of valuable 8
the epiployer of remunerated labour.
In all the discussions'which have hitherto taken place one fact has,
been too much lost sight of, vis., that the demarcation of a reasonable an
priate boundary for a village holding a nominal right to what may be co
an unreasonable and improper extent of waste-land does not dispose of th
question of forest use. Many mountain tracts included within the nomina
daries of particular villages are used by a whole neighbourhood of villages
purposes of pasture, collecting of leaves, &c. This is more particularly the
Central Kumaon.(Pali and Barahmandal) and in lower Garhwal, including
portant parganahs of Barahsyun and Chaundkot. I hope J have said en
prove that Mr^ Beckett acted with judgment in following that, part of liis
cessor’s policy which left Mr. Traill’s recorded boundaries undisturbed, and
abstained from^useless and perhaps mischievous demarcation, which woiiJ
involved an enormous expenditure of money, time, and troubled- At the ssi
it is clear that care has been taken by the settlement officer to Ascertain and
for the benefit oi Government and the public, all known siteaof waste vill
• the district, and alt sites which, in his- opinion, were suitatVle. and araih
tea-planting.
.
\
It is highly probable that disappointment may be felt at the p\oinulg<
Concluding remarks «»waste- .the fact that largo tracts of country wt^h go
'
in the vicinity of markets, and with facilities o
labour, are not available for English settlers; and that, as I have heard it exjH
the latter can only get the “ leavings of the Pahdris.” But in reality suchB
pointment can only he felt by those who have used their imagination ratbC*
tiieir reason, or who have omitted to consult the most ordinary sources of E
ation. The central and tower Himalayan parganahs are not howling wifdeK
but have been for ages occupied by an industrious agricuitural population^
people are in possession of those, tracts which are easiest of access and wbitK
the least difficult and most profitable returns to industry. The country' sft
pied is therefore not available for foreign colonization; Sven if its clima®’
suitable, which it is not. The tracts of country lying between these richeife

and valleys, and the uhtillable waste of the more inaccessible heights, are thcK
which the eld occupants haye hitherto been gradually extending their possefl
and it is a new thing for them to be told that such extension is an usurpatE
State rights, and that they ought to give place teethe dominant stranger, h
because, to tbe latter, the climate and situation are suitable and pleasant®
surprise of tbe inhabitants, at the expectations of foreign settlers, is ce^
quite as Strong as tbe disappointment of the latter at not finding the besE
1 As this duty could only be performedby the settlement officer himself, and wouk^J
have occupied his time for many years, '■

as an obstacle, andivhere the coipparatiVe sparseness of the population
eft' many' good sites available for settlers, (he introduction of capital maud for labour will go hand in band; and while tbe settler will benefit
ee and unencumbered field for bla. money and industry, the peasant
of a few terraces in the fully cultivated and overcrowded villages of
Lupied tracts will be too glad to procure at Some distant but not quite
ilantation a cash return for his labour, less burdensomely acquired, and
,ain than his hire as a coolie at Nynee Tal or Mussoorie. Already more
thousand Faharis are drawing monthly wages in Katynr in Kumaon,
pattis described by Mr. Batten in 1846 as waste, and thtrefnre as the
allable for the experiment of tea-growing. I hope that his similar
ion for Gangoli and Sira in Kumaon, and such comparatively waste
lay be realized in doe time ; bnt before tea-planting can be placed on. a
id sound footing, the dream of obtaining from government, on fee-simple
rofitable estates in tbe heart of tbs occupied country must be abandoned.
Beckett rightly designates the general.Character of his owq settlement as
, in accordance with the actual status of affairs. In Garhwal revenue
are almost convertible terms, and the great mass of th^ cultivators may
'dered as proprietors of the plots of ground which they cultivate, liable
the paymeu'i of their quota, of the government demand, plus thq^fee
ley contribute to their padhan for the trouble and risk of collection,
luperior rigbfts, carrying with them the realization -of rent, or, in its
Ines representing rent as formerly existing,' these, under the revised
laents’ /which have been gradually anticipated during the'period of the
S' spttlifement, have been substituted by a MalVidna never exceeding 20 per
Su the government demand as a fixed and certain amount collected under
and thus a vast ampunt of intestine disputes and Vexatious litigation
k got rid of. I will not say that all the proprietor landlords are content
» new arrangement, bnt there has peen no poticeable opposition to a
hich the advance of events and the increasing intelligence and means
Itivating' classes most sooner Or later have brought about. Even.to the
sayanas or sharers* suits for the realization of miscellaneous dues, such
letailcd in Mr. Batten's reports were becoming highly inconvenient and
I and it has for seme time been felt by both payers and receivers that
as coming, when a fixed rate of cash percentage must he substituted for
breasts of goats, fees of 'three-anna pieces (Jtimashaa), and other
. In the case'of the thokdars Mr. Beckett took the greatest pains to
t the spirit of the government orders of 1856, and to ascertain and decide
e examination of reliable records, who amongst the holders of thokdari
ere parties really entitle!; by prescriptive right, to be considered proprieleriors, who were- only tile creation of Mr, Traill's later years, or of his
Ir’s, brought into existence by the supposed necessities.of village police
ow no longer required at their bands. In regard to the inferior or iiomierior tenants of tbe soil,the hkayahar of tbe hills stands out as the repre-

num
ences have also caused large increase in the cultivated area, and aS
there is still plenty of waste-land, they are not likely to have any
prejudicial effect on the people for a long time to come. A,single
plough in this district is supposed to cultivate th tee acres of land.
The implements and cattle in aid «re worth about sixty rupees. A
holding of five acres in extent would require two ploughs, and
after deducting all expenses it ought in an average season to
bring in eighty rupees as profits or something li ke seven rupees
a month. The peasantry are not as a rule in debt; when they
are so it has generally been incurred in purchasing wives for them
selves and their sons, or in purchasing or redeeming some hereditary
land to prevent an outsider getting, it. There is no such thing as
a landless unskilled labourer in the district. Every man who has

no land follows some trade or combines his craft with cultivation
as tenant-at-will. Women and children are largely employed in
field labour, but they work for theirown families and not Tor wages. ,
The women <jo all the field work except ploughing and sowing J
and the children weed, reap and tend the cattle.
'

priced in GarM'oaKwr rupee in sere of 80 tolas (2’057115 avd.) ‘ S’ stands for Sri- j
*
napar and ‘X’for Kotdwdra.
1860.
S. K.
Hi 144
22i 20
26 22
28 23
24J 24
50 25
48 40
29} 28
80 37
25 86
70
60 84

1860.
6. K.
Hi 12
214 19i
28 21
85 204
36} 20
36 22
40 28
24} 22
25 28
28} 30
66
45 33

1869.
1668.
S. K, s.; K.
Bice, Ist ...
“Ti
8} 7=
„ Snd ..<
12} 12} 144 9
„ 3rd ...
18} 13} 15 IV
Wheat, white.
20 174 21 12
,, red ...
.214 18 22 •12
Barley
...
184 26} 26} 1(
Sfillet
19} 23} 28} 16
Buckwheat...
HI 16} 16} i,'
Eape
16 24 14 K
Pulse
...
Hi 17} 13} K
50 ' ... 45 ,,
Onions
...
28
Potatos ...
18 24 1
•
(The prices in 1888 to 1870 are those of famine seasons).
At the late settlement cultivated land was classed aS irrigated, dry first quality
dry second quality.. In fixing the rate on these the first quality jiry was assesse
one-third higher and the irrigated twice as much as *tlie second quality drfl
t For the purposes of the Income-tax Act of 1870 ftierc were only 75 incomH
in. Garhwal above Ks. 600 a year, and the total tax Was Bs. 1,939. The populatiM
is essentially agricultural and there is little trade and few usurers, the peoma
being well enough off to be able to do without these luxuries.
W
Article,

184Q.
Native fisme.
S. K.
<
Basniaii
20 16
PaAwwa .r. 1)0 26
Basiya ... 56 24
Daudhh'ani, 58 24
falgehun,,. 60 25
Jau
... 70 80
Manduwa^ 70 50
Oyal
374 40
Lahi
40 42
Urd
321 46
80 ...
fuaj
■4lu
... 60 41

1866.
s. K.
7}
Hi l-2i
12} 13
13^ 18
18} 18}
27} 24}
21 24
18}
18 22
12i
68
32 28

e^eft Tallow Wiener than oSSrTinSs"
of soil. Unirrigated first quality is tbe most useful soil; it produces everything
but tobacco and the' better kinds of riee ; and its productive powers are often
ot inferior to that of irrigated land, while it has to be left fallow, but every
ourth season, still the crops are always liable to damage by drought, and where
ranure is not freely given, the soil becomes poor and unproductive, Unirrigatd second quality consists of the small figids (khets) on the edges of the ^better
and, or wbero the hilt side is very steep or stony, it is generally sown with
barley and the several millets and buckwheat. If manured a little or after the
land has been left fallow, it giv'es a fair return in a favourable season; but in a
bad season it hardly repays the labor expended on it.
There is one other kind of cultivation called kkil or AanoZa, meaning tempoTemporary cultivation.
cultivation-; for this the people cut down a strip
of jungle on the -hill-side, burn the felled timber on it,
have one or two crops off it, and then leave it waste for ten years. They usually
BOW the hardier kinds of grain, such as buckwheat, amarairthns, and mandnwa on
(such land ; but in pates, near the plains, til is also sown and yields largely 5 this
(land is of course'unassessed. Kents are generally paid tn money •, prior to the
current settlement, a, large proportion, notably those
Rents.
assessed on temple lands, were patd'i^ kind, but almost
all have been commuted for eash. The only tenants’who commonly /pay in kind are
!enants-at-will. The ra6i varies from one-third to one-fourth of .tl0 crops realised,
nut it is usually the latter. Manuring is largely practised ; the people procure man
ure from their own cattle-sheds and by bringing leaves from the.4u\gles;it cannot
3e purchased and costs them nothing beyond the labour. I rrigatioitis practised in
all the lew valleys and where water is easily procured. The only labour is the
making of the water Channel, and this is given, by the whole village community : so
.hat irrigation really costs very tittle. In the Bhabar khfini estate, where Govern
ment has paid for -making tbe small canals, the water-rate is twq annas per kachcha
igba or twelve annas per acre. Bands
LuiidB are usually left fallow after three crops
av6 been taken off them, but only for one season. ' This even is not always done, '
8 after a bad season tbe people cultivate all they can for the following crops. Tbe
,
rotation of crops is aS fotlo'ws ; first rice, then tnheat.
Rotation of crops.
'* and lastly munauwa; after which the land is left fallow
%ll the next rice crop. This system is seldom varied except by substituting
parley for wheat, and some other millet or a pulse for manduiaa. The lauds of a
■aillage are always divided into two saris, Cue called the wheat sari, the other the
See sari, and these afe changed every second year.
3
Though there is an immense amount of waste-land in Oarhw&l, it may be
3
held that almost ail tracts having an elevation' .exceeding
IA
8,00(1 feet above the level of the sea are useless'-except
pasture, while a gresft pprtiou of their area is too precipitous even for grasing.
villages sO high as 8,000 feet, white for tea-planting, it is con'**^red that, though the flavour of the tea may be finer, plants grown above 8,600
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Bentative of the kaiimi Itashthar of the plains, with this essential difference, that n
no instance dhes he o-vyn hi? position to any legislative enactment like the Rent Act
of the plains, and that, to the best of my belief, he has not been created by the
spontaneous proceedipRs of the local authorities. If any one will take the
trouble to consult the data recorded by Mr. Traill a. very few years after^he intro
duction of British rule, they will find that the right of ctiltivating occupancy re
mained with the descendants of former grantees (thatwani}, even where the thit or
grant of proprietary right had been, conferred by the sovereign power on new
superiors j and that, in all cases, whether of such descendants or of ordinary culti
vators continhing from father to son in the undisturbed use of their ploughs, the
contracted stale of the labouring population, as compared witli the extent of arable
land, has always been sure to secure the most favourable terms to the occupant ten
ants of the soil. Practically, therefore, the latter, if found to be rightfully claim
ants of the title hhoyakar, whether as ex-Ma<wans or as uninterfered with and ne
cessary cultivators, are kept in possession so long as they pay their quotas of the
government revenue, plus a small amount of malikdna, including malgUisari fees,
though they so far differ from their Taiwan co-villagers, inasmuch as they cannot
alienate this holding. rahikosM cultivators for the most part cultivate in villages
adjacent to their homes on the most favourable terms, and indeed they may almost
be considered as proprietary occupants of the soil which they cultivate, except that
they cannot claim it as belonging to their own village, and of course cannot alienate
it. In Garhwal, the.sir/Aan tenant corresponds with the tenant-at.will of the plains,
and, as a general rule, holds, by an annual written agreement. The sirihan of one
share-holder in a village is often found to be a co-sharer himself, who has spare
~ time to devote to work beyond his o*n (perhaps too few) fields, and the Whole
arrangement of proprietary and non-proprietary holding is thoroughly understood
by the people themselves. Moreover, the settlement oi&eer has not recorded
snch temporary holdings in the record of revenue and rent liabilities. Under
these circumstances, suits similar 40 those triable under the Kent Acta in the
plains are not likely to'arise in Qarhwai; and if. they do occur, can be disposed
of in the easiest manner as matters of simple contract between man and man;
while a reference to the village record (a copy of * which, so far as it affects
himself, is eagerly taken and zealously preserved by every villager) at onte
enables the tevenne officer to dispose of every case.
The following statement prepared by Colonel Garstin snmmarizesithe status of
' the laud-holders st four, different periods: showing the number of estates on the
. revenue-roll, the land-revenue, the nunrber of registered proprietors paying
revenue direct to.governmentaifd tbe average revenue paid by each:—
’

'•

........

• ' '

1816-1(5.

1880-51.

I»do-6L .

1870^7 r.

4,417
4,109
4,103
S,451
Number of estates
30,866
97,853
30,934.
Number of registered sharers,
30,784
Land-revenue paid (cxclu-'
Rs. a. Pi
Rs. a. p. .Rs. a. p.
sive of lands not on the Rs. a. p.
36,090 0 0 68,644 0 0 68,180 -0 0 96,684 0 0
revenue-roll)
Average land-revenue paid
♦
16 11 8
10 6 10
16 9 6
by each estate .
31 10 2
•
1
Average by each registered
1 11 8
3 8 .9 1
sharer or proprietor
2 7 2
3 16
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On taking over Garhwal, the excise on spirits existed only in
J :
Srinagar .and brought in a revenug of only
• Rs. 91 a year in 1814, and that on soap,
tobacco and cMras gave a revenue of Rs. 365 Gorkhali or Rs. 274
Farukhabadi. In 1821 the .receipts from spirit farms amounted
to only Rs. 91 and in 1823 to Rs. 114. The statistics for the
earlier years may be shown thus

Spirit*. Drug*.
Es.
1824-25 ». 13"
1826-26 ... 342
1826-27 ... 819

Es.
6S
68
68

Spirifsi
Rs.
1827-28 ... 370
1828-29 ... 825
1829-30 ... 774

Drugs.
•Rs.
68
68
57

Spirits, Drugs
Es.
1880-31 ... 730 .
1832-33 ... 732
1833-34 ... 804

R3>

68
68
52

III 1881 the gross receipts amounted to Rs. 1,886 and in 1882 to
Ps. 1,767 on account of spirits and drugs. The farming system is
in force and in 1882 the license to manufacture and sell country
spirits brought in Rs. 1,215; the license to sell drugs yielded
Rs. 450, and opium Rs. 100. The absence of cantonments renders
the increase in this district very much less than in'Kumaun. As a
rule the people of the hills do not indulge in intoxicating liqours,

and it should be in the future as it has been in the past the object
of the administration to limit the number of shops for the sale of
liquor. Their extension can only induce the people to take to the
practice and must for every reason be deprecated. The Bhotiyas
make their own spirits, but neither sell it nor induce other .people
to drink, and they .may be left alone as they are practically beyond
the operations of the excise.
In 1815 the revenue amounted to Rs. 35,990, and tbe civil
expenditure to Es. 10,130. In 1850-51 the
.
- . ,
. receipts were Ks. 79,954 and the expendi
ture amounted to Rs. 22,849. The receipts from imperial sources
such as landrevenue, excise, stamps, law and justice^ &c., amounted
to Rs. 82,229 in 1860-61 and Rs. 1,13,673 in 1870-71 and the
expenditure to Ks. 27,626 and Es. 36,888 respectively. The re
ceipts from local funds amounted to Rs. 8,539 in 1860-61 and to
Bs, 19,947 in 1^70-71 and the expenditure to Rs. 8,080 and
Civil acoountB.

Rs. 19,818 respectively.

Garhwal Bhabar, a narrow strip of land seldom more than three'
miles in breadth, lying between the foot of the hills and the RSra-
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nagar and IJardw&v road which here forms the boundary between
Garhwal and Bijnor and which in places comes up to the hills, The
whole Bh&bar is included within the forest boundary, but two
patches at Kohdwara and on the banks of the Malin stream have
been reclaimed and are under direct management (lehdm iahtil).
Another block towards the Ganges has been added and the culti
vation much extended. The whole is irrigated and pays tho culti
vator well, but the climate is still malarious to a degree. The present
income is a fluctuating one, but when all the land fit for irrigation
and cultivation is taken up it should yield a considerable revenue.
The forest trees are of the commoner kind except sisu. Tho
sdl does not flourish out in the plains, but does best in the ddns
or valleys within the’ outer range. The highest revenue is derived
from bambus, which are of a superior quality: next comes bdbar
grass {Eriopborum comosum) for rope-making; The Garhwdl Bhdbar, as well as the portion of it in the Bijnor district, is not
near so unhealthy as that of Kumaon. The forest is not so dense,
and there is very little water and marshy land. In addition there
is no Tar4i to speak of. Cultivation, too, is rapidly pushing up from
the plains towards the hiHs, and in a few years, with the exception
of the part preserved by the Forest Department and the tract above
Chandi reserved for the Rutki Workshops, there will be no Bhabar

left.

Gar-toh or G6r-tod (upper ‘ Gdr),’ also called Gar-yarsa or the
summer abode (‘ydr,’ ‘ beat’ or ‘summer’), to distinguish it from
Gar-gunsa, the winter abode ffun' ‘cold’ or ‘ winter’), situate two
or three days’ journey down the river further to the north-west,
is situate on the left bank of the southern branch of the Indus in
north latitude Sl’-dd'-d" and east longitude 80°-23'-33'^, at an
elevation of 14,250 feet above the level of the sea, It is the head
quarters of the two Garpuus who govern Nari-Khorsum. There are
three divisions in Tibet: Eastern Tibet or Khara-yul, tbe people of
which are Kham-pas; middle Tibet or Bod-yul, comprising the pro
vinces of U and Tsang (hence U-tsang) called Bod-pas or Pot-pas,
and western Tibet or N4ri (mNaris), the people of whic hare
known as Nari-pas and which is further divided into Mang-yul, NanKhorsum and Mdr-yul. To the north is the Ilor or Sok country, tho
people being known as Hor-pas or Brok-pas, or Dok pas, the car-
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riers from the salt and borax mines to the marts of NdrI.

In N6ri

there were several small principalities, such as Gruge, Purang and
Kangri, but these are now subject to the two Garpuns of upper and

lower Oar, These -act jointly together and form a board for the
administration of civil affairs called ‘ Lankya.' The senior is styled
Vrku-gung, abbreviated usually to U-gung and the junior is called
Vrleu-wa, written U-wuh; the Jjrgu-ma and Urgu-ya of Mr. Traill.
They have each a SarisMadAr or Zungnirh, and these two, as regis
trars, sometimes sit as a court in petty cases.
Besides these, there
are duniks or writers and mVJas or agents. Under the G6rpuna
are ZungpuMs or governors of districts and Makhpuns or headmen
of circles or groups of villages. In Nari there are four Zungpuns :
*—.(1) at Kuduk in charge of Lfiddk : (2) at Tsaparang in Guge in
charge of Bisahr, Nilang and Mana ; (3) at Daba in Guge in charge
of Niti and Juhar ; and (4) in Purang in charge of the Darma and
Byans frontiers and Bumla in Nepal. Both Garpuns and Zungpuns
come from Lh&sa and have a tenure of office for three years, after

which they ar© relieved and return to give an account of their

stewardship. Besides these officers, there is a commissioner of reve
nue, in charge of the tea monopoly called Lung-chung-pun,^ whose
duty it is to assess the amount of tea to be taken by each district
at a fixed price and a contractor for the gold mines called Sar-pun
who manages those mines. The salt and borax mines are managed
by tbe GArpuns. A further sub-division is into thirteen Punkags,

eaeh under its local chief called Pun ; those of the Purang valley
being styled Makhpuns.
Gar-ydrsa is only occupied during the
Summer, when the whole population live in tents, numbering some
200 belonging to traders. In Gdr-gunsa there are three large and
eight small houses, the people here, too, for tbe most part living in
tents. The Tibetans call India generally Monyul and the people
Mon, a male Mon-pa and a female Mon-mo : Kyunam is Kumaon,
Galdiya is Garhwdl, and Chongsa the Nilang valley.

Gaula, Gola, or Garigi, a stream which takes its rise on the
southern slopes of the ridge to the south of Dol in Dolphat and
extreme north of patti Chaubhainsi, in north latitude 29®-27'-30"
and east longitude 79'’-46'-40". It has a course generally south
to KhdnsU, whence it turns westward, forming the boundary of
> This is apparently the old name for the Guge district above Kumaon and Garhwat
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Chaugadh to its junction with the stream from Malwa. Tal. It
thence turns south again and afterwards horth by west, taking in
on its right hank the overflow of Naukuchiya and Bhim Tal and at
Ranibag the surplus waters of the S4t Tal and Naini Tal brought
down in the Baliya, Leaving the hills at Kathgod&m, it flows by
Haldwani to the Tarai, where it becomes known as the Richaha,
and eventually joins the Ramganga on the left bank. The Gaula
is largely utilised for irrigation purpose^ and supplies water to
most of the clearances around and near Haldwani. In times of
flood it becomes a violent and dangerous torrent changing its
stream through a wide bed.
Ghurdursyun, a patti of parganah Dewalgarh in British Garh
wal, is bounded on the north by pattis Katholsyiin and Bidolsyiin of
the same parganah; on the east, by patti Choprakot of parganah
Chandpur, on the west by parganah Barahsydn and on the south by
parganah Chaundkot. The patwari of Kandarsyun residing in
Khandgaoh collects the land-revenue of this patti. There is a
school at Bisalad. The patti is intersected by the western Nydr,
along the left bank of which the road to Srinagar runs as far as
Kota, where it crosses the river and passes Up the valley of the Kotagadh, which forms the northern half of the patti as far as the Mandikhdl. The southern half is drained by the Pen-gadh and other

small tributaries of the Nyar which flow into it on the left side.
GirgaOn, a halting-place in patti Tallades of parganah Juhar
in Kumaon, on the route by Bageswar to Milam and the Untadhura pass into Hundes, is distant eight miles from Tejam or
Tejambugr, 69 miles from Almora and 12 miles from Munsyari.
About two and a half, hours’ march from Jalath the Kalamundi
pass from Munsyari is reached by a bad road, impracticable for
riding. On approaching the pass, the rock changes from gneiss to
mica slate, which rock continues seme way down and it then changes
to gneiss with beds of white talc slate. After this a second ridge
is passed by the Betiila-gh&t before reaching Girgaon, a village
with about eighty acres of arable land and a population of one
hundred. The survey pillar near the village has an elevation of
6,568 feet above the level of the sea.
,
Girthi, a river of the extreme north-eastern portion of ^arganah Painkhanda in Garhwal, takes its rise on the western slopes
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ef the Kingi'i-bingri range separating it from Tibet. Its northern
branch is also known as the Doldunkhar and proceeds from the
glacier below the Kingri-bingri pass and its southern as the Lanka
which rises at the northern dakhna or foot of the Unta-dhura pass.
Both unite near Topidhunga to form the Girthi, which further
receives several small streams on its left bank and on its right bank
the Kio-gadh from Laphkel. Thence the course is nearly due west
to its confluence with the Dhauli on its left bank a little below the
village of Kurkiiti in north latitude 30° 43' and east longitude 79°-

55'-30.'’’ There was formerly a village and lead mine in the glen of
the Girthi about twelve miles from Malari, but both are now desert
ed. The lead ore is a galena with considerable admixture of silver.
A difficult track leads from Maldri through the Tfirthi valley to the
Unta-dhura pass and Milam, but it is seldom attempted, though
not particularly high. Major Smyth is the only European who
has crossed it, but only in favourable seasons is it ever used even by
the Bhotiyas, as it is particularly subject to avalanches.
Giwar Talla, a patti of parganah Phli Pachhaon in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by patti Lohba of Garhwal ; on tbe west,
by patti Malla Chaukot; on the south, by pattis Talla Giwar and
Walla Giwhr, and on the east, by patti Katydr Bichhla. This
patti was formed from Giwar with 46 villages received from
Malla. Chaukot at the recent settlement. From the latter was
taken the portion lying to the west of the Nagar peak in the
valley of the Khlirau-gadh. It occupies the right bank of the
Bamganga river by Ganai and the valley of the Khatsar stream
rising in the Panuwa-khdl pass into Garhwal. There is a travellet’s bungalow at Gandi, through which passes the roads from
Almora to PAori and Lohba. There are copper mines at Kotyarha
and iron mines at Baungarh, Mnduwadhar, and Rampur. The sta
tistics of the Palla, Walla, and Talla pattis may be shown thus :—
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The incidence of the land-tax on the assessable cultivation per
acre in the Palla patti is Re. 1-7-1 : in the Walla patti is Be. 1-2-1
and in the Talla patti is Re. 1-12-5 : the incidence on the total assess
able area in the same pattis is Re. 1-2-8, Red 0-14-11 and Rs. 1-8-1
per acre respectively. The patwari resides at Jamaniya, where
there is, a school,

Giwar Walla, a patti of Pali Pachhaon in Kumaon, is bounded
on tbe north, by patti Palla Giw6r; on the west, by the same patti
and Talla GiwAr ; on the south, by pattis Talla and Malla Dora,
and on the east, by patti Kairarau. This patti was formed from
Giwar at the recent settlement and comprises the valley of the
Kotlar, a tributary of the Ramganga, joining it on the left bank at
Ganai. The road to Paori and Lohba by GanAi passes to the north
west through the valley. (See Ganai.) To the north-east a chain
of lofty hills commencing in Ddnagiri (7,346 feet) and continued
by Sakhaldevi, Manbhudevi (6,932j and Godi on the Ramganga
separates tbe Kotl6r valley from that containing the quaint and
picturesque lake of Turag. The principal places are Chiteli with
its slate and iron mines, thedron mines of Burulgaon, Godi, Oleni,
Siroli, Sadigaon and Tilgurha. The statistics are given under
GiwAb Talla. The important mines of iron in this and the Pallft
patti were leased in 1872-73 at Rs. 360 a year. The patwari resides
at Chankbntiya, where there is a school.
Giwar Falla, a patti of parganah PAli Pachhaon in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north, by pattis Malla Chaukot and Talla Giwfir;
on the west, by the former patti, Bichhla Chaukot, and Palla
Chaukot; on tbe east by Walla Giwdr and on tbe south, by Walla
jTay&n and Taha Bora. This patti was separated from Giw^r at

the recent settlement. The Edmganga flows through tbe centre
of the patti from north to south and is crossed by the road
from Dwarahat to P6ori by Kadurai and Masi. The statistics
will be found under Giwar Talla. The patwkri resides at Mdsi,
where there is a school. The old patti had four natural divi
sions, Gari-Giwar, containing Turdg T61 : the valley of the
Kotlar: the valley of the Khatsar or plain (sdr) of criminals

(kliAt), to w’hich, like Katyiir and Chqkfim, criminals were
banished because of its unhealthiness : and Giwdr, where the iron
mines are.
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Golam l>a, an encamping-ground in patti Byans and parganah
Darma of the Kumaon district on the route to the Lnnpiya Dhiira
pass. It is marked by a large gneiss rock standing out of the hill
side overhanging the confluence of the Najan-g&r with the Kali,■which is from 1,500 to 2,000 feet below ; the declivity almost pre
cipitous. Elevation above the sea 8,000 feet; the village of Thin
or the opposite side of the river is about the same height. Hence
onwards a descent to the Ndjan-g^r crossed by a &anga or spar
bridge and across the Malpa-gir to the next camping-ground,
Lamari, a small level piece of ground close to the K ali at the same
elevation as Golam-La.
Gopeswar, a village on the route between Nandprayag and
Ukhimath in patti Malla Nagpur of British Garhw&l, 9 miles
from Nandprayag and 10 miles from Chaupatta or Chobta on
the left bank of the Balasuti stream, a tributary of the Alaknanda.
• It is the winter residence of the r&wal or chief priest of Rudrcath, one
of the five Kedar or temples dedicated to Siva and possesses a fine
old temple of its own surrounded by a court-yard, repaired by
Umr Singh Thapa, a Gorkhali general, in the first decade of the

present century.

In the court-yard is a tridenU of iron with a

shaft of the same material which bears on it an inscription and has
also letters inlaid with copper, but now much defaced by time. The
purport of so much as is intelligible represents the arrival of one
Aneka Malla, “ an illustrious prince who having extended his con
quests on all sides, bringing together upon this holy spot sacred to
Mah&deva, under the emblem of a pillar, tho very sovereigns of the
world whom his powers had overcome, and thus having re-estab
lished this same pillar of victory, he acquired reputation. It is a .
pious act to raise up a worthy foe when he has been humbled.”
It has been suggested that the name Anek Malla may pro
bably be connected with the Anya Malla of the Neverit
dynasty in Nepal, who flourished in the twelfth century.
Similar
tridents exist at Barahdt in Native Garhwal and in Nepal,
(See J. A. S. Ben. V. 485.) There is a great brass image of a
Pon Haja in the temple at Jageswar in Kumaon which local
tradition asserts to be one with the Baja who erected the trident
at Gopeswar.
»See Oaz. XI. ,511.
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Gori or Goriganga^ or white river, one of the most eonsWerable feeders of the Kali river, takes its rise in patti Malla Juh^r of
parganah ijuh&r in Kumaon in north latitude 30°-28'and east
longitude 80°-10'. Properly speaking there are two branches, that
known as the Ganka or Gankha on the east and the Gori proper
on the west. The latter rises in an immense glacier lying to the
north-west of Milam, and divided from the glaciers giving rise to
the Ganka by a considerable ridge running south from the UntaDhura ridge, by which the pass of that name leads to Hundes,
This glacier was visited by Weller, and is thus described by him
•
The river conies out in a small impetuous stream, at the foot of apparently a
mass of dirt and gravel, some 30O feet high, shaped like a half-moon. This is in
realitya mass of dark-colowred ice (bottle-green colour), extending westward to a
great distance, and covered with stones and fragments of rock, which in fact form a
succession of small hills. I went along this scene of desolation for a long space, hut
could notncarly reach the end. Here and there were circular and irregularly-shaped
craters (as it were), from Soto SOO feet diameter attop, and some of them ISO
feet-deep. The ice was frequently visible on the sides ; and at the bottom was a
dirty sea-greSn-coloured pool of water, apparently very deep. Into one of these
eraters I rolled down numerous large stones from off the edge, and in a few seconds
huge masses of ice rose from below, seemingly detached by tbe agitation of the
water. The bases of the hills on either side and frequently far up their faces
are one succession of landslips.

He adds that the source of tbe 'Gori was formerly opposite
Milam, and a Bhotiya told him that within his memory the snow-bed.
had receded some three to four hundred yards in forty years.
Webb found the stream at its exit from tbe glacier twenty-eight feet wide
and four deep, and from its coldness and great rapidity altogether unfordable.
There is no passage up the gorge beyond the glacier. The elevation above tbe
sea of the point of emergence from the glacier is, by barometer, 11,543 feet. T’be
great accumulation of snow in the gorge results from tbe fall of avalanches, which
Webb observed to cause io a few days an increase io the thickness of the stratnn
of upwards of forty feet. Hence, notwithstanding the extraordinary rapidity of
the stream, resulting from a falf in some parts of its bed of set* feet per mile, tbe
river ia overlaid with deep snow for a considerable distance below its source. It
first takes a south-easterly direction for four miles, to its confluence with the
Gankha a little below Milam. Though tbe Gankha has greater length of
course by about twelve or fourteen mites and a greater volume of water al all
seasons than the Gori, the latter gives its name to the united stream. For some
miles below tbe confluence, tbe streaiiu varies in width from twelve to twenty
yards, and runs with such extraordinary violence and vapidity, as in many places
* The Gauri et Traill; Goree of Webb, Weller, Md Manson; Goree Ganga
of Garden; Gaura, Gauri, or Gaurani of Wilford,jfwho identifies it with the
Agoranis of Megasthenes ; Stat. Acc. Kum, 140 ; J.i A, S. Ben. 1842, page 110;
ibid XI, 1157; As. Res. XIV, 4io.
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to resemble a cascade tumbling down a rugged face of rocks ; in others it ia hid
below a continuous mass of ice and snow. In forty miles, the declivity of the
waterway is «,599 feet, or upwards of 160 in a mile. It receives on the right and
left many torrents, none very considerable ; and, continuing its course in a south
erly direction, so as totally to run about sixty miles, falls into the Kali on tbe
right bank immediately below Askot in north latitude 29'®-45'-8" and east longi
tude 8O’-25', at an elevation of 2,127 feet above the level of the sea and with a
breadth of about 110 feet.

The road by Burphu and Tola to Kalam passes down the left
bank as far as Tola. Along the right bank is the ordinary road

by Ganagarh, Martoli, and Laspa to Bageswar. The principal tri
butaries on the left bank are the Ralam river, the Madhkani and the
Seragarh, and on the right bank the Jamiyagarh. The Gori passes
through Munsiy^ri with its numerous Bhotiya villages, but below
it enters into a precipitous tract, which barely allows of the track
from Munsiyari to Askot. Some distance up the glen of the Gori
river above Milam is the Sunchi-kund, a small sheet of water held in
great repute as a place of pilgrimage. It consists of a small trian
gular-shaped piece of greenish water perhaps 100 yards by 80 in area.
Tbe fissures in the banks of the Gori here are narrow instead of
being crater-like; and the ice where visible is more of the colour
of snow. On the south side large accumulations of gravel are to
be seen in the openings between the hills ; and generally the sides
of the hills in the vicinity do not appear so much cut up by land
slips as lower down. ( Weller.)

Goriphat, a patti or sub-division of parganah Juhar in Ku
maun, was created at the current settlement. It comprises, as
its name implies, that portion of the old patti Talla Juhar that
lies along the Gori river. It contains 57 estates separately assess
ed, comprising 106 villages with a population at settlement of 2,713
souls (1,263 females). The principal villages are Barniyagaon,
Sela-Surai, Dhapa, Jainti, Nagariya, Ringu, Jala th, Surhing, and
Wolthi: see further article Bhotiya Maha'ls. The patwari usu
ally resides in Rathi: there is a school in Sela.

Guin-Pani, a halting-place on the road between PAori and
Kohdwara, 12 miles 4 furlongs 11 poles from Puriya-Ke-Manda
and 10 miles 6 fuHongs 33 poles from Dalmisain, the next
stage, is situate aboht four miles from the left bank of the
NySr river in patti Karaundu Palla of parganah Ganga Sal4n
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in Garhwal. The route to Dalmisain from Guin-Pani ascends
by the Dwari-khal pass 'and descends to the village of Diusa on

the head-waters of the Kohdwara river, 2 miles 5 furlongs 29
poles. Thence by the Dh&rgadh bridge with a slight descent to
opposite the Danda Mandi thana, 4 miles 6 furlongs, and tbe
Lis&ri rivulet to Dalmisain encampiug-ground, 3 miles 3 furlongs
4 poles, situate in patti Talla Sila. The road from Barsuri (see

Puriya-ke-Manda) follows by the Thanu-khal pass to the Dwfirikh&l pass, 3 miles 1 furlong 27 poles, and thence by tbe same route
by Diusa to Dalmisain, The road is tolerably level throughout,
but hot and low.
Gujaru, a patti of parganah Malla Salan in British Garfawdl,
ia bounded on the north by patti Kh4tali; on the west by the
Deghat river, which separates it from patti Bijlot Walla; and
on the south and east by the Sult pattis of Kumaon. The patwari
of Bijlot Walla, residing at Dungari, collects the land-revenue of

this patti also.
Gumdes, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by the Sarju river separating it from Palla
W^aldiya of parganah Shor; on the west, by pattis Regurab&u and
ChArM Malla; on the south by Khilpattiphat, and on the east by
tbe’KMi river separating it from Nepal. The principal villages
lie along the hill slope and amongst them are Bind-Tyarhi, Sei,
and Silanga. The assessable area comprises 4,585 bisis, of which
1,5(10 are culturable and 3,025 are cultivated (34 irrigated).
The land-tax yielded Rg. 1,046 in 1815 : Rs. 1,373 iU 1820,
Es. 1,546 in 1843; and now stands at Rs. 2,050, which falls on
the whole assessable area at Re. 0-10-4 per acre and on the cul
tivated area at Re. 0-15-7 per acre. The population at settlement
numbered 2,651 males and 2,261 females. The gunth holdings

amount to 23 bisis. Two villages were received from Regaruban at
the recent settlement. This patti lies along the Kali, and only about
one-fourth of the villages lie within the Kali valley'; the remainder,
amongst which are some good ones, occupy the upper portion of
the hills. The patwari usually resides in Marlak.: there is a school
in Majhpipal.
'
Gumti, or Gaomati, a river of which thh northern branch rises
in patti Pindarwdr of parganah Badhan In British Garhwal and
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the southern branch rises under the Birchuwa peaks (8,042 and
7j427 feet respectively) and Gadwalbiinga (6,950 feel) in patti Malla
Katyur of parganah Danpur in Kumaon. These unite close below
Baijn&th in latitude 29°-54'-24" and longitude 79°-39'-28", and
flowing through the Katyrir valley join the Sarju on its right bank
at B&geswar in latitude 29°-50'-15’' and longitude 79®-48'-52" at
an elevation of 3,143 feet above the level of tbe sea. The elevation
at Baijnith is 3,545 feet. The valleys of the branches and the main
stream are wide and fertile and support many villages and tea fac
tories. The principal villages on the banks have been mentioned io
the patti notices. The road between Baijnath and B&geswar follows
the left bank of the Gumti and the road from Almora vid Someswar to Karnprayag crosses this river near Baijnath and ])asses up
the valley of one of the feeders of its northern branch.
Gun, a halting-place and traveller’s bungalow on the route
between Lohughat and Pithoragarh, distant nine miles from the
latter. There is a shop for the sale of grain, bnt no servants or
utensils at the bungalow. The view hence down the valley of tbe
Barja towards Rameswar is very fine and from Thakil above, the
Nipal hills are seen and the valley of the Kali. From Chbira to
this place the Sarju is crossed by a bridge, and below it is a large
pool in which as at Dhikuli on the Kosi, Bageswar on the Sarju
above and Hardwar, the fresh-water shark called gunch {Bagariu»
Yavellii} is occasionally seen. Above near Rameswar is another

pool in which there is a huge boulder worshipped as a form of
the ling. From the Sarju, the road turns to the right up the
bank of the Gunik or Jamir (citron) river, presenting the finest
rock scenery in outer Kumaon. The torrent roars at a great
depth below, veiled by tho most beautiful woods; the north bank
rises in a splendid facade of crags called Barfiri, to the north-east
of which is a still loftier and precipitous range called Masan and
Bisar, amongst the declivities of which are the villages of Jak-Bh^t,
Buran, and BMakot. There are several fine cascades from the pre

cipices, which are all apparently limestone.

At the Gun bungalow

there is a remarkable orange-coloured rock of rhomboldal cleavage
and low specific gravity, it is probably a clay-slate altered by the
action of trap, a vein df which comes to the surface of the mountain
« few hundred feet abow the village of Gun. From here to Pithora„

GUNKA.

the rock is chiefly clay-slate, which forms the basis of Thakil.
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Pithora, the rocks are generally slate and limestone, the latter in
tabular hills. At the'base of Fort Loudoun there are some trap
boulders which Herbert states were only detached from the crown
of the hill when the works were raised in 1815. On the roadside
close to Gdn, the Phcenix selves tris occurs of all sizes up to thirty
feet and to the east, the slopes of ThAkil are adorned with the findora
{Lilium Wallichianum} growing six feethigh, and producing one to
three white blossoms occasionally a foot in length. The laburnum
{Edvsardsia mollis) and stdli (Rhynchoria pseudo-cajan) or phdsurpata, bearing hairy yellow blossoms, also occur. The common chir
pine covers lower Thakil with an occasional chestnut. Beyond Gun,
the road leaves the Jamir and passes up a pretty cultivated glen-to
Toli. Thence the path leads down to Tharkot, the acclivities of the
surrounding mountains cut down into cliffs or rounded into rocky
knolls are covered with thickets of runnel {Rhus parviflora) of

which the withered leaves give a heathery appearance to the place.
From Tharkot the road rises gradually to Aicholikhdn (one of the
sources of the Jamir', from which is obtained a view of the Shor
valley and Pithoragarh.
Ganka, or Gankha, the name given to the eastern branch of
■ the Gori, which it joins near Milam, has its source in patti Malla
Juhar of Kumaon in two streams—the one on the west called the
Uta or Unta, which rises at the foot of the Unta-dhura pass into
Tibet; and the other on the east rising from the Lis6r glacier. It
contains a greater volume of water than the Gori, and has a
longer course. In the upper part of the glen, during a fall of snow
or a thaw, the descent of stones is almost continuous from the
earthy precipices overhead, and at such times the road is dangerous.
Rain is never very violent here, but whenever any falls, down come
these avalanches of stones.

Some of tho latter are suspended on

the tops of the ravine precipices formed from the debris of the ad
joining mountains which rise in numerous places into sharp peaks
and are in miniature, the resemblance of some of the more lofty
points. Above Ddng, the river is crossed by a bridge of rocks
with stones piled into the crevices, and about half a mile above this
natural bridge, the stream is overlain for s^e distance by a huge
bed of snow 12 feet wide and about 300 feet Ihick. The mass of snow
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has a regular stratified appearance, and dips to the south-west, the
reverse of tho neighbouring mountains. The Uta, flowing through
a small valley, enters it above at a similar opening to its exit.
Gurarsyfin, a patti of parganah Chaundkot in British Garhw&l,
is bounded on the north by patti Ringwfirsyuii ; on the east, by
patti Pingala-P&kha ; on the south, by patti Badalpur Malla, and
on the west, by patti Maudarsyun. The road from PAori by
Seriyag&r and Bijoli to Kohdwara passes through this patti, which
©■n tbe south is drained by the Machlad river, an affluent of the Ny6r
(eastern). In 1864, fourteen villages were received from patti Talain,
five front patti Khatali, and one, Haluni, from Badalpur. The pat
wari of Piugala-Pakha collects the land-revenue of this patti also.
Gwalkura, a village and halting-place on the middle route from
Pdori to Almora in patti Choprakot of parganah Chandpur in
Garhwal, lies in.latitude 30°-4'-8" and longitude 79°-0'24" : distant
9 miles 1 furlong 5 poles from Sinkhet and 9 miles 1 furlong 10
poles from Kaindr. The road hence to Kainur passes up by Sainji
to Dhulet, 1 mile 6 furlongs 3 poles. If travelling from Kainur
and it is intended to halt at Chhipalghat traveller’s rest-house
instead of Gwilkura, the coolies should be changed at Dhulet.
From Dhulet the road follows the stream to the Panji-klial pass
north of the peak of that name (7,900 feet) into the eastern Nyar
valley; this portion consists of two steep ascents separated by a bit
of level 3 miles 18 poles from Dhulet. Hence a descent, in parts
steep, leads to Ghaturi, leaving the Museti bungalow and tea planta
tion to the south about a mile from the road, 2 miles 6 furlongs 22
jioles, on to the Kaindr traveller’s bungalow by a steep ascent, 1
mile 4 furlong 7 poles. The road is tolerably cool and shaded by
forest, but the ascents and descents render it somewhat fatiguing.
Gyunlad, a halting-place on the route between Kotdwara and
Kainur by Khatali, is situated in patti Saindhar of parganah Malla
Saldn in Garhwal, in latitude 28°-52'-30" and longitude 79“-O'
SO" ; di0ant 9 miles 6 furlong 14 poles, from Sanglakoti and 7
miles 5 furlongs 25 poles from Doinaila. The road hence to Do-

maila passes to Jagarmall (bridge) and by Limbugair (bridge) and
Ghdki to Saindhiir, T mile 7 furlongs 1 pole, thence by Saton-Khal
to Kudola*dhar, ascdbding and descending, 2 miles 37 poles,

from which it passes ly Jamuri (bridge) and the Bin^yak-khal to
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Domaila, 3 miles 5 furlongs 25 poles. It here joins the road from
Kaindr to Ramnagar,
Haldwani, or Haldwani, at) important mart in the Chhakhata
Bhdbar, is situate in north latitude 29“-12'-48" and east longitude
79°-3i'-17," at an elevation of 1,434 feet above the level of the sea,
on the Bareilly and Rdnibag road, 16 miles from Naini Tal. The
name is derived from the halciu trees {Adina eordifolia) in the
neighbourhood. The population in 1881 were chiefly traders.
Haldwani was founded by Mr. Traill in 1834 as a mart for
the hill population, living for a portion of the year in the

Bhabar. Since 1850, the grass huts that first were sufficient
have been replaced by substantial masonry houses and the popula
tion is now permanently resident owing to the improvement effect
ed in the climate by the many clearances in the vicinity. It is now
an important centre of commerce for the Bhdbar, and the opening
of l;he railway must enhance its importance. There is a dispensary
and a police-station here, and the villages in the neighbourhood for
the most part belong to Nayak colonies from Kamgar in Kumaun.
Close on the east is the bed of the Gaula river, which is here largely
used for irrigation and is about half a mile across. The road then
passes along the foot of the hills by Naugaon and Jampokhri, to
Chorgaliya, about 14 nailes from Haldwani, to the east of which

the N5,daur or Garra or Deoha debouches from the hilts.

Chorga

liya (thieves’ pass) is an old and large clearing divided into the
Malla and Talla villages with large settlements close by like I^akbman-Mandi and Nayagaon. Hence onwards to Barmdeo cannot
be traversed in the hot weather and rains, as the cattle-tenders who
are the only inhabitants leave the place at the end of March for the
hills. From the N^daur the road passes over the Karakot torrent,
dry in the cold weather, to Hathgadh, behind which the hills re
cede into a beautiful bay. The rest of the way lies through dense
forests of sdl,dlidk^ha,tdu, sdj,jdman, aonla, rai-jdrnan, bhaliau, sahajna, kumbh, amalUis, roli, giwcila or cfem, and chila or cAi/ars,
besides fJibiseui lampas. Near Jaulasal occurs ticusnilida, Trewia
nudiflora (t-Amri), besides bamboos and grass, both exceedingly high.
From Jaulasal, where there is a police station, a path leads to
Durgapipal on the Nadaur in Talla Pall41on, celebrated for its
groves of

and thence by the Ladhiya to Devi-Dhura or to
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Champawat. The pass from the Bhabar is known as the HiinU
pass from the peak of that name (3,864 feet). Some twelve miles
along tie old bridle-path is the Kalauniya hill torrent. There is
a small mart for wild forest produce on the right bank of the
Kalauniya (afterwards called the Jagbura) at the foot of the east
ern slope of the temple-crowned Airideo peak (3,793 feet). The
road, a fairly good one passable for wheel traffic in the cold season
passes by Dogari 16 miles, where there is a police-station and rest
house, thence crosses the Kalauniya three miles south of Chela,
thence Chini police-station, eight miles from Dogari and thence
by a good br^ad road to the new mart at Tanakpur. The old
bridle-path is seldom used now. A road by the Timla pass leads
to the "Hadhiya, and it was by this route that Captain Hearsey
invaded^ Kumaun io 1815. From Chela the road to Barmdeo
{q e.) is passable for carts, and is now joined to the cart-road
leading from the 8arda to the Ganges.
Hastings, or Kotulgarh, a fort situated in patti Sui Bisung of
parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon, about 4 miles west of Lohughat

on a ridge at the entrance of the valley 6,327 feet above the level
of Calcutta in latitude 29°-24'-30’' and longitude bO’-G'-5". It
occupies a steep knoll 150 to 200 feet above the general level of
the mountain, separated by a deep neck from a plateau east-north 
east, on which stood an outpost called Raunj, from which Kotalgarh
could be easily battered. The area of the fort is about eighty
yards north and south and twelve or fourteen east to west, sur
rounded by a good stone wall eight to ten feet high and five feet
thick. There is a reservoir, but no water, the nearest supply being
under Raunj, a mile distant and a small spring to the west. Were
the reservoir watertight and filled, the position would be a strong
one; except from the east, the approaches are extremely steep. The
fort .was intended to command the fertile valley of Bisung to tho
south and west, but has been abandoned for a very long time.
Madden writes:—“ Kotalgarh is fabled to have been the strong
hold of the arrow-demon Bana Asura (Banasur) Daitya, the son of
Mah^bali, who fought with Vishnu and his Suras and prevailed
not, though the conflict was long and doubtful. No sooner was a
Daitya slain, and his mood poured on the ground, than it produced
Guz. XI, 655.
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a hundred others, so that the greater the slaughter of the enemies,

the further were the gods from victory. In this difficulty. Mahakali was created, like Pandora, by general donations from the celes
tials, and by her were tbe giants at length exterminated. Among
those who fell by her hand was Kottavi, the mother of Ban&sur,
who, with a coat of mail over her bust, and naked from the waist
downwards, fought like an amazon on tbe battlements, which are
said to derive their name from her exploits and appearance, Kotulgarh being interpreted by “ the fortress, the abode of the naked
woman.” The received traditions of India locate Mahabalipur on
the Coromandel shore below Madras, and B^nasur still further
south near Devicotta; the learned Pandits of Kumaun, however,
locate all these wonders at and around Lohugh&t, and affirm that Siii
- is no other than Sonitpur, “ the red city,” of the Puranas, the abode
of B^nasur. The peculiarities of the soil at and around Lohughat
explain the mystery. On removing the sod, in some places a blue,
but far more generally a deep-red ferruginous clay is found to form
the soil, and to this the people appeal as ocular demonstration of
the legend ;it owes its colour to nothing else than the blood of the
giants. During the rainy season, the Lohu or “ blood ” river is
similarly discoloured, and hence the name of the station,”

Hawalbag, a hamlet six miles south-west Of Almora in Kumaon,
is situate on the left bank of the Kosi. It was formerly the head
quarters of the civil administration and of the civil force known as
the Kumaon local battalion, audnow as the 3rd Goorkhas, which Was
relieved of civil duties in 1839. It was also the site of the princi
pal tea-gardens when that industry commenced under Government
auspices. The site is fine and picturesque, but much warmer than
Almora. There are still some European houses and tea-gardens.
The roads to Someswar, Binsar, and Ednikhet pass through HawalbAg, and the Kosi is crossed by a fine bridge on the cart-road and
also by an iron suspension bridge. North latitude 29°-38'-40",
east longitude 79°-40'-43''', at an elevation of 3,920 feet above the
level of the sea. Opposite Hawdlb^g at Katarmal are the remains
of a large temple dedicated to Aditya or the sun, and a cluster of
small ones also in ruins owing to an earthquake,

Hinwal, Hvd, or Hiunvidt, a river lisingjin the ranges of patti
Karondu

Walla, in latitude 29' -55'*' aqd longitude 78'-39",
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drains the country to the south ^and west of the Nyar drainage

area and taking a north-westerly course for about twenty miles
turns due west and falls into the Ganges on the left bank at
Phalari, about five miles above where it debouches into the plains
at Bikhikes. The Hiunwal forms the boundary between the

Dhangu sub-divisions on the north and the Udepur pattis on the
south. Webb forded it in April five miles above its mouth, and
fojjnd tbe bed forty yards wide and the stream sixteen inches deep
with a moderately rapid current. In tho cold season it is rarely

Hjore than ten yards wide and in the rains it is twenty to fifty
yards Wide, and made use of to float down logs from the forests.
Idwalsyun, a patti of parganah Barahsyun in British Garh
wal, is bounded on the north by pattis Kawatsyun and Katholsyun ;
on the east by the latter patti and patti Nadalsyiin ; on the south by
pattis Gangaw^rsyun and Sitonsyun, and on tho west by Bangarhsyuii.
In 1864, Fatehpur was transferred to Katholsyun. The patwari of
this patti collects the land-revenue of patti Katholsyun also ; both
aggregated Bs. 2,944 for land-revenue and sadabart and Es. 86 for
gunih in 1864, paid by a population of 6,582 souls. There is a
school at Sirauli in this patti. The valley of the Garh stream, an
affluent of the Kandha, comprises nearly the entire patti.
Iriyakot, a patti of parganah Malla Salan of British Garhwal,
is bounded on the north by the eastern Nyar river and pattis
Saindhir and Khatali ; on the west, by the Badalpur patti ; on the
south by the Paiuun patti, and on the east by Gujaru. It lies
between longitude 78°-53' and 79“ and between latitude 29®-52'
and 29“. The road from Paori to Dharon passes through this
patti crossing the Nyar at Chanrdnidhar, then by the Walsa-gar
rivulet and up the Rikhini-khal pass into Painun. The patwAri of
Iriyakot resides at Ohaurani in the patti and collects the revenue of
Koiagar also. The land-revenue of the patti by the new settlement
was Government revenue and sadabart Rs. 2,360 ; revenue-free and
gunth Rs. 103 ; total Rs. 2,463. There is a school in Bhawan vil
lage. In 1864 three villages were received from Painun. There
are iron mines at Pipali and Kholdandatoli.
Jadh-ganga dr Jkhnavi, the western and longest feeder of the
Bhagiratbi, which itsdif is the western affluent of the Ganges, takes
its rise in the Tihri State on the southern slope of the water-
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parting line between India and Tibet, in north latitude 31 “-27'-80* and east longitude 79*-5'. To the w6st of its drainage area,
the surplus waters find an outlet in the Satlaj. The confluence
with the Bhagiratbi at' Bhaironghati (j.r.j is marked by scenery
of a terrific grandeur and sublimity, a characteristic of the entire
valley to the junction with the Mana-gadh some twenty-one miles
■ further up. The MSna-gadh rises in a large glacier to the west^of

the southern foot of the Mana pass and falls into the Jadh about
-six miles above Nilang. ' The main affluents of the Jadh are the
Sdmla-^gadh from the north at the head of which is the Thaga-la,
the most w.estern of the two passes into Tibet from the Nilang
valley. The Jadbang-gadh from the south-west joins the main
stream about seven miles* above Nilang. Then comes the Mana-

gadh from the east; this latter stream is fed from the south by
a very large glacier whose head is only four or five, miles from the
gau-nvikh or source, of the Bhagiratbi. Another branch rises in tho
peak to the West of the Mana pass known as T&ra; and a third,the Ghdnganmu, ’flows from the north, from tho direction of
Muling. From the water-parting at the sources of the J&dh, the
ground falls abruptly to the north, giving rise. to the Hop-gadh,
a tributary of the Satlaj. * The Hop, takes its rise in a glacier'a ■
little north-west of the Mana pass, first with a northerly course^ and
then north-westerly under the ridge, and finally northerly again
falls into’ the Satlaj about twenty-five miles north-north-east from
. the eastern pass of th© Jadh valley called 'Tsang-chok-la. West of
the Hop-gadh three other considerable streams appear to drain into
the Satlaj from the northern slopes of the range .at the head of

the Nilang valley ; in the most western" of these at n distance of
eight to ten miles from the Satlaj is the Tibetan village Thang or
Stang. On the spur between this and the next stream is a Hokpa
encamping-place called Gandok or Gandoh. The third stream, .
the one nearest the Hop-gadh, has on its left bank, about twelve .
miles from the Satlaj, the village of Sarang with another called
Karbak on the other "bank, immediately opposite. About nine miles
north-east of the pass on-the southern face of a.spur isDpkpa Aar,
where the Jadhs and Huniyas exchange theii wares. One march

beyond is- Poling and two marches more Tsaparang or Chhdparang
on the Satlaj. From Poling a short march to the south brings one
43
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to Muling encamping-ground, and thence- there j's a track in a
general southerly direction past a small-lake ojo -the northern
face of the water-parting line crossing the range some twelve
or fourteen miles south of the Ts&ng-chok-la, and going down
the Ohdnganmu and Mana gadhs-to Nilang. It is, however, very '
seldom used.
•
,'
’
, To Mr. Kinney of the Great Trigonometrical Survey the credit is
due for establishing on afirm basis the origin and course of the Jadhganga.’ Up to 1815, very little was known of the western head-waters
of the Ganges. The idea adopted was that the Ganges formed one
of the affluents from lake Manasarowar, and flowing westward either
forced its way through the snowy range by a subterraneous passage
or. fell* over its brow in a cascade at Gangotri known as the ‘ cata
ract of the Ganges.’ Mr. J.^B. Fraser in 1815, and Messrs. Hodg
son and Herbert who visited the gau-mukh in 1817, successfully com
bated this idea, and fairly indicated the position of the sources of the
Jahnavi. In 1867, two of the trans-Himalayan explorers surveyed
■

tho route from Shipke to Nilang : according to them the Th^ga-la

pass is 16,810 feet at-the crest. The next encamping place is
Fulamsumdo, 12,984 feet,; Nonam, 12,583 feet; Nilang 6r Chorsa,
•-11,181 feet; and Makhpa village, near rest-house, 8,172__feet. It
was not,.however, until Mr. Kinney made his report on which-the
present notice is based-that we,know anything at all accurate about
this tract. The Puranas explain the name of the.river as follows :

Jahnu was a descendant of Soma and fifth in descent from Pururuvas, the son of Bndh'a and Ila, and whilst performing sacrifice be
'Saw the whole place overflowed by ihe waters of the Gauges and
getting angry drank up-the river which by the intercession of tbe
gods was restored as his .daughter: hence the river is called tbe
J&hnavi. Jihnu was the husband of Kayeri, who by bis curse
became the K^vefi river. (Wilson’s Works, IV-14.)
Jaintolsyan, a patti of‘parganah'Chaundkot in British GarhwM,- IS bounded on the north by patti liingwmrydn ; on the south
by patti Maond&rs.vun ; oii the east, by patti Gur&r^un ; and on
the’ west, by patti,Aswalsyun. The name Jaintol is derived-from
, the oaste who colonised tbe patti. The patwdri of Ringw6rsyiin
residbnt in Qujaru collects the revenue of this patti.

. *

*1 See

GaXgotbi.
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Jallathj a village of the Bhotiya tract known as Munsyari in
patti Goriphat of parganah Juhar ia-Kumaun, lies on the route by
Milam and the Unta-cjhtira pass into Tibet,-93 miles north-east of
Almora. The encamping-ground is near the village on the right
bank of the Gori in latitude 30°-7'’, and longitude SO’-IS'-IO".

Jaspur, town in the parganah of the same name in the Tar<i
district, is situate about 8^ miles due West of the town.of Kashipur
and 53i miles from Naini Tab The population in 1872, numbered
6,746souls and in 1881 there were-7,055( 3,173 females) inhabitants,
or whom 4,225.(1,890 females) were Hindus and 2,796 (1,532
females) were MnsMmanSi The site has an area of 494 acres, giring
14 persons to the acre.
The old name of parganah Jaspur
Was Sahajgar. The town is of modern growth and possesses few
brick houses.. There is a weekly market which attracts a consider
able local trade in cotton goods and
or coarse sugar. Cotton
clothes are manufactured to a small extent. The public health is •
better, than.in Kashipur as the site is higher.and drier, andthere is

no tar&i belt in the vicinity. The country around, too, has more
the appearance of the plains proper, so that malaria is less rife and
destructive than in the neighbouring town,
'
-

Jaunsar-Bawar, the hill parganah of the Dehra Dun district, lies
between north latitude SO’-Sl' and 31°-3'-30" and east longitude .
77*’-45'and’78°-7'-20,'’with an area of 343.’5 square miles. It is .
bounded on the north and east by Tihri; on the west by the hill states
ofBasahr, Haierigarb, Taroch, Jubal, and Na han- or Sirmor, from
the last of which it is separated by the Tons to its junction with •.
the Jumna near Kalsi, and on the south by the Dehra Diin district.
In shape the tract is an irregular parallelogram wedged in at
right angles to the Dehra’Diin between the Tihri State on the east ,
and the Hill States of the Panjab on the west, occupying in its lower
................ •
portion the dudb of the Tons and Jumna. •
Sub-dxvlBlons.
•. , . ,
i
p .
The name is derived from the names of its •
two/principal sub-divisions, Jaunsar and Ba war, though in fact the
parganah contains a third known I.ocaily as Lohkahdi.. Following
Major Young, the boondaries of these divisions are as follows:
Janns^r is bounded on the north by Lohka-ydi} on the east by the
* This notice is based on the official reports’of Major Young, Mr, Cornwall,
Mr. Boss and Colonel Pearson and the memoir of Mr. Williams'.
’ G. I.
(B. A.CepQltSB., Stfa'Pebruary, ISS*.
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Jamna, and on Uie west by the Tons to their junction: it therefore

consists of a triangular tract having its apex at Kalsi with a length
from north to south of 18, miles. , Lobkandi comes next to the
north with a length of five miles, and then Bawar, with a length
of ten miles, giving a total length from north to south of 33 miles,'
and a breadth at the widest of ^3 miles. There are a few small
patches extending still further north, and the tract hnown. as Deo-’
ghar to the west of the Tons.
.
•
In 1883-84, the settlement was revised by Mr. H. G. Ross and
•
confirmed by the Government of India.
Khats.
\
The following table gives the names and
statistics of each of the thirty-eight khats into which Jaurisar

Bawar is divided :—

'
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fl
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- Name of khat.
.£ «
3-S ■
o
1. Bfaarm «•*
9,
9»

45
ft.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Tl.
12.
13.
14«
IS,

18,
IK

18.
19.

21.
22, ■
23.
.24.

8ea

-

«•

'

BahI4r «•«
«»
Phartd?
Bamt4r..«
Lakhw^ ’
Ban^ioa
>.»
'■Koru *««
»>•
Itfohna m*
« ««
Vdp^ltM'
.s.
l>hanau.t
Du4r ...
BisIAr L.
Masau
...*
Birmau ...
Seli-Gotton
Tsplir ...
Atb«;aoofChand8D.,.
Arhgao2i>UparH ...
Silgann
...
fiangau...
Bisihal;,,
Dtsa»
...
Baundar
...

Baoa ... .
...
SamiClfca...
Koiht ...
• 8M
Barasofl...
t.
S». ChharUii
. ...
31,' Cakhau...
32, Malota ■..
•».
36. Fanjgaott
. *..
34. D©oah8r..r .
...
BAwar
36. Silgaon ...
37. PunayfCi*
S®- Baoidhai

96.
97,
98.
99.

Total

•

o
w
8S
<1

Bs.
1,023
1,092 1,746
673
421
619
990
1,040 1,663
044
4u3
880
6o7
858 1,374
216
345
493
796
461
737
391 625
267
427
549
878
4O5
648
899
&i3 . 853
I 395
390
624
1,370
112
ly002 i.6i>2
949 1,517
8u8 l,38g
297
475
391
623
346
661
44
70
105 168
lai
2o9
293
468
113
18i
725 1,159
911 I, #57
682 1,090
451
282
K6
217
343
■
‘

^•3
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•

1
Q
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Q
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&
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a •
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o
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490
510
1,500 2,000
1,218 1,02® id
923 1,292
704
649
465 93
841
6il 140
l,2u2
641 1,112
901
648
77/
796
334
449 148
853
357 27
824 1,263
j;oi5
73
647
867
.297
724
' 444
*250
544
483
4
335
129
454
667
3^1
1,761 1,684
467
637
729
225 *21
1,0^8
327 19 1,H>7 1,332
483
1,660 1,827
Soi
681
329
525
311 12
544
368
488 14
7l5
421 1,337
757
420 12
199
347
200
620
2
253
772
186
1,096
6S7
671 1,777
IO9
154
41 *19
1,143
Bb2
650 l',S20
752
452 .. ’ 684 1,623
1,051
.9j0 1,277
342
537 •277 ..
808
838
2'18
819
773
307
316
312 ...
233
259
30^
49
57
88
S3
129
T40
71 ”*6
141
118
J49
60 38
555 -557
143
140 ...
250
,105
90
. 40
868
760
6»0 41
437
1 1,151 1,170
357
898
519
745
340 16
316
148
■187 ■536
22t
95
481
.392
1«
132
650

.,„ 18,78a 22,998 20,9:0 13,689
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•£ 1 «s *
®Q
* Q

g
I
•<
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fl
«
a
Vs
s

xt
a

a
a

o
fit

to.
115
181
ds •
159
-134
115
11.4
113
60
54
. 109
67 *
127
110
77
^3
lOL
47
40
140 ’
j4

14T

I'd.
136
76
55

. 8
16
23
35
17

in

89
81
45
33
33

Rs. Ks.
136
71 1,300
248 luo 2,182
itW
48
816
1U8
23 1.114
232 184 2.19a
48
11
730
140
88
780
152
29 1,296
166
22 « 341
160
<J1
832
84
14
783
248
659
188 .39 *446
100
52
919
104
49
686
92 . 30
863
19J2 • 43
613
168 104
883
124
38
362
172 154 1,263
44
8
lOl
IbO
89 1,337
240
49 1,421
400
94 1.003
66,
32 ' 341
-66
12
443
48
22
684
•M
10
42
.44
10
83
V>6
13
112
148
61
253
• 24 ' 8
90
1«
80 1,104
656 '' 264
755
664 186
626
243
173 ’ 33
66
24
179
7B
261
62
— ------

—

—
21,771 33,09o 3,111 6,934 8,199)27,828
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The assessment on the cultivated land in column 3 has been

made at Re. 1-9-7 per acre : on cattle in columns 4 to 8 at one
anna per head for cows, buljocks, and buffaloes, and at a quarter of
' an anna per head for sheep and goats and the assessment on occa-«
sional cultivation in column 10 has been made at Re. 0-8-11 per,
acre, with additions for turmeric, ginger, and opium.
JaunSSr-BAwar is entirely composed of a succession of hills
and mountains, so that, to quote the words
■ of, Major Young, “ there is not a single
spot of one hundred yards of level ground in the whole parganah..”
Mr.’Fraser also writes“ There are no spreading valleys, no
gentle undulation of ground, on which the eye can rest with plea
sure; all is steep and difficult, toilsome rise and sudden fall.” The
great physical feature is the ridge separating the drainage area •
of tbe Tons from that of the Jumna. Commencing from IlaripurBy&s near K6.1si it runs west of Chakrita Deoban, and thence in
a north-easterly direction to the Karamba peaks above Lokar. At
Bairat, where the Mussooree road joins this ridge, there is a peak
having an ’elevation of- 7,399 feet above the sea, farther north,
near Kyawa, another having an elevation of "6,558 feet. Then

comes Deoban, 9,331 feet, another 8;730 feet, whence tho range .
trends to the north-east, continued in Bajamari, 9,536 feet, and
three other peaks, 9,200, 9,533, and 10,075 feet respectively) when it enters Tihri and loses itself in the spurs'bf Bandar

punch, From the main rdnge, ridges are given off on either side
towards the great rivers. Each of these ridges also gives off lateral
spurs, tho hollows between which form the 6eds of torrents that
feed the numerous tributary streams of tho Jumna on the east and
the Tons on the west, Even in the hills, .Jaunsar-Bawar has the
charaoter of being one of the wildest and most rugged tracts, afford
ing naturally very little level ‘ground, and that only in small

patches- The mountains are ^teouliarly rough and precipitous,
there is much-cliff and rock and few villages, so that the cultivation

is necessarily small and Very laborious. The whole rock almost
is liioestoue, which no doubt gives the massj^ irregular character
to the mountains. Tbe ratines are, as a rul^e, deep and sudden in
their descent, often ending in dark chasms, sometimes wooded, but,
as often, exhibiting bare faces of precipitous Vock, covered, here and
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there,.with 9, fine wiry grass, and merely affording space between for .
the roaring torrent that has worn a way for itself in the lapse of time.
Saif a century ago, the country on either side of the main ridge
_
. was thickly covered with noble forests of
.
deodar, and it is along it and its spurs that
the existing forests occur? The Deoban hill,‘a prominent feature
■ in the landscape wherever the traveller proceeds, now contains but

a few patches of deoddr, though the south and east faces are well
clothed with oak, chiefly bdhj(Qne.rcus incana) a,ni moru{Q. dilatata),
and on the top kars/iu(Q. semecarpifolia) is abundant. Below this
last, but near the summit, moi'inda or spruce fir {Abies'Smilhiana'i

mixed with Abies 'Webbiana known under the same name, occur. But
the glory of Jaunsar-Bawar is its virgin forests of deoddr: on the
Lohkandi spur, the Bodhiya, Mashak, and Kotikauasur forests; on
the spur between the Bandr and Chili streams, the Kaislohi forest;
around the head of the Bharagdd, the Totwa, Maura, and Lakhan
forest, and to the west of them Chhijal, Koti and Bastil-forests.

To the west of the Tons is the Mandhaul forest.*

But besides these,

large forests .of oak, firs, spruce and scattered patches of deoddr

fringe all the ridges and- clothe the sides both of the main range
. and of the lateral spurs, and to the south near Kalsi we have sal,
bdlcli, dhdora, haldxi, kusUm, kliair, and »zsm, some of which pun up
■fora long way in the hot and confined valleys of the Tons and Jumna
to an elevation of nearly 4,000 feet. We have-next the grey-oa.k,
rhododendron and Andromedd between'5,000 and 7,500 feet: at.the
lower limit the ehlr pine {P. longifo(ia') and at the upper, blUe-pine
{P- eaxeisa} and tbe deoddr, and above these the deoddr, moru, and

karsjiu oaks. There are four species of maple, horse chestnut, walnut,
_ cypress, spruce, silver-fir, yew, and several species of Pyrus,
The Bodhiya forest' lies to the west of Deoban ubont the
Lohkandi peak, 10,183 feet. The northern
portion is knpwn as Kanani,'and tbe south
ern as Bodhiya., Colonel Pearson writes
■ “The basin of valley.in horizontal area may perhaps t>e about two miles in
width by one io depth i but the numerous ravines and spurs which run down from
the main ridge must give a much larger superficial area of forest. The rocks are
limestones, and very precipi^ius and the ravines are full of a rich deposit of decayed
vegetable matter, in which the deoddr seems to spring up with-great vigor
* E'eport 211 A. -12th May, 1S69.
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wherever it hay a chance, abd thousands upon thousands of young seedlings may
he seen coming up, life rally as thick, as corn in a field,” Sut, except in places
wherd the forest has "been closed, the seedlings are not permitted to come to matur
ity, as ‘many hundreds of sheep from the. neigbonring villages come to graze, and
by nibbling off the. heads of the young shoots, reduce them to tbe condition of
furze bushes. But .the natural growth of-the deaddr in this well-protected basin is
wonderful, and much still remains notwithstanding cuttings.
Mashak is situated on tbe north or opposite side of rhe main Lohkandi spur to
Bodhiya. The ridge itself on that side is tolerably covered with scattered patches'
- of deoddr, intermingled with cypress on the higher ridges, and firs (chiefly spruce,
mixed with some silver firs and cAiZ) lower down. There are also oaks and rhododendrons. Around the village of M.ayhafc itself there.has no doubt been formerly
a Considerable deoddr forest; but its contents have been large!/ cut down in past
years,; in no place can there be said to be a regular forest like Bodhiya.. Eastward
towards Deoban, the forests get thicker,'and numerous patches of deoddr ate
found.among the firs and daks. All along, however, tbe spruce fir predominates
and forms the staple portion of the forest. On tlie northern side of the main
X-ohkandi spur there is a littfe forest,, the nucleus of which is round a temple in a
beautiful glen, about halt-way between Lohkandl-ghat and Deoban, overlooking one
of tbe feeders of the Ban&r-gad, Immediately above the deoddrs at Koli, there is.
. one of the finest and most noble forests of silver fit and spruce seen anywhere.
Tbe side Of the limestone hill, covered with a rich vegetable deposit, is,somewhat
Steep, and the trees are all giants; and the forest underneath them being perfectly
clear and free from undergrowth presents a very noble appearance,. In a few
places some young deoddrs (of which a very few old trees are mixed with the firs)
springing-up under the shade of the silver firs, to the supersession apparently of
the proper offspring’ of the latter. Returning to Deoban, and following the main
ridge northwards to the Kai'amba peak, deoddr is found scattered here and there,
sometimes in considerable quantities, especially on the west side of the range, and
lu the ravines,, which are very precipitous, running down into the head streams of
tbe Bauar-gad. After running, for about six miles along the east side of the ridge,
a steep path leads dqw'n through a forest of oaks and maple, with some firs, to a
spur of the Karamba peak, running down between the affluents of tbe Banar.gdd
and Chili-gid. On this spur is situated the village of Kanaui, and around and
above it is the fine deoddr forest known as Kaislobi. ‘ A Jong, the main range leading
down to this spur, and On the grassy slopes which run up to the Karamba peak
' from its base; some exceedingl.y noble deader trees are to be seen. These stand in
dumps of five or six (more or less) .in number, for the most part on little spurs or
other places where a deeper deposit of earth remains than, the steep slope of tbe bill- side usually admits of. Ind.eod, for the whoie distance downtc the village of Kanaui,
little-else .but deoddr is th be seen, mixed with some Vitins excelsa.' ..Ihe destruction
from burning the jungle for iiil or temporary eultivatiou has-here been very ,great. .
' Crossing the Chili-glid stream, and ascending by a very steep path’the next main
spur, which separates the. Whara gad Valley from that oj the Ctiilig&d, and the par
ganah of Jaiinsdr from liawar, the forests at the head o^tbe Dharagad, knewuby tbe
names of Totwa and Lakhan or Lokar, are entered. These are by tar tbe finest,
most extensive, and most pe'rfect of all tbe deoddr forests in' the parganah.
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West of tbe J&khni-Lani pass (7,050 feet) there is a high mountain in the deep
bay, on which there is a pore deaddr forest of considerable exteiit. From the
steepness of the sides of the hill, the trees are not as large as others, but the tim
ber seems exceedingly firm and, well-grown. There is a magnificent view down
the Bama.sera valley to the Jumna and across the high ridges to Bandarpunch,
from the summit to this mountain. There is also an excellent view of the forests,
of Xakhan and TotWa, on the opposite side of tbe valley. Descending this ridge
tbe I'hhajal spur is met, which, after dividing into two minor spurs, runs down into
the Tons, near its junction with the Pabharu or Paban. Above Chhajal there has
been a.fine deoddr forest, but it has been horribly mutilated for AM cultivation.
Still there is a very considerable amount of good forest left, and much of tbe
space that Was' cleared is again clothing itself with young deoddrs. • Proceeding
down the ridge towards the Tons, we find that it separates itself -into two minor
spurs, on one of which is situated the Ullage of Eoti and on the other that of
Bastil. These spurs possess two small but perfect forests of deoddr mixed in the
upper portion with a good deal of exceedingly fine cAH, Crossing the -Tons, by tbe
jhula, on the Simla road below Euti, and ascending to Mandhaul, in the larger
ravine above the bUQgalow, stretching up to the Bairach peak, there is a magnifi-.
cent deoddr forest nearly pure.”

The Jumna touches tbe district first near Lakhamandal in Khat
Ba.undar, in north latitude 30®-44'-30", and
Rivets.
there receives the Hikndr stream on its
right bank. The Eikndr, for some distance, separates Bawar from
E&'naseru in Tihri, and is of some local importance. Eight miles
lower down the Jumna receives the Khatno-gad, which forms the
boundary between Khat Taplar and Khat Bangaon ; and further
south -the Seli-gad from Khat Sell, besides other minor torrents.
After about '23 miles from its confluence with the Siknbr, the
Jumna turns west to its junction,with the Tons below Haripur at an
elevation of 1,529 feet above the' leyel of the sea. About two miles
east of this confluence the J.umna receives the Amlaw'a, which,- rising
on the southern slopes of Deoban, drains central Jaunsar. Its drain
age area is bounded on the east by the main range already noticed,
and on the west by a similar range-of lower elevation connecting
• with the main range-at Deoban. This latter chain therefore in the
southern part of the parganah forms the water-parting’ between the
Tons and Jumna systems. The Phaphara, Pabharu, or, according
to Europeans, Pabar, rises in Basahr, and flowing through Raiengarh joins the Tons on its right bank near Seniya between khats
Deoghar and Bawar. The principal aifiuents of the Tons
) on
its right bank are tho.Chandli, Dadu,'and Sarah streams from khat
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Deoghar; on the left hank we have the Eirun-gad in Bawar, the
Dh&ra-g4d in Phaniy&r, the Ban41-gad in AAat Bana and numerous
other torrent?. Canal-irrigation is impracticable owing to the
character of the country ; but the cultivators lead the minor streams
over their fields wherever available, and use the water-power for
. their mills. The Tons is bridged at Maidrath (3,172 feet) and
Bastil (2,960 feet) in khat B&wax and at Sangota (2,550 feet) in
khat Barhm. There are bridges over the Jumna at Lakhwar (2,210
feet) on the Mussooree road ; an iron suspension bridge below
K^lsi and close to it an iron girder bridge on the cart road. Floods
are cemmon and in some cases injure the fields. There are two
main roads, (a) that from Mussooree to Simla by Lakhwar and

ChakrSta, and (5) the military cart-road from Kalsi to Chakrata.
The latter is divided into two sections, one to Saya it) Banitar,
eleven miles ; and the second thence to Chakrata, seventeen miles.
This road is bridged, but not metalled. There is also a bridle-path
from S5ya to Chakrata, nine miles. The first road in Jaunsar was

constructed under the superintendence of Major Young in 1828
from Kalsi to Bastil, 35 miles as the crow flies, with a branch to
B5jpnr. Roads are still much required and even good paths from
four to. six feet wide would do much to open up the resources of
tbe parganah by affording an'easy means of communication with
KMsi and Chakrata. Much has been done in this direction by th©
Forest Department; but as these roads are principally for their own
purposes, and lie threngh closed forest tracks, they are not of so

• much advantage to the people as they might be.

Taking the khats from Lakbwdr northwards, the character of

their capabilities for cultivation and physi- ,
cal features are to be noticed, and we shall
commence with the Jumna khats;—
Lakhwdr lies in tbe extreme south-east along lhe Jumna, and is crossed by the
Mussooree and Chakr£ta road. It is composed almost entirely oi. terraced fields
Khats.

and the hills are dry and unproductive with little or no forest and a limited grazing
area. A little turmeric is grown,
PharUlr lies immediately to tbe north of LakhwSr and has much the same
character. The hills are precipitous, dry, and barren, little forest, not much
grazing, a good deal of southern aspect, and a stony stSl,
Bhatdr lies to the north of Phartar, and comprises the tract north of Nagthat
bungalow on the Mussooree road and, like the preceding, is bounded on the east by
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the JiiniBa. There is a great deal of good northern exposure in the eultivation,
hut little forest and not much grazing.
Jioru lies to the north of Bhalar between the Sell and Dabred streams. Here
the hills are dry and barren with very little forest and not much grazing, and,
though very highly cultivated, not very productive. Tbe Jumna forms the eastern
boundary,
Sell is also bounded on the east by the Jumna and occupies the valley of the
Selhg&d. It is one of the largest and finest khats running up from the Jumna to
the rifle-range at Chakr&ta.
Sangaon lies to the north of Sell and is drained by the Ning&l-gad ; a portion
of its cultivation extends as far es the northern boundary of cantonments.
Tapidr lies to the north of Bangaon, and is drained by the Khatno-gud.. It is
bounded on the east by the Jumna and is fairly off for cultivation, though badly off
for roads.
Saunddr, to the north of Tapidr, also lies along the Jumna, and though a very
fine khat, is out of the way and unconnected with the rest of the parganah.
Turning now to the middle hhals we have
Panjgaon lies on the left of the Amlawa stream in a poor country, with bare
bills, little forest or grazing, and is not very 'well off.
Seli-gothan lies to the north of Panjgaon between the main range and the
Amldwa, and possesses little forest or grazing, otherwise it is a fair khat,
VdpdUa, to the north of Seli-gothan, occupies a similar position, and like it has
but little forest or grazing land. Tho fields are terraced and absorb much labour
in repairs.
Birmau lies between Udpalta and Chakrata and had to give up much of its
forest and grazing land to cantonments.
RarAsua is a very small kkal within Bangaon to the north of cantonments.
Mohn a also lies to the north of cantonments on the upper waters of the Dawangad. Il has a deficient supply of grazing land, but a fair proportion of cultivation.
Du&r lies to the east of Mohna and is similarly situate.
Bisldr lies tothe east of Duar, and is drained by the Bijad-gSd ; but cultivation
is either backward or stationary.
Athgaon-npitj'li lies still further east on the left bank of the Bijfid-gad : it
shows a good extent of irrigated land, though the population is migratory.
Bamtdr lies to the west of Chakrata, the cart-road running right through the
centre of it, so that purchasers come up and carry away the surplus produce,
potatoes, turmeric, and ginger.
Taking now the khats bounded on the west by the Tons, we have:—
Bdna, on the south, on the right hank of the Amlfiwa stream. The soil is poor
and does not grow the more valuable crops. Irrigation is not much used.
Bisihal lies kext, to the north, and is traversed by a path from KAIsi, which
crosses the Tons by a rope-bridge at Tunyaya. There are fine table-lands, well
irrigated, and g< od turmeric and ginger cultivation,
Silgaop cora« next, drained by the Dhawad-gSd and traversed by a road from
Klilsi.
/
'„

Athgaen^ckandan lies to the north of Silgaoc, There is a good deal of cultivation,
permanent and temporary Ckhil), and a considerable area under ginger and turmeric.
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lies to the north of the preeeding, and is drained by the Maindar-gad
and traversed by a road. It is a small kkat and has no irrigation.
Disau is situate between Maleta and Dhanau, from the latter of which it ia
separated by the Amlidr-gad. It is on the whole an average khat; bitt, owing to
quarrels amongst the villages, not so prosperous as it should be.
Ohonau has lost some oj its better lands by being enclosed as reserved forest,
and is on this account somewhat badly off for grazing land.
Bitarm lies to the north of Dhanau, and is Very remote from markets; but there
is a good deal of table-land on moist hills with a good northern exposure. There
is some good temporary cultivation and a considerable amount of irrigation.
Masdu lies to tbe east of Jlhatm, and has had a good deal of its ares enclosed by
forests. It is separated from Biwar by tbe Banar*gad,
J(alan or Kailo lies to the east of Mssau on the left bank of the Banir-gad.
Bakhan lies to the north of Masau and Kalan on the right bank of the Banarg&d, and has lost a portion of its lands in litigation with Silgaon,
Besides these there are the small khats of Bangau, Chhartari, Hothi, and
Samalta, much mixed with other khats.
The Biwar khats are represented by
BAwar is much cut up with enclosed forests. Most of its -villages we in a very
backward state, caused as much by the apathy of the inhabitants as by the posi
tion of the khat, remote from markets, and with a more rigorous climate.
BAnadhar lies along the left bank of the Uhara-gad, and was formerly included
in Bawar as a khag or sub division of a ihat. It is better off as to markets and
grazing land than Bawar.
Punagdr or Pbaniysr lies to the east of Banadhar, further op the Dhara-gad
valley, and was formerly a thag “ot Bahrar.
St7yao» lies further east still and is crossed by the Simla road. It, too, was
one of the khags of Bawar.
Dtoghar is the portion of Bawar on the right bank of the Tons, Ail these
B&war khats are at present assessed at low rates and possess some of the best
arable land in tbe parganah with plenty of grazing land and the means for irriga*
tion ; yet successive observers state that owing to the general idleness of the
people they are worse off than those in the lower hhats. Although for the last
twelve years large forest works have been carried pn in their midst, hardly a man
took the trouble to earn the high wages offered when even ten days work would
pay his quota of land-revenue for the year.

The zoology and botany of Jaunsar-Bawar has been noticed in
previous volumes. The domestic cattle are

Products.

of the .small blaek-and-red, short-legged
breed found throughout the hills, and are inferior to the plains
cattle in»«ize, strength, and as milch-cattle. They have increased
very considerably of late years,^as tbe following figures show :—
' / Horned cattle.
HornsdcatlU. Sheep and
goals.
goats,
7,430
10,870

2R,46O
27,200

186G
1883

32,300
35,270

60,100

S4,86l>
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Xhey are subject to the same diseases as in Kumaun and Garh-

w&l. There are not many buffaloes in the parganah, 771 according
to th© recent returns. The custom prevails of buying bull calves

in the plains and keeping them for two years in the hills and then
bringing them back to the plains for sale; the two years’ residence
in the hills is supposed to strengthen the animals very much and
enhance their value.
Besides the timber c£ the forests the characteristic vegetable products are
rice, mandvMia, wheat, barley, turmeric, ginger, red*^’®P**
pepper, tobacco, opium, potatoes, gums, and a little

maize. The rice is grown entirely io the valleys : some high, some low ; requires
good land j and is nearly always watered. A certain amount of dry rice is sown,
but the people don’t' core to run risks with it, and so, as a rule, they keep their
dry lands for manduioa, which is the chief article of food. The plant is most hardy,
and will apparently grow amongst mere stones and shingle. It is a rain crop, but
too much rain spoils it. A good year for rice is a bad year for manduwa^ and
vieinersa. Wheat and barley are grown a good deal on the hilltops. The seed
is sown in the end of September, so as to germinate before the frost comes on.
These crops depend entirely on snow: if there is a heavy fall of snow- the crops
are good ; if not, they are bad. Turmeric and ginger are the most paying crops
grown ! they are grown on the high hills and table-land already spoken of, and
also in the valleys where there is good irrigable land. A few square yards of
turmeric or ginger is quite sufficient for a family. The cultivation of potatoes is
year by year increasing ; and if the people will only be careful about their seed, it
ought to continue a most paying crop, foutoes are grown either on the high
table-lands or on virgin forest soil on the slopes. The cantonment of Chakrata
has been a great incentive to the increased cultivation of potatoes. Iiidian-corn ia
grown always at the village doors in small garden patches. Red pepper is also
grown in considerable quantities all over the parganah ; opium is confined entirely
to the high bills. If there are no hail and severe thunderstorms, it is a most
paying cropbut it is very risky, and requires a great deal of manure. Apricot
and walnut trees abound; the fruit of the former is either exchanged amongst the
people themselves or sold in Chakrata ; that of the latter is largely exported.
Tobacco is grown in small quantities for home consumption.”
According to idt. H. 6, Ross there are three distinct styles of cultivation.
Bice, for instance, is grown in terraced beds made
system of cultivation.
along the edges of all the rivers and streams, but sel
dom at levels over 3,000 feet, although some few are as high as 4,0u0 or
4,300 feet; another style, and the most general, ia that nf terraces rising one
above the other up tbe hill side, All these terraces have to be supported by stone
retaining-walls, varying from a height of four to iO feet. The expense of making
these walls is very great,in time and trouble, because the cultivators make the
walls themselves. A landslip or as extra heavy thuuder-Shuwer will sometimes
wash away a whole hill side of these terraces, thus either ruining the uufortuirate
cultivator, or involving him in fresh work' for years to come. Wherever there is
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any good land these terraced fields exist. There are very many little isolated
plots where fresh terraces can be made and cultivation increased, but within
village bounds there is nowhere a block of good untilled land in one place suffi
ciently large to form a separate villsge. Wherever it is possible, water is led on
to these terraces from streams and springs : some of these * Ms’-or small canals
are carried great distances through most -impracticable ground and at great ex
pense. The third style ofcultivation is carried out where the tops of the bills
form small table-lands, round and smooth, Khats that have many such hill-tops
are considered the most favoured,; the soil is always good and crops better than
in the terraced lands.
AM the larger landholders keep ploughmen ]of the Dera caste—&4h'«-^whe are
serfs or bondsmen of the landholders j they'jreceive no wages, but ace fed and
clothed by their misters. Sometimes they are given a little land to cultivate for
themselves, but they do not acquire any right in this land ; their employers defray
all their marriage expenses. If oneof these serfs dies, the landholder|has to look
after his widow, should there be no other husband and children. If the widow
marries again, she goes to the house of her second busband with her children 5 but
tbe master of the second husband has to pay to the master of the deceased the
amount advanced by him for marriage or maintenance of children. No account is
kept of the money spent in food and clothing dqring the ploughman’s lifetime, as
he is supposed co work that oS ; but an account is kept of alt money advanced
for marriage or money spent in the maintenance of young children after the de
cease of their father. No interest is charged oq these accounts. If the plough
man disagrees with his master, he cannot leave him until he pays off the advances
against him, or until he finds another master agreeable to pay them for him. The
landholders wanted very mueti to have a set of rules about these Mis entered in
the wdjib-ul-ars; but as the system is opposed to British ideas, Mr. Boss refused to
comply with the request. The landholders have once or twice brought complaints
against hdlis to compel the return of the latter ; the cases have, as a matter of
course, been thrown out at once, and so the Mis must know that, if they choose,
they can leave and go where they like.
The Jaunsatis are very particular about their houses : they all have double
storied houses, and in many instances three and four stories. In the lower Usts
the wood work of these houses is deodar procured from the higher khats, but tlie
covering is slate ; in the upper khats the roofing is deoddr, split planks being used.
The upper AAat people say there is no slate in their hhats, bnt the reason apparent
ly is that it is easier for the people to split deoddr than to quarry slate. They
have hitherto bad as much deoddr as they could use, and so there has been no in
centive to look for slate. The people drink a great deal of a kind of beer made in
the following manner In the rains they make thick cakes of the roots of some
trees and barley meal; these cakes are stored up, and when they want beer they
break up one of these cakes with some cooked china and sawaA.and soak the mixture
in water for eight or nine days; they then strain oil tbefliquor and drink it and also
eat the refuse. In December and January a great deal of drinking goes on, many
people being drunk the whole time: all kind of work' is stopped, and nothing is
thought of but feasting and drinking. They shut up sheep in a room and feed
them upon oak leaves, Bach man takes his tarn of killing a sheep and,feasting his
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brethren. Owing to the severity of the weather there is little or no work possible
at that season except looking after the cattle, and this is left to tbe women : the
Brahmans do not, ns a rule, drink.

In 1827, the products of the parganah itself were sufficient for the

consumption of the small population ; but now considerable quanti
ties of food-grains are imported from tho plains. Generally speaking,
the
situate on the road between Mussooree and Chakr&ta’
and one large lehat in the neighbourhood of ChakrAta itself are the
best; the next or average class comprises the khats situate in fairly
advantageous positions with reference either to Kalsi or Chakrata,
and the last class are those which are at a distance from markets
and those which are in the neighbourhood of large forests as well
as those which have but little irrigated land to depend on. Tho
area for the extension of cultivation is limited ; but still there has

been progress, the number of ploughs increasing from 2,400 in
1848 to 4,6b0 in I860. Excluding the tract under Government
forests, a late calculation gives the cultivated area as 18,763 acres
(1,682 acres irrigated}, and the cultivable area as 620 acres. The
first-class land consists of manured land devoted usually to rice
cultivation ; and of this 9,979 acres and of second-class land 7,112
acres were dependent on rain. The reddish clay is considered the
best for cultivation and that of a darker colour not so good. The
worst sort containing sand and gravel is here known as sankrdni.

There are only two classes of rent paid in the whole parganah,
one is one-third of the produce, which is
Bent-rate.
given by the cultivators of the temple lands
and the common village lands. The other occurs among the non-occupancy tenants of Haripur and Byas, who pay their landlords onesixth of the produce and some minor dues. The value of the produce
of an acre of irrigated land is estimated at Rs. 24, and if sown with
a second crop at Rs. 40. The average revenue rate in 1872 at half
rates fell at Rs. 2-8-0 on irrigated one-crop land and Rs. 4 on irri
gated two-crop land ; Re. 1-4-0 on first class one-crop unirrigated
land and Rs. 2 on the same with two crops ; second class dry land
was assessed at Re. 0-13-4 and land allowed to lie fallow, of which
one-fourth is cultivafgd every year, at Re. 0-8-11 on this one-fourth.
These assessments varied with the proximity to markets and the
general character of each khat. The occasional cultivation may be
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classed with the culturable, aud so the average ra,te on cultivation
■was Re. 1-15-0 per acre and on the assessable area Re. 1-8-0 per
per acre : the figures for the whole province being Re. 1-9-7 and
Re. 1-4-3 respectively. The result of the revision of settlement in
1883-84 gives a rate of about Re. 1-9-0 per acre on the cultivation.
As in Kumaun, the local measurement is not in bighas, but in a
measure of capacity called a pdtita. The kachcha ser is called a ser;
and a pakka ser is two and-a-half sers and four kachcka sers make
one pdtha of urd or rice ; and the quantity of land sown by that
amount of seed is a pdtha. Sixteen pdlha^ make one <?<»«, and
twenty dons one khar. At the settlement the bigha of four to an
acre was used. In the local measures, the practice here agrees with
that in Garhwil and Kumaon (g'.o.) before the bisi was introduced
there.
The following villages' are held free of revenue chiefly to sup
port the Mahdsu-deota, and would otherwise be assessed at Rs. 154
a year, viz., Lakhamandal, Nard, Mondrath (MaindrotJ, BarfAr,
Hanoi (Onol), PhartAr and Chhatra.
The cultivators are either Rajputs or Brahmans, and all put
their hand fo the plough. In 1875, the agriculttiral population
'comprised 16,812 proprietors, the maurdsi cultivators of the local
code, and 12,661 non-proprietary cultivators, the ghair-mauriisis ai
the code, and 10,597 labourers and others. Proprietors may sell
or otherwise dispose of the lands held by them, l?ul tenants can only
dispose of their rights to the landholder whose land they cultivate.
Tenants pay in cash (khara) or in kind {kun}. If a proprietary
cultivator runs away, his land should first be given to his nearest
relative ; but if he have none, the saydna of the khat should make it
over to some other proprietary cultivator. If this be not agreed

to, then the saydna should give it to some non-proprietary tenant,

fixing the quota of revenue to be paid by him. If this cannot be
arranged the land lies fallow and the quota is distributed over the
whole khat. This is to prevent any of the Pom caste getting pos
session of the land, and might well be expunged from the local
code. If the runaway returns and desires to resettle, heyan claim
his land within five years on payment of arreybs accrued. If the

saydna confers proprietary rights on a cultivator not possessed of
> G. O. No. 872A, dated 2Ist March, ,1874.

*
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them {ghair-maurAsi}, then the latter pays a fee of two rupees to
the gagdna, four rupees and a goat to tbe khat pancKdyat, and two
rupees to the residents of the village in which he becomes a pro
prietary cultivator {maurdsH}.
There have been several attempts at enumerating the people
of Jauns&r-BSwar, In 1882, Colonel Young
People.
returned the number of landholders or cul
tivating proprietors at 2,469: in 1834, Mr. Ross gave the number
of families at 829 asdmi-khudkdshls and 2,421 as ami- zaminddrs;
the latter numbering 17,278 souls. In 1848, the former had
increased to 5,755 souls and the latter to 19,471 souls. In 1860-61
the total of both classes numbered 30,585 souls. In 1872 the re
turns showed 40,046 in habitants (23,114 females.) The census of
1881 gives a total of 45,117 (25,400 females). The population is
entirely Khasiya, and comprises the usual divisions into Brahmans,
Rajputs, and Doms. The first are chiefly Bhats or Sarasutis, the
second Rawats, and the third are Doms classed according to their
occupations into blacksmiths, carpenters, and minstrels, &c. All
worship Mahasu and towards the east are many who worship* the
Nagas. The people are interesting as showing a Khasiya popula
tion several centuries behind their brethren in Kumaon in civili
sation and still preserving the peculiar customs that mark their
representatives further west. The distaste for milk and the pro
duce of the cow is a link in the chain connecting them with tho
people in the Indus valley to the present day, and with the Kators
of Chitrat, and fortunately we have accurate records of many of
their peculiar arrangements. Of the entire population in 1881
44,184 were Hindus, 726 were Musalmans(chiefly in cantonments),
140 w'ere Christians, 48 were Sikhs, and 19 were Jainas.
The detailed figures of the census of 1872 give the castes and
their numbers. Out of a total of 39,313 Hindus 4,371 are record
ed as Brahmans; 18,985 as Rajputs, and 14,500 as Doms. Of tho
last 2,420 are entered as Bdjgis or minstrels, the attendants on the
Mahasus, 3,731 as Kolis, 3,204 as Doms, 2,866 as ChamArs and the
remainder as Chanals, Lohars, Badis, &o., thus accounting for
37,856 out of the xfhole Hindu population. If we further deduct
244 Jogis and 30 Gosdins, we obtain 1,183 members of other castes
chiefly of plains origin. These figures show how very truly Jann-
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s&r is a representative Khasiya tract and .forms a very important
link between the almost completely Hindnised Khasiyas of . Ku
maon and their brethren converts to Islam on the ethnical frontier
in the mountains of tho Hindu Kush, and apparently gives customs
and practices of the Khasiya race in full force at the present day
which distinguished them a thousand years ago. Jauns&r is a.
kind of ‘ sleepy hollow,’ within the hills in which the changes
wrought in the outside world have had but little influence until

the British settlement officer and forest officer came amongst them,
and on these two and on the influences from Chakrata much of its
future prosperity or the reverse must depend.
The manners and customs of the people are of a character very
„
different from the Hindus of the plains.
The local ‘ code-’
,
......
Some have received a semi-judioial sanc
tion by being embodied in the famous dastAr-nl-aml, or‘ Code of
Common Law,’ drawn up under the superintendence of Mr. Ross
in the settlement of 1848. The most remarkable is polyandry, a
practice declared by Major Young in 1827 to be on the decline, .
but which is unquestionably common to this very day. Indeed, a
bachelor without brothers, it is alleged, experiences some difficulty

about getting a wife. The marriage ceremony is conducted with
out much formality and is thus described
•Only the Mja and Bawat castes intermarry with the Kunet and Bhat castes,.
Brahmans, and KSjputs: the marriage ceremony is <
Marriage.
galled jhajera. The bridegroom’s father gives the
father of the bride one rupee as earnest-money; the father of the young woman
will give him a dinner of puris (cakes); this makes the betrothal binding. The
bride’s father having dressed the young woman in a chola (shawl), ddmnn or
gightal (petticoat) and lihatn (head-dress) and having given her as many vessels,
itc., as in his power, goes with all his relatives to the bridegroom’s father’s bouse,
a(hd the bridegroom’s father gives them one or two dinners and a present. The
bridegroom’s father, if he declines to fulfil the contract, shall not take back his
earnest-money; but if the bride’s father retracts and gives the bride in marriage
to any one else, he shall pay sixty rupees. When a son and heir is born alms
shall be given according to the means of the parent; and if any one be in great
sorrow, their relatives give them a. he-goat and a rupee. If any person of low
caste runs away with the wife of a respectable man, either the person who runs,
away with her or any person who allows them to remain in his district must pay
Bs. 125, or else the woman and her paramour must Ica'Te the district. If inti
macy previously existed, the man should pay twenty-five rupees throngh thesapina. If a man of respectable caste seduces a wcpian of respectable caste,
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the fine is sixty rupees. Women arc free to choose their first hushands and to
leave them if dissatisfied on condition, writes Mr. Williams, “ of the second hnshand’s defraying the expenses of the previous wedding. Younger brothers
legally have only the usufruct, of their senior’s wife, for she and her children
are held to be the exclusive property of the eldest brother. Hence he keeps
both women and children in the event of the household being broken up, and
the rest of the fraternity going to live elsewhere. The custom of polyandry
is supposed to promote good fellowship among brothers, and is (or used to be)
observed so consistently that if a mother-in-law dies leaving an infant son, the
ftaughter-in-faw is, properly speaking, bound to rear the boy and marry him
* herself when he attains the age of puberty. A married woman is called
mami, and mamu is a common salutation when addressing a person not related
to the speaker. It is almost needless to add that there is a considerable amount
of freedom between the sexes. Another very marked peculiarity in the habits
of the people is their extreme uncleanliness, all the mure conspicuous on
Account of the comparative paleness of their complexion and scantiness of their
clothing, the nature of which is familiar to every one who has ever had occasion
to make a journey to a hill station.”
ThO local civil code is particular in the appointment of saytinas, and’
thus describes their duties
The head man of the Ahai or malidl is the
taydaa, Qe is to keep the landholders contented, to collect the dues of Govern
ment according to custom only, equal shares according to the capabilities of each
one ; to’settle all quarrels ; to look after the welfare of new cultivators, and to
obey the orders of Government. If any cultivator does not pay his dues, the
saydna may sue him in court, and if a cultivator run away, the tayina may distrain
his effects, and if these means fail he may redistribute the phani or revenue-roll,
and must send it in before 1st April in each year, so that it may be examined before
the seasonal cultivation commences. On. the death of a saydna his eldest son
succeeds ; and if he be a minor or mentally or morally unfit for the office, the title
remains with him, and his brother or any other son of the deceased may do the
work as deputy. If a saydna so desire he can appoint his eldest son to the office
in bis lifetime, but his brothers have no claim to the office because of their being
landholders. The aaydna may, however, allow them to receive a portion of the
bisaunta or fees of office, and as a matter of fact it frequently happens that the
individual shares are very small where there is a large family and some grumbling
ensues : but the fees were primarily not intended as a family endowment, but as a
remuneration for work dene. Io case of division of property, the saydnacAdri is
not distributed. A younger sop cannot take the title of saydna. If the eldest son
dies with issue, such issue can claim the title, and no one else. When the eldest son
dies.without issue, the deceased’s.brother can succeed. In each Ahat there are several
saydnasf but he whose authority extends over the whole khat is the head saydna
and his village is the Ahdnd village. The saydna may be dismissed by Government
for injuring the revenue, acting contrary to orders, oppressing the cultivators,
wrongfully levying floes,\^c. In such a case, the person who has the next best
claim and is suitable for t)ie office will, if approved by the superintendent, be
appointed. Should a saydna desire to resign, he can do so thus :—First he resigns
his claim to his brother, then to any other person ; but tbe rightful owner cannot
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it so as to destroy the tights of the next person; In many 1that» there is ia
each village an officer called chukrdMa, to whom the saydna from his own share
gives one or two rupees, or at the termination of any suit makes the landholders
pay him something. The chakrinta works under the saydna, who may dismiss
him and appoint another. If a saydna hare to attend the court at Kalsi or else
where, he is entitled to a cooly as a servant and another to carry a load : he also
receives a ser of flour from each landholder. Iii lieu of other dues, the saydna
receives a cess of five per cent, and half an anna in the rupee on the total revenue
paid by his kkat to cover his expenses when employed on the business of tbe Wot.
If a proprietor wishes to dispose of his land he must first, through the saydna,
obtain permission of the shareholders in his village
Sale and mortgage.
proprietors in the kkat. If a person
- of his own khat desires to purchase it, he cannot sell to a stranger. In either sale or,
mortgage the person in possession is responsible for the revenue. In deeds of
mortgage there must be a clause declaring that only the saminidri rights are
mortgaged, not the land itself; but when the mortgagee takes possession, he is only
eiititled to it until his claim has been satisfied by usufruct or otherwise, or until
the time agreed on has elapsed. The mortgagor is also responsible for the
revenue and all changes of possession must be entered in the pkant. The mort
gage can be completed only by permission of the sayfna. No period is usually
fixed, and no fees are paid except four annas for the deed which is registered by
the patwari. In cases of sale, fees are paid to the saydna and attesting witnesses.
In regard to bargains it is unusal to exchange written documents. If a dispute
arises and the debtor denies the whole debt, the creditor has to swear to it in the
name of his deity j but if the debtor denies oalya part, the creditor takes that,
part and makes an oath as regards the remainder. As regards interest, the
debtor has to give eight pukka sers of corn at each harvest (called ft»() for each
. rupee until the original sum is paid up. If the debtor becomes insolvent, the
creditor takes the original amount and foregoes the kut or takes double the
principal in coin. With regard to grain debts, the custom is that for one year,
the original is increased by one-half, and in the second year the accumulated
amount or whatever remains unpaid of it is increased by one-half. If the debtor
becomes poor the debt is measured by three times the original amount. In Chhartdri, Maleta, Kothi, Rangan, and Haripur the entire family of the saydna is entitled
to participate in the fees. One person is made sad r-saydna and all the others
are saydnas. h II the cultivators are yhair-maurdsis and have not the power to sell
their holdings, and the saydna can make them cultivate their lands or take the
land away.*
On the death of a cultivator, leaving a widow and young children, if the
widow takes to herself another husband, he can claim
Distribution of property.
tenure Other first husband as a hereditary tenant
but in such cases it is customary to make a settlement to this effect in writing —
Two-thirds of the land so taken over shall belong to tbe children of the former
husband and one-third to any children born of the second husband i if, however, a
cultivator should at his death be in debt and have no heirs,then whoever takes
* The rules of the ‘ dastdr-ul-aml ’ were incorporated in the engagement paper*
for each^Aaf, but hare since been modified.
‘
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.possession of bis effects is liable for and must pay his debts. If four brothers
have two or perhaps one wife between them, and four or five daughters are born,
and one of the brothers marries again, the children are not shared between them,
■but remain with the woman and tho woman cannot go to the younger brother,
but must live with the elder ; but the children are entitled to equal shares from
the four brothers,'Which are paid to the elder. If they separate, the elder brother
bears the expenses of the marriages. Goods are divided thus ;—After deducting
■one thing of each kind and one field for pilans^ i.e., rights on account of seniority
and half of that field {kanchu) for the youngest, all the rest are divided equally
among them, Bnt if there should be any self-acquired land (by purchase, mort
gage, &O.): or if there be encumbered laud, it is also divided. The saydna distributes
the shares and receives one sheep, one goat, one dish, one weapon, and five rupees.
The panc&dyat receives five rupees and the villagers two rupees. But if they are
poor no fees are levied and none are paid on cattle. If the mother or father be
alive, tl)e children with whom they live must provide them wtth a cow, plate,
■clothes, budlen curris, but if there are two fathers or mothers, the second receives
nothing. If any man has three wives and they hhve children in unequal numbers,
-t.e., if one have two and another three, at the time of sharing, the children all
receive equal shares except that the sou with whom the first mother has to live
-receives a little more. If two brothers have one wife and have two children at
the death of the wife, and both brothers marry again, and after the marriage the
elder brother dies leaving four sons at the time of sharing, after deducting the
-half of the whole property for the children by the first marriage, the remainder
is divided into six equal shares ; from these six shares two more besides the half
previously deducted are given to the children by the first marriage. Daughters
can claim no share in the paternal property ; only the following is the custom : —
that the father should provide whatever is necessary for the marriage ceremonies,
■and if he have any grown-up brothers he should get them married.

The system of deciding cases by oath in temples or elsewhere
noticed under Kumaon prevail also here.
■Decision "by oath.
One of the rules of the local ‘civil code’
runs as follows :—“ If there should be a quarrel with any other khat
•about boundaries, it is settled either by panclidyal. or by making oath,
but it is settled by oath only where it cannot be settled
panchayat.
The person in possession should take the oath, and if the sayana is
interested' he must take the oath, and in case he should refuse the
opposite party should be given the oath. Any quarrel about the
lands in each khat is settled in this way.” Owing to the evils
inherent in such a system it was added that all decisions arrived at
should be reported in fifteen days to the Superintendent and also
any objections, in default of which the decision would be main

tained. That this practice has a bad effect on the people themselves
is shown by the following extract from a recent report;—
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“ Whenever the suyinas settle a dispute relating to land, they should"also; be
obliged to record their decision in the patwari’s register, and if the custom;of
deciding cases by oath could be entirely abolished, the parganah 'would be much
benefited. Under the rules of the “ dnslir-ui-aml ” decision by oath (was only
allowed when no other mode of settling a dispute could be found ; but in practice
arbitrators invariably record in their decisions that the party in possession should
take oath to confirm his possession and this practice tends to keep up ill-yviH lor
ever. I have done all io my power to discourage oaths, never allowing them to be
taken when I could avoid it, as when an oath has passed between two parties, if
anything happens to the person who took it, his adversary always declares that he
took a false oath, and it is a sign of displeasure on the part of the gods, and for
fear of further manifestations of their diapldasure he at once relinquishes the
land or property. The opposite party, however, is equally unable to take posses
sion, and so the land, jf that was the Subject of the dispute, is left to lie waste.
There is a similar superstitious custom by which the wrath of the gods is invoked
against an enemy. Jf a man has a grudge against any one, he takes up some
earth out of his enemy’s field and lays it at the shrine of one of the gods With
prayers and offerings. If after that any misfortune happens to his enemy, it is
looked upon as a sign of displeasure on the part of the god,;and the poor man has
to relinquish the field and let it go to waste. These disputes are carried to such an
extent that generations after the oath has passed they are recollected, and I could
mention instances in vVhich the parties or in case of a boundary dispute the whole
i/iuf will not eat or sleep in their opponent’s village. 1 was the more particularly
. struck With the inconvenience resulting from this practice when the question of
establishing schools was first brought forward, as I found that the boys from one
khat were not even allowed to attend a school in their enemies’ village; and to show
the length to which this is carried I may state that though in years long gone, past
there was a dispute over the boundary of two khats which has just been settled
amicably before'me, yet still the remembrance of the old oath remains, even '
though the parties are now on friendly terms, at least ostensibly so.”

An oath by the Mahasu at Hanoi is the most solemn that can he
taken. A custom now prohibited, but which

Mabasu.

is proved to have existed by many a ruined
house and waste field, was that in cases of disputed possession a
party took a stone from the field or a portion of the mud from the
•walls of the house and offered them to Mahasu, with the result that
no one could cultivate the field or occupy the house—a very con
venient way of annoying one’s enemy. Another custom men
tioned in the local code is that where the Mah^sus ordered the
land or house to be freed, this order was made known by the
Mallas who came from Grarhwal for the purpose. Some account
•of tbe Mabasu has been given elsewhere.^ There were four.

Mahasus—Basak, Pibasak, Baitha, and Chalta.
» Gaz. XI. 836.

‘

The first three
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live in temples, the last moves about from khat to khat. The prin
cipal temple is at Onol or. Hanoi on the left bank of the Tons in
B^War at the north of the parganah. There is a second at Tahini
in khat Panjgaon to the east of Kalsi at the south and a third at
Anwar ; whilst the fourth taking up his bead-quarters in Bairatin
khat Koru perambulated the parganah. Basak and Pibasak have
migrated to Tihri, and Baitha and Chalta are now the Mah&sus
of Jaunsar-Bawar. Mr. Williams gives another account of tho
origin of the worship of Mahasu
“ According to Brahmsnical traditions, at a remote era of time, a man
ploughing in the parganah of Bukan (now Deoghar) saw a snake, which, erecting
itself before him, said, I am sent by the Divinity raise near this place an image
tube worshipped J call it the Mahisu deota and it will reveal to you laws that
are to be obeyed. On learning this vision of the cultivator, some Brahmans
made an image and placed it in the field where tbe snake had appeared, and
after some time had elapsed it was inspired to give them the following instruc
tions, the observance of which secure the devout from the evils of the present
world and insure their happiness in the next, viz__
First, never to sleep in a bed with four legs. Second, never to drink pure
milk. Buttermilk is permitted, but it is meritorious to abstain from eating the
butter, it being more praiseworthy to burn it at the places appointed for the
worship of the Mahasu deota. Third, always to sacrifice the finest goats at the
demigod’s shrine, and if similar sacrifices elsewhere be abstained from—so much
the better.” Mr. J. B. Fraser mentions a temple at the village of Bankauli, not
far from Lakba Mandal, in khat Banndar, sacred toJMahSsu, whom he considers
identical with Mahadeo. He describes the shrine, however, as being built on a
Tibetan model.” .

The Onol temple is about forty miles from KMsi, and is
now the head-quarters of Baitha and Chalta. The latter used
to visit Jaunsar and Jubal alternately staying for twelve years
in eacTi, much to the annoyance of the people. Mr. Williams
tells as that with the Mahasu came fifty to seventy attendants,
besides dancing-girls and others. It was, however, necessary
to invite him through his Wazir, and such was the dread of
his wrath that an invitation was seldom wanting. On receiving
the invitation the deity was placed in a palki covered with

silver and after certain ceremonies was escorted by crowds of
worshippers to his new residence. Those unconnected with the
deity were only Ad for one day, but the regular attendants

seldom remained less than si^c months or as long in fact as they
received entertainment.
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To defraj’ the cost of the entertainment, collections had to bo
made from the different khats in the division at the rate of eight
annas a house or more, according to the means of the proprietors.
Many other contributions were also exacted, such as ghi, goats,
supplies of various sorts, amounting altogether to a heavy tax upon
the people, who attributed the occurrence of an accident in any
village to the indignation of the unpropiliated Mahasu. To check
these exactions. Major Young passed a summary order at Kalsi,
in the presence of the assembled say<inas, banishing the deota and
his attendants from Jauns&r-BAwar, and also commanded the
Wazir to abstain from accepting any invitation on the part of
Mahasu without the sanction of Government, In a recent report
it is, however, stated that it continues to give trouble to this day.
The first Wazir whose name is on record was Kup Sinh*. He
•
died at Bastil in 1326, leaving two sons by ■
The Wazir of Mahfisu.
,
®
*'
uinerent mothers. Both pretended to suc
ceed to tho Wazirship. Their conflicting claims caused two fac

tions, and the dispute was referred to Major Young for decision.
He decided the case in favour of Ugar Sen, the elder brother, but
the adherents of the younger, Ram Nath, on their return to Bastil,
repudiated the'judgment and sent an invitation to the Mahasu,
who made a visitation to the Kandi division, which materially
interfered with the settlement recently concluded.' The fine and
. imprisonment of the principal offenders put a stop to their excesses.
The present W azir, Karan Singh, resides at Pastil; he has fallen
into evil courses and is held in sttiall respect, not being even
entitled to the compliment of a chair. It is, however, said that
were he to reform, he would be, like the older members of the
family, venerated as much as the deity himself.

The dialect of Jaunsar is almost unintelligible to the people of
the plains and is akin to the patois spoken in
Language.
the neighbouring states of Tihri and Jubal:
thus -.—ydd, ‘ a stream ’; pujhar, ‘ wood ’; nyar, ‘ grass ’; chiskiya,
* burned ’■/ hanuwa, ‘ to walk,’ are words unknown in the plains.
There is little education, though a few schools have been estab
lished ; the people, however, are anxious that tiieir children should

be taught, and a cess has been levied to. provide a school in each
* Mr. ’William’s note.
'
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There are numerous applications for schools; but until
further funds exist, there is little hope of establishing a sufficient
number ; and without education
rest of the British hill districts.
contrast is not advantageous
when compared with Garhwal

the people must remain behind the
In this respect as in others the
for the administrators of Jaunsfir
and Kumaon, and one can well

understand the complaints of the people that though a cess has
been levied for the purpose, most of the khats have still no schools.
There is no jail and no police. The lock-up nt Chakrdta and
K&lsi serves for the one and the saydnas for the other. Roads
are still urgently wanted all over the parganah. The establish
ment of Chakrata has given it a good road from Kalsi, and has
also been the means of keeping that from Mussooree to the can
tonment in good repair, and the forest works on the Tons have
necessitated the making of a good road from Chakrata to the
borders of the district in Bawar. There was a line of road cut from
Chakrata to the Tons on a direct line to Simla by Mr. F.
Williams; but although the road would he very useful if the Panjab
Government would agree to make their portion of it, still it is

pot required on its projected scale so far as the district wants are
Concerned'. The remaining roads such as they are can barely be
kept in order with the funds available, and four feet or six feet

paths might be multiplied all over the parganah with advantage.
Jaunsar-Bawar^ came with Dehra Dun into the possession of the *
British in 1815. The first settlement was

■Fiscal history.

\

.

made by Captain Birch for 1815-16 to
1817-18 at Rs. 16,247 a year, exclusive of miscellaneous revenue,

customs, and transit dues collected at Kalsi, and amounting to
Bs. 1,753. Captain Birch was succeeded by Captain Ross, who
made the second settlement from November, 1818 to October,
1821 at Rs. 15,703 for land-revenne and Rs. 1,298 for customs.
Captain Young took charge in April, 1819, and in 1821 made the
third settlement, which was also for three years, from November,
1821 to October, 1824, at the same rate as before. This settle
ment appears to have worked w'ell, as no coercive measures were
necessary for the realisation of the revenue demand. The fourth
settlement for 1824 to 1827 was fixed at Rs. 17,282 for land-'

’ From Mr. G. B. C. Wiliams, B.C.S., Memoir on Dehra Dfin.
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revenue and Ra, 1,419 on account of customs and included
Rs. 1,485 due to the chauntras and saydnas noticed hereafter.
This settlement was extended for a further period of two years,
and at its conclusion, in 1829, Major Young made further proposals
for a new settlement. Before taking up this settlement we must
refer to the peculiar machinery existing ip Jaunsar-Bawar for the
distribution and collection of the lahd-revenUe which, though in
many respects similar to that foilnd in Garhwal at the conquest
has many features peculiar to itself; and for this purpose we shall
avail ourselves chiefly of Mr. Williams’ careful summary.
The hereditary indigenous revenue officers constituted the
machinery not only for collecting but for
Chauntras and saydnas.
.
mi
distributing the revenue, lhe parganahs
of Jaunsar and Bawar were divided into khats or collections of
villages, at the head of which were officers termed saydnas similar
in every respect to the saydnas of Garhwal and the kamins of
Kumaon. The four most influential saydnas were called ehaantras^
■ _

and formed a conclave {fihauntvu}, to which was submitted the
gross sum assessed on the parganahs as revenue. This they
distributed over the khats, and the saydnas of each khat re-distri

buted the sum allotted to the khai over each village within his
jurisdiction. The village saydnas again fixed the sum to be con
tributed by each proprietor within the village. AH were then
jointly and severally responsible for the entire assessment.
The entire community had one mahajan or banker, Din Dayal
Ram, resident at Kalsi, who became their surety {mdlzdmiri} for the
punctual payment of the revenue on the appointed day. The
surety paid up the revenue and debited the sum due by each pro
prietor to him as a personal account with interest from the date fixed
for payment without reference to the date when the money was
actually paid, and this was considered a lawful perquisite of the

• office. The chauntras were not only revenue officers, but had
also civil and criminal jurisdiction, having “ plenary power to
fllog, imprison, multilate, and execute” up to a very recent date.
As revenue officers they received salaries of Bs, 40, Rs. fiO or
Rs. 100 a year. The saydnas of each khat had similar powers in a
lesser degree within their own kkats, and enjoyed an allowance of
five per cent, on the collections as bi.saunta similar to' the lambardar’s
46
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The emoluments of the surety were consi

derable : he had a quarter anna per cent, or one month’s interest on
the gross revenue termed ganth-kholai or fee for opening his

money-bags, besides interest at the rate of Rs. 18'12 per cent, per
annum on each of the four annual instalments calculated as due
six months before the actual date of payment.
Such was the administrative machinery ; and after consultation
Major Young recommended that a proposal made by the channtras
to give Rs. 1,000 additional as land-revenue and to furnish 300 men
daily for eightmonths to complete a road to Bastil from Kalsi should

be accepted, and on this basis the fifth settlement from 1829 to 1834
was concluded, giving a land-revenue of Es. 15,354 and a decrease
of Rs. 505 in the customs. The next settlement for 15 years 1,1834-35
to 1848-49) was also the work of Major (now Colonel) Young, then
also Superintendent of the Diin, at a revenue of Rs. 21,412, includ

ing customs and cesses. The land-tax amounted to Rs. 16,280.
There is nothing on record to show how any of these settlements
were made. The several officers appear to have made nothing more
than a rough estimate of the capabilities of the parganah, and this
being accepted by the chauntru 'fia.i distributed over each khat, the
m&tzdmin at K41si collecting and paying in the revenue on due
date to the tahsild^ri.
Previous ta the annexation of this parganah to the Dun, an officer

styleddiwSn was stationed at Kalsi, who per

formed all the duties of an amfn and tahsildar.
To Bakir AU, appointed diwan in 1818, Colonel Young attributes
“ the flourishing and orderly state of the parganah,” and on Bakir
All’s obtaining the appointment of tahsildar at Dehra in 1830,

Colonel Young recommended the abolition of the post of diw&n at
KMsi. At the same time Din Dayal Ram, the old surety for the
revenue, died, and between his son Kirpa Ram and the chauntras a,
fierce quarrel arose with no independent local officer present to inter
pose his good offices and settle their disputes. These matters came to
Mr. Vansittart’s notice in 1844, and he removed Kirpa Rdm from
office, who was again restored by Mr. A. Ross in 1846. On this the
chauntru or assembly of chauntras demurred and set up a rival surety.
They were met by an Order from the Superintendent declaring them
relieved of their functions for the time being.
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The chauntru not only continued their opposition, but exacted

a large sum of money to pay their expenses to Agra in order to
appeal to the Lieutenant-.Governor,

This, with a visit.from the

deity Mahasu, whose Wazir was at this time particularly exacting,

induced the people to listen to the remonstrances of Mr, Ross
when he visited the parganah in 1849, The Governor-General hap

pened to pass through the parganah in the game year, and was beset
with complaints from the two factions and from the people them
selves against both.

The surety was accused of ruining the

country by his exorbitant charges for interest and the chauntru

were accused of unfairly assessing their own good khats and

transferring the burthen to the other and poorer khCits, which event
ually involved' them in debts which they could not pay off. To
remedy this state of things a redistribution of the land-retenue be
came necessary, and arrangements were made by Mr. A- Ross to
this end. The net land-revenue now Stood at Rs. 18,006, to
which was added Rs. 7.50 on account of roads and the items com
prising the bisawnta or saydaa dues, making a gross assessment
of Rs. 19,750. The kirkun or village accountant’s fees were
fixed at Rs. 617, and those known as ganth-kholai at Rs. 293,
so that the total charges of every description amounted to
Rs. 20,660,^ which eventually fell to Rs. 19,953. A regular settle

ment was made after an inquiry into the condition of each khat
and its villages: the power and duties of the chauntru wete
abolished, and the management of each khat through its own saydna
was established. These officers’ allowances were confirmed at five
per cent, on the collections as a remunetation for their trouble.
The debts due to the surety were paid or remitted, and in future the
landholders were to be relieved from the payment of the interest in

anticipation hitherto a perquisite of the surety.

The fiscal duties

* The actual eharges'and receipts in 1848 are thus given
Becbwts.
(Ihasges.
Es.
HaTc-bisaunta.
Revenue Sayan&s salary
1,000
400
Deduct charges ...
Chauntras’ salary.,.,
1,000
Koad allowance ...
894
Kegolar establishment
180
Patwiris
192
Peons

Total

3,666

Ks. .
20,000
3,066

Net revenue ... 16,334
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of the c/tauntru fell on the say&nas of the khat, and the joint respon
sibility of each sharer for the payment of the revenue was limited
to his own khat, which became, in fact, a ihdydchdra estate. The
establishment was also reduced from Es. ],900 to Rs. 1,776 per
annum.* All these arrangements were subsequently sanctioned by
Government, with the exception that the.road allowance was raised
to the original amount.
At the same time Mr. Ross drew up a code of law and procedure
for the use of the local panchdyats in admin
istering justice among themselves. This
was compiled from the customs and traditions current amongst the
people, only making alterations when these were repugnant to mo
rality and common sense. Provisions, for example, were introduced
prohibiting the practice of compounding felonies or the disposal of
cases of felony, especially murder, by the saydnas ; the accusation of
witchcraft was made a punishable offence, as well as the practice of
Das/Hr-ui-aml.

Cursing the ground from motives of revenge. It states also the
general principle that the revenue is fixed on the general resources
of the landholders as well as of the land, on the number of sheep,
goats, plough-cattle, labourers, quantity of land and its produce,
walnut-trees,, apricots, honey, &c. All trees are the property of
Government, except a few near villages, which were included in the
ehaks and were planted by the landholders. The landholders have
power to cut wood for making ploughs^ houses, or for their own

private use as firewood, but are not allowed to sell it; and those in
whose khats there is no deoddr are allowed to bring it from the khats
. they have been accustomed, subject to the same conditiops, and
the persons froni whose khats the wood is taken are not allowed to
charge for it. They* have a complete right to all grass and jungle
and wild drugs and grazing rights. But other rights, such as
mines, belong to tho State and no one without permission can

bring under cultivation waste land not included in his chak, and
Government has_ the right of selling and letting that land to
whomsoever it pleases. The new agreement paper states speci
fically the boundaries of the village and State forests which are all
now demarcated by'permanent boundary pillars.
During the currency of this settlement tbe khats. relieved
themselves from debt, but still the state of the parganah was
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generally so unsatisfactory that at its expiration, in 1869, it ivas

not deemed advisable to raise the revenue, but merely to redistri
bute it again with the help of a block measurement of the cultiva
tion. This, the eighth settlement, was effected by Mr. J. C.

Eobeitson in 1859 for the years

1860-61 to 1870-71.

It is

remarkable because no attempt had ever bMore been made to
measure the cultivation. The result of a plane-table measurement

gave a total cultivated area of 21,603 acres, of which 164 acres
were held revenue-free. The gross revenue was fixed at Rs. 21,525,
from which should be deducted bisawitd or
allowances,

Rs. 1,042 ; lalclna or the allowances of

or village account

ants, Rs. 1,830, and Rs. 1,000 for the repair of roads, leaving a
net revenue of Rs. 18,695, which at the end of the .settlement was
Es. 19,678. The surety’s allowances and oflice were then alto
gether abolished. The revenue assessed in 1859 was collected
without difficulty. In only one ihai was it necessary to have
recourse to any measure for enforcing payment and here it was
due to embezzlement on the part of the saydna.
The next revision of settlement tpok place in 1870-73, and
„ ,
was made by Mr. W. Cornwall. The great
Ninth settlement.

„

„

.

...

® .

' feature of this revision is the demarcation
of khats and their boundaries, especially in connection with the
Government forests.

.

The Resolution recites

" Under native rule the respective interests of the State and the people in
regard to forest rights had never been clearly defined; and up to 1866 matters
had been left very uinch to themselves in Jaunsar-Bawai', in oonsequenee of
which the forests suffered greatly. In 1869, the forest lands were divided into
three great classes; from tbe first the villagers were entirely excluded; in the
second they were allowed rights of grazing, fuel, and reclamation; while the
third class was handed over to them under the condition that no alienations
were to be made under any circumstances.' The toyinas protested strongly on
the ground that under this arrangement they had no guarantee of future enjoy
ment. Aecordingly the Government of the time directed that all land not likely
to be needed for forest purposes should be made over unreservedly to the khais;
under the third class, forest land should be held to appertain to the respective
khats under the proviso of non-alienation. This necessitated a fresh demarca
tion of forest boundaries, which was effected in 1873; hut it was not 11111874
that the • phantbandis’ or detailed demand statements were finally prepared and
assented to, aud that the revised demand came into operation.”

The cultivation also was measured and maps were prepared on
tbe scale of one inch to twenty yards, similar to those that were
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With these were indices showing the area of

each field, the holder and the demand payable by each sharer.

The result of this revision was a total revenue demand of Rs.
26,181, which with cesses amounted to Rs. 29,495 at the end of the
settlement, the previous demand being Rs. 19,695, thus giving
aa increase of one-third.

The terms of the wdjih-ul-arz were

revised, and many of the unnecessary conditions of the old
dastdr-ul-aml 'n&tq omitted and others were revised.
Under the previously existing arrangement the saydni, distri
buted the quota of the revenue, as already explained, over the khat,
and the village saydna over each village. Whenever the revenue
payer left his khat or through misfortune of any kind was unable to
pay the revenue assessed, this was distributed by the saydna among
tbe other cultivators; while any person dissatisfied was allowed
to nppcal. The new arrangements provided also for a report by .
the tahsild&r on all items in the phdntbandi or revenue-roll differ
ing from the distribution of the previous year which should be sent
to the Superintendent for orders before April, so as to give time
for a proper inquiry before tbe agricultural operations of the year
commenced. This was the principal change^ introduced in the
fiscal administration by the settlement of 1873.
Patw&ris or village accountants were substituted for the kdrkuns
of the old arrangement, and a cess was levied to support them.
On the whole the attempt to follow out the procedure adopted in

the plains was not» success; and here, as in Kumaun, the resolution
to insist on regular rent-rates, revenue-rates, and classification of
soils resulted only in failure, gave an infinity of trouble, and left .
behind it not a single statistic on these subjects that could be
relied upon. The country, the people, and the crops differ from
the plains and its people to such a degree that no useful object can
be attained by compelling both to follow exactly the same lines in
detail. Here other matters exercise a considerable influence, popu
lation, aspect, nearness to forests, and the proportion of table to
terraced lands. As observed by Mr. H. G. Ross, a village may
* The five ikags Of Bawar were each made into a separate kiat or sub-divi
sion J and the office of f,aAr-sapdna was abolished until now held by the Wazir of
the Onol temple, Mr. Cornwall sent in his .report (No. 109), loth March, 1873,
and Mr. H. G. Boss sent in a supplementary report (478), 19th December, 1874,
hut these were not taken up, and orders were not issued until(No.917),lstJune,
1880, confirming tbe settlement for ten years.
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have excellent land, but without cultivators it is of little use.
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very best soil with a southern aspect will not produce crops equal

to those on inferior soil with a northern aspect; a village with
inferior land and possessing a good head of cattle or able to collect

leaves from a forest will have finer crops than a village with supe-.

rior land, but without these advantages for manure ; again, there are
dry hills and moist hills, and the latter produce far the better crops,
though there is nothing to show whence tbe moistness comes and
there is no difference in the soils. The saydnas refused at first to
sign the engagement papers, but after some explanation that was
dene.
It was soon seen that the assessment of 1873 pressed heavily
„
on several khats; and in 1883, Mr. H. G.
• Tenth settlement.
.
Koss was deputed to revise the settlement,
accepting the records of the past and his personal experience as
the basis of his proceedings. The assets on which the revenue was
assessed by him were (al the land; (J) the cattle; (c) occasional
or temporary {khiT) cultivation. To the first he applied the pro
vincial average of Re. l-9:7 per acre on cultivation and Re. 1-4-3

per acre on the assessable area. To the second, in lieu of a grazing
Cess, he applied half the Diin grazing rates—two annas per buffalo,
one anna per cow, and one pice per sheep or goat. Taking these

rates with an additional rate for occasional cultivation, he Worked
out a maximum demand! On each khat which should be worked on
as the extreme margin to which the revenue may rise, but which
local circumstances should be allowed to modify. Thef result of
the revision was that out of a total of 38 khats Mr. Ross reduced
the revenue in 15 and left 23 untouched. The previous demand
for the whole parganah was Rs. 29,495, and this was reduced to
Rs. 27,495 and confirmed by Government for twenty years.’ The
details of the statistics then collected have already been given.

Another matter connected with this settlement is the preparation of
phard-phdnts or standard revenue-rolls distributing the total assess
ment over tho villages and cultivation within a khat, whilst leaving
the responsibility of the whole khat for the revenue untouched.
This may be changed by variations in area of cultivated land,
in number of adult male cultivators or number of cattle, but it

"

•

’ G. I. (R. A.), 119R, sth February, 1884.
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will serve as a guide to officers hereafter when disputes arise with
the say&na regarding the distribution of the Uiat assessment. The
^ay&nwlidri system, too, was retained.
There were twelve patwaris, which were now reduced to three,
6ne for Bawar and Lohkandi and two for Jaunsdr; and one kaniingo, a descendant of Lala Din Dayal, the former m&lzAinin of Kalsi.
Amongst the descendants of the chauntras are two—Debi Singh,
&ay&na of IcTiat Udpalta, and Jwala Singh, saydna of khat Sam&lta—

who fong ceased to take any interest in the parganah or afford any
assistance to the local officers. For the descendants of the other
two chauntras—Ram Das, say&na of khat Koru, and Moti Ram,
iay&na of khat Sell—Mr. Ross obtained a grant of Rs. 100 each for,
life, with the title of chauntra, in recognition of their past services,
renewable in either case to a direct heir who is reported qualified ‘
and to be a suitable person to'whom the grant may be continued.
Arrangements, too, were made by which the forest rules where
they pressed hardly were relaxed, and provision was made for the
requirements at Chakrata for fuel and proper forest conservancy,
without undue or unnecessary restriction of the privileges of the
villagers.
•
From 1815 to 1829, tho parganah remained in charge of one
officer immediately subordinate to the Gov
Administration.
ernor-General’s Agent at Dehli, and who
had certain civil and criminal powers, aided by the chauntru. When

Regulation V of 1829 rescinded Regulation XXI of 1825, the

parganah administration fell into the same state of confusion as that
of the Dun, and, in 1830, it was formally placed under the Super
intendent of the Diin. The subsequent history must bo given in
Mr. Williams’ own words:—
“ Years after. Act XXIV of 1864 vested the administration of
justice and the collection of the revenue in such officers as the
Lieutenant-Governor might appoint who were to be guided by tho
rules framed for the Tarhi districfftrnder Act XIV of 1861. Noti

fication No. 117O|A, dated 29th April, 1864, supplemented the
Act investing the Superintendent with the general administration
of the sub-division, !ind empowering him to assign to his assistants
such executive, fiscal, or judicial duties as they might be qualified to
discharge, in subordination to the Commissioner of Meer.ut.. The
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functionaries to be employed in the administration ftf civil justice
were the assistants to the Superintendent, the
Civil jurisdiction.
,
11.
v ,
«
•
Superintendent himself, and" the Commis
sioner of Meerut; iu the administration of the revenue and criminal
justice, the tahsildd,r of Kalsi, the assistants, the Superintendent,
and the Commissioner. The previous resolution defined the powers

of these officers and proeedure to be observed by them. The Super
intendent received authority to try original suits without limit of
Value and hear regular appeals from the decision of his assistants,
who had power to try original suits not exceeding 1,000 rupees in
value, while a regular appeal lay from the Superintendent to the
Commissioner, and where the two latter differed, Government had
the option, if petitioned, of referring the point at issue to the de
cision of the Sadar court (now High Court). A special appeal also
might he made to tho Commissioner from the decision of the Su
perintendent in regular appeal.
The tahsildar could only try petty criminal cases made over to

him by the Superintendent, nor did his

„ .

rupees fine or a sentence to six months’ imprisonment. The as
sistant likewise, unless specially empowered, was restricted to the
trial of cases so referred, and his powers only extended to tbe
infliction of a fine of 100 rupees or a sentence of twelve months’
imprisonment. The orders of both were appealable to the Super
intendent, who had the ordinary full power of a Magistrate of dis

trict. Appeals lay from him to the Commissioner of Meerut, who
was also empowered to revise the proceedings of any subordinate
authority, and to him all cases of a more heinous nature were to be
committed for trial; but in those of murder and all others demand
ing a more severe punishment than fourteen years’ imprisonment,
his sentence could not be carried out without the concurrence of
the Judge of Meerut, or, in the event of a sentence of death, with
out the confirmation of the Nizdmat Adalat (now High Court).
The suits cognisable in the revenue courts were divided into

„

.

.

Bevenue jurisdiction.

two heads, summary and regular. The sum’

xk

i

j

l

mary suits were thus classmed ; (1) suits by
milguz&rs, &c., against tenants or of tenants against sub-tenants, for
arrears of rent; (2) by lambarddrs against under-sharers for arrears

47
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of revenue; (3) by malguzdrs, &e., against agents for production of.
accounts and recovery of money due ; (4) by farmers of excise
duties against licensed manufacturers and vendors for recovery of
arrears due on sub-contracts; (5) by cultivators and tenants against
malguzars, «feo., and of under-sharers against lambardars for undue
exaction of rent or revenue ; (6) of same against the same for illegal
dispossession, actual or attempted. The period of limitation fixed
for the institution of suits under clauses I, II, III, IV was twelve
months, and for the institution of those under clause V, VI, sixty
days. The regular suits were defined to be : (1) suits about the
mdlguzdri right in land, or the right to registered revenue-free
land, or land held on a quit-rent, or claims to share in the profits
or rent of such land or in manorial privileges not reserved to Gov
ernment; (2) summary suits (as classified above) when from lapse of
time, or on other grounds, they cannot be tried in the ordinary way;
(3) suits by malguzars, &c., for rent of land held in excess of or con
trary to lease; (4) suits by the same to oust tenants-at-will not in
default, at the end of the year, or at the expiration of a lease; (5)
suits by-the same for enhancement of rent. Regular appeals
from the revenue courts under the Tarai rules He solely to the
Commissioner, and in the case of summary suits only on the ques
tion whether the issues raised are fit to be tried summarily or not,
his decision on the latter point is final. In regular suits a special
appeal lies from his order to the Board of Revenue.
A regularly-organised police under Act V of 1861 was not
introduced. The people themselves were.
Police.
.
’
as heretofore, to extemporise a rude consta
bulary in case of necessity, and the Superintendent, being imme
diate head of the police, was to be guided by the spirit of the old
Regulation .XX of 1817, or by its provisions, wherever applicable.
As a matter of fact crime in the parganah is almost unknown : of
theft there is little or none ; and as the people are not of a jealous
disposition in regard to their wives, murder or crimes of violence
seldom occur.
The appointment of a Cantonment Magistrate to Chakrata
* under Government Order No. 415, Judicial
C—..
Department, dated 2nd April,

1869, subsequently suggested some modifications in the judicial

JOLABUGR.
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■ system. By Notification No. 1393A, dated 19th September, 1872,
the Lieutenant-Governor, in virtue of the authority vested in him

under section 2, Act I of 1865 (the Acts and Regulations Exten
sion Act), extended the operation of the Code of Criminal Procedure
(Act.XX of 1861) to Jaunsar-Ba war, and under sections of tho
same Act the Superintendent of Dehra was invested with the powers
of a District Magistrate in the parganah, the Cantonment Magistrate
of Chakrata with the local jorisdiction of a sub-divisional Magistrate
under section 230, Code of Criminal Procedure, and the powers of
a Magistrate as defined in section 132 under section 234, JatmsarBawar being declared a sub-division under section 18 ; the Judge
of Saharanpur with the powers of a District and Sessions Judge

within the parganah under section 2 of Act XIX of 1871 (the
Bengal Sessions Court Act). - A Resolution of the same date (No.
427A) extended to the sub-division the operation of the Code of

Civil Procedure (Act VllI of 1859, as amended by Acts XXIU
of 1867 and IX of 1863). Under section 2 of the same Act tho
administration of civil justice was vested in the naib-tahsild&r of
K&lsi with powers of a Munsif for the trial of suits up to Rs. 300,
the Superintendent of the Diin with powers to hear appeals from
the Munsif and decide suits above Rs. 300 in value, ahd the Com-,

missioner of Meerut with final appellate powers from the decisions
of both. In his capacity of eai-offi,cio Assistant Superintendent,
the Cantonment Magistrate is the chief police officer of -Jaunsar-.
B4war and all offences are reported directly to him, while the naibtahsiidar is a subordinate through whom cases are worked. He is
also sub-registrar of the parganah, as well as Small Cause Court
Judge, with powers to try cases where the cause of action does not
exceed Rs. 200 within the limits of the cantonments.
Jolabugr, a halting-place on the left bank of the Pindar river
in patti Pindarwar and parganah Badhan of British Garhwal, dis

tant 10 miles from Dungari and 14 miles from Baijnath, on the
route by the latter place to Nandprayag. The encamping-ground
is on a flat piece’ of waste land close to the river’s bank. Tho

road hence to Dungari lies along the left, bank of the Pindar,
gently undulating to Thar&lij where there .is a baniya’s shop, and
* A bttgr or hagar means the-flat ground on tbe banks of a stream used for
cremation purposes and is equivalent to the ghat of the plains.

ST 2
supplies are obtainable.

JOSHIMATH.

The Pindar is at present crossed here by

a sanga of rude construction and in the rains by a rope-bridge or
jkula. Thence the road ascends the glen of the Goptara-gadh
through a close foresj; of chlr to Dungari about six miles. An
iron-wire suspension bridge is about to be erected here further
down the stream. At Nar&yanbugr there is one of these bridges
passable at all times by ponies. In the cold weather the Pindar is
usually fordable, except immediately after rain.
Joshimath, or jyolirdham, the place of the great Jyotir ling
of Mahadeo, is situate in parganah Painkhanda of Garhwal in
north latitude 30®-33'-24’' and east longitude 79°-36'-24" at an
elevation of 6,107 feet above the level of the sea, and about 1,500
feet above the confluence of the Dhauli and Vishnuganga and
some one and a half mile below it. The population in 1872 was
455, and in 1881 was 572. The site lies on the left bank of the
united streams, here known as the Alaknanda, in a hollow recess
and on a declivity descending from theTrisul peak, and is sheltered
on every side by a circular ridge, and especially to the north, where
a high mountain intercepts the cold blasts rushing from the Hima
laya, rising in that direction. The entrance to the town is up a
bank cut into steps faced with slate or stone, with both which
materials the streets also are paved, but very irregularly. Tho
houses are neatly built of grey stone and are roofed, with shingles
or slates. Amongst them are the well-built residences of the

B&wal and other priests of the Badrinath temple, who live here from
October to the middle of Maj^, during which time the approaches
to the temple that they serve are buried under snow. The
building containing the image of Nara Sinha is more like a private
residence than a Hindu temple. It is built with gable-ends and
covered in with a sloping roof of plates of copper. Pilgrims halting
here put up in a large square, having a stone cistern. Supplied by
two brazen spouts, which yield a never-failing flow of water,
derived from a stream descending from the Himalaya. A collec
tion of temples, bearing marks of great antiquity, extend along
one side of the square, being ranged along a terrace about ten feet
high. In the centre of the area is a temple sacred to Vishnu, sur
rounded by a wall thirty feet square. • Several of those temples are
much dilapidated, having been partially overthrown by earth-
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quakes.

The temples of Vishnu, Ganesa, Surya or the Sun, and

the Naudevi, have suffered least.

The statue of Vishnu is of black

stone, in a very superior stylo of workmanship. It is about seven
feet high and is supported by four female figures, standing on

a flat pedestal. There is another imageof brass with wings attach
ed and wearing the sacred Prahmanical thread, which some assert
to be of Bactrian-Greek workmanship. The image of Ganesa is
two feet high, well carved, and polished. In the town is a line of
water-mills, placed one below the other, at intervals of fifteen or
twenty yards, and turned by one stream, which, flowing from the

mountain above, is supplied to them in succession by a communica

tion through troughs of hollowed trunks of firs. Joshimath is an
important station on tbe road to both }l£na and Niti, and a cross
road from Rimni by the Kulara pass ends here. • The inhabitants
are temple priests, traders, and cultivators.

There is a traveller’s

rest-house, a school, and a pilgrim dispensary supported from the
sadabart funds. The place is not so flourishing as it was, and heaps
evident traces of its desertion by the Bhotiyas, who now carry their
wares to Nandpray&g further south.
Juhar, a parganah of Kumaon, comprises three pattis—Jnhar
Malla, Goriphat and Tallades. The land tax was assessed as follows

at each settlement
1815.
Bs.
4,842

1817.
Es.
5,140

1819.
Es.
6,051

1820.
Es.
2,638

1823.
Rs.
3,382

1888.
Rs.
3,380

1833.
Es.
3,439

1843.
Es.
3,378

Cuneut.
. Bs.
6,975

The land-revenue falls on the whole assessable area at Re. 0-15-1 per

acre and on the cultivation at Re. 1-12-2 per acre. The entire area
liable to revenue at the recent settlement amounted to 6,332 bisis, of
which 2,936 are culturable and 3,395 are cultivated (1,079 irrigated).
There are 107 mahals or estates comprising 212 villages inhabited
by 5,074 males and 4,486 females: in 1881 there were 4,803 males
and 4,621 females. The patw&ri resides in Milam. (See Bhotiya
Mahals.) The surface-throughout has a great elevation, tbe lowest
part being the valley of the Gori river. About the end of October

the whole of Juh4r proper is covered with snow, and the inhabitants
all descend to the lower pattis. The accumulation is progressive
to the beginning of April, and snow continues to fall until late in
May. The depth in open and level situations varies in different
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years from six to twelve feet, and is wholly dissipated by the first
week in June ; hut in confined and much-depressed places, suc
cessive avalanches sometimes cause accumulations several hundred
feet thick, and in many deep valleys and ravines the whole is not
•melted until late in July. Webb, in the beginning of June, found
an accumulation 250 feet in perpendicular depth in the bottom of
a valley, where the further progress of avalanches from the inclos
ing mountains was arrested. At an elevation of 11,568 feet above
the level of the sea, the head-water of the river Gori flows from the
base of this mass, which never quite melts, though towards the
close of the periodical rains, the side, midway up the mountain,
becomes divested pf snow and yields a very scanty pasture to goats.
The upper extremity of the valley, however, is never free from
snow. The scanty cultivation attempted in the upper portion of
Juhtir produces barley, buckwheat, amaranths, leeks, and turnips.
Species of buckwheat, celery, garlic and rhubarb grow wild. The
crops are usually very poor and sometimes completely fail in con
sequence of the ungenial climate. The indigenous fruits are goose

berries, red and white currants, raspberries, pears, and strawberries.
The culture of peaches and apricots is attempted, but the produce is
very poor. The other trees are various kinds of pines, rhododen
drons, and birches, the usual shrubs are ground-cypress, roses, and
sweetbriar. Flowers are plentiful, especially iris and anemone.
Jumna, the second greatest river of these provinces and the
most important feeder of the Ganges. It rises in native Garhwal
in the group of mountains known as Bandarpunoh or the Jamno-

tri peaks, at an elevation of 10,849 feet above the level of the sea.
Bandarpunch as seen from the south-west shows a ridge called Kailaru striking off to the southward and westward from the peak lower
E of the maps (20,014 feet) and ending in a small glen- in front.
To the west pf this and nearly north-east of the point of observa
tion another large mass runs down, called Duman-kandi, forming
between itself and Kailarn a basin whence issues the Unta-ganga.
Further to the west a range consisting of many high and irregular
masses, taking its rise from a continuation of Bandarpunch, forms
the western side of the valley; and between this range and Dumankandi, tbe Jamna is formed from many sources in the snow.
These streams unite in one and fall into a basin below.

To
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this basin, however, there is no access, for immediately above this
spot the rocks again close over the stream, and, though not so
lofty as those below, they interpose a complete bar to further pro
gress in the bed of the torrent. Between the two banks, the
view is closed by the breast of the mountain, which is of vivid'
green from perpetual moisture, and is furrowed by time and the
torrents into numberless ravines ; and down these ravines are seen
trickling the numerous sources of this branch of the Jumna.
Above this green bank, rugged bays and dark, rocky cliffs arise,

and the deep calm beds and cliffs of snoW, towering above all,
finish the picture. Noble rocks of varied hues and forms, crowned
with luxuriant dark foliage, and the stream journeying from rock
to rock, forms a foreground not unworthy Of it. The Unta-ganga
and Jumna unite at the point of a level piece of land lying at* the foot
of Duman-kandi, which thus divides the valley into those through
which the two-rivers flow nearly equal in volume and length.

The principal source, according to Hodgson, lies about 500 feet to

Source.

the north-west of the hot spring of Jamno-

tri, where the face of the mountain rises very
steeply and is entirely eased in snow and ice. From a rock which
projects from the snow a small rill descends during the day, about
three feet wide and very shallow, being only a shower of spray pro
duced by the snow melting under the influence of the sun’s rays.
Below this the snow-bedi is intersected by rents and chasms,
caused by the falling in of the snow as it becomes melted by the

steam of the boiling spring below it. The rill finds its way through
crevices formed in the snow-bed to the ground beneath, out of which
gush numerous springs of water of nearly boiling heat, and the
steam from these melts the mass of ice and snow above them, so as

to form numerous excavations resembling vaulted roofs of marble,
and further causes a copious shower, which affords the principal
supply to the Jnmna. The stream holds a source generally south
westerly for about eight miles, when the Birahiganga or Untaganga, which down to this point surpasses the Jumna in length
and volume of water, joins it on the left bank.
The declivity of the bed of the stream in tlii^ portion of its course

is enormous, as in a distance of sixteen miles from its source the fall
is 5,036 feet, being at the rate of 31d feet to the mile,

About five
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miles below this it receives on the right bank the Badiyar, a great
torrent descending from Ked^r Kanta. The Supin rises to the north
of the Bandarpunch group, and joined by the Supin is called the
Tons, and this again fed by the Pabar eventually joins the Jumna,
which is thus the great drainage channel for Tihri and Jauns&rB&war?
The route from Jamnotri to Mussooree is shown below

m
o
<8
a
O

Estimated
Name of halting-places. distance in
miles.

Height
above
sea-level.

Remarks.

6
g

Feet,
8,600

...

11

7,000

6
6

6,800
5,300

g
6
7
8

Ujri (Ujrigarh)
Eutnar ...
...
•
•
s
Camp at foot of ascent,
Camp near Gihangar...
Dharasu ...
...
Lalauri ...

II
12
8
8

6,100
4,100
3,300
4,000

9

il&la .

1

Jamnptri to EharsAli...

2

Bana

3
4

...

...

10

8,700

...

...

14

5,700

...

10

10

Camp

11

Mussooree

'

Total miles

•••

Rough and dangerous march
in places.
Cross and recross Jumna river
several times by log bridges.
Supplies scarce.
On Jumna river supplies •
scarce.
No supplies.
Ascent and descent.
Easy march, but hot.
Follow forest road as far as
Birothi village ; supplies
dearer.
Cross Nagtiba range; supplies
scarce.
Pass Pliedi village ; no supplies ; water scarce.
Hotels.
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Kailas, a peak in tbe Kangri or glacier sub-division of Pur&ng in
Hundes, to the north of the Mfinasarowar lake, is situate in north
latitude 31°-4' and east longitude 81°-22', with an elevation of
21,830 feet above the level of the sea. It is called Tise by the
Huniyas. As seen from the north-western point of Rikas Tal it
appears to rise to the north out of the plain only two or three miles
distant, dominating the peaks and ridges for some miles around by
at least 2,000 feet. Captain H. Strachey thus describes it
The south-western front of KailSs is in a line with the adjacent range, but
separated on either side by a deep ravine; the base of the mass thus isolated is
two or three miles in Itngth perhaps ; the general height of it, estimated to be
4,260 feet above the plain, but from the west end the peak rises some 1,600 feet
* Fraser’s Journals, 4197 ; As, Kes. XIV, 149 ; Skinner’s Excursions, 300}.
Jocquemont, IV, 76, 92.
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higher, in A cone or dome rather, of paraboloidal shape; the general figure is not
Unlike that o{ Nanda Devi, as seen from Almora. The peak and the upper part
of the eastern ridge arp well covered with snow, which contrasts beautifully with
the deep purple colour of the mass of mountains below, "the stratification of the
rock is strongly marked in successive ledges that catch the show falling from
above, forming, irregular bands of alternate white and purple : one of these bands
more marked than the rest encircles the base of the peak, and this, according to
the Hindu tradition, is the mark of the cable with whicii the Kakshasa attempted
to drag the throne of Siva from its place. Fragments of a dark purple stone
. Strongly resembling tn colour the rock of Railas, which are found on the shores of .
the lake, were a sort of rough jasper.
The openings on both sides of Kaiids disclose only more mountains in the
rear ; the western ravine appears to be two or three miles deep ; the back pf the .
eastern recess is occupied by a fine pyramidal mass rising in steps of rock and
Snow, with a curious slant caused by the dip of stratification (to the eastward).
The average height of the Kangri mountains around must be about the same as
tbe eastern ridge of Kailas, 4,250 feet above tbe plain, i.e., 19,500 feet of absolute
elevation above the sea, of which only the uppermost I,not) feet or so is tolerably
Well snowed.
On a ledge on the base of Kailis, about the middle of the south side, is Kangri,
by the'Hindnstfinis called (Dindi) Darchin (14,500 feet). Moorcroft, in 18 Id, found
here “ four houses of unburnt brick or stones and about twenty-eight tents,” to
which may be added the Gumbanf Gyanfctang, which, in 1867, Was a large village.
Through the ravines bn either side of the mountains is the passage by which the
pilgrims make the parih’ama orcircumambulation. The circuit is performed in two
days by those who. take ft easily, but with more exertion it may be done in one
day. There are four Gum ba on tbe road ; (1) Nindiphu (or Dindi) in the western
ravine, on tho right bank of the Sarchn, and immediately opposite the peak of
Kailas ; this is the principal shrine and the head-quarters of the Lhoba Lamaj (g)
Didiphu, which is further np the ravine of the'Sarchu: thence the pilgrim road
croBses the Dolma-La, the ridge of the mountain behind the peak on which is a
small pond which the Hindustdnis called Gauri-Ennd ; the ridge is high enough to
have snow upon it early in the summer. Thence the road descends to (3) Jungdulphu, in the eastern ravine, and (4) the Gyanktang, in Kangri.
From the south face of Kailas, close above Kangri, rises a considerable stream,
which ths Bhotiyas called Lil-chu, (r.«., thcniountain river) failing into Cho-Lagan
three or four miles to the' south-east of its northern extremity. Moorcroft des
cribes this stream as crossed by a aanga just below Kangri and originating in a
cascade close above; he calls it the Darchin-gadera, a mere Hindustani generality.
From the ravine east of Kailas comes another considerable stream also debouch
ing into the lake a mile or two east of the La-chu : this the Bhotiyas name after
Barka, which is on the left bank of ft in the plain between the mountain and the
lake.
This Barka is the third “ Tarjum,” i.e., ‘ mail-station,’ on the Lhasa road from
fSfir. There is no village,-bat a standing camp of a tent or two, for the couriers.
These .two streams, L&-cba and Barka, are the only permanent affluents of ChoLagan from tbe Kangri mountains. The La-cbn, which is a very targe stream,
.
■
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is 160 feet wide and deepest three feet, running through a sandy bed, here a furlong
broad, and expanding with much sub-division of the stream towards the lake.^

Mr. Ryal I writes :—“ Kailas in appearance is very striking.

It

is not unlike in shape a roughly-made Hindu temple with a few
feet of its conioal top broken off, Tor soine miles around all the
peaks fall short of Kailas by nearly 2,000 feet, and this superiority
in height within an extensive radius enhances the beauty of the
peak.” Kailas in Chhakhata (5,866 feet) below Malwa Tal, also
called Mah^deo-ka-ling, is said to resemble the Kailas in Tibet.
There is afair held here in Phalgunjust before tho Holi Mr. Griffiths

thus describes Kailas in his translation of the Ramayana.’
“ To far Himalaya’s summits flee.
Katlasa there wilt thou behold.
And Rishabh with his peaks of gold.
Between them see a mountain rise,
Whose splendour will enchant thine eyes ;
His sides are clothed above below,
Wilb all the rarest herbs that grow.
Upon that mountain’s lofty crest.
Tour plants, of sovereign power possessed.
Spring from the soil, and flashing there.
Shed radiance through the neighbouring air.
One draws the shaft ; one brings again
The breath of life to warm the slain ;
One heals each wound ; one gives anew.
To faded cheeks their wonted hue,
Fly, chieftain, to that mountain’s brow
And bring those herbs to save us-now.” ■

Kainur, or Kanyur, a traveller’s bungalow and halting-place on

the middle route from Paori to Almora in patti Choprakot of par
ganah Chandpur in Kumaon, is situate on the right bank of the
eastern Nyar river, in latitude 30°-l'-5" and longitude 79°-6'-10",

distant 9 miles 1 furlong 10 polo.s from Gwalkura ; 14 miles
5 furlongs 28 poles from Cbhiphalghat bungalow, on the same

road and 10 miles 13. poles from Bungidhar traveller’s brfngalow ;
The road henCe to Gwalkdra has been described under Gwa'lkura
and that to Biingidhar under BusqidhAr. The road hence to
Baijirau passes by Ghatura across the Lokhar Ganga, Hit and
■ Ohauri rivulets, 1 toile 5 furlongs 29 poles. Thence across the
’ H. Strachey, Journey toCho-Lagan. J., A. S. Ben. XVII (2) 29 : See MtlnasfirownT, also Montgomery’s Pandit’s Account, Hec. G. T, LXXI, 196, which gives
farther information.
* V. 224.
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Pandera, Ghut and Semal rivulets to Sauli and Kaula, . all of

which are bridged; from the Kaula, an ascent of 1,000 yards leads

to the Chauri-kh^l, 3 miles 1 furlong 20 poles from the bridge
across the Chauri rivulet,

A descent of about the same length

leads to the Nansydn bridge and by Toli and Jiwai (2 miles

5

• furlongs ,18 poles) to the Gyunlekh-Ohauri and Sukni village
(1 nnile^ G^furlongs 30 poles), whence it is level to Baijirau and
the Kunjoli traveller’s bungalow. Kainur was at one time’the
head-quarters of a tahsil since absorbed in Srinagar.

Kairarau, a sub-division of parganah Barahmandal in Knmaon,
contains the upper waters of the Gagas river near Dunagiri.. At
the recent settlement it had an assessable area of l,519iisfs,of which
325 were cultnrable and 1,194 were cultivated (500, irrigated). The
land-revenue in 1,815 amounted to Es. 692; in 1820 to Rs. 1,056;
in 1843 to Rs, 1,269; and is now Rs. 2,618, which falls at Rs. 1-11-7
per acre on the total assessable area at settlement and at Rs. 2-3-1
per acre on the cultivation. The population then numbered 2,859

’

souls, of whom 1,505 were females. The patti is named after the
. Kaira caste planted here by Kirati Chand in the sixteenth century.
The patwari resides in Parkot, where there is a school.

Kakalasaun Malla, a patti of parganah Pali Pachhaon in Ku
maun, is bounded on the west, by Kakalasaun Talla and Talla
Sult; on the south, by Kosiyan Talla and Chauthan; on the
east, by Malli Doti and Silaur Malla and Talla ; and on the north
by Silaur Talla. This was separated from Kakalasaun at the recent

settlement. It occupies the valley of the Nau rar stream, which
joins the Gaghs just before the confluence of the latter stream with
the Ramganga near Bhikiya-sain. • The principal villages are

Mujhirha, Gangorha, Mohnuri, Pali, Sim, and Thauli.
tics of the Malla and Talla pattis may be shown thus
AsSbSS.tBUi AttliA IN BIS 13.

Kakalasaun.

CMvated.
Total.
Irri
gation. Dry.

Malla
Talla

...
...

3,268
989

77 2,654
763
80

o
Z
0$
-w

At^aesfimenl in rupees.

ISIS.

1820.

1843.

OQ
4
s
o

c

9

3
o

Q
627
196

The statis

1,059
473

J
1,770 2,044 3,320
909
682
666

2,768

726

2,638
679
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The incidence of the land-tax in the Malla patti falls at
Re. 1-0-4 per acre on the total assessable area and at Re. 0-14-8

per acre in the Talla patti: on the cultivation it falls at Re. 1-3-5
and Re. 1-2-4 per acre respectively. The patwari resides in Pauthgaon: there is a school in Sinaura.
Kakalasaun Talla, a small patti of parganah Pali Pachhaon in •
Knmaon, separated from Kakalasaun, at the recent settlement. It is
bounded on the north and west by the Ramganga river, which sepa

rates it from Talla Nayan and Walla Sult; on the south by
Talla Sult and Kakalasaun Talla ; and on the east by the latter patti.
It lies along the left bank of the Rfi.mganga from its junction with
the Gagas at Bhikiya-sain to the Bamora rivulet, and is traversed
by the road from .Ramnagar to Masi. The principal villages are
Basot, Saurai, and Suni. The statistics will be found under KaKALASAUM Malla. One village (Thapula) was received from Nayan
at the recent settlement, seven were transferred to Sult Talla and
two to Silaur Talla. The patwari resides in Bhikiya-sain, where
there-is a school.
Ealadhdngi, a hamlet at the foot of the hills in the Chhakhata
Bh&bar of the Kumaon district, is situate on the high road from
Moradabad to Naini Tal, 47 miles from the former and 16 miles
from the latter, in north latitude 29“-17'-5" and east longitude
79-°23-'27'', at an elevation of 1,300 feet above the sea.

From
1850 to 1875 it derived some importance as an easy route to Naini
Tal; but with the opening of the railway to Bareilly it has gradually
sunk again to its original position as a petty Bh&bar mart, and
the opening of the railway to Rhnibag must still further render it
of only purely local importance. There is a traveller’s bunga
low, dispensary, and police-station. The place is hot and malarious
in the rains. The population in 1872 numbered 111 souls.
The road from Moradabad is bridged and metalled throughout
and traversed by carriages and mail-carts, Froni Moradabad to
Sehal on the Kashipur road, 5 miles; Badh-tanda in Rampur terri
tory, 15 miles ; Dariyal bungalow, 7 miles ; Rarnpur road joins, 4|
miles and Tarai begins ; Mundiya with police-station and dispen
sary, 6| miles; WilsoAganj, commencement of forest, 5J miles ;
Garpu, boundary of Kumaon Bhabar, 2 miles; and Kaladhungi
bungalow, 6| miles. From the bungalow to Naini Ta^ the first

kAlapAni.
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eight miles to Mungauli traveller’s bungalow is a continued steep

ascent, the peak above the bungalow attaining a height of>5,110 feet.
For some distance as far as Sariya Tal the road is tolerably level,
passing by Kburpa Tal (5,364 feetJ, where are the remains of one
of the stations of the Kumaon Iron Works Company now closed.
Prom Sariya Tal a steep ascent of two miles leads between the
Hani-Bani cliffs and Deopatlja by the Abelia pass into the Naini
T&l valley.
KSIadhungi is connected with Haldw&ni (15 miles) by a good
cart track along the base of the hills. To Chaonchala, 5 miles, the
soil is little else than gravel, supporting a thin and stunted forest
traversed by a dozen dry channels of the Nihal, the most western
of which passes a few hundred yards east of KAladhungi. Chaon
chala is a clearing close to the base of the hills, watered j)y the
Bhakra, which takes its rise in the south-eastern slopes of the pSpri

ridge : farther east conies another torrent, on the left bank of Which
is Fatehpnr. Then Haripur, Mandapur, and Jjuriya Tal, in the
neighbourhood of which some three miles from Haldwani (^.u.)
there are large sheets of cultivation irrigated by channels from the
Gaula.
Kalapani, in patti Byans of parganah Darma in Knmaon, is a
remarkable collection of springs regarded as sacred by the natives

and erroneously considered by them as the source of the K^li rivet, .
though the headwaters of the latter lie thirty miles further north
west. They are in fact unimportiwit tributaries and derive their
name from the dark colour of their waters. They take their rise,

on the north-eastern declivity of the peak known as Byans-Rikhi,
45 miles, north-east of Askot in latitude S0°-14' and longitude
8O'’-56’' at an elevation of 14,220 feet above the level of . the sea.
Their waters are discharged into a stream flowing a few hundred
feet to tbe west and which bears the name of K^ap&ii river. This
river is formed by tbe union of two streams, one rising close to
the western entrance of the Lipu-lekh pass and holding a westerly
course of about four miles joins the other rising on the western
declivity of the great Kuntas peak and flowing five miles southerly ,
to the conflnence (11,760 feet; and about a ihile above the springs.

The united stream flows five miles south-westward to its confluence
with the Kuthi river hence forth called the Kali, in latitude SO^-ll'-O’
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and longitude 80-°54'-0", at an elevationabove the sea of 14,413 feet
and only about 150 feet below the limit of perpetual snow. The
spring is visited by travellers passing to Manasarowar. The drain
age area of the K4.1ap4ni lies wholly within British territory, but
a short way below the springs, the K&li forms the boundary with
Nepal.

Kalapani, a stream rising in patti Barabisi of parganah Sira in
Kumaon, drains that patti, the southern slopes of Loni (7,7.63 feet)
and the northern face of Masurbio (5,916) and Kamroli (4,703) and
first collects into a stream about Rin on the Shor and Thai road,
and thence flowing south-west joins the eastern Rkinganga on the
left bank in latitude 29‘’-39'-50'' and longitude 8O‘’-ll'‘-O'^ at tho
southern boundary of the same patti.
K^, the largest riverof Kumaon, is known on leavingthe hills as
the SArda and lower down as the Sarju or Ghdgra to its confluence
with the Ganges at the sonthern extremity of the Ballia district in

the North-Western Provinces. It has two head-waters: the Kfilapani {q. «.) to the east, which takes its rise in the southern slopes of
the ridge crossed by tbe Lipu-lekh pass into Hundes; and the
western branch, which has the longest course and the largest volume,
is known as the Kuihi-Yknkti (q. ».). The latter has its rise in the
glaciefs lying along the upper portions of the patti of Byans from
, the foot of the passes of Maukshang or Mangsha and Lunpiya
leading into Hundes. Front a little below Ealapkni encampingground southwards, the Kdli forms the boundary with Nepal.
From the confluence with the Kalap^ini the united stream has a
southerly course for a few miles to Garbiya and then bends to tho
south-west, in which direction it continues to flow twenty-three miles
further to the confluence with the Dhauli (q. v.) on its right bank
near Titalakot in Darma. The K4li, which at its confluence appears
to be twice the size of the Dhauli, is previously a Vast torrent, and
in many places a huge cataract tumbling over vast rocks, which in
some spots form natural bridges, being wedged together by their
pressure against each other, and against the sides of the precipices
inclosing the deep gorges down which the stream rushes. In many
places the stream for considerable distances is totally Ridden under .
glaciers. Below the confluence the stream is thirty yards wide ; .
* Art. V of Treaty of Sigauli. "
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but, swelled by numerous mountain-streams received right and left,
it soon attains a width of eighty yards. It continues to flow in a
south-westerly direction, and twenty-two miles lower down, or
seventy-five from its source, it on the right side receives the ,Gori
or Goriganga, a river equal in size to itself. This confluence is
in latitude 29%45'-8*; longitude 80‘’-25'-0'',andis2,127 feetabove

the sea. Below this place twelve miles, and eighty-seven from its
source, the Kali receives on its left bank from Nepal, the Chamliya,
and three miles lower down, at the Jhiila-ghat, the elevation of the
water’s edge is 1,789 feet. Sixteen miles below this, at Pacheswar,
the Kali receives the Sarju, the greatest of its feeders. Thencefor
ward the united stream is no longer called the Kali, hut variously
the S&rda or the Sarju. At Pacheswar it turns a little to the south
east, and ten miles lower down, on; the right bank, receives the
Lohagh&t river, two miles below the confluence of which a large
tributary from Nepal flows in on the left. Turning southwards at
that point, it, at a distance of eighteen miles beyond, receives on
the right the Ladhiya in patti Pal-belon, a considerable stream. By
all these accessions it becomes a great river, and at Barmdeo, twelve
miles lower down, in latitude 29°-6'-30", longitude 80°-13'‘-37",
and 148 miles from its source, it enters the plain of Hindustan,
about 800 feet above the sea. Webb found it “ about 150 yards broad
on an average, bed stony, very deep, and moderately rapid.” Her
bert estimates the discharge of water here during the dry season
at 4,800 cubic feet per second ; that of the Ganges at Hardwar
at 7,000.
The K6li’ is not used for navigation and but little for irrigation
in the hills. (See ChaUkXns, BtANS ) A tremendous land-slip took
place a short distance above the debouche about 1846, and com

pletely damned up the river, the bed of which is said to have been
quite dry for several hours ; accounts vary from three to twelve.
Great damage was apprehended from its bursting through the
obstruction; but fortunately it overcame it gradually, and no
- barm was done. There are ghats at Banbasa for the Tar&i with
canoes ; at Barmdeo with Mundiya opposite; at Kaladlningi crossed
* This river is tbe Ghaghra of Shakespear; Gogra or Ghogra of Wilson and
Thornton ; Gharghara and Ghaghra of Wilford ; Ghaghra of Buchanan and Gogra
of Bennell. Martin’s Bast India, II, 800; Pritisep’s, Steam Nav?in India, 48; As.
Res. XVI, 140; T. A. S. Ben, 1842, p. XXXIII. Sea AzaMoanaand Gnazn’iia
districts.
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by gourds (a thieves’ ferry): Balsiya from Malasgarhi to Purna
giri : Kusm for elephants and horses to Khilpatti; Kakri only crossed
by gourds; Dharm at the confluence of tho Sarju, and Jhiila,
whe/O there is a bridge. The island of Chandni-Chauk^ in the
S&rda had long been a subject of quarrel between the Tarai and
Oudh, but according to a decision of a commission appointed in 1830
it was handed over to Oudh.
Kali EumaOQ, a parganah of Kumaon, containing fourteen pattis,
each of which is separately noticed, vis., Chalsi, Choral Malla and
Talla, Giimdes, Gangol, Khllpattiphfit, P^lbelon Malla and Talla,

Pharka, Regaruban, Sipti, Sui-bisang, Tallddes and Assi.
assessments since the conquest are: —
181$.
Bs.
8,960

1817. 1818.
Es.
Bs.
9,764 10,967

1820.
1823.
Bs.
Rs.
12,248 . 14,162

1828.

Bs.
18,363

1833.
Bs.
15,655

1843.

Bs.
,

16,621

The

Current.
Bs.
26,873

The rate on the whole assessable area now amounts to Rs. 0-11-2
p6r acre and on the cultivation to Rs. l-i-5 per acre. The
assessable area comprises 37,078 bisis, oi which 13,263 are cultur
able and 23,81,5 are cultivated (1,558 irrigated). The population

at the time ofsettlement numbered 22,666 males and 19,164 females;
in 1872, 25,222 males and 22,310 females ; a nd in 1881, 14,589
males aud 13,793 females. There were 1,324 bisis devoted to temple
endowments and 161 were held free of revenue. There are 580
mahMs or estates comprising 711 villages. Champawat, the site of
the old Chand capital, is in the centre of the parganah and now forms

the head-quarters of the revenue administration of this parganah and
Shor, Sira, and Askot. The borders of the parganah on all four sides
are covered with scrub and forest, but the central portion is fairly
well inhabited. The soil, however, in a great proportion, is of the
second or third quality, and there is a deficiency of the best kind.
The climate is cold, and hence the productiveness is not great.
Much surplus grain for sale does not exist, as nearly all is required
for home consumption. A great portion of the inhabitants repair,
during the cold months, to the Bhabar. The chief trade there is the
sale of turmeric, which is plentifully grown in the warmer parts of
tbe parganah. In the middle, waste culturable land is scarce, and it
would therefore appedr that the revenue has there reached its proper
* From Government,.dated 23rd February, 1880 ; from Government, dated 22ad
June, 1830 ; from Government, dated Sth April, 1882.
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limit. Where the waste lands are abundant (as near tbe K61i and
the Bhabar), there the climate is unfavourable to the spread of
population. Towards Ohaugarkha, however (on the north-west), the
cultivation has increased and is increasing. The name Kumaon

is a corruption of Kurm&chal, the old name of Kanadeo, a peak
(7,248 feet) in patti Charal east of Chhirapani. Here Vishnu resid
ed for three years in his tortoise avatdr^ and whilst there was worship
ped by Indra, Sarada and the Rishis, Kali Kumaon is Kumaon
along the Kali river.
Kaligar, a subdivision of parganah Barahmandal, lies to the

north of the road from Bhainskhet to Dwara. In 1865, it contained
an assessable area of 1,312 bisis, of which 329 were cutturable and
982 were cultivated (65 irrigated). The land-revenue in 1815
amounted to Rs. 339; in 1820 to Rs. 601; in 1843 to Rs. 714 and
at the present settlement was fixed at Rs. 1,278, which falls on the
total assessable area at Rs. 0-15-7 per acre and on the cultivation
at Rs. 1-14-10 per acre. The population then numbered 2,163 souls
of whom 993 were females. The patwari resides in Dadgalya;
there is a school in Kuwait.

Kalimat, or Kalmattiya, an eminence four miles north of
Almora in Komaon, in latitude 29*’-38'-32'^ and longitude 79‘’-42'13'’', which attains an elevation of 6,414 feel. The name is derived
from the colour of the clay, which consists of an impure plumbago.*
The hill slopes down to the Kosi on its left bank and to the north
east is connected by a ridge with Binsar,' The GorkhAlis had a
stockade here during their possession of Kumaon. Under the
Rajas it contained the depot for iron and tools, and the story runs
that Sri Ballabh UpWhiya lived here, and, not being able to procure
wood, took some iron from the Raja’s stores, with which he lighted
his fire and cooked his food. The ashes remain and make the hill
black. It is the K&shaya of the Manasa-khanda of the Skanda
Parana: hence the name Kashar still applied to it. Sri Ballabh was
called, in consequence of die above exploit, Loh-humi, the iron'

burner : hence the caste name Boh&ni borne by his descendants.
He received in mudfi, the villages of Lohana, Satrali and Khulna.
Here he again displayed his supernatural powers: for his wife
being tired with carrying water for the service of the family god

» Gaz. X. 292,
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bore the vessel on her head which rendered it impure.

Sri Bal

labh then asked the idol to create a spring which at once burst forth,
but the wife calling out in astonishment, destroyed nine-tenths
of its volume and only one-tenth of the intended supply now
remains in the Upadhiya dhdra. Madden writes:—“In common
with the vicinity of Almora itself Kalimat is too well grazed by
cattle to afford much room for vegetation. In tbe spring a shrub
by Dipsacus with lilac blossoms is common and in the autumn the
warmer declivities abound with the beautiful Osbeckia stellata
{hikarmakri,^). The Scilla indica, Aquillariof indica, Curcvligo
orchioides and Fritillaria Thomsoniana, all reach up to this point

and are abundant.” The summit is composed of mica slate and
gneiss in horizontal strata and gives a very fine and extensive
view. To the east are the dark ranges of Binsar and Jageswar
to the south and south-west the lofty Gagar excludes the plains and
from north-east to north-w'est extends the snowy range, of which
a view is given in Boyle’s Illustrations.
Kaliphat Maili, a patti of parganah Nagpur in Garhwal, is
bounded on the north by Tihri; on the east by Nagpur ; on the

south by Parkandi and Bamsu and on tbe west by Maikhanda and
Tihri or native Garhwkl. It is occupied by tbe valleys of the
Mand^kini, Kili Ganga and Madhmaheswar rivers, of which the
Mandakini is the princijial. It lies on the extreme west and its
valley forms the road to the temple of Kedarnath. The Basukhi
and Sain from the north-west join the main stream at Sundwara.
Thence the course is south-east through a number of villages to
Guthna, where it receives the Kali Ganga and Nala where the
Madhmaheswar joins it. The Kfili drains the centre of the tract,
which consists of lofty hills uninhabited except during the grazing
season. The Damar or Ban^r having its source near the Mandani
temple flows into the Kali. The space between the Ban^r and
Madhmaheswar is traversed by the pilgrim roads to the temples
of Mandani and Madhmaheswar, but contains no villages of any’
importance. The patwAri of Malli Kaliph&t, resident at Guptfcasbi,
collects the land-revenue of Pattis Bamsu, Parkandi and Mai
khanda also. AU ^our Were assessed in 1864 at Rs. 1,TOG for land

revenue and saddbart and Ks. 834 for gunth on a total populatiou
of 5,916 souls.
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Kallpha t Talli a patti of parganah NAgpur ia British Garh-

■w&l, is bounded on the north by pattis Bamsu and Parkandi j on
the west by Tihri ; on tho south by Talla Nagpur and on the
east by Nagpur Bichhla.

The Rudrprayag and Kedarnath road

passes northwards through the western portion of this patti along
the left bank of the Mandakini river by Agasfmuni, Nakot,
Chameli, Hat, Bhatwdri and Biri, At the last place it is joined by
the Almora road by Karhpraydg and Nandpraydg. The cisManddkini portion comprises the valley of the Kiiihjgdr, a tributary

of the Mandakini lying between the Khatarsami (8,478 feet) and
Bdgshi (10,091) peaks, closely cultivated. The trans-Manddkini
portion contains the British portion of tho valley of the Darmd-gdr,
a considerable feeder of the Mandakini, which it joins on the right
bank near Basti. The patwari resides at Chandrapur! in tho
patti, which was assessed at Ks. 2,480 for land-revenue and saddbart
and Ks. 207 for gdath on a population of 5,847 souls in 1884.
Kdliphat Talli is rich in minerals. Iron mines are worked at Dogari,
a Jaikhandi and Tundnla; copper mines at Kayara, Kyungadb,
Debar and Pingalapani.
Kalsi or Khalsi/ the chief village in parganah Jaunsar-Bd war
of the Dehra Dun district, is situate in north latitude 30°-32'-20'’'
and east longitude 77°-53'-25'^, at an elevation of 1,820 feet above
the level of tho sea, with an area of 39 acres. The population in

1881 numbered 854 souls (307 females), of whom 708 were Hindus
and 146 were Musalmdns. Kalsi is situate on the Amldwa stream,
a tributary of the Jumna about three miles from the great irongirder bridge across the Jumna on the military road from Sahdranpnr to Chakrata, 52 miles from the former and 25 miles from the
latter. Between the river and tbe town, the road winds up a gentle
ascent and approaches the village through a fine grove of mango
and haldu trees. There is a Public Works bungalow, a traveller’s

rest-house, and also a tahsili, post-office, school and police-station.
The scenery around Kalsi is very picturesque ; the whole dis
trict can show no more lovely view than the panorama opened up
on dipping from the Saharanpur road at Ambdri into the declivity
by which the Jumna is reached. The new bridge over that river,,

a little to the south of an old suspension bridge, the piers of which
* I am indebted for most of this notice to Mr, F, Fisher, B.C.S.
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alone remain, is a magnificent example of engineering skill.
From tho Jumna up to Kalsi the land on the western bank of the

river ia formed in two successive ledges or steps, each about one
Near the foot of the upper ledge is the cele

hundred feet high.

brated Kalsi stone containing one of Asoka’s edicts and lying

close to the little villages of Byfis and Haripur. It is reached by
a hill-pa(h leading from the main road. The path to the village
lies off the main toad to the right and passes through a gorge to
tho tahsili, which is a mean building, in bad repair and unfitted
for the offices it is intended to contain. It is under consideration
to remove the tahsildar to Chakrata, and this is understood to be

the reason why ao little attention is paid to Kalsi.
The Kalsi stone is a huge quartz boulder some ten feet high,
ten feet long and eight feet broad at the
ASoka’s stone.
o
=
base, the breadth diminishing towards tho
top. Tho south-eastern face has been partly smoothed and bears
the greater part of the inscription, but a- portion of the record has
been inscribed on the left hand side of the rock, the prepared
surface having been evidently found insufficient for the whole.
On the right-hand side an elephant is traced in outline with the
word ‘ gajatame * between the legs. The natives call it ‘ chitrasila'
* the inscribed or pictured stone,’ not ‘ chalra-iila ’ or ‘ canopied

stone.’

When first dispovered by Mr. Forrest early in 1'860, tho

letters of the inscription were hardly visible, 'the whole surface
being incrusted with the moss of ages ; but on removing the black
film, lhe surface became nearly as white as marble. On compari
son with the other edicts* that at Kalsi was found to be in a more
perfect state than any other, and more especially so in that part of

the 13th edictwhich contains the names of the five Greek kings :—
Antiochus, Ptolemy, Antigonus, Magas and Alexander, who from
western records wo identify with Antiochus Theos of Syria, who
flourished B.C. 263-46 ; Ptolemy Philadolphps of Egypt, B.C.
285-46: Antigonus Gonnatus of Macedonia, B.G. 276-43:
Magas of Qyrene, B.C. 258, and Alexander of Epirus, B.C. 27254 5 so that the writing was inscribed in the third century before
Christ, or say 253 B.C. Tho other similar rock edicts are found
* See General A. Cunningham ia Arch. Rep. I. 244 j Corpus inscriptionum
Indicarum p. 12, 11? (CalcHtta, J877.)

.
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at Shab&z-garhi in the Yusufz4i district, twenty-five miles north
west of Attak on the Indus, at Girn&r in Gujrafc, al Dhauli in

Kattak and at Jangada in tbe Qanjam district.

All these con

tain the whole fourteen edicts, bnt portions are found in caves and
©n pillars and rocks elsewhere.
The local legends connect Haripur with the Raja R&s61u of
the Paniab and General Cunningham considers the fact of the existence of the legend
here aS proving that the Indo-Skythic Gujars of the J umna had
,

©migrated from the Sind-Sagar Dudb, bringing with them the
legends of their forefathers. The Buddhist and Sky thio connection
with the tract of Jauns&r is further borne out by the tradition
ascribing to the N&gsidh hill the scene of the penance of a Naga

king.

When HwenThsang, the Chinese .traveller, visited this part

of India in 735-6 A.D., he does not mention any city nearer than
Smghna, which lay on the right bank of the Jumna below the Si-

waliks. This is merely negative evidence to show that no city of
importance existed there during the middle ages; bnt Haripur may

have formerly contained a large city, situated as it was at the con
fluence of two large rivers and a border town of the Indo-Skythian

tribes inhabiting the hills. Another interesting monument of for
mer times is the temple and remains at Lakhamandal, some 20
lakhs

dal

miles higher up the Jumna, in the Banndar
khat described in the alphabetical arrange

ment of this volume. There are many old and quaintly-carved
figures lying about there, and some of the temples have pretensions
to considerable antiquity.
The watch and ward of Kdlsi is provided for by "a house-tax
levied under Act XX of 1856, which in

House-tax.

1880-81 yielded Rs. 1,065, expended on
police (Rs. 240), conservancy (Rs. 204) and public works. The tim
ber trade of Jaunsar-Bawar passes by Kfdsi and is conducted under
European supervision. The depot of the principal firm is at Dhikpatri below Kalsi, where the logs are taken from the river which has

carried them from the interior. The other products of the parganah

find a ready market at Kalsi, such as turmeric, ginger, wax, honey,

walnuts, soapnuts, anti mon y,Jed-pepper, sheep, goats, and blankets.
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Formerly it was a great emporium for European mannfaoturedt
goods, but these now find their way to Chakrata. In 1830-32,
when transit duties were levied, they were farmed for Rs. 1,800 a
year, chiefly on exports ; but now there is little trade beyond that
in minor forest produce. An encamping-ground of 150 acres in
extent has been taken up so as to admit of the regiment from
Chakrdta being located here during the cold weather, should the
authorities desire. There would be ample room for a brigade
parade-ground and exercise of all kinds.
Kalu Shahid, or Kdlu-Sayyid, a resting-place and encampingground, on the route from Bijnor to P&ori, so called from the tomb of
a Musalman mendicant, is situate in patti Bhabar (Patli Dun) of
parganah Talla Salan in Garhwal. It is to be distinguished from
the Kdlu-Sayyid on the Lal-Dhang Sot at the western boundary
of the Kumaun Bhabar. It lies in north latitude 29°-33'-48'^ and
east longitude 78‘'-42 '-10'’’, distant 12 miles 2 furlongs 8 poles
to the cart road at the Jumna ghat near the Bogsar bungalow in
the Pdtli Diiff. From Kalu-Shahid the road is level for 1,000

yards an J ascends 1,400 yards, then descends to J unikot to the
cart-road, 2 miles 5 furlongs 8 poles from Kalu-Shahid. Thence
along the Taaiwala*gadh to fliotasal, constantly crossing and re
crossing the stream, 2 miles 4 furlongs 25 poles. It then follows
the-cart road down the Sona river, continually crossing that river
and the Ramganga once to the grassy plain near Bogsar, 7 miles
15 poles. Supplies are dependent on whether tho Forest Depart
ment are at work in the Diin or not, otherwise there are no villages
and no inhabitants there.
Kamsy^, a patti of parganah Gangoli, in Kumaon, is bounded
on the West by the Sarju river ; on the east, by patti Baraun ; on
the north, by pattis Ddg and Puagaraun ; and on the south by the
Badher or Badrapatigar separating it from patti Athgaon. Tho
road from Askot to Bageswar proceeds directly from east to west
through this patti and parallel with the road up the Pungar valley
in Dug. Both these roads join the Milam and Almora road in tho
Sarju valley. The Badrapati flows to the west and joins the Sarju
on the left bank. The patwkri lives in Pokhri, and there is a
■^school in Titaull. The peaks between which the Askot road runs
rise to iShe heights of 6,547 and 6,305 feet respectively. Portions of
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this patti to the north were transferred to the new patti of Dug at

the recent settlement. The present assessable area comprises 4,022
bisig, of which 1,951 are culturable and 2,071 are cultivated (823
irrigated). The land-tax yitjlded Rs. 259 in 1815,,Rs. 415 in 1820,
Rs. 573 in 1843, and is now Rs. 2, 800, which falls on the total
assessable area at Rs. 0-11-2 per acre and on the cultivated area at
Rs.-1-5-8. The 7 revenue-free grants amount to 247 bisis, Tho,
population at the last settlement numbered 3,158 souls, of whom
1,671 were males, one village was received from Pungaraon, one
from Barann, one from Danpur, five from Athgaon, and one from
Katydr at the new settlement.

Kandarsyun, a patti of parganah Dewalgarh in British Garhw61
is bounded on the north by Baehhansydn; on the south, by Chop
rakot and Dhaijydli; on the west, by Bidolsydn; and on the east, by
Taili Chandpur. -This patti was formed from Dewalgarh in 1844.
The patwari of Kanddrsynn, usually resident in Khandgaon, collects
the revenues of Bidolsydn and Ghurdursyun as well, aggregating

in 1864, Rs. 2,738 for land-revenue and sadabart and Rs. 105 for
gunth, with a population of 6,954 souls. There is a school at Khandgaon in this patti. The Ghhipalgh&t traveller’s rest-house On the
road to Srinagar lies on the left bank of the western Nyar. The
patti contains the upper valley of tho western Nyar and its northern
branch.

In 1864 Dobri was received from Dhanpur, six villages

from Chandpur and six villages from Choprakot.
mines at Dobri, Morgadh, and Rfijkhan.

There are copper

Kandarkhuwa, a patti of parganah Phaldakot in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by Dwarsaun and Chaugaon; on the east, by
the latter patti; on the west, by Talla.Tikhun, and on the south by
the Kosi river separating it from Kotauli Talli- It is drained by
the Ulabngr stream, a tributary of the Kosi which joins it on the
right bank at Kakarighat. The patwari resides at Khand, where
there is a school. The principal villages are Garhi, Garshri, Kal-

nu, Kotuli, and Suri. The assessable area comprises 2,818 bisis, of
which 2,177 are cultivated (29 irrigated) and 640 are cultnrable.
The land-tax yielded Rs. 1,766 in 1815, Rs. 2,161 in 1820, and
Es. 2,287 in 1843.

It now amounts to Rs.- 2,710, which falls on

tbe total assessable area at Rs. 0-15-5 per acre, and on the cultivation
at Rs. 1-3-11 per acre, The population at settlement numbered
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4,733 souls, of whom 2,393 were males. One village was received
from Dhdraph&t and three from Chaugaon at the recent settlement,
Kandwalsyun, a patti in parganah Barahsyun of British Garhw41, is bounded on the north, by Bangarhsyun; on the east, by

patti Sitonsyun ; on the south, by Banelsyun, and on the west by
the Ganges. In 1864, three villages were transferred to Banelsydn,
the patwari of which resides in Maklori and collects the land
revenue of Kandwalsyun also. This patti comprises a small strip
of land along the left bank of the Alaknanda above and below its
junction with the Bhdgirathi at Deoprayag.
Kansrau, an encamping-ground in the eastern Diin, at the foot
of the Motichor hill, on the right bank of tbe Suswa river, on the
road between Dehra and Hardwar. There is a police-station here
and a house for the accommodation of native travellers. The place
takes its name from the Kansrau pass, once much used by people
passing to and fro between Dehra and Sahdranpur, but little fre
quented now since the road was opened under the Siwalik hills
from Hardwar by Mr. Shore.
Eapholsyun, a patti of parganah Barahsyun in British Garh
wal, is bounded on the north, by Paiddlsyiin; on the south, by
Jaintolsyun ; on the east, by Khatsyun and Mawalsydn and
on the west by Aswalsyun. In 1864, Simtoli was transferred
to Khatsyun. The patwdri of this patti resides in Sakhydna and
collects the land-revenue of patti Khatsyun also; both aggregated in
.1864, Es. 1,578 from land-revenue and sadabart and Rs. 110 from
g‘&n.th paid by 3,844 souls. There is a school at Thapli. This patti
lies along the left bank of the Khar stream, a tributary of tbe
western Nydr, and is traversed by the road by Jwdlpa to Pdori.
Kapiri, a patti of parganah Badhan in British Garhwdl, is
bounded on the north by Dasoli Talli; on the south by Sili Chand
pur ; on the west by Taili Chandpur and on the east by Karakot
and Nandak. In 1864, Barsdli was received from patti Pindarpdr
and Sonula from patti Pindarwdr. This patti lies along the right
bank of the Pindar river, between it and the Alaknanda. Tbe
patwari bf Taili Chandpur resides at Simli, on the left bank of tbe
Pindar, on the road ftom Lobha by Adbadri to Karnpraydg and
collects tbe revenue of Kapiri. There are iron and copper mines
at Tuldsu now worked.
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Kapkot, a halting-place* on the route to the Pindari glacier,
14 inilee beyond Bageswar, 41 miles from Almora and 9 miles
from Lwarkhet, in patti Talla Danpur of parganah Danpur in Ku

maon, in latitude 29°-57'-6'' and longitude 79‘’-56'-23/'

Supplies

may be obtained here from a grain-shop ; it is also on the route to
Milam, which branches off here by Kharbugr, four miles from Kap
kot.

The road to KhSrhugr crosses the Sarju by a suspension

bridge and again a stream coming down from Latneholi by a bad
ford; and a second smaller stream beyond that. The road from

• Bageswar runs along the right bank of the Sarju river, etossing the
Labor and Kanal rivers by bridges. It is generally undulating
and easy and from its low elevation often uncomfortably hot. There
are no important villages along the road. On the left bank oppo
site Kapkot is the large village of Atan. The vegetation between
Kapkot and Lwarkhet exhibits most of the forms found between

the former place and Bageswar. In addition are the Anemone
vitifolia, Berberit lyeium (kilnora), Erythrina arborescens fri&ngara)
or coral-bush, Parochetu» communis, Quereus ineana {bdnj}, j^chmantbera gossypium (jaundera) and Vitis maoropkylla\amli, asonji}.
Themis a traveller’s bungalow here, but no attendants or utensils.
From Kapkot upwards, tbe rack is the usual stratified limestone forming
many abrupt brows and lofty walls, and sometimes contracting the Sarju to a
few yards in breadth. The river is now reduced to a mere torrent and from
Surhing appears, at a profound depth, a narrow streak of foam. Its sonrce is
on the south face of a huge spur from the eastern precipitous shoulder of Nan
dakot ; this spur forks to south-west and south-east j the South-west range sept-.
rating tbe valley of the Sarju from that of the Pindar. At this fork there is not a
vestige of snow In September and October. Four streams large enough to re
quire bridges occur, besides an infinity of rivulets, often converting the road into
a swamp. About three mites above Kapkot there is a good suspension bridge
across the Sarju, leading to Munsyari. The river line receives a large affluent
on each bank. Atone and a half mites from Surhing the path quits it, and
mounting 800 or 1,000 feet the camp occupies an open spot about Surhing
and below a village called Lwarkhet or Lohargann at about 6,700 feet above the
sea. The scenery across the Sarju is fine. The Lahor-ka-Dhfira, so named
from a village visible to the north-east rather higher than Surhing, is bold, lofty,
green, and wooded to the summit; it extends from north to south, and beyond.it
is the valley of the eastern Bimganga (Madden.')

Karakot, a patti of parganah Badhan in British Garhwal, ia
bounded on the north, by Talli Dasoli and Nandak; on the westj by
* See Bdgestear.
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Kapiri; on the south, by the Pindar river, which separates.it from
Sirgur of parganah Chandpur, and on the east by Pindarpar. In
1864, seven villages were received from patti Pindarpar and the vil
lages of Mokh and Kiinde were transferred to patti Nandak. The
patwari of patti Sili Chandpur, resident in Ke war, collects the
land-revenue of this patti also, which lies along the right bank of
the Pindar river. At Narayanbugr the road from Lohba to Nand

prayag and from Karnpray&g to Baijnath cross each other at
the bridge over the Pindar.
There are old iron mines at
GiirySl.
Karaundu Palla, a patti of parganah Ganga Salan, is bounded on
tho west, by the Walla patti of the same name and Dhangu Malla;
on-the south and east, by Langur and the Nyar river’ and on the
north by other pattis of the same parganah. There were seven
villages transferred from this patti to other pattis in 1864. The
land-revenue is collected by the patwfiri of Dhangu Malla resident
in ’Dikhet. 'JSlahrgaon in Karaundu Palla lies in latitude 29'-57"
and longitude 78°-4O'-2O."

Karaundu Walla, a patti of parganah Ganga Salfin in British
GarhwAl,

is

bounded on the

north

by the

Palla division

of■ the same patti; on the west by Dhangu Malla and on
the South and east by the Langdr patti. Tbe Langur patwari,'
resident in Ghusa, collects the land-revenue of this patti also.
Dasmeri in Karaundu Walla lies in latitude 29°-57" and longitude
78^-37'-15".
Karnprayag) a village situated at the confluence of the Alak
nanda and Pindar rivers in north latitude 30°-15'-43" and east
longitude 79°-15'-29", at an elevation of 2,270 feet above the level
of the sea (bungalow 2,600 feet), lies in patti Taili Chandpur and
parganah Chandpur of British Garhwal. There is a dispensary, a
school, and a small bazar here. The Pindar is crossed by an iron
suspension bridge of 184| feet span on the road leading to Nand
prayag and Gopeswar. There is also a road by Chhatwa-pipal cross
ing the Alaknanda by a bridge there and joining the main pilgrim
route by Srinagar for Kedarnath. Karnprayag contains a temple
named after Karna’ and is one of the places of pilgrimage at the
confluence of great rivers. On each side of tbe junction are the
remains of small temples of the usual Turk’s cap style. The toad
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from Adbadri to Karnprayag consists of a gentle descent along the
Bhararigar to its conflaence with the Pindar at Simli, the residence
of the patwAri, Ghandpurgarh is passed close to the road on the
left. (See ChandpoRQABh) . At Simli the Bhararigar is crossed
by a sdnga and lower down the Pindar can be passed by a jyula
or rope bridge. There is an old temple shored to Gobiudnarayan

at Simli and the remains of three others. The road follows the left
bank of the Pindar to Karnprayhg, distant three miles. The hills
on each side are precipitous and thickly clothed with forest which
gives shelter very often to tigers.
Kartiya, a halting-place on the left bank of the Mandhhl river
on the road between Paori and Dhhron, is situate in patti Painun of
parganah Talla Sahin in Garhwhl, in latitude 29®-39 '-20'” and longi
tude 73°-56'-7'', distant 12 miles 2 furlongs 29 poles from Chauranidhar and 8 miles 4 furlongs 25 poles from Sent Pani. The road to
Kartiya front the left bank of the Ny&r passes up by the villages of
Chanrdnidhar and Chingadi and descends to the valley of the Walsa■ gadh, crossing the bridge and again ascending to Rikhini-kb&l, 3
miles 6 furlongs. Hence acescent leads to the Semalsera rivulet,
crossing the rivulets at PAli, Nansain, Ghatrauli and Gadyun, 4
miles 5 furlongs 27 poles. Continuing alternating ascents and des
cents the* PApari rivulet is crossed and the descent to the left bank

of the Mandh&I river is made, which is crossed by a level ford.
The encamping-ground can be made on either side of the river.

Kashipur, a municipal town in the Tarai district in the parga
nah and tahsil of the same name, is situate on the left bank of the
river Dhela at a distance of about 45 miles from Naini Tal. The
population, in 1872, numbered 13,113 souls, and in 1881 there
were 14,667 inhabitants (7,112 females), of whom 8,477 (4,074
females) were Hindus and 6,190 (3,038 females) were Musalm&ns,

living in an area of 761 acres, or 19 to the acre. The occupations
of the males were as follows;—153 servants of the municipality ;
92 priests; 40 connected with law and medicine ; 80 dancers and
musicians; 240 servants, 102,engaged in commerce; 267 carriers;

765 engaged in agriculture ; 139 masons and carpenters ; 1,311
workers in textile fabrics; 802 dealers in food and drink; 520

workers in vegetable and minerals, including water-earfiers and
sweepers, and 600 labourers and others.
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There is a fair-sized b^zar towards the centre of the town, con
sisting chiefly of brick-built houses : elsewhere.the houses are for the
most part the ordinary mud and tile huts. The muhallahs or wards
of tho town number seventeen :—Pakka-kot ; Katora-tal, from
a lake of that name ; Khalsa or revenue-paying; Kanungoiyan,
■where the kdmingos reside ; Raj warn ; Lahoriydn; Kila or fort;
Ali Kh&n Pathan ; Thana or old police-station ; Khatriyan ; Bans-

phoran, or ward of the bambu-workers ; Katram&liyan, from the
gardener caste; Sikh&n ; Rahim Khan Pathan ; Bagicha Kashi
.and Ramtaliya. The whole country at a distance of about two
miles to the north of the town is still pure tardi, and this coupled
with the fact that in the rains the back-water of the Dhela blocks
up the drainage renders the town peculiarly unhealthy. Towards
the close pf the rains, when the surrounding swamps commence to
dry. up, a malarious mist arises which is the cause of fever and dy
sentery.. These evils are much increased by the presence of large
excavations throughout the site from which earth has been dug to
consttnct the mad houses which form the principal portion of the
town. The principal buildings are the ?ahs.ili, police-station, dispen

sary, schools, and a garden house constructed by Rdja Shiurdj
Singh for the reception of visitors. The Raja’s own residence is

an unpretending building of no architectural merit. There are
two market days in the week with a brisk trade in cotton cloths,
grain, iron and brass cooking utensils, salt, pepper, turmeric and
other hill produce. The inhabitants in former days were almost
entirely Hindu, but Musalmans have now settled here in consi
derable numbers and now number three-sevenths of the whole
population. The trade and importance of the town has declined of
late years; but there, is some hope .that in a few years there will
be some improvement in this respect. The high road from Morad
abad to Ramnagar runs close by, and thence a cart-road leads to the
new station of Ranikhet, from which it is continued on to
Almora.
The only family of any importance is that of Shin raj' Singh,
O.S.I., created Raja of Ka.shipur by the British Government. He
represents the junior branch of a Raotela family, from which sprang
L&l Singh, ancestor of tbe titular Rdja of Almora, and Mohan
Singh, once Raja of Kumaon for a short time, of whose history an
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account has been given elsewhere* Mahendra Singh retired first
to Rudrpur and then to Kilpuri in the Tarai, but owing to bad
ihanagement this parganah Was reduced to a swamp and was ten

dered so unhealthy that, on the petition of the representatives of
the family it was exchanged for the confirmation of possession in
taluka Chachait. On the recommendation of Mr John Inglis

Chachait was again exchanged for the forfeited estate of the Nawab
■of Afzalgarh in parganah Rehar of the Bijnor district after the

mutiny, and since then the family has grown in importance. The
settlement in Kashipur dates from about 1840, when a plot of
land was granted by the Pande zamin Ifirs, on which the present
residence of the Raja was built.

Raja Shiuraj Singh has ^jnce

acquired, by loans and advances, the proprietary right in 18 or 20
villages in the parganah, and is now an Honorary Magistrate and
• important landholder. The munioipility was established in 1872.

General Cunningham has identified the Qovisana visited by
Hwen Thsang with the old fort near the village of Cjain one mile
. to the east of Kashipur®. Jle writes®:—
"The old fort of Tljain ia very peoaliar in its form, which may be best
compared to the body of a vfiitar. It is 3,O0ii feet
Goviaana, Ujam.
....
......................................
in length from east to west, ana l,6oo feet in breadth,
th^ whole circuit being upwards of 9,000 feet nr rather less than S miles.
Hwen Thsang describes the circuit i>£ Govisana aS about 12,000 feet or nearly
Similes; bnt in this measurement be must have included the long mound of .
ruins on t^e south side; which is evidently the remains of an ancient suburb.
By including this mound as an undoubted part of the old city, the circuit Of the
ruins is upwards of 11,000 feet, or very nearly that given by Hwen Thsang.
Numerods groves, tanks, and fish ponds still surround the place. Indeed, tbe
trees are particularly luxuriant, owing to the high level of tbe Water, wbieb is
within S or 6 feet of tbe surface, for tbe same reason the tanks are numerous
and always full of water. The largest of these is the Drona-sagar which, as well
aS the fort, is said to bare been constructed by the five I’andii brothers
for the use of their teacher Drona. The tank is only 600 feet square,
but it is esteemed very holy, and is much frequented by the pilgrims on
their way to the source of the Ganges. Its high banks are covered with
. Sati monuments of recent date. The walls of the fort are built of large
* See Gaz. XI. 606 and preceding pages. Kunwar Partab Singh sued Ml
Singh, for a share in Chachait, but his claim was dismissed by the Sadr Diwani
Adilat. He then petitioned Government, who gave him Ks. 250 a month (1820).
He was ft minor when he succeeded, and Lal Singh had held possession as head of
the family and retained it, and the grant of Chachait to Gumftn Singh was cundrm
ed, Partab Singh’s claim to Bazpur was also negatived. To Collector, Moradabad,
SOth October, 1832 ; to Government, 6tb July, 18.36: from-Government, 30th
July, 1836.
> Gaz. XI. 462.
’ Arch. Rep. 1.253.
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massive bricks, 16 inches by 10 inches by 2J inches, which are always a certain
sign of antiquity. The general height of the walls is SO feet above the fields, but
the whole is now in complete ruin and covered with dense jungle. Shallow
ditches still exist on all sides except the east. Tbe interior is very uneven, bnt
the mass has a mean height of about 20 feet above the country. There are two
low openings in the ramparts, one to the north-west and the other to the south
west, which now serve as an entrance to the jungle, and which people say were
the old gates of the fort.”
“There are some smalt temples on the western hank of the Drona-sagar •
but tile great place of worship is the modern temple of Jwala Devi, 600 feet to
the eastward of the fort. This goddess is also called Ujaini Devi and a great fair
is held in her honour on tbe Sth day of the waning moon of Chait. Other
smaller temples contain symbols of Mabadeya under the titles of Bhutesar,
Muktesar, Nagnath, and Jsgeswar. But all these temples are of recent date, the
sites of the more ancient fanes being marked by mounds of various dimensions
from 10 to upwards of 30 feet in height. The most remarkable of these mounds
is situated inside the northern.wall of the fort above the ramparts. This mound
is called Bhim gaja or Bhim-gada, that is Bhim’s club, by which I under
stand a large linga of Mahadpva. Were it not for this name I should be inclined
to look upon this mound as the remains of a palace, as I succeeded in tracing the
walls of what appeared to have been a large room 72 feet in length from north to
south by 63 feet in width, the walls being 6 feet thick. About 50.) feet beyond the
north-east angle of the fort there is another rernq/rkable mound which is rather more
than S3 feet in height. It stands in the midst of aquadrangular terrace, 600 feet in
length by 5«0 feet in breadth, and, as welt as (could ascertain from an excavation at
the top, it is the remmns of a large square temple. Close by the east and within the
quadrangle there are the ruins of two small temples. To the eastward of the
Jwala Devi temple, there is a curious circular fiat-topped mound of earth, 68 feet
in diameter, surrounded by a brick wall from 7 to 11 feet in height. It is called
B&mgir 6osain-ka-tila,or the mound of Bamgir Gosfiin, from which I infer it is the
burial-place of-a.modern Gos&in. To the south of the fort near the temple of
Jageswar there is a third large mound, 32 feet in height, which was once .crowned
by a temple of 20 feet sqnarq inside. The bricks have only recently been remov
ed and the square core of earth still remains perfect. To the westward of this ■
last is a fourth mound on which I traced the ruins of a temple so feet square
standing in the midst of a raised quadrangle of about 500 feet square. Besides
these there are 10 smaller mounds, which make up altogether 14, or just onehalf the number of the Br&hmanical temples which are mentioned by Hwen
Thsang. The'only ruin which appeared to me to be of undoubted Buddhist origin
was a solid brick mound 20 feet in height to the south-west of J&geswar Mah£s
deva and close to the small village of KhUgpnr. The base of the mound is up
wards of 200 feet in diameter. The solid brickwork at the top is still 60 feet
thick, but as it is broken all round its original diameter must have beenunuch
greater, probably not less than 60 feet. But even this larger dimension is too
small for a siupt of ^00 feet ift height of the hemispherical form of Asqka’s
time. A stupa oi that early period even when provided with both plinth and
cupola would not have exceeded lOO feet in height; unless, therefore, we may
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suppose there is a mistake of 100 feeii in the text Of Hwen Thsang, I feel quite
unable to offer any identification whatever of th? Buddhist remains of Govisaaa
as descrihed hy the Chinese pilgrim.*’

Kashipur is named after its founder Kasbiuath Adhikari, whoaccording to one account was a servant of Rudra Chand (1565--97
A. D.) and according to another was employed^ by Baz Bah^ur

Chand (1638-78 A. D.) and this is the more probable. It is said
that the .site selected belonged to four villages, io one of which was a
noted temple of Ujaini Devi, a frequent place of pilgrimage in those

days. It is doubtful whether this corresponds with the present site,
and the tradition inclines to place the first settlement within the pre

cincts of the Ujain village, a position far to be preferred, being well
raised above the surrounding country instead of being within the

influence of the river-floods.

It was always a place of importance

under the Chands. Siunith, son of Kashinath, built the village, and
planted the groves of Siundthpur, Ramadatta Adhikari was governor
in 1744, and his descendant in 1844 was a patwari in Gangoli, Sib

Deo builtthe fort here about 1745 and gave it in charge first to Hart
Efim and then to Siromaui Das, and here Sib Deo himself was mur- dered by the garrison in 1764.® Siromani Das was succeeded by his

sons Nandram and Har Gobind, whose family retained possession
until the British occupation, when Sib L&l, nephew of Nandram and

son ef Har Gobind, was found as farmer ia K&shipur.

Katholsyun, a patti of parganah Dewalgarh in British Garh
wal, is bounded on the north by the Ganges ; on the south, by
Ghurdursyun; on the east, by Chalansyiin and Bidolsy fin: and on
tbe west by R&Watsyun, Idwalsyfin and Nadalsyun of parganah
Barahsyun. This patti was formed from Dewalgarh in 1864. In
1864 Fatehpur was received from, patti Idwalsyfin.
of this patti is collected by the tahsili at Srinagar.

The revenue
It contains the

valley of the Khath-gadh, which flows into the Kandha-gadh, a

tributary of the Ganges, on the right bank.
in Srinagar pass, through the patti.

The roads centering

Katjmr Malla, a patti or sub-division of parganah Danpur in
Kumaun is bounded on the west by patti Pindarwfir of parganah
Badhan of Garhwal; on the south by pattis Bichhla and Talla
* The statement in Gaz. XI. 462 that Kashinath founded Kashipur in 1718
A. D. should be changed to 1718 sa».=sl639 A, O,
’Gaz. XI, 581, 586,
589-90.
’ IM.

,
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katydr bichhla.

Katydr, and on the northbyPindarwdrandP<unkhan(laof Garhwdl,
It contains the drajnage area of the upper part of the Gumti river and
the valley of the Labor river. The valleys of the northern tributaries

of the Goniti are studded with tea-plantations, amongst which are
thoseof Megri, Anila, Ayartoli, and Baijndth. The road from Somes
war crosses the Kausani range and passing by the temple of Kapileswar and Baijnath proceeds to Karnprayag. From Baijodthanother
road passes down the Gumti valley to Bageswar. The southern-por
tion is drained by the Gumti, while the Labor river drains thenorthern
half,the Magru-kd-danda range (6,294feet), in which theParkotpeak
(6,436 feet), also is situate, forms the water-parting between the
two. The temple of Baijnath nearly in the centre of the southern

boundary of the patti lies in latitude 29®-54'-24" and longitude
at an elevation of 3,545 feet above the level of the
sea. The patwari resides in Mawai and there is a school in Titoli.
The principal villages are Gheti, Pdrudha and Pujena. 671 bisis
are held as gtinth, 242 free of revenue and 2,888 in fee simple :
for statistics see Katydr Bichhla.
Katyur Bichhla, a patti of parganah Danpur in Kumaun, is
bounded on the north by Katyur Malla ; on the west by Giwar Palla
and Walla; on the south by Borarau Palla and on the east by Katyur
Talla. This patti was separated from Katydr Malla at the recent set
tlement and comprises the southern half of the valley of the Gumti
commonly knowm as the Baijnath or Katydr valley. To the west the
Birchuwa peaks attain an elevation of 7,427 and 8,042 feetrespectively. The principal villages are Dyunai, Kansari, Una and Band and
Kauldg, Khaderi and Bhuturiya to the south of.the tea-plantations
of Kausani and Damlot. Tbe road from Someswar to- Baijnath
passes north by the Kapleswar temple in this patti. The statistics of
the Malla, Bichhla, and Talla pattis may be shown thus :—
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The incidence af the present land-revenue on the cultivated
acre falls at Re. 1-6-1 in the Malla patti, Re-1-7-3 in the Bichhla
and Rs. 2-0-2 in the Talla patti: on the total assessable area the
incidence is Re. 0-11-3, Re. 0-13-11, and Re. 1-0-7 respectively.
481 blsis are held in gAnth and 2,072 in fee-simple. The patwari
resides in Nautyd.r, where there is a school.
Katyur Talla, a patti of parganah Danpur in Kumaun, is
bounded on the north and west by the other Katyur pattis ; on the
south by Bordrau Palla and Kharahi ; on the east by Dug
and Talla Danpur, and On the north-east by Talla Danpur. It
comprises the lower courses of the Gumti, Labor and Sarju rivers
■ from some distance west of their influence to below Bageswar. Tho
Sarj u receives on its right bank the Labor river, which has its
sources in the Malla patti and is separated from the Kanal-gadh
on the north by the Bor and Parkot ranges .• further south the

Gumti joins the Sarju at Bageswar. The Sarju itself flows nearly
from north-east to south-west through the patti.
Besides the
commercial village of Bageswar noticed elsewhere the only impor

tant villages are Kh&fila-khet, Bamrasi and Dungargaon. From
Bageswar roads branch off to Baijnath on the west; Askot on the
east; Milam on the north and three routes to Almora on the south.
At the recent settlement the portions of this patti lying to the east
of the Sarju comprising some tbirty-tbvee villages were transferred
to the newly-created patti of Dug and ten to the north of the
Kan61-gadh to Talla Danpur, whilst Khafila-khet and twenty-five
other villages in its vicinity were received from Kharahi. One
village was transferred to Ohalsi and two to Bichhla Katyur: see
further Katyur Bichhla. The patwAri resides in Bageswar J there
is a school in Amtora.
Writing in. 1821 Mr. Traill says:—“Katydr has a greater
proportion of Culturable land lying waste than any other sub

division in the province, a circumstance which must wholly

be ascribed to its notorious unhealthiness during the summer
- and autumn.” In the Bhabar and lower hills, the absence of
cultivation and the presence of thick jungle produce similar results,
_
but with the disappearance of the causes of
Fiscal history,
.
* .
unhealfchinesa the climate improves, Katyur, however, has always been remarkably open and free from

51
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jungle, whilst the presence of two large streams render the greatest

facilities for irrigation and Bageswar for disposal of produce, and
to the lowness of elevation could alone be ascribed tbe presence of

malaria which so long distinguished the valley. Under the Chands
criminals were banished to Chukam on the Kosi, Katyur and Khatsdr in Giwar and there allowed to live as long as the climate
permitted them. This evil reputation was suflScient to keep cultiva
tors away, so that the condition of the sub-division since the intro
duction of British rule showed no improvement, the advantages
•arising from the security of property and profits to the cultivators
being more than counterbalanced by the desertion of the cultiva' tors. These were chiefly inhabitants of Garhwal, who during the
late government had emigrated from thence to avoid their harsh
and tyrannical task-masters and now. returned to their homes.
These causes operated to give a very low assessment at the second
triennial settlement as an encouragement to cultivators to settle
in the Valley. In 1821, the number of houses in the whole sub
division scarcely exceeded the number of villages, and the number
of deserted villages almost equalled the number of those .nominal
ly inhabited. The old ltdndngoi papers gave an area of 1,500
alis exclusive of lands assigned to religious purposes ; but here they
were worse than almost any other parganah and in 1821 only 674
alis were cultivated and 44 held in hak-padhdnchdri. The assess
ment in 1807 amounted to Rs. 644 ; in 1815 to Rs. 588 ; in 1819 to
Es. 796, and in 1820 to Rs. 853, or nearly one rupee per ali. Cir
cumstances have so changed owing to the introduction of tea-culti
vation and the consequent clearing of the land and improvement
of the climate that tho subdivision is not now more unhealthy than
any other similarly situated in Kumaun. The land-revenue has
trebled, but the exact figures for comparison owing to changes in

area could not be taken out without considerable labour. Still in
older times the tale must have been dififerent, for Karttikeyapur or
Kabirpnr was the old Katyura capital and ruins of a considerable
town still exist near Taili and Seli Hat and around the forts of
Gqpfilkot and Ranch til a.
Kauriya Palla, a small, patti of parganah Talla Salan of British
Garhwal, lies between Sila Malta on the south and west and Kauriya
Walla on the north and east. A portion of tbe Paori and Kohd-
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w&ra road passes through its north-western corner. The only
important villages are Majina and Hiili. The former is on a cross
path connecting the Kohdw&ra and Maidi valley roads. The peak
of K&lagarh at the south-eastern extremity of the patti has an
elevation of 6,065 feet above the level of the s§a. Up to 1864 this
was not a separate patti, but comprised a part of Kauriya. The
patw&ri of Sila Malla, resident in Muara, collects the land-revenue
of this patti also.
Kauriya Walla, a patti of parganah Talla Sal&n of British,
Garhwal, was formed from Kauriya at the recent settlement in 1864.
It is bounded on the north by the Langur patti of parganah Ganga
Salan and Malla Badalpur of parganah Talla SaUn; on the east, by
the latter patti; on the south, by Malla Sila and on the west by

Kauriya Palla. This patti contains the valley of the Maidi river,
along which a fair road runs, meeting the Khatali and Kohdwara
rdad in the north-western corner. The patwari of Badalpur Malla,
resident in Toli, collects the land-revenue of this tract also.
Kumaon, the principal district of the Kumaon Division, includes .
the tahsils or sub-divisions of Almora, Kdli Kumaon, and the Bha
bar, and lies between north latitude 28°-14'-45" and 30®-50'-0" ;
and east longitude 76“-6'-30" and 80“-58'-! 5", with an estimated
area of 3,680,000 acres or 8,000 square miles, of which 88,611 acres
are culturable and 198,0.59 acres are enltivated (27,000 irrigated).
It is bounded on the north by Tibet (Tibbat);
t'iscal sab-divisions.
on the east by Nep^l; on the west by Garh
wal, and on the south by the Tar^i.

There are 19 parganahs con

taining 125 pattis as follows :—
I’arganah.

Pattt

Parganah.

Patti.

Parganah.

Patti.

1.' Bfirahman- Bisaud Malla.
2. ChhatWta, Chhakhdta.
h. Dirma ... By&DiS.
Ditto Bichhla. 3. Chaugar- Ddrun.
daa.
Chaud&ns.
Ditto Talla.
Eharfihi.
kha. *
Darma Malta.'
Bordrau Palla.
Lakhanpur Mat
Ditto Talla.
Ditto Walla.
la.
6. Dhaniytkot Chanthda.
Dw^saun.
Lakhanpur Tal*
Dhaniya'ot,
Kairarau.
la.
Uchtikot.
K^ligar.
Rithugdrh.
Simalklm.
Khaspurja.
Rangor.
1, Dhydniran, Blsjydla.
UcbyUr.
S^lam Malla.
Cbhabls Durnau
Rytini.
Ditto' Talla.
la.
Sydnara Malta
t. Dnpur ... Danpur Malla.
OiaubhaiDsi.
Ditto Talla.
Ditto Bichhla.
Chaugadh.
Tikhdn Malla.
Ditto Talla.
Malli Rao.
Ditto Talla.
D6g.
Talli Rau.
Athagiili Palla.
Katydr Malla.
8. Gangoli ... fiel.
Ditto Walla.
Ditto Bichhla.
Bherang.
Ditto TttUa.
Buraun.
Nakuri.
Kaiflsydr.

kumaon.
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Parganah.

Patti.

Parganah.

Patti-

12, PAli—(con- Dora Bichhla.
Gangoli ... Pungaraun.
eluded).
AthgAon.
Ditto Talla.
GiwAr Palla.
JuhAr Malla.
Qoi’iph&fc.
Ditto Talla.
Tallades.
•
Ditto Walla.
Kakalasaun
10. KAli Ku- Chalsi.
CharAi Malla.
Malla.
maon.
Ditto Talla.
Ditto Talla.
Gumdes.
Gangol.
NayAn Palla.
KhilpattiphAt.
Ditto Walla.
PSlbelou Malla.
Silaur Malla.
Ditto Talla.
Ditto Talla.
Pharka.
Sult Malla.
BegadibAn.
Ditto Palla.
Sipti.
Ditto Walla.'
Sui-bisaiig.
Ditto Talla.
Tallades. '
13. PhAldakot, Chaugaon.
Ass.
Dhxiraphat.
Kota Malla;
11. Kota
KosyAn Malla.
Ditto Talla.
Ditto Talla.
Chaukot Malla
12. P^li’
Kandarkhuwa.
Ditto Bichhla.
Ditto Talla.
Malli Doti.
Dora Malla.
14. Ramgar ... Agar.
RamgAr Malla.
8,

9. JuhAr

Parganah.

Patti.

Raingar Talla.
Athbisi Malla
Ditto Talla.
BArabisi,
DindihAC,
Mali.
KharAyat.
16. Shor
Kharakdes.
Mahar.
Nayades.
Rawal,
Scti JI alia.
Ditto Tails.
Baun.
Waldlya Mails.
Ditto Biuhhla.
Ditto Talla.
Askot Malla.
17. Askot
Ditto Talla.
18. Kotauli ... Kotauh MaUl.
Ditto Talli.
19. Mahryfiri... Mahryuri Dol-

15. Sira

Ditto Malli.
Ditto Biehhli.
Ditto Talli.

Chhakhata, Kota and parts of Dhaniy^kot, Dhyanirau, Ramgar,
.and Phaldakot belong to the BhAbar tahsil. Kali Kumaon, Sira,
Shor, Askot, Dhrma, and part of Dhydnirau are managed from
■ Champiwat and tho remainder from Almora. The thoks or pattis
forming the sub-divisions of parganahs do not in all oases repre
sent the similar divisions of the same name existing under the
native governments. In former times it was the practice to re
munerate the chief officers of state and the thokdars or com
mandants of the forces in the field by assigning for their support
the revenue of various villages often in different parts of the par

ganah. In PAli, where there was always a large military force can
toned to watch the frontier of Garhwal and in Barahmandal around
Almora, these assignments were very numerous, and the villages of
each grant formed tbe thok or patti of the thokdar or kamln.
Under the Gorkhalis, also, all villages were classed together which
had the same kamin or thokdar. A remarkable instance of this
arrangement was patti Silkdna composed of villages scattered all
over the district, the revenues of which were assigned for the manu
facture of gunpowder and patti Mahryuri, which was rent-free on
condition that the inhabitants supplied carriers for ammunition
and supplies in time of war. This artificial arrangement was found
so highly inconvenient for revenue and police purposes that it was
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abandoned in 1821, and the natural sub-divisions were restored.*
The smaller parganahs were also absorbed as pattis of the larger to
which they formerly belonged ; thus Uchyur, Dwarsaun, Khaspurja,
Bisand, and Rydni were included in Barahmandal; Ghaugarkha,
Solans, and Kharahi in Ghaugarkha; Agar, Ramgar and Ghhakh&ta
in Chhakhdta; Dhaniyakot, Uchakot, Simalkha, and Chauthan in

Dhaniyhkot j Sira and Askot in one parganah; Dhydnirau and Chau
bhainsi in one parganah; Katyur and Gangoli in one parganah, and

the Bhot country in one parganah making in all fourteen parganahs.
The Shor tahsili was abolished and Gangoli was added to Al

mora, whilst Shor, Sira, and Askot were transferred to Kfili Kumaon.
Further changes were carried out at the recent settlement (186373) which resulted in the distribution of the area given above.
These alterations of area and designation have been so radical that
it would be unsafe and unprofitable to describe them at greater
length here, and the notice of each patti must be referred tp for
further particulars..

The general physical geography of the district has been noticed
.

.

ys ca geograp y.

in the first volume. Kumaon is separated
Garhwal by a line partly natural and

partly artificial. Leaving the Tibetan water-parting ridge at a
point east of the Unta-dhura pass the boundary follows the ridge on
which the pass is situate to the Nanda Devi peak ; thence it descends
in a direction a little to the west of south, and crossing the Pindar
ascends to the, top of a range which flanks that river on the south.
This it follows to a high point called Badliangarh, from which it
strikes across the head of the western Ramganga and its Degh^t
feeder to the ridge separating this river from the basin of the Nyar.
It keeps to this ridge for some miles in a southerly direction; and
where the ridge turns off to the west the boundary descends to the
Ramganga, which it crosses and passing through the outer ranges

falls into the frontier line of the plains districts near Kotirao on
the Phika river, about midway between the Kosi and the Ramganga. On the east, the K Ali separates Knmaon from Nepal, along
its entire course up the Lipu-lekh pass into Tibet, It js to be
remembered that the principal stream of the Kali loses that name
* Ta Board, dated 14th March, 1821 ; to Board, dated 2Ist May, 1821; from
Board, dated 18th March, 1822.
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above Garbiya in Byins, and is called there the Kuthi- Yinkti; the
Kali being the smaller affluent which comes down from the Lipulekh pass. On the north, the water-parting ridge separates Tibet
from Kumaon. On the south it follows an irregular line from five to
15 miles from the base of the outer range of hills. On the west
the boundary line extends for about 165 miles : on the south for 90
miles; on tbe east for 130 miles; and on the north for 75 miles.
The greatest breadth from north-east to south-east is 140 miles and

the least from east to west is 40 miles, the average breadth being
about 90 miles.
We have now to consider the arrangement of the mountain
systems, and with them the valleys that form
Mountain systems.
the drainage channels, for both are of neces
sity laid out on the same general plan and hold the first place of
importance in a country such as this. In the Himalaya it is ob
served^ that all the main ridges and valleys have a constant ten
dency to follow directions either parallel or at right angles to the
main line of water-parting. This tendency, it is' true, is often dis
guised by the rapid succession of several sudden changes of direc
tion which when represented on the small scale of our maps gives
an apparent obliquity to both ridges and rivers which has no exist-'
ence in the elementary portions of which they are composed. In
the western Himalaya this obliquity is observed to take one direction
more frequently than any other, i,e,, such as to give a direction of
north-north-west and south-south-east to a ridge the elements of
which run from north-west to south-east. Thirdly, it is observed
that the accumulation of the waters wdthin the outer range of hills
findsapassage to the plains in very few outlets. In the present

examination we have to go over the ground in part already noticed
in a previous volume; but our observations will be as briefias pos
sible. Taking the great water-parting ridge to the north w'e find
that it is unbroken from Nep41 to Bashkir, and that the whole of
the drainage to the south of it finds its way to the plains on the
extreme west in the Jumna, with which we have nothing more to
do in this notice; in the Biiddle by the Ganges and on the east by
the Kali. Between the Ganges and the K&li there is no stream
* These observations on the physical geography of the province are based on
natter placed at my disposal by General R. Strachey and the records of the Sur
vey of India.
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which has^'its origin’"mcre’^<lhan’40 "or 50 miles from the plains.
The cause of this diversion of the northern streams to the east and
to the west is to be found in a series of longitudinal ranges which
extend acrossithe southern half of the district and by the help of
cross ridges by which they are linked together form a complete
barrier against the snow-fed streams, except through Barmdeo and
Hardwar. The separation of the drainage area of these outlets

,

takes place along a ridge drawn transversely from the great north
ern water-parting to that barrier first mentioned which on the west
separates the drainage basin of the Ramganga from the Ganges and
in the north and east that of the Kosi from the affluents of the Pin
dar, Sarju, and Kali ; on the west, except in Lohba, it follows the
boundary between Kumaon and Garhwal; and on the east the line

from Bandani-devi near Almora by Dol to the connecting link
with the Gagar range ; passing where these two meet at the north
to the great peaks of Nanda-devi and Nanda-kot.
An examination of the somewhat complicated network of ridges

of the southern half of tho mountains will
snow that its most important elements consist of two principal longitudinal ranges from twenty to thirty miles
apart, the crest of the outer or southern of which is about ten to
fifteen miles from the Bhabar or plains. The more northern of these
ranges is nearly continuous throughout the entire length of Kumaon
. and Garhwal: the southern is broken through near its centre for a
distance of about ten miles. From both of these ranges branch off
many transverse ridges to the south-west, by two of which not
otherwise of any particular importance a connected barrier is estab
lished between the longitudinal ranges on two lines; one at about forty
Minor river basins,

miles from the Kali, the other at the same distance from the Ganges.
The drainage of the area thus inclosed finds its way to the Ganges
by the Ramganga and the ^osi, which pass through the breaks
in the outer longitudinal range already mentioned, their drainage
areas being divided by a third transverse ridge nearly half- way

between the other two, like them in no way remarkable on any other
account The stream issuing from the hills between' the Ganges
' and the Kali, other than the Kosi and R&mganga, have their sources
never moVe than fifteen miles from the base of the hills, and always

on the southern face of the outer longitudinal range*.
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The drainage area of the K&li is completed on the east by a
.
great transverse ridge which runs down
Greater river basins.
”
across western iS epal from the libetan water
patting. The Ganges system is bounded on the west by another
great transverse range which traverses the Himalaya nearly at
right angles for a distance of about seventy miles. It is connected
with the Tibetan watershed to the north-west of Nilang and runs

down to the extremity of the longitudinal ridge between the Jumna
and the Ganges drawn across the outer portion of the mountains
precisely similar to those between the Ganges and tbe Kali. The
most northern of these longitudinal ridges is here little more thap
thirty miles from the foot of the hills, and by it the drainage of
three-fourths of the entire breadth of the Himalaya is turned to the
east into the Ganges at Deoprayag. Between this ridge and the
plains there are no transverse ridges of any great importance, and.
the continuity of the longitudinal ridge being unbroken, except

where the Ganges and Jamna debouch on the plains, the whole
drainage falls into either one or the other of those rivers. To the
west the Jamna system is separated from the Satlaj system by
another great transverse ridge nearly conterminous for some way
with tbe eastern boundary of Basahr, then turning to the west
around tho head-waters of the Pabar and Giri to the longitudinal
ridge to the north of the Kayarda Dun. The Jumna and Tons
together find aU outlet at Kalsi through the outer-range into the
Ddn.
The drainage area of the Ganges system comprises some 8,600
.
square miles, of which 5,000 square miles fall
Comparative areas.
.
.
.
.
within British territory, the remainder being
in Tihri or protected Garhwal. The British portion of the basin of
the Kali is about 4,000 square miles. The basin of the Kosi is
about 800 square miles and of the western Ramganga about 1,200
square miles. The remaining 1,000 square miles of Kumaon and
British Garhwal are occupied by that portion of the outer hills which
discharges its drainage directly on to the plains in the Nandaur,
Gaula, Baur, and other streams, all of which join the western R4inganga in the plains, and eventually the Ganges. It will be seen, then,
that of the whole 12,000 square miles which are embraced in the two
districts of Kumhon and Garhwal, 9,000 square miles or three-fourths
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are drained by the Ganges and KMi, and of the remaining fourth the

drainage of two-thirds is collected in the Ramganga and Kosi and
of one-third, or one-twelfth of the whole area, the drainage flows
down directly to the plains, but eventually joins the Ramganga.

The principal line of water-parting along the Tibetan frontier
is a ridge of great altitude. Its mean eleTibetan water-parting.
.
.
. .
, n -«
.
ration is certainly upwards of 18,000 feet
above the sea, and'its highest peak, Kamet, reaches to an elevation
of 25,373 feet. At no point is it possible to enter Tibet from Ku
maon or Garhwal without rising to nearly 16,800 feet, and the
passes are more commonly upwards of 17,500 feet, and the highest,
that of Mana, 18,650 feet in altitude. The watershed is through
out the greater part of its length a simple longitudinal range,
but its structure is a little complicated for a distance of about 30
miles in its western half between the passes of Unta-dhura and
Niti; the ridge, which might otherwise have constituted the water. shed, is here broken through a little to the south-east of Niti, and

the drainage of the Girthi and Laphkhel valleys is hence enabled
to flow to the south, joining the Dhauli at Malari. The watershed

is thus thrown back to the north about 10 miles, and follows the
range which unites the Balchha, Shalshel, Ma-rhi and Tung-jungla passes with that of Niti. In the vicinity of Hoti this ridge is at
one or two points almost entirely suppressed, so that the traveller
may pass at once from Hoti to the great plateau of Guge with
hardly any greater ascent than is requisite to carry him to the high
est level of the plain, which is here not less than 16,000 feet above

the sea. ■ But this apparently easy route is.in reality as completely
closed as though the ridge immediately to the north of Niti was not
broken through, for the gorge through which the Kiogadh or river
of Laphkhel flows to join the Dhauli is impassable, and all access to

Hoti is impossible, except by crossing one or other of the passes
from tbe Niti valley or from Unta-dhura above Milam.
Both ia Kumaon and Garhwal the most importantof the masses of

Snowy range, Nanda-

snowy mountains are found in groups along
a line from 20 to 30 miles south of the

water-parting with which they are, moreover, connected by lofty
ridges covered with perpetual snow, whilst they are separated one
from, another by the deep gorges which carry off the drainage from.

52,
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the southern face of the dividing ridge on to the outer Himalaya.

The chief of these groups is that of which Nanda-devi is the culmi —
Bating peak, and which attains a height of 25,689 feet above tho
level of the sea. Tbe great ridge of Trisul, which nowhere is less
than 20,000 feet in elevation, for a length of 10 miles, is connected,
with Nanda-devi, but advanced about. 10 miles in front of it to tho
south-west. Its three peaks are 23,406 (to the west), 22,49(1

and 22,360 feet high. To the north of the western peak are two
others having elevations of 21,286 and 20,842 feet respectively, and
to the south another having an elevation of 20,010 feet. The last
separates the Bhaiganga from the Kailganga, both of which are

affluentslof the Pindar. The eastern peak of Trisul is connected
with Nanda-devi by peaks having an elevation of 21,858, 21,624,
and 24,379 feet respectively. Midway between the two latter a
spur proceeds south-west, rising above the Pindari glacier to 20,740
feet, and in Nanda-kot to 22,530 feet. The spur connecting Nandadevi with the Unta-dhura ridge proceeds almost due north from the
peak (24,379 feet) close to Nanda-devi itself,* To the north-west'
of Nanda-devi We have Dunagiri (23,184 feet) and two other peaks
due east of it, 22,516 and 22,735 feet in elevation. North of these

again is a group of peakshaving elevations of 20,754, 21,341, and
23,220 feet respectively, the last of which is on the transverse
ridge connecting the Unta-dhura ridge with Nanda-devi and to
the west of the pass. Between the pass and the transverse ridge
is another peak having an elevation of 22,400'fect and to the east
of the pass, the dividing ridge into Tibet has an elevation of about
one thousand feet above the pass. Tire continuation northwards
of the transverse ridge from Nanda-devi is broken in one place to
admit of the passage of the Girthi river to Malari. ''
'
But little inferior to this cluster of peaks in magnitude or
xnagnificepce is the great group, including
Badrinath group.
Badrinath, Kedarn&th and Gangotri, which
lie to the west of Nanda-devi. It is in all not less than thirty
miles in length and contains the ^atopant peaks having an eleva
tion of 23,240, 21,991, 22,060 and 22,388 feet respectively ; then
the Kunaling peaks at the glacier sources of the Vishnuganga,
20,038 and 21,226 feet, and connecting with the Badrinath or Ciiaiikhamba peaks further south-west by two peaks 23,424 and 23,063

&
feet high.
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The Badrinath peaks, from east to west have an eleva

tion of 22,901, 22,619 and 22,395 feet respectively, and due east
of them is Nalikanta, having an elevation of 21,713 feet. To the
west of the Badrinath group _are the Kharcha Khand and Bharat
Khand peaks above Kedarnath, 21,695 and 22,844 feet respectively,

continued further west in a ridge to the Bhagirath! crowned by a
dozen peaks having an elevation of over 20,000 feet. On the eastern
slope of the Kunaling peaks above mentioned lie the great glaciers
Bhagat Kharak and Sat;jpant, which are the sources of the holy
stream flowing by Badrinath, and on the western slope of the same
peaks lies the great glacier which gives the Gaurnulck above Gan
gotri. To the north of Gangotri the peaks, between it and the’
Tibetan water-parting form a continuation of those at the Mana

•pass : here we have three peaks above22,000 feet, three 'above
21,000, and three above 20,000 feet. So that in this magnificent
cluster we have of measured peaks four above 23,000 ; nine above
22,000, eleven above 21,000, and eight above 20,000 feet above the
level of the sea, iri a tract about 26 miles from north to smith and

30 miles from east to west.
The other groups of snowy peaks to which attention has to be
drawn, though in themselves of vast properMinor groups.

.

,

tions, assume a secondary importance when
compared.W’ith the groups which we have just described. Amongst
them may be mentioned the Jamnotri group, including Bandarpunch '
to the west in Tihri and -which is also a place of pilgrimage to
the devout. The group includes one peak v/hich rises above
21,000 feet and three others exceeding 20,000 feet. Next comes
the ridge separating the Mana from the Niti valleys culminating
in Eamet already mentioned and having five peaks from north to
south with an altitude of 23,862 (Mana) 21,198, 20,094: (Rataban),
21,747, and 22,141 feet respectively. In eastern jKumaun, east of
the Nanda-devi group, we have the Pancha-chuli group between
the Gori and the Dhauli, with peaks having an altitude from west
to east of 22,661,20,700,20,783,21,114 and 19,923 feet, and again

the ridge to the north between the Dhauli and the Kuthi-Yankti
marked by a number of peaks above 20,000 feet and culminating

in the great peak of Yirgnajung above Budhi in Byans, having a n
elevation of 20,455 feet The great clusters of snowy peaks d ivid©
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the great river basins from each other and the smaller groups

divide sections of the great river basins from each other ; thus

Nanda-devi separates the Kali from the Ganges system ; the

Yirgnajung and Pancha-chuli minor group separate affluents of
the Kali from each other ; the Kamet minor ridge separates afflu«nts of the Alaknanda from each other, whilst the Badrinath-Gan-

gotri group separates the Alaknanda basin from that of the
Ph^girathi^.

We shall now turn to the river basins, but as each of the more
, .
important rivers has a separate notice our
Biver basiaa.
‘
.
observations will be very brief. The Kall

.

(7.V.) on the east has its true source in the Kufhi-Yankti (q.v.),

which joins the Kalapani (q.v.} river and takes the name of K&li,
The Kuthi river has a south-easterly course to its junction with
the Kdli, when both turn suddenly south-west and attain a-direc
tion nearly at right-angles to the water-parting ridge. Next
comes the Dhauli (j.w.) and then the Gori (q.v.} both with a simi
lar south-easterly direction meeting the Kali almost at right
angles.
Next comes the Sarju (q.v} with a similar south
easterly course after taking its great bend at Bageswar. The
minor streams which form affluents of these greater tributaries
observe the same rule and fall into their principal streams at right
angles to their course : such are the Gumti, eastern Bamgangaand
Ladhiya. The remotest feeders of the Alaknanda are to be found
in the Kiogadh or Laphkel and Lauka streams rising at the foot of
the Bdlchha and Kingri-biagri passes. These run at right angles to
the water-parting line, here running north, and join the eastern
Dhauli at right angles and both pursue a course to the south-west
along the north-western slope of the Nanda-devi cluster until checked
by the Kamet ridge, round which it sweeps to the junction with the

Vishnuganga (q.v.) at Vishniiprayag, after which comes tho great
bend almost due south as far as Karnpraydg. The Alaknanda
1 The following are the local terms in common use for hills and moun
tains :—gain, narrow path or pass ; ghiti or khdl, a mountain pass • pathar, dhiaga,
a stone ; patdii, slate ; ddsi, quartz or white-rock ; dhdra, a high mountain range ;
danda, a ridge; dhdr, a spur ; kdntx, a peak ; dkdh, open crest of a hill; bdnga,
hoi, fort or peaked-crest of a hili; tiba, a peak ; tibri, a small peak ; pdhka, side
of a hill; kurkvra, bare side of a hill usually withji southern aspect $ bel, a
precipice ; htphur, steep and rocky side of a hill ; kurdla, sloping side of a hill
ending in a precipice ; paira, landslip, avalanche ; khan, a mine ; china, a pats Or
gorge; had, steep ^side of a hill; sm or saina, a lawn, and koi, a rariue. . -
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here receives the Pindar (q.v.} almost at right angles on its left

bank and takes a course south-west to Hardwar, receiving the Man

dakini (q.v.) and Bhagiratbi (q.v.) on the right bank.

All these

rivers run an oblique course to their junction with the main drainage

channel.

The Jadh-Ganga flowing at right angles from the Tibetan

water-parting on the north is met by the Bhagiratbi flowing at

right angles from its water-parting on the east and tbe united streams
have a course for some distance south-west until they are turned

again to the south-east. The minor river basins have been sufficiently
noticed already.

If we roughly divide into four nearly equal parts

the longitudinal range that extends across Kumaon and GarhwM to
tbe south of the Sarju and Pindar rivers, the most western end
near Dudatoli, the middle near Bhatkot and the eastern near
Jageswar, and if we draw three transverse lines from these points
to tho plains we shall roughly mark out the basin of the Ramganga

on the west and that of the Kosi on the east. Tbe western bound
ary of the R&mganga basin being conterminous with the eastern
boundary of the Ganges system and the eastern boundary of the Kosi
system being conterminous with the western boundary of the K&li

system. The outer longitudinal range at a distance of ten to fifteen
miles from the plains is broken through by the Kosi uud Ramganga.
The eastern portion of the ridge turns the Ladhiya into the KMi
and the western portion turns th© Kyar into the Ganges. It would
be unprofitable to follow all the minor ramifications, all of which
are laid out on the same plan, and what is true of tbe hills as a
whole is true of each of the component parts of each basin down

to the smallest stream^
There are no plains in Kumaon proper; as a rule, the base of
.

one mountain touches the base of the next,
leaving space only for a torrent between.
Valleys some miles in length, bnt rarely so much as half a mile in
■

‘The following vocabulary will in some measure explain the local nomenclature for tbe river systems
is applied to any great river; nadi to a small
river; gdr or ffddh to a stream and its glen; ^adkera or yadna to a rivulet; taaU
\rao in the Bhabar) to one Bowing only in the rains ; chhiro or ehhinchara, a water
fall: idMyuro or dhdron, an artificial spout of water; bhumho or chhoiyo, a spring ;
jiadda, a river swamp in the Bhabar; naulo-, a covered well ; polshar, a tank ; Uial,
a pond ; m, a lake; kdlv (gul in the Bhabar), a water-distributing channel from a
canal; bdn, an embankment for a tilo; cAiipdu/o. dob or dobara are small naulas not
built up ; domolo or damaula is tbe praydga or confluence of two streams; bagart or
Sngr, land lying along the bed of streams usually tbe Site of a burning ghdt,
Gaz. X., chapter IV., pages 169-aoo,.
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breadth, exist iu some parts of the district—the Baijnath valley irt

Katyur, the-Someswar valley of the Kosi, tho valley of the Kali,
&c.

These valleys are for the most part undulating, and are usu

ally irrigated and highly cultivated. The Bhabar tract is one long
plain indented with spurs jutting out from the lower hills, and cul
tivated wherever irrigation can be practised. The waste lands of
this tract are estimated at 500 square miles, and both here and in
the hills such encouragement has been given to cultivators to
bring fresh lands (nandbdd') under tillage that very considerable
progress in this direction has been made of late years. Culturable
waste in Kumaon, however, is neither extensive nor good of it.s
kind ; nearly all the land has been demarcated within the boundaries
of some village or another, and but little remains unclaimed that
can be made use of. In Garhwal, however, there are certain tracts
reserved by Government which are said to be available for tea
plantations and the like, and information on this subject can be
obtained from the Senior Assistant Commissioner in charge of
Garhwal at PAori. The Commissioner reports that, so far as Kuraaon is concerned, if would be better for an intending tearplanter
to purchase a village with extensive pasturage ground than to
attempt high cultivation on a small area, where manure in sufficient
quantity is not procurable. Small villages with large tracts of
jungle attached might ba purchased in Kali Kumaon, Gangoli,
Dhyanirau, and other parts.
Communications in general are sufficiently noticed under the
. .
article GarhwXl. The new railway from
Communication .
Bareilly to Naini Tal must revolutionise the
communications in the lower hills and make valuable tracts which
the difficulty of carriage had rendered of little value. The follow
ing list of the roads, imperial and local, and the distances between
places of some note with the aid of the map will give all the
practical information required regarding roads in Kumaon :—
Number ol
To
Kemarks.
Krom
miles.

Almora
Someswai^
3 >warahat
Gau&i
Hamcagar

imperial roade.
Someswar
Gwaldam
...
Ganai
Bungidh&r
...
Dhikuli
...

19
21
lOJ
Hi
7

Bridged.
»
Partly bridged.
Not bridged.
Partly bridged.
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To

Trom

Number
of
miles.

Remarks.

Imperial rodi/s.-*-(conDhikuli
Bhainskhet
Ditto
Almora
Bastiya
Lohaghat
Almora
Churang
Almora
Ratngar
Almora
Naini 'I'al
Kaladhongi
Naini Tal

•••
...

...

•••
•M

...
...

Khairna
Dwfirahat
...
Hawalbag
...
Lohaghat
...
Ditto
Pithoragarh
Ditto
Devidhura,
Haldwdni
Naini Tal
...
Ditto ma KhairCa,
Kaladhungi
...
Garpu
Lal-kua
...

32i
12J
io|
621
S6i
271
85
15
42
13
314
16
7
26

Total imperial roads ...

4691

Bageswar
Ditto
»«*
Dwarahat
«• .
Panuwakhal
Masi
...
Sarai-khet
Dw&rahat
Bhikiyasain
...
Muhan
...
Dikhuli (iron-bridge),
I^iinikhet
Dwarahat
Pharka
Bageswar
...
Ditto
...
Almora
»»•
Pithoragarh
...
Ditto
•••
Ditto
...
Bhim Tal
Jyflli
Ranikhet
Kanikhet
Bageswar via Binsar,
Kapkot
...
Takula
*•*
...
Marahula
...
Pindari
Munsyari
»•*
Ditto
to
Askot
ftt
Tejatn
Pipal ta.
•M
Chaukori
“If
Munsyari
...
Darma
Byans
,
It*
ChaudSns
...

151
13
14
7J
Si
164
164
121
22
61
lej
14

Ijocal Toads.'

Someswar
Baijnath
Someswar
Ganai
Ditto
Masi
Ditto
Ditto
Bhikiyasain
Muhaa
Khairna
Ranikhet
Champawat
Almora
Nay a Thai
Beniadg
Naya Thai
Askot
/ Jhiilaghat
Bhiiwali
Ditto
B.aitdlghat
Dyarighat
Ilawiybag
Bageswar
Hawalbfig
Wuhan
K.j pkot
Ditto
Milam
Thai
/
Ditto
Ditto
Beninag
Askot
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

•••
• ••

»*•
...
• ••

rt*

• ••

...

• ••

...

•••

Total miles of local
roads
...

894
484
25
30
12
6
7
16
XI
29
14
12
7
37
40
40
24
14
6
9
.80
55
58
63

818

Bridged.

>♦
Partly bridged.
Bridged.
Ditto.
Partly bridged.
Bridged.

>»

Bridged.
Partly bridged.
a

r»

Bridged.
Partly bridged.
>»
Bridged.
Partly bridged.
Not bridged.
Bridged.
»>

Not bridged.
Partly bridged.
Not bridged.
Partly bridged.
Not bridged.
• Partly bridged.
»»

Not bridged.
Bridged.
Partly bridged.
n

Not bridged.
Partly bridged.
1

-

J

Bhotiya paths
bridged over the
larger streams.
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Routes in Kumaon
Stage.

1. Almora

to

Distance.

Pindari.

Takula
»•»
Bageswar
Kapkot ...
IiM&ckhet
tT•
UbakuFi...
•••
Kkati
...
Diw4li ...
Phurttiya
...
Piii<)ari ...
•••
»•»
9_. AlMOBATO
Kapkot ...
»•«
...
Kliarbugr
^iiua
*•* .
Tejambugr
•••
3ini
...
Muptyiri
•*»
»•»
Kiltot Thaitkot
• »«
it
KargSri ....
Bo.«diySr
• ••
- Martoli-liaspa
Milath ...
3. AtUORA *K> PlXiXORAGA&B.
Panuwa ^auU
«•«
•••
__

••4

Gangoli Hat
...
BSfla
...
>•«
Pithorahgarb
Jbfitagbfit
...
4o Milam to Tiubt.
Milam
• •• '
Shelong ...
Topidunga
Kyungar...
...
Thajang...
...
A. PiTIIOBAOAEH TO DKgUA.
. Satgaxb ...
Askot (Oewai)
...
•••

IS
12
13
9
7
7
6
6
3
40
4
A
8
10
12
6
8
S
10
9

' 18
,U
Hi
u
7i
14
121
7
9
9,
6
10
13

>

BatawakAtr
Bharchula
Kelagar ...
KbuguM...

»*•

«•»
•««

».«

Go
Khiinli&g
hawai ...

10

9
8
7
7

Dur
Selngbat...

Bcmarks.

*««

7

•••

9
6
5

***

Baniya, bungalow.
Ditto.
' Ditto.'
Ditto.
Ditto.
Uitco.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

As in No. I.
Baniya.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Bhotiya shop.
Baniya, bungalow.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Baniya.

As in No. S.
Bad road, gradnat ascent.
Cross Untadhiira.
' A cross Jaintt pass.
Hundes on road to Gyanima.

Road good.
Descent to Charneagar, short
steep ascent, then descent to
Dearal.
Descent to Gori, crossed by sanga
along right bank of Kdii.
‘ Road preHv good, fairly levM.
Houses left at .lima.
Ascent to Khela: descent to Dhauli river.
Cross the river several tinies and
ascend by Sobula.
Descent to river and upright
hank crossing glacier.
Cross river at Go.
Take firewood from Go.
In Hundes,
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stage.

Distaqce.

Remarks.

6. PiTHOKAOARH TO BrAN.3.
Kelagar ...
...
...
Sosa
...

50
8

Galagar ...
Najangar

•••

•••

10
S

Budhi
Garbiya ...

«s*

«a«

a.a

As in preceding.
Ascent to Kela then very steep
descent to ascent from Dhauli
bridge to Dhani^hfir.
Undulating, descent.
Steep ascent and descent over
Nirpaoiya hili.
Bad road with steps in places.
Arrangements for crossing passes
made here.
Up eastern branch of Kili.
Foot of Lipa pass.
Hundes.

Kalapani...
Unmkung
Taklakhar
t.

9
4
•••
.««
•••

•••

•—

AT*

•••

»»«

Almora to AskoT.

DhawalobiQa
Lakhtoli ...
Benioag ...
Batter ...
H^it
Askot

13J
’2*
14f
10
10
6

•••
•••

•

....

•••

»•»

...

...

•••

Baniya.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Other routes are as follows :
To

From

Pithoragarh
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Thai
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ganai
Ditto
Deghtit
Bageswar'
'
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Someswar
Ditto
Ditto
Jianikhet
Ditto
Ditto
Gurjiya
Barmdeo
Ditto

CO
3

14

Jhulaghat
...
...

•*.

...
•••

...

•••
»♦«

...

•«»
...
• a.

...

...

»•«
...

• ••

• ••
•••
•••

Almora
Thai
Askot
Milam
Chaudans
D&rmti
Kela
Askot
Barecbhina
Bageswar
Tejam
Bhikiya
Deghat
M&si
Hawalbag
Someswar
Bai]n5th
Gwaldam
MajhkSli
Dwarahat
Baijnath
Dwarah&t
Khairna
Betalghat
Muhan
Banbasa
Ctiorgaliya

•«»

...

•••

»»•

»•.

...

a*-

aaa

...
•a.

55
>9i
21i
64
571
461
471
16
45
32
11
20
17
8
21
16
12
20
1.34
14
12
14
12
17
6
10
29

53

From

Almora
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto --t
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto «*«
Ditto J..
Ditto
Devidhura
Maini Tal ••a
Ditto •••
Ditto •••
Ditto •••
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto •••
Ditto
Ditto
Bhim Tal • a.
Ditto ...
Lohughit •••
Ditto ...
Chamnawat,
Ditto .*1
Ditto ...

oS

To

Bageswar
Thai
Kapkot
Pindari
Someswar
Khairna
Ramgar .
Dwarahat
Ganai
Devidhura
Pyura
Pharkiya
Banibagh
Haldwani
Kaladhungi
Ramnagar
Khairna
Ramgar
Bhi'm Tal
Riinikhet
Pyura
Moradabad
Banibag'
Ramgar
Pithoragarh
Pharkiya
Pharkiya
Lohughat
Barmdeo

•••

...

«*A

...

...

...
...

*»•
...
•••

...

a
69
41
77
' 18i
20
19
26
3S
2i^
1
12
11
1&
16
32
11
13
12
23
25*
64
5
9
• 27
9
9
6
34

1
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The climate varies according to the elevation, from the suffocat
ing and deadly soltrine.«s of the Bhabar to

Climate.

the perennial snow of the Himalaya. At
Almora in the summer months the thermometer reads about 80“
to 86“ in the shade and at Naini Tal from 75® to 82“.

During the

coldest part of the winter months Almora has an average of about
40“ and Naini Tal about 32“, but it is not unpleasant and the bright

sun renders the cold little felt. Taking the average rainfall for tho
years 1860-61 to 1870-71, the records show si.xty inches, but it

naturally varies very much in localities but a few marches distant
from each other.

Naini Tal receives double the rainfall that Almora

has owing to its situation on the southern face of the Gagar range,
which attracts the rain-clouds and precipitates their moisture.

The following table shows the rainfall for eleven years in in
ches »
Period.

t—
C'l
b.

<x-

1st June to end of Septem
ber.
1st October to end of
January.
1st February to end of
May.

rco
cco

U5
t1

•CO

CO

18^
t—

*o
tco

to

CO

CO

co

tc6
£-•
co

67T 48'2 39'9 22 6 42 3

63 6

25’6

0’6

2*9

0-5

06

6-3

6-2

95

6'9 10'0 18 4

58

e
<»
o
VO

7P2

»
6
co
co

oo
»

00
co

VO .
CO

62-2 44*4 47'8

5-6 3-8

8'8 0'5

ol

3-S

3'0

4'‘ 10*3 114 5-4

7'9

As a rule no month in the year jjasses iviiliout rain falling in some part of the
district. The rainy season commences about the middle of June and lasts up to
the end of September. A winter fall of a few days’ duration occurs in January,
, which becomes snow on the htlls and rain in the valleys. Some years pass
without any sUow : the natives consider that they have reason to expect a snowy
season every third year at all elevations above 6,000 feet. When it falls, it never
lies but on the mountain-tops and ridges, and not even there except they be very
lofty or densely covered with forests. On the Gagar range, wInch rises on the
southern frontier to an elevation of between 7,006 and 8,ooo feet, snow occasional
ly lies so late as the middle of May, There does not appear to have been any sys
tematically accurate observations respecting the limit of perpetual congelation,
except those taken by General Strachey. Krom these it appears that the heights
crowned with perpetual snow extend from the 77th to the 81st degree of east
longitude, and are confined within a belt of thirty-five miles in breadth, between
the 80th and 33nd degrees of north latitude.*
’ On the controversy as to the limits of perpetual sflhjv s^e Hatton, Cob
3. N.H. IV, 276; J. A. S. Ben. VIII, 181 (Webb); XVHl, 287, 296, 694, 964;
XVI, 794 ; XVII (2) 203 ; XIX, 239 (Strachey).

<
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The results of his observations further show that the snow limit which resists
.the effect of summer, recedes to a higher altitude on the northern or Tibetan
slope of the mountains than on the southern or Indian side, having an elevation
on the former of 18,500 feet, while on the latter it is permanently maintained at
about 15,500 above the sea-level. Krom the close of the periodical rains to the
beginning of Kebruary, the atmosphere is wonderfully transparent and brilliant,
so that the seeming distance of objects is far less than the real. Krom the begin
ning of March, the distant peaks of the Himalaya become daily obscured by
clouds about noon; and though this effect is frequently cleared away for a short
time by transient falls of rain, it generally increases with the increasing heat of
ths season, until the haze becomes impenetrable to vision at the distance of a mile.
This obscuration of atmosphere is not attributable solely to aqueous vapour, but
appears to be the. result also of dust, as the high westerly wind prevailing at the
time is harsh and dry, and during the nights, which are calm and hazy, vegetables,
and other objects exposed to the air, become covered with alight earthy matter.
The malaria which produces such an effect in the Tarai extends into the depress
ed rich valleys on the banks of rivers, and generally into all places of low eleva
tion. Captain Herbert soys; “In tho .beds of the different rivers there are, as
fnight be expected, various spots of a limited extent and of sufficient evenness of
surface to be always objects of interest to the cultivator, though from their
smallness scarcely entitled to t.he denomination of valleys. These spots generally
occur in an advanced part of the rivers’ course ; and being, therefore, the lowest
places in the mountains, are'necessarily the hottest. In general they arc
fertile, yet are all considered more or less unhealthy, particularly at the breaking
up of the rains; and when narrower than usual, so notoriously subject to the
aaal or jungle-fever as'to be entirely neglected : instances occur in the beds of the
Sarju and Kali : bat where the width is rathet greater, or the surrounding moun
tains not too lofty, they form the most populous, the most productive, and the
most beautifnl spots within the mountains.” The character of the climate of
Kumaon by Traill is d'.cidediy unfavourable, and he gives a very formidable list
of diseases as resulting from its influence: fevers, remittent and intermittent, con
tagious and typhus exhibiting the rernarloibly rapid and malignant features of the
plague ; small-pox, rheumatism, severe in character and common in its attacks ;
cutaneous diseases, universal; mortal or serious affections of the bowels, spleen, and
lungs; dropsy and stone. Goitre or bronchocele is also prevalent in some places.
See, however, under ‘Medical’ further ©n. Kumaon is subject to earthquakes.
McClelland records eight that occurred between 1831 and 1835. The most severe
was that of 1803. which destroyed many temples and houses. In 1851 one caused
considerable damage at Almora; in 1871 a shock was felt at Naini Tal and again
in 1880 an earthquake was, probably, the immediate cause of the disastrous land»
slip of that year.
The productions of the district—animal, vegetable, and mineral

—have been noticed in the preceding volumes and need net be re
ferred to here: so we shall proceed at once to the people and the

local fiscal history, including tenures and village administration,
also the income of the district from

land-revenue, excise and
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stomps and the medical and educational statistics which have not
been before noticed.
In 1821, Mr, Traill estimated the population of Kumaon, at 6’5
per house, to amount to 164,000 souls.
Population.
The next enumeration took place in 1852,
when the total population was shown as 360,011 souls (169,808
females), of whom 81,796 were boys. Next comes the enumera
tion at settlement during 1863'68, which shows a total population
numbering 394,922 souls, of whom 118,943 were men, 89,935 were
boys, and 186,044 were females, giving an increase of 9'2 per
eent. over the enumeration of the previous decade. The figures do
not apparently include the Bhdbar portion, for, comparing the total
of the census records of 1872 with the portion recorded as appli
cable to Kumaon of the settlement report, the figures for the latter
are 406,042 souls, of whom 213,975 (97,268 boys> were males and
192,067 were females. The figures for the whole of Kumaon, in
cluding the Bh&bar, for tbe same year were 432,576 (201,677
females). In 1881 the population of the whole of Kumaon numbered'493,641 souls, of whom 232,587 were females. Distributed
according to religion there were 479,948 Hindus (228,268 females);
11,261 Musalmans (3,750 females); Christians 2,646 (663 females^,

Buddhists,-87 (43 females), and Jainas, 103.

There were 5,148

villages with 70,245 houses and three towns with 2,719 houses, the
urban population numbering 19,950 souls. The occupations of the
males (261,054) will be noticed hereafter; but the fact that 150,704
were recorded as agriculturists and 12,423 as labourers suffi
ciently stamp Kumaon as being pre-eminently an agricultural
district.
The population of Kumaon (493,641) and CarhwM (345,629)

number 839,270 souls, and of these 823,134 are Hindus, 13,338
are Musalmfins, and 2,798 are Christians, But very few of the
Musalmans and Native Christians are natives of tho hills, and for
practical purposes the entire population of these hills may be classed
aS Hindu. They may be further sub-divided into (1) the abori
ginal or at least long settled tribes of .Khasiya Brahmans and RAjpnts and their followers, the Doms; (2) the Hindu immigrants
■from the plains belonging to all classes ; (3) the Tibetan immigrants
in the Bhotiya tracts; and (4) mixed classes. It is more convenient
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for U8 to follow the usual division into Brahmans, Rajputs, Baniyas
and others, and oommencing with the Brahmans we find them re
corded as numbering 108,283 souls in Ku
Brahmans.
maun in 1872, of whom a numerous list is
given. Those sub-divisions numbering over one thousand members
each are Bhats, 2,494; Grujratis, 1,003; Joshis, 6,557; Kabdwals,
2,716; Kananjiyas, 17,208; Khatkbolas, 1,072; Maharashtras,
2,496; Pdndes, 4,780; S5rasutis, 6,703; Tiwaris, 3,641; and unspe
cified, evidently including the Khasiyas, 44,122. The census of
1881 shows 204,994 Brahmans without further distinction.
Amongst the immigrants may be noted the Pants, Pandes, Joshis,

Tewdris, Upmlhyas and Pathaks.
The Pants ascribe their origin to Mahardshtra or the Mahrdtha
(Konkan) country. They belong to the Bh^radvaj, Par^sara and

V asishta gotras_ and the Madbyandiniya sdkJia. The Pants state that
y
some twenty-one generations ago their an
cestor Jaideo came to Kumaon and obtained
from the K^ja of the time a grant of Uparora in Gangoli. In the
tenth generation his descendants divided into four branches, named
after Sharm, Srinath, Nathu and Bhaudas. Sharm became a phy
sician, Srinath the spritual preceptor of the Raja, Nathu a teacher
of Paur^nik theology and Bhaudas a soldier. The last mentioned
acquired in camp abd court a habit of eating flesh like his Khasiya
soldiers and his descendants retain the custom. Bnt the others eon- fined themselves to vegetable food, as their present representatives
do, and even oblige their wives who come from flesh-eating clans,
like the Tiwdris and Joshis, to do the same. The Bhaiadvaj Pants
intermarry with TripiSlhis or Tiwdris, Joshis and Pandes. They

rarely marry Pants of the two other gotras and their customs and
habits and manner of eating and drinking resemble those of other
hill Brahmans. Their favourite object of worship is the Vaishnavi
Sakti. The Sharmis are found in Uparora or Uprnrha in patti
Barhaon, Kumnlta, Jajut, Agar, Chhakhata, Dhari, Malannj and
Bairati; the Srindthus in Tilari, Paudekhola and Agardon;
the Nathuis in Dubhalkhet, Jiuli and Silauti, and the Bhauddsis in
Syunarakot, Garaun, Bhatgaon, Dhanauli and Khatauli. The most

remarkable of the Bhduddsis was Pnrukhottam Pant, the general
who won Sira for Budra Chand and lost his life in an attempt on
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They say that his arms are

still concealed in an

inaccessible cave on tho precipice near Sirakot,

His descendant,

Rudradatta, is the native gentleman to whom I am most indebted
tor my notes on local matters in Kumaon. The ancestor of the

Vasisht^ofra, Sabhu by name, is said to have come from Doti about
the same time as Jaideo. They are found principally in Agardon,
Walna and Kurkoti. The Vashisht and Parasara Pants eat flesh
and intermarry with the same castes as the BharaJviij Pants, whose
customs and worship theirs too resemble. Tbe Maukoti Rajas of
Gangoli chose their principal servants from amongst these Pants.’
The Pandes are said to have come from Kot Kangra and from
the plains. Tbe latter obtained employment as rasoyas or superin
tendents of the Raja’s food arrangements and the former as purohits
or spiritual directors. The gotras are tbe Gautam, Bhiiradvaj,
■„
Vatsa-Bbargava, Kasyapa, .Parasara, <fec,;
Pandes.
■ ®
,
the pravara is Tripravara and Panchpravara
and the sakha Madhyandiniya. They marry with the Joshis, LohAnis. Pants, Pathaks, Tiwaris, KanyhLs and others. Sometimes
they marry in their own clan, but not in the same gotra. Many of
their sub-divisions are named after the villages received by their
ancestors to hold free of revenue. •' Some eat animal food and some
do not, and all are worshippers of Siva, Vishnu and their Saktis.
They appear to have come to Kumaon at about the same time the
Pants came and were employed with the Bishts and Joshis by Som
Chand.’ The Muduliya Pandes of the Kanaujiya sub-division were
k&mdavs or courtiers. The j^cestor of the Gautam Pandes came

from Kangra in the time of Thohar Chand and are found ia P^ndekhola, Chbami, Hat and Chhaeh^r. They worship the Kotkangra
Devi from Jwalamukhi and were favourites with Rudra Chand. The
founder of the Vatsa-Bh^rgava gotra, by name Brahma, came to
Kumaun from Kangra as physician to Sonsfir Chand, from whom
he received Pdrkoti, and hence the name PSrkotiya often given to
this branch. Six generations, after Brahma, came M^gh Pande,

who had five sons:—Kolu, whose decendants settled in Siraj Dasarath, who settled in Majhera; Devi Ballabh, who emigrated to Anlipshahr in the Bulandshahr district; Balinik, who remained in Parkoti, and Kpnwar, who settled in Shor. . The Bhhradv^j gotra came
‘.Gaz. XI. 551, 664.
llbii, 496,527, 537.
> Gaz, XI., 601,
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from the plains and call themselves Kanaujiyas.

They are also

called Semaltiyas or Shimaltiyas from the village of that name,

which is also derived from Sresthamandala, the kitchen, their office

being that of rasoya, or purveyor and cook. They are now found
in Pachara, Ghhdmi, Pichhauri, Manili and Setnalti and furnish
priests to the temple of Triyngi in Bageswar. The K4syapa gotra .
claims descent from two Kanaujiya Brahmans, brothers named
Sinha and Narsinha, who took service with a Khasiya Raja as purohit and rasoya respectively. The decendants of Sinha are found
in Bairti, Bhadkot, Ganwar, Khargoli and Pipaltanda in Pdli, and
those of Narsinha in Pandegaon, Silauti, Barakheri, Basgaon and

Palari in the Chhakhata parganah. Bhawanipati Pdnde of Bairti
distinguished himself in the persecutions under Kalyan Chand.
The Joshis, though hardly ranked as Brahmans in the plains,have attained in the hills by long prescription a claim to be consi
dered Brahmans and intermarry with Pants, Pandes, Tiwrais and
,
others-. Thev are by occupation astrologers
and horoscope-makers, but large numbers ■
now chiefly p,tTact government service or agriculture. The census
of 1872 shows over 16,000 of them in the North-Western Provinces
arranged amongst ‘ other castes ’ and some 4,000 under ‘ Brahmans,’
80 that their position in the plains is very ill-defined ; they have
severalyotrns,—Gargya, Bharadvaj,Upamanyu, Ka3yapa,and Angiras. Tbe'y belong to the Madhyandiniya sdkha and claim to be of the
Kanaujiya division. Their practices are m-uch like those of the
clans with whom they intermarry. The Garggotri Joshis claim
descent from Sudhanidhi, who was one of the Chautara Brahmans
employed by Som Chand.^ He is said to have been a Chaube (!)
of Dundiakhera in Oudh. Their principal occupation eVer since '
has been Government service and they accept neither gifts nor
offerings of food on the occasion of ceremonies unless from relatives.

They are now found in Jhijar, Shilakhola, Digoli, Kotw^lgaon,
Kallaun, and Oligaon, They assume to themselves tbe title of diwin
The Angiras Joshis claim descent from a Pande of Khor in Kanauj,
who came to Kumaon on a pilgrimage to Badrinath and then
obtained employment as an astrologer and the village of Seren in
Katyur, free of revenue. From thence his descendants spread over

» Gaz. Xr, 684, 698.

’ Gaz. XI. 508. .
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the district to Galli, Sarp, Chaura, Mala, Kapkot, Gankot, Khakholi, Haiieti, Khari, Palydra, Mahinari and to Masinoli in Garh
wal, They continued for a long time to perform simple priestly
functions, but in the troubles which arose on the accession of Tri mat
Chand' in 1626 A.D., they succeeded in obtaining a share of state
offices and have never since failed to be represented in government
service. Service and agriculture are the occupations of the division to
the present day. They also call themselves diiffiins. The Joshls of the
Upanlanyu ^otra claim descent from a Misra of Diptiya. They say
that some of his descendants became Pandes and those that devoted
themselves to astrology became Joshis. Birbhadra of this division
obtained employment from the Bisht usurpers in 1726, and was the
first of them to attain to any notoriety,® but having once tasted the
sweets of power they concerned themselves in nearly all the conspi
racies of the last century and suffered severely at the hands of Sib
peo® in 1760. They have also a strong prediliction for government
service and called themselves diwtins. T hey are also known as Danya
or Dhunya Joshis from their principal village. The Joshis of the

Bh^radv&j gotra make their ancestor come from Jhusi near Allah
abad, who after marrying a daughter of Sivachand Tiwari settled
down in Silagaon village, whence his descendants are called Sil w&ls.
Those that live at Ohind-khan and Darhyal are named after those
villages. The poorer members of the Gangoli Joshis still practise
astrology, as indeed do all. There is no real evidence that they
Came from the plains; but if they did, they are a remarkable exam
ple of a caste hardly considered as being on the outskirts even of
Brahmans in the plains having attained to such a respectable posi

tion in the hills which they still maintain by the intelligence and
energy of their representatives. For the last two centuries they

have been the master movers in all intrigues and have mono
polised to a great extent all the valuable government appointments
and possess an influence second to none and which has to be care
fully adjusted by the administration.
Tiwaris or Tripathis or Tripathis, the Ty&ris of Garhwal, all
claim descent from Sri Chand, a Gujrathi
Brahman who came to Champawat some
four or five hundred years ago and emigrated thence to Khagmara
’ Ibid, 669.
’ Gaz, XI, 583.
’ IM, 693.
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on tha Almora hill,' where his decendauts were found when

the Chands removed to Almora in 1563 A.D.

These Tiw&risF

belong to the Gautama gatra, Kauthami sdZ:/ia, Tripravara
pravara, and are called Agnihotri Brahmans. They marry with the
Joshi, Pant, Pande, Loliani, Bhatt, Kanyal, Upareti, Up&dhya and
Thaplyal divisions, not of the same gotra. Their principal occupation
is agriculture and they are also found as priests and teachers, and
many enjoy considerable grants free of revenue, especially the
family of Narayan Tiwari, who saved the life of Baz Bahadur Chand
when a child. They are chiefly Saktas or Saivas and Vaishnavas,
and some worship the one God and do not bow to idols, ’ Certain
clans such as the Bameta, Chobyal, Pokhariya, Balutiya and other
Nanagotri Brahmans claim to belong to the Tiwaris, and though in
some cases they intermarry, they are not generally acknowledged.
Most of them are agriculturists and till their own lands or take
service.

The Upadhyas are of the Eharadvaj gotra and claim to be des
cendants of Sri Ballabh of Kananj, from

Upidhyas.

whom the Lohana sept is descended. They
. are of the Madhyandiniya sakha, and Tripravara prdvara and inter
marry with Tripathis, Joshis, Pants, Pandes and Bhatts. They are
orthodo.K in their religious observances. Several other subdivi
sions call themselves Upadhyas, such as the Brahmapuriya who
live in Brahmapura; Myanuliyas of Myaniili; Jalis of Jal vil
lage and Haribolas from the first ejaculation of the jap in the
, morning prayer.
Many stories are told of Sri Ballabh.

One told me by Rudra-

datta Pant relates how Sri Ballabh lived on ths Kalmattiya hill near
Almora and could get no wood there from the people in charge

of the Raja’s stores, so he took out iron from the house and made
a fire with it and the ashes remain and make the hill black;
the fact being that there is a good deal of impure plumbago ia the
soil. Sri Ballabh was called in consequence of this ‘ Lohahomi ’
or ‘ iron-sacrificer,’ now Lohani. He received Lohani, Satrali and
Karurha in jigir. The last village had no water, and his wife

had to bring it up from a distance below. One day, being
wearied, she placed the water-vessel on her head instead of carrying

* Gaz. XI, B34, 639, &67.
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it in Tier hand and when she met her husband he said :—“ Now

that you have put tbe water-vessel on your head its. contents
are of no nse for my service.” His wife was annoyed at this and
replied:—“If that be the case you had better go and draw the
water yourself.” The husband replied :—“ I will ask the idol, but
be not surprised if you see the water coming.” He then pulled
up some kusa grass and called on his deity, when the water at once
came. The woman could not restrain herself and called out ‘ hai,
hai,' so that nine-tenths of the supply intended disappeared, but
the rest remains in Sri Ballabh’s dhdra at Karurba. His descend
ants are also found in Kande and are called Kandyals, and in
Thapla, Jharkot, Kotagaon, Bheta and Kharhi. _ Many of them

call themselves Pandes, other than the Pandes of Pandekhola
already noticed. The Loh^nis like the others now chiefly occupy
themselves with agriculture, service and priestly functions and are

for the most part, like the other hill Brahmans, Sdktas.
The Pathaks belong to the Bharadv&j, Sandilya and Kasyapa
gotras; Madhyandiniya sdkha and TripraPathaks.
vara and Panehpravara pravaras. The Kas
yapa branch declare that their ancestor, Kamalak^r, came from
Sanaranpali in Oudh and took service with the Mankoti Rajas of
Gangoli.* The Sandilya branch call their ancestor Janardhan, who
came from Thanesar and obtained a village in jdgir still held by
them. The Pathaks marry with Pants, Pandes, Joshis, Tiwaris
and Bhatts, and are now chiefly baids, traders, servants or cultiva
The P^lyals call themselves a branch named after Pali vil
lage. The Dug£l or Hurgpal Brahmans
Dugfils.
are of the Bharadvaj gotra and Madhyandiuiya sdkha. They say that they came from Kanauj in the time
of the Katyuris and have marriage connections with Bishts, Loh^nis, PAtanis, Tripathis and others. They worship the orthodox
deities, they eat animal food and follow the occupations of cultiva
tors, service, reciting the Vedas and Puranas, and in former times
were inoculators and now vaccinators. The MathpAls or Marhwals are of the ■ same sdkha and gotra as the preceding and of the
Tripravara praoara^ They say that two Bhatts, Madhu and Syama,
came on a pilgrimage to Badrinath from the Dakhin. They were
Ghz, XI,j 540.

tors.
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SO skilled in the mysteries of astrology as to be able to describe in
a horoscope the features and sex of the unborn child of the Raja

and tell all its future. When the child was born all the marks predict
ed were found on it, and the Raja gave the brothers the village of
Ghusila in jdgir. Some of their decend ants became Joshis and
others became Bhatts and settled in other villages. Badrinath
at Dwara Hat was served by Budhini Brahmans, who, neglecting
their duties, were expelled by Trimal Chand,’- who also placed

these Bhatts in charge of the temple, and they enjoy the endow
ments to the present day. Prom being in charge of a math they
are called Mathwals. They marry with Harbola, Brahmapuriya,
Paneura, Paly&l, Pujari, Kashmiri and Dugal Brahmans and
represent the better class of Khasiya Brahmans. They practice

astrology, and physic, and also take to service and husbandry.
Many do not worship idols and the majority are Vaishnavas.
Bhatts belong to the Bharadvdj, Upamanya, Visvamitra, and
Kasyapa gotras, the Madhyandiniya sdkha,
and Tripravara pravara. Some follow the
Big and others the Yajur-Veda. They say that they were former
ly called Bhatta-Acharya and came here in the time of Abhaya

Chand®: others say that they came from the Dravira country in
Bhishma® Chand’s reign, and others again that many generations
ago two brothers,
»ud Har, came to Kumaon and entered a
Baja’s service and from that time were named after the villages
they occupied
Bharua, Kaphuli, Dhankota, Dalakoti and Mathpal. These septs, though belonging to the same goti^a, intermarry,
but the better off take wives from Pants, Pandes and Joshis and

the lower classes from Nanagotri Brahmans. . They represent tho
Mah&brahman of the plains in funeral ceremonies and take the
food and offerings up to the eleventh day.^ Also at an eclipse
when people bathe and make presents, the Bhatts receive them,
also when the asterisms and planets are worshipped and the gift

of a pony, buffalo or goat is made. Other Brahmans do not receive
gifts of animals unless they be cows. They receive gifts of coin
called dahshina on occasions of domestic ceremonies, ^uch as mar
riage, naming a child,® investiture with the sacred thread, &c.
They are also cultivators and make and sell sweetmeats, and the
* Gai. xr., 660.
’/t«d,501.
589.
•IM, 917.
■
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latter is their principal'occupation near towns.

The Puj&ris or

temple-priests are for the most part KhaPujaris.
siyas or the offspring of soi-disard celibates
of any religious fraternity. Any Brahmans may adopt the profession,

although it is apparently despised as much as it was in the days of the
Manavas. The Pujaris are in fact of the lowest class and include both
Brahmans and Kshatriyas.

To the latter belong the Eawats so nu

merous in Garhwal and the Tapasis.

Solne can give no account

of their lineage, knowing only that their reputed fathers have been

from time immemorial temple-priests. Others ascribe their origin
to Pandas or temple-priests of Kamsiksha Devi in Kangra and
others call themselves Bhatts, Pandes and Tiwaris. The Brahman
Pujaris intermarry with the same class and the Rajput Pujaris
■with Rajputs. A Pujari is not too proud when necessity arises to
plough or enter service, but he, as a rule, lives on the offerings
made at temples and on the proceeds of the glebes attached to such
buildings. He almost invariably bears a bad character. The Pan-

das or temple-priests of Jages-.var are called
,
„
m, '
Baruas or Baroras. They say that they
were Bhatts of Benares who came here in the reign of Raja Udyan
Chand,’ but the more common and accepted statement is that they
are the descendants of a Dakhini Bhatt who came with the Jdngamas
placed here by Sankara Ach^rya.^ This Bhatt married the daughter
of a Khasiya Brahman, and their offspring were called Batuks, and
hence Baroras or Baruas. They marry with Amolas, Dingrias,
Chahaiis, Ohagethas, Palyals, and Bnghanas. They cultivate
the temple lands and also engage in agriculture on their

Pandas of Jages war,

own account. Only 77 Were recorded under this name in the
census of 1872.
The lists give some 250 septs of Khasiya Brahmans, of whom

the majority are cultivators and plough
«
o
themselves. They worship sometimes Siva
and Vishnu, but chiefly Bhairava, the more common forms of the
Saktis and the village deities. It would be useless to give a list
of their names, which are chiefly derived from the villages in which
they live. Some claim common origin with plains Brahmans : thus
the Shdranis, Hobhals, Gahtyaris, Kanyanis, and Garwals, say
‘ Gaz, XL, 627.
»Ibid, 780.

,

_
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that they were originally Tiwaris; the Munwalis that they were
Chaubes ; the Papanois that they were Upretis of Doti; the Chau-

nfils that they were Chaubes of Muttra who settled in Maniii in
Kdli Kumaon and took the title P^nde, and their present name
on emigrating to Chaiini ; the Kutharis call themselves Pants;
the Ghushuris, Daurbas, Shanwals, and Dhunilas call themselves .
Pandes; the Laitndaris, Chavanrals, Phuloriyas, Oliyas, Naniyals,
Chaudasis, Dalakotis, Burhalakotis, Dhularis, Dhuratis, Pancho*
lis, Baneriyas, Garmolas, Walauniyas, and Birariyas allege that
they are Joshis : the Banaris and Mainwals that they were Phulari
Brahmans ; the Kaphnlis, Dhankholas, and Bfaagwals that they
were Bhatts of Benares; the Muraris that they were Bhatts of

Doti; the Jalis, Nakhyals, Thapaliyas and Haribols that they Were
Upadhyas ; the Bhattotiyas that they were Gaurs, the Mashyals
that they were Kanaujiyas ; the Patasis that they were Pathaks;

and the Baraniyas that they came from Benares and were astrolo
gers to the Baja. Septs named after villages and who do not
attempt to give any account of their origin are the Kholiyas,
Kunw&las, Lweshalis, Kaphariyas, Bi th ar iyas, Mehalkh&niyas,
Nainoliyas, Meltis, Tarariyas, Hktwals, Pokhariyas, Chhatguliyas,
besides some one hundred and fifty others. They do not know
either sdkha or pravara and often have little knowledge even of
their
TheKanseris worship Siva as Bibh^ndesewar, a name
for which there are few temples. Akariyas derive their name

from the fact that they were free from taxation (‘ a ’ privative and
‘ kar^ a tax). Balarias belong to Purnagiri in KSIi Kumaon.
Ghughuty61s are Rajputs of Rydni degraded from Brahmans on
account of an offence committed by their ancestor. Rasyars say
they are so called because they were Brahman cooks (rasoya) to
B^jas. The Namgis supply purohits to the Bhotiyas of JuhSr.
The Phularas supplied flowers for worship at tho Nanda devi

temple. The Qairbhanariyas perform funeral ceremonies for peo
ple who die without heirs. Panerus are suppliers of drinking water.
The Dobh^ls of Doha village are also called Jagariyas or exorcists
and are authorities on the possession by devils and are called in on

such occasions. The Oliyas, on the other hand, avert the evil effects
of hail-storms and in Kudr wander about from village to village
begging their dues, a mana of rice.

The Chilakutis act as priests
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of the village god Saim io Ghaugarkha.

If we turn to the census

list of 1872, the last one in which the septs of Brahmans are enu
merated, we find out of 108,283 that 44,122 could not give
any distinguishing name, and of tho remainder some 50,000 must
belong to the Khasiya class, and although the caste statistics in
detail are still very unsatisfactory, we must accept these figures as
near the truth; that is, that nearly ninety per cent, of the Brah
mans in Kumaon belong to the Khasiya race and are so classed
by the people themselves. A few of the better class and better
educated worship the orthodox deities alone, but the great mass
serve the Bhairavas, Bhiits and Bhutinis and are to all intents and
purposes as much priests of non-Brahmanical deities as their re
presentatives further east who know not the name of Brahman.
They are a simple race and not to be confounded with the hill
pujM or temple-priest or the Nath, but at times of rejoicing assume
the functions of religious directors in the very simple ceremonies
deemed necessary. The Khasiyas never tried to connect themselves
with the plains until of late years, when they see that such connec
tion edds to their personal dignity, and they now prefer to bo
thought ‘Normans’ or ‘ Saxons’ rather than ‘Britons.’
The religious fraternities represented in the hills are numerous,
but the whole may be arranged under six
Religi us fraternities.
Goshains, Jogis, Bairagis, Uda

sis, Sfidhs and others. The Goshains^ have already been noticed:
3,860 were recorded under this name in 1872 and 2,940 in 1881
in Kumaon and 2,050 in the Tarai. The Jogis of the Kanphata
class have also been noticed^ and the Jangamas from the south.’
The Udasis are Sikhs connected with the Dehra Dun establish
ment or the similar one in Srinagar. The Sadhs are Hindu sec
taries of the same character as the priests of the lower classes of Chamars and others of a plains origin. They profess certain purifica
tory observances taught by one Birbh&n some two centuries ago
and are common in the upper Du^b. They do not smoke and
affect great personal cleanliness and eat together frequently in a
semi-religious love-feast. The Firs are Musalman Jogis of a
semi-Hindu origin and are noticed here in connection with the
ilusaJman Meos of tbe Bhabar frontier. Kalu Shahid is named
J Gaz. XI., 862, and article * GiruwAl.’
’ Ibid, 865.
’ Ibid, 8C2,
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after one of them. The Jogis called Binakanpbatas in the lists
are also called Augars and are often found as cultivators. The
Sany&sis are Sai ya. ascetics akin to the Goshains and include many
miscellaneous sectaries of a Saiva tendency. They may be consi^
dered as the equivalent of the Bairagis, who are Yaishnavas ag
important class in these hills, serving,. aS“tir
Vaishnava temples. Their rules for investiture are very similar
to those of the Goshains, and like them they have several sub-divi
sions, such as the Eamanandi, ESdhaballabhi, Nimanandi - and

E&manuja : 233 were recorded in 1872. A Stray specimen of the
thoroughly human brute known as Aghori is occasionally seen
feeding on filth and human carrion, drinking spirits from a skull
and little removed from the jackal or hyena which he leads about.
The census of 1872 record 1,726 Jogis, chiefly belonging to the
K&nphata and Binakfinphata sections,.and the Ndths who, perform

domestic priestly service for many classes of Kbasiyas and tend
the Bhairava temples. They follow the doctrines of Gorakhnath

and his, preceptor^ Machchhendranath, whose shrines at Gorakhpur
are visited by their followers from all parts of India. One or more
in each Ndth household usually pierce the ear and become Kan- phatas. Goshains, Jangamas, Bairagis and Naths sometimes marry

and become cultivators, retaining the religiops name as a caste
name. The Nfiths have eighteen sub-divisionsDharmnath, Satyan^th, Vairfign&th, Kaflani, Daryaonath, Mustnath, Rtk wal, Gud&r, Khantar, Ramnath, Aipanthi, Niranjani, Kankai, Bhiishai,
Mfindiya, Mannalhi, P4opanthi and Muskini.
The Rajputs of Kumaon were returned at 181,633 in 1872
and at 216,2^7 souls in 1881. In the for

mer census alone, are the septs enumerated,
and those having more than one thousand were Bhotiyas, 5,738;
Chandrabansis, 1,380 ; Xhasiyas, 124,383; Kinwars, 21,922; Ka-

this, 4,816;. Manurals, 2,875 ; Negis, 1,230; Tamotas, 2,387 ; and
unspecified, 7,563. Here, as in Garhwal, more than ninety per cent,
of the Rajputs are Khasiyas and belong to that race as distin
guished from the immigrants from the plains. Amongst those who
claim descent from immigrants from the plains are (a) the des
cendants of the Surajbansi Katyuris, represented by the Riijbars of
’Gaz. V., 371; XI., 808.
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Askot and Jaspur, the Manurals and others, and ^6) the Chandra

Katyuria.
district.

bansi descendants of the Chands, represented by the Raotelas scattered all over tho
The Manurals^ of Sult in Pali are so called after the vil-

f^Manil, to whiph the Katyiiris retired on the approach of
Ki rati C

“S'^rranehis^de^Aended from the Lakhanpur

Katyiiri family, and to it belong tbe Rajbars dfSJaspnr in Chaukot;
the Sain, Mfinfirand Gbachroti Manurals, those of CUepur, Bhalatgaon and Hat in Chaukot; those of Kuhergaon and those of Tatnadhaun. All these were reduced to the ordinary condition of culti
vators by B4z Bahadur Chand, The Manurals belong to the
Shaunkasj’apa gotra and Panchpravara pravara^ They intermarry
with the better class of Khasiya R4jputs and are landholders or
cultivators, but some are poor enough to take to daily labour for a
living. The better classes are much respected and held for a long
time the chief offices of saydnas in Pali. Tho pedigree of the Askot
Rajbars has been given elsewhere.^ The present representative,
Pushkar Pal, is an Honorary Magistrate and has power to try cer

The Rfijbars or liajwars of Chaukot take service as
soldiers and are descendants of the Manural
Kajwars.
Katyuris. The women of S^j wars are called
Bahurtmis and of the Manurals are known as Bajains. Neither Rajwhrs nor Manurals will, as a rule,, eat food cooked by their women,
bnt an exception is made ia regard to the following articles : — pdlak
tain cases.

or spinach {PoTlulaca oleraeed); sem, bean^ {Canavalia ensiformis)
baipun,egg-plant(<St)ZanM7nesculen<H?rt);cucumbers;p/«?nya, {Coloeasia
antiguorum), and a few other vegetables. They will not touch any
vegetables mixed with curds and cooked by their women ; at least
such is the custom of the better classes. Women eat,.but merrabstain.
irommanduwa (Eleusine corocana'), and neither men nor women will
touch onions, garlic, yams, radishes, flesh of the wild pig, or of sheep.
The R&jw4rs worship their ancestors, the Eatyiiri Rajas and the
commoner Saktis. They intprmarty with Raotelas, Bishts, Sahus
and BAryas: and the poorer with ordinary Khasiyas.
The Raotelas are tho descendants of the junior members of the
Chand family, whether legitimate or illegi

Raotelas.

timate, and as each successive Chand largely
Ibid, 63i.

* Gaz. XL, 496, S35, 568.
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increased the supply, it. became necessary to give them employment

or means of subsistence at a distance from Champawat and Almora.
Accordingly we find them planted all over the district. The prin
cipal villages still occupied by the descendants of the Chands are
Jamrari and Eaotelakot in Dhyanirau, from the first of which came
Sib Singh, the last attempt at a Native Raja? This village and
• Parewa in Kota are esteemed the prinoipal of all the Raotela vil
lages, and with Jibi and Sal mora in Shor have marriage connec
tions with the Vaisya Rajas of Doti in Nepal. The others all in
termarry with the Khasiyas and Baniyas of the hills. In Barah‘ mandal there are Batgal, Sula, Rainjut, Kayah, Pithoni, Chhana,
Chhabisa, Ubhyari and Khari. In Ghaugarkha, Bilori, Mutela
and Chhauna, all occupied by Raotelas. In Pali we have Tipula,
Surra, Mahonir, Masi, Sabah, Phulsor, and Sirkot; in Mahryuri,
Bachkande; and in Dhaniyakot, Simalkha, &c. These villages were
given as fiefs to dispose of the superfluous members of the Chand
families, and now, owing to tbe increase in numbers and intermar
riages, little but the name remains.' Some go in for service as sol
diers, others as cultivators. They belong to the Kasyapa gotra,
Madhyandiniya sdkha and Tripravara pravara, and are chiefly
Saktas. The men will hot eat cooked rice-or manduwa from the
hands of their females. Kharkus are sprung from Raotela Gosains
as the junior members of the Katyiiri house were called, and have
also had some influence in former times. One of them, Sijkhrara,®

held power in the early part of the seventeenth century ia the time
of Bijaya Chand.
The Bishts belong to the Kasyapa, BhAradvaj and Upainanya
gotras and the Mddhyandiniya sdkha and
Bislits.
Tripravara and Paacbpruvara pravara. The
name is more correctly ‘ Vasisht,’ meaning ‘ excellent,’ /respect- '

able,’ and its origin is a title rather than a caste name, though
now to all intents a caste name. Rawat, Rana and Negi have a
similar meaning. Pollowing modern custom they claim descent
from a band of immigrants from Chitor, and the Upamanya gotra
stafe that they came to Sabali in Garhwhl from Ujjain and thence

to Kumaon. They marry with Manural and KMakoti Katyuris,
Negis, Raotelas, Latwals, Kharkus, and Maliaras, only avoiding
* Gaz, XI, 542, 653, 606,
’ Ibii, 605.
’
558,
55 .
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the same gotra, and are now found in the following sub-divisions:—

Bora, Son, Darmudl, Gaira, Bisariya, Kharku, Kathi, Khaudi,
Ulsi, Bhilaula, Chilwal, Dahila, Bhainsra, Ohamyal, Bani, Dhaniya and Bagdw^L

The Bishts have played an important part in

Kumaon history.

They were civil officers of Som Chand at

Champ&Watl and again with Rudra Chand?

The Garhwal Bishts

Were brought in by Baz Bahadur,® and we find them again with’
Debi Chand.* The Adhik4ris are a sub-division of the Bishts of

the Bharadv&j gotra, and inarrv into tho
same septs and like them are principally
cultivators, though some take service as soldiers. The principal
..

occupation of all, however, is agriculture. • The Adhikaris make
Kali of Purnagiri their household deity. The following clans attach
themselves to the Adhikdris:—Ryuniya, Neniya, Muliya and
Maut.

The Boras of Borarau and the Kairas Of Kairarau are by some
Bojas.

held to be subdivisions of the Bishts. They
belong, to the same gotra and sdkJia as the

Bishts, and state that their ancestor Danukumer or Kumbhakaran
, livfid at Kotalgarh in Kali Kumaon and joined Ki'rati Chand in
his invasion of the Katydri "territories at the end of the fifteenth
century and secured large estates in jdgir/ enlarging the frontier
from Devi Dluira to the sources of the Kosi. They are still found
in Dhyanirau and Kali Kumaon. Their customs are much the

same as those of other Khasiya Rajputs, and they worship the Sakti
of Siva and the village deities, Haru, Bhairava, Bhumiya, &c.
They are cultivators and go in for service as soldiers occasionally.
Around Almora they manufacture the hemp bags known as Tiuthela
and make mill-stones and other utensils. But those Boras who

pursue these handicrafts are despised by their land-holding fellowtribeSmen and are sometimes indeed not allowed to eat with the
latter. Like all Khasiyas, they have stories regarding their origin
not worth relating ; and regarding their name, they explain that an

ancestor, Hamira, lent money to the Raja and in return received
the title Bohara, or money-lender. They in fact may have originally

represented the money-lenders of the hills, bnt now-a-days they are
’ Gaz. XI. 608.
’ Ibii, 550.
’ Jlbid, 568,
Ibid, 581-4.
’ Ibid, 636,
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essentially agriculturists and very successful ones too, and are found

all over the hills as far as the Kangra valley.

The Ranas also belong to the same gotra and sakha as the
Bishts" and have a similar honorific appellation. They derive their
origin from Chitor, and say that they Were brought here by a
Mathpal of Dwara Hat in the reign of B&z Bahadur Chand/ in the
seventeenth century. They chiefly worship one god or are Saktas
and intermarry with Sahus, Chaudhris and Bishts not of the same
gotra. They follow agriculture or service. The Mirais, Kaunas

and Bijipuriyas claim to be offshoots of the
Ranas*. The Mahras or Maras or Maharas
belong to the Bharadvaj and Kasyapa gotras and the same s&kka
Mahras.

as the Bishts. Those of the Bharadvaj gotra claim descent from
some Mainpuri Chauhans who settled in Sirmoli in parganah Kali
Kumaon.

Those of the Kasyapa gotra call themselves Panw^rs

from Jhusi, opposite to Allahabad, who came with Som Chand, who
gave them the name Mara from their battle-cry ^maro!' maro !’

The first of the former branch who came to the hills had two sons;
the descendants of one were called Mahras and of the other Phartiyals, and from the earliest times of which we have notice these became
the heads of factions {dharras) who have wrought much' evil to
Kumaon.® They are Siktas, but most of them worship the village
deities too. Their occupations are principally cultivators, cattle
herds and soldiers. The better classes marry with R&nas, Rajbars,

Bishts and Taragis, and the poorer with any Khasiya Rajputs.
Negis belong to the KSsyapa , Bharadvaj,
Gautam and Sandilya gotras, the Madhyandiniya saklta and are of the three-invocation praoara. They say that

they came from Daranagar ; others that they are Chauh&ns of
Mewar. The names of their subdivisions are given in the article
on Garhwal and need not be repeated here; they show a very mis
cellaneous origin with Musalman names like Eateh Bahadur and
Salhrya, and western names like Dogra and Nagarkotiya. The
word ‘ neg ’ means ‘ perquisite ’ or due, and ‘ Negi,’ a person
entitled to such by virtue of service, civil or military. The Negis®
are those Khasiyas of Garhwal and Kumaon who took to military

■ * Gaz. XI. 661-9.
’ See notices in Gaz. XI. 507-8, 519, 530, 559, 583, 591-4,
611, 647, 637.
*/4j<1.555.
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service, wLeiher under Musalman rulers in the plains (lienee the
subdivisions with Musalman names) or under Hindu Rajas, and
gradually, owing to the vioissitudes of such a life, they separated
into a caste, but are all none the less Khasiyas pure and simple. In
1872, they numbered 15,880 in Garhwal, 1,230 in Kumaon, and
147 in Dehra Dun. In Kumaon, the Nagarkotiyas say that they
came from the Kangra valley; the Dogras here call themselves
Jammuwals from Jammu and the Puraniyas say that they came
from Puranpur ; other subdivisions in Kumaon are the Haruwills,
Kanhoniyas, Jutaniyas, Marhariyas, Tilaras, Shutars, Chaunas

and Danis. They now chiefly take to cultivation; some go into
service and some into trade, whilst others devote themselves
to the breeding and tending of cattle. The Daninegis are pimps,
and say that this honorable office was conferred on them by one
of tbe former Rajas. The Negis intermarry with every gotra of

Khasiya Rajputs except their own. The Haruwals, who are des
cended from a dancing-girl attached to the shrine of Nanda devi,
and the Danis are, however, considered below the salt, and, as a
rule, intermarry with only the lowest class of Rajputs and Nayaks,
iSauns, Gaurs and others, who have only three threads in their
janeo.

The Padyars of Changarkha belong to the Bharadvaj gotra,
Dhanushi sdkha and Tripravara p’ravara.

Padyars.

They call themselves Mallas frpm Doti, and
were known under that name in Garhwal and in Kumaon as Bishts
until they settled! in Padydrkot in Ghaugarkha, whence their pre
sent name. Elsewhere in Kumaon they are called Bishts. They
were always a tribe addicted to war and their name crops' up occa
sionally in the history of Kumaon and Garhwal.^ Their principal
occupation is now cultivation, but they will not plough themselves,
and some take service and act as peons.
There are a few who call themselves Panwars or Pramarabansis and belong to the Saunaka, Kasyapa,
Panwftrs.
Bhauma and Bharadvaj gotras, tbe Madhyandim'ya sdkha and Panchpravara pravara. They state that their
ancestor, Narendra Singh, came from Ujjaih in Katyiiri times and
entered a Rdja’s service : others ascribe their origin to Daranagar,
> Gaz. XI. 496, 5e'i, 564.
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and tlieir first master was Baits'll Deva Ksityuri and since then their
descendants have founded villages and taken their names therefrom.
Thus the Shalanis, Shuranis, Airaras, Basheris and Mers are all
Panwdrs. They are Sahtas and on festal eecasicns make a point
of paying reverence tp their weapons. Every third year there is agreat service in honor of Sakti, the expenses of which'are defrayed

by a subscription amongst the brethren. On this occasion the
ashtbali, or offering of eight kinds of animals, is made. The Pan
wars live principally by cultivation and service. Their better
classes intermarry with Raj wars, Man era is, Bishts and Adhikaris,
and their poorer classes with Regis, Bhojaks, Tirwas and Bajetas.
Takulis are a sept who claim connection with the Rawafs of Garh
wal (q.v.) They belong to the Bharadvdj
Takulis.

gotra, but know neither sdkha nor pravara.
They say that their ancestor, an officer of Raja Puran Chand,^’was
sent to collect revenue in Danpur, and was so successful that he re

ceived a village in jdgir on the sole condition of supplying snow
and ice to the Raja’s kitchen. It was, however, not till several
hundred years after Puran Chand’s time that the Chand Rajas
approached Danpur, so that this story is a myth. Some Takulis
wear the janeo, others do not; but it is usually considered respect
able to wear it in public. The chief of the clan is called Bfirha,
and the occupation of its members is husbandry, service, tend
ing cattle and the like. Their women weave blankets or work
in the fields. They intermarry with the lower classes of
Khasiya Rajputs, to whom they themselves belong, and Worship
the Nirriti Eaktis and the village deities Harn, Chhurmal, Kal-

chand, Latu, &c.
The Kairas or Kairhas of the Krishnasan gotra are like the Boras
and call themselves Chauh4ns like the Mahras
Kairas.

and Mers. They give their name to Kairarau, which they colonised at the same time that the Boras took pos
session of BorSrau.^ They are also found in Kali Kumaon and Dhya
nirau. It would profit little to record the different stories of their
origin, which are clearly recently invented for villages acknow
ledging an origin Horn a common ancestor, Jitrhj, to whom
they ascribe a residence as far apart as Mainpuri is from Mewar.
* Gaz. XI. 509,
2 Gaz. XI. 535.
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There is no reason for considering the Kairas as' different from
other Khasiya liajputs. Still a curious tradition exists that tbe
Ohauhatis and others fought with and put down the Buddhists, and,

that it was the descendants of the purohits of these anti-Buddhlst tribes who preached the efficacy of pilgrimages to Badrinath
and Kedhrnath. The Bhandaris or Bhanaris also claim, with the
Bhandaris.

same iustice. to be Chaubans. They state
i
o
that their ancestor was attached to bom

Chand’s establishment in Kali Kumaon as house-steward and hence
the name. They first settled at Bajirakot near Champawat and on

the migration to Almora received a plot of land close by, on which
they located the village of Bhandargaon and also the well called

Bhandari-naula. Another story is that they came from Nepal,
where also this caste name is known, and this is the more probable,
as in early times Kali Kumaon belonged to Doti. The Bhandaris
of Nepal claim to have come from the Konkan.

The Knmaon

Bhandaris intermarry with all kinds of Rajputs. They worship
Siva the Saktis, Saim, Harn, Goril, Kalsain, Nagimal, Ohhurmal,

&C., and believe in their power to possess men and even animals.

Agriculture and in

few cases service are the occupations of tho

Bhandaris of the present day. Tho Kathdyats also claim to bo
Chanhans of 4he Kasyapa gotra., Bhima Kathayat was a cele
brated minister under the Katydris, and his sprite is worshipped
with them^ and Nalu Kathayat was equally known for his services

to Gydn Chand,® and a descendant of his became chamberlain to
Trimal Chand,® so that the clan has been of some consideration.
The Tyari Rdjputs claim to be descended from a Tiwari Brahman

and a Rajputni. They wear three threads in their janeo and inter
marry with Rajputs of other than their own gotra, the Gautam.
They are chiefly found in Phaldakot. The Khardyats are an old
and warlike clan in Kdli Kumaon who composed part of the Chand
force in the conquest of Phaldakot and received part of the con
quered territory in reward.* Phaldakot was then held by a tribe
of Surajbansi Rajputs called Kathis,® whilst a Chandrabansi clan
held Mankot in Gangoli for several generations and their Efiotela
^descendants are still there.®
* Hid, 591,
’ Gaz. Xr. 831.
* Ibid, 522.
‘Hid, 495, 687.
‘Ibid, 497, 540.
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There are, some two hundred and eighty septs of Rajputs in

my lists, bnt the great mass of these are
simply Khasiyas, called after the villages
by them or from some fanciful cause akin to the
mottoes” of our heraldry put forward as explanations
names. They call themselves Rajputs of the Bharadvaj
really know nothing of the meaning of the word gotra^

Other Rajputs.

inhabited
■ “ canting
of family
gotra, but

or of the intricate rules which govern the relations of one gotra
to another. Some wear the janeo of three threads, others of six
threads, and others do not put it on at all.^ Their occupations are

primarily agriculture and service and sometimes trade and coolylabonr. Some keep cattle and sell milk and ghi. They form
marriages with all Rajputs except those of their own village.
They worship Siva and his Saktis and all the village gods. They
eat cooked rice only from their own caste or that of their purohitp
and when necessary prepare unleavened cakes for a week’s con

sumption at a time and consider them purified and fit for consump
tion when touched with- a little gfii.

They are a simple, frugal;

hard-working race, troubling themselves very little about anything
outside their own village, and ready always to join a feast in honour
of some of the sylvan deities.

Many of the septs claim some

Thus the Mers say that their ancestors made leaf
platters for the Rkjas, and hence their name: the Beriyas used to
special origin.

make baskets ; the Bhojaks say that they came from Kangra ; the
Ponjis were potters; Shaukas are goat-butchers; Mahuts were
elephant-riders ; Sauns, amongst whom are members who wear
the two kinds of janeo, and others who wear none at all, and are out
of caste as regards their brethren ; Beriyas are gardeners ; Paiks
are wrestlers; the Jainoliyas and Pilkholiyas claim to be Mahras ;

the Darmwals provided pomegranates (ddrim) for the Raja ; the
Muchhayas were fishermen to the Raja ; the Chalals were decora

tors ; Thathwfils were jesters; Rajkolis were weavers ; Batanniyas
sifted the flour for the Raja’s kitchen; Tatwanis prepared warm water;
^The etiquette.of the sacred thread has considerable influence in questions
of eating and drinking. To the Sudras, or those outside the pale of Aryan prac
tices, the thread was not given, and if a Kshatriya took to the non-Aryan custom
of making the widow of an elder brother his wife, his thread was reduced from six
strands to three strands. Brahmans ordinarily have nine strands to their thread,
B&jp.uts and Vaisyas, six. All tho three castes may drink water brought or
touched by a caste wearing a thread of three strands, but not by such as the
Bhotiyas, Doms, Luis, Rajis, and the like who wear none.
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Dyokas, descendants of temple prostitutes, and Tapanis, descendants

of professional ascetics (!) and hill women. The Sammals call them
selves' E^nas from Nepal, Nauniyas claim to be Bishts and the
Ghugutiyas claim to be Chauhans. The Chauriyas, Kala-jhiindiyas and-tlarkotiyas are Bhotiyas admitted to Rajput honors: the
Binsariyas are from Binsar, where Siva Bineswar is worshipped.
Then there are a , large number of local clans of the Danavas of
Danpur, such as Mabta, Oranga, Jyana, &c. Some of the jingling
derivations are singular: thus the Bhatrolas are as ugly as the bird
of the same name : the ancestor of the Kalas was so called because'
he was as stupid as a ‘ deaf man the Dos6.dhs because they lived
on the borders of Kumaon and Garhwal; Chakanas because their
ancestor was a quarrelsome person, and others of a similar import.
Many septs are named from the villages inhabited by them, thus
the Shutars from Shutargaon ; Neriyas from Neri; Shuranis from
Shurtma ; Ohaumwals from Chaumu, near Almora; Daphautis
from Daphanta in Gangoli; Garholias, immigrants from Garhwal;
’J^khwAls from Jakh, Ranolas from Banaulikot, &c.
Amongst the Baniya class, the Agarwals from the plains have

some importance in Kumaon, and although
some account of them has been given else
where,^ it w’ill be interesting to record that told by an intelligent
member of the community at Naini Tal. They claim descent from
Raja Agrasena of Agroha in the Sirsa district of the Panjab, who.
Agarwals.

had eighteen sons, for seventeen of whom he provided wives from
tho daughters of the Naga Raja Vasuki and gave in addition to
each a female slave : hence Bisas, offspring of the Raja’s daughters,
and Dasas, offspring of the slave-girls. There is an additional or

half gotra, for those who married by mistake into the wrong gotra
and known as the Gann^oira. The seventeen lawful gotras-of the
Bisa arenamed after the sons thusSinhal, Mangal, Mital, Tayal,
■Garak, Goyam, Kachchhal, Bindal, Dhalan, Jital, Jangal, Kausal,
Baisal, N&gal, Indal, Airan and Madhkal. .The offspring of other
than the Bisa and Ddsa are called Dasa-Gurakha. The Agarwals
claim to have been Rajputs, but failing to oppose Sbibdb-adrdia
Ghori when he destroyed Agroha, they took to trade. They nei
ther .eat fish nor flesh por do they drink spirits, and have many
Guz*
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strict ceremoaial observances. Marriage in one’s own gotra is
prohibited. Some Bisas refuse to eat or smoke with Dasas and

Gurdkhas, but sometimes receive a cocoanut /rniia, hut not a brass
one. Some wear the sacred thread always, others only on festal

occasions, and at other times shut it up in a box. A few are Saivas,
but. tbe majority are Vaishnavas or Jainas, and many worship the
‘ unseen god’, ‘ Parameswar nirakSr,’ and do not bow to idols, con
sidering that the ' Supreme essence, omnipotent and omniscient,’ re
quires no temple made with hands, nor do they believe in the efficacy
of pilgrimages. Most, however, reverence Kurukshetra and the
Ganges. The eighteenth son of Ugrasena became a Brahman and
his descendants eat with the others.

They address a Brahman with

the words ‘ Pran&m' or ‘ Pailagan f Kshatriyas with ‘ Ram) Rdm,'
‘ Jaigopdl ’ and ‘ Jat Jagadish and others with ‘Salam,’’ ‘ Bandagi.’’
The Saraugis or Jainas, who are frequently spoken of as a caste,
Saraugis.

are named after the religion professed by
them.^ Their temples are separate and con

tain naked images of their Tirthankaras. Their great teacher was
Parasni'ith, and they hold within their pale people of very different
origin. They are very scrupulous in their ceremonial observances
with a view to avoid doing injury to the slightest living organisms
some called Bhanres go so far as to wear a bandage oyer theif
mouths lest anything should enter by accident. The bride passes
the night before marriage in the temple of Pdrasn&th. As a rule,
few of the ceremonies enjoined by orthodox Hindu eustpm are
The Sahus of Dora belong to the Bhfiradv&j, Vasishtha
and Kasyapa gotras and Madhyandiniya sdSahus.
Icha and Parobpravara pravara. They are
further divided into Thulgarhiya, Gangola, Jakhati, Kalibhuturiya

observed.

and Kum&ya.

These all eat and drink together indiscriminately,

but do not intermarry in the same gotra. One of the Sahus was
in former times appointed Chandhri. of the Alnjora bazar with the
duties of a Chakrdyat or superintendent, and managed to keep the

office hereditary in his family for some generations, so that his des
cendants still call themselves Chaudhris. The Sahus profess to be

Bajpnts, but they are neither E^puts nor Vaisyas, but one of those
outside castes difficult to place correctly. In Kumaon, they claim
* Gaz. III., 49J,

•
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descent from the Agarwals already noticed and intermarry with
Goshains, Raotelas, Rajbars, Chaudhris, Mdnur&ls and Mirais.

They first came into notice when employed by Rudra Chand in

the latter half of the sixteenth century.^ They now occupy them
selves with trade and service. The Chaudhris of Dwara Hat
ascribe their origin to Kangra, and they
Chaudhris.
still worship the Kot-Kangra Devi of Jw^
lamnkhi. They belong to the very miscellaneous gotra called
Vatsa-BhArgava, to which all stray clans belong. The name
‘ Cbaudhri ’ is given by courtesy as in the plains to the heads of
particular occupations amongst the Baniyas. They intermarry
with the same castes as the Sahus, whom they replaced in the civil
administration, and are still kanungos in parts of Kumaon. The
Khatris of Kumaon come from the plains,
Khatris.
,
„
,
,
and are of little importance either as to
numbers or influence. They belong to the Vatsa-Bhargava gotra,
and are divided into two great classes, the eastern and western.
The latter are further subdivided into Khauna, Mehra and Kapur,
with the affix Kausal, Seth, &c. They marry members of the same
division outside their own subdivision. They have no prejudices
as to food, and follow the occupation of eloth-sellers, brokers,

money-changers, and occasionally service and agriculture. They
assume the sacred thread before twelve years of age and generally
follow Hindu customs. They claim to be descendants of a Kshat
riya clan who were destroyed by Parasurdma.” Another of the
doubtful castes is the Kayath. These perhaps go further than any
others in their attempts at establishing some
K4yaths.
,
® ,
respectable origin for themselves, for they
claim descent from Ghitragupta, the ‘ head-clerk ’ or ‘ recording
angel ’ of Bhagwan the Creator himself. They are of the Kdsyapa
gotra and have twelve sub-divisions —Sribdstah, Mathura, Bhatnagar, Saksena, Siiryadhvaj, Anvashta, Gaura, Kama, Valmiki,
Aithdua, Nigam and Kulasreshta. Ghitragupta had two wives,
the first a Surajbansi, from whom came the Mathura, Saksena,
Kama and Bhatnagar subdivisions, and the second a daughter of
a religious person. All these are further divided into als, the
membefs of which cannot marry into their own al or out of their

« Ga«. XL, eso,

f iiW., IV., 282.

fZAZrf., 28J.
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Here they intermarry with Nanagotri or Kha

They adopt the same customs and ceremonies as

siya Rajputs.

the hill Brahmans and Rajputs and wear a janeo of six threads.
Some are Saiyas and some are Vaishnavas. The latter avoid fish,
flesh and spirits, but the former assimilate all three with pleasure,
They eat together, it only being necessary that those who adopt the
less scrupulous diet should eat at a little distance from their more
ascetic brethren. They afifect clerkly service above all things, but
of late years, owing to the spread of education and tho increase of

their numbers, many have had to take to cultivation. There can
be little doubt that their pretensions to an origin other than out
side the pate of the Brahmanical and Rajput races is ill founded,'
and the position they have attained is entirely dtte to their being
the scribes of tho other illiterate classes for generations. Bhusars
are another peculiar clan of whom there are both Brahman and
"Baniya members. The gotras are Bandlds, Kachchhlas, Baelihlas,

&c., and are the same for the two divisions. They say that the
naine is derived from the Dhosi hill near Narnaul, where their
ancestor Chimand practiced austerities. Their head-quarters are
still at Rewari in the Gurgaon district of the Panjab. Chimand

married the daughter of a king of Kdshi (Benares), and hence
Bhusars.

The practices of both Brahman and Baniya Bhusars

are tbe same,

Hindus.

and in one point both differ from ordinary

They take their food before pujd or morning prayer,

Svhilst ordinarily alt perform their puja first and then eat. Of
late years, however, they have begun to adopt the more orthodox
custom. They do not eat animal or other prohibited food, nor do
they drink spirits. They worship tho orthodox deities and consi
der Brahma, Vishnu and Siva as one god under different forms.
The Brahman Bhusar marries with his caste-fellows and the Ba
niya Blnisars with Baniya Bhusars, avoiding always the same gotra .

or a family having the same favourite deity.

Their occupation is

trade, service, and sometimes husbandry.
The most important of “ the other castes of the census tables
is the Boms or Bums, the serfs of the Kha

Doms.

siya race in Kumaon, Garhwal, and along
the hills to the westward as far as the Indus valley. In the tables of
1672, they are chiefly entered according to their occupations, only
«
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7,331 being entered as Doms, but in the 1881 census theyare all
more correctly shown as Doms and number 104,936 souls. Ac, cording to popular estimation, they are divided into four grades,
all equally impure and outside ordinary caste life, but furnishing
certain distinctions from occupation and the like which bring up
the first grade very close to the lower forms of Rajput clans and
these again connect with Brahmans, so that no link in the chain of
social distinction between the highest and the lowest is wanting.

To the first class belong the Kolis, Tamotas, Lohars, Ors, &c.,
numbering about 44,000 souls in 1872 :—
1. The Kolis of Kumaon were returned at 14,209 in 1872 and
are cloth-weavers and agriculturists. They keep gdi-dangar, or all
kinds of animals, pigs and poultry.
2. The Lohars or Lwars, numbering 18,638 in 1872, are the
blacksmiths of Kumaon, and are to be found in every part of the

district either as blacksmiths, when they , usually receive some
service land QcJiandeln), or cultivators. The Tirwas (Sikalgars), or
cleaners of arms, appear to belong to this class.

3. The Tamtas or Tamotas are the Thatheras or braziers of tho
plains and numbered 140.

4.

Orb or Ors, to wham belong both carpenters, masons and

stone-cutters and similar trades, numbering about 11,000 in 1872.
They include B4res or quarrymen.

5. Dharis are Kfaasiyas degraded for caste offences.
To the second class belong the Ruriyas, Chimyaras, Agaris,

Pahris, Bhuls.
6. The Ruriyas manufacture baskets of all kinds from the
ningdl or hill bambu and matting, and are also cultivators. They
include the Bfinsphor and Baru'ris or Barris of the census reports.
7. The Chi myaras are turners and make wooden vessels for
milk and household purposes.
8. The Agaris are miners and ore-smelters and give their name
to patti Agar ia the Rdmgarh valley.

They numbered 806 souls

in 1872, They marry with Ors. and do not wear the janeo nor
have they gotras^ but of late years, as they have increased in mate
rial prosperity, they have begun to assume respectability by pro
fessing many of the purificatory observances of the better classes
and are fast becoming Hinduised, They eat animal food except
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pork and beef,-and from •any caste except the lowest class of Doms.

For centuries they were the serfs of the mines, but of late years
have found far more remunerative occupation in road-making, and
some are now wealthy men and good cultivators.
9. Pahris are the village messengers and factotums and repre
sent the goraits of the plains. They do all the odd jobs about vil
lages, collect supplies and coolies, ^nd act as aids to the head-man.

They receive dues and a small rent-free field, of which they cannot
dispose. Land given to village Doms for service is called AAandela
and the possessor Khandeluwa.

10. Bhuls represent the Telis or oil-pressers of the plains,
but are also cultivators. They include the Baryas, and like all the
vest keep pigs and poultry. They numbered 9,892 in 1872.

The third class comprises OhamArs, Mochis, Bnkhuriyas, and
perhaps Dhiinas and HAndkiyas.
11. Ohamars or tanners and Mochis or leather-workers have
assigned to them the plains appellations designating their crafts.*
They call themselves Bairsuwas. They numbered 2,323 in 1872
and 6,974 in 1881.

12. Bukhuriyas are grooms chiefly employed by the Rajas
and are few in number.
13.

Dhitnas are cotton-cleaners and are few in number and

occur only in the towns.
14. Handkiyas are potters and represent the Kumhars of the
plains. They are few in number. '
The fourth class comprises the vagrant tribes of musicians, dan
cers, jugglers, acrobats, &c., and include the Badi, Hurkiya, Darzi,
Dholi, Diimjogi and Bhand.

15. The Badi is the village musician and acrobat. Some ac
count of him has already been given^ and in addition to his juggling

feats, he prepares and sells flesh and wanders about begging from,
village to village, usually an unwelcome, guest, for he often appro
priates what he wants, and when not satisfied with a gift, abuses the
giver. He also catches fish and birds and keeps pigs and poultry.
16. The Hurkiya plays on a sort of drum (/lur&a) and the
■ females dance and prostitute themselves. To this class also belong

the Bhands, some of whom are Musalm&ns,

‘ Gast, XI., 834.
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17. The Darzi class, also called Auji,.are tailors and also culti
vators and labourers.. To the same subdivision belong the Dholis,
who play on the dholak, a sort of drum, tell stories, act as drum
mers and exorcists of evil spirits. Some few are cultivators.
18. The Dumjogis are beggars, and a few of late years have
become cultivators.
The portion of the village site assigned to Doms is known as

Domaura or Domtola, like the Chamrauti of the plains’ villages.
The name llaliya was given to those employed as ploughmen,
from ‘ hal,' ‘ a plough,’ and, up to 1840, he and his family could be
sold with or without the land. Tho Chyofa or domestic slave lived

on his master’s meals, iind had to obey every order and eat the
leavings of his master’s enclosure. He and his family could be
sold or given away without any reason assigned, though he were a
Khasiya who had from poverty voluntarily become a Chyora.
None of the other Doms could be sold, though each was obliged to
do service for the villagers according to the trade or occupation
he practised, but was entitled to receive a present in return. At
other times they could dispose of their services as they pleased.
The first and second classes intermarrv, and tbe third and
fourth. Sangtarashi is the trade of stone-cutting, not a caste, and
may be followed by any caste from Rajputs to Doms; stone-cutters
are also called Domphors. The Doms, like all the others, claim an

exalted origin and say that they are the descendants of a Brahman
named Gorakhnath and were turned out of castQ for eating forbid
den food. It need hardly be said that they have no pretensions to
such an origin. They are simply the hereditary slaves of the Kha. siyas, and are only found with them and have no connection with
the scavenger Doms of the plains. Their montane and non-Brahmanical origin 'is sufficiently shown by the names of the deities
worshipped by them: Ganganath, Bholanath, Masan, Khabish,
Goril, Kshetrpfil, Saim, Airi, Kalbisht or Kaluwa, Ohaumu, Badh^n, H^ru, Lfitu, Bheliya, the Katydri Rajas, Riiniya, BAlchan,
Kalchanbhausi, Chhnrmal and others, all of whom are noticed else
where.* Most of these gods, goddesses and deified mortals are
knotvn Under the generio name bhdt-pret These too possess their
followers and cause them to dance and leap and cry out and throw
• Gaz, KI„ 817-833,
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ashes on their,heads and beat themselves with nettles. They eat
greedily of uncooked rice and split pulse and altogether appear

demented. Their relatives then call in the aid of the Dholi or
Bfidi as an exorcist and offer at the nearest shrine of the demon

said to possess the patient some of the following articles:—whole
pulse or rice, cooked rice and dal, goat’s dung, rali red paste from
the fruit of Mallotusphillipinensis, sindiir (cinnabar), white, yellow,
red or blue cloth; Jialwa or batdsa (sweetmeats', supAri (betel),
spices, couries, dugani (copper pice), cocoanuts, nails, iron
tridents, milk or curds, Young male buffaloes and goats, fowls
and pigs are also offered. The shrine (marM) is usually placed on
a ridge or eminence and is composed of two to four or ten to fifteen '
stones placed upright with a flagstone on the top. Within is a

stone or a carving taken from some other temple to represent the
god, and to this offerings are made on feast days. The stone is
often placed in a corner within the house or on the ridge of tho

roof (hence called dhurt). At births, marriages, when building a
house or entering on any speculation or returning successful from
a suit in court, offerings are made to the atone as representative of
the tutelary deity of the house or clan.

Doms do not wear tho sacred thread or the bracelet (rdkhi'), nor
do they have caste marks, or wear, as a rule, the sikha or top-kot; but
on holidays they make a mark with roll, and in a rough way imi

tate the customs of the better classes, especially those that have
made money in their contracts with Government. Their srAddhs
when made at all are performed on the amaiocis or last day of the
kanyagat or dark-half of Ku ar. The sister’s son, younger sister’s
husband, or son-in-law act as Brahmans on the occasion.and receive
gifts as such, Doms eat the flesh of all animals and use their

skins, and. eat food from all classes except Bhangis, Musalmans and
Christians. There is no fixed time for marriage. When an elder
brother dies the younger takes the widow to wife, whether she has

had children or not; hence the proverb,—‘ mal b/iir udTiari ber
talai bhir men onclila

‘ When the upper walls fall they come on

the lower wall.’ When the elder brother dies the burthen falls on
’ the younger. The elder brother, however, cannot take to wife the
widow of a deceased younger brother, and contracts a stain if

even her shadow crosses his path. He transfers her to some other
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of the brotherhood ; bnt during the lifetime of her second hnsband,
if he or she be dissatisfied, another may take her by paying the
cost of her marriage. This may be repeated several times. The
prohibited degrees •are only a daughter, sister, uncle, aunt, brother,

and those they cannot eat or smoke with. Many bring up their
daughters as prostitutes and teach them for this purpose. These
. are usually frequented by Musalmans and European soldiers, and
the offspring may follow tbe religion of their fathers.
Amongst the miscellaneous clans mention must be made of
the singular Nayaks or Naiks, whose pretty village in the Bhmgarh
valley and settlements at Haldwani are so
cleanly and striking. They owe their ori
gin to the wars of Bharati Chand with Doti, when the first stand
ing armies in Kumaon tooh the field, and the soldiers contracted
temporary alliances with the women of the place, whose descendants
became known as Khatakwfilas and eventually Nayaks from the

Sanskrit nayaka^ a ‘ mistress.’ The offspring of these professional
prostitutes, if a male, is Called ‘ Nayak,’ and if a female ‘ Pata,*
‘ one who has fallen.’ They soon became celebrated all over India, and
in 1554 A.D.-Sher Shah undertook the siege of Kalinjar to secure

possession of a Pat& kept by Kirat Singh.Notwithstanding their
•origin, the Nayaks contrive to belong to that well-abused gotra,
the Bharadvaj, and to the great mid-Hind sdkha. They even wear

the sacred thread, though with only three strands like tho common
Khasiya. They marry their 'sons into Rajput families on paying
a considerable sum, but devote all their daughters to prostitution.
Nayaks live by cultivation and trade, and their villages in the Bha
bar are amongst the best. Tho son can succeed to the property of
his uncle and the danghters.can leave their property to any rela
tive. If a daughter has a son, be performs her funeral ceremo
nies; if not, her brother performs them. They are attached to tho
left-hand Sakta ceremonial, and eat animal food, and are, strange to

say, reported as being careful in ceremonial observances. They
have a story of their own of a brother and sister going on pilgrim
age to Badrinath, and the latter falling into evil ways ; but the ac
count first given is the more probable, and bus better evidence to
support_,it.®
» Gaz. XI, 529.
2 Ibid., I. 453.
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The censui^'of 1872 records 145 Ahars in Kumaon and that of
1881 gives 2,393 in the Tarai. They are
purely a plains tribe, who eke out their pro
fessional livelihood of robbery and cattle-tending by just enough
cultivation to support themselves throughout the year.’- Ahirs,

,

too, in 1881 numbered 309 in Kumaon and 1,754 in the Tarai.
These too are professional cattle-breeders,®
Ahirs.
So also are Garariyas, who numbered 695 in
Kumaon and 2,572 in the Tarai. The latter are sheep and goat
tenders and weave blankets. Barhais are Ohamar carpenters from
the plains and numbered 309 in Kumaon and 1,458 in the Tariii;
they represent the Dom carpenters of the hills. The Bhangis or
sweepers numbered 1,262 in Kumaon, 292
in Garhwal, and 2,164 in the Tarai. Some
call themselves sons of Valmiki, the writer of the Eamdyana, their
Bbangia.

ancestor being made a sweeper through ignorance, and others say
that they were prisoners taken in the wars between Kumaon and
■Garhwal and made to do sweepers’ work. When tho Musalmans
entered India, a section became converts and were called Shaikh

Mehtars, whilst the remainder continued Hindus and are called Lal
Begi from a great guru of theirs. They still call their purohits Lal
Gurus and circumambulate the fire-altar at marriages. Lal Begis
are divided into Jhandes, Multanis, Bherwals, Saudes, &c., divisions
which are looked upon as gotras in marriage ceremonies. They
have no caste prejudices and eat from all classes except low-caste
Hindus. Any member becoming a Musalman or a Christian be
comes ipso facto out of caste. Bhats number 269 in Kumaon and
313 in the Tarai. They profess to be genea
logists and minstrels, but really belong to
the ‘ sturdy beggar’ class, at least such as have not devoted them

They have a bad reputation. There are
about fifty Dhanaks in the Tarai, a low
Dhanaks.
caste who live by fowling and thieving, akin
to the Aheriyas and Baheliyas, both of whom are also represented in

selves to agriculture.

the tract along the foot of the hills, In 1872 there were 1,533
Baheliyas in the Kumaon Division. In 1881 there were 491 Dhobis
» Gaz, II,, 397.
’ ib'ui, IV., 667.
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in Kumaon, 18 in Garhwal, and 1,2G2 in the Tarai. (These are pro
bably all Chamar washermen from tbe plains.
Dhobis.
Those settled in the hills are considered a
little higher than the Doms and even intermarry with low-class
Bajputs if they have taken to agriculture ; but, as a rule, they form
■ connections with their brethren from the plains who come up to
take Service at the different stations. The villagers wash their own
clothes for themselves, and the Dhobi is not such a necessary part
■of the establishment as in the plains. Those that have settled iu
the hills follow the Khasiyas in their worship of the Saktis and
village deities.
The census records in 1881 give 24 Giijars in Kumaon and

1,056 in the Tarai, all are occupied in
’
’
f
. tending cattle, and have a bad reputation here
as cattle-stealers. The same returns show 66 Jats in Kumaon and
1,438 in the Tarai, chiefly occupied in agriculture and cattle
grazing.
'S- Kaehhis number 54 in Kumaon and 968 in the Tarhi,

,,

Gujars, Jat».

and Kahars number 363 in- Kumaon and
8,722 in the Tarai. Tlie former are cultivators,
and tho latter are both cultivators and in service. The Kahars are
divided into twelve classes, .which they regard as gotras for mar
riage arrangements
ilawanis, Ghaniks, Gariyas, Kharw&ras, and

Kahtirs.

NSwars are litter and palki bearers, and also act as scullions and
attendants: Bathmas follow the same occupations, but are also
grain-parchers ; Dhinjars add to them the trade of fishermen ;
Malldhs that of boatmen ; Turahas and Bots that of greengrocers
and cultivators, and Baris that of basket-makers. The Kahars
intermarry amongst themselves, avoiding, however, the same clan.
They will eat food from Brahmans, Kshatriyas, and Vaisyas, and
they worship the Panch Pandavas, Ndi'^yan, the Saktis, Guru Ram
Rai, Dodiya Siddh, and Hanuman. Their hereditary trade of
palanquin-bearers is usurped in these bills by various castes,

including Brahmans, K&jpUts, and Doms. But there are, indeed,
few castes in Kumaon and Garhwal who adhere strictly to their
hereditary occupations. One Brahman is a cultivator, bis brother
carries a palanquin, and a third brother is perhaps a professional
beggar or a temple priest. AH the above are castes from the
plains.
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There werQ eight Kai wars in Knmaon and 566 in the Tarai in
1881, and 52 Kathiks in Knmaon and 133
Othfir pftstPRa
in tiie Tarai. The former are distillers and
vendors of spirits and the latter are swine-breeders and poultr}”
keepers, found chiefly in the Kashipur and Jaspur parganahs. There
were 129 Koris in Kumaon and 718 in the Tarfii and 437 Knmhars
in Kumaon and 39 in Garhwal: the former are cultivators and the
latter are potters, and must iaolode many of the Dora Handkiyas.
There are a few Kurmis and Lodhs in the hills, hut in the Tarai the
former numbered 9,020 in 1881 and tbe latter 4,508. The former
are pre-eminently coolies and cultivators and very few live in
the hills. In the Bhabar and Tarai, the Kurmis are numerous,,
and are represented in the hills by the Sauns or Shauns. The
Shauns will do any kind of labourers’ work, but refuse to carry
palanquins and similar conveyances. Their principal occupation iA

mining, and the reason they give for not carrying litters is that
all castes will not drink water from their hands though drinking

it from tho hands of Kahars. Lodhs are agricultural labourers and like the preceding a plains tribe. Chamar blacksmiths known
as Lohdrs are common in the Tarai (2,471). Mails or gardeners
numbered 2,214 in Kumaon and 6,564 in the Tar^i. They are
chiefly market gardeners rather than cultivators, and belong to
the plains. Nais or barbers numbered 605 in Knmaon and 1,549*
in the Tardi. They have their ffotras like the better classes and

here belong to the Ohdnwal, Kasyapa, and Bharadvaj. They
eat from the hands of the three upper classes, but these will not
take in return water from them. They follow their own trade and
agriculture and also service. They marry into their own class
avoiding their own gotra. There are some Pisis in Kumaon and
the Bhabar. The Sonars numbered 2,211 in Kumaon and 922 in*
the Tarai. They are workers in the precious metals by trade and

bear a bad reputation. Some are agriculturists. Their gotras arO
the Bhauma, Kasyapa, and Bharadvaj. Seme call themselves
Baniyas, others Eajputs. They intermarry with Khasiya Rajputs,
but few of the latter, however, take daughters from them. They
worship the Saktis afld village deities, and are, as a rule, considered
undesirable neighbours in a village.

Bhurjis or Bharbhunjas (or

grain-parchers) are cultivators in Kumaon, though a few follow
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their caste occupation : only nine were recorded in 1831 in Kumaon
and 948 in the Tarai. Banjdras are nomadic grain-carriers and
merchants, found in the Bh4bar travelling with pack-bullocks and
ponies and transporting grain, salt, and other commodities from one
mart to another. Banjaras are both Hindus and Musalmdns. To
the former belong the Lamwans and hadanis. The Lamwans
sometimes settle down as cultivators, bnt the L4danis are carriers
, only. All other castes engage in Uio same occupation. Sansiyas
are a low class living on wild animals and wild fruits eked out by
thieving. They are found in the Bhabar and Tarfii, and are said to
eat snakes, rats, and dogs. The Nats or gipsies are found at the
foot of the hills, but very seldom within them where the Dom
Hurkiyas and Badis take their place.
Tamolis or p&n-sellers
may be Vaisyas, or indeed, any other caste, and the term
should be considered as representing a trade. Patwas are

Musalmans and Hindus, and manufacture lac armlets for men
{anant) and women (dor), bead necklaces and bracelets. Any
caste may engage in this occupation, which should be expunged
from the list of castes.
Some account of the Rajis has already been given and they
have been identified with the Rajya-Kiratas
Sajis, Luis, Eaota.
'
,
of the Puranas.^
lo what has been
recorded may be added the following facts:—‘The name of one of
the favourite objects of worship with the Rajis is Khudai, a name
that has no connection with the Musalman name for 'god.’ They

do not marry within three generations, and as a rule no money is
given for a bride. The Askot Rajis have, however, taken to this
practice, and under the pretence of contributions for worship of
the family deity receive money for their daughters and the Ohaugarkha Rdjis accordingly look down on them. They wear the sikTia
or tuft of hair like other Hindus. In accordance with their preten
sions to royal origin when they visit a Raja, they sit down close to
him and call him bJtdo or younger brother and the Rani bicdri
w hilst they themselves expect to be addressed 9,sda)yA otc elder bro
ther. Above Barmdeo there are several villages inhabited by Liils,®
and in Chhakhata a few villages are occupied by Raots or Raw.afs,
who lay the same chum to royal origin, and are believed to be akin
‘ Gflz,, XI., 270, 359, 362, .-JGo-eS,
’ Md, 348, 689.
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to the Rajis ond the Eduttas of inscriptions.^ The Luis have late
ly taken to wear tbe sacred thread, but tbe Eaots do not assume
it. Now-a-days both call themselves Rajputs. The Luis are
ftrobably connected with Lola, a country mentioned in the list
given in the Vardha-sanKita.^
A few words as to the appearance of the people themeelves.
Raper in 1803 writes:—
“ Their customs, maiinets, and dress display a much greater advancement
towards civilization than those of their neighbours, the
Dress, houses.
Garhwalis, whose country, although it be considered
more sacred from its being the seat of many holy places of pilgrimage, does not
hold forth equal advantages for colonization. The natives of Kumaon are in their
person slender, of the middling size, and their complexionsare rather dark. Their
dress differs little from that of the inhabitants of the lowlands, excepting that
instead of a turban, they generally wear a round cotton cap. It is rather uncom
mon to see an inhabitant of Kumaon appear in a dress of home-spun materials
of hemp or wool. All their garments are made of cotton, and this general adoption
of a foreign manufacture which may be considered another proof of refinement,
does not form one of the least striking differences in the appearances of the
natives of this country and Garhwal. In forming an outline of the character of
the Kumaonisi one would be led to represent them as a mild, inert people,'free
from any glaring vices, and possessed only of negative virtues. Indolence would
appear to be a prominent trait in their character, if we judge of the men by the
, part they take in their agricultural pursuits. . The labours of the field ore con
ducted chiefly by the female sex, while the household affairs are under the super
intendence of the. men. This unnatural division of labour has given rise to po
lygamy, which is very generally resorted to by the lower classes of people ; most
of them taking as many wives as they can procure for the purpose of transferring
to them the drudgery of the field.”
With the exception of the Bhotiyas and Doms, the population is generally
characterized by the same cast of countenance, lank, and. with prominent features.
Io the northern parganahs the frame is shorter and stouter, and the complexion
' comparatively fair: in the southern,. the stature is taller, tbe figure sparer and
the complexion sallow. The children of both sexes are generally pretty; but as
adolescence approaches, the.boys become coarse-looking and hard-featured, while '
the girls, condemned by custom and necessity to toil and exposure to the wea
ther, become early broken down and haggard, and as age advances, are remark
able for extreme ugliness. Women in easy circumstances, and allowed more
indulgences, are represented to be invariably fair, and sometimes handsome.
The dress of the peasantry is very primitive, consisting of a blanket thrown
over the shoulders, fastened across the breast by a skewer of wood or metal,
and girt round the waist by a kamarband of cotton or hemp. Beneath the
blanket is a . dhoti or brecch-cloth, kept up by means of a string round the
waist, The head-dress is a thick woollen cap. The legs and arms are uncovered,

> Gaz., XI, 517,

VdW, 359,
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except in very c >ld weather, when trousers of blanket-stuff ai',e worn. Women
wear a s irt of bodice as well as the* blanket, which they allow to hang down to
the Jieels: to these is added a small scarf. Their noses and ears are distended
with rings of metal, precious or otherwise, according to their means ; and the
silver bracelets and anklets which they generally wear, contrast singularly with
the poverty of their attire. Those in the neighbourhood of the plains assimilate
their dress to that of the population- there. Traill thus sums up their charac
ter :—“ Honest, sober, frugal, patient under fatigues and privations, hospitable,
good-humoured, open, and usually sincere in their adJressj they are at the same
time extremely indolent, fickle, easily led away by the counsel of others, hasty
in pursuing the dictates of passion, even to their own immediate detriment,
envious of each other, jealous of strangers, capable of equivocation and petty
cunning, and lastly, grossly superstitions. To personal courage the lower order
makes no -pretensions. The high Bajput families, who are for the most part
descended from western adventurers, are in no way deficient in the inherent spirit
of their race. Conjugal affection has scarcely any existence in the hills: wives
afe universally considered and treated as part of the live-stock ; and little or no importance is attached to the breach of female chastity; excepting when the;
prejudices of caste may thereby be compromised. To their children, however,
they evince strong affection.” ” Of the honesty of the hill people too much
praise cannpt be given. Property of every kind is left exposed in every way
without fear and without loss.” It would not be easy to reconcile all the parts of
this description ; but it is gratifying to find the reputation of the people for
some of the good qualities ascribed to them, supported by the testimony of
Heber, Who writes:—“ Of the inhabitants everbody seems to speak well. They are,
indeed, dirty to a degree which I never saw among the Hindus, and extremely •
averse to any improvement in their rude and inefficient agriculture ; but they are
honest, peaceable, and cheerful, and in the species of labour to which they are
accustomed extremely diligent.”
.

'

The villages or

.

ffons in Kumaon present a neat appearance
from a distance, but on closer examination

this impression is entirely effaced by the

filthy accumulations in and around the dwelling house.
house {ghop ot kdro) consists of the lower story

Tho

{goth} used for

{gothmaV). The first
{jnajhgalo} has a verandah in front, which if open is called
cJiMjo, and if closed is known as ohii. This runs along the whole

housing the cattle with a slight verandah
floor

front of the house, and as this is generally long, the verandah often
runs to upwards of sixty feet.
called
tirely.

pand.

Sometimes there is a third story

The back part of the house is usually shut up en

The walls are built of stone and the roof (pdHo) of slates.

The door is called kholi; a room, khand ; the front or reception room,
tiwari; courtyard, angan or chauk; a large courtyard ufdngan ov
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, a row of houses toge

ther, bdkhal or kholo; houses in a separate cluster tdnd, and wooden
raised place for sitting on in the evening ehaunro.' The cattle-path
is called gauno, and that for the people bdto. llie rOad through the

village is commonly a stone causeway about two feet broad, and
three or four high running through the centre of the street, from

which there are small raised paths leading to the upper apart
ments of the different houses and forming with the central parapet

a kind of compound or enclosure for the cattle. So little atten
tion is paid to neatness within these enclosures, that they may be
considered merely as nurseries for manure. This disregard to
cleanliness is undoubtedly one of the chief causes of tbe fevers
which are very preva lent during the hot months. The inside of tho
habitations keep pace with the exterior and appear equally illarranged for health or convenience, the apartments being very low,
dark,, and confined.
Some of tbe phrases used in connection with tbe land may be noticed here.

taldon or lowland usually irrigable, sera, sira, Avion or piniklet, irrigated land; upardon, upland usually not irrigable: sini or gdnjo or semar, land not requiring arti
ficial irrigation, swampy ; chor, tappar, good flat land ; fit, vhkar, unproductive
land not reclaimable; $<ir, tok, tdno, a sheet orplain of cultivation, including
many fields and usually bearing a separate name ; baro, a garden ; guro, Abet,
lcanuto,pichuro,hango,iia,m^siat
according to situation; gair, cultivation
along the sides of a valley; kumunn, cultivated land; banjo, fallow or waste land ;
rolo, cultivation in very steep places ; sir land kept in cultivation by the proprietor
himself; taito, sunny land ; seto, shady land ; maila, upper ; talla, lower; pugar,
btr or blra, paira^ terrace walls in fields ; ijhar, mdn or kUi forest land taken up for
temporary cultivation; fAnfa, big ; ndtio, little ; vtdr, waldrtt, g. descent; vharkdi,
wakdlit, an ascent; ghat, panchaki, a water-mill i'okal, oirtdla, hole in the thresh
ing-floor for husking grain ; khor, a sheep-pen in the hills, anigoth, kharai, gwdr,
place for tying up cattle. Many of these will be found, as affixes to the names of
villages or even as names themselves, and will serve to explain the nomenclature.

. It is a very convenient form of censure here as in the west to comFiscal history under the
Chands.

P^re the present with ‘ the good old times,’
but all comparisons result in the one conclu

sion, thatnow people possess immeasurably greater liberty, not always
well used, and a security for life and property that was formerly
absolutely unknown, no matter who the person was Or who the rulers
were. Under the Chands the cultivating community comprised

three great classes:—thdtwdns or proprietors, including grantees

of various kinds; khdijakars or cultivators, m., those who eat {khdna)
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the produce of the land on the condition of payibg the land-tax
(to*), including sirthdns who paid in cash and the kainis, including,
the chyords or household slaves. TJidtwdn or thdtui was the name
given to the proprietor of a tJidt or parcel of land assessed with re
venue. The tlidtwdn paid direct to the Raja’s treasury his revenue,
which consisted of dues of thirty-six different kinds, of which the
following were the principal ;—
1. Jydliya or Jhuliyfi, assessed on the jliula.
2, Sirtlii, assessed in coin.
3. Bdikar, grain in kind.
4- Rdkhiya, dues on the-occasion of wearing the bracelet of silken thread
put on at the ceremony known as ra/tskdbandi (Gaz. XI., 886).
6. jKdt, grain in kind by appraisement.
6. Shet, extraordinary dues on visits by the Baja or near member of his
family.
7. Ghorydto, for the KSja’s horses.
8. Kttkurydlo, ior the Baja's dogs.
9. Bdgddr, coin to the keeper of the banks.
10, Bdjaniya, coin to the musicians and dancers.
U, Bubhuriya, presents to the grooms.
12. Mdnga, present to Baja, on his requiring it.
13, 14’ Sahti and Batgalli, presents to the keepers of the records and scribes of
' those families.
15. Klieni-Kaptni, personal service as coolies.
16. Katak or Khatai service with the army and providing for its wants.
17. Syik, offering to the Bajas on certain occasions.
18. K<tmin6chiri Saydnachiri, SiC , dues to Ramins and other officials.
19. Gitarba-negi, &o., a local patwari or village accountant.

A fZiafwttn could not voluntarily relinquish his iJidl, and was
responsible for the land-revenue and dues
Bights and duties.
no matter who actually tilled the soil. Tho

regulations for collecting the revenue were extremely stringent,
and no remission or suspension was ever granted until the property
and persons of alt within the thdt had been sold. A thdtzodn could

make over portions of the land to others for cultivation.

These

cultivators became
khdyakars and paid jhdliya or sifthi, but none
of the other duea to the Rdja, his servants or the village officers.
The KhasiyaS were mostly thdtwdns, the better classes calling them- selves gharkas: but there were kainis and ckyora^ also amongst
them. A thdlwin might become a kaini where the Raja gave the
in .(1) sankalp to a Brahman, or (2) in rot to the heirs of a
- person who fell in battle, or (3) in jdgir to courtiers and others
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which he iiQjfi the power to do as the real owner of the soil.
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such cases the thdtwdn became the kaini or vassal of the grantee.
If the tlidtwan refused bis new position he could relinquish his status
by bringing a clod of earth or a stone from his ili&l. and a pice, and
placing them before the IWja in darbdr request to be relieved of his
duties. No thdlxedn. could be forcibly made a kaini, but as a rule
he accepted the new state of things and sank from the grade of
gharka, and could no longer have rights of eating,.drinking, orin' termarrying with them, but if he abandoned the land altogether, he
remained a gJiarka- Thdtwan was pre-eminently the title of Khasiya

proprietors : others holding in Toi or jdgii' called themselves by
these names, though in cases of dispute referring to their grants as
their ‘ thdt.' Khdyakars being cultivators within a thdt were not
aHected by changes in the tenure.

They might be of any class,

proprietors of other villages or even Brahmans, though, as a matter
of fact, owing to the practice prevailing amongst most of these
latter of not putting their hand to the plough, it was not customary
for them to become thdlwdns nor did the Rajas often give them ■
lands, but instead an assignment of the State revenue. Brahmans
seldom became khdgdkars or sirthdns.
The khdyakar's tenure was under the Chands purely a personal

one. He could be ousted at any time and
i,.
could give up his land at any time; nor did
his heirs succeed without the consent of the thdtwdn. Bents were
..,, ,

TkHttBdnsiiXkakhayaKars,

paid in kind and were the subject of individual contract, and the
khdyalar was in addition required at times to give personal service

on certain occasions. His rent was fixed as a rule at a part or all
of the land-tax due from the thdt to the State according to the pro
portion of his bolding to the whole arable area. There W'as no
written contract, and if cultivators were scarce, the thdtwd,n had to
give very favourable terms. If there was no lack of applicants, tbe

rate was decided by competition and naturally varied with the cir
cumstances of each estate. There was no limit as to time and a
khdyakar could only claim the value of tbe seed sown as his" right

on being ousted, but in practice there were few disputes. Tho landtax was fixed on the thdt without reference to the number of
tenants, but in cases of difficulty the thdtwdn made over his land to

- a khdyakar rather than to a iirthdn, who paid, on the whole, propor58
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tionately less. As already explained, the sirtUn paid, in cash only,
and was not subject to any demand from the State. The kaini had
many menial duties to perform, and amongst them he had to carry
the litter or danii of his overlord, wash his clothes and cooking
pots, accompany him in time of war as a servant, give wood for the
funeral pyres in the family and assist in the funeral ceremonies,
shave his head and face on the death of his overlord or any near
member of his family, or on the death of the Raja, and generally to
obey every order. The only difference between the kaini and tho
chyora or household slave was that the former did not eat his mas
ter’s leavings, but the latter did. It was often customary to excuse

the kaini from performing the more menial duties, but if he refused
to perform them without obtaining permission, ho could be punished
by the Raja and expelled from his lands. The thdtwdn could sell
the kaini with the land and was absolutely attached to it, but could
not be sold without it, but the chyora could be sold at any time.
A kaini could sell his rights and duties to a proper substitute, and
the grantee would not object, and his heirs succeeded to his lands,
but on failure of heirs, the lands reverted to the grantee.
Between the actual cultivators whom we have just described
Saydnas,

itfrAas, (AoA-

were in some places a number of middlcmen who, under different names, possessed

rights in the land. In P&li they were known as Saydnas and were
four in number, two Marrurhls, one Bisht, and one Bangara. In
Kali Kumaon, J uh Ar and Darma they were called BdrZras, and in
Kali Kumaon were also four in number of the Taragi, Kharku,

Bora and Chaudhri clans ; but these being divided into two fac
tions or dliarras, tbe Mahra and Phartiyal the Bdrhas
doubled,
allowing one for each faction in each division. Patti Charal
owes its name to the dis of the four BMias, thus Taragi-ke-al, &c.
In Juhar and DArma there was only one person in each entitled to
the name though many now assume it. Thokdar is the name given
elsewhere to these middlemen. To all these titles were formerly
attached both duties and rights, Karrdns 'kqtq an inferior grade who
had only duties to perform: Saydnas, Bdrhas, and Thokddrs pos
sessed rights in the land as well and could sell their villages and
exact certain fees and dues. The Pali Saydnas ,of the MAnural
clan were inducted with beat of drum {nakkdra) and standard
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'flying
; a right conferred on the JSrfrAasof Juhar and Ddrma by B4z 6ahadar Chand. The Saydna had a right in the that
of his villages and in acknowledgment of it received food for himself
and his followers when visiting the village: every second year one
rupee from each house J dues at festivals and aids for his household'
ceremonies; presents of grain from the cultivators al each harvest
and a due called data, equivalent to the mdnga of the Raja, being
a special contribution on extraordinary occasions. When the
grant was made, the Raja fixed the contributions that the Saydna

was entitled to demand. The people within his circle were also
bound to give him personal service. Saydnas were obliged to pay
the usual taxes imposed upon thdtwdns and even grantees in rot or

ydgir were seldom excused all dues. In return, he could dispose of
any of the villages in his circle and relieve himself proportionately
of the State burden, but with the consent of the Raja as to the
amount and the substitute.
The Bdrhas of Kali Kumaon differed in no way from the Sayd
nas of Pali, except that they very frequently
formed a consultative body m state affairs,
especially when the succession to the ray was doubtful, consequent

ly they have all along played a very important part in Kumaon
history. The Bdrhas of Juhar and D^rma bore merely honorary
titles, and never possessed any great authority. The Th<ded,dr was
a step below these. He received the same sort of dues, but to a
less extent, and his title was of less significance and more of a fiscal
nature. He had no right to drums or standards at his installation,
and was not called on for advice in matters of State. These three
classes of fiscal officers were bound to assist the military and civil
officers in their administration, but had no special duties such as
were subsequently assigned to them. The
Kamtns,
Kamin was altogether of an inferior grade,
and what influence he possessed was due to his office and its
emoluments. He had no thdt right in the villages of his circle
nor could he sell or mortgage them or his rights. He supplied
barddish, that is, coolies and supplies for the State service, and
paid dues to the Saydna or Bdrha above him, but not • to tho
Thohddr, and indeed the latter seldom existed in places where
there were Kamins.
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Under alt in each village was the padhdn, who Had very much
_ „
the same duties as at present, and the same
Fadbins.
~
emoluments.
He collected tho revenue,
attended to the police duties of his village, represented the copar
cenary body whenever necessary, and was in charge of all sdyar or
miscellaneous produce within the village boundaries. The office was
usually hereditary. Under him was the Icoldl as his deputy, who
was usually chosen by and removeable by the padhdn. The kotdls
are still found ia many villages. In Pali
KotnU, Pahris.
,
especially, there was still another official,
usually a Dom, called a pahri, whose duty corresponded with that

of the gorait of the plains, general village messenger, collector of
supplies, watchman and general servant. He was remunerated by
a grant of grain at each harvest from each mdo or family and at
festivals. He also e.xists still in many villages, though dropped out
of the arrangements sanctioned by our rules. The preceding des
cription gives, I believe, a faithful account of the fiscal arrangements
under the Chands and was communicated to me by Rudradatta
Pant, a nephew of Harak Deb Joshi, whose name fills the pages
of Kumaon history during the last quarter of the past century and
up to 1815. 1 have compared it with other records,-and especially
with all the reports of Mr. Traill, and have found nothing unworthy
of credence. On the contrary, the other notes of Rudradatta when
tested by contemporary records have always been found remarkably
accurate and trustworthy, and I can therefore thoroughly put this
account forward as an unique record of the civil administration of
a Hill state untainted almost by any foreign admixture, for until
tho Gorkhali conquest and subsequently the British occupation
Kumaon was always independent.
One principle that clearly guided the old fiscal administration
which has never been lost sight of and which has been reiterated by
both Gorkhdli and British settlement officers is that then, as is now
the case in Nepal, the property in the soil is vested in the State.^
Mr. Traill on Cbaad ad-'
revenue of the Rajas of both Kumaun
ministration.
Garhwdl Was not as we have seen

' wholly confined to a land-tax, but included dues of various kinds
and in addition taxes on commerce, mines, the administration of

* To Govt., 22nd January, 1817.
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justice, law proceedings and forest produce. An impost was laid on
ghi or clarified butter payable by the owners of tbe cattle at a rate
fixed for each animal, and amounting to four annas on each female

buflialo.
“ The wearers throughout the province,” writes Mr; Traill, “ were also sub
ject to a separate tax. Toe assessment of laud was, generally speaking, tight,
tbe guvernment demand on agriculture being rated at only one-third o£ tlie gross
produce in ordinary lands, and at one-ball in the very fertile. In mines,the royal
share amounted to one-bail. The collection was made i.-i two forms, being im
posed one year on tbe land, and a second year levied by a capitation tax on the
inhabitants. As these, however. Consisted solely of persons connected with agri
culture, the source from which the payments were made was necessarily the
same, though the mode and detail of cess- varied.” The jdi-c/rordt or -grazing tax
had from time immemorial formed a portion of the public assets in the assessments
made in the tract immediately below the hilts. In one of Mr. Traill’s many valu
able reports* he writes:—“ The agricultural assessment or iirtki (cash payment),
as originally fi.xed. Was extremely light, and its rate and amount would appear to
have been very rarely revised. To supply the increasing expenditure of the State
numerous other taxes were successively imposed on the landholder. Of these the
principal were a capitation-tax and a house-tax, and the whole were summed up
under the desigu-ition of chkatit-ruAia and balis-katam or the thirty-six items of
revenue and tbe thirty-two items of ministerial fees. These numbers appear to
have been used arbitrarily as including the regular and contingent cesses, the total
to which the landholder was liable never actually amounted to sixty-eight j but
they were suffleiently onerous to leave him little beyond the means of subsistence.
As the public demand was not regulated on any consideration of the produce, the
relative proportions which they bore to each other can only be estimated by tho
analogy of the rates paid to the free holders by the klidyaltars and Joints. These
varied in different parganahs from one-third to two-fifths of the gross produce.
Kents were commonly paid in kind (Adi) at an invariable-rate fixed on the land and
payable in some specified description of grain without reference to the annual
fluctuations in the amount and nature of the produce.”
“ Rice, as the staple crop, formed the principal item in thesC engagements.
The maximum parganah rates of kit may be stated at twelve pCrdis of IJ maunds
of wheat per b;si (forty yards less than an acre); the average crop per b(si in medi
um land cannot be estimated higher than twenty-six maunds of rice and ten
maunds of wheat per Ahi. These tenants were, at the same time, subject to other
demands; the khdyahar was called upon for bhet, fees and other dues ; whilst the
kaini was subject to personal service in cultivating the overlord’s sir or heme
farm and in carrying his baggage when required. In some instances where no
specific Ait bad been fixed, the landlord took one-third of the actual produce,’ex
clusive of the petty items of bket, dues, &c. In pihiAdsht lands, the rates of rent
were extremely variable; in the most favourable lands lying near a populous vil
lage, the rent was somewhat lower than that paid by resident tenants ; whilst for
lauds unfavourable in sell or situation a mere quit rent er tirihi was paid, Under

5 To Govt., 2nd January, 1829.
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the GorkMli government, a complete revision of the old reVenue system took
place; the cess on agriculture was considerably augmented animost of the extra
demands contained in the chatls-rukm and biUis'ltalam ceased. Mauf.ar (capitation
tax), tandiar (loom-tax) ; mijbdri (tax on Doms) ; ghlkar (tax on pZ(i) ; saldmi
(presents to ofidcials), and seniya-pAdjan (offerings oo festivals) were alone retain
ed and the only ministerial fees which remained in force were those to the kanungo, kamin, and padhan. The cess on agriculture was moderate, being imposed on
the area at a determined rate which was equalized in different districts according
to the scale of measurement in force ; all other assets and means of the landholder
were reached by the extra cesses abovemeutioned, so that tbe gross demand became
an income-tax on all classes connected with the land. By the injudicious mode of
management which was then introduced (that of military assignments) the re
sources of the country were rapidly deteriorated, agricultural produce diminished,
prices were arbitrarily depressed, and a year of excessive drought supervening, tbe
-disposable capital of the agricultural classes was dissipated.”

The Gorkhali revenue-roll for 1812 A.D. showed on account of
land rev ;nue Rs. 85,525: for saldmi ornazardna, Rs. 2,743; ghikar, Rs. 2,252; mijhdrior
tax on Donis as curriers, Rs, 621; Rs. 50,741 tandkar or tax on looms;
Rs. 1,360, Soniya Phagan or bhet on festivals ; Rs. 7,500, customs
and transitt^uties; Rs. 2,400 mines and mint duties; Rs. 3,200 kuersdl
or hath ^Catechu); Rs. 1,200 kath bdns (timber and bambus); Rs. 162
other customs; and Rs. 2,500 asmdni-farntdni or fines and forfeitures
Gorklialis.

total Rs. 1,64,426. The transit duties were farmed out under one lease,
and at the British occupation it was resolved that until more accurate
information was obtainable,the former practice should continue, with
the exception of the duty on the sale of children, which was at once
abolished. From May, 1815 to May, 1816, these miscellaneous items
yielded a net revenue of Rs. 7,234 and for the following year, when
they were let out in farm Rs. 8,489andforl817-18,Rs. 9,867. Owing
to the vexatious nature of the imports and the cheek thus caused on
trade, Mr. Traill recommended their abolition. A correspondence then
arose between the Board and Commissioner, and it was considered
that though licensed and allowed by competent authority, these tran

sit duties on merchandise partook more of the nature of ar bitrary exac

tions then of regular customs duties, and their abolition on the expira
tion of thb existing lease was eventually sanctioned by Government.*
* The following references will give the entire correspondence :—To Govern
ment) dated 24th May, JSIS; from Government, dated 2nd Jane, ISIS ; to Gov
ernment, dated 23rd June, 1816 ; from Government, dated 23rd July, 1816 ;
from Board, dated lotb June, 1817 ; from Board, dated loth February, ISIS t
to Board, dated 21st February, ISIS; from Board, dated 22nd May, 1818 ; from
Board, dated 10th July, 1818.
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The only dutjfes retained were those on forest produce, which partook more of/the nature of a land-tax on uncultivated land, and

these formed the nucleus of what subsequently became the revenue

of the Forest Department of which an account has been given'
elsewhere.
■As the records of the Gorkhali period yielded little or no information of the
rents of lands and villages, rent-free to individnals in tenure of service, or assign-^
ed to temples, it is impossible to form any correct estimate of the income derived
from the country by the Government of their repre
Administration.
sentatives. Judging, however, from the very superior
degree of population and cultivation which then existed, the sovereign’s share of
the gross produce of the country may be computed at about four lakhs of hackcha
rupees for Kumaon, and two for the district of Garhwal. The extraordinary reve
nue was levied in the form of a general house-tax, and, of course, varied in its
amount according to the nature of the emergency for which it was imposed. To
account for the subsequent deterioration in the resources of the country, a short
view of the Gorkhali revenue administration is necessary. On the successive
conquests of Kumaon and Garhwal by that power the existing system was con
tinued, and the country including all the villages hitherto reserved for the support
of the court and their attendants, was parcelled out in separate assignments (jaeddd')
to the invading army, and as this was kept up on a large scale, with the view to
further conquests, tbe value of each assignment was estimated at an excessive
rate to meet the expenditure. Tbe consequences may be easily surmised : the
troops considering themselves merely as temporary holders, and looking forward
to a change of assignment on every new acquisition, felt no interest in the condi
tion or welfare of the landholders made over to them, nor were they allowed any
.indemnification for balances. The emigration, in the first instance, of a large
portion of the principal landholders, tended still further to increase the evil. The
villages were everywhere assessed rather on a consideration of the supposed
means of the inhabitants than on any computation of their agricultural produce.
Balances soon ensued, to liquidate which the families and effects of the defaulter
were seized and sold, a ready market for the former presenting itself in tbe neigh
bouring towns of Bohilkhaud.
The consequent depopulation was rapid and excessive, as ia fully proved in
the numerous waste villages deserted at that period, and in the incomplete state
„
.
,
„
of cultivation which prevailed generally in the villages
Commission fromt-NopiL
...
.
still inhabited. After the conquests of tbe Nepal gov
ernment had been further extended, and the subjection in this quarter fully
established, measures were adopted to remedy these disorders. A commission was
accordingly deputed immediately from Kathmandu, fqr "the purpose of fixing the
revenues at an eqnitable rate. The settlement was formed on an actual inspec*
tion of the resources of each village, but as the estimated profits of the trade
carried on by tbe residents were taken into consideration, the assessment must be
viewed rather as a tax founded on the number of inhabitants than on the extent .

* Gaz., X., 845.
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of caltiration. On th® pomplition of this survey, a detailed account of each par*
ganah, showing the numbers, names, size, and extent of the villages, was submitted
for the approbation of the court of Nepal. From thence a copy, under the seal of
State, was issued to the kimtas, or heads of local circles, as a standard of the
revenue demandable from their respective circles, corresponding instructions being
issued to the officers holding assignments. The demand thus authorised, gene
rally speaking, was by no means excessive or unreasonable, but the absence of a
controlling power on the spot rendered the arrangement almost nugatory, and the
Military chiefs were enabled to evade it by the power vested in them, of imposing
fines, at their own- discretion, in the administration of the interior police. In
Qarlirfit, where the conquest had been more recent, these exactions were more
heavy: the revenue imposed soon exceeded what the country could yield, tho
deficiency annually increasing from the attempt to enforce the full demand, so
that the condition of this district at the conquest by the British was much more
deteriorated than that of Kumaon and the progress of improvement was conse
quently much slower and more incomplete.*

We shall now take up the settlement in Kumaun and Garhwal
separately and endeavour, as far as'possible, to give the substance
of the numerous reports and letters of Mr. Traill for the earlier
periods and those of Mr. Batten for the settlement of 1843. There
is little to be gathered beyond the .statistics from the report on the

current settlement in Kumaon, excellent and far surpassing all
others in thoroughness and laborious accuracy though it be.
Taking the area aS it stands after some interchanges of villages
with Garbwhl, the land-tax’ of the first set
First setrlemenl.
tlement of Kumaon yielded Rs. 85,191.
This was effected by the Hon’ble Mr. Gardener in 1872 sanvat
(1815-16 A.D.). The assessment was based on the actual receipts
jof the Gorkhalis during the preceding year, as, owing to the des
truction of records and the ravages caused by the war, it was impos
sible to obtain any more reliable data on which a calculation
could be made, In Kali Kumaon and Barahmandal it was neces
sary to make some reductions as many villages had been destroyed
by the enemy. One-fourth, too, was deducted to enable tho
people to pay in the coin current in the plains instead of the GorkhMi limdahas and rupees which were hitherto current. The settle
ment of Bhot also ‘was fixed in tho Government currency instead
of partly in Gorkhali currency and partly in kind, as had hither
to been tbe practice, and with a light assessment and the introduc-

* Traill to Government, dated 22nd January, 1817.
’ To Government,
dated 22nd March, ISIS, which gives the assessment as Bs. 65,746, but it is
better to take the district area as it now stands.
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tion of securi^ to life and property it was believed that the reve

nues would be realised without difficulty, and a progressive increase

might be hoped for in future years.
et e e .

So far had matters progressed

that it was resolved to place the adminis,
province under the general

superintenderBe of the Board of Commissioners, the representative
of the present Board of Beveuue.

At the same tithe, the autho

rities did hot contemplate the introduction into Kumaon of the
regulations generally as a part of the proposed arrangement, but

“ it appeared expedient that the Commissioner should, in his capa
city of Collector of the Revenue, be placed under the control of
the Board of Commissioners, and that their relative powers and
duties should be defined by the general principles established,

throughout the provinces.”

In practice there was little inter

ference with the work of a man so peculiarly fitted for the charge

which he undertook as Mr. Traill.

Tho second settlement' was

formed by him in 1817 at Rs. 89,537 with tho padhdns or head
men for their respective villages'.

This mode of collection was

new to the people and as tho power and responsibilities of the
padhdns remained to bo ascertained, the arrangement was only
partially introduced and the leases were restricted to one year.
Mr. Traill thus describes the principles on which this settlement
was formed:—“ The rights of no individual have been compromised,
as the hamins continue to receive their established dues from tho
villages included in their sub-divisions and are the channels of
communication in matters of police between the government and
those villages. In a few villages, owing to their smallness or tho
difficulty of communication, tho iamins were still admitted io
engagements. The first settlement was formed in whole parganahs
or in pattis, hence, on the formation of a village settlement, it be
came necessary to fix the land revenue according to the actual pro
duce, and as this, from the nature of the country, could not bo
ascertained by actual measurement or survey, and as the estimates
of the kknungos exhibited only the gross estimated assets of each,
patti, recourse was in consequence bad to the village landholders

themselves.

The. gross demand on account of each patti being

* The records of the Gorkhali regular settlement in 1864 San., which wnt
fijeed iu general on actual'observation of each village, were also referred to,
59
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communicated to the whole body, they were di Acted to fix the
detailed assessment themselves—a task which they executed with
much equity and fairness as no complaints were received.”
Th© third settlement • was effected in 1818 and was for

Third settlement: fint
<r»enniot

three years and gave a land-revenue’ of
j{g 98,991 which Mr. Traill s.till considered

extremely light, and short of wht.t Government on a strict calcula
tion of the assets might consider itself entitled to demand. The
settlement, except in the Bhotiya parganahs, was everywhere made
with the village proprietors, and the number of individual engage
ments was considerably increased. The mode of settlement was
tbe same’, the estimate of the proportional share of the cultivation
of each village to tho whole patti being completed, the statement
was signed by each village representative, and the gross increase
demandablo from the patti was then added proportionately to tho
previous assessment of each village, and engagements wore inter
changed with tho landholders themselves. As the pattis were very
small, and the interference of native officers was not allowed on
these occasions, this mode of assessment was probably as fair and
equitable as any that could have been made under the cireumstancOs. The increase demanded from each village was too small to
render it an object to the village proprietors to protract the settle
ment by making unfounded objections, and thus to escape with a
lighter revenue and at the same time it was difficult for any indivi
dual present at the general arbitration to conceal his assets and
pass a portion of tlie burden on to other villages. The general
fairness of the arrangement was shown by the fact that the entire
revenue of the first two settlements in which it had boen tried was
realised without having bad recourse, in any instance, to any form
of duress.
At tho close of the first triennial settlement, the smaller land-

Tourth
settlement:
second triennial.

holders, in general, were found unprepared

fg engage for a long term of years owing

to tho wandering disposition of their tenantry who continually
changed from one village to another without any adequate reason.
This habit owed its origin to the oppressive system of the late
government, and bad ample field for its exercise in the great excess
• To QoTornnient, dated ajst June, 1818.
’ Ibid, dated IStb February, 1820.

\
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of arable lai|[l when compared with the population, and so great

was its influence on the character of the cultivating population,
that Mr. Traill recotninended that the next settlement should also
be for only three years.^ His proposal received the sanction of
the Board. The same causes led to the number of inhabitants
in a village being considered of more importance in calculating
the assets than the area of arable laud, and also led to the almost
universal practice of a portion of the cultivation being carried on
by persons residing in other villages and who were termed pahi~

l:usht cultivators.

The culturable area entered in the village

accounts of the kamingos appears to have been a mere arbitrary estimate of the capabilities of the village handed down through

successive governments, and in few instances boro any relation to

the actual state of the village.

Indeed, the mere fact that the

record of area in use throughout the province was based on the
quantity of seed which could be sown would lead one to suppose
that no actual survey of even the cultivated area had ever taken

place.

No estimate even of the area of the waste and forest land

was ever made by the former governments nor was it taken into

account by them iu calculating the assets of a village.

At tho

Gorkhali settlement, an attempt was made to establish one common
standard of measure for the whole of Kumaon, but when this was
applied to the actual measurement of the terraced cultivated land,
the labour and expense involved was found so great that the whole
scheme finally terminated in a loose method of approximating the
•areas to the given standard by estimation. As no fixed principle

seemed to have been adopted in the execution of this measure, the

Gorkhali records had also to be abandoned, and finally the bisi was

taken as the standard of land measurement.

The blsi, as its name

implies, should contain the area which requires twenty ndlia of seed
to sow it but as this area varied in each parganah, it was at length

taken to be equivalent to forty yards less than the British acre, and

this is now the standard measure in Kumaon.

It was found impos

sible owing to the number of sharers to prepare a record-of-rights

for every village, but the proprietary body was protected aS fat as

’ To Board, dated 4th January, 1820 ; from Board, dated 21 st January,
1820 ; to Board, dated 16th I'ebruary, 1820 ; from Board, dated 3rd March,
1820.
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possible by placing them entirely under their own

and by

forbidding the kamlns to interfere in the collection or the revenues
of any village not their own property. The parganah records,

however, gave the name and estimated extent of every parcel of
land of every village from which it was possible to identify its

boundaries and eventually form a record-of-right. Mr. Traill
considered the rate of the government assessment to be yet far
behind the scale which should require a minute classification of

the culturable area and its capabilities, such as had now been pre
scribed for the settlements in the plains by Regulation VI I of
182X. Taking tbe average of tbe entire revenue, it did not amount

to one-third of the gross produce whilst the custom of the hills
gave the sovereign one half. At this settlement, in 1S20, the total
-revenue demand amounted to Rs. 1,08,327.
Writing^ in 1821, Mr. Traill was able to call attention to the
-improvement visible in the condition and prospects of the Knmaon
peasantry. The value of land had largely increased, the quantity
•of waste land newly brought under the plough was far in excess

of any previous year, the people were beginning to build substan

tial houses for themselves, and great numbers of the smaller land
holders themselves now carried on the trade in the produce of the

hills which Was formerly monopolised by a few wealthy families of
Sahus.

The causes of this prosperity are not far to seek, and may

he briefly summarised thus: firstly, the lightness of the general
assessment; secondly, the high price of grain which rose some four
hundred per cent, since the introduction of the British rule ;
thirdly, the large sum, amounting to four lakhs of rupees, expend
ed on public works, private holdings and the carriage of stores,
nearly all of which fell to the labouring classes; and fourthly the
reduced price of merchandise'from the plains owing to the abo

lition of all transit duties.

Later’ on Mr. Traill writes:—“ The landed tenures in these mountains have
never been disturbed by foreign conquest, nor have the rights of individuals ever
been -compromised by public sales of. lands. The different districts of the pro
vince have indeed frequently changed their masters, but there have always been
natives of the mountains following the same religion and pursuing the same reve
nue system as their predecessors. In these successi ve revolutions, the property
* To Government, dated 14th March, 1821.
’ To Government, dated
srth May, 1831.
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of individuals but necessarily suffered, but the rights and tenures of iand'vested
in the population ft large, together with the normal institutions, have never varied,
but remain at present in the same force and to the same extent as they existed
centuries past. No difficulty, therefore, presentsitself to the fullest ascertainment
of the rights of every individual cultivator, and the smallness of the village com
munities offers every facility to this investigation * • * . No sales have
ever taken place in this province. On the principle stated previously, the
purchasers at public sales ought to be considered as having acquired only the right
of mdiguziri (engagement for the revenue). In the event of a balance being due
from the person engaging for the revenue ^mdlguzdr), he might be liable to forfeit
his office and emoluments as such, and the same might be given to any other
sharer in the estate engaging to make good the balance. When this may be due
from a sharer not entitled to engage for the revenue his ghare may be made
answerable either by being made over in property to the other sharers in the estate
or to the tthdyakars according to the circumstances of the landed tenures in the
estate, the mdipurdr’s individual share to be liable in the same manner where the
whole balance cannot be realised by the disposal of the right to engage. By this
arrangement,although the shares might be subject toalteration,yet the estate would
always remain vested in the same family, and if the shares be made valuable by ren
dering their quota of the revenue fixed, the proprietors would be careful to prevent
their alienation, while for the same reason others would be eager to obtain them.
It is probable that many of these suggestions have already formed the subject of
legislative enactment. If so, I have only to offer in excuse that as the Begulations
do not extend to this province, I have not been furnished with or seen a single
Regulation for the last six years.”

The last paragraph shows the man who had responsible duties
and did not seek to evade them. The whole of the work of reduc
ing the chaos he received to some semblance of order was his own,

unfettered by rules, which however well they may work amongst
a people of another race and subject to different climatic and
physical influences, would have simply perpetuated disorder were
they introduced into these hills. The existing prosperity of the
people of these districts is primarily due to the fact that the three
great men intrusted with the administration—Traill, Batten and
Eamsay—have steadily refused to allow the hills to be inundated
with the rules and regulations of the plains and have accepted only
those suited to the habits of the people and the peculiar nature of
the country occupied by them. I cannot help trusting that the

same wise discretion will be exercised in future.
The difficulties caused by the habit of migrating from one vil-

Tifth settlement; first
qwnquenmai.

to another common to most of the cultivators had not ceased on the expiration

of the second triennial settlement in 1823, so that a settlement for
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fire years^ was agreed to as most acceptabfe to-the people. Strange
to say this habit of deserting was seldom dae to any objection to
the individual assessment and occurred most rarely in tho parganahs

which were most heavily taxed and which had a numerous popula
tion. The report^ on this settlement gives no details and merely
states that the general result of ths revision was an increase of
about twelve per cent, and the final result was a revenue of'
Rs. 1,19,430. It was sngested also that in all the parganahs
where the cultivation was advance J and where the landholders did
not object, tho present settlement should be extended for a second period of five years from 1828 A.D. By this arrangement leisure
would bo afforded hereafter in tho resettlement of ths remainder

of the province for the asoertainment of the existing resources of
villages. In Kumaon alone there were over six thousand estates
separately leased, and ia consequence the proceedings in each case
were Very summary and the adjustment of the new demand was
made rather on a previous knowledge of ths state of each village
obtained by a lengthened residence in the interior of the district than

on any new investigation of the assets. Sanction was accordingly
given to a settlement for ten years in parganahs Pali, BarahmanSixth settlement.

mandal, Ghaugarkha, Phaldakot, Danpur,

Ramgar, and Dhaniyakot, and in the rest of
the district a revision and resettlement for four years at the expiry
of the existing quinquennial leases. This revision^ took place in
1829, giving a net result for the whole district of Rs. 1,22,495.
The greatest improvement took place in the parganahs bordering

on the Bhabar owing to tho number of new villages established
there. Taking the whole tract along the foot of the hills from the
Ganges to the Sarda, the revenue, exclusive of forest dues, in 1815
yielded only Rs. 1,450, whilst in 1829 it gave a land-revenue of
Rs. 14,800. Writing* in 1825 :—
Mr. Traill states that in the greater proportion of villages throughout the pro
vince cultivation is in the hands of the actual proprietors of the soil; in others
again the right of property is vested in the dessendants of some former grantee,
whilst the right of occupancy and of cultivation remains with the descendants of
’ To Board, dated 1st June, 1823 ; from Board, dated 24th July, 1823 ;
to Board, dated 20th September, 1823.
* To Board, dated 28th June, 1826 ;
from Government, dated 26th February, 1826 j to Board, dated I9th September,
1826.
® To Board, dated 2nd January, 1829 ; from Government, dated 16th
February, 1832,
* To Government, dated 28th June, 1825.
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the original occufants who were in possession at the time of the grant. In both
these oases ther^can be no difficulty, as the cultivator is only liable for his guota

of the State demand, whoever may be the mdlguzdr. In other villages, however,
the cultivation is carried on by resident tenants who hare no right of occupancy,
either acknowledged or prescriptive; these tenants pay their rents either in kind
{kit') or in money (firihi) according to existing rates or engagements or to former
usage. In the fourth description of village the cultivation is pMkisht, that is by
non-resident cultivators. In these the mdlguzdr makes as much as he can from
bis estate, and under this head are included new settled villages,as in the Tarai, in
reclaiming which a considerable outlay is always requisite. The State demand is
for some years merely nominal with a view to that circumstance and to prohibit
the adventurer from collecting beyond that demand must preclude all prospect of
reimbursement and must at once tend to prevent further improvement. In pahikdshl lands under full and fair assessment the farm is commonly an uncertaiu spe
culation, as the fickle disposition of cultivators of this description may sometimes
be the occasion of loss and in other years of gain to the farmer. Where several in
dividuals join together in reclaiming waste lands the adventurers all of course fall
undec the head of proprietors, though the name of only one of them should be enter
ed in the lease. Thia observation applies equally to the villages of Brahmans which
are cultivated chiefly by the slaves or servants of the several proprietors. In most
of the old established villages a recorded portion of sir land is enjoyed by the mdlguzdr rent-free as kak padhdnckdri, under which name it is detailed in the lease.
This system might be extended on fixed principles to every village in the pro
vince, while in newly cultivated villages a term might be fixed after which the
mdlguzdr might be precluded from collecting beyond the public assessment from
his tenants. The engagements between miitguzdrs and tenants are almost inyariably verbal and written leases except for whole villages are unusual.”
“In Pali, Barahmandal, Dhaniyakot, Danpur, the present assessment exceeds
that of the Gorkhfili settlement more than twenty-five per cent., and it may be
stated generally that upwards of four-fifths of the arable land in these parganahs
are in a state of full cultivation. In Ghaugarkha also, tbe assessment exceeds thatof
the last Gorkhali demand, but only a small portion of the villages have attained a fair
state of cultivation: in others, the waste lands form the largest proportion : in
these an extension of the present leases might be considered premature. In Phal
dakot the demand is on a lower scale of improvement apparently, bnt it is in fact
the highest assessed parganah in Kumaon. The Gorkhali demand was calculated
on the income of the people, rather than the assets of the land : the landholders
here, being the chief carriers of the hill trade, were, therefore, taxed more highly
than others whose means were derived wholly from the land, RamgAr contains the
principal iron mines. In the demand of 1816, the revenue of tbe whole of such
mines throughout Knmaon proper is incl uded ; the mines situate in other parganahs have now been brought forward in them. A deduction of Rs. 1,020 has been
made in the demand of the present year by this measure : the farm of the mine
should be left for revision. In Kots, Chhakhiita, the great visible improvement
arises from the reclaimed villages in the Kumaon Tarai. It is not recommended to
extend the leases in this district. In Gangoli, owing to the continued ravages on

human life committed by tigers, it is the least improved in comparison to its
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extent of any in the province ; fait one half of tbe arable land bring uncnltivated;
an extension of the present leases would in many instances be declined and if they
were accepted would preclude Government from a share in the improvement of
the next three years j from the demand of the present settlement, Rs. 3,868,
must he deducted Rs. 500, the assessment of the copper mines in this parganah,
now brought forward with the laud-revenue assessment, though’ hitherto
separata ”
.
I shall give another extract* from a letter of 1829, as these give life to the dry
statistics of the various settlements and allow us to see the principles on which they
were made: “On the introduction of the British Government in 1816, the most
fostering attention was found necessary to enable tbe cultivators to recover from
their destitution. The public assessment was imposed under a single head and was
founded on the acknowledged collections of the preceding year. All extra cesses
Were struck out of the demand, and though the remission from this measure was
for the most part nemtual, the simplification of the system of collection proved no
stnalt boon to the landholders. Ac the five succeeding settlements, the State
demand has progressed with the improvement of the country, though still in tbe
aggregate below the Gorkhali settlement pf 1812. In its detail, the settlement
is formed separately for, each village, the engagement for which is taken fromsome one of the sharers under the designation of padhdn. This officer is remune
rated by a small parcel of rent-free land set apart for the purpose, and can demand
front the other sharers no more than the exact quota of tbe public assessment
which may attach to their individual shares. These sharers hold in severalty; con
sequently in the greater part of the province, that is, in the villages cultivated by
the actual proprietors, the settlemeut has all the advantages of a rpotiedri assess
ment without its uncertainty,- the cultivator is thus secure of enjoying the whole
profit of his farm after payment of the public dues, and. before- he puts his baud'
to. the plough, he knows the exact sum which he will have to-pay. Butthough
the revenue of the Governinent and the individual income of the landholder be
circumscribed by the existing state of landed property, it is by no means certainthat the interests either of the public or the individual would be benefited by a.
more unequal division of land. Large farms require for their support either a
local consumption or a foreign market. Now the population of the interior ia.
wholly agricultural and the sole unproductive consumers are the few government
servants- stationed here. Brom the nature of the country and consequent difficul
ties of transport few articles of agricultural produce can bear the expense of car
riage in exportation. The Bhotiyas^ it is true, take off a large portion of the sur
plus produce of the northern districts for the Tibetan market, but only in the way
of barter, io which salt or borax is exchanged for grain. The only certain demands
on which the interior agriculturist can here depend are the markets at tbe mili-r
tary stations.”
Tbe setllement in tho parganahs, in which agreements for four

Seventh settlement.

years enly were taken, expired at the end of

•*

'

, .

, \

, ,,

August, loos, and just at the moment tbe

new assessment was being made, flights of locusts settled down all

* To Government, dated, 2nd January, 1829,
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over the country and so injured the growing spring-crops that a
bad harvest was the result. In the following year, when the re
mainder of the leases fell in, a deficiency in. the rainfall caused
some injury to the rain crops.* Although these unfavourable cir
cumstances wore more formidable in prospect than destructive in
their actual eflfects, they effectually alarmed the landholders
and rendered them averse to enter into new engagements. Their
infiuenccj also, on the entire settlement caused the increase gained
to be much less than what'might have been expected from the ex
tension of agriculture in the province. Actual abatements were
in many cases necessary, many being due to transfers of estates

from one parganah to another. The number of the lea-ses at the.
former settlement wa.s 5,704 and averaged 'only Es. 37 each in
amount, and in such petty estates casualties amongst the cultivators
were met with difficulty and rendered frequent revisions of settle
ment necessary. An attempt was therefore made to reduce the
number of separate engagements, so far as the wishes and interests
of tbe landholders would, allow, with the result that in 1833 there
were 4,605 separate leases, giving an average land-revenue of
Rs. 46 for each lease. For these reasons Mr. Traill proposed a
settlement for five years only, which resulted in a revenue for the
entire district of Es. 1,24,729.
The Board of Revenue recommended that the settle
ment of 1832-33 should be extended for a period of twenty
years
but the Government refused to sanction this arrange
ment without having the opinion of 'Mr. Traill, who wrote as
follows:—
“ The extension of the new settlement for a term of 20 years would doubt-,
less be attended with advantage in those parganahs of which tbe.villagcs are fully
populated and cultivated ;but in other districts where population and cultivation
are at a low ebb, and where waste lands abound;'such a measure would shortly
be followed by a loss of revenue from the facilities with which new fccations
are there obtainable. The habits of the cultivators are extremely unstable and
migratory,; vacancies arising from desertion are not readily filled by new
tenants, while the general poverty of the landholders and tenantry render them
* To Commissioner, Bareilly, dated 24th December, 18Sa; from
Commissioner, Bareilly, dated 3rd January, 1834.
® From Commis
sioner, Bareilly, dated 13th June, 1834 ; to Commissioner, Bareilly, dated 23riJ
June, 1834.
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incapable of meeting from their own funds, the additional bp^thens entailed by
such desertions. In these cases, the lease would be thrown up and remissions
in the demand indispensable to save the village from total desertion ; at the same
time no advantage could be taken of the growing improvement in other villages.
It may bS doubted whether the landholders in these districts would willingly en
gage for so long a period unless the tenants of their respective villages should be
considered as parties in the engagements and remain bound for the same term.
Under the Gorkhali government, when a fixed village settlement was promulgated,
the above principle was fully recognised, and the claim of the landholder follow
ed his tenant wheresoever he might migrate.”

According to Traill’s last report, written in 1833, the total reve

nue, had risen from Es. 1,17,730, exclusive of transit dues in 1815
to Es. 2,34,410 in 1833 over the united districts of Kumaon and
Garhwal.
In the meantime, Mr. Traill was sueeeeded by Colonel Gowan,
who was directed to report in what pargaColonel Gowan’s report.
.
r
i
nahs the extension of the term of settlfement as proposed by the Board of Eevenue would be acceptable
to the body of the landholders.^ All he could say was that he
could get no information that could be relied upon, that he believed
that in Askot in Kumaon the people were willing to take leases
for ten years, and that in portions of GarhwM they would accept a
settlement for twenty years. He was told that “ nothing of a

satisfactory reason palpable or probable was shown by him for the
stated repugnance to the extension of the terra of settlement, nor
did there appear any reasonable ground which could account for
the people or the tahsildars declining to answer the questionwhich he was directed to put to them.” He_was therefore re
quested to continue his investigation and report the reasons for the'
* disinclination show’n by the landholders. In reply, Colonel Gowan
repeated Mr. Traill’s observations on the previous settlement, and
some conversations that he himself had with the people in which
it was said:—“Twenty years is nearly the term of a man’s life.
Who can tell what may happen to a man in that period, the cholera
* From Commissioner, Bareilly, dated 2ud May, 1835 ; to Commissioner,
Bareilly, dated 2nd September, 1836 j from Commissioner, Bareilly dated Sth
September, 1836 ; to Commissioner, Bareilly, dated 14th September, 1836 ; to
Mr. Thomas, Bareilly, dated Sth March, 1837. The arrangement by which
the landholders near lohughat supplied grain to the troops at fixed prices was,
abolished, dated Sth June, 1837.
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or some other epidemic may break out and sweep of all our culti
vators, and tl^en what is to be done ?'’ The people declined to ba
pressed for a reply as they generally were averse to any prolonga

tion of the settlement.

He was then directed to continue the

existing settlement for one year and in the meantime to do all in

his power to induce the landholders to agree to a settlement for

twenty years.

Sections 5 and 7 of Reg. X of 1831 gave jurisdic

tion to the Board of Revenue over' revenue matters as well as

customs, excise and stamps in Kumaon, and by Act X of 1838

it was further enacted that the functionaries who are or may be
appointed in the province of Kumaon shall henceforth be placed
'under the control and superintendence of the.Board of Revenue at
Allahabad in revenue cases and that such control and superintend

ence.shall be exercised in conformity with such instructions as the
said functionaries may have received or may hereafter receive
from the Government of the North-Western Provinces.
The ninth settlement was made by Mr. Batten during the years

1842-46 and was for twenty years. This
was the first partial attempt to measure and
examine the capabilities of the land and to form a record of rights.
The result of the revision w'as a revenue of Rs. 1,30,094, which in
Ninth settlement.

the average of the last five years of the currency of the settlement
amounted to Rs. 1,^9,765 a year. In his final report on the settle

ment Mr. Batten states that the general rules adopted for the leas
ing and management of estates {malidls) and the appointment of
padlidnSy the boundaries of villages and settlement of disputes con
cerning them, the right to waste lands, pasture grounds and for
ests, the assessable area of estates and measurement of lands, and

finally the record of settlement noticed by him in his report on the
settlement of Garhwal equally apply to Kumaon, and as these mat
ters have been dealt with in some detail in the notice of that dis

trict, the reader is referred to it for the detailed principles observed
in the assessment.

“The only repetition that appears necessary is that the remuner
ation o£ padKdas in land, money or dues or all these combined was in
Kumaon, settled by the mutual bgreement of the parties, and failing that,
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by decision pf arbitrators, and that the allotment ol huk-padhdni land recorded
in the atatcmciit papers represent actual facts and not the noniiiVl figures of the

old records.”

It was further arranged that no attempt at actual demarcation
of waste lands included nominally within a'village boundary
should be made where there was no dispute owing to the existence

of the rule to lease newly broken up lands to the nearest .village or

to offer them to the landholders of such villages first rather than

to straligers.

It was not through any fault of Mr. Batten that the

detailed survey and record effected by Mr. Beckett at the recent set
tlement was not taken in hand twenty years earlier.

He writes:—

“ A revenue survey of the mountain parganahs founded on the principles
adopted in the plains can hardly be expected after the Government has been in
formed by its district officers that such a survey,- however useful, in determining
existing agricultural possessions would not favourably affect the total amount of
revenue in regard to the State, and if permitted to modify the distribution in re
gard to the inhabitants would perhaps end in seriously injuring the budget, Kor
would not its tendency at least be to equalise the payments strictly derivable from
the gross produce of the soil; to fix a Government share of that produce founded
on experience elsewhere and to exclude from the fiscal capabilities assets which
the people have been hitherto content to consider available for the nominal landtax.”

The latter consideration forced eventually tbe actual survey and
appraisement of the produce of tbe laud on the authorities which
was carried out by Mr. Beckett.
Batten was of opinion that—

As to the assessment itself, Mr.

“ No great increase of the land-revenue under the present system need be
expected. In opposition to the prevailing opinion Kumaon is over-assessed rather
than under-assessed ; that is a large portion of the rent of the land in the old
occupied tracts is now taken by the State as both d« jure and de facto landlord,
and though no actual hardship is experienced, though pauperism is unknown,
though a hill labourer is always better lodged and often better fed and clothed
than his fellow of the plains, and though a general feeling of content and loyalty
, exists, still one can perceive in the present state of affairs (1846) no elements of
increasing wealth of which revenue will be the future sign and expression. In
the ill-inhabited tracts, the low assessment is owing to causes which except in the*
most insalubrious valleys, may give way before the march of population. But ia
the well-inhabited tracts, the revenue is paid by the people themselves more as a
capitation tax than anything else, in the same degree that the fisc improves in
Katyur and Gangoli will it in all probability decline in Pali and Bdrahmandal.”
•
•
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These lin^ were writteu before the tea-industry atUiued its

present development and brought into tJie province large amounts
of capital every year to be expended within Katyur, Gangoli and
Lohba, and before the hill sanitaria of Ranikhet and Naini Tal,
brought willing mouths capable of consuming, not only the exist

ing surplus produce, but all that the lands capable of cultivation
can yield. Although Mr. Batten’s hope that ‘‘the present gene
ration may yet behold the now jealous occupants of rice and wheat

fields humble applicants for tea-seeds” has not been fulfilled, the

results expedted from the introduction of the tea-plant have been
fully justified. Upwards of 12,177 lists are now held in fee sim
ple, chiefly for tea-gardens in Kumaon alone, and the capital

expended on them has found its way into the pockets of the poorer
classes of these hills and of the Nepal district of Doti, vastly rais
ing their physical and moral status and placing them in a position
which from all we know of their history, they never before attained
to.
As already noticed the characteristic of Mr. Batten’s settle-

Character of the settle-

ment ^as the fccord-of-rights that was
framed for each village. This contained a
complete description of the rights of every occupant; the past his
tory of the assessments ; the boundary arrangements ; the engage
ment paper (tkrarndmal) of the inhabitants in regard to the remu
neration of the padhdn and the collections of all sorts to be made
under the heads of thokddri, saydnachdri and hissahddri dues and

also binding themselves down to a conformity with certain rules
in regard to the. public service and good administration and the
phard-phant showing the names of the padhdn^ the distribution of
the revenue payers amongst the several padhdns where more than

one were elected; the quotas of revenue payable by the several
shareholders or occupants; the division of the non-proprietary
tenantry amongst those recorded as proprietors and the names and

,

liabilities of the pahikdsht and other cultivators whenever discover
able. In addition .to these documents there was a memorandum
{rulahkd.ri) summarising the whole and the numerous petitions pre
sented depositions taken, and orders passed during the course of
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the settlement on miscellaneous inaiters formed separate files in
the proceedings.
'
The following table gives the results of the settlement under
Reg, IX of 1833 effected by Mr. Batten in 1842-46 :—
area in

in rupe&s.

O

» Parganah.

© 50 *o
.O « *« .
ss a bo
= e fl -2
as
a

,1

co

Rs.
89 . 337 9,367
Bhofe (Juhar
Darma).
310 473 3,487
DtSupnr
381 758 1,820
Ganxoli
63 102 2,767
l)hsmiyakot ...
Phaldakot ... *107 156 6,334
Sira
... 146 225f 1,791
3,481
Shoy
... 285
2 109
709
Askot
539 814 8,970
Kali Kumaon,
Dhyanirau ... 100 383 4,101
20 536 1,941
Bamgtir
...
02 4,U8
Chaiigarkha... 292
83 1,715
Chhakhata ..
48
Kota
. 53
76 2,183
Barahmandal, Sob 665 9,300
507 1,057 20,902
Pili
Total •
3,350 S,985 82,979
Waste villages.
39
fiS
63

«>

«o
OS

. -tJ
3a
“

<7?
00
l»4

00
00

Rs.
4,711

Rs.
4,753

Ks.
4,822

Ks.
4,701 13,779

4,164 4,482 5,523 5,576
2,120 2,698 3,278 3,538
1,061 4,465 4,743 4,738
7,191 7,475 7,919 7.889
2 336 2,736 2,984 3,ioa
4,589 5,492 «. 134 6,6 2o
996 1,095 1,095
915
10,907 12,186 14,101 15,321
4,902 5,156 6,788 6,047
2,317 1,969 1,839 1,886
5,123 6.817 7,714 7,736
2,034 2,331 2,527
1,7U
2,436 1,902 1.986 2,315
11,194 15,044 17,314 17,381
35,593 31,216 32.597 32,639
99,199 1,08,858 i,19,989 1,33,164
105
120j
144
98

5,657
3,730
4,783
8,010
3,188
6,635
J,174
15,529
6,128
1,862
7,868
2,595
2,317
17,854
33,139
1,25,331
253

5,637 12,439
3.972 10,302
4,819 5,776
S.oSC 13,169
3.195 13,566
6,690! 23,746
l,l74i 1,461
13,6)9 41,796
6,212 9,450
1,864 1,617
' 8,119 21,214
2,623 2 828
2.385 2,591
18,172 19,643
33,793 30,704
1,27,10 2^29,883
1,829

8

Rs. Rs.
10,910 9,590
3,842
2,035
3,60-1
6,524
2,183
4,004
858
9,706
4,820
1,946
4,515
1,623
2,367
10,319
20,911
S9,5^
72

<V

Rs.
3,860

00

Eoh

s
fl
Q

o

3

Rs. a. p.
8,645 S,OI2 0 8 10

6,697
7,742
5,325
12,540
8,399
15,330
853
33,079
7,783
1,302
15,883
2,620
2,154
.17,732
27,828
1.72,912
26

5.354
8,063
204
551
4,884
8,113
611
9,407
1,647
209
4,717
160
382
1,197
1,865
52,383
1,802

Besides the above, 344 villages having a total area of 11,225

bisis, exclusive of unmeasured waste, were held free of revenue as
endowmentsof temples, and 93 villages having an area of 2,382 bids

were held free of revenue by individuals.
The tenth and current settlement of the Kumaon district (exclud-'
„ •
ing the Bhfibar) was effected by Mr. Beckett
Current settlement.
during 1863-73, and runs for thirty years.
Unfortunately Mr. Beckett was obliged by ill-health to proceed on
furlough before writing a report, so that we have nothing but two pon
derous volumes of figured statistics and a short introduction by Sir
Henry Ramsay fo-give us,an account of this the most important, for
its procedure and results, of all the settlements of Kumaun. Although
Sir H. Ramsay has been good enough to say that details and particu
lars will be found in Mr. Atkinson’s Gazetteer, the followifeg account
of the settlement proper is mainly based on his own summary. As has
already been noticed, there was a considerable revision of pattis and
parganahs at the recent settlement, which altered the areas so much
that, when writing of a parganah and its revenue in the time of

0 12 5
0 3 3
0 14 6
0 10 3
0 6 1
O' 7 0
1
0 7 9
0 12 9
I 6 10
0 8 2
1 0 n
10 9
ion
13 5
0 il 9
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Mr. Batten and Mr. Traill, it may not represent the area known under
the same name at the present day. As the details of each patti will he

fonnd underseparate notices in the alphabetical arrangement, it will be
here only necessary to give the details by parganahs and the total for
the district. The following statement shows the particulars of the
current and past statements according to the present arrangement:—
Humber
of—

Parganah.

4>
be
<5 1815.

S
S

».3

in rupees.

1316. 1817.

J 820.

1823.

1828.

1833.

1843.

i>

Barahraandal...
Chhakhata ...
Ghaugarkha ...
Danpur
Darma
Dhaiiiyakot ...
Dhyauirau
Gangoli
Juhdr
Kali Kumaon...
Kota
...
pan
Phaldakot
K&mgur
Sira
Shor
Askot

619 , 601
61
61
3U2 474
31G 517
43
37
81
98
134 171
495 747
107 212
580 711
61
67
773 1.048
128 161
2G
31
366 230
280 363
2 142

fis.
9,241
1,520
3,992
3,584
4,518
3,154
4,078
1,717
4,843
8.960
2,009
21,050
6,887
1,944
1,905
3,636
709

Rs.
10,148
1,449
4,433
3,960
5,766
4,139
4,2SO
1,919
5,110
9,764
2,227
21,106
6,133
. 1,947
2,199
4,002
858

"fl
s

S M's

Es.
Es.
Rs«
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
ps.
11,074 14,767 16,956 16,896 17,328 18,075 30,833 1,310
1,099 1,898 2344 2,204 2.204 4,O0S 1,309
1,471
5,047 6,776 7,644 7,607 7,800 8,013 15,872 1,310
4,280 4,014 6,740 5,853 5,959 6,to 15,302 1,310
4,630 1,225 1,345 1,368 1,405 1,400 1,880 l,3o8
5,092 5,412 5,413 5,494 5,508 7,ll>4 1,309
4,099
4,935 5,428 5,746 6,052 6.190 6,257 10,484 1,303
2,OH
3,558 3,065 8,2»8 3,469 3,642 13,814 1.308
5,052 2,634 3,383 3,380 3,439 3,373 . 5,975 1,309
10,967 12,248 14,152 15,363 15,655 15,621 25,873 1,307
2,2^ 1,831 1,819 2,139 2,144 2,122 2,891 1,309
25,7^d 31,230 32,084 32,764 83,249 33,893 57,320 1,309
6,691
7,001 7,404 7,404 7,528
10,346 1,309
2,317 1,969 1,859 1,901 1,912 1,914 2,304 1,309
2,38: 2,759 8,011 3,120 3,223 3,205 5,999 1,308
4,693 .5,495 6,141 6,638 6,667 6,6^7 14,114 1,306
815
995 1,095 1,095 1,174 1,174 1,250 1,308

Total ... 4, IOS 5,673 82,707 89,537 98,991 1,08,327 1,19,430 1,22,495 1,24,729 1,26,573 2,30,638
Grand Total... 4,480 6,573 85,328 89,688 99,228 1,08,599 1,19,730 1,22,829 1,25,121 1,30,633 2.49,370

The following statement gives the particulars of area and popu

lation on which the assessment was based;—
Assessable area in 6wis,

Parganah.

Bdrahmandal...
Chhakhata
Ghaugarkha ...
Danpur
Darma
Dhaniyakot ...
Dhyanirau
Gangoli
Juhhr
kali Kumaon...
Kota

pan

Phaldakot
Ramgur
Sira
Shor
Askot

Total

Total.

34,724
4,255
22,307
19,019
2,347
6,7l>2
,13,381
19,647
6,332
37,078
2,8oi>
62,641
9,832
MU
5,960
14,287
4,188

Irriga
ted.

2,840
487
723
3,977
271
980
860
3.379
1,079
1,653
373
2,294
704
19
1,758
3,480
689

Dry.

23,676
2,2J7
14,348
5,832
3,436
3,494
8,101
6,186
2,347
22,267
1,448
49,940
7,133
1,469
1,865
6,947
2,144

Culturabio.

8,208
1,562
7,235
9,210
641
1,229
4,419
10,081
2,936
13,263
1^045
10,406
1,996
1,123
2,336
4,860
1,355

RaTB FEB ACRE

ON—

Population.

Tot9l Cultiva* Males.
tion.
area.
Es. a^p. Rs. a. p.
110 16 3
0 15 1 17 9
0 11 5 1 10 0
1 12,11 1 8 1
0 12 5 111
14 1 13 7
0 12 6 12 9
0 10 6 1 » 8
0 15 1 1 12 2
0 11 2 1 1 b
10 2 19 6
0 14 8 117
1 0 10 1 5 1
0 14 1 18 9
1 0 1 1 10 6
0 15 9 1 7 n
0 4 9 0 7 1

31,740
3,750
14,802
10,097
2,563
6,008
8,996
10,167
5,074
22,666
2,399
48,054
8,682
2,683
4,215
10,012
3,139

tn<u
*<5
a
' Eoe«

Kevknue-Frek,

IN

bisis.

ObhWi.

I

\iludfl.

28,434
3,357
12,643
8,769
2,138
6,769
7,786
8,853
4,488
19,164
2,207
4,304
48,269
2,474
3,629
8,938
2,740

2,67,178

25,472 1,59,810

8»,895 0 13 10 1 -3 11 1,94,947 1,73,962

Orasd TOTAt... 3,00,026

26.941 1,71,312

89,591

"2,09,176 1,86,310

9,437

8,297
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If assessed to land-rfevenue, the gintli or temple grants would
yield Rs. 8,417 per atiimin and the mud/i, or personal grants
RiS. 3,412 per annum.

In addition to these the saddbart villages

comprising those whose revenues are devoted to charitable purposes,
chiefly keeping up the dispensaries and rest-houses along the pil
grim routes, numbered 124, with an area of 6,718 bisis of assessable
land and assessed at Es. 5,800 per annum. Further, 12,177 bisis
were held in fee-simple at a quit-rent of Rs. 1,083 per annum, in
cluding the sites of nineteen villages. Eleven villages were held
by Government itself in fee-simple and 237 villages were waste or

covered with forests and held no place on the revenue roll. The
‘ total ’ line at foot in both the preceding tables refers only to the

revenue-paying area, the ‘ grand total’ line includes the statistics of
the revenue-free are.as above enumerated and gives the real total of
the district. Distributed by tahsils the statistics are as follows:—
jReven ue^pay^ Saddbart.
Tahsil.

o
bo

0
cs

•

Gunth.

o

bo

ss
a
►

bo
es

o
£3
q;

MuAfi.
<u
bo
>

Almora
3,795
Chatnpawat, 1,526
Bhabar
S62
Total ... 6,673

Ks.
57,667 121
51,682 «•.
3
21,379
2,30,628 124

Ils
Ks.
5,474 362 6,624
77 1,783
326
5
40
5,800 444 8,447

69
12
11
92

s
e
P0)
04
Ks.
2,248
208
956
3,412

a>
bo

15
3
1
19

0?
0

a

Ks.
1,003 104
46 87
34 16
1,083 20?

The Almora tahsildar has a deputy or peshkar for Pdli in
Almora and the Champ^wat or Kali Kumaon tahsildar a deputy .
at Pithoragarh. The Bhabar tahsil includes a portion of the lower
hills but has chiefly to administer the revenue affairs of the Bhabar.
proper.
There was no actual measurement of the land oh which any
. ,
reliance could be placed beyond the estiMatcrial for assessment.
, ,
...
mate made by Mr. Traill in 1823, which
was of little use except for boundaries. It was prepared by native
officials who sat on some commanding position and summoned tho
padhdns of the villages within sight, and from them noted down
the boundaries and estimated ‘the .areas and thus afforded some
*
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very rough idJa of the size tff each village. The phard-pliant oi
Mr. Batten gave information only of the number of sharers and

cultivators and the revenue demand able from each. Being pre
pared by the villagers themselves, whose object was to conceal their
numbers and make their village appear as poor as possible, tho
revenue was distributed amongst a very few of the shareholders, and
except where the permanent tenants {khdyakars) were on bad
terms with the proprietors, a very large proportion of them was
omitted. It was of use, however, in accustoming the people to
think that they had rights worth recording and during the cur
rency of the past settlement many villages were properly surveyed,
trained surveyors arose, and the people became accustomed to tho
idea that an accurate record of the capabilities of the land formed
the best basis for the contract between them and those from whom
they held and between their village and Government. Conse
quently when measurement operations actually commenced; the
staff found tho people ready to receive them and indeed willingly
to co-operate in the objects of the survey. The measurement was
carried out on these principles:—(1) all terraced land was to ba
measured unless it had relapsed into forest but forest clearings and
slopes cultivated only after the lapse of eight or ten years, known
as kliil or kannla, were not to be measured and each enclosure or
field was to be measured separately :—(2) the whole of the ter
raced land was to be shown under four qualities, a, irrigated; b,

good dry ; «, second-rate dry and, d, casual cultivation or ijrdn.
The surveyors, however, did not adhere to these instructions and it
was found necessary to classify all the culturable area under, a,

permanent cultivation; 6, casual cultivation, and o-, waste. By
‘waste’ all through the records is meant terraced land thrown out
of cultivation, and does not include the grassy slopes or forests
within the nominal area of a village.
The instrument used was a hempen rope sixty feet long divided
into ten lengths of six feet each, and if to
Procedure.
, .
, , ,
,
,,
.
this we add that the terraces are usually of
the most irregular shapes in length and width, tho result must ba
at the best little more than an approximation, but one of the greatest
value and far superior to anything in existence before as a basis for
assessment. As a record-of-fights, regarding the occupation and
61
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ownership of each terrace, they are pfft-ticnlarly valiiible, the more
so when we consider the fact that in some villages there are up
wards of six thousand of these terraces, some not more than ten
square yards in area and yet each can be readily identified by
means of the village maps. As a check on the surveyors each
occupier was given an extract from the survey record (purc/ia/i)
relating to his own holding and he had thus means to bring before
the settlement officer any omissions before the final record in the
hooks, on which the assessment was made. An ingenious proce
dure was then had recourse to in order to bring all the land in the
village to one common standard of quality. That of second-rate
dry land known in the hills as duwam uprdon was selected and’
each of the other three classes was brought to this standard by
trebling the irrigated, by adding one-half to first quality dry and
hy reducing casual cultivation by one half. Thus a village with
an area of ten bisis irrigated had 30 estimated for that class;
twelve first quality dry was held equal to 18 and twelve ijrdn
was held equal to 6, or all were equivalent to 54 bisis of second
quality dry cultivated land for assessment purposes. The next
difficulty was to ascertain the rates to be applied to the areas thus '
found and in the absence o? jamabandis or rent-rolls, it was neces
sary to estimate the produce of each class of soil. In irrigated
land it is very common for the proprietor to take one half the pro
duce ; in first-class dry, one-third, and in second-class dry onefourth to one-fifth. Then comes the question of the produce per
bisi which varies with the position, cultivation and soil. In some
places, irrigated land yields as much as 60 maunds of unhusked
rice per acre and 40 maunds is a common yield and good first-class
dry land gives 40 maunds of wheat or manduwa. The following
table shows the general result for the district;—
Average yield per acre.
Average moneg value.

Crop.

Bice ...
Wheat ...

J^andawa
Mandua

...

Irrigat
ed.
...
...

...
...

Aids.
20
16

Ist
dry.

2nd dry.

Mds.
12
8 @20 seers.
6 @ 16 „
12
16 10 @ 30 „
16 10 @ 30 „
6 @ 16 „
10

Of proluee2nd
dry.
16
15
13
13
16

Total,
Rs.
23
22
20
20
22

a,
8
8
8
8
8
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In the sefx>nd money column, the return of half an acre is only
given, as land is usually left fallow for a second crop every second
year. The total shows the average yield per acre of second class
dry land. Taking everything into consideration, an average rate
of one rupee per bisi (forty yards less than an acre) was held to be
the average rate in second quality dry land, and thus the good land
was made to help the bad land in the rates assessed. How this

compares with the rates fixed at previous settlements and how it
falls on the total assessable and cultivated areas in each parganah
may be seen from the figures given in the preceding tables.
Broadly, Traill’s assessment in 1823 fell at Be. 0-12-2 per feist.Batten’s in 1842 at Be. 0-8-11 per feist on the total assessable area,
and Beckett’s in 1870 at Be. -0-13-10 and subsequent experience
shows that in the greater part of the district this is not too light.

Other considerations were taken into account in applying these
rates to the particular villages: tbe vast changes due to the great
Population.

,

amount of money brought into the district
•’

11,,.

by the tea-planters and the publiC-worka
at Eanikhet; the great advance in the price of grain, which has
almost doubled, and the increase in population. The last has always
been an important factor in hill assessments and. is well recognised
by the people themselves, who frequently urge, as a cause for remis

sion of revenue, the death or desertion of a wife or daughter. Jn
many places, owing to the paucity of inhabitants, the able-bodied
cultivators are of equal irnportance with the land in estimating the
assets of a village. Another of Mr. Beckett’s processes was applied
to bringing out the value of this factor in the assessment. He
ascertained (a) the average population per each one hundred
measured acres for the whole district; (fe) the average population,
per one hundred acres of the cultivated area ; (c) the average popu
lation per one hundred acres for the cultivated area with half the
ijrdn ; and (d) the average oit three-fourths of the total area. For
example, the average population per one hundred acres on the
whole district being 141, a village with a population of 70 to the

hundred acres would give a rate of eight annas, the land-rate being
one rupee, the mean of the two or twelve annas gives the average
rate according to population. Were the population of the village
280 under the same circumstances the average rate would bo

,
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Re. 1-8-0. Under the second form of calculation the average
population per one hundred acres of cultivation being 195 and the
revenue rate only Re. 0-14-6 per acre, a population of 98 would
give a rate of Re. 0-7-3, or taking the mean of the two, eleven
annas per acre. Under the third calculation the population aver
age being 185 per one hundred acres and the revenue rate
Re. 0-13-6 per acre, if the population were 92, the population rate,
would bo Re. 0-6-9 and the. mean, ten annas. The average of the

resultants was considered the population rate of the village.
The statistics of area compiled for each village also aided in
the assessment. These comprised (1) the

Application of area rates.

total area measured by tbe villagers; (2)

cultivated land with addition for quality (t.e., the application of the
process already described for reducing all to the standard of second-

class dry land, (3) cultivation with half ijrdn ; (4) three-fourths of
total measured area with addition for quality. Any excess in 1 over
3 showed that there was much waste land; excess in 2 over 3 showed
a large predominance of permanent cultivation, and if 2 exceeded

1 it was seen that the land was exceptionally good or well irrigat
ed. Excess in 3 over 2 showed too much ijrdn ; in 4 over 3 too
much waste and in 4 over I that the land was good. With all
these indications before him Mr. Beckett formed his statistical
average rate for each village. But in addition to this, he person
ally inspected each village and had before him its history from the
conquest, and it was a consideration of the facts thus brought to
light that lod to modifications of the statistical rate. Thus it will
he seen, that much care and trouble was bestowed on the collection
of materials and their application such as would give an assessment

fair alike to Government and the people. Although the phrase
* ndm bikat kdm bikat ’ has passed into a proverb, we may well
agree with Sir H. Ramsay that the assessments as a whole are
fair, though in consequence of their having been raised so high
in comparison with the old land-tax, they are sufficiently high,
the increase amounting to Rs. 1,03,518 or 81*43 per cent.
Cultivation and population have increased to a remarkable
extent, and during the work of survey many parcels of land which
had been concealed and villages connected with the court oSiciala
who had managed to underestimate the assets 'nere now brought
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for the first tjme at a fair value on the revenue-roll,

Mr. Beckett

was careful to omit from his calculations all waste of the descrip
tion already noticed, although the villagers themselves desired it to

be measured. The-people have full power, however, to use such
' land as they like, as well as to extend their cultivation into un

measured forest tracks without any increase to th© demand during
the currency of the settlement. The only exception is in the
neighbourhood of Almora, Ranikhet, and Naini Tal where forest

land is of great value for timber and fuel, here cultivation can only

be undertaken with the special consent in writing of the district
officer and covenants to this effect have been entered in the settle
ment records. It is to this system that wo owe the extension of
cultivation that has taken place and in the less cultivated parts,
industry wilt enable the people to make the heavier assessment less
burdensome in a very short time.

be found necessary.

Still summary settlements may

Sir H. Ramsay writes :—

“Land may be washed away by floods or destroyed by landslips; cattle
disease, the death of cultivators or other necessity may arise for rendering relief,
•permanent or temporary, necessary ; and in my opinion such relief ought to be
offered readily: because all cultivated land has been now assessed and the loss
of cultivators or cattle might imperil the existence of a village which could be
averted by a little trouble and the expenditure of a few rupees. 'Smalt villages
are more likely to require relief than large ones ; but it must be remembered
that one proprietor may lose all his land and he can get no relief from the other
shareholders, therefore his individual case ought to be considered if necessary.”

Sir Henry Ramsay was the guiding spirit in all these arrange
ments, to him was submitted the assessments ip every village
almost, and with him lay the decision on doubtful points of proce
dure. To the administrative powers of Traill, Sir Henry Ramsay
has added also the love of order and law so marked in Mr. Batten’s
work, whilst, perhaps, he has had a more difficult charge thap

either; for in his time came the flood of circulars and departments,

each of the latter trying to justify its existence, not by doing its
own work but by asking the already overworked district officer to
do it for’ them. Perhaps Sir Henry Ramsay will have gained as
lasting a reputation front the stern ‘ No; not applicable to Kumaon’

with which he greeted many of the purely routine circulars, as
from the many and solid benefits that he has conferred on Kumaon
during his long and valued career.

The -settlement department
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owes to him that it was able to achieve the ^reat worl^ accomplished
at the recent settlement without the detailed procedure solely appli, cable to the plains, which at one time it was resolved should be
adopted in Kumaon. Parganah rates are hardly valuable in a dis
trict where the tract within the boundaries of a single village has.
climates varying from the Arctic regions to the Tropics : the people,
the tenures of land and tbe mode of agriculture are utterly differ
ent from the practices of the plains and should not be forced to
appear uniform to them in theory or practice.

The working of the settlement will be best understood from the
following table showing the demand, colCoHections,
.
”
?
’
lections and balances since 1872-73. The
yeahs 1877-79 were years of scarcity which affected Kumaon as
well as all Upper India, and the balances of 1880-81—1882-83
both recoverable and nominal were due to the floods of the year
1880 ; the column ‘ irrecoverable ’ shows the real remissions :—
Pabticolabs

of ealakoe.

Real,
*S '

Tear.

1872-73
1873-74
1874-75
1875-76
1878-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
1882-83

■73S
cj
a
Ks.
1,64,432
1,64,336
1,63,858
1,96,995
2,37,537
2,35,134
2,35,146
2,34,824
2,34,427
2,84,494.
2,34,663

fl
o
o
.2
cS

OJ
fl

fl o
.S
05’43

Rs.
Rs.
1,63,896
536
455
449
1,61,554 2,682
1,61,883 1,975
227
675
1,93,786 3,209
2,32,818 5,219 2,757
2,29,521 5,613 5,667
2,21,756 13,390 13,384
2,19,549 15,275 15,276
2,31,657 2,770 1,960
2,80,768 3,726 1,189
2,31,228 8,336 . 862

«4*4

3
Q

O
Q

9
QJ
t.4Sm

s9

66
416
454
«4.

•••
• ••
197
««•
»»4

>
Q

’Sfl
ao
e

OJ flfl
a

O *9
o
fl -4^
fl
fl fl
§1
.9
fl*^
cut

16 •32
1,803
•53
1,284
•42
2,534
•34
, 2,462 P16
56 2 36
»•«
6 5-69
.44
•••
6-6
623
1-18
2,485
62 1-57
2,483 •86
■ 16
10
•••

Although the tenure of land and its rights’^ and duties have

undergone many changes since the conquest,
still the maxim that the property in the soil
rests in the paramount State has never been forgotten. This
principle has pot only been theoretically acknowledged under for
mer Governments by their subjects, bnt its practical existence is

Tenures,

’ To Government, and January, 1829.
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also deducibl^ from the almost unrestricted power of alienation

which the sovereign always possessed in the land.

The occupant

landholders held their estates in hereditary and .transferable pro

perty, but their tenures were never indefeasibleand as they were
derived from grants made by the supreme power in the State, so
they might be abrogated by the grantor or his representative even
without any allegation of default against the holder and without

any reservation in his favour.

'

’

.

From the extreme attachment of the landholders to theirestates,

the frequent exercise of such a prerogative would doubtless have
been highly unpopular. In the interior, it appears to have been

infrequent, as may be judged from the length of time which vil
lages have remained in the possession of the same families. But
in the neighbourhood of thq, capital and on the border, such arbi
trary transfers were not uncommon ; and where a provision in land
was called for to reward military services, or to remunerate the

heirs of those slain in battle, it was usually made at the expense of
existing rights. Land held in proprietary right is still termed thdt,
and a proprietor is called a thdtwdn, the term zaminddr or land
holder being restricted to its ordinary and natural meaning of cul*
tivator actually holding or occupying the land, whether"a proprietor
or tenant. Grants in tenure of thdt and rot (the term under which
lands were usually given to the heirs of those slain in battle) con

veyed a freehold in the soil as well as in the produce. Whete tbe
proprietors are a coparcenary body, the tenure is that usually called

bhdyachdra in the plains and here bhdya-bhant, in which the pro
prietary right is in an extreme state of subdivision, each estate
being shared amongst all the coparceners. Traill found that
three-fifths of the district wore held by these proprietors, so. that
the settlement represented in a great measure the ryotwdri'settle
ment of other provinces. The origin of such property is traced
either to long-established hereditary occupancy ; to a grant from

the State; or to purchase from some former proprietor. .
Mr. Traill writes (1821):—

“ Under, the former Governments all servants of the State, both public and
private, received, on their appointment to office, a grant
Mr. SEVaill on tenures.
of land for the support and establishment of their
families. These lands have under succeeding sovereigns been subjected to rent,
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but the proprietary right has generally remained with the original grantee Or his
descendants. Grants of this nature are wholly distinct from those in tenure of
nankir, aoMtari ot jdeddJ, which conveyed no property in the soil j like the latter,
however, their continuance or annulment has ever been subject to the pleasure of
the ruKng power. Tha descendants of the above-described grantees form the first
class of landholders in the district.
A second class derive their title solely from long-established occupancy ; this
class, is composed of aborigines of the mountains, while the former consists
almost universally of descendants of emigrants from the plains.
A third class of proprtetois, created during the Gorkhali Government, are
those who, io consideration of receiving the proprietary title, have brought waste
lands into cultivation. To this class a considerable addition has been made
under the present Government, as with a view to the encouragement of cultiva
tion, the practice of the Gorkhali Government in this respect has been con
tinued.*
With regard to the Doms, they are almost invariably throughout the district
the property of the landholders, and reside in the villages of their respective
owners. The only separate establishment of poms are those which come under
the first description of proprietors, and consist of carpenters, masons, potters,
blacksmiths, miners, and a variety of other trades which are here carried on
solely by persons of this caste.”

Sir H. Ramsay writing in 1874 states:—
“During an experience of thirty-three years I have observed much change
under the head of tenure, from the advancing posiSir H. Samsay on tenures.
, ,
.
,
.
tions of the parties concerned. As stated in Mr.
Traill’s report,’the paramount property in the soil rested with the sovereign,
not theoretically only, for the unrestricted power of alienation was exercised at
the will of the ruling power in the •time of the Bajas and to the end of the Gor
khali Government. A village was given to an astrologer, a doctor, a cook or a
barber ; and the cultivators in possession, whatever their former status, became
to all intents and purposes the cultivators of the new owners. If they did not
like the grantee’s terms, they moved elsewhere and they retained no rights in tho
land which they could assert to the prejudice of the grantee. Again, this grantee
might be ousted in turn to provide for some other favourite. In those times, land
was abundant, cultivators were scarce, and the cruel oppression to which the
■ people had been long accustomed, sometimes drove them away to parts of the dis
trict where they could be comparativelyTree from the exactions of their oppres
sors.”

On the whole, the tenure of land suffered few violent changes
under the former rulers. .Where land was
Proprietors.
given in thdt, the former proprietors, if in
occupancy,’at once sank to the position of tenants of the new grantee, who, moreover, by the custom of the country, was at liberty to
take over one-third of the cultivation into his own hands as sb.
* To Government, dated 14th March, 1821.
22nd January, 1817.

’ To Government, dated
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In the remainder of the estate, the right of cultivation rested with

the original occupants, who were now termed klidyakarsjir occu
pants, as distinguished from tlidtwdns or proprietors, and paid their
rent in kut or kind at an invariable rate, fixed at the time the

In villages in which the right of property and
the right of occupancy was recognized as vested in the same indivigrant was made.

duals, the person who engaged with Government for the revenue
had a.right to demand the full extent of the Malik-hissah or State

share, supposing no fixed agreement bad been made between him
and his tenants, but such imprudence on the part of the latter sel
dom occurred. This description of village includes naudUdd or
those newly brought into cultivation, and lands cultivated by non

resident cultivators {pahikdsht). The custom being to grant the
proprietary right to the person who reclaimed the waste, as some

return for his trouble and expense.
The resident tenants may be divided into two classes, the khdyakar and the kaini or kharni. The former,
Tenants.
in addition to the land-tax w'hich he paid in
coin, used to pay to the proprietor under various names nearly a
tenth more. Since the*conquest, the klidyakar has by custom an
hereditary right of occupancy at fixed rates, but cannot dispose of .
such right, though he may carry on his cultivation through a
tenant-at-will. The rent of the klidyakar cannot be increased
under any circumstances during the currency of the settlement,
and so long as he pays his rent and the share of the village ces3 •

recorded against him he is safe from any interference.
Mr. Traill wiites:—“ In Pali and in Badhan and in other parganahs wherever
military assignments* were numerous under the Rajas, tenants of this description
are common. Their origin may be easily traced back and may be referred to the
fact .of the former proprietors having emigrated or become extinct when the vil
lage was assigned to the ancestor of the present proprietors. The grantee was in
consequence compelled to settle the land with new tenants who occupied as Alidt/ahars. The saydnas, hamins, and ihokddrs with their relations are the proprietors
of these villages. The point whether' the occupant tenant be a khdyakar or
thdlwdn, that is, proprietor of the land he cultivates, may be generally easily
ascertained by an inquiry into the whence and how the tenant derives his title:
if it be from an ancestor of the thoMdr that he received the land, he is merely a
lekdijakat-, if he plead a grant from a Raja, or purchase from a former proprietor,
* In these cases, the cultivators derived protection from the grantees and were
so far better off than the rest that they had to please only one, instead of being
worried by any official or soldier requiring their services.

62
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the "dced'ought to be forthcoming or proved to have existed ; if, lastly, he aver
himself and ancestors to be occupants from time immemorial, t.such assertion can
be proved by the evidence of adjoining proprietors. Should the tenant have the
name of the village attached to his name as Bir Singh Mahta, that is, of Mahatgaon,
&c., it may beat once determined that the tenant’s claim to immemorial occupancy
is wetl founded. The converse is not always the case: a proprietor of a village
on settling in another still retains the name of his original village attached to
him, which designation descends to his posterity. But by purchase, grant or gift,
such individual or some one of his descendants may haire acquired a proprietary
right to a share in the village where they have settled. During the (Jprkhali
Government, migrations of landholders from village to village were extremely
. common, and many of those emigrants still continue in the villages to which they
then emigrated; by such voluntary absence they are deemed to have forfeited
their hereditary claims in their original villages. Generally speaking, on such mi
grations taking place, the landed property of the emigrant was divided among the
remaining sharers, and has been since enjoyed by them in full proprietary or has
perhaps been transferred to others. After a lapse of twenty years and upwards,
' tbe claims of these emigrants to their original share are not admitted in the court
unless it be stated and proved that on quitting their villages they entrusted their
share to another, with tbe express engagement of resigning the same when called
upon.”

Sir H. Ramsay writes :—
“ The kkdyahar enjoys an hereditary though not a transferable right in the
land he cultivates ; and on the death of a father, the sous generally make a sub
division of the land, which not unfreqnently reduces the holding of each so much
.that these kkdgakars are obliged to cultivate other lands as sirthdns or tenants-atwill, or in pakikdsht in some distant village where they make their own terms
with the proprietor. Pahikdskt cultivators of long standing have now the posi
tion of lihdyctkars; new ones are only sirtkdns.” In some villages ft/ufyoAors are
alone in. possession, and the proprietor residing elsewhere has no power to inter
fere with them or their land, waste or cultivated. A gkar-padhda realizes the
demand and the proprietor’s cess and pays over to him. In such villages, the klidpakars were formerly the real proprietors, but in some way the right became re*
corded in the ihokddr’s name, and though every effort Was made to right these
wrongs at the recent settlement, it was not possible to do so in all cases, and
special arrangements bad to be made to remove what was an endless source of
litigation.”

The Kaini under the native government held more the position
of a slave, or at least of a vassal, and was
Kaini,
hound to the estate of his lord. Theoreti
cally, they were obliged to give personal service in cultivating the
proprietor’s sir, or land which he keeps in his own hands, and in
carrying his jhanpan, ddndi, and baggage. Gradually, they have
assumed tho character of tenants permanently resident on their
overlord’s estate, and by long-continued occupancy have come to
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be considered in the light of khdyakars^ from whom indeed they
differed in little, except in the nature of the rent to which they

were liable. As a rule, they pay in kdt or kind agreeably to former

rates, which may be taken at one-third of the produce.

In Garh-

wdl the fusion is almost complete, necessity compelling proprietors
to give the most favourable terms to all occupants of the land.

Hdliyas or domestic servants (chiefly Doms), were still found in

1840 in all tho principal estates.

They were kept to perform all

the labour of the fields required on the private farms of the land

holders. The sirthdn or tenant-at-will pays sirtM, but no personal
services are required from him.
The difficulty experienced in getting new tenants should the
old ones leaye is alluded to by Mr. Traill

New tenants.

iri the following words-

“ From the facility with which new locations are here obtainable, the
habits of tbe cultivators, are extremely unstable and migratory. Vacancies aris
ing from desertions are not readily filled by new tenants, while the general
poverty of the mdlguzdrs and tenantry renders them incapable of meeting from
their own funds the additional burthens entailed by such desertions. In these eases
the lease would be thrown up, and remission in the demand would be indispen
sable to save the village from total desertion j at the same time no advantage
could be taken of the growing improvement in other villages. It may be doubted
whether the mdlguzdrs in these Districts would willingly engage for so long a pe
riod, unless the tenants of their respective villages sboold be considered as parties
in the engagements, and remain bound for the same term. Under the Gorkhali
government, when a fixed village assessment was promulgated, the above princi
ple was fully recognised, and the claim of the mdlguzdr followed bis tenant to
wheresoever he might migrate.”

In these remarks both Mr. Batten and Mr. Beckett agree and
the former adds—
“ In Garhwal, owing to the comparatively small value of land, the scanti-'
ness of population, and the almost entire dependence for their position and wealth,
even of the most considerable landholders, (as for instance the Bhartwal family
in Nagpur and the Aswal family in Sila), on the actual influence which they may
happen individually to possess over the agricultural communities, and not on any
nominal legal rights—the enforcement of which, even if possible, would soon
' leave the claimants without a tenantry, and would only enrich their neighbours—
hardly one estate, with the exception of the naudbdd estates, could be correctly
entered under the head of pure zaminddri; while the class of tenure called imper
fect pattidfiri is found in some parts of the district to exceed in numbers tbe pure
ihdt/ac'hdra tenure, which again exclusively prevails in other parts.”
When a share in any estate may lapse from death or desertion, it is divided
among the remaining proprietors, who •become answerable for its assessment j bat
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thls'responsibility is, generally speaking, far from being deprecated, as the land
holders are for the most part anxious to enlarge their petty tenures; as a precau
tion to prevent such a contingency from becoming individually hurthensome, the
small hamlets and parent lands are now leased with the pakihashi village to which
.they properly attach. The village revenue is apportioned on the several shares,
agreeably to the nominal interest possessed by each in the estate. If any aharer
claims an abatement on the ground of deficiency in the portion of laud actually
in his possession, a measurement takes place, aud a record is made of the quantity
of land found in the occupation of each proprietor, agreeably to which the future
cess is regulated, but without retrospective elfect. Krom damages by mountain
torrents aud from gradual encroachments on the shares of absentees, inequalities
of this kind arc pretty general, and applications for measurement frequent. Pleas
for abatement on the grounds of inferiority in the quality of a share can very
rarely arise, as each individual share comprises its due proportion of every part
of the village, good and bad. This class, the thdltodn cultivators, pay on a general
average about one-fifth of the gross produce to Government. The share of
the gross produce, as enjoyed by the dififerent classes of cultivator/above enume
rated, may be summed up as follows
Thatwan cultivator...
...
...
...
80 per cent.
PahikSsht tenant ...
...
...
...
75
99
Khayakar „
...
...
...
...
70
99
Kaini
„
...
...
...
.„
60
JI

Air. Beckett writes thus concerning the tenures in Garhwal
Tenures in Garhwal.

in the report on the current settlement
there —

The tenure question has undergone many changes since the introduction of
British rule in Garhwal. At first, thohddrs and saydaaa were the promiuent cha
racters. They assumed to some extent the position which had been held by vari
ous parties who under the Government of the Rajas and of the Gorkhalis had been
responsible for the land-revenue or who had held the land free of revenue.
Mr. Traill recorded his opinion that—
“ Three-fourths of the villages were wholly cultivated by the actual proprie
tors of the land; and that of the remaining fourth, the right of property and
occupancy was vested in the same individuals. Since Mr. Traill’s Report was
written <1824), thousands of acres of jungle have been reclaimed, and the pro
prietary class has consequently increased. The Garhwil settlement may, there
fore, to a great extent, be considered a peasant settlement, as individuals only pay
their quotas of revenue due, plus cesses and land-revenue. Where hereditary
tenants occupied land, they had, during the past settlement, paid small fees, such
' as'one rupee on the marriage of a daughter, a leg or breast, or both, of every goat
killed, and other indefinite cesses which caused great litigation. When ill-will
grew up between a proprietor and his tenants, the former tried to ruin the latter
by perpetual suits for perquisites, and the tenant continued to deprive him of his
rights by trying to prove that the proprietor had received all that he was entitled
to. These perquisites Were .very well when the people were quite uncivilised and
required the support of a man more intelligent than themselves. Practice has
proved that these cesses could not now be upheld, and they have been commuted
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to a payment of twenty per cent, on the assessed land-revenue, which gives the
proprietor more thsfn he was ever entitled to demand ; while without adding to his
former actual payments, it makes the .tenant safe against alt irregular indefinite
demands. The hereditary tenant is called hhdyakar in Garliwal; he holds a here
ditary but not a transferable right, though he may sub-lease his land to a tenantat-will. Pahikaskt or non-resident cultivators have hereditary rights not trans
ferable andjare protected similarly to the hhdyahats. The sirtbin or tenant-af-will
has no permanent rights whatever and his holding.is not entered in the recordof-rights; all other rights are entered. Tenants-at-will are rare in Garhwal.
Kbiyakars sometimes’cultivate in sirtbi a field or fields adjoining their own.”

The incidents connected with the occupation of land were such
under the former governments as gave

Tenures in Kumaun.

little encouragement to industry or enter

prise. No one'knew when he might be reduced to the position of
tenant in the land that he or his ancestors had wrested from the
■ forest, and any sign of comfort in a dwelling was certain to cause
an increase of the irregular l^urthens to be home by the people.
As observed by Sir H. Ramsay, “ this state of government for a

number of years took 'the’spirit out of the people, and they were
so accustomed to obey those immediately over them that even
those who had not been ousted became quite accustomed to obey
the thokdar as if they were his slaves.” As a rule, such was the
state of the country at the conquest. Traill had to make use of
the kamins, saydnas^ and thokdars for his earlier settlements, but at

the first triennial settlement he took, with few exceptions, the
engagements, village by village, from their own padhdns, a proce
dure that was completed and followed at the second triennial and
all subsequent settlements.^ But in these settlements, the people

had recovered so little^that the lease was often held to include the
proprietary right.

As the country prospered, the people began to

feel that they had rights, and that Government, if they only knev^
how, would protect those rights, so that by the time of Mr.
Batten’s settlement in 1842 the more wise knew how to avail them
selves of the ignorance or apathy of their brethren to have them
selves recorded as sharers Qdssahddr}.

Mr. Batten in his settlement

•was hampered with the charge of. the entire civil and criminal
work of the district and had little assistance. He had, too, to
commence a record novel to, the people and with bad material and
worse instruments as a whole than are] usually met with.

’ To GovernmeDt, dated 14th March, 1821.

The
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consequence was that, after the twenty years’ settlement, the courts
were simply flooded with cases regarding rights of occupancy and

proprietary claims.

These suits sharpened the wits of the people,

who, before the end of the settlement, camo to know from experience
what each of the ordinary terms, sharer,'occupancy tenant? and
tenant-at-will intended, their rights and liabilities.

These distinc

tions were merely nominal in Mr. Traill’s time, for then, in most

parts of the district, the cultivator had it very much his own way,
owing to the smallness of the population.

At Mr. Beckett’s settle

ment, population had considerably increased ; good arable land had
become scarce, and the cultivator was consequently not of such

paramount importance.
a proprietor.

Every one, too, desired to be recorded as

The old generation had passed away : the existing

• one could not realise the position of their ancestors half a century
previous. It was, therefore, very difficult work to determine the real
position of many who claimed under Mr. Traill’s settlement, the mea
surement book of 1823, the phard-pkant or record of Mr. Batten, de
crees of court, or were relations of those who claimed on those
grounds.” Mr. Beckett endeavoured to put each one in his right
place, and where dissatisfied they were referred to the regular

courts.
In the 6,352 villages in Kumaon there are 94,924 proprietors.
Statistics, proprietors,
tenants.

of whom 49 are Europeans and 188 Musalmans. The remainder are Hindus, of whom

29,632 are Brahfflans; 59,570 are Efijputs ; 1,370 are Baniyas and
4,115 are Doms. There are 36,622 khdyakars or permanent ten
ants, of whom 35 are Musalmans and the remainder Hindus.
Amongst the Hindus 7,427 are Brahmans; 19,437 are Rajputs,
.604 are Baniyas and 9,119 are Doms. Of the 6,352 demarcated
villages,only 4,437 have inhabited sites and the remainder are cul
tivated by the people of other villages in pakikdakt. Qi the total
number 3,060 are cultivated solely by tho proprietors; 2,727 by
proprietors aided by tenants; 543 by permanent tenants only and
22 by tenants-at-will only. The distribution of the assessable area
amongst each class of cultivators in each parganah may be
gathered from the following table Compiled from the settlement
records
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720

64
18
86
63

88;

31
4
35

92
2
10

1

35
46
128
I

These figures with the preceding explanations should give a
vivid picture of the distribution of landed property in Kumaon.
The proprietor has an average holding of
blsis whilst the khayakar has only 1| bisis. Many of the latter have by repeated sub
divisions such an infinitesimal share that they are obliged to culti
vate in other villages {pahikdsht) or go in for service as litterbearers, wood-cutters and coolies.
The state of the peasantry has changed for the better since Mr.
Condition of the people.

Traill’s time.
.

.

Cultivators are numerous

in the more highly tilled parts and good
arable land is scarce. The hill man is very much attached to his
home and now few show the migratory spirit so observable in Mr.

Traill’s time.

Sir H. Ramsay writes

•

“ My experience is that villagers will put up with great hardship in regard
to revenue rather than give up their village. If a tiger or sickness carry off share
holders, the remaining few will never give up if they can pay the revenue by any
means. Some of the Kali Kumaon people are, however, exceptions to this rule.
There they are headstrong, obstinate, and spiteful. If they,had a thoMar or pad/ian
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whom they disliked, a whole tillage would rather resign and go elsewhere than he
compelled to pay him the recognised dues. Excluding revenue-free holdings aud
those of some of the more powerful proprietors whose ancestors—very influential
men when Kumaon first came under British rule—had at once assumed the posi
tion of proprietors, which they steaflily maintained and improved on every opportu
nity, it may bo said that the proprietary right is vested in those whose ancestors .
occupied the land at the time the province was taken from the Gorkhalis and who
have advanced the cultivatiSn from its former backward state to its present pros
perity. Or in another class who, by their influence and money or by their own
labour, have changed the forest into prosperous villages,”

Many years ago former revenue-free grantees, whose rights had

been ignored by Mr. Traill, defrauded many of the villagers of
their rights, and so bound them down by agreements and decrees
that at the settlement they could claim little more than perma

nency at»tenant3-at-will rates.

A few villages have passed into

the hands of usurers at sates by auction, but with these exceptions

the proprietary right may be said to be in the hands of the des
cendants of those who held it in the days of the R^jas and the
Gorkhalis.
*• Where revenue-free rights which had been undisturbed since the conquest
existed, they invariably include proprietary rights and the cultivators are only
khayakars. Where proprietary rights which had been recognised at the tweutyyears* settlement or rights of the same kind acquired by purchase existed, they
could not be interfered with ; but with these exceptions, the cultivators have been
recorded as the owners of the land they occupy, while the permanent tenants can
never be disturbed or interfered with by the enhancement of rent. In fact, these
tenants are In all respects equal to proprietors with the exception that they ean' not sell their holding, and they pay a small sum in addition to the quota of reve
nue due from the land recorded in their names.”

The subject of rights to waste land has been fully noticed under

Garhwdl. Here I shall quote from the
valedictory report (1884) of Sir Henry
Eamsay on this subject: —
Waste lands.

“ I have observed a tendency of late years, as land has become valuable, of
proprietors to imagine themselves zamfnddrs with zaminddri rights attempting to
appropriate all waste and forest land within the boundaries of their villages. It
should be checked because it would lead to serious complications and retard pros
perity, Some village boundaries contain upwards of fifty square miles, and Gov
ernment has an equal right with the village to all jungle land, with power to appropriate any that may be requjred; while the villagers are allowed to increase culti
vation if Government do not object. This assumption on the part of proprietors
is oif very late date, and on every occasion when brought to my notice I have re
fused to recognise it.”
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On the British occupation, it was found that considerable sum
>
of money and tracts of land had been
Revenue-free grants.
\
.
granted by the Hepalese to temples and.
individuals, and no small portion of the work of settlement was the

investigation of these revenue-free tenures. The broad principle on
which the greater portion of the claims was decided, w'as that only
those for which grants of the Chand Rajas of Kumaon or grants
of the Nepal Rajas under the red seal, were forthcoming should
be upheld. Besides these, other grants were made from the pro
ceeds of the transit duties, and on the abolition of those duties the
payment was continued pending the results of au investigation
into the character and validity of the grants.^ In 1819, Mr. Traill
forwarded a list of lands and villages held in assignment to tem

ples in Kumaon for religious purposes,^ known under the name
of gun th and those assigned to individuals and known as mud/t.
The gunth villages then numbered 973 and contained one-fifteenth

of all the arable land in the province, and the mudfi villages num
bered 175 with an area of 3,000 bisi? or one-seventieth of the total

culturable area. The largest revenue-free estate held by an indi
vidual was valued at a revenue of Rs. 1,000 a year, but many of
the old estates and grants had been resumed by the Nepalese, and
. by 1823, some 150 villages had been added to the revenue-roll,
the greater number of which had been surreptitiously concealed
by the connivance of the executive officers of the Nepalese gov
ernment. The pensions chargeable on the revenues of the pro
vince amounted to Rs. 21,670 a year, of which-Rs. 2,152 were
from, former governments, in perpetuity to religious establishments,

and Rs, .348 for life to individuals. Rs. 9,600 were granted for
life to individuals by the British Government and Es. 9,570 as
military invalid allowances. At Mr. Batten’s settlement, the gdnpi

amounted to Rs. 13,455 bisis in/ Kumaon alone, of which 2,230
bisis were within villages assessed to revenue and the remainder
in villages altogether free of revenue. Of these, parganahs Katoli
and Mahryuri belonged to the saddbart grants, of which an account
has been given under Garhwal. The raudfi lands comprised 2,913

bisis, of which 531 formed part of revenue-paying villages and the

remainder were contained in 93 separate villages.

* To Gorernment, dated 19th June,-1816.

63

These grantees

To Board, dated 20th May,1819.
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were for tbe most part Brahmans of the Shastri, Joshi, Pant, PanJe,
Tiwari and Upreti clans, who still furnish a great pSfoportion of the
officials in Kumaon.

The

and muafi grants in Kumaon were

closely examined in 1855-56 and Government sanction was obtained
to all that were upheld.

The result at the settlement was that there

were 444 gitnlh or temple holdings, which if assessed to revenue
would yield Rs. 8,447 per annum on 9,476 Sisfs of cultivation.
The muafi grants are 92 in number aggregating 3,297 i/sis, which
if assessed to land-revenue would.yield Its. 3,412 per annum, but

these are exclusive of the saddbart pattis above mentioned.
The administration of each mahdl or estate separately assessed

to revenue, and which may consist of one
'
or more villages or hamlets, rested with the
padhdn. He was the ministerial executive officer of the village, and
is entrusted with the collection of tbe land-tax from his coparceners,
and with the supervision of their simple police arrangements.
The fiscal officers intermediate between tbe padhdn and the State,
and known as hamins^ thokddrs bui has, and saydnas, at one time
played an important part in tbe revenue administration of
,

Village admimstratioD.

these districts, and their existence is still felt in the levying of
certain dues which belonged to their offices now partly abolished.
The land assessed to revenue was under the Gorkhali government
assigned as jdeddd for the support of troops, and the collection of
the revenue was intrusted to tbe commandants of the different

regiments. As these officers, from their military duties, could sel
dom be present for any length of time in their respective assign
ments, they were under the necessity of employing deputies; and, as
the most simple and economical plan, intrusted the details of assess
ment and collection to some one of these principal landholders whom
they made responsible for the amount of the revenue assessed on the
assignment. Hence arose the middlemen that we have mentioned
both in Kumaon and in Garhwal. Neither hamins nor thokdars
possessed any rights in the soil over which they exercised authority
„
beyond what they derived from their ap.ATamfBS.
, m, .
/.
pointment.* Their office was to collect from
a certain number of villages the fixed demand and for which they
became themselves answerable. They retained their situation only
* To Government, dated 22nd January, 38J7.
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during pleasure, and under the former governments appear to have

been changed almost every year.

They were, however, almost in

variably chosen from amongst the principal padhdns of the par

ganah, for a portion of which they engaged; and in consideration of
the local influence possessed by them, the choice usually fell on one
of the family of the old kamins.

The kamin& in turn appointed one

of the proprietors of each village under the designation of padJidn

to levy and account to them directly for the demand on his village.
These again were removable at the will and pleasure of the kamin.
The influence, however, once obtained in an office of this import

ance generally led to its continuance in the same family even when

the individual holder was changed, and in Some instances the kamins
themselves succeeded in obtaining the grant on the usual terms, an
arrangement which led to the appointment of under kamins such ■
as are found in.some parganahs. As a consideration for the res
ponsibility entered into by the kamins, they received under the

name of kaminehdri either a small portion of land to hold free of
revenue, or a remission of revenue, but at ho specified or fixed per
They were also authorised to collect from each village
in excess of the State demand a small gift or due [nazardna}
varying in its rate in different parganahs from three annas to one

centage.

rupee per village. They Were also entitled to some trifling dues
on all marriages occurring within their circles.
The padhdn like the kamin derived no rights from inheritance.

He simply collected from his coparceners and tenants the demand
and passed it on tO the kamin. and as a comFadhdns.
,
...
„
....
pensahon enjoyed dues of an-exactly similar
nature. He held one field free of revenue and received certain per
quisites^ at marriages and births, which Were called padhdnchdri.
The nomination of the padhdns was for the most part vested in the
kamins, but as with themselves the tendency was to keep the office •
in one family and in some cases the right to act as padhdn became
hereditary. No graflation of rank existed between tho padhdn and
the cultivator. As the country from its mountainous character pre
sents within a large area but a small portion of culturable land, the

villages are therefore small and only occasionally consist of more than
I Hak padhdnchdri was first recorded at the triennial settlement. To Beard,
dated Idtli March, 1821.
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fifteen houses, or yield a revenue of more than Rs. 150 a year. Taking

the two districts, the average number of houses is about five, and the
Average land-revenue less than twenty rupees a year. Such small
communities cannot afford from their poverty a constitution similar

to those that exist amongst the village communities of the
plains.
The power granted to the kamins, as is the natural result in

similar cireumstanoes all over the world,
•
was abused by them. Gradually, finding
themselves uncontrolled and the power of distributing the patti

-

Abuse of power.

assessment over each village entirely'in their hands, to arrange as .
they liked, they'set at nought the village assessment directed to be

formed by the Nepalese Government.

This was not difficult, as

there was no one resident on the spot who had the power or the
inclination to enforce the orders of the supreme power. The ruin
of the padhdns ensued, and they were severally ousted from their •
situations, as soon as former extortions left them unable to comply
with further demands. By the responsibility abovementioned many
of the lesser kamins and tliokddrs also were ruined and sunk into
obscuVity, but this circumstance only tended to increase the power

and means of the other k amins, to whose pattis the villages of the
ruined landholders were immediately added. As already noticed,
the proprietary right of only a few villages is generally vested in
the kamin; on the remaining villages included in his patti he has
no claim except for his dues. The first blow against tbe usurpation
of the kamins was struck at the first triennial settlement when the
village proprietary body was, as a rule, admitted to engagements.
But even at the second triennial settlement, in 1821, it was found
that the remembrance of their former power enabled the kamins io
extort with impunity, on various prat ences, sums of money from the ■
village padhdns in excess of the land-revenue ; until his exact dues
were eventually reduced and he was expressly forbidden tp interfere
in the collection of the revenue in any villages not his own property.
Such was the machinery for collecting the revenue found at the
British occupation of Kumaon. Mr. Traill

British occupation.

„

transferred tins duty to the paahans, and the
thakddrs were limited to interference in matters of police. In lieu
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of the former numerous dues,, certain fixed fees were established.
As ministerial officers, they were reinoveable for neglect or Tnisconduct, butift consideration of the influence possessed by the families
from which they had been selected, the office was nominally conti
They were required to report
nued to one of its members.
offences and casualties, also the deaths of individuals dying
without heirs on the spot, together with an account of the
property left unclaimed by such individuals. The search for
stolen property and the seizure of offenders devolved' on them.

They were also expected to collect the coolies and supplies
(barddish) indented for on the public service from the villages
under their charge, and they assisted at all inquests made by the
patwaris within their pattis.

At Mr. Batten’s settlement in 1840 these thoMdrs yfoxo of
two hinds 1—^

Settlement of 1843.

“ First those who were merely entrusted with the charge of the police in a
certain number of villages, who were paid by a fee of one rupee on the marriage
of the daughter of each village padhdn, and a leg of every goat killed by the
padhdns within their jurisdiction, and who, if they could prove the receipt of such
a payment from the commencement of the British rule were entitled by the law
to receive dues through the padhdn from the village, amounting altogeth^^o about
three per cent, on the land-revenue. Secondly, there were those thokddrs or greater
saydnas, who were heads of the proprietary families, whose ministerial duties in
reporting offences and casualties, were the same as those of the former class; but
who, being descendants of great grantees and officers of the Gorkhali time. Or that
of the Garhw&l Rajas, possessed much greater influence, who often, in tbe course,
of the different settlements, engaged with Government for whole sets of villages,
sometimes for a whole patti (as in Kaurhiya and .Sila) and whose remuner
ation for ministerial offices thus became mixed up with their saydaachdri and hissahddri rights ; and who often possessed decrees of court showing the proprietary
division into shares of certain sets of villages between them and their relations,
at the same time that the villagers themselves possessed their own padhdns, hold
ing separate revenue engagements, but together with the villagers acknowledging
the right of the saydna to receive a larger sum as sayduachdri does, than those
granted to ordinary thokddrs in one or more of the villages included within the
thokddri leases, those saydnas and their brethren possessed without opposition the
lands, and the tenantry, though often hereditary and not removable at will,
cultivated such portions only as might be assigned to them by the pro- ■
prietor, and paid kit or a share of produce, commonly one-third or a moderate
money rent called sirtki, and in some few parts of the country, chiefly towards
the Tarai, a certain rate per plough; all these payments being exclusive
of bket, dasldr, nawirdna, sdjpdt, and. other offerings usually made to,superiors in
the hills.”
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During the settlement it was found to be a matter of difficulty
,
Disputes a

g

s

in many cases to determine the position of
thokddri families. In places*the khdya-

kars>}: occupancy cultivator often asserted his right to be recorded
in the rent-roll as a sharer in the land and not unfrequently as
thdtwdn or proprietor, and as such resisted the claims of any person
to the proprietary right in the village, declaring the decrees of
court and the ancient Gorkhali and Rajas’ grants had merely
reference to the position of the thokdar or saydna as the fiscal and

judicial administrator of the district.

As far as possible all the

profits derived by the saydna were commuted to a fixed money
payment, each, village being allowed its own padhdn or head-man
who engaged with Government separately on behalf of the sharers
Though originally a sort of land-agent managing the assignments
made in favour of the military commanders, in process of time
prescription gave the thokdir a colour of right which Government
acknowledged and further made its enforcement legal.

A few instances will show’ the character of the collections made
by the saydtias and sharers (hissahddrs) in
Character of dues. .
, ,, .
.
dilrerent parts ot Garhwal, in addition to
the land-revenue and which were commuted in 1840: —
In the Tillage of Mangu-Kharnoli in patti Talla NSgpur the person who col
lected the revenue and made engaementi with Government on behalf of the
sharers tmUgwdr) had an assignment of two blsis (about two acres) of land and
also received a timdsha (five equal one rupee) on tbe marriage of every occupan
cy-tenant’s daughter and a leg of every goat killed, Hissahddri dues consisted
in the payment by each khdgah ar to the sharer within whose share the hhdyakar
cultivated of four fimdshas on the marriage of his daughter and a leg of every
goat killed. Tbe four sharers in the village also received from their khdyatars;
one, 88 seers of rice and the same quantity of barley; a second, 84 seers of each
grain; a third 72 seers of each grain aud the fourth received 80 seers of each kind
of grain annually in addition to the rent of the land. Owing to the relationship
of the sharers there were no thoJeddri dues in this village. In village Bariyun in
patti Sila the thokddri dues accrued from tbe payment of eight timdshas by each
hhdyakar on his daughter’s marriage, a leg of every goat killed and a seer of ghi
or clarified butter and a joint annual contribution from fhe village of one rupee
as nanardM. or present and sixteen seers of grain. There were no hissahddri dues
distinct from these. The mdlganar had three ndlis of land and received eight
iimdshas on tbe marriage of each villager’s daughter, a leg of every gi>at killed
and a seer of ghi in Siwan. As the goats are usually killed at a temple and the
officiating priest gets the head and breast, there is little left to the owner. In tbe
small village of SouWara Talla in patti Badalpur the ihokddr received from
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each sharer eight timdshas on the marriage of his daughter, a leg and rib of every
goat killed and t'yo timdshas annually as nuzardna, while the inhabitants made
a joint annual contribution of 64 seers of grain. The sharer who acted as padhdn
received simitar marriage fees from his co-sharers and similar dues on goats killed
.and also held ten ndlis of land.*

As police officers the sayana s and kamins Were soon found to
be worse than useless, and owii^ to their

Abolition of duties.

universal - habit of letting off criminals for
a bribe and their appointment taking away the village responsi
bility for the prevention of crime, on the joint representation of
Sir John Strachey and Sir Henry Eamsay, then in charge of
Kumaon and Garhwal, the kamins were relieved of all police duties
in 1856. At the revision of settlement in GarhwAl, those who could
not be upheld in their appointment were removed, while those who

remained were paid, in lieu of irregular cesses, at tbe rates of three,
six, and ten rupees per cent, on the Government demand, according
to the nature of the rights established. This sum is entered in the
record-of-rights and collected with the land-revenue and then paid
over to the saydnas^. In his report on the current Kumaon settle
ment Sir H. Ramsay writes
“Since that time (1856) I have been compelled to change my views. The
peopie have altered so much that it was absolutely necessary to retain thohddrs as
f.sr as possible to ensure the due performance of police duties on the part of pa
dhdns, and I saw that the abolition of the office of thokdar would be highly unpo
pular with the mass of the people. In the course of appeals I had to go through
nearly all the claims to thokddri decided by Mr. Traill, and in my opinion the order
Which reduced their dues to three per cent, on the land-revenue was never acted
on, except in the case of small thokddrs. The chief thokddrs never came into court,
as in those times they made theifchltivators do what they liked. At Mr. Batten’s
settlement the thokddrs in many instances recorded very heavy payments in the
village papers. Others relying on their grants felt it unnecessary to record their
dues at all.’’

It was accordingly determined with the sanction of Govern

ment that some of the more important men should receive ten per
cent, on the revenue and some six per cent, as in Garhwal, on all
villages in which their right to receive dues was ascertained at
Mr. Batten’s settlement, and that three per cent, should be given to
all whose names were in thokddri leases if they were upheld
amongst those who were descended from men in office at the con* This much is sufficient to show the general nature of these dues ; for further
details the reader is referred to J. H. Batten’s Settlement Keport, page 134.
* See Whalley, 39, 46; Batten U, S. R. 633; Beckett 10,
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quest.

These dues were deducted from the revenue of the village

aflFected, so that no alteration of the assessment was< necessary and
the amount ( Rs. 2,156) was paid really by Government.
The padhdn is the lambarddr or mdlguzdr of the plains. As
„ „
defined by Traill, he is the village ministerial
Paihin. .

,

,

officer intrusted with the collection of the
Government demand and with the supervision of the policej of his
village and is remunerated with assignments of land (padlidn-khangi,
jethunda) or money; this remuneration is known as hak-padhdni,
padhdn-chdri.

He collects the revenue agreeably to their several

quotas from his oo-sharers and pays also the revenue due from his
own share. Uncultivated lands which may not have been divided
amongst the sharers are also managed by the padhdn, who accounts

for the proceeds to his fellow-proprietors. There is no hereditary
right or claim to the office, but, as a rule, the son succeeds his
father, unless incapable from youth, or want of talent, in which cases
the sharers are called upon to appoint another padhdn from amongst
themselves. As a rule, he resides in the village and is' removeable
for inefficiency, malversation or at the requisition of the majority
of the sharers. In former times he was paid by dues leviable from
the cultivators similar to those paid by him to tbe kamin or saydna,

such as fees on marriages and portions of every goat killed in the
village, grain, ghi and the like. These dues were the cause of much
litigation, and the opportunity caused by the recent revision of the
land-revenue has been seized to place these matters on a better
footing. They have now been commuted to a money payment of
twenty-five per cent, on the revenue. In regard to tbe appoint

ment of padhdns, the principles now adopted are that the padhdn
must be a shareholder in the village and, where possible, a resident.
Where the padhdn is a non-resident he appoints a'mukhtydr or
deputy and if he be sole proprietor he appoints a resident khdyakar,
denominated a ghar-padhdn, ior the performance of police duties,
who is always removable by the district officer. As few padhdns
as was possible, compatible with efficiency, Were appointed in
Garhwhl, and the dignity of the office has been considerably
enhanced. In Kumaon, as a rule, also only one padhdn was allowed,
but where the Mdra and Phartiydl feud existed, one was allowed for
each faction (dharra}, or, where a large number of cultivating-prq-
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prietors existed, one for each caste. . Where padhan-clidri land
existed in suiiieient quantity, that was the only remuneration
allowed. Where there was not enough or none at all, five per cent,
on the revenue was allowed from co-sharers. Under the old
arrangements certain perquisites were demaadable by proprietors
from their tenants under the name 'malikdna, which were much

of the nature of the dues paid to padhdns and kamins.

The per

quisites of this class were commuted for sums equivalent to from
one-fourth to the entire amount of the Government demand, to the
great relief of all.
There are four kanungos in Garliwal and five in Knmaon.
Kanungos.

They were formerly known as daftaris, and
under both the Native and Gorkhali Govern

ments performed duties corresponding closely to those of the tah, sildars of the plains. They are thus alluded to in a grant made
by Amar Singh Th6pa in 1869 Sam. (1812 A.D) quoted^ by
Mr. TraillWhereas Kdzi Amar Singh has favourably repre
sented that the said daftaris have been most zealous in the dis
charge of their duties, in conciliating the tenants, in collecting tho
rents, in recalling the cultivators who had fled to the plains, in
restoring the cultivation and population of deserted villages, in pre
paring and keeping up the revenue accounts and records, and in

obedience to orders, we accordingly authorize them to collect the

dustoorduftree from the lands included in the assignments to three
battalions and three Captains, according to the receipts, and in
excess of the revenue of the said lands.” On the British occupa
tion,® the office of kamingo in Kumaon Was found divided amongst '
two families, one of Chaudhris and one of Joshis ; the former was

represented by Mana and Nar^iyan and the latter by Katanpati,
Trilochan and Ramkishan. The parganahs had not hitherto been
distributed amongst them, and the duties were performed, jointly,
each being aided by deputies known as likhwdrs. Practically,
however, the Dwarahat Chaudhris furnished kfiuungos for Pali
and Barahmandal ; the Dhaniya Joshis, one for Shor and one for
* To Commissioner, dated 2nd April, 1816 j to Board, dated 18th October,
■ 1816 ; from Board, dated 19th January, 1819 ; to Board, dated 9th March, 1819 ;
from Board, dated 11th May, 1819.
® Under the former Governments these
men exercised. considerable authority. Barna and Dharni, the old Garhwal
kanunaos, were executed by the Gorklnilis for holding traitorous correspondence
with Siidarshan bah. Their heirs received a jd^tr worth 1212 G-i. Bs.b:999 /W.
Ks,
'
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Ghaugarkha, and the Jijhar Joshis, one for Kali Kumaon; and all
aoted generally as collectors of the land-revenue, ’writers and

record-keepers.

They were formerly remunerated by lands held

in tenure of service and also received half an anna in the rupee on

the revenue, from which they paid their deputies in each parganah
to look after the oolleotions and tbe cultivation. These lands were
frequently resumed and again restored by the former Governments.
Tbe ndnkir lands were assessed^ at Es. 1,979 in 1819 and were
brought on the revenue-roll and a monthly allowance of twenty-five
rupees was granted instead to each of the kanungos. The first
patwaris were entertainecf and paid from the surplus revenues of

these resumed lands, and as the revenue increased other patwaris
were appointed who performed duties somewhat similar to those
formerly intrusted to the kanungos and their deputies. The latter,
however, appear merely to have kept up lists of villages and the
■names of headmen or 'padhdns, whilst the patwaris have gradually
become a sort of local sub-tahsildar. The office of kandngo was
considered hereditary so far that the succession remained in one
family, but both the former Governments and the British authorities
have always exercised their discretion of selecting the most capable

member of a family for the office without reference to claims of
birth or seniority. In 1829, the kanungos were invested with
powers to try civil suits, but these were withdrawn in 1839 and
now but little use is apparently made of their services beyond such
' miscellaneous duties as the Assistant Commissioner cad assign them.
The present men are, however, better educated than their prede
cessors and can be profitably employed in keeping up the settle
ment record like their brethren in the plains.
There were no officers of tbe description known as mirdahas in
any part of these hills : the only class of
Mirdahas.
•'
,
persons at all similar are the melddrs, who
Vvere found in some of the larger parganahs ; these may be called
the hereditary tahsil chaprasis or messengers of the parganah in
which their ancestors were originally fixed as such by former BSjas
and where they then received grants of lands in payment of their

Services.

These lands were resumed under the last Government;

iTo Government, dated 2'th August, 1819; to Government, dated 21st May,
1821 : from Government, dated Ist January, 1819; from Government, dated 19th
October, 1819; from Government, dated 23td July, 1822.
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the

melddrs, however, being allowed to engage for them as proprie

tors : some wete employed as temporary peons, a practice which was
for sometime followed in PAli where their services were accepted in

the collection ; and while on such duty they were entitled to their

food from the villages to which they were sent, agreeably to an
cient usage;.no

talixb&na or process-fee was in such cases authorized

or levied; many of the melddra have been permanantly brought on
the establishment as paid chapr&sis of the various tahsils, and in
this manner their services are utilised.

Under the former governments, village or other patw&ris or

.

accountants were unknown, but in largo
parganahs like Ganga Salan, Badhan and

Nagpur Garhw41 there were local deputies of the daftaris or kanun
gos called leTchw&ra who performed similar duties. They may be
considered under-kanungos, as from the extent of their charge, the

whole accounts of which were kept by them, it was impossible for

them to enter into any minute village detail.
accounts were kept by the kamin or saydna.

In other pattis, these

’Ya^lekhxodrs'^^'tQ

remunerated from the half anna cess on tho revenue collected by
the daftaris. On the abolition of this cess at the conquest, the
lekhfwdrs were left without employment and no one was appointed

to perform the duties previously entrusted to them.

On settling

the resumed kdndngo lands in 1819, Mr. Traill found a surplus of
nearly Rs. 500, which he recommended should be devoted to the

establishment of patw&ris, at a salary of five rupees a month, in nine

of the principal parganahs and that the principle should be recog
nised that any surplus from these resumed lands should be utilised

in the extension of the measure to the remaining parganahs.^
Both of these propolis were sanctioned by Government.

At the

second triennial settlement, it was found that without the aid of the

patwaris not one-fourth of the newly reclaimed lands could have been
brought on the revenue-roll and the evident advantage which.had

accrued from their appointment recommended the extension of the
measure to three other parganahs.^

The records "of the kanungos

were imperfect and incomplete as those oflScers had always remained

at head-quarters, and, for the local knowledge of the assets and

* To Board, dated S7th August, 1819 ; from Board, dated 19th October,
1819.
’Io Board, dated 31st May, 1831 ; to Board, dated 32nd August,
1833 ; to Board, dated 15th August, 1838.
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capabilities of each village, trusted to the reports of their deputies
■ who resided in the parganahs. By the absorption "of the smaller

parganahs in the larger ones to which they formerly belonged, the
number was reduced to fourteen and the arrangement now made

provided one patwari for each of the larger parganahs.

In 1825, a

further addition was made, the cost of which was met by a reduction
of the tahsil establishment, and in 1830, the measure was extended

to the whole province.

At this time, there were over seven

thousand estates on the revenue-roll in the two districts.

In many

of them the land-revenue was less than five rupees a year and the
firoprietor was the only cultivator. To ensure the collection of
such a detailed assessment, peons had hitherto been stationed in
each parganah to look after ihe cultivation and collect the revenue,
so that the new measure was only the substitution of what may be
called a better class of peons, without tho official title, for many
educated and respectable persons were found ready to undertake
the duties of a patwari who would have considered it a degradation
to wear the badge of a peon. Thirty patwaris were added to the
establishment and the expense was met by a corresponding reduc- '*
tion in the number of peons.The establishment now consisted

of sixty-three patwaris, giving on an average one to every 120
villages and to every Rs. 3,300 of revenue, and costing at Rs. 5 a
month Rs. 315 a month. Their duties were first the collection of
the revenue; second, the measurement of villages under instruc
tions from the court; third, the prevention of desertion oh the part
of the cultivators in a village by adjusting quarrels aud reporting
the existence of such quarrels and desertion to head-quarters;
fourth, cases of police, apprehension of offenders, report of crimes,
casualties, suicides and intestate estates, through the tahsildAr.
They are removable for inefficiency or misconduct, and may be
transferred from one circle to another.
Previous to Mr. Beckett’s settlement there were 42 patwaris in
Kumaon each of whom received five rupees a mo nth. These were
increased to 91 out of the ten per cent, cess on the revenue im
posed at settlement to pay for district post, education and patwa
ris. Those wholly paid from the cess obtain ten rupees a month,
whilst an allowance of five rupees a month from the same source

* Board, dated loth February, 1830.
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is given to all the old patwaris who have qualified in survey* work.

Their circles Average now about 50 square miles with a revenue
of Es. 2,500 a year.

In addition to ordinary revenue and police

duties, they now have to measure land, execute decrees of the civil

court for possession, look after the repairs of roads, arrange for
supplies and coolies and report regularly to the head-office through

the district post.

Their duties with reference to the police have

been noticed elsew’here, and altogether they are a most useful and

efficient body of public servants.
The criminal administration, during the earlier years of British
rule gave, little trouble in Kumaon.
In 1816, Mr! TrailB
writes

-

“ 'the small number of offences committed in this province has rendered the
criminal police an object of secondary consideration,
Criminal administration.
,
,
, . ,
accordingly no separate report has hitherto been sub
mitted to Government on the subject. Murder is a crime almost unknown
throughout this province, and theft and robbery are of very rare occurrence--a
remark which applies ^equally to all offences the ultimate cognizance of which
would by the Regulations rest with the Court of Circuit. Prom the period of the
introduction of the British Government into this province the persons confined
for criminal offences here have never exceeded twelve—the greater part of whom
have always been natives of the plains. The number of prisoners at present in
jail amounts to seten of which four are natives of the plains. Dnder the late
Government’ the punishment of offences of a petty nature formed a source of
revenue, all cases of infringement of caste, assault, fornication, adultery, abuse,
&c., were made subject to fines and the cognizance of such offences and levy of
the fines were farmed out in separate divisions or districts to the best bidder,
Crimes of a serious nature, including murder, theft, to a large amount, killing of
cower, &c., were reserved for the decision of the principal bhdridirs present in the
province.”

In July, 1817, however. Regulation X of 1817 was enacted to

provide for the trial of persons charged with the commission of
certain heinous ofl’ences in the Kumaon district and other tracts
of country ceded to the Hon’ble East India Company by the Raja

of Nepal.

It applied to Dehra Diin, Kumaon and Garhwal,

Jauns&r-Bawar Pundar, and Sandokh and other small tracts of

country between the Jumna and the Satlaj.

By it a Commissioner

•was appointed for the trial of heinous offences subject to a’report
to the Court of Niz&mat Adalat, who passed the final sentence
which was then carried into effect by the local officer.

* To Government, dated 16th Tebruary, 1816.

The question

’ See Gaz. XI, 626.
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regarding the extradition of criminals with Nepal also arose and was
settled on the basis that only those charged with hfeinous offences
and for whose arrest the warrant afforded prxmA facie evidence

that they were guilty of tbe offence imputed, should be delivered to

the Nep&lese authorities ; otherwise, general usage did not recog*
nize the principle of apprehending or surrendering to a foreign
power petty delinquents seeking an asylum within our domi*
nions.
"Writing in 1822, Trail!’ remarks that daring the previous
British administration.

year there were 65 criminals confined in
.
the jail, of whom only six were oharged

with heinous offences, and only in three cases were the offenders

able to escape detection. Affrays of a serious nature were un
known and even petty assaults were unfrequent. Many robberies
occurred in the tract along the foot of the hills, but they were per
petrated by people from the plains who retired there with theii*

booty.

The offence of adultery was very common, but it seldom

formed a subject of complaint in court Unless accompanied by the

abduction of the adulteress. Infanticide prevailed amongst cer
tain Rajput families in Garhw&l, but these fled from the district
on its conquest by the Gorkhalis, and since then no cases had
Occurred. The suicide of females was and is still common.
The commission of this act/’ Traill writes, “ is tarely found to have arisen
from any immediate cause of quarrel, but is commonly ascribable solely to the
disgust of life generally prevalent among these persons. The hardships and
neglect to which the females in this province are subjected will sufficiently
account for this distaste of life as, with a trifling exception, the whole labor of
tbe agricultural and domestic economy is left to them, while food end clothing
are dealt out to them with a sparing hand. Suicide is never committed by males,
except in cases of leprosy, when, as in other parts of India, the leper sometimes
buries himself alive. Deaths from wild beasts are very frequent; they pro. bably do not fall short of one hundred annually. Complaints against individuals
for sorcery and witchcraft were very common indeed ; an infatuated belief in the
existence of such power, pervading the whole body of tbe inhabitants of this
province. AU cases of unusual or sudden sickness and mortality are immediately
ascribed to witchcraft, and individuals are sometimes murdered on suspicion of
having occasioned such calamities.”

Applications to the Court on the subject of caste were nnraer- '

OUS, due doubtless to the fact that under former governments,
* To Government ^Political Department), dated i 6th May, 1621 •• Stat.
Bep, p. 42,
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the oognizanoe of oases involving deprivation of caste was confined
to the governiniiit court.

This description of

the people during

the earlier years of our rule is confirmed by the testimony of an
officer who visited Kumaon charged with the special duty of

.

inquiry into the administration of justice.

Mr. Glyn was deputed to Knmaon in 1822 to hold a sessions
of jail .delivery and to report on the police

Beforms.

and criminal administration.

His report^

is full and interesting and confirms the account already given by

Traill.

There was a general absence of heinous crime of every

description, and the few gang robberies that were reported, took

place in the strip of country lying along the southern frontier,

and more particularly within the jurisdiction of the authorities of
tho plains districts.

Disputes regarding women were the most

fruitful cause of complaint,

and the ready attention given to

these cases by the authorities

without doubt prevented the occur-

renoe of more serious crime.

In consequence of suggestions made

in this report it was ordered that forced labour for the carriage of

and that inquests should be held in all eases

goods should cease,

of sudden death, a precaution rendered necessary by the number
of deaths reported as due to the attacks pf wild animals, snako’
bites, suicides and accident.

In 1824, the number of deaths attri

buted to these causes was 287.

Attention was also drawn to

several other matters requiring reform.

In the resolution on the

report made by Mr. Glyn, the Government of India also bear

testimony to the success of Mr. Traill’s administration and the
entire fulfilment of the sanguine anticipations of his peculiar

fitness for the important duties he then fulfilled;^ and in 1825, in
consideration of the judgment and zeal with which he discharged
the duties of Commissioner, be was authorised to draw the full

pay of a Judge and Magistrate.’
Amongst the custonls of the country which were now abolished

ery. 8 very.

.

two deserve special mention : the right to
adulterer and the sale of human

beings, children and grown up persons, as slaves.

The former was

prohibited by a Resolution* in 1819 which runs.

* From Nizamat Adalat, dated 24th January, 1824.
® Govern
ment, dated 19th December, 1822.
’ Government, dated J7tb August,
182$.
* 26th August,
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“ Whereas it appears that, agreeably to the former usages and customs
existing in Kumaon, it was allowable to the husband of an ad-alteress to take the
life of the adulterer « * «. Be it known that such practice is hereby declared
‘unlawful and is prohibited accordingly : and it is hereby ordained that any person
who, in opposition to thia prohibition, shall hereafter take the life of an adulterer,
will, on conviction before a court of justice, be liable to suffer death. Be it
known, however, that according to the laws of the British Government a husband
is entitled to redress against the adulturer on application to the Commissioner :
such adulterer'being liable to punishment for his offence on conviction before a
court of justice.”

This will explain the prevalence of complaints of this nature

in the local courts and the necessity there was for attending to
them to prevent graver Crimes.
The sale of children and grown up persons which had arisen

during a long period of misrule and oppression had formally
received the sanction of the previous governments who levied a
duty on the export of slaves. This duty was abolished at the con

quest, but the practice itself was too deep-rooted to be at once
eradicated. ’ In 1822, Mr. Glyn wrote^ to the Commissioner
The practice of selling children and grown up persons by inha
bitants of this province amongst one another or into the hands of
Strangers is still in a mitigated degree continued,‘.though lam
aWare of your anxious endeavours to abolish this barbarous prac
tice.” The Bhotiyas on the north and the Pathans on the south

Were the principal customers. The Government considered that
no action was necessary in the shape of enactments and rules for
the suppression of the traffic in children; that the natural affections
of the parents might safely be relied upon as a remedy against a
resort to this course, except as a relief to themselves and children
in times of extreme distress. As the prosperity of the province
and the comfort of the people increased, so, it might be hoped, this
practice would diminish and eventually cease, at tbe same time
the sales of wives by their husbands, of widows by the heirs and
relations of the deceased and of children to be taken out of the

country chiefly for the purpose of being made household slaves,
were forbidden and made penal. But slavery in the form in which
it existed continued and flourished, and as late as 1337 the Com
missioner reported ihuS t-** To Commissioner, dated Sth July, 1822 ; to Commissioser, dated^2ittt
January, 1825 ; from Government, dated, 5th June, 1823.
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•' Slavery in Kumaon appears to be hereditary. The classes of slaves are
distinguishable inty household slaves and slaves kept for the cultivation of the
land, the former, Khasiya Rajputs, the latter Dams. This state of bondage would
seem to have existed from a very remote period. Tho slaves are dependent upon
their owners for food, lodging and clothing, and for the discharge of marriage
expenses. The purchase or temporary engagement of such persons for carrying
on cultivation as well as the purchase of females for prostitution are stilt com
mon and have never been prohibited. Such transactions are accompanied by a
deed of sale. The recognition of slavery by the courts is confined to the sate of
individuals by their parents. Claims for freedom or servitude are beard like
other suits.”
Thus we see that Mr. Traill’s administration had its dark side
amid much that was bright. Slavery was extinguished merely
by refusing to permit suits for the restoration of slaves or for the
enforcement of slavery to be brought in our courts. The prohi
bition of slavery in its first form was followed by the abolition of
sati in 1829. In 1837, Colonel Gowan, the Commissioner, reported
that murder and theft are yet rare amongst the people, and although
crime has increased since 1821, yet the total number of criminals
confined in jail on the first of January, 1837, numbered only 142,

of whom 28 were convicted of gang robbery in the tract along
the foot of tbe hills and were natives of the plains. Complaints on
account of injuries received by sorcery and applications in caste
matters were, however, still very numerous.^
During tho same year, however, Mr. Bird records his opinion

that it was universally believed that crime
,
was less infrequent than had been generally
supposed, and that in the Tarai especially banditti were allowed to
roam about as they wished. This matter of the presence of armed
bands of robbers in the tract skirting the foot of the hills was one
of old standing. From very early times the forests and fastnesses
of the lower hills afforded a safe retreat to the broken followers of
the different petty States who quarrelled and fought and rose and

Banditti in the lowlands.

disappeared during the breaking up of the Mughal empire. The
former governments, finding that there were no existing means of
putting a stop to the depredations of these banditti, took the leaders
of each gang into their employment and authorised them to levy

certain dues on all merchandise passing through; the lessees engag

ing on their part to keep up the chaukiddri (watch and ward) of
* Report dated 17th March, 1837.
65
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the borders and indemnify traders for any losses by plunder. On
the first establishment of the Gorkhali Governmentun Kumaon, it

was resolved to dispense with these fieri and Mewati watchmen,
and parties of troops were detailed for the duty of patrolling the
roads, but the attempt proved unsuccessful, and the repeated com
plaints of merchants who sustained loss at the hands of, the low
land robbers induced the Gorkhali Government to have recourse
to the old system ’■ At tho British occupation, the descendants of

the original lessees, though they could no longer be called leaders
of banditti, were formidable by the numbers of their followers, and
owing to this difficulty were permitted to retain their offices. This
difficulty was further heightened by the disputes between tho
officers administering the plains districts and Mr. Traill regarding
the boundaries between the hills and plains and the frequent trans
fer of the Tarai from the jurisdiction of one to that of the other, of
which some account has already be given.^
Mr. Seton, one of the earlier Magistrates of the Moradabad dis
trict, granted to the fieri and Mewdti lead
Ileris and Mewatis.
ers certain lands in jdgir ; to Ain Kh&n,
the ildkah of. Kalyanpur containing thirteen villages and subject
to a land-tax of Rs. 3,000 a year, and to Turab Khdn four villages,

the grantees engaging to put an end to all gang-robberies and to
compensate the owners for any property lost'by robbery. A
regular list of dues was then drawn up and agreed to, and being
individually very small they were willingly paid by the merchants
to insure the safety of their property. The charge for exports on
merchandise per cooly load and on specie per bag ranged, accord
ing to the place, at from one to two pice and for imports per cooly
load from one to four annas. A bullock-cart laden with catechu
and each manufactory paid four annas ; each cattl e station or goth
paid two pice, and one anna per head was levied as a grazing tax on
hill-cattle pastured in the lowlands. In 1817, Ain Khan fieri
bad charge of the traffic passing to and from Bhamauri, Kota, and
Dhikuli with Rudrpur, Chilkiya and Kfishipur and Ami Khan
Mewati had charge of that passing by the Kfili Kumaon and
Chaubhainsi passes with Barmdeo, Bilheri and Pilibhit. Early
in 1818, Mr. Shakespear, then Superintendent of Police^ brought

* To Board, dated Sth December, 1817.

’ Gaz.

St—l.
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this state of affairs to the notice of the Board of Revenue.
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pointed out the apparently destructive tendency of the system
recognised in these leases by which a farmer, for the inconsider
able sum of Es. 8,881 was empowered to establish a number, of

posts along a line of country extending upwards of sixty miles
between tho Ramganga and Sarda rivers and to levy customs
apparently’ almost undefined in their amount on ail articles of trade
with the hills, such duties differing in no respect save their being
licensed from those restrictions on the transit of commerce which
the Board had forbidden as arbitrary exactions.” The conse
quence of this remonstrance was that the Board instructed the

Commissioner to use no efforts for a resettlement of the existing
leases on their expiry until further orders, and that the protection
of the country should be undertaken by a regularly engaged and
paid establishment. There was reason to belieye that the respon
sibility of the leaders for losses by theft and robbery was merely
nominal, whilst the exactions to which traders were subjected
under the plea of this nominal protection were not capable of being
controlled. This advice was partly acted on and military posts
were established along the frontier, composed of drafts from the
Kumaon Provincial battailion, whilst the leaders of the chaukid&rs
were relieved as far as possible of all police duties. On the death
of Ain Khdu, in 1822, his jagir was resumed, and Mr. Halhed was

intrusted with the duty of introducing such measures as might
ensure the safety of the persons and properly of the traders'pro
ceeding to Kashipur or Chilkiya. Provision was to be made by
the grant of land for Ain Khan’s family, and to his adherents was
to be offered every inducement to take to agricultural pursuits by
the offer of lands on easy terras. No improvement, however, took
place, and in 1823 Mr. Traill had to call attention to the constant
dakaitis and highway robberies committed in the strip of country
lying between the hills and the towns of Najibabad, Nagina and
Afzalgarh. From the year 1815, no improvement had taken
place and the number of Garhw^li traders who lost their property .
was so great that in 1823 tbe communications between the hills
and plains had practically ceased. In 1824, the Collector of

Moradabad and the Superintendent of the Diin, retorted by formal

* To Board, dated 6th December,48i7 ; -from Board,' dated Sfith Cectinber,
1«S7 ; to Collector, Moradabad, dated ■1th June, 1823.
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complaints against Mr. Traill’s military police while Kain’s gang
of dakaits plundered two of his police-stations, killing some of his
men and making off with their arms and accoutrements.
Although the efforts made to induce the Heris and Mewatis

to take to agricultural pursuits were in a great measure successful,
their place in the Tarai was soon occupied by Gujars and other
banditti from the Da6b and Rohilkhand. Complaints were con
tinually made to the authorities that organised bands of robbers
had taken possession of the Tarfii and were preventing the settle
ment of the forest tracts and were seriously interfering with the
trade from the hills. In 1830, Mr. Pidcock, Joint Magistrate of
Moradabad, brought to the notice of Government the deplorable

state of the low country caused by the outrages perpetrated by
these robbers. He showed that between the years 1824 and 1829,
as compared with the years 1818 to 1822, dakaitis had increased
from 6 to 25, eases of grievous hurt had risen from 17 to 36, house
breaking acconapanied with violence to the inmates from 2 to 8
and theft with violence from 12 to 16. On the resumption of the
jdgirs in 1823, pensions, of Rs. 12 a month, were bestowed on
Turab Khan and Ghulam Mahi-ud-din Khan, members of Ain
Khan’s family and police-stations were established at Bazpur,
Jaspur, Barhapura and Kot-k^dir with outposts near Kot-k6dir,
at Gulargnji and Patta at a cost of Bs. 6,396 a year. The Jagird£rs formerly paid a revenue of Rs. 300 a year and the resumed
grants now yielded Rs. 5,331 a year, making the increase in cost
to Government of the measure introduced by Mr. Halhed of nearly
Ks. 3,800 a year. Thus there was an increase in cost and an

increase of crime. At the same time, the condition of the Heris
Was miserable in the extreme. They still acknowledged the leader
ship of Yasin Khan and Kasim Khan, sons of Ain Khtin, and more
from habit than from the hope of reward attempted to clear the
forests of dakaits. They slew Ahmad Khan, a noted ringleader,
and rescued a prisoner from Bul^i, who even then (in 1830) was
the terror of the neighbonring distriots.
The example of Kalwa in the Dun and the neighbourhood of
Hardwar was very attractive. In 1824,
, .
-rr
,
this man with ms Lieutenants Kunwar and
Bhura, all Gujars of the Saharanpur district, attacked a police„

,

Mr. Bird.
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station and plundered* a considerable village, and growing bold,
with'impunityj tbe leader set himself up as a Raja with a follow
Mr. Shore of the Dun and

ing of over one thousand men.

Mr. Grindall defeated Kulwa at Kunjah, where Kulwa himself
was slain with many of his followers. The dispersed banditti
were followed and driven out of the Dun, took refuge in the tract
along the foot of the Kumaon hills. An attack on.a band of
pilgrims-journeying to Hardwar brought on them Mr. Shore and
the Sirmor regiment of Gorkhalis from the Diin, who, after some
years of patient never-ceasing pursuit, disposed of both Bhtira and
Kunwar. Their successors as we have seen, still infested the
tract along the foot of the Kumaon and Garhwal hills of which
Mr. Bird writes in these terms in 1837
“ The ofKcers residing
in the hills have no sort of control over this tract nor any infor
mation of what passes there * * . For only four months in
the year it is the resort of the hill people and their cattle, and
through it pass all the tracks bj’ which the commerce of the hills

and the plains is carried on. During the busy season the banditti
establish themselves in the forest in overwhelming numbers and
commit the most fearful atrocities against the merchants passing
through with goods, tho herdsmen from the hills and plains who
take c.attle there to graze, and the inhabitants of the villages and

towns bordering on the forest. The information that I could obtain
can have no pretension’to statistic accuracy, but the histories that
were told me of skeletons of human beings being found tied

to trees and supposed to be the wretched herdsmen whom
the robbers had bound alive and so left miserably to perish, and
the accounts of merchants and travellers killed and wounded

appeared authentic : and tho village of Rudrpur was stated by
the remaining inhabitants to have been rendered froni a thriving
town to a miserable hamlet by the oppression of the robbers.”
As a remedy for this state of things a special officer was proposed
with joint jurisdiction with the local authorities over all the bor
dering districts.^ ’The result of this report was that the whole of

the Garhwal Bhabar including taluka Chandi, and

the Kotri

and Patli Ddns were transferred to Bijnour; parganahs Thakur-

* Williams Memoir of Dehra Duo, 160.
ment, loth June, 1837.

’ Also Satten to Govern
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dw£ra, Jaspur, Bizpur and Kashipur with the neighbouring
Tar^i were transferred to Moradabad and Pilibhit received Ga
darpur, Rudrpur and Kilpuri with the adjacent Tarai with the
condition that no hill men were to be summoned to attend the
courts of tho plains authorities from the middle of April to the

middle of November in each j’ear and that avenues were to be
cut through the forest and continually patrolled.^ Another pass

age of Mr. Bird’s report led to further inquiries.’

It runs: —

“ The system of criminal justice in Kumaon requires also very
great reformation.
I was credibly informed that persons are
apprehended retained in jail and worked in irons for years on tho

roads not only unsentenced and untried but even without any
recorded charge.” * * *. “ jj jg essential to the due protec
tion of tho' people that they should have an appellate authority
to which they may resort in the immediate vicinity and that the
Commissioner of Rohilkhand or the Senior Judge of that Division
would appear to be the most proper selection.” Act X of 1838
repealed Reg. X of 1817 and affirmed the control and superinten-

deuce of the courts of Nizamat Adalat over the criminal courts of
Kumaon, Certain powers had already been given to the Nizamat
Adalat by Reg. VI of 1831, and these were now confirmed and

the sepoys of the Kumaon local battalion® (now 3rd Goorkhas)
“were transferred from civil to military employ and. duties as guards
provided for locally. It was finally arranged in 1842 that the

Bhabar should bo annexed to- Kumaon, tho Magistrates of the
plains having concurrent jurisdiction to the foot of the hills in so
far as to warrant their following up and arresting any offender or
fugitive who might seek shelter within the limits of the tracts
thus transferred. Rules were also framed under Act X of 1838 for
the administration of justice in criminal cases bnt these were
superseded by the Criminal Procedure Code, which rules the prac

tice of all Criminal Courts at tho present day.
There is no regular police in the hills except a few at Almora,
'

„

Naini Tal. Ranikhet and in the Bhabar,
and these are not enrolled under the Jaw
Prom Governtn ent, 339, dated 29th January, 1838 and 24tb November,

1838.
’Prom Government, 10th July, 1837.
’First raised /or
local duties after the conquest; to Government, dated 1 Ith June, 1816. Mr, B,
Lushington took charge as Commissioner 30th October, 1838.
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prevailingjn the plains. The few peotft attached to the courts and
tahsfls perforrj, with the assistance of the thokdArs and padliAns,
the duty of apprehending offenders and escorting prisoners. The'
padhdns arrest offenders and report crime to the patwaris and
provide for the forwardal of persons charged with heinous offences
for trial. The thokddrs are bound to report' crime^ overlooked by

the padhi ns and few offences are concealed for the village officials in
their duty have to make so many enemies that any concealment on
their part can hardly escape detection. Sir H. Baxnsay writes

“I believe our rural police system works better than in any other partof Ihdia,
and it would be most unwise to interfere with it. It has the great merit of being
cheap, i.e, costs the State nothing (except the Bhabar police) and the absence of
annoyance and worry inseparable from a paid police is not its smallest recom
mendation.”
There is no doubt that the. present system is best suited to the

people and the country, and it is to be hoped that the desirp for
uniformity which is begotten of blanks in the fair returns in annual
reports opposite Kumaon and Garhwal will not be allowed to absorb
these districts and introduce the plains system, which is entirely
unfitted for them. There are lock-ups at Naini Tal and Pieri in

Garhwal and also in the Bhibar,but there is only one jail ( Almora).
By an order of the Srd May, 1815, the Hon’ble E. Gardner
was directed to assume the official desig-

Civil administration.

,

.

..

-

t

»•

nation or vommissioner for the affairs of
Kumaon and Agent, Governor-General. Mr. G. W. Trail! of tho

Bengal Covenanted Civil Service was appointed as Assistant {8th
July) and joined on the 22nd August, when he Was at once intrust

ed with the administration of Garhwal (10th October). On the
departure of the Hon’ble E. Gardner (13th April, 1816) Mr. Traill
was appointed to officiate as Commissioner and was confirmed in
that office in the following year (1st August). As he did not relin

quish charge of the province until 18.35, the whole of the arrange-,
ments made for the administration of both civil and criminal justice
originated with him or received his sanction.® In 1821, Mr. Traill
in one of his letters® made several proposals for the improvement of
the administration, and in it occurs this remarkable passage :—

“ It is probable that many of the suggestions have already formed the sub
ject of legislative enactments, if so, 1 have only to offer in excuse that, as the
t Traill to Government, dated 27th May, 1821,
f See also Gaz., XI.,
626.
° To Board, dated 27th May, 1821.
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regulations do not extend to this province, I have not been furnished with or seen
a single regulation for the last six years.”

Ibis will show more clearly his position as regards Kumaon
than any description of mine. Mr. Traill was not only adminis
trator but also legislator for his province, and it will be interesting
to record his own description of the rules for civil procedure that
he thought necessary and sufficient: —
•‘The original plaint is now required to be written on an eight anna stamp
as the investigation and decision of every suit, whatever the amount of tbe cause
in action, fall to the cognizance of one court. Some discrimination is used in the
previous admission ; causes which, from the plaintiff’s own written statement,
must in the sequel be inevitably nonsuited, are rejected in the first instance, the
ground for such refusal being recorded on the face of the petition. Cases of this
nature are confined to objections of limitations of time or jurisdiction. Where
the suit is admitted, an order of the court of the nature of an ittilanama is fur
nished to the plaintiff with the view to its being served by himself on the defen
dant. In three-fourths of the plaints instituted, this process proves sufficient to
indude a private Settlement of the claim. In the event of the plaintiff not
receiving satisfaction, he returns the original notice into court, w hen the suit is
regularly fixed for adjudication, and a summons to require the personal attend
ance of the defendant is issued. After a m'vd voce examination of the parties,
the necessary witnesses on both sides are sent for. In tbe examination of
these latter an oath is very rarely administered. This omission does not
arise from any ignorance on the part of the natives of this province of the
nature of an oath, as they are on the contrary remarkably sensible of the
religious obligation and are in consequance generally averse to incurring the res• ponsibility of an oath.
Their simplicity of character and common adherence to truth is, however,
such as to render it extremely easy to elicit tbe whole truth without recourse to
thiaceremony- An indiscriminate applicatioq to it on all occasions is therefore
uncalled for, and would only tend to weaken its force. Where such may appear
advisable to the court, or where it may be required by either of the parties,
the witness is always sworn. This fs, however, of rare occurrence 5 and, indeed,
from, the reasons above mentioned, the evidence of any witnesses is seldom required, as the parties commonly agree wholly in their statements and admissions.
No licensed law-agents as in the courts below, are allowed to practice here ; but
parties who may be unable to attend are permitted to appoint any person as their
agent, "this regulation at once precludes all vexatious litigation and prevents
any unnecessary delays or procrastination by the parties in their proceedings,
Krom the date of the Summons to the defendant, seldom more than twelve days
are required for tbe investigation and decision of the suit;, generally the proceed
ings are completed in even a shorter period : and as no technical forms of plead
ing are required, the want of experienced vakils proves no inconvenience to
suitors. Copies of the decree are furnished to either of the parties requiring it on
an eight-anna stamp being furnished for the purpose. The price of this together
with that of the paper on which hte original plaint is entered, aud with
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occasional fees to process-servers employed, form tbe whole costs of a suit iu
this court.
The non-payment ol a debt proceeds here generally from the want of
means rather than of inclination ; while the existence of the debt itself is com
monly owing to some unforeseen difficulties, aud not to any profuseness or want
of principle on the part of the debtor. Such being the case, the hiil-creditor ■
seldom proves inexorable, hut, after obtaining a decree, he is usually content
to wait for its gradual liquidation by fixed instalments. Only one sale of real
property in satisfaction of g. decree has yet been made by order of the court.”

“ For a series of years,” Mr. Traill remarks, “ only one Court,
the Commissioner’s, existed in the province
Munsifs appointed.
for the cognisance and adjudication of civil
claims. In this Court no arrears of public business were ever
known.’- From the gross abuses which characterised the native
Courts under the British Governments, when the administration

of justice was sold or farmed to the highest bidder, such establish■ ments as at present exist were not in the first instance deemed
expedient. As, however, a period of fourteen years might be pre
sumed to have induced some appreciation of our better system, a

recourse to local tribunals was considered likely to consist with
the ends of justice and good government; while from the increase
of wealth and the enhanced value of landed property the gradual
increase in proportion of litigation which resulted, rendered it in
some measure necessary. Accordingly eight munsifs were appoint
ed of whom seven were kdniingos and the title Sadr-Amin was
given to the Court pandit on investing him with civil jurisdiction.®
Rules were framed in the spirit of Regulation XXIII of 1814 for
the guidance of these officers, and they continued to exercise the
functions of Civil Judges in petty causes until 1838, when their
offices were abolished and other arrangements were made.
This change was chiefly due to Mr. Bird’s minute on the admi
nistration of justice in Kumaon, which recommended the introduc
tion of what were known as the Assam rules, and that some order
should be observed in the gradation and powers of the Courts,
* That this Court had enough to do may be shown from the fact that
in 1824 there were 2,790 civil suits instituted of which 1,000 came to decision.
Of the cases disposed of, Si3 were decided in favour of the plaintiff, 218 in
favour of- the defendant, 68 were non-suited, and 3.39 were compromised.
® The Sadr-amin for Almora and B&rahmandal; the Muusifsi for Pali, Phal
dakot, Chaugarkha-Gangoli, Sor, K&li Kumaon, Chandpur and Srinagar. Mr.
Traill took three mouths’ leave preparatory to furlough, 28th October, 1836, and
■was succeeded temporarily by Mr. M. Smith. Colonel Gowan was appointed
Commissioner, 5ih March, 1836, and was succeeded by Mr. laishington in 1838.
"Mr. Batten was appointed to Garhwal, 15th October, 1836, with Captain B. Thomas
as Assistant, and Mr. Phillips iu Almora.
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Act X of 1838 provided that there should be two districts, Kumaon
and Garhwal, in each of which were to be stationefj one Senior
Assistant, one Sadr-Amin and one Munsif; the rules for Assam to be
in force with certain limitations applicable to Kumaon for the admi
nistration of civil and criminal j ustice. In the revenue management,
the Commissioner had the same powers as tho Commissioner in the
plains, subject to the orders of the Board of Revenue. A Senior
Assistant was to exercise the same power* as a Collector and a
Junior Assistant the power of a Deputy Collector.

From 1836

to 1838 there was a great change in the administration. Mr. Traill
was no longer there, and his successor had, perhaps, to pay by the
most searching investigation into his procedures and the most
minute instructions for his guidance for the unlimited autocracy

of the first period.' We find it forbidden to hear causes for the
sale of slaves and purchase of Doms for agricultural labourers;
the use of the ordeal by hot-iron in Munsif’s courts in caste cases
was also abolished as well as suits for losses occasioned by witch
craft and the jurisdiction assumed over temple lands in Tihri was
abandoned. All these orders promoted regularity.
In 1855,

revised rules for the guidance of the revenue courts in summary
and regular suits were introduced and with modifications continue
in force to the present day.* The Assam rules were superseded
by the Jhausi rules in 1863 and validity was given to their exten-,
sion to Kumaon by section 2 of Act XXIV of 1864 from the date
of their extension until tho Act quoted came into operation and
portions Of them providingf for the establishment of courts and tho
periods of appeal were to continue permanently in force. It fur
ther provided for the extension of the law of limitation to Kumaon,
and declared that the Indian Penal Code was in force, “ It is a

question,” Writes Mr. Whalley, “ which admits of a doubt whether
the rules prescribed under Act X of 1838 and known as the Assam
rules do not retain their legal force so far as they overlap or
cover more ground than is covered by the rules that were designed
■ to supersede them. They have never been expressly abrogated and.
in matters not provided for by subsequent legislation, as, for
example, the law of mortgage contained in section 8, the courts
are practically still guided by their provisions.” Section 13 of
Act XXIV of 1864 empowered the Local Government to extend
* G. O. No. 4085, dated Sth October, 1855.
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the Code of Civil Procedure to Jaunsar Bawar and certain tracts^ in
the Kohilkhand Division which had been removed from the jurisdic
tion of the tribunals established under the general Regulations and
Acts, but section 4 distinctly ruled that the proceedings in all civil
suits in Kumaon and Garhwal should be regulated by the Code of

Civil Procedure. No instructions were, however, issued regarding
other matters, and the courts follow the ancient usage in all cases
for which there exists no special provision in the Civil Procedure
Code. The Sadr-amin is not styled a subordinate judge since Act

XVI of 1868 was not made applicable to Knmaon. Similarly the
rules for the service of process are based on the lines laid down by
Mr. Traill as Act XI of 1863 was not extended to Kumaon. Pees
are levied on all processes, civil, criminal and revenue, and from
tho fund thus raised the process-servers are paid. Similarly neither
the revenue nor the rent laws of the plains are applicable to Kumaon,
and its police were never organised under Act V of 1861, The
court of the Commissioner in civil causes is not subordinate to the

High Court, He submits to the Government through the High
Court each month a statement of all suits disposed of or pending in

the subordinate courts and all appeals, regular and special instituted,
disposed of and pending in his own court, and with regard to which
he has all the powers of a High Court. From the above description
it will be seen that the revenue, civil and police jurisdiction of the
several courts is based on rules specially applicable to local cir
cumstances. The forest department, except in the KumaOn Bh4bar, has the charge of the forests apd centralisation has so far made

inroads that all' special departments, such as jails, education, vac
cination, stamps, registration, public works, &c., are now each
under the control of their respective provincial heads.
The duties on spirits locally manufactured and drugs formed a
portion of the revenue from the British occu
Excise.
pation. The following figures show the sta
tistics for a number of years in the earlier part of the British
rule

1820-21
1821-22
1824-25
1826-27

Spirits. Drugs.
Ks.
Ks.
240
679
264
••• 270
274
483
£74
602

1827-28
1828.99
1829-30
18.30-31

Ifpirits. Drugs.
Ks.
Bs.
, . 558
274
1839-33
1883-34
. . 733
274
1835-36
. . 847
252
. 996
240 ■ <836-37

* Tarai parganahs,

SpirUs, Drugs,

»•»

»«•

Bs.
975
923
804
682

Rs.
264
253
372
372
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The figures for the first year include the entire farm for Ktlnaaon and Garhwal; for the succeeding years the Kiimaon figures
are separately given. If we compare the modest Rs. 534, tbe
produce of the spirits and drugs farm in 1822-23 with Es. 29,013

the produce in 1882-83, in Kumaon alone, the increase seems to
point to a very great spread of drinking habits amongst the people:
but we are assured, on the good authority of the Commissioner,
that this is not the case. “ There is no consumption among tho
rural population of the hills—and I sincerely hope there never may
be. Shops ought never to be allowed except at stations.”^ With
these pious aspirations w.e cordially concur. Similarly, the report

of the district officer states that there are very few shops and tbe

bill people, as a rule, do not indulge in liquor ; the principal cus
tomers being tbe troops and the lowland people connected with the
sanitaria. In all districts bordering on native States the facilities
for illicit manufacture and smuggling form an insurmountable obsta
cle to the introduction of the distillery system, so that it has been
found necessary to lease the right to manufacture and sell to one or
more individuals who are sufficiently alive to their own interests to
prevent others from trespassing within the area of their license.
The following table gives the statistics for several years:—
. J.icenscB.
a>

Tear.

Drugt.

•§

O

•o
a >.

.£3OU
Tc

*3 §
Eh

1672-73
1873-74
1874-75
1875-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
1882-83

•••

• ••

• ••

...
...

•aa
__
...
...

Opium,

© .3
El

Es.
Bs.
9,265 1,342 '
10,177 1,358
12,377 1,079
14,222 1,244
16,119 1,201
13479 1,218
13,821 l,3tl
14,873 2,119
14,387 8,036
18,403 2,087
15,988 2,461

on

©
•3>
»+-(
©
CO
fl
©

01o
s

ft

Bs.
4,621
4,091
4,822
4,210
8,952
3,716
8,076
2 841
3,468
4,322
3,670

Es.
...

«•.

60
859
1,078
688
861
700

s
©
’S
X

Rs.
3,150
2,975
3,710
4,961
51084
4,288
4,716
6,609
6 116
6,528
6,177

fl
eS

o

s
s

3

Bs.
349
1,007
999
1,005
850
940
320
170
867
666

OQ
©
.5

S

A
©
bO

V

<}f
ft
ta
CQ
o

Q
co
to
o

o

o

36 18,663 1,665
16 18,924 1,412
...
22,487 1,498
26,642 1,797
26,206 1,884
IS 23,706 1,632
2*4,092 1,612
3 26.693 l,S4S
27,051 1,416
•a*
1 32,787 1,512
17 29.013 1,445

There are eigbf^ licenses for the sale of drugs and a similar
number for the sale of opium.

/

/
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The

stamp revenue commenced by the imposition of a fee of

Stamps.

eight annas on all petitions originating a
suit but no institution or other fees were

levied.'

Subsequently a fee of eight annas was also imposed on

applications for copies of documents more than a year old?

Gra

dually with the introduction of other reforms came the assimilation
of the procedure in stamps to the practice of the plains and now
there is no difference.

The following table gives the receipts and

charges of this source of revenue from 1872-73 to 1882-83 and at
foot for comparison the figures for the last year for Garhwal and
Dehra Dun. The Kumaon figures include those for the Tar^i
district from 1878-75) :—
§4

*3

Cm
a

Year.

1872-73
1873-74
1874-75
1875-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
1682-83
Garhwnl
Dehra Dun

a ©.

•M

*4.

m

CD

C)
a
O

a
a
W

Es.
936
1,682
1,654
1,962
1,879
2,029
2,031
1,985
2,334
2,420
2,279
121
4,216

Rs.
890
122
266
168
99
83
80
71
100
145
308
6
440

a
©

a
es

»>«
©
a
©
O

Es,
11,235
10,818
11,220
11,577
10,460
11,964
13,442
13,058
13,193
13,708
12,886
2,712
8,211

a
eS

•
ao
p.2
© -p*
*5

0^
&
*©
©
©
Pf

O

o

Bs.
21
162
129
168
741,

2S5
822

234
975
2.18
308
38
1,933

Es.
18,082 .
12,784
13,169
13,865
13,169
14,361
16,375
15,348
16,602
16,531
15,781
2,876
14,801 >

0?
©
©

Ob
©
tD
P
'• c3
4:3
0

fl

49 W
fl
-1

co
0

Rs.
Es.
1,932 28,487
1,003 87,594
1,153 36,606
1,101 37,282
1,562 •39,92.3
1,060 41,498
756 45,964
646 40,607
642 42,284
1)414 43,830
654 45,165
205 17,195
910 15,774

0?
©
p
es
.a
Q

u
6 2

*•' *

Bs.
504 39^133
423 48,952
290 48,332
50,036
64 51,466
54,799
•M
312 61,271
309 55,000
397 67,797
323 58,624
870 57,922
309 19,557
162 29,483

Es.

The following statement shows the registration statistics for
Dehra Dun, Kumaon, Garhwal and the Tarai for the years 1881-82.
Under the head ‘ compulsory ’ are those documents affecting
immoveable property which the law states
shall be registered; under the head ‘ option

al ’ come documents also affecting immovable property which need
not be registered': both these classes are registered in Book I.
Wills' and written authorities to adopt are entered in Book III.
and documents affecting movable property are entered in Book IV.
In the Dehra Dun district there is a Registrar, and Sub-registrars at

In the Kumaon and Garhwal districts there
* To Board, 14th November, 1820.
‘‘Ibid, dated 29th May, 1840,

Dehra and Chakrata.
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is one Registrar, and Snb-registrars at Almora, Naini Tal, Ranikhet,
Champ&wat and Srinagar, and in the Tarai district a.Registrar, and
a Sub-registrar at Kashipur :—
Total documents

beoisterbd.

book
Book I,
(immoveable^. III.
oQQ

Dehra Dfin
Tarai
Kumaon
Dehra Dfin
Tarai
Kumaon

...
...
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248
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The average cost of registration to Government in Kamaon is
Rs. 1*15-5 and in the Tarai is Re. 0-14-0. Registration was first
introduced in 1843 with a maximum fee of one rupee.
The Kumaon and Garhwal districts form one circle, of which
„
~
the postal statistics may be shown as
follows :—

Received for delivery.

Despatched.
aa
©
0*
es
A.

©

9
1861-62
1872-73
1882-83 '

©
z

99,457 4,036
1,41,206 6,804
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m

©

z

W
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514
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©

809
l,O68j

©
o
o
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©
o

3^

10,797 1,761 b499
20,708 2,710 2,072
37,544 4,128 2,938

The increase is marked and satisfactory, and shows the pro
gressive improvement of the district as much in this as in other
departments. There are post-offices at Ramnagar, Kdladhdngi,
Naini Tai, Almora, Ranikhet, Haldwani, Pithoragarh, Lohaghat,
Baijndth,. where money-orders may be obtained, and also at
Bageswar, Berendg, Kausani, Dwarahat, Chaukuri, and Champ^wat; all in KumaOn. In Garhwal, there are postal and money-
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order offices at Paori, Srinagar, Rudraprayag, Karnprayag, JSfand-

prayfig, Joshiryath, Dadamauli, and Kotdwara.
These are in
addition to the local post maintained from the district post cess,
and which has its separate organisation. It is maintained as much
for public convenience as for administrative purposes, and is the
great channel of communication between the patwaris and the
head-office. Without the district post, the police arrangements
of the district would break down, and the certainty of information
coming from all parts of the district, keeps the patwaris up to their
work. About 6,000 square miles have to be looked after and in
this area there are 91 patwaris in Kumaon alone, through whom
the police arrangements are carried out, and a great many men
are required on the district-post establishment to convey reports to
and from Almora. The same system obtains in Garhwal, where
there are 44 patwaris. No charge is levied for conveying the pri

vate correspondence of the people themselves.
Amongst the diseases either endemic or epidemic in the hills
are the plague, cholera, small-pox, fever,
Medical.
goitre and leprosy, and we shall here devote
a little space to their description. The plague, or mahdmari as it

is called in Kumaon, and gola-rog or phuOziya-rog jn Garhwal, is a
pronounced fever of a typhoid type almost identical in its symp
toms with the Levantine plague, and has been proved to be highly
infectious.^

Dr. Kenny gives the following description of this

disease:—
“ Mahdmari is a malignant fever, of a typhus character, accompanied by
external glandular tumours, very fatal, and generally
proving rapidly so in three or four days; it appears
to be infections, and is believed not to be contagions. The usual symptoms of
fever are present, and might be enumerated in every variety, but the cases
observed were too few to rest upon them the diagnostic marks of tbe disease on
all occasions. Heat of skin, accelerated pulse, lassitude, chilliness, nausea, thirst,
a white and furred tongue, were all noticed. Headache was prominent in all,
increasing to the most acute pain with blood-shot eye, and it is supposed tbe brain
will be found the most morbid seat of disease, though all the organs may, no
doubt, partake of the highly septic quality of the pestilence. The external swell* Hr. Govan of Almora believes it to be contagious; Dr. Renny, in his report
(73, dated 19th August, 18.50)gives reasons for bolding it to be not contagious and
simply a typhus of a very malignant kind, most probably infectious at all times
and certainly, so when many predisposing circumstances favour its extension.
Rubsequeut experience tends greatly to confirm this view, as men who were
employed to collect the dead were entirely exempt from the disease. Koraid in
this note I am indebted to Colonel Garstin and Dr. Goran, late Civil Surgeon of
Almora,
,
Description of waftamari.
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ings, suddenly rising, indolent, and not very painful, are the most characterisliq
proofs of the malady ; glandular swellings in various parts of the body, the groin,
axilla, neck, and even in the legs, are described as occurrinl,, but in the cases
witnessed recently as well as those of the few who had survived an attack, the
tumours or buboes, if they can be so called in that state of incomplete inflamma
tion and suppuration, were only in the groin, a long diffused tumefaction with an
enlarged gland in the centre of the size of a nut; they are looked upon by the
natives as the most deadly sign of the distemper, and are really to be considered
an unfavourable prognostic. Symptoms similar to those of cholera have been
reported by the natives, but none at alt corresponding were seen ; the stomach
and bowels were little affected, and the latter were inclined to costiveness. The
lungs did not appear to suffer, and tbe respiration was not labored except in one
cose far advanced. From unavoidable obstacles, the state of the kidneys and the
secretion was not. ascertained. The most remarkable circumstance in the disease
is the mild nature of the. entire symptoms under so rapid a termination, little
febrile or other constitutional excitement presenting itself where death was cer
tain in 24 or 36 hours. Such. trifling derangement of the functions of health
would be a startling and unaccountable anomaly and not to be reconciled with the
speedy fatal result, had not the same thing been observed in other epidemics in
India, and even in the plague itself.”

It was first discovered and recognised in Garhwal in 1823 and
has ever since appeared occasionally in the Badhan and jChaodpur

parganahs of Garhwal and sometimes in Malla Sal&n and similar
tracts in Ddnpur and. the upper Kosi valley. Dr. Benny gives
the following account of the various outbreaks in Garhwal and
Kumaon:—
“Its most remarkable appearances have been as follows
It began near Kedarnatb, in the snowy range, and for some years confined its ravages to Nagpur
and Badh&ii, which form the subject of the first* report upon it in 1834 and 1835 ;
in the latter parganah \jt again prevailed in 1837, along the higher parts of the
river Pindar ; in 1846-47, the makdntari found its way to the sources of the Rainganga in Patti Lohba, and devastated, the village of Sarkot, situated at above 7,000
feet on a high easterly spur of the great mountain Dudu-ke-toli; at the same
time a village in Kumaon proper, near the souree of the Kosi river in Patti Borirau, was visited. Iu 1847, a village within 15 miles of Almora, situate among the
pine forests of the Siyahi Devi range, was attacked. At tbe latter end of 1848,
a few villages in parganah Danpur, along the line of the riverPindar, were threa
tened, with the disease, but the alarm subsided ; on the whole, the year 1848 and
part of 1849 maybe said to have been remarkably free from mahdmari throughout
' the province. During the rainy season of 1849 it broke out with great virulence ,
in Choprakot, aud although the disease did not spread through the country, it
proved very fatal in particular villages, Marora and Dadoli.”

Malidmari broke out again in 1852 and again in 1876. Tn
the former year Messrs. Francis and Pearson formed a commission
* To Commissioner, 16th February, 1836: Dr. Bell’s report, lith April,
1836,.8th July, 1840, and 23rd July, 1840 to Mr. Batten.
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of inquiry, and in 1876 Messrs. Planck, Watson and Campbell,
60 that we hdve some fairly connected records of each visitation.
In 1876 some 535 men, women and children fell victims to the

disease.
Colonel Gowan in his report on mahdmari in 1836 notices the
Causes.

belief of the people that it was communi
cable by contact with articles in nse in an

infected tract, such as ajar of ghi or clothes.

Others say that it

came into existence for the first time at the Hardwar fair.

Most

natives believe “ that everywhere it appears first to have attacked

the rats and then the men,” which may be accounted for in this
way. The villages in which the mahdmari first breaks out are
noted above all others for their cultivation of chua (Amaranthua
frumentaceus) and it is where this grain is chiefly used that the
disease first breaks out.

It is possible that under some conditions

of weather and surroundings a chemical change may take place

in this grain which the rats who feed on it are the first to suffer
from, and then the people themselves.

Some change like that

producing the ergot of rye Would suffice and lay the match to the
magazine of diseases ever present owing to the insanitary condition
of the villages. .Sir H. Eamsay writes:—
“ The death of rats previous to the actual outburst of the disease amongst
the. people is so invariable, that if the inhabitants only avail themselves of thia
sure warning aud vacate a village at once, they might escape the disease altoge
ther. It is a standing order that on the death of rats they are immediately to
vacate; but they linger on in hopes bf'the disease not appearing and flee only
when too late, vis., uot until infection has appeared, and then many lives are lost.
Those villagers who have heeded the warning entirety estfape the disease, as
proved in numerous cases.”

As to tbe grain theory, ths same authority considers the reason
ing bad, as many who took the grain from the villages with them
remained’ unaffected. Still the fact remains that the first outbreak
of the disease usually occurs in villages in which the amaranth chda
forms the staple food of the people. In 1852, Messrs. Francis and
Pearson were deputed to inquire into mahdmtxri in Garhwal, and
there can be little doubt that the remedial and preventive measures
adopted in their recommendation, the isolation of the infected, the
burning of infected villages and articles, the enforcement of per-

'sonal cleanliness, the clearance of the accumulated filth from
.67
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within and around the dwelling houses, and other similar mea
sures, undoubtedly did much-to ward off the attacks. There can
bn no question that the disease is mainly attributable to the
filthy habits of the people who keep cattle and fowls and animals
in their dwelling houses and throw all refuse and litter just outside
the doors ; to their using old and bad grain ; to their raising and
training cucurbitaceous plants over their houses ; to their planting
hemp. immediately in front of and around their dwelling, which
grows to a considerable height and obstructs the circulation of air
and emits a distinctly miasmatic odour; aud to their want of per
sonal cleanliness.^
Another endemic disease is a species of typhoid fever known as
sanjar or kujcir. , When it breaks out in a village, the death-rate
is very high, but it is of comparatively rare occurrence and is usually
confined to low, hot and damp valleys or in villages so situated.
The origin of this fever also, is clearly due .to the filthy state of the
villages. When this disease breaks out, the entire village is at-

onqe isolated and, if possible, the people leave their houses and live
in the jungle until the disease has abated. Before returning, all
the dwellings are cleaned and plastered or whitewashed. The
harrowing accounts of the utter mental and moral deterioration
caused by these outbreaks need not l»e noticed here, but I must
quote from Dr. Pearson’s report one passage ;—
“ When mahdmari breaks out in a village, the terror and mental anxiety of
the inhabitants are past description ; then the strongest family ties are broken,
fathers and mothers forsake their children, wives and husbands separate, mutually
distrusting each other. One and all precipitately abandon tlteir homes, leaving
behind them all their household goods, provisions and standing crops to face, for
them, the less frightful alternative of a solitary and wretched existence in the
jungle, without food or shelter, perhaps to die of starvation, and their bodies to
become the prey of wild beasts.”

Another endemic disease is malarious enteric fever, which might
be called yellow fever, as the sufferer becomes of a turmeric yellow
colour and frequently vomits blood and, becoming insensible, rapidly
sinks.
This fever prevails in densely-wooded villages in the
Bhdbar. The ordinary remittent and intermittent fevers also are
common, and amongst Europeans a very distressing form of
* Rules for the sanitation of villages for the prevention of mahdmari were
drawn up by Dr. Pearson and have been found perfectly satisfactory, backed by
the provisions of Chapter XIV of the Indian Penal Gode and Chapter XXV of
the Criminal .Procedure Code,
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dyspepsia. Measles and chicken-pock also occur, and sometimes
the former is^ very fatal to children, when it takes the epidemic

form.

Small-pox was a characteristic disease of the hills and was

Small-pox,

that form of disease regarding which the
Tibetan envoys made special inquiry every

year before permitting the opening of communications.

But since

the introduction of vaccination, proposed by Mr. Traill in 1818 and
again by Mr. Batten in 1840, the disease has almost been stamped -

out, and it now appears chiefly in an epidemic form.

At first,

inoculation was practised, and during the Gorkhdli administration

a jdgir was set apart for an inoeulator iu Kumaon, and in the Diin
a person was allowed to have the monopoly of this practice and

make his own charges,^ but Government prohibited the official use
of inoculation.

Up to 1854, however, the inoculators had it all

their own way.

Commencing their operations in the spring of the

year, they started an epidemic which ended in a large mortality.

In 1854, Dr. Pearson with Mr. Batten’s concurrence commenced
with two vaccinators. At first there was some slight opposition,
bnt it soon became popular as the results became known, and the

number of operators was increased and arrangements were made
to supply the plains’ districts with vaccine virus.

Matters pro
gressed so that in 1868, AotXXI7 of that year was passed to
prohibit the poractioe of inoculation in any form aud was accepted
1
by the people, with the result that nq,w an epidemic of small-pox

seldom occurs and the deaths from this cause are less than from
almost any other disease. The wonderful success of vaccinatiori~in
the hills appears to. be due to the fact that a similar remedy against
small-pox had been known to the people in inoculation, and they
■therefore were prepared to accept vaccination as a substitute when
they found it to be harmless .and .free from the dangers of inocu

lation and also more efficacious as a prophylactic. The average
number of deaths from small-pox in Garhwal from 1867 to 1873
was 23 and from 1873 to 1877 was 15 : in Kumaon the figures
were 22 and 27 respectively. During the year 1877-78 there were
72,410 primary vaccinations in Kumaon and GarhwM, of which

•To Government, dated Sth December, 1818 : Shore to Traill, dated Sth
October, 1828.
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62,596 were successful, giving an average of about 56,000 successful

vaccinations for the previous five years. In 1880-81 the total number
of persons primarily vaccinated for the whole Kumaon Division in

cluding the Bhabar and Tarai was 71,909; in 1882-83 was 40,865,
and in 1883-84 was 38,855. There are dispensaries at Srinagar
and along the pilgrim road in Garhwal and at Almora, Naini
T^l, Haldwani, Kaladhungi and Ramnagar in Kumaon.
Leprosy is very common in parts of the hills.

It is divided

locally into eighteen kinds, but there are really only two—the white
and the common leprosy.

It is considered to be contagious and

hereditary. The Leper Asylum at Almora,
supported by voluntary contributions, re

ceives inmates from all parts of Kumaon and Garhwal and even

Nepal.

Cholera visits the hills in an epidemic form, chiefly coinci

dent with the breaking up of the great Hardwar fair.

This was

especially noticeable iu the great cholera
years 1857, 1867, and 1879. In the first
and last it ascended as far as the Bhotiya villages. In Garhwal,

Cholera.

the pilgrims who’ flock in great numbers every year to the sacred

shrines of Badrinath and Kedarnath used formerly to introduce
many diseases, but of late years when any epidemic contagious

disease is rife in the plains about the time of pilgrimage, Ingress is
forbidden. In all epidemics, the Doms who form the labouring
classes are the first to be attacked. They are exceedingly filthy in
their habits and eat meat of any kind, even carrion, hence disease
when It attacks them finds in them victims prepared for its ravages
and they easily succumb. Maliarnari. and cholera are for the most
part fatal, but malarious fever and small-pox only to the extent of
about one-third. Goitre {ghega) is not uncommon, but it is confined

to certain localities and aspects, with regard to which no general rule
can apparently hold good. Perhaps a combination of debilitating
influences,, such as humidity of the atmosphere, infected air in close
valleys, marshy soil, habits of the people, abrupt changes in tem
perature, and water from calcareous sources, all combine to
produce this disease. Madden notices the use of the gilar-ke-patti,
a sea-weed imported from the west, in the native treatment of
goitre,
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The following statement compiled from the official returns shows
the causes of death for eleven years —
M
o
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Q
1872
1873
1874
1876
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
Garhwal
'I'arai
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1
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...
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5
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...
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17

Ch
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C
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133

31) 4,452
79 4,492
16 5,063
6 4,052
12 8,657
21 3,461
39 8,*922
21) 4,364
1 7,035
so 7,367
81 5,745
2 4,046
292 9,533

2,113
2,188
1,499
2,061
2,012
1,936
1,»28
1,853
1,889
1,513
2,303
3,331
1,286

01
.2
^C3
wn

269
835
239
285
166
197
197
174 ■
353
173
199
238
89

J3
® <»

S
=: §

2,034
1,946
2,014
2,335
2,576
1,917
1,744
2,038
1,850
1,156
1,739
294
283

"3
o
H

8,941
11,144
6,83’2
8,750
9,231
7,545
8,123
15.34.3
11,133
10,307
10,150
7,911
11,550

U
® s*
O <n .
.-5
as

20-78
25-74
15-78
20-21
21’32
17-43
18-76
35-44
25-72
20-88
20-96
22’89
60-06

I add the figures of 1882 for Garhwal and the Tarai for
comparison. It will be seen that nearly five per cent, of the Tarai
population died of fever chiefly between October and January, rais

ing the death-rate to two per cent, over the birth-rate.

The birth

rate per 1,000 of the population during the same year in Kumaon
was 23 6 ; in Garhwal was 40, and in the Tarai was 37 2. The

figure for Garhwal appears excessive, for, from 1867-68 to 1871-72,

the birth-rate averaged 24 against an average death-rate of 20 per
1,000. The average death-rate per 1,000 of the population for the
five years preceding 1882 was 21’25 in Kumaon ; 20'74 in Garh
wal, and 41’67 in the Tarai.

Both Kumaon and Garhwal have a bad reputation for cattle
diseases.
Rinderpest broke out first in

Cattle-diseases.

1850-51, and again appeared in 1864-65,
and 1872-73, since when it has been practically endemic. On each
of the three occasions mentioned it caused great loss, and has varied
much in its course and virulence. It has not followed in its epidemio form any particular line of country, but has passed over some
villages to come back again after a time. In some, ninety per cent,
of the cattle died; in others,^ hardly one-fourth. Isolation and bury

ing the dead cattle are the only preventive measures that have
been of much use : medicines have been tried and have failed per

haps from not having been used in lime.

Foot and mouth disease
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or Huriya is more of an endemic than an epidemic disease in these
hills. The symptoms are : the animal becomes tbip a'lid weak, scabs

appear about the mouth and sores on the tongue, from which a
slimy fluid exudes. The animal scratches its mouth with its hoofs
and the hoof becomes affected with a sort of rot. In the majority of
cases the symptoms are mild and pass off with careful treatment' in
a few weeks and the animal recovers, but in some eases the tongue

and hoofs fall off and the animal dies. This disease is contagious
for animals using the same pasture, and children drinking the milk
of animals so affected frequently suffer from bowel complaints.

Throughout the hills the mode of calculating the measure of
land was based primarily on the quantity
.
.
i
of seed required to sow it.- Ibe denomina
tions therefore varied in area with the quantity and character of

Measures and weights.

the land, and the confusion that ensued was still further heightened
by the practice of remunerating the whole of the public servants by
assignments of land in which the initial term varied in value with

the class to which tho assignee belonged. Of all these terms the bisi
was most commonly used in Kumaon, and on it the present standard

bisi has been founded.

Another mode of calculation in common

use was the number of sheaves (bilkas) that the land was estimated
to produce w'hich should correspond with the number of ndlis in
each bisi. The following terms were used in Kumaon, and were

computed to represent the number of standard bisis annexed :—
Tkviia
... 3 io 12 iisis, AU
0’5 bfsis.
Taka
Bhara
... 2*5
„
Maska
o-is „
Bisa
Jtini
Ans
... 2*1
„
Bdli
1'
In Upper Danpur the hhara was equivalent to six Wais, and
required from six to eight rinis of seed to sow it, each of which
w'eighed a maund. In Lower Danpur the jlMa
used, and was
equal to two to three bi^is. In Juhar, the terms kanch Qt tola, mdsha
and yati were used, And in Darma the swdlo yvaiS equivalent to 40

ndUs on two Usis, the
to SO ndlis and the AAur to 60 ndlis
of grain. In Shor and Sira, the yVzrfZa was equal to six itsis of 40
ndlis each; whilst in Gangoli the jhdla was only 2j Z>/si.s of 40
ndlts each. In Pali to the west of the Ramganga the jhdla con
tained six bisis and to the east nine bisis : here 40 bilk as made a
* Deodar oil and soap aud coal-tar used outwardly.
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Government Ji'st and 32 Ulkas formed an akra bis^i d a Z:drd?wa bisi
required^ 4 piVdt of seed, an akra three, a A'ama five and a danda

bisi two pirdi, each of which contained 16 ndlis.
In Garhwal, the denomination in use was the JZidZa, hut here,
too, it varied in extent according to the description of person

holding the land, according to the following list showing the num

ber of dons of seed required to sow the jhdla of each class (a don *
is about a maund):—

Dons.
Pons,
Thdkurili (chiefs) was equal to .... 16 Kotkarhi (militia) ...
12
Thini (principal land-owners) ... 12 Tob (regular troops)
10
8
Daulia (padhfins)
...
...
Kotii/a (followers)^
6
Chdkar (tenantry) ...
...
4
Topchi (huntsmen)
4
Tyargain (temporary cultivators), 16 Seult (personal servants) /
4
8 Jdgirdar (grantees)
12
Amrdi (courtiers)
The ]hdla via.& further divided into chakrls or fourths and annas
or sixteenths. In the Ni,ti valley they had a dawioZa which repre
sented six rupees, which was again divided into sixteenths.
Properly the bisi, as its name implies, should contain only
twenty ndlis, or that amount of land which requires forty sers. or
one maund of seed for its cultivation. After carefully considering

the standards in use in the various parganahs the measure nowknown and established in Kumaon and Garhwal is the bisi of 4,300
square yards, or 40 square yards less than the English acre. - Each
bisi contains twenty ndlis of 210 square yards and each ndU six
teen annas of fifteen square yards. The ndli is computed to contain
the area that requires two seers (about 41 pounds) of grain for seed.
1
6
2
2
6
2

ndli
ndHa

=
ca
=
bhadkis =s
bisis
=
chaktis a

1
I wusAi
1 bbadhi
1
1 chakri
1 JAm/o

Sq. yds. Acres , Hoods.
4= 240
...
fe 1,200 »»»
...
-= 2,.100
1
e= 4,800 - •••
3
X! 28,800
3
5
IS 57,600
3
11

Poles.
7
39
39
38
32
24

Yards,
28f
20i
lOJ
20J
12
4

In the Bhabar, the, land measures follow the u.se of the lams
and there 20 kachwdnsis make one biswdnsi and 20 biswdnsis make
one biswa and 20 bl&was make one bigha. Six bighas are equivar The ajra.ifst was always considerably less than the common bisi owing to
the practice of former Itajas who in making an assignment of land revenue-free
invariably increased thenominal areaof suchlandsin the grant. As these lands
were successively reannexed to the revenue-toll the augmented area remained
under the designation ahra or revenue-free. Traill, March 17, 1821.
’ For
Tali, to Government, dated 14 th March, 1881.
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lent to one acre and 64 yards or 4,904 square yards, In the Tarai
20 ganfas of four feet each make one chain : one sQuare chain is
equivalent to a blgha and 6'8 bighas make one acre.
Measures of capacity follow the same rule and grain is sold by
bulk and not by weight:—
12 mutAijios^one mditd or chapiya,
4 minas =one nd!( (4| fl))
16 ndKs =one pCrdi.
20 ndlli =one rf«t.
In Garhwal the rnili is called a pitha, and is subdivided as
follows:—
Ton. cwt. qrs. fl), oz. bushel, peck. qts. pints.
1
...• li=
12
... 8 =
»•«
...
i
1 ...=
...
1
4 ... =
2
• ••
1 .4 ... M
2
2 8 ... BS
I
• •9
11
20
I 20 ...
8
2. 8 .M =a 400

A handful or 1 mdthi
6 ntuZAis s 1 adhurhi
2 adhdrhis s= 1 mdna
4 mdnds .= 1 pdiha
8 pdthaa sa 1 koi
2 hols
= 1 don or plrdi
20 dons
SB 1 Mari
20 hharis
1 6u«,a
11
The above measure is used for

small quantities of oil, ghi, milk,

liquor and unground grain.
In the sale of metals Such as copper, brass, &e., the products of
tho country, the weight is commonly ascertained by a steel-yard.
In this instrunient the weight is fixed and the object to be weighed
is moved along the lever which is divided
Weights.

into pals and paisa as follows :—
tolas= 1 pal.
ss 1 dam or taka about 2| pounds.
The measure for gold, silver and precious stones is : —
4 grains of rice ss I rati.
8 ratis
as ) mdsha.
12 maskas
s 1 tola.
A rupee is equivalent to 13 mashas ; ten rupees are called a Teach in Kumaon.
The Kumaon liquid measure is :—
tolahs — 1 chhatak & 2 oz. or } pint,
1 pdli = I ckhatak.
4 cA/iataZ;ssI pao ser ea 8 ,, „ i »
12 pdlis ss 1 tami.
4 tamis ss 1 ndif.
4 paos csl sei9 ib . „
2 ndlis ss 8 sers.
40 sers = 1 ma«
ta 80 fh „ S pecks.
The last is also used for grain in the bazfir. The terms adhser
(or half a sen, dhari or panseri
5 sers) are also used. The
6
20 ;)aZs

ndli has been fixed in Kumaon at two sers of 84 standard rupees
each. The Bhabar and Tarai ser contains 100 rupees and the
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standard rupee contains 180 grains Troy weight.
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In the Tar6i,

16 sers make a "kachcha man and 40 sers a pakka man ; there a'
dhari is two panseri and a panseri only two sers. -

Besides the division of rupees into annas and pice, which are the

same all over the British possessions, an anna in Garhwal is subdivid
ed into two takka or 4 pice, each pice into two kachchi or four dhelas ;

20 cowries (shells) go to one dhela. Another mode formerly in use
was four annas make one timdshi, two timnslds one dhdi, i'fio dhelis
one AacAcAa rupee and five timdsAts one kulddr or milled Farukhabad
rupee. The Tibetan or Lhasa timdslii weighs 40 grains, and one
hundred of them are worth Rs. 23-7-9 of our money. The old
Gorkhali timdshis weighed 33’2 grains each, whilst the modern Nepal
timdshis still current in parts of the hills are of less value, one set
being worth little more than nineteen and the other about nine

rupees per hundred.

Tho old Srinagari rupee weighed 85'5 grains.

The Bhotiyas in their transactions with Tibet have peculiar
measures of their own. Grain, salt, and boras are sold by measures
of capacity thus:—eight mdthiyas make oneeight

one de and twelve de one dobu or guama. The dobu is about equal to
the kachcha maund of twenty sers and for some articles contains only
eighteen de. Within the passes, these articles are sometimes esti
mated by tbe karbach {phdncba) or saddle-bag taken at four ndlis.
Grain is also computed by the suyator or large karbach at 20
ndlis; swalb or basket at 60 ndlis and iahanch or skin at 60 ndlis.
Wool, sugar, and hardware are weighed by the steel-yard which iS

divided into nega. The nega is equal to ten sikka rupees weight.
Prepared tobacco, raw sugar, &o., are divided into small cakes
called ‘ pola ’ or balls called ‘ beli,' Cloth is measured by the
‘ thu ' or cubit or the ‘ khdk^ khagand or breadth. In fine goods
the price is computed at eight * khdk;' in coarse calicoes at 28 ‘.khdkk
Broad-cloth is commonly sold by the ‘ baku' equal to two breadths

aud is so called from the quantity required for a robe of that name.
Gold is calculated by the larswo or phatang equal to 7| mdshas
(112’5 grains Troy). Gold-dust tied up in phatangs is current as
coin for eight rupees. Silver is computed at the jyd or timdshi
(three mds/ms) and four jyd make the current rupee or ‘ gormd ’

called ganga-tasi here.

In large payments ingots called lakka or

doja are used, worth about 165 rupees each.
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A cloth-measure standard.was introduced into Kumaon by Mr,
Traill whobnade the gaj equal to the English yard :—>
8 barleycorns equal one angal or J
3 angals
girah or 21
ditto
4 giraha
biiast or 9
ditto
hath or IS
3 bilasts
ditto
2 baths
ditto
gaj or 36

inch.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Five gaj make a, bans (bambu) or 2| fathoms. A kos is supposed
to be equal to Ij’ miles; goli ke tappa or gunshot is about 200
yards ; a bisona or resting place for a coolie about 3 miles ; a
tirtea or arrow’s flight about 100 yards ; a bhdt kliane ke loakt, or as
far as a man can travel before his eating time, about 7 or 8 miles.
In the Tarai, a kos is equivalent to 1| miles English.
The Saka era is in common use, though that of Vikramaditya is
observed by those who adhere to the use of tho plains. A fortnight
is called a paksh, pak or pachya, the dark half is known as the
krishn-paksh and the light half as the sukl-paksh. From 7 to 8 A.M.
is called chilkauli; noon, dopdhar; 4 P.M. brahkali ber; 5 to fip.M.
in winter and 6 to 7 p.m. ia summer is sdnj. In general 60 pals or
cbakhas make one giar/ti (about 24 minutes); 7| par/«is make one

pdhar and four pdZzars,one^day of 12 hours.

Two months make a

ritu, or season; three ritus an dyan or half a year; that from Sawan
to Pds ia called tho Dakhinayan and from Magh to the end of
Asarh the Utarayan. Twelve years are called a Kiimb or guru-

kalp or chota yug : 30 years a pMd or aakki-.
The foreign trade with Tibet has been noticed at some lenglli
in the article Bhotiya Mahals. There
Trade,
remains the foreign trade with Nepal which
centres at Jhiila-gh^t near Pithoragarh and at Barmdeo where the
Sarda debouches on the plains. The statistics for Barmdeo com

mence from 1876-77 and those for Jhula-ghat from 1878-79, and
are as follows in value in rupees :—
1876-77.

1877-73.

1878-73.

fa. Imp. fa., j Imp. Ex. Imp.

1879-80,

Ex.

1880-81.

Imp. ■ Ex.

Imp,

1881-82.

Ex.

Imp.

1883-83.
Er.

Imp.

Barm- 57,000 67,000 74,35(5’66,055 78,626 86,189 88.647 107,326 98,540 101,810 96,298 113,985 98.640 135,651

Jhula-

...

12,525 12,799 23,673 13,Sl3 15,291 28,686 18,174 21,616 23,480 19,904
I

The imports consist for the most part of wild forest produce,
fibres, turmeric, grain, ghi and spices, and the exports of cotton
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goods, metals, salt and sugar.
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The import of drugs in 1881-82

amounted to 1.^52 maunds, valued at Rs. 9,869, and in the following
year to 2,824 maunds, valued at Rs. 17,797. Dyeing materials
(turmeric, &c.) and fibres were imported in 1881-82 to the value of
Rs 6,691 fl,041 maunds) and in 1882-83 to the value of Rs. 10,879
(1,847 maunds). Grain valued at Rs. 1,106 and metals valued at
Rs. 566 were imported in 1881-82, and to the value’of Rs. 647 and
Rs. 509 respectively in 1882-83. Ghi or clarified butter weighed
2,076 maunds, valued at Rs. 41,590 in 1881-82 and 1,988 maunds,
valued at Rs. 39,760 in the follewing year : 2,299 maunds of spices,
valued at Rs. 43,833 were imported in 1881-82 and 2,522 maunds,
valued at Rs. 48,506 in the next year. The exports in 1881-82
comprised 1,406 maunds of cotton goods, valued at Rs. 81,050;
4,382 maunds of salt valued at Rs. 19,039 ; 1,507 maunds of sugar,
valued at Rs. 7,078 ; metals worth Rs. 3,315 and tobacco worth
Rs. 1,015. The figures for 1882-83 are 1,388 maunds of cotton
goods, valued at Rs. 80,086 ; 4,480 maunds of salt, valued at

Rs. 16,749; 2,097 maunds of sugar, valued at Rs.^6,465 ; metals
worth Rs. 7,155 ; tobacco worth Rs. 1,156, and rupees worth’
Rs. 9,208. The exports to the plains consist principally of tur
meric, ginger, oil-seeds and potatos, and in return metals, cotton
and woollen cloths, sugar, spices, tobacco, and European manufac
tured articles, are received.
Traill’s account of the local trade with the plains in 1821 (to
Government, 25lh April) shows the practice sixty years ago, but
modern necessity obliges the agency of speciali.sts to make the^
ventures profitable now :—
“ The exports, which comprise the common production and manufactures of
the plains, are furnished to the fullest extent of the demand through the trade
cajrled on by the hili landholders. Nearly the whole population of the province
from the highest rank to the lowest engage annually in this traffic. The members
of three or four neighbouring village communities generally form common stock,
the disposal of which is entrusted to the discretion of one of the pattis concerned.
The original fund consisting commonly of copper, iron, turmeric, ginger, and
other hill productions together with a proportion of ready money is exchanged at
the nearest marts in the' plains tor cotton cloths, chintz, sugar, tobacco, salt and
hardware. This return cargo after supplying the wants of the villages engaged
in the speculation is disposed of at the fairs of Bageswar and Askot, where the
proceeds are usually laid out in the purchase of borax, tbe re-sale pf which and of
the returns from the plains completes the transaction of the season. As these
traders are their own carriers and are satisfied with moderate profits, they are
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enabled to outbid the regular merchants and in consequence prove a favorite
class of dealers with the Bhotiyas when the latter are not fettered by pre-existingj
engagements.”
'

There are two breweries in the district, one at Naini Tal and

one at Ranikhet.

Beer.

The brewery at Seoni

was open from 1879 to 1881 only. The
Naini Tal brewery was established in 1876 and the Ranikhet brew

ery in 1878.

The following figures show the estimated outturn

in gallons of ale, beer and porter in each year !—

Kaini Tai
RAnikhet
Total

1877.

1878.*

108,000

108,000

81,000
70,000

71,712 134,622
61,560 68,850

142,020
66,420

108,000

108,000

151,000

133,272 203,472

208,440

1879.

1880.

1881.

'1882.

Some account has already been given of the history of teacultivation in Kumaon.
The following
*
table gives the statistics of any value
regarding the outturn that have been collected of late years :—
1
<
A*

Year,

OB
^.2

1
g
a>
I.

■8

Outturn in TB-per acre,

g 1

«■§

o

8,

2 a

-q

o
s

g
2
o

Eh

94,551
64,104
226,483
...
...
371,125

183,871
196,956
107,264

278,422
2610,60
333,747

183
169
162
...

...
37,510

• ••
408,635

199

-p
o

Kwdiooh.

•

187$a
1876
1877
1880
1881 ■
1882

...
...
...
...
...
...

19
19
33
33
43

2,211
2,222
2,300
3,842
3,342
2,825

1,699
1,689
2,386
...c

.t.C
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Oa^hwdl.
1875a
1876
1877
1880
1881
1882

...
...
...
...
...
...

•
4
4

...
21
21
10

13
13
...5
634
634
501

• i*
...

...b
. ...c
...c
1Q7

4,648
4,891
...6
...

.,.b

•
72,’912

• ••
...

4,648
4,891
...6
...
.«»
72,912

(а) The figures for 1875-76 exclude 6 gardens in Kumaon and 3 in Garhw4I.
(б) Included in Kumaon.
No informatioui.

357
376

...
...
149
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In the earlier days of British rule the want of good roads and

*

Prices.

great' demand for grain for the supply

of the troops and the Tibetan trade combined

to raise the price of grain in Eastern Kumaon beyond that obtaining
in the neighbouring provinces of Doti and in Garhwal.^ Mr. Traill
Writes^ 5—

•

The dearness of carriage forms an insurmountable obstacle to a general exporta*
tion of grain, from this cause wheat is selling in the interior of Garhwal at the rate of
two and a half maunds to the rupee, while the market price of grain of a similar quali
ty at and near Almora is thirty-two sets to the rupee.” The following table gives
the prices in 1819 :—

Price-current of grain in the Province of Kumaon,

’g ‘6S
i s

o
’C

■<1

m
O
Q

d
i

1R

s

M. s.

M. s.

M. s.

M> s.

M, s.

M. s.

Almora and neighbouring ■ 0 27
parganahs.
Kali Kumaon and east
0 24
parganahs.
Shor, north-east parga
0 26
nahs.
1 25
Srinagar .

0 22

0 20

0 14

0 22

0 28

1 8

0 19

0 19

0 11

0 20

0 30

0 30

0 20

0 20

0 25

0 28

1

0 35

0 30

6 20

I

2

Chandpur,
north-west
parganahs-.
Dhangu, south-west j«irganahs.

2 10

I

4

1 0

0 20

0 30

0 25

0 22

8 16

M. s.

M. s.

0 1

0

0

2 5 2 25

1 ,4

1 25

3 30 3 30

0 35

1

1 16

0

2

In 1823 we find for wheat that twenty-fire sers for the rupee
in Almora represented two maunds in Garhwal. In 1825, the
price at Almora never fell below 28 sers, and in Garhwal two
maunds, whilst in P&li red rice sold at 27 sers, white rice at 24

sers and wheat at 33 sers per rupee.
The principal commercial fairs are held at Bageswar and Thai,
Fairs.

bnt besides these there are numerous less
important assemblies where business and

* To Government, dated 15th February, 1820.
, 1st March, 1816.

® To Government, dated
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religion are combined, of which those given in the following table

are the principal :—

<

Where held.

Name of fair.

Patti.

•
Malta Dora
Ditto
Ditto
Giw^r
Ditto
Chaukot

Bibh^ndeswar >..
Ditto
... Mahashtami ...
...
Magh Pnmima ...
1
Karttik do.

Shiuritri
Karttik Pumima,
Ditto
Bijaya 10th
Baisikh Pumima,
Pus-ke-itwir ,..

Silaur
Ditto
Talla Dora
Ditto

...

Kairarau
Ditto
Borarau

Mahashtami
...
Jamadwibiya
... Karttik Pumima,
Ditto

Talla Syunara... Shiuritri
Do. Tikhun ... Pus-ke-itwir
Phaldakot
Dhuraphat
Bisaud
Chhakh&ta

Ditto
Ditto

o
fl
.2
P

Navin
Sult

Ditto

When held.

... Baisahh Pumima,
Ditto
Dttrayini

Bibhandeswar ... 12th March... 1 nighb...
14th March ... 1 day ...
SiyAl de
Dunagiri
October, Do. ...
Do. ...
Sobnabh
Sth May
Agneri
12th February, Do. ...
Briddh Kedar ... 15th Novem- 1 night...
ber.
25th February, Do. ...
Bhikiya-sain
Sult Mahadeo ... 15th Novem- Do. ...
ber.
Ditto
1 day ...
Mahiideo
Kankhali
12th August, Do. ...
Baluwa
22nd May ... 1 night...
NSgirjun
15th Decern- Do. ...
ber.
Udepur
10th August, Do. ...
Bag wali-pokhar... 3rd November, 1 day ...
Gananath
15 th Novem- 1 uiijht...
ber.
15th Novem- Do. ...
Parath
her.
25th Fehru- 1 day ...
Deothal
ary.
loth Decern- Do. ...
Katarmal
ber.
Kakrighat
Sth May
0. Do. ...
Bujin
22nd May ... Do. ...
Do. ...
Kapleswar
Ditto
13th
Janu-1 night...
Chitrasila

Kark Sankrant... Bhim Tal
Kailas
Kailas

Khfispurja
Ditto

Janmishtami
Nandashtami

Damn
Katyur

BaSsSkh Pumima,
Nanddshtami

...

Ditto

... Cttrayini

Ditto

Shiurfitri

Ditto
Gangoli

Da^ahra
Shiuratri

Ditto
Shor
Sira
ChSlsi

Mahishtami
.0
Baisakh Pumima,
Sawan Pumima...
HaritAii

3,000
8,000
2,000
5,000
1,000
3,000

500
5,000
3,000
2,000
4,000
3,000

2,000
2,000
3,000

1,500
2,000
5,000
4,000
2,000
2,000
5,000

14th July ... 1 day ... 3,000
25th Febru- 1 night... 2,000

2nd August, 3 days ...
loth Septem- Do. ...
ber.
Jageswar
22nd May ... 1 night...
Banchula
lObh Septem- Do. ...
ber.
BSgeS5var
13th
Janu- 3 days ...
aryDitto
25bh Febru- 1 day ...
ary.
ISbh Jane ... Do. ...
Ditto
Patalbhubanes- 25th Febru- Do. ...
war.
ary.
Kalika
lObh Augusb, Do. ...
llameswar
22nd May ... Do. ...
14th April ... 3 days ...
Thai
Debi-Dhura
... 18th August, Do. ...1
Iday ...
Ditto
Dhuj

Almora
Ditto

S.s
2 p.3
“ 9
§s §:§
^5 g fl
t..*
h

6,000
8,000

4,000 .
3,000
7,000

300
2,000
1,000
1,000
3,000
5,000
6,000
500
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Mr. Traill in 1823 writes;—“There are no public institutions
of the nature of schools, and private tuition
,
.
13 almost entirely confined to the' upper
The teachers are commonly Brahmans who impart to

Education.

classes.

J

their scholars the mere knowledge of reading, writing and accounts.
The children of respectable Brahmans are also taught Sanskrit and
are occasionally sent to Benares to complete their studies where

they pass through the usual course of Hindu education.” It was
not until 1840 that a beginning was made of the present system of
public schools by the establishment of one at Srinagar, the cost of

which (five rupees a month) was borne by the unclaimed property
fund.‘ After some communication with the Education Committee
then sitting in Calcutta, schools were established, costing Rs. 20 a

month in Kumaon and Rs. 14 in Garhwal.* Still there must have
been a considerable amount of private instruction, for Thornton’s
report in 1850 based on returns furnished by Messrs. Batten and
Ramsay show for Kumaon and Garhwal 121 Hindi and Sanskrit
schools held in private dwellings, or the houses of the teachers whb
numbered 121, of-whom 54 taught gratuitously and 67 bad fixed
incomes averaging Rs. 9-8 per mensem. There were 522 pupils,

over four-fifths of whom were Brahmans. In addition there was
one school with ten pupils, in which Urdu was taught. In 1857,
the present system was inaugurated by the formation of the
Kumaoncircle under the Department of Public Instruction, and since
then the progress has been marked and steady, and fully supplies,
the wants of the people in this respect. Tbe establisbment of the
school cess at the revision of the settlement in both Kumaon and

Garhwal enabled the authorities to plant schools in which no fees

are levied in every sub-division. The average maximum age of
the pupils attending the schools is 16, the minimuih 6 or 7 years.

The average period during which pupils attend school is about
6 or 7 years. The attendance is very irregular as the aid boys
can give in the farm and household is so valuable as to be with
difficulty dispensed with. The good effected by education is
already visible in the increased intelligence shown by the rising

generation of young mpn who have attended the schools, the
* To Government, dated Sth July, 1840.
dated 28 th May, 1842.

’ Government, No. 475,
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decrease of bigotry and superstition and the increased desire for
schools as shown by the applications for their eftablishment.
Patents wish that their sons should be taught Hindi and English;
there is very little desire for Hindustani. The spread of edu
cation has done much to undermine the influence of the Brahmans
■which was formerly so absolute in this province.
At Naini Tal there is a Diocesan school for European boys ■with
124 pupils and a girls’ school of the same description with 85 pupils
beside private schools. The educational operations of the Almora,
Naini Tal, and Rdnikhet Missions as given in their reports are noticed
elsewliere. There are several printing-presses in Naini Tal: the

Government Press during the residence of the Lieutenant-Governor

is used for official purposes : the Naini Tdl Gazette Press and others
print for the public. At Almora, the Almora Akhbar Press prints in
Urdu and Hindi and lithographs in English. At Ranikhet the Press

of the Regiment quartered there prints in English. In 1871-72 there
■w'ere 23 tahsili schools with 1,815 pupils, 23 balkChandi or village

schools, with 1,787 pupils, and one girls’ school with 21 pupils, all

supported by Government. The aided school? were two Anglovernacular at Almora and Naini Tal, seven vernacular near Rani
khet and one female school. The figures for 1884 show six tahsili
schools with 541 pupils; 110 halkabandi schools with 3,270 pupils
and one female school with 64 pupils. The aided schools comprise
fourteen Anglo-Vernacular schools with 1,462 pupils and two
vernacular schools with 179. The entire cost of education for the
year amounts to Rs. 40,173. The supervision of the schools is under
a native Inspector assisted by deputies. “ There is great difficulty,”
writes Sir H. Ramsay,
in bringing education within the reach
of all, though we do not attempt to teach more than to read and
write, and arithmetio of the simplest kind. Under present cir
cumstances this is sufficient for the mass of the people, and if any
sharp boy wishes for a higher education which his father cannot
afford, he can obtain a scholarship to the Almora school where a
boarding»house for out-pupils has been established. Teachers in
the halk&bandi schools receive only five rupees a month. This is
sufficient to procure men capable of teaching all that is aimed at,
and it is considered more beneficial to impart to many the useful
knowledge of reading and writing sufficient for their every-day
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tise than to give a smaller number a better education by employ
ing qualified ^but more expensive teachers. * * The better
classes who are desirous of educating their children well, can afford'
to pay for them, and though our education was said’tobeina
state of backward simplicity, Kumaon can, I believe, boast of a
■ higher percentage who can read and -write than any other district
in the province.”
•
<
Kuphini or Kushini, a feeder of the Pindar river, rises from a
glacier amid the south-east recesses of the Nandakot peak and
joins the Pindar on the left bank at Diwali in north latitude 30’J0'-35", and east longitude 80°-2'-10* in Patti Malla Danpur of
Kumaon. At the confluence the united stream in tbe rains is of
dirty milk colour, aud the bed is obstructed by some great
boulders. The two rivers are separated by a ridge culminating in
.a peak having an elevation of 17,130 feet. The left bank of the
Kuphini is formed by tbe Kotela ridge, the summit of whichj
(14,515 feet) far above the forest region, commands the Pindar to

a

its source and communicates by a goat-path with the DhakuriBinayak : see Pindar.
’
Kuthi-Yankti, the longest and most important branch of the
Kali river iu Knmaon takes* its rise in a small glacier at the
southern base of the Lunpiya-lekh pass from Patti Darma Malla
into Hii'ides in north latitude .30'-28' and ^ast longitude 80°-88^.

This spot was visited by Webb, and is thus described by him :

“ Tbe river, two furlongs distant, its breadth reduced to four or
five yards : at tvvo and a quarter miles iu .a north-west direction,
it is covered with snow, and no longer to be traced j neither is the
road passable beyond this point at the present season. Aftsr the
■ middle of 'July, when the thaw is perfected, it may be traced as a
small stream for about four miles more, in the direction last men
tioned, and from thence to its head iu the snow, north-west two
miles farther. - The stream scarcely flows in winter, being derived
almost exclusively from the thawing snow.” The Lunpiya-lekh
pass itself has an elevation of 18,150 feet. The river takes a south
easterly direction through the Byans valley to its junction with
the Kali, thirty miles from its source. It receives numerous snowfed torrents on both banks' passing by the encamping-grounds of

Walshiya, Jhamathi, Rttrab, Jolinka, Sangehuma and Kuthi,
69
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whence it derives its name. To tbe right and left of the Kitthp
Yankti there are peaks over 20,000 feet high aud t|ie entire valley
is bordered by glaciers from which torrents flow into the Kuthi

river. At the confluence with the Kali, the latter has a bed 150
yards wide, but contracting into much narrower limits a mile fur
ther up so that the stream in September is all but fordable. The
Kuthi river is a third larger than the eastern branch, both in size
of channel and volume of water, and nearly four times the length
from source to confluence ; notwithstanding which the eastern and
smaller branch has given its name to tbe united river. The Gyukdhdra pass from Sela of Darma to Kuthi in Byans up the PeebkoYankti and by the Chachingti encamping-ground is still used,
though difficult.

Ladhiya, a tributary of the Kali river in eastern Kumaon fake»
its rise in Patti Malli Ran and parganah Dhyduirau on the
southern slopes of the range along which passes tbe road from Del
to Devi-dhdrain north latitude 29°-26' and east longitude 79“-49'’.
It has a soutb-easteidy course through Chaubhainsi, Malli Ran,
Talli Rau, Palbelon and Tallades td its junction with the Kali on
the right bank in north latitude 29°13' and east longitude 80°-lS'.
Its only considerable affluents are the’Ratiya-gadh which joins it o«
the left bank near Cbaura in Talli Ran and the Kuirala river which
joins it on the same bank in Palbelon. A much frequented road
to tbe Bhabar passes down tbe left bank of the latter stream cross
ing the Ladhiya by a suspension bridge below their confluence at
Chaltbi and thence by Bastiya to Tanakpur in tbe Bhabar. Lower
down the Ladhiya is joined by the Babkola river also on tbe left
bank; and is here crossed by the road from Champawat to Barmdeo
much used by the Bhotiyas- in their winter migrations. There are
considerable tracts of good irrigated land all along its course and
the courses of its tributaries whieh yield rice of excellent quality.

Lakhanpur Talla, a patti of pargan ah Chaugarkba in Kumaon.
is bounded on the north by patti Syunara Malla and lUthagar ;
on the south by patti Khaspurja, Vchydr and Malla Lakhanpur ;
on the west by Khaspurja, and Talla Sydnara and on the east by
Ddrun. This patti was separated from Lakhanpur at the recent
settlement. It is drained by the Likhwargddh, a tributafy o{ th&
8uwd! river, and is traversed by the Pithoragarh and Askot roads.
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For statistics see Lakhanpur Malla. The patwari resides at Alai,
where there is ja school.
Lakhanpur Malla, a patti of parganah of Ghaugarkha in
Kumaon, is bounded on the north by the Talla patti of Lakhanpur;
on the west by'Uchyur and Mahryuri Malla; on the south by
iSalam Malla and on the west by Darun. This, patti was formed
from Lakhanpur at the recent settlement. It is drained by the
head-waters of the Suwal river. The road to Lohughat passes
,

by Julna tea-plantation, and tint to Pithoragarh by Panuwa-naula
on the extreme northern boundary. The statistics of the Malla
and Talla pattis may be shown thus:—
Assessable area in bfnis.

Cultivated.
Lakhanpur. Total.

Ma.lla ...
Talla ...

3,588
2,658

IrrigafcDry.
ed.
45
113

2,527
1,687

Assessment

Cuiturable.

1815.

1820.

1,016
858

590
425

869
746

in rupees.

1840.

Population.

Cur Males. Fe
males.
rent.

1,070 2,632 2,757 2,414
858 j 2,063 1,694 1,502

Besides the above, 140 bisis are exempt from land-revenue ia
the Malla Patti, and 137 in the Talla Patti. The land-revenue falls
at Re. 0-15-5 per acre on the assessed cultivation in the former
s)^nd' at Re. 1-4-8 in the latter. Brahman village communities
are numerous in this patti, especially those belonging to the Joshi,
Tiwari and Pande clans. The first hold Ulai Joshi and others
in mudfi The patwari resides in Bina: there are schools at
Gailakot and Bina.
Laldhang, a .police station and forest station at the mouth cf
the Rawasau nadi in Patti Udepur Bichhla of parganah Ganga
Salan in British Garhwal, is situate ia latitude 29°-52' and lon

gitude 78‘’-21'. The Bijanagar peak on the right bank of the
nadi rises to a height of 1,982 feet. The road from the Srinagar
and Hardwar road to Kotdwara crosses the Rawasan close to the
station. The village of L^ldhang itself lies in the Bijnor district.
Landhaur or Landour,* a convalescent depot for British troops
adjoining Mussoorie, is situate in north latitude 30®-27'-30" and
east longitude 78°-8', partly in Dehra Dun and partly in Tihri, with
an area of 1,048 acres. In February, 1881, the population nuin* I am indebted for much of this notice to Mr. F, Fisher, C.S.
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bered 1,746 (436 females ; of whom .1,078(265 femalesl were Hin
dus, 556 (125 females) were Musalmans; and 112c (46 females)
were Christians. This was before the annual draft of convales
cents had arrived. In September, 1880, the population numbered
4,428 (1,074, females) ; of whom 723 (330 females) were Christians.
The cantonment is built on the sides and crest of a range imme

diately adjoining Mussoorie. The highest point, a peak on the
north-western boundary, is 7,534 feet above the level of the sea.
To the east on the road to Tihri are two peaks having an altitude
of 7,699 and 8,569 feet respectively. The latter is known as Toptiba. Landhaur is reached from Raj pur by the ordinary road to

Mussoorie which branches off at Barlowganj to Landhaur on the

east and the Mussoorie Library on the west. For all ordinary
purposes the two are now one town, for the boundary line near
Landhaur post-office passes through perhaps the niost thickly popu
lated part of the station. The Landhaur bazar extends from the
post-office to Mullingar, that part of the cantonment in w'hich the
Caledonian Hotel is situate. From this last point to the Church
the approaches are very steep, one road leading to the west in an

almost direct ascent passing .the orderly-room aud convalescent
barrack, and the other taking an easterly direction just above the
lower. Tihri road zigzags up the side of the southern declivity and
meets the first road at the Church. From this point, a road almost
level throughout, runs round the northern peak, and a second road
which similarily skirts the southern peak of Lal-tiba is connected
with it by a cross road near the dep6t guard-room.

Beyond this

second road is a third which skirts the hill where the
situate at the extreme east of the cantonment. The
the roads completing the circuit of the three hills is
furlongs 74 yards.
The Landhaur hills are not only better wooded than

hospital is
length of
2 miles 6
the Mus

soorie hills, but also afford finer views, and are by some regarded
as more healthy, being less built upon, or rather the houses are

further apart and do not overlook each other. The climate is
excellent, except during the rains and the sanitation is good, due
to tho natural facilities for drainage and the absence of a clayey,
soil, so that the -roads rapidly dry even after the heaviest rain.
With the exception of pulmonary and rheumatic cases and
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advanced stages of organic disease, nearly all maladies appear to be
ameliorated yi this climate. The permanent residents appear to
enjoy as good health here as they would in England. Beyond
colds, disease is rarely contracted, and cholera is never endemic,
and is unknown except in the few cases where it has been imported
from the plains, but even then it does not become epidemic. The
public buldings include St. Paul’s Church, the Roman Catholic
Chapel, post-office, telegraph office, and some twenty-six barracks.
The depot was established in 1827, and has now accommodation
for 22 families (including Staff-Sergeants of depot) and 203 single
men, of whom eight families and 27 single men usually remain for
the winter. Tbe buildings include male and female hospitals,
library, coffee shop, reading-room, orderly-room, school, guard
room, and theatre.
There is a Commandant and Station Staff
Officer, with a Medical Officer and Chaplain. The Commandant
exercises the powers of a Cantonment Magistrate for petty offences
within the limits of cantonment, and provides for the conservancy

and arrangements of the bazar, which is a large one and usually
very well stocked with supplies and manufactured goods.
The receipts of the Landhaur Cantonment Fund for the year

1882-83 amounted to Rs. 5,933, of which Rs. 1,321 were raised by
a watchman’s-tax ; Rs. 2,083 by a house-tax; Bs. £60 by octroi, and
Rs. 297 by voluntary subscriptions ; Rs. 1,000 were received from
the Imperial Government as a. grant in aid for arboriculture, and
the remainder was received on acconnt of fines and miscellaneous
dues. The expenditure during the same period amounted to
. Rs. 4,899, of which police absorbed Bs. 688 and Rs. 2,903 were
devoted to conservancy and' other establishments such as tree-tend
ing, gardens ; Rs. 900 were devoted to public works, and Es. 408

to miscellaneous purposes.
Dr. F. H, Fisher, in 1831, gives the following readings for that

year from a thermometer kept in an open verandah facing north:—
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Langur, a patti of parganah Ganga Salan in British Garhwal,
is bounded on the south by pattis of parganahs Talla Sal4n; on

the east by parganahs Barahsyun and Oiiaundkot, and on the west
and south by other pattis of the same parganah. The two roads
from Kotdwara to Srinagar, pass through Langur and meet at
Pwarikh&l, whence one crosses the Ny6r by Bilkhet and the other
by Marwara. There are schools at Giim and P/ili. In the centre
on the highest peak (6,207 feet) are the remains of the two forts

which held out so long against the Gorkhalis.

The garrisons

were under the command of the Aswal thokddrs of Sila, a power
ful sept, so much so as to give rise to the local saying
‘ Adha he GarHwdl adha ke Aswal*
‘ Half is Garhwal, half is Aswal.’ The Khoh and an affluent

of the Maidi rise on the southern side of the central group and
both have fair open valleys; The northern slopes are steep and run
down to the Nyar, but there are flats along tho bank. The patwari
usually resides at Diusa and also collects the land-revenue of
Karaundu Walla.
Lebun or Libaung, a lofty ridge culminating in the peak of
Yirgnajang, separates Patti Byans from Patti Malla Darma, both in
parganah Darma of Kumaon. It runs in a direction slightly south
east from the dividing range between Kumaon and Hundes to the
west of the Lunpiya-Dhiira pass into Hundes from Patti Byans.

It is crossed by a difficult pass up the Jhuling-Yankti from
Jolinka (14,350 feet) in the valley of the Kuthi-Yankti in Bydns
to Khimling in Darma having an elevation at its crest of 18,942

feet. Webb, who crossed it in June from Byans found “ a steep, •
difficult and fatiguing ascent, the lower" part over beds of ice, the
higher over deep and perpetual snow frozen hard. Severe oppres

sion in breathing, unable to proceed twenty paces at a time with
out halting.” Still higher up he found the ascent “ steep with
recent snow in parts knee-deep.” The whole of the distance
(2,032 yards) down, op the Darma side, was excessively steep and
the snow nearly knee-deep. The declivity was so great that it •
- was necessary to employ people with hatchets to make small hollows
in the snow where hard, in which the foot might be placed. As
in the ascent all had felt intolerable difficulty in breathing, sa
in the descent a violent determination of blood to the head with
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severe pain was general. The passage occupied twelve hours for peo

ple without ^oads ; none of the laden bearers came up before the
second day, and some loads not until the second evening. H. Strachey
distrusts the height given here, and notes that two natives of Sipu

crossed it in September with difficulty doing three kos in six days
over very deep snow. His estimate is 16,942 feet.

North latitude

80®-20'-15". East longitude b0“-40'. Colonel Smythe crossed it
in June, and made the elevation 19,600 feet.

He had no difficulty

in breathing though there was a slight snow storm at the top, and
the fresh snow was knee-deep wherever the surface was at all level.

Lipu-lekh, the most eastern pass front Kumaon into Hundes, is
situate in Patti Bydns in north latitude 30“-13'-49" and east
longitude Sl’-d'-SO", at an elevation of 16,780 feet above the level

of the sea. See KXla.pani, Pura'ng. The following account of a
visit to the pass in July, 1877, will be interesting :—
“ The night before ascending the pass was spent in a narrow desolate plain, just
the only spot which the snow-drifts lying all round have left hiitouched. Krom this
place, called Sangcha, the way lies first across a moderate snow-field Which Was settled
in the hollow between two ridges projecting from either side of the pass; then along a
gentle slope over which and on both sides of it the snow lies thickly, filling the head
of the valley lik e tho iiM of a glacier. Owing to the softness of the surface, the Walk
ing is heavy, though the slope is by no means steep. After you are three-fourths of
the way, it is plain sailing over the glacier, which is in many places firm and gives good
footing. It is only lower down, where the snow is a little too soft, that we often sank
in it Up to our knees. As we approched the pass, the snow lay pretty uniformly and
often very deep. The latter part of the glacier was another gentle slope, leading over
the white cowl of the mountain to the summit, which was marked by a cairn of stones
surmounted by flags. A few red-beaked ravens were circling about overhead, apparently
unaffected by the rarity of the atmosphere (the elevation of tho pass is 16,500 feet
above sea level), as they seemed to fly with just as. much ease as in the vicinity of vil
lages. A couple of Huniyas leading a flock of sheep laden with salt were coming up
from Taklakot, walking carefully over the snow fields which sloped up to thepass.
Two Taklakot officials as they reached the summit, aud caught the first view of the
solitary peak of Numunanhil (Gurla, the Jlomanangli of H. Strachey) above the table
land of Taklakot, raised their hands and uttered what seemed a prayer. The view of
Tibet from tho crest of the pass, formed as it were by the vast shoulders of the snowy
range, is very striking. For a short while the mist rising from the valleys had nearly
blotted out the lower landscape ; but tho white, and in some places purple, outline of
the summit of Numunanhil was sharp against a clear blue sky, the plain beneath look
ing very faint, till the sun beat on it, when it appeared of a light-red colour, without a
tree or a vestige of vegetation on it. The eastern spurs of thia mountain enclosed a
valley which was filled with bluish mist. Taklakot itself is not visible from the pass
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-1-a dark ridge of a slate colour, streaked with snow, shuts out the view’ in thst direc
tion ; hut a couple of houses are seen on a bare plain west of the town. On the south
ern .side the view embraces tho mountains both in Nopal and along the watershed of
the Darina a.ud Byins valleys, which are much higher than any in Tibet; tho northern
ranges gradually sinking in elevation, till faint and blue in the distance gleam the bare’
undulating hills of Tibet, South of the ridge which forms the watershed of the Kill
and Tibetan rivers there are several deep glo'iis tilled with snow and relies of glaciers ;
hare rooks here and there, and crags rising to a prodigious height, being several thou
sand feet high, barred black and red, and capped With snoiv or scanty turf. Valleys of
this kind are common in this mountain cluster, presenting an appearance of having been
scooped out of the mass. They probably owe. their origin to tho primeval glaciers, as
the streams wiiieh at present flow from them are insufficient to account for them.
There must have been a great upheaval of the primary mountains of the snowy range'
subsequent to the deposit of tho sandstone formation of Tibet. The rock on the pass
and on the ridges north of it is a variety of red sandstone, and belongs to formations
entirely foreign to tho Himfllaya.
Tho night we spent at Sangcha at tho foot of the pass was intensely cold, and
we could not light a fire. Returning to Kdlapanl the next morning, we' had to fight
against a violent south wind, and towards evening the atmosphere again became'
decidedly chilly, the thermometer standing at 22°. The scenery on tho route from
Kalapani to the pass is neither beautiful nor sublime ; it is simply fantastic. The crags'
shart up from the bed of snow-covered .streams and. rise to 2,000'feet, or whore there'
are no crags there are steep slopes of loose liiibris, or bare rocks splintered into frag
ments and weathered almost to disintegriition, while here and there you will see the"
jagged edge of a projecting cliff overhanging a deep gorge. Such are the features of
tho strange, chaotic scene around. The cliffs are iron black, belted with red sandstone'
stripes. I noticed in one place a remarkable rock composed of red sandstone, attaining
a great cieviitiou, with a baud of granite columns apparently wreathed round it in a
Spiral form, On my way to the' pass, I made several excursions to mountains lying off
the road. Ones of these was a series of stratified crags, and there was' only a rude goat
track, in many' places obliterated by snow, which led to the summit. We' passed a few
birch trees, tons and battered by tbe storm; then a few dark-green juniper bushes ; and
when we had accomplished half the ascent, tho ground was covered by a profusion of
most beautiful flowers, and especially of the most.lovely auriculas of deep-violet hue.
yrom the Summit all round there' is a wonderful view of snow-clad peaks; The highest
mountain visible is one in Nepal called Nampa. It is a smooth, rounded, snowy sum
mit of great beauty and silvery whiteness rising to 23,600 feet. Then there is one on
the west bank of the Kiili, called Khandadhura; it rises high into the air in the form
of a single polished mass; with a bold indented ridge. All the lateral valleys in Western
Bylins are enclosed by ridges, whose tops are marked by pointed dark.coloured rocks
such as might be shown in water-colours by Indian red and lamp-black, or they are
sharp like a knife, or they look like decayed pillars with their' capitals built by the gods ■
themselves. If you go Up any great elevation, this is the kind of view you have ; you
look down upon a whole landscape in ruins, a vast labyrinth of desert hills and valleys;
“ a great and terrible wilderness” in the fullest sense of those words. All is wild,
naked, and desolate.^’—r/’fmieer.
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•
liipU or Lipu-ke-Than, a ver^ difficult pass in Tatti Goriphat

of parganah .^ub^ir in Kumaon between Hardo-gar and Lilam ia
latitude 30°-10'-30'^ and longitude 80®-16'-50"' with an elevation
of 9,127 feet above the level of the sea. The route is here inclosed
between the shoulder of one of the Himalayan peaks rising on the
western side and the rapid course of the Gori on the eastern side :
and the principal path lies over large fragments of rock. It ia
seldom used now, a more direct and safer line having been chosen.
Lohba, also known as Gairsen and Rithiya from the neigh
bouring lands of those names, is situate in Patti Lohba of parganah
Chandpur in British Garhw’al in north latitude 30°-3' and east

longitude 79°-l 9' on the left bank of the Ramganga river distant
13 miles from Gandi and 11| miles from Adbadri. There is a
tea-factory at Rithiya and a large one close by at Silkot and
Gandy6,l on the spurs of the Diitlutoli range- Another tea-fac
tory is passed at Siman on the right bank of the Ramganga south
of the Thajkharak peak, and there is another a march further west
at Beni Tal. Lohba is a station of a peslikAr or sub-collector of
the land-revenue, subordinate to the tahsildar of Srinagar. The
traveller’s bungalow is built on a flat under Gairsen at an eleva

tion of 5,360 feet above the level of the Sea.
Mr. Lnshington, when Commissioner of Kumaon, used to reside
at Rithiya for a short time during the year. . It has been proposed

to remove the offices of the Senior Assistant Commissioner from
Paori to Lohba, but as this Would leave a large tract of country,
wild and rugged in the extreme, far removed from the personal
supervision of an European officer, the scheme has found little
favour with the responsible authorities. The patti of Lohba is

famed for its fertility. Owing to its being surrounded by the high
ranges of Dddutoli and Byansi, drought is hardly if ever
known. Irrigation, too, can be practised and the people possess in
their upland pastures grazing grounds for large herds of cattle, and
can therefore manure their lands to a greater extent than is common
elsewhere. There are mines of copper and iron worked by miners
from Knmaon and slates of a good description are also found
here. Lohba is named from the fort of the same name which is
to be seen on the summit of a high conical hill on the boundary
between Kumaon and Garhwal. The walls and remains of build70
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ings still exist, and show that the fort must have been of consider
able extent. It stands immediately above the right bank of the
E&mganga river, and in olden times was the scene of many a stiff
fight between the people of Garhwal and Kumaon.^ It was also
g^p'isoned by the Gorkhalis during their stay in Garhwal?
From Ganai tho road passes across the Ramganga by an iron

suspension bridge, and thence up the valley of one of its tributaries
‘the Khetsar’ in a north-north-westerly direction between the
ridge marked by the Gail-ke-poli (4,053 feet) and Kunkhet peaks
on the west and that marked by the Khets&ri (4,531) and Jamariya
peaks on the east. These meet together at the head of the valley
in the Lohbagarh peak (6,272 feet) on the east and the Dhauli on
the west, both crowned by forts, while the road ascends between
them by the Panuwa-khal or pass, near which is the Garhwal
boundary close to Semalkhet mine. From the pass a descent of
one mile leads to the Ohiraunjiya or Mehalchauri bridge of 79
feet span across the Ramganga. Thence the road keeps to the *
left bank of the river in the same direction to the junction
of the Bungidhar read vid Silkot close under the Rithiya tea
factory. Here at Saonli is a common encamping-ground, but
most go on to the Suniana or Lohba bungalow. To the west the

great Diidutoli range occupies the entire horizon: the Malkhori
pass on the Bungidhar road is 8,042 feet high and thence a path
leads to the southern peak (10,180 feet) and the northern peak
(10,188 feet). On the east, too, a line of noble hills forms the
Watershed between the Pindar and the Ramganga as far as Diwali-khal, vis., Kankra (10,062 feet); Kanpur (9,522), whence passes
the road to Narayan-bugr and Kandal (8,533). The scenery on
this part of the road is very fine; the mountains'around are. well
clothed with timber and are of a sufficient height above the road
to look like mountains.
Lohba, a patti of parganah Chandpur in British Garhwal, is
bounded on the north by Pattis Sili Chandpur, Sirgur and
Pindarwar ; on the south by the Chaukot pattis of Kumaon ; on
the west by Patti Choprakot, and on the ehst by Patti Giwar.
Mr. Beckett writes:—“I have a low opinion of their (Lohba
people) character, which I am puzzled to account for, as were also
* Gax. XI, 59C, 560, 572.
»666, 792.
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Lo^ba should from its position, soil

and market ^advantages, be one of the most prosperous in the dis
trict. Except those at the head of the valley, the villages have
not been heavily assessed. ,I think that the cause of this may be

due to the prolonged struggles with the Kumaonis and Gorkh&lis,
which has given a martial character to the people and with the
cessation of the necessity for it they have not yet given up their
martial aspirations.” Many overflowed into the Khets&r valley
at tho conquest, where the soil is better and its prosperity in a
measure compensates for the backwardness in Lohba. The land
revenue of this patti is collected with that of Patti Khansar and
paid into the pesJikdri; both aggregated in 1864 for land-revenue

and saddl)art Es. 2,184 and for gdnth Rs. 72, paid by 4,854 souls.

The patti comprises the tract drained by the upper waters of the
western Ramganga rising on the northern slopes of the Ddcliitoli
range (10,180 feet). Lohba, besides being the head-quarters of
the tea-factories of Chandpur, has iron mines at Semalktiet, Kalban, K&limatti, Mehalchauri, ' Mailpakha, Nauligadhera, and
DwArigAr all in working order, and old mines at Gw ar, Kunig-nr
and Naupati. There are' copper mines at Agarsera.
Lohughat, a village and old military cantonment in patti
Regarubfin and parganah Kali Kumaon, is situate on tho Lohu
river six miles north of Champawat and ten miles north of Chlilrap&ni, 15 miles from the Nepal frontier and 53 miles east from
Almora, in north latitude 29®-24'-2" and east longitude 80"-7'53," at an elevation of 5,510 feet above the level of the sea. About
twenty miles lower down the Lohu or Lohavati joins the Kdli on

the right bank. The population in 1872 numbered 98, and in 1881
there were 154 (64 females). Lohughdt occupies a pleasant tract of
grassy undulating ground sprinkled with deoddrs. It was formerly a
cantonment for troops, but has been abandoned for a long time, owing
to the difficulty of access and tho unhealthy nature of the country
through which the principal roads to it from the plains lie. It is

open on the west to the extent of the valley for three miles or so,
but on other sides is inclosed by high and precipitous hills. The
barracks and bungalows still exist and are kept in repair. Tho
average temperature is 60’ and tho range is from 30’ in January
and February (1836) to 82’ in May. In September 72’ were
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registered, in October 68’, and ii^ November 59®. The climate is
considered healthy, though new-comers are found to suffer from
the common forms of indigestion. Fevers, rheumatism, goitre,
and acute ophthalmia are prevalent among the natives.
The granite of Ghamp4wat here disappears and gives place to
blue ela'y slate in vertical strata with some quartz. The ground
rises gently towards the north and about three miles distant is
backed by the grassy, saddle-back mountain called Jhum (6,957
feet) along which passes the road to Pithoragarh. This peak
belongs to a range continued on the south-east to Khjlpati by a
level wooded ridge covered with Quercus incana and Rhododtndron
arboreum. The groves of deoddrs near Siii are particularly fine,

and the tree seems to have spread and perpetuated itself here for
centuries ; but neither here nor in any other part of Kumaon is it
indigenous, and it is only found near temples and villages, and never
on the open mountain. There are two roads to Pithoragarh, one
by the Kolakot village to Dhuryara and the new and better one
by Raikot to Chhira. The tea-plantations of Mr. Lyall at Raikot
and other two in the station are carefully cultivated and iu full
bearing, but are too far away from the market to be capable of
yielding very profitable returns. Hence to Champ^wat crossing
the Lohu by a suspension bridge 6 J miles, to Diuri, 15 miles,
and to Janakpur 15 miles, crossing the Ladhiya at Chalthi,
.. Kedarnath, a temple, situate in Patti Malli Kaliphat in parga
nah Nagpur of British Garhwal, lies in north latitude 30 ’-di'-lS*
and east longitude TS’-G'-SS" at an elevation of 11,753 feet
above the level of the sea. The temple is built on a ridge jutting
out at right angles from the snowy range below the peak of Mah&pahth. It stands near the head of the valley of the Mandakini
on a level spot, and is a handsome building with a neat facade
.
adorned on either side with niches and
The temple.
images. A tower behind built of grey
stone and surmounted by a gilded pinnacle forms the adytum of
the shrine. In front of the temple are two rows of masonry houses
for th$ accommodation of pilgrims and behind is the courtyard
forming the residence of the pandas or officiating priests. The
present structure, according to Mr. Traill, is of recent construction,
the original building having fallen to ruin.

It is dedicated to
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Sadashiu, a form of Siva who, jlying from the Pandavas, took
refuge here in the form of a buffalo, and finding himself hard
pressed dived into the ground leaving, however,
on the surface, still an object of adoration here.
portions of the god are worshipped at four other
Himalayan chain; the arms ipahu} at Tungnath ;
at RudrnAth; the belly {ndbhi} at
hair (jeta) and head at Kalpeswar.

his binder parts
The remaining
places along tho
the face (mukh)

Madh-Mabeswar and the
These together form tho

‘ Panch Kedar,’ the pilgrimage to which places in succession forms
a great object to the Hindu devotee. The rdvials or head-priests
of all these temples are on the ^arae establishment and subordinate
to the Kedarnath rdwal, who is of the Jangam sect from Mysore.
He only officiates at Guptkashi and Ukhimath, while his chela or

adopted son, goes to Kedarnath for the pilgrim season from the
middle of May to the end of October, The riwala of the other
temples retire at the same time, those from Tungndth to Mokh ;
from Kudrn&th to Gopeswar; from Madh-Maheswarand Kedar
nath to Ukhimath and from Kalpeswar to Urgam.
The routes to Kedarnath are two, that aid Karnprayag, Ohimoli
Tungnfith, and Ukhimath and that general
Eoutes.

ly followed from Hardvrar by Srinagar and
-Rudrprayiig along the Mandakini river. Both routes unite at
Kharaokoti and all the stages aud resting places are separately
noticed. Kharaokoti is 11 miles 5 furlongs and 36 poles from
the temple. To Pati, where there is a bridge of 33 feet span, there
is an ascent of 19 chains and descent 64 chains: to Saundwara

(a 63-feet bridge) undulating for 89 chains. From Gaurikund
(229 chains) the road is bad and intersected with numerous ravines,
and very undulating. ' But from this place commences some of
the wildest and most rugged scenery in the Himalaya. There are
hot springs here, also an object of reverence. To Bhimudiyar the

distance is 290 chains •and to the Ked^r bridge 324 chains.
The road follows the course of the rjver sometimes only a few
feet and sometimes a thousand feet above, while on each side the
mountains rise four to five thousand feet almost perpendicularly
and clothed thickly with forest. So narrow is this gorge that it
is possible often at five hundred feet from the bed of the river to

throw a stone from one side to the other.

At intervals along the
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road there are maguificent cascades and numerous small tribu
taries pouring down in every possible form. At one point, the water
comes from a considerable height in as perfect a jet as if it had
been constructed by artificial means, and falls into a basin of
rock which it has hollowed out for itself. The stream again rises
from it almost unbroken and, forming an arch, descends on the
road in spray. Higher up near Kedar some of the streams are
nearly lukewarm and several of them are highly impregnated with
sulphur. At Bhiin-udiydr there are a number of caves cut out of
the rook used as a halting place, and said to have been so used by
Bhima and the Pandavas. Hence the road goes up the valley of
the Kedarganga torrent almost due east until within a mile of the
temple when it turns to the north. The atmospherical phenomena

resembling the Barisal guns are observed here. The great pil- grim road constructed and marked out by Mr. Traill, while Commis
sioner of Kumaon, must have been a work of great labour and
difficulty, and has resulted in saving the lives of thousands.'
From time immemorial, pilgrims from all parts of India have
p,j 5 g
toiled through these mountains to visit the

three great shrines of Gangotri, Kedar and
Badari, all placed on the one great group of snowy peaks separat
ing the Alaknanda from the Bhagiratbi river, the two which toge
ther form the Ganges. The latter though much inferior in volume
is considered in the Puranas to be the more sacred. Although,
however, the reputation of. the Alaknanda does not equal that of
the Bhagiratbi, it is on the banks of the former river that the most
celebrated places of Hindu pilgrimage are found. Gangotri, a
little above which the Bhagiratbi issues from its glacier, or accord
ing to Hindu mythology where the heaven-born goddess first
, descended upon the earth, is a spot of the highest sanctity, but it
fails to attract the crowds of pilgrims who every year visit the
sources of the Alaknanda. How this preference of the less sacred
: stream had its origin, cannot now be determined. Possibly tho
superior sanctity of the Bhagiratbi may be only the poetical inven
tion of a later age, which has failed to shake the traditional feel
ing, older than any books, that salvation Was to bo found more
easily on the banks of thogreater river. The sources of the Ganges
were objects of veneration and of pilgrimage long before tho
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Austerities and

acts of devotion performed in the Himalaya seem to have had a
special virtue from the most ancient times.* We find examples

' of this in the extracts from the sacred books already given in the
previous volume.
Pilgrims begin to enter the hills after the fair at Hardwar. This

great assemblage is held on the first day of the month of Bais^kh,
the commenoeraent of the Hindu solar year, which corresponds
with the entry of the sun into the sign of Aries or Mesha. Accord
ing to our reckoning this takes place about the 25th of March,
but in consequence of the erroneous calculation by the Hindu astro
nomers of the true length of the solar year, similar to that error
which made it necessary.for Pope Gregory to omit ten days from
the calendar, tbe great day of the fair at Hardwar now falls on 11th

or 12th of April. Every twelfth year the planet Jupiter (Vrikaspaii) is in the sign Aquarius (kumbka) at the'time of the sun’s entry
into Aries. These are occasions of peculiar sanctityj and the fairs
in these years called ‘ kunibh,^ after the Sanskrit rfiime of Aquarius,
are attended by vast multitudes of people. Every sixth year, or
half way between two kumbhe, the number of visitors is also very
great. On the day of w'hich the Hardwar Fair is the anniversary,
the. Ganges is said to have first appeared upon the earth. Pious
pilgrims flock from all parts of India to bathe* in the sacred river
and wash away their sins. At the present time a large and very
conspicuous portion of the bathers at Hardwar come from the
Paujab and distant parts of Rajputana. Religion, however, is not
the sole incentive that draws these crowds together. Trade and
amusement are as much thought of. Several hundred thousand
people are supposed to be no extraordinary gathering, and occa
sionally in a kumbh year the numbers have been estimated as high
as two millions. But there can be little doubt that this is an
exaggeration and half this number will perhaps be near the truth.

A small proportion only of the bathers at Hardw&r accomplish
the pilgrimage to Ked6r and Badari. The more bigoted Saivas
visit Keddr only, and some Vaishnavas in like manner only pay
their devotions at Badari, but the great mass of pilgrims attend
both shrines. The Vaishnava worship is so much more popular in
Upper Indiajthat Badari is considered hy far the more sacred of the
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two.

There is little doubt that [to Sankara Acharya is due the fe*

establishment of the efficacy of pilgrimages to the twy great shrines,
and it is probable that these institutions have retained to the pre
sent day much of the organisation which Sankara himself gave to

them.
The institution of which the temple at Keddrn&th forms a part
is a good example of what we may fairly
call the monasteries of the Hindus. The
constitution of these establishments has been w'ell described by
Professor Wilson. “ The maths, asthals, or akdras," he writes,
“ the residences of the monastic communities of the Hindus, are
J

scattered over the whole country; they vary in structure and extent
according to the property of which the proprietors are possessed ;
but they generally coniprehend a set of huts or chambers for tho

Mahant or Superior and his permanent pupils, a temple, sacred
to the deity whom they worship, or the Samatih or Shrine of tho
founder of the sect, dr some eminent teacher ; and a Dharmsala,
one or more sheets or buildings for tho accommodation of the men
dicants or travellers, who are constantly visiting the math; ingress
and egress are free to all, and indeed a restraint upon personal
liberty seems never to have entered into the conception of any of
the religious legislators of tho Hindus. The math is under
the entire control of a Mahant, with a certain number of
residents, chelas or disciples ; their number varies from three or
four to thirty or forty, but in both cases there are always a num
ber of vagrants or out-members; the resident chelas are usually
the elders of the body with a few of the younger as their attendants
and scholars ; and it is from the senior or more proficient of these
ascetics, that the mahant is nominally elected. In some instances,
however, where the mahant has a family, the situation descends
in the line of his posterity; where an election is to be effected, it
is conducted with much solemnity, and presents a curious picture
of a regularly organised system of Church policy amongst these
apparently unimportant and straggling communities.” Kedarnath,
although of more importance than most institutions of the kind,
is in all essential points a math similar to those which have been

described in the preceding extract. The community belongs to
the sect of Saiva ascetics called Jangama ; and the Mahant, or as
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lie is here called, the rawal, as well as his chelas, must all be people
of Malabar, /fhe Jangamas here, as everywhere else, worship
Siva, or as he is more commonly called in these parts of India,
Mahadeo, under the form of the linga. Throughout these moun

tains Mahddeo, the god of everything terrible and destructive, is
always represented by this emblem, a symbol of the belief that
destruction implies generation and reproduction in some other form,
the belief that has the scientific basis that ‘ nothing is lost.’ Tho
worship has often been made a matter of reproach to Hindus, but
in this part of India, as a rule, such accusations have no foundation.
The worship of the linga, as we have already seen, is free from all
grossness, and to use the words of Professor Wilson, “ it requires a

rather lively imagination to trade any resemblance in its symbol
to the object which it is supposed to represent.” ,
The ceremonies to be" observed by pilgrims ‘are very simple, con
sisting of a few prostrations at various place's,' and hearing a short
ritual and discourse from the officiating priest? The pilgrim carries
away in sealed jars from the sacred pobrso'me water which is high
ly charged with iron and suiphur?' Gloss to the temple is a pre
cipice on the way to the MahapaUth peak known as the ‘ Bhairab
Jhamp,’ from which in former times devotees used to fling them
selves, but this practice was put a stop to by Mr. Traill. Before

proceeding to execute their design it was usual to inscribe their
names and the dates on the walls of the neighbouring temples.
That at Gopeswar has several such records chiefly of Dakhini and
Bengali pilgrims 5 the freshest cut bears a date correspond!^ to
1820 A.D. The income of the temple is derived from endowments
consisting of 54 villages, with a rental of Es. 857 a year, and offer
ings varying from 5,000 to.l0,000 rupees annually. The school, ■

formerly supported by the R4wal, has been allowed to decline.

Khansaf, a patti of parganah Badhan, in British Garhwal, is
bounded on the north by Pindarwir; on the West by Lohba; and
on the south and east by Kumaon: it was formed from patti Pindarw&r in 1864. It occupies the highly mountainous tract to the
north of the western Edmganga during its course from Mehalchauri
to Kumaon The land-rdvenue is paid into tbe Lohba peshkari.
Kharayat, a patti of parganah Shor, in Kumaon, is bounded on
the north by Bdrabisi and Askot ; on the west by Seti Talla j
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on the south by Mahar ; and on tke east by Kharakdes.

It lies to

the north of Pithoragarh and the road from the flatter station
running north bifurcates at Sathling in this patti, the one branch
running north-west to Thai and the other north to the Darma
pattis. Mark and Dungari are villages close to Sachling ; Ldmakhet is on the Thai road, and Satgar on the Askot road. Dhvaj
or Dhaj, a remarkable peak a little south-east of Satgar, has an
elevation of 8,149 feet above the level of the sea in longitude
80°-19'-58'' and latitude 29°-39’-25*'. The drainage mostly flows
westward into the Kalapani, a tributary of the Ramganga. The.
assessable area comprises 1,428 bisis, of which 397 are cultur
able and 1,031 are cultivated (419 irrigated). The land-tax

yielded Rs. 324 in 1815 : Rs. 512 in 1820, and Rs. 671 in 1843.
The existing assessment of Rs. 1,533 gives a rate of Rs. 1-1-2 per
acre on the whole assessable area, and Rs. 1-7-9 per acre on the
cultivation. The population at settlement numbered 2,001 souls,
of whom 1,049 were males. The patwari resides in Bhulgaon and
there is a school in Satsilingi.

Kharahi, a patti of parganah Ghaugarkha in Kumaon, lies
between Rithag^r and the Sarju at Bageswar.. It is bounded on
the north and west almost as far as the Papi peak by the road from
Bageswar to Almora by Someswar, thence an irregular line sepa- ■

rates it from Rithagar on the south : the Sarju river forms the
north-eastern and eastern boundary separating it from the Kamsyar patti. The two eastern roads from Almora pass through
this sub-division on either side of the Kupdeo peak (.5,502 feet).
The Assessable area comprises 1,213 bisis, of which 540 are culturablo and 673 are cultivated (99 irrigated).

The assessment in

1815 amounted to Rs. 69 : in 1820 to Rs. 131 : in 1843 to Rs. 223 :

and is now Rs. 886, which falls on the total assessable area at
Re. 0-11-8 per acre and on the cultivated area at Es.. 1-5-0. A
small patch of 11 bisis is held free of revenue. The population at
the time of settlement numbered 1,126 souls, of whom 585 were
males.
The hame of the patti is probably derived from the large quantities of steatite
found there. It is more remarkable for the mines of soapstone and copper aud its
luxuriant forests of Pinue longifoUa than for its agricultural resources. -These were
never great, for in 1821 Mr. Traill wroteThis small sub-division is now gradually
recovering from the state of deterioration to which it had. fallen under' the late
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government. The forests at one time halboureJ so many tigers that the villages had
been deserted on account of them.” Couseq^uently the Gorkhali settlement of 1807
showed only four teen hamlets with a total area of 1^2 bisis, of which only 70 were
cultivated and assessed at Rs. 80. It subsequently became a-jdgir of Bam Sah. In
1821, the assessable area increased to 482 bisis with as much more in the area, of
deserted village sites, but only 152 bisis were cultivated. Of its state iu 1840 Mr.
Batten wptes.—Although it is true that the villages are all surrounded by forests,
and. that those having the best irrigated lands near the Sarju are in insalubrious
situations where only cultivation by non-resident tenants can be introduced, still the
.people of Kharahi possess a market for their produce close to their homes at Bageswar
and amongst the Bhotiyas, who in the winter pasture their cattle and sheep in their
forests. The copper mines in Kharahi at present yield but one rupee, per annum to
the State, and have been practically abandoned by their lessees, who are only the Negi
thokdars of tho patti. From the reports on the quality and-extent of the ores, itwould appear that capital and skill would render the mines of this patti valuable and
important. The nature of the soil—(steatitic and talcose mud with springs) in which
the cupriferous deposits occur, render the efforts at working the mines by the neigh
bouring zamiuddrs fruitless. The ores of iron are plentiful in various parts of Chaugarkha, and are worked at thirteen different spots, at one erf which (Thiratoli in
Darun) magnetic ore is found. Goitre prevails to a great extent in Ghaugarkha, espe
cially in Rangor aud Darun, with its usual occasional accompaniment of cretinism.”
At the recent settlement 26 villages’were transferred to Talla Katyur and one to Dug.
The patwari resides at Khakar where there is a school.

Kharakdes, or Kharkdes, a patti of parganah Shor in Ku
maon, is hounded on the north by Talla Askot; on the west by
Khar^yat and Mahar ; on the east by the Kali; and on the south by
Nay ados.

This patti was formed from Mahar at the recent settle

ment. The villages are all very small. Cfhe assessable area com
prises 373 lisis, of which 167 ate culturable and 206 are cultivated
(14 irrigated). The land-tax yielded Es. 30in 1815 : Rs. 34 in 1820;
and Es. 59 in 1843. The assessment is now Rs. 214, which fSlls on
the whole area at Rs. 0-9-2 per acre, and on tho cultivation at
Rs. 1-0-7 per acre. The population comprised 259 males and 235

females at settlement. The patwari resides in Bhulgaon.
Khaspurja, the name given to the sub-division of Barahmandal
lying around Almora. It is so called because it was given out by
the Chands in grants to the followers of the Court. At the recent
settlement it contained an assessable area of 3,893 lisis, of which
916 were culturable and 2,977 were cultivated (112 irrigated).

The land-revenue in 1815 amounted to Rs. 762 j in 1820 to
Es. 1,110; in 1843 to Rs. 1,678, and was fixed at Rs. 4,020 in
1865, which falls at Re. 1-0-6 per acre on the total assessabl s
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area and al Rs. 1-5-7. per acre oi| the cultivation.

The population

at settlement numbered 10,749 souls, of whom 5,144 were females,
much less than the real number if th© moveable population of the

bazdr be included.

few villages.

Up to 1864, Khaspurja contained but very

At the settlement it received over sixty villages

from Talla Syunara, 22 from Uchyur and three from Lakhanpur,
which together how form a fair-sized patti.

Khatali, a patti of parganah Mall4 Salan in British Garhwdl,
is bounded on the north by pattis Saiudh^r and SAbali; on the
south by Iriyakot and Gujaru; on the east by patti Malla Chaukot
of Kumaon, and on the west by patti Kolaglr.

The principal vil

lages lie in the valley of the Khdtaliagadh, one
feeders of the Eastern Nyar.

of the principal

The roads from Dharon and Ram

nagar to Pdori unite in the southern portion of the patti and run
northwards by Ghansyali crossing the Khataligadh and bifurcating

again at Uomaila where one branch proceeds westward to Paori
and a second northward to Kainur, passing the Almora and Paori

road at the Baijiran bridge across the Nyar.

The patwari resides

in Chandoli and collects the land-revenue including

saddbart,

Khati, a village and halting-place on tho route to the Pindari

glacier, is situate in north latitude 30°-7'-45'’ and east longitude

79'’-59^-30'^ in patti Malla Danpur of Kumaon, seven miles from
Dh^kUri (q.v.) 64 from Almora and six from Diwali, and now has
a travellers’ bungalow without attendants.

Th© vegetation between Lwarkhet and Khati differs very much from that
further south. The Uemiphragma heterophglla appears with the hharsu oak
( Quercut stnmcarpifolius'), Pyrtis baccata (ban mebal} and the Rhododendron barbatum
(chimil') on the west side of Dhakuri BinAyak. Here also occur Fyrus lanata
(guHau), Fyrus crenata (maul, mauli) and Joliolosa (suliya, huliga). Other trees and
shrubs are, a ground raspberry with white flowers and orange fruit known asyanyar,
Rubus rngosus {Don), Viburnum neroosam (giniya), V. cotinifolium (guiga), bliltingtonia, dillentdblia (gu>ep), Coioneasfer affinis (raus, ritint), RIteagnus arborea.
(gtunii'), Kadbura grandi^fiora (ailangftC), Pauax decomposHa,^ Sabia campanalata
Rhus feeturee, Fraxinus Aoribunda (angan),^ Acer villosum and cuitratuni,
bifusifoHa (atish). Comas macropjiylla (rachiya')^ Betula eylindrostachya (baour OI
shaout). Amongst the plants are Gualtheria nammularioides (bhalabor), Anemonb
diseolor (hahariya), Parnassia nabicola, Strobilanthes WaUichii, Ruphrasia offidnilie, Geran,iu)n fFalliehianum, Veronica chamadrys or Teucriam, Halenia elliptica^
Fedicalaris megalaniha, Sibbaldia procumleus, Lycopodium subulatum (tula miihha)i
RosCesa spicata, Hedgehium spicatum and Spiranthes amtena, Paonia Emodi (bhii^
niya nar) abounds in the glades here and higher up (Madden).
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Khatsyun, a patti of parganah Barahsyun of British Garhwal, is bounded on the north by patti Ghurdursyun of parganq.h
Dewalgarh; oh the east by the same patti and patti Mawalsyun
of parganah Chaundkot; on the south by patti Kaphoisyun and on

the west by the same patti and patti Paidulsyun. The patwari
of Kapholsydn, residing in Sakhyana, collects the land-revenue.
This patti comprises a small tract of land on the right bank of the
Western Nyar as far south as the Ir stream.
Khilpatti phat, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by Regaruban ; on the west by Sui Bisung;
on the east by Gumdes; and on the south by CharAl Talla. Khilpatti-ph^t was separated from Regaruban at the recent settlement,
from which it received 16 villages. The principal are Bulani and
Kot. The assessable area amounts to 2,466 bisis, of which 1,076
are culturable and 1,390 are cultivated (50 irrigated). The land
revenue amounted to Ks. 518 in 1815; Rs. 779 in 1820 j Rs. 954
in 1843, and now stands at Es. 1,531, which fells on the whole
area under cultivation at Ks. 1-1-7 per acre, and on the total assess
able area at Rs. 0-9-10 per acre. The population at settlement

comprised 1,386 males and 1,293 females. The patw&ri resides in
Khaten, where there is a school.
Ehoh or Koh, a stream rising in the Langur range of hills in
Garhwtil at an elevation of 6,400 feet above the level of the sea in
latitude -29°-56'^ and longitude 78°-40' in the Salan parganah.
The Khoh takes a direction south-west by west and debouches from
the hills at the mart of Kohdwara, or as it is more commonly called
Kotdwara, from which plaee a canal has been taken from it for the
purpose of irrigating the Bhabar lying on its left bank. After
leaving Kotdwara the Khoh is joined by the Saneh nadi and flows

towards Naginain the Bijnor district, where another canal is taken
from it, and finally after a course of about 65 miles it joins the
Western Ramganga At Kotdw&ra during the cold season the Khoh
has a volume of about 4Q cubic feet per second, but in the rains it
is a deep and rapid river, as it has a large drainage area. Elevation
above the sea at Kotdwara 1,305 feet, at Sanehi chauki in latitude
29*’-4l''-10" and longitude 78°-33'-39" the elevation is 1,008 feet.

Kimgadigar, a patti or sub-division of parganah Chaundkot in
British Garhwal, is bounded on the south by the Ta hi in patti of
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parganah Malla Salan, and on all other sides by pattis of its own
parganah. The sub-division is drained by the upper waters of tho
Machhl&d stream, a tributary of the Nydr. The road from Paori to
Dharon passes through the south-western corner. The patwari of
Pingala Pakha, residing in Kande, collects the land-revenue of this
patti, Chamnaon, where there is a traveller’s rest-house, lies in
longitude 78°-56' and latitude 29°-51''.
Gudari in this patti,

There is an iron mine at

Kolagar, a patti of parganah Malla Salan in British Garhw&l,
is bounded on the south and west by the eastern Nydr river ; on
the north by patti Gur&rsyun of parganah Chaundkot and patti
TalAin of parganah Malla Salan and on the east by pattis Saindh^r
and Khatali of the same parganah. The road from Paori toDharon passes through this patti by Kiinj aud Paniyakhet'to tho
Nyar river at Chaurani, about seven miles. The Alsa peak above
Gttdari between Kola and Kunj attains a height of 6,685 feet
above the leveP of the sea. The patwari of Talain, residing in
Chaurani, collects the land-revenue.

Kosi, Kosila or Kaushalya, a river rising in patti Borardu
Palla of parganah Bdrahmandal in Kumaon in latitude 29“-50'
and longitude 79®-35,' is fed from the streams collecting along tbe

eastern slopes of the high chain of hills in that patti comprising
Birchuwa (8,427 feet); Gopftlkot (9,050); Bhadkot (9,086) and
Biirha Pinndth and the northern declivity of Milkali (7,470 feet).
On the east, the range containing the Kausani tea-plantation forms
th® watershed between the Kosi and the Gumti, a tributary of the
Sarju and eventually of the Kali on the extreme east, while tbe
Kosi joins the Rdmganga and eventually the Ganges on the extreme
west The Kosi forms a tolerable stream by the time it reaches
the broad valley at Someswar in latitude 29°-46'’-40" and longitude
79®-38'-55" at an elevation of above 4,500 feet above tho level of
the sea. Here it receives the drainage of the southern declivities of
Bhadkot and Milkali on the right bank and another stream on the
left bank. It has a course hence of about twelve miles in a south
easterly direction through the Talla Sydnara patti to Hawalbagh
where it is crossed by an iron suspension bridge on the Almora road.
In this course it receives numerous mountain torrents on either
side, and has a fall of about 1,000 feet. Below HawMbigh it is joined
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on the right bank by the Nana Ivosi which drains the valley tra
versed by the bridle road from Almora to Ranikhet to the west of
the Kosi valley and is also crossed by a bridge On the cart road.
Hence the course inclines to the south-west winding along the
western declivity of Kalimat and the hill on which Almora is built
and finding an exit between the eastern base of Siyahi Devi
(7,186 feet) and the south-western prolongation of the Almora
ridge at Chaunsila, it receives the Suwal on its left bank. Pre
viously to its confluence with the Suwdl it is twenty-six yards

wide with a rough bed of large stones and fordable, being only
twenty inches deep in the cold weather. At this point where the
elevation above the sea is about 3,300 feet it takes a course general
ly west by Khairna, receiving on the right bank the Ulabugr and
Kdch-gadh streams from parganah Phaldakot. Close by at Bujan
the elevation above the sea is 2,862 feet. The course continues
thence more decidedly west and for a portion of the way north-west
to Iklohan with an elevation of 1,586 feet above the level of the sea.

Hence it turns abruptly to the south-east and subsequently south
by Dhikuli, entering the plains at Ramnagar in latitude 29°-23'-34'''
and longitude 79‘’-10'-8''' with an elevation of 1,204 feet above the
level of the sea. Owing to the steep gradient (one in one hundred)
of the bed of the Kosi from Ukhal-dhunga to RAmnagar, the
surface of the channel is strewn with boulders. On the right bank
from Kumariya to Dhikuli there are numerous torrents with very
steep beds through which the drainage water in the rains pours
down with great velocity often joining the Kosi by numerous
channels, and, where they are confined to few, being sometimes very
destructive. .Prom Okhal-dhduga to Bujan the principal rock is a
hard quartzose sandstone running into metamorphic quartz. The
quartzose sandstone, however, only retains its distinct forhi up to
about three miles above Ukhal-dhdnga. Mr. Ryall found the aver
age discharge of the Kosi opposite Mohan to be 310 cubic feet per
second. The width of the stream being 60 feet, average depth 1’4

feet and velocity 2-5 miles per hour. There are many islands
covered with Tchair and sisu trees. The whole route from Mohan
down to Rdmnagar is one of extraordinary beauty and affords
scenery of the most savage and rich description such as would
delight a Salvator Rosa.

Beyond this it receives the Dhabka, a
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small stream flowing through tfie Kota Bhabar, on its left bailfe,

It then' takes a southerly direction through the plains for about
seventy miles and falls into the Ramganga in latitudb 28®-4l' and
longitude 79^-1' after a total course of between 140 and 150 miles.
At RAmpur, eleven miles above the confluence, it is but a small
stream from December to June and is fordable, but during the rains
can only be crossed by a ferry. At Dariyal between Moradabad
and Naini Tal there is a ferry where in the height of the rains it

often takes several hours to cross the rivejf.
KoSyan Malla, a patti of parganah Phaldakot in Kumaon, is a
long narrow strip of land lying along the right bank of the Kosi
river from the summit of the watershed to the banks of the river
along which the Almora road runs to Ramnagar and contains the
villages of Khairni (received from Dhuraphat) Korurh and Burden.

It is bounded on the west by Chauthan ; on the north by Dhnraphat; on the east by the same patti and on the south by Uchakot
and Simalkha. The asse,ssable area comprises 1,360 bisis, of which
349 are, culturable and 593 are cultivated (144 irrigated). The
land-revenue in 1815 amounted to Es. 336 ; in 1820 to Rs. 378 j
and in 1843 to,Rs. 459. It is now Rs. 875, which falls on the total

assessable area at Rs. 1-3-7 per acre and on the cultivation at
Es. 1-7-6 per acre. The population at settlement numbered 1,261
souls, of whom 641 were males. The patwari resides in Joshikhola, where there is a school.
Kosyan Talla, a patti of parganah Phaldakot in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by pattis Kakalasaun Malla and Chauthan j
on the east by tbe latter patti; on the south by patti Kota Talla ;
and on the west. by pattis Kota Talla and Sult Talla. The Kosi
runs through this patti nearly due west from Punt-pfpal by Amel,
Siti, where the Almora and Ranikhet roads to Ramnagar unite,
and Bishmoli to Ukhal-dunga in the Kota Talla patti. The coun
try is rocky and difficult, and has but little cultivation. The prin

cipal villages are Kuthimi, Siti and Amel. The assessable area
•omprises^ 892 Usis, of which 153 are culturable and 738 are cul
tivated (410 irrigated). The land-tax in 1815 amounted to

Es. 449 ; in 1820 to Rs. 666 ; in 1843 to Rs, 650; and is now
Rs. 1,410, which falls on the total assessable area at Rs. 1-9-6 per
acre, and on the cultivated area at Rs, 1-14-9 per acre. The

.
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population at sottloinent numbered 1,257 souls, of whom 619 wero
males.
Kota, aparganah iu Kumaon comprises twopattis, the Malla and
Talla, each of which is separately noticed. The totals given under
the statistics of the Malla patti show the parganah statistics. The
incidence of the land-tax on the whole assessable area of the two
pattis falls at Rs. 1-0-2 per acre and on the cultivation at Rs. 1-9-6
per acre. There are 51 mahals or estates comprising 67 villages.
The population in 1872 numbered 2,236 males and 2,147 females^
The small village and fort of Kota with Debipura adjacent, occupy the mouth
of the Dhabka pass, where the river enters the central plain of the Kata Dfin.
The sources of the Dhabka, the Baur, thebiihal, the Bahmani, and the Bhakra
rivers are all situate iu this parganah; while the Kosi river passes through one
portion on the north of the Gagar range, before it enters the Bhabar. The
lower and upper villages are similar in all respects to those of Chhakhata, but in
Kota there is no central level tract like the beautiful valley of Bhim Tal. Chukam is celebrated for its rice, and criminals were banished thereto cultivate it on
account of the unhealthiness of the climate. The main roads from Almora to
Moradabad and Ramnagar aud from Kalidhungi to Naini Tfil pass through
Kota, but there are no large villages. The majority are scattered about the
mountain forests without connection. The best and largest estates ate situated
between the heads of.the Dhabka arid the Bahmani rivers on the spurs from the
great Badhan-Dhura peak of the Gagar. There is also a cluster of good clear
ings at the head of the Baur between the Badhan-binayak pass and China, the
well-known monarch of the Naini Tal hills,

Kota Malla, a patti of parganah Kota iu Kumaon, is bounded
on the north by pattis Kota Talla, Uchakot and Dhaniyakot; on the
west by Kota Talla ; on the south by the Kota Bhabar and on the
east by parganah Chhakhata. This patti was separated from
Pahar Kota at the recent settlement. The entire Kota parganah
was locally divided into Pahar and Bhabar, and theformer is now
comprised in the Malla and Talla pattis, of which the statistics of
permanent value may be shown thus
Assessable area in bisis.

Assessment

in ectees.

PopnfcATIOW,

Cultivated

Kota.

Total. ce
3D . Dry.

Cul
tur
able.

1813.

1820.

Cur1843. rent.- Males, Pemales.

...

1,257 86
1,608 986

647
801

623
520

Hs.
1,153
916

Ks.
823
1,008

Ks.
921
1,223

Total ...

2,865 372

1,448

1,043

2,069

1,831

2,144 2,899 2,399 2,207

Malla
Talla

72

Ks.
1.223 1,161
1,676 1,238

1.103
1.104
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The land-tax falls on tho total assessable area in the Malfa patti

at Re. 0-15-7 per acre and in the Talla patti at one rupee : the
rates on cultivation are Rs, 1-10-8 and Rs. 1-8-8 per acre respec
tively.
The more important villages are Kurpakha, Muhrorha, Maugoli and Syat. These statistics belong to Kota Pahar as distin
guished from Kota Bhabar.

The patwari resides in Kota, and

there is a school in BAiijbugr.

Kota Talla, a patti of parganah Kota in Kumaon, is bounded
on the north by tbe Kosi river ; on the east by Patti Kosyan Talla
and on the south and west by the Bhabar. The statistics are
given under Kota Malta. The road from Ramnagar to Almora
passes by Ukhaldhiinga in the north of this patti. The more im
portant villages are Bhagni, Danna, Saurh and Amota. Five
villages were transferred to Talla Sult at the settlement. Tbe,
patwari resides in Parewa and there is a school in Rewar.
Kota Bhabar, a tract in Kumaon bounded on the north and west
by Gfarbwal; on the north and north-east by the Kota pattis and

Talla Sult; on the east by the Chhakhata Bhabar and oh tho south
by the Tarai district. The Kosi river from Mohan runs from north
to south through this patti and along its right bank the road from
Ramnagar to Paori passes along the Paniyali Sot to the Ram
ganga and that to Masi by the Kath-ki-nau pass. A third road
branches off by the Thunguli Sot to Kotdwara and a fourth follows
the Kosi to Almora by .the Bobani-ke-gadh.
In the lower rangea to the north of this patti there is no cultivation and no
villages. Its most remarkable feature is the Kota Dun divided from the Bhabar
■ by the practically most easterly portion of the range representing the Siwaliks
in the Dehra Dun, for its eastern continuation in the Giwali cliffs south of Naini
Tal is so closely connected with the outer range of the Ilimilaya as to be undistinguishahle except to the expert : travelling up from KSIadhungi into the Kota Dflu
attack leads through forest for some six miles and then over the cultivated lauds
-of Haldu-Bajttniya, Patniiya and Gaintigaon, a little beyond the fast of which are.
three large mango groves called the. Ukali, Siunath and Bharatgiri groves, in the
first of which aovoring some twenty-five acres is an encamping-ground (2,800 feet)
immediately north aiid perhaps 100 feet below the path is the channel of the
Dhabka river, about a mile iu width, partly cultivated but chiefly given over to
scrub and shingle. Three distinct terraces Are traceable in this channel, formed
by the river at various epoclis, the main and highest bank of boulders and gravel.
To the south-west the land is irrigated by channels from the Dhabka which is
totally exhausted in the valley. The village of Kota is a miserable place .ibaut
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three miles above Ukali, on the opposite bank of tbe river where it emerges from
Pahar Kola by a most magnificent gorge. The course of the stream is here
diverted by a bli’^ on which is the remains of the old fort, defended by thick stone
walls, wooded precipices and cut off from the cultivated grounds to the south
west by a narrow but deep ditch. The position is very unhealthy and the Gorkhali
garrison had to retirelo Dola, a fortified position on a peak to the north-west.
On the same bank but lower down is the romantic temple of Devipur,*
about 200 feet above the river on a low range of wooded hills, here worked into a
Tidgo by a confluent stream which pours down a parrow but wild and lovely dell
from the north. Hence there are beautiful views of the hills, the outer ranges
and the Dun, all still almost enveloped in forest. Badhan-dhura due north of
Kota has an elevation of 8,408 feet and between it and China over Naini Tal arc
three peaks having an elevation of 8,244,8,012 (Badhan Toli) and 8,186 feet
respectively. To the west the ridge is continued in Sonchuliya (8,504 feet)
. whose spurs run down to the Kosi. The rock at aud above the Kota fort is the
usual sandstone ; above this is limestone; the three western peaks are chiefly
quartzose rock aud Badhan-dhura, the same mixed with slate, dipping north-east
as usual -. an eruption of greenstone occurs at Saur village (5,863 feet) on the
southern face'of Badhantuli.
Prom Kota to Sitabau about six miles south-west by south the route crosses
the Dhabka, of which the right bank is high and precipitous and.the way through
a forest of khiir (Acacia catechu) trees. Beyond the river, sdl trees abound. The
path then follows the Dhaui or Chuhul from the eastern flank of the . Bahmani
peak near Bahmangaon. This at Sitabau joins with the Bahmani from the west
ern flank of the same peak to form the Kichari, an affluent of the Dhabka. The
scenery around Sitaban is extremely wild and beautiful; s<fl of noble dimensions
occupies the plateaus of level, uncultivated land between and west of the streams
and to the north is a flue view of the outter range. There is no road here and no
cultivation, but the temple amid a fine grove of asoAa trees (Sarqco tndico) is
sacred to Sila, who fled here after escaping from RaWan, The outer ranges to
the south are high enough for cliir. From Sitaban to Dhikuli (?.e.) about half
the distance is over high table-laild covered with forest, the rest is along a series
of most picturesque glens, the floors and acclivities of which are equally clad in
the same dense and beautiful forest, Close on the north rises the most western
prolongation of the Gagar which terminates at Dhikuli in this long wooded spur.
It sends down a multitude of torrents which with those of the northern slopes of
tbe Siwaliks form on the cast the Bandarpani and on tho west the Gaja streams,^
both of which unite near Pipaliya-Gaja and fall into the Kosi on the left bank
opposite Dhikuli. Nothing can be more exquisite in scenery than the cliff banks
and shaggy hills of the Kosi here enlivened by flights of birds (December) which
are comparatively Wanting in the waterless plateaus. . About two miles up the
river towards Mohan, the hills recede on each side leaving a level valley which
with the exception of one or two small clearings, consists of stony land covered
with scrub jungle.
From Dhikuli to Ramnagar the road follows the right bank of the Kosi,
• one by the high forest land through tho Amdanda aud Amsot chaurs and the
• J. A, S. Ccu„ XVII (I), 376,
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other close to the bed of the river, hoth meeting on the edge of the liigblands in llamoagar (1,204 feet), Four miles on through flat ground covered with
bambu, ber and grass jungle Chilkiya is reached and next to it Tanda. To the
west along the foot of •the hills a road connects with Kotdwdra and to the east
with Barmdeo. I'rom Kamnagar to Kaladh&ngi, the road passes though clearings,
jungle and forest, crossing the Kosi by a ford at Shankarpur and the Dhabka under
Burwa and a canal and a torrent near Belparao to Bandarjura, formerly the site
of a police out-post. The last is about a mile from a base of the low range of the
Kota 1 )un. In the south-west of this, about a mile and a half distant, there ia a
• copious formation of vesicular calcareous tufa or travertine, forming a cliff over
one hundred feet high, and most probably constituting the mass of the range,
which it does on the Kamola pass, about five mites east, where the summit, far
beyond the reach of running water, is flored with it. The Karara-gadh, a torrent
rising to the north of the Kamola pass, encrusts everything with lime to a dis
tance of tliree miles from the hills and possibly much further. This rock at
Bandarjura is quarried and carried- to the plains. From the crest of the cliff
above mentioned the view over the silent, wide-spreading forest is impressive.
From Bandarjura to Kaladhungi, ten miles, of which five to Kamola lihd thence
across the Bhaula to the Moradabad road and into Kaladhungi (9 «.) Jt^adJen.
0/2

Kotaxdi Malli, a small patti of parganah Kotauli in Kumaon
lies around the Piura bungalow on the upper road from Naini T-.'il
to Almora. The assessable area amounts to 812 bisis, of which 153
are culturable and 659 are cultivated. The Gorkhhli assessment
amounted to Ks. 378, and that of 1843 to Rs. 520, the present
land-tax is Rs. 838, falling at Rs. 1-4-4 per acre bn the assessable

cultivation. The population at the time of settlement numbered
1,474 souls, of whom 768 were females : see further the notice of the
Talli patti. The patwari resides at Mauna, whore there is a school.

Kotauli Talli, a small patti of parganah Kotauli iu Kumaon,
lies along the left bank of ths Kosi in tho Khairna valley below its
confluence with the Suwal, and is bounded on the south by Dli.aThe assessable area amounts to 1,601

niyakot, Agar and Ramgdr.

bisis, of which 355 are culturable and 1,246 are cultivated (24 irri
gated). The Gorkhali assessment amounted to Rs. 863, increased
to Rs. 1,046 in 1843, and now fixed at Rs. 1,602, which fells on
the total assessable area atone rupee per acre and on the cultivation
at Ks. 1-4-7 per acre.

The population at time of settlement num

bered 3,715 souls of whom 1,795 w’cre females. The patwdri resides
at Chimi, where there is a school.

Kotdwara, or Khohdw5ra is a small, though rapidly increas
ing mart in patti Ai’^’ier and. parganah Ganga Salan of Garhwal
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on a flat about 80 feet above the river Khoh on its left bank where
it debouches from the hifls. There was also a fort at the hill end
of this flat, w/iere it is very narrow, and which was used in former

days to resist the attack of robbers from the plains. The baz&r is
increasing in importance partly owing to the cultivation which
has of late years been started; but also from increased means of
communication, as hillmen, instead of purchasing cloth, ffur, &c ,
at Srinagar, now go direct to this place, where they can procure
all they want at cheaper rates, and also barter p/ji, red pepper,
turmeric, hempen cloths, ropes of different fibres, and a few barks
aud jungle products, for what they require for home consumption.
There are two fairs held during the week on Tuesdays and Fridays,
and frequently thousands of persons collect to trade. When a bridge
can be erected over the Khoh on the road to Najibabad, and this
road be improved, the importance and trade of this place must
increase, for the railroad now passes through the Bijnor distridt

within 18 miles of it. The forest department also has a large
amount of timber and bambu cutting in the immediate vicinity,
while a large mill is worked on the canal to which grain from
Najibabad and Nagina is brought to be ground. All these points
tend to increase its importance. It is chiefly peopled by petty
traders from the Bijnor district numbering over 1,000 for ten months
in the year, as a large number of traders from Najibabad and also
from the hills keep shops open during this period, only going
away for the unhealthy months of August and September. It is
18 miles from Najibabad, 30 from Bijnor and 47 from Paori.

Madhmaheswar, a temple in Patti Malli Kaliphat of parganah
Nagpur in Garhwal situate about eleven miles north-east of Ukhi
math in north latitude 30° 30' 5" and east longitude 79° 15' 49."
The temple is on the Kedarnath establishment, and is one of the
Panch Kedar supposed to be visited by all pilgrims who perform
the full round, but owing to the difficulties of the road this duty is
often avoided. The temple is situate on the eastern face of the
Madhmaheswar dJidr, the peak above it having an elevation of
11,47.7 feet. Higher up the glen near the sources of the river at a

place called Dhola are some rocks and a pool which are also objects
of reverence. The priests of Madh retire to Ukhimath during the

winter.
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Mahar, a patti of parganah Shor in Kumaon, is bounded on
the north by Kharayat; on the west by the Seti Pattis aud AValdiya Bichhla; on the south by Waldiya Talla and Srfa'n, and on the
cast by Pattis Kharakdes and-Nayades. The valley is drained by
the Chandrabhaga river, which flows thence south-east to.the K^li.
Between the fort and cantonments of Pithoragarh and the Jhula
bridge across the Kali leading to Nepal the principal villages are
Kkslmi, Bherkatiya, aud Ruinda. The patwari resides in Bajeti.
Roads,branch from Shor for Askot and Thai on the north; Almora
on the west, and Lohughat on the south. The assessable area
comprises 3,036 bisis, of which 761 are culturable and 2,275 are
cultivated (1,035 irrigated). The land-tax yielded Es. 1,025 in
1815 ; Es. 1,486 in 1820 ; Es. 1,853 in 1843 ; and now gives
Es. 3,877, which falls on the whole area subject to it at the rate of
Rs. 1-4-5 per acre and'on the cultivation at the rate of Es. 1-11-3
per acre. The population at settlement numbered 3,465 souls, of
whom 1,768 were males.

Mahryuri Malli, a small patti of parganah Mahryuri in Ku
maon, is bounded on tbe north by Bisaud and Dolphat, on the south
and east by Chaubhainsi, and on the west by the Bichhla Patti and
Bisaud. The principal villages are Bhangadyoli and Narha.
statistics of the four pattis may be shown thus :—
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The ioeldcnce of the current land-tax on the cultivated acre is Ke. o-ls-5 ia
DoIphSt; Rs. 1-2-10 iu Malli j Rs. 1-3-11 in Biehhli and Bs, 1-6-6 iu Taili Mahrj'-
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firi. In 1881, the population numbered 356 males and 336 females. The patwari resides in Dharkhola, where there is a school.
JWahryuri feichhli, a patti of parganah Mahrydri in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by Kotauli Malli and Uchyur; on the
west by Kotauli -Talli and Agar; on the east by Bisaud and Mahr
yuri Malli, and on the south by Chaubhainsi. This patti was
separated from Mahryuri at the recent settlement.

The principal

•villages are Guhni and Ldisal. The statistics are given under the
Malli Patti. Mahryuri comprised a number of villages from dif
ferent pattis, the revenues of which were assigned for the expenses
of the powder manufactory and the carriage of ammunition in time
of war by the Rajas of Almora and had no distinct boundaries.
Hence the proverb
‘ Tori jdri ber ke Mahnjuri^
‘having collected a lot of things together you have a Mahrydri
meaning that there is very little result after all your trouble. Patti

Silkana, abolished in 1821, was also devoted to the provision of
carriers of ammunition in time of war. The patwari resides in
Mauna.
Mahryuri Talli, a small patti of parganah Mahryuri in Ku
maon, is bounded on the north by Agar and Ramgar Malla; on

the west by Dhauiyakot; on the south by Chhakhdta, and on the
east by Chaubhainsi and Chhabis Dumaula. The principal villages
are Darhmi, Sharna, and Asorha, near which paths connect Dol
with Bhim Tal. The statistics are given under the Malli Patti;
the patwari resides in Sunkiya.
Mahryuri Dolphat, a small patti of parganah Mahrydri in
Kumaon, lies around the dak bungalow on the road from Almora
to Lohughat and is bounded on the north by Bisaud and Salam' ;
on the south by Chaubhainsi, and on the east by Salam Malla and
Talla. The principal villages are Sydnani, where there is a school;
Dol (6,022 feet), where there is a planter’s bungalow, and Khakar.
The statistics are given under the Malli -patti. The patwari resides

in Kandara.
Maidi river, a tributary of the Eastern Nyar, which drains the
valley-forming the patti of. Kauriya Walla and the north-eastern
corner of Malla Sila in Garhwal. It falls into the Eastern Nyar
on the 'left bank near Ukhlet in latitude 29°-55' and longitude
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78°-45'->30".
There are many lar^je villages along its banks
connected by a good road following the bed of the riypr and joining
on to the Kotdwara and Khatali road.
Maikhanda, a patti or sub-division of parganah Nagpur ip
Garhwal, is bounded on the west by Tihri; on the south by Tihri
and Bamsu, and on the east and north by Malli Kaliphdt. It com
prises the tract lying to the west or right bank of the Mandakini
river from the Byiingadh to Sondws'ira, drained by the Byiitig,
Gabini, Vv’alari, Pabi and Sini streams. From Sondwara to the
Tihri frontier the Sinigadh forms the boundary. The population in
1841 numbered 826 souls; and in 1858, 909 (434 females). The
entire sub-division is held in saddbai't, and the revenue is collected
by the patwari of Malli Kaliphat, living in Guptkashi.
Malari, a village in Patti Malla Painkhanda of Garb wal, is situate
in north latitude 30°-41'-50'''' and east longitude 79°-55'-50®
on the route from Joshimath to the Niti pass, thirty miles south
of the latter.
The site is pleasing, being in the eastern angle of a small triangular plateau
about a mile long aud half a mile broad, of which two sides are bounded by streamy
and the other by mountains covered to the summit with a bed of snow, thin on
tho projecting parts and deep iu the ravines. The village contains about fifty
houses, built of wood and stone intermixed and cemented with mud. Some of the
houses are two or three .stories high ; in which case the lowest story is used for
housing cattle. Large stones are hung by menus of ropes from the projecting
beams of the roofs, to prevent them from being blown away by the violent storms
common here. A wooden verandah projects from the up'per story, and is ornaihented with carvings of flowers and of Ganesa and other Hindu deities. The
inhabitants are Bhotiyas of the Marcha clan, who occupy this part of Garhwal
only from about the 24th of May to the 23rd of September, when they migrate
to less elevated places. Their principal means of support is the trade which
they drive between Hundes and the low country to the south, conveying the
merchandise on the backs of goats and sheep.
• Batten found, in October, only three thousand feet below the line’of per
petual snow, the harvest just cut at an elevation of 10,250 feet above the level
of the sea. The following account of an attempt to scale Hunagiri in 1883 by
■ Mr. Graham aud the guides Boss and Kauffman is interesting as the only one
on record : —
“ After a delay of two or three months Mr. Graham and his men started
for the second time for the peak of Dunagiri, The first ten or eleven days were
taken up with the preliminary inarch until the foot of Dunagiri was reached at
■ a height of 18,400 feet. Here they camped for the night. Our route lay up the
west ridge, and for some considerable distance we got along very well. Then
■p-e were forced away from the edge to the soutJiern side of the arete, and here.
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we suffered greatly from the reverberation of the sun, which took greater effect
from the height we had reached. So much did this trouble ns that we were all
aearly fainting when we reached the summit of the ai’€te; Kauffmann, who had
not been quite liimself, was quite overcome, and utterly unable to proceed. We
did net like to leave him, but he begged us not to turn on his account; and as
we thought that we must succeed, we made him comfortable and started by our
two selves. We were now on the* final slope of the peak, and, though not
labmrmal, it was a very steep bit of step cutting. The mist crept up sad snow
began to fall, and we were thinking of turning, for we had been two hours from
KaufEmaiin, and it was already one. Suddenly the mist cleared away, and we
instantly saw the great height which we had reached. Actually below Us lay a
•splendid peak, to which we afterwards gave the name of Mount Monal, 22,516.
We were quite 22,700, and the summit, not 600 feet above us, was in full siglit.
We again attacked vigorously, Boss just making notches, and I enlarging tiient
to steps. But it was no use; down swept the clouds with a biting hail and
wind, and we had to turn. It was with difficulty that we got down again ; the
darkness and sting of the hail prevented us from seeing the steps clearly, and
i fully expected a slip. We picked up Kauffmaan and get down with great
trouble, the last part of the way being in darkness. Here another trouble
awaited us j everything was soaking wet—matches, food, blankets, and otirarives—while the wind cut us like a knife. Boss insisted on out keeping awake,
and I have no doubt he was right; but tired oat as I was, it was very unpleasant.
Next day we swagged our things, and got down to our lower camp, to the great
joy of our ceolies, who had given us up for lost. As this was the first occasion
on which we reached an unusual height, it may not be amiss to give our per
sonal experience. Neither in this nor in any other ascent aid we feel any in
convenience in breathing other than the ordinary panting inseparable from any
muscular exertion. Nausea, bleeding at the nose, temporary loss of sight and
hearing, were conspicuous only by their absence, and the only organ percep
tibly affected was the heart, whose beatings became very perceptible, quite audi
ble, while the pace was decidedly increased.”

Mali, a patti of parganah Sira in Kumaun, is bounded on the
north by Tallades of parganah Juhar ; on tbe south by Athbisi
Talla and Barabisi ; on the west by Bar^un and Pangaraon, and
on the east by Patti Dindihat. Patti Mali lies along the left bank '
of the Ramganga river; a small portion is. situate on the right
bank at the north-western corner close to the Kalinag peak. The
assessable area comprises 1,779 bisis, of which 947 are culturable
aud ,831 are cultivated (434 irrigated). The land-tax yielded
Rs. 270 in 1815 : Ss. 442 in 1820 : Ss. 550 in 1843, and was
fixed at Rs. 1,588 for the term of the present settlement. It now
falls on the whole assessable area at Re. 0-14-3 per acre and on
the cultivation at Rs. 1-14-7 per acre. The population at the time
of settlement numbered 1,750 souls, of whom 954 were males.
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Some 68 Usis arc held revenue-free for tlic support of temples,
The patwari resides at Sat ; there is a school at Atalgaon.

Malli Bau, a patti of parganah Dhyani Hau in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by Salam Talla and Chdlisi ; on the east
by the latter patti, Asi and Talli Rau ; on the south by the latter
patti and Chaugadh, and on the west by Chaugadh, Bisjyula, and
Chaubhainsi. The patwdri resides at Pataliya; there is a school at
Joshyiira. At the recent settlement pattis Bisjydla and Chhabis
Pumaula were separated from this patti, and what remained was
divided into two—the Malli and Talli pattis—of which the statistics
may be shown thus :—
Agsbssablb akea in bisis.
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Some 36 bisis are held as giinth, free of revenue. The incidence of the
land-tax in tbe Malli patti on the assessable cultivation is Rs. 1-8-6 per acre,
and in the Talli patti is Rs. 1-3-4 per acre. There is a good deal of rich valley
land in the Ran pattis and tlie upland villages, too, are large and well-cultivated,
and the Kaira, Bora, and Deo clans are particularly well off. Seven villages
Were .transferred to Chaagadh at the recent settlement. The iron mines near
ManglalekR in the Talli patti are still worked and supply all the met d required
for agricultural purposes in the neighbourhood. They are leased together with
those at Nai in Chaubhainsi by the Aguris at Rs. 300 a year. The copper mines
at Dharsari and Kiniukhet in the same patti are not now worked.

Malwa, or Maluwa Tal, a lake in parganah Chhakhata of the
Kumaon district, the Westmoreland of India, lies in north latitude
29° 20' and east longitude 79° 41', distant nine miles from Bln'm
Tal and twenty-one miles from Naini Tal at an elevation of about
3,200 feet above the sea, From Bhim Tal the road ascends the
ridge to the north of .tho valley, and passing along the crest for a
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few iniles makes a sudden and very steep descent to the lake of
Malwa. There is capital fishing in the lake, and the use of the District
Engineer’s l/ungalow may be had on application to the district

authorities. The lake, of a very irregular shape, is situate at the
base of two ranges and foHo'ys very much the outline of the hills
within which it lies. At the south eastern end, where its outlet
which forms the source of an affluent of the Gaula river lies, an
embankment was made with a sluice-gate by which the level of the

lake was raised in order to store water for irrigation purposes in the
Bhabar at the foot of the hills, but the embankment gave way, and

has not been restored. The mountains around are lofty and spring
up directly from the margin of the lake. At the western end it
receives the Kalsa-gadb, which drains a long and narrow valley
extending as far as the Gagar peak (7,855 feet) to the east of the
Gagar pass above the Ramgar tea-plantation. This river carries
with it great quantities of stone and gravel into the lake, which,
Added to the landslips continually occurring from the hills on either
side, must in time have an appreciable effect on its depth and area.

The lake is 4,480 feet long in the centre, 1,883 feet wide at the
broadest; and has an area of 121'76 acres with a maximum depth
of 1-28 feet, or, while the embankment existed, of 158 feet. There

is a current observable throughout the lake, and directed towards
the outlet. The bottom is comparatively level, and is composed
of rock, loose shale, fine sand, and quartz gravel. The water iS
clear and of a beautiful blue colour except in the fains, w'hen it
becomes of a dirty muddy colour owing to the immense quantities
of ddbris carried into it; for the same reason it is not good for
drinking purposes, and whether it is the water or climatic influences
of the highly enclosed valley, Malwa Til has amongst Europeans
and natives the reputation of being exceedingly unhealthyi The

story goes that in former days there was a Raikwa! peasant named
"Malwa at Chyurigir, rVho was a great wrestler aud oppressed tbe
people. One day he took a fancy to another man’s wife, and, seiz
ing her, hid her in a cave. The gods were offended and sent a
mighty landslip which dammed up the Gaula and covered the cave,
and thus arose the Malwa lake. High above the outlet on the

north-east is an immense scar which the people point to as the
scene of the laudship and still call it Malwa-ka-paira.
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Mr. Ball describes the range to the “north as chiefly formed of white ant?
purple quartzites with which there are some slates and
Geology.
shales. The dip of these beds is rarfable, but north
west at alow angle seems to be the prevailing direction. Much of the higher
face of this range is steeply scarped, but landslips abound, and have, to a great
extent, concealed the character of the lowtr portions. The range on the south
consists primarily of an axis of greenstone, which stretches continuously hence
from the neighbourhood of Bhim Tal. Associated with this greenstone are
quartzites and shales, the beds in immediate contact often showing signs of much
alteration and induration. Occasionally the effect of the former has been such
as to cause the affected beds to assimilate to the characters of the greenstone,
and to’ be almost inseparable froia it, by mere examination of their outward
lithological structure. What the exact nature of the physical relations of this
greenstone may be, has not yet been fully ascertained; but that it does not exist
merely as a single simple dyke is amply testified by the fact that branches front
it cross the valley at both ends of the lake, and are cut through by the
infalling and outfailing streams. At the head of tbe lake is a boulder bed
through which the river cuts to a depth of eight or ten feet. This deposit con
sists chiefly of subangular fragments of trap and quartzite. At first I wao
inclined to attribute it to the effects of a retreating moraine. Temporarily this
view was supported by the discovery of boulders of granite and gneiss-no
known source for which exists within the present drainage limits of the Kalsa.
It was impossible, however, to overlook the fact that there were no signs of
polishing on any of the blocks, and that those which have come furthest (the
granite, &c.)ate well rounded and water-worn. Taking into consideration the
professedly general character of the only existing geological map, it would be
clearly unsafe to adopt the view that no source for these boulders'exists withinthe watershed; and thi»the more especially as tn the adjoining basin of tbe Gaula
on the north, the occurrence of gneiss and granite is indicated on the map.”
{Gaz. X, p. 114.)
“The importance of determining the source from whence these bouldershave been derived is sufficiently obvious. If Wey have not come from within
the limits of this catchment basin, then indeed it might be necessary to invoke'
the aid of an iee cap to account for their transport; but in the meantime it is
impossible to assert that tbie accumulation of boulders at the mouth of the'
gorge is other than a delta of diluvial origin. Now as to the character of the
lake itselfIts maximum dimensions are, length 4,480 feet, width 1,833 feet,
and depth 1S7 feet. Unfortunately, as was tbe case with Bhim TAI, no series of
soundings are available, and the form of the basin is, therefore, uncertain. The
bounding ranges and their slopes, however, indieate the V (river) rather than the
U (glacial) type of valley denudation. Looking up the lake towards the course
of the stream, the view just beyond tbe gorge is quite shut out by a projecting
spur, which a glacier could have scarcely failed to modify if not remove. At the
outfall no rocks are seen in situ. The barrier, now modified by a sluice,appears
to be mainly formed of debris thrown down by landslips. The first rock which
I detected in situ in the bed of the stream was the already mentioned greenstone
which will, I believe, prove to be at a lower level than the bottom of the lake.”
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The map here given supplies a series of soundings made by
Dr. Amesbury in 1871

Mana, a village on the Saraswati, an affluent of the Vishnuganga
in parganah Painkhanda, is situate at an elevation of 10,560 feet

above the level of the sea close to the pass of the same name, also
called Chirbitiya-la and Ddngri-Ia, which has an.elevation of 18,650

582
feet (18,576 according to the Pandit) and lies in north latitude 30°"
45' 27" and east longitude 79° 27' 40". The necessity of travelling

for many miles over the vast accumulations of loose fock and dibris
brought down by ancient glaciers, or which violent atmospheric
changes have thrown down into the (Valley from the mountains on
both sides, render the Mdna pass one of the most difficult in this
part of the Himalaya. In actual elevation, too, it exceeds that of

any other pass in these districts which lead into Tibet. The road ot
rather the track, for there is generally nothing that deserves even
the name of path, ascends constantly the main valley of the Saras
wati’ until it reaches the top of tbe water-parting ridge which
forms the boundary with Tibet. The pass itself is somewhat
remarkable. There is no apparent ridge to be crossed at the head
of the Saraswati, and the latter part of the ascent still lies through
a ravine, the inclination of which becomes less steep as we approach

the line of water-parting.

The pass itself is a narrow valley filled

with the nevi of glaciers, and bounded on each side by mountains
almost entirely covered with perpetual snow.
This valley is
apparently almost entirely level for about a quarter of a mile, and

the great bed of snow which it contains gives rise to two glaciers
which descend in opposite directions, one northwards into Tibet,

the other southwards into the valley of the Sdraswati of which it
constitutes one of the principal sources. So little is the inclination
of the ground near the pass, pr rather of the great mass of snow
which covers it, that we cross the line of water-parting without
observing that we have done so. The Tibetan glacier descends
rapidly for about two miles, or perhaps less, into a valley bounded
on both sides by high mountains generally bare of snow in the
summer months to Poti, the first encamping-ground in Hundes .
situate about a.thousand feet below the pass. Below Poti hardly a
vestige of snow is to be seen.

There is no extensive view to be seen from the pass in any
direction. To the north the plain of Hundes is hidden by bare
„
brown hills with rounded outlines, and on
The pass.
,
,
,
.,
, .
,
the three other sides nothing can be seen
•, * The Bhotiyas consider a stream which comes from one of the lateral
glaciers to the west, and wliich joins the stream from the north about ten miles
below the pass, to be the true Saraswati, but to avoid confusion we shall speak
of the pass stieam as the Saraswati.

Mana.
i
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but the overhanging snowy pe^<s and precipices of the Indian

Himalaya.

On the southern side near the pass there is a much

greater quantity of snow than we generally find so close to the

Tibetan frontier, a phenomenon caused by the immense elevation

which the peaks close to the line of water-parting here attain.

We

commonly find all the highest mountains some twenty to thirty
miles south ; bnt here there is an exception to the general rule, fot

a cluster of great peaks rise immediately above the line of water
parting at the extreme northern limit of the belt of perpetual snow
above, the western sources of the Saraswati, the culminating point

of which, called KAmet, attains an elevation of 25,373 feet above

the level of the sea.

No other peak in this tract attains an equal

height except Nanda Devi.

The glacier which descends from the

pass on the southern side terminates about a mile below near the

pool called Deo Tal at an elevation only a few hundred feet less

than that of the pass.

This pool which is only a few hundred

yards long, but which is inserted on some of the older maps, is filled
with the drainage of the glacier just mentioned and is prevented

from running off, partly by a contraction of the bottom of the

•

valley, caused by a great eruption of granite, and partly by the

lateral moraine of a glacier which descends from the west and
enters the main valley a little lower down. -From Deo TAI to
Katakun (= red corner) hardly a sign of vegetation exists, except

here andjthere some tufts of grass and a few stunted primulas and

saussureas and other plants found at great elevations.

The path -

lies constantly over the moraines Of glaciers which descend from
every lateral ravine or over the ancient accumulations of the great
glacier which must once have filled the main valley itself.

The chief interest of the geology of this tract consists in the
fact that from a little above Mana to the pass, the mountains are
apparently formed always of granite (gneiss ?), a rock not generally

Geology.

met with in such vast quantity in tbe higher
f

parts of the Himalaya.

o

There can be little

doubt that this granitic outburst is directly connected with that
which we know’ chiefly constitutes the mountains to the north of
the glaciers of the Vishnuganga and with that which forms the

great peaks which rise above the sources of the Bhagiratbi.

It is

not until we approach the pass that we get out of the granite rocks

’
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into clay-slates and limestone, /apparently non-fossiliferoua, and
which constitute, it may be supposed, the basis of the Silurian and
more recent formations which the Bhotiya reports of organic

remains as well as the analogy that we see elsewhere lead us to
believe exist a few miles to the north.

Taking the route up the Alaknanda to Mina, the first stage is usually from
Nandprayag to Biri (9 miles), and (hence to the PatilItinerary,
ganga (II miles, 3 fur., 36 poles), passing the Garurganga in the eighth mile by a bridge after a rotky ascent and descent for three
and a half-miles from Pipalkoti along the left bank of the Alaknanda. From
the Fatalganga to Joshimath (10 mites, 3 fur., 35 poles) for two miles the road
is undulating, and descends to the Gutabkoti rivulet where there are some
Baniyas’ shops •, next comes Hilang (i mile, 6 fur,), also containing shops. Thence
to the Eoragadh river, a descent, and to the Paini rivulet, an ascent and level
(2 miles, 4 fur,, 18 poles). Next comes the Gaunk rivulet to which the road is
rocky and undulating, and thence an ascent to Joshimath (4 miles, 1 fur., 5 poles)
at an elevation of 6,107 feet above the level of the sea in latitude 30’ 33' 24",
and longitude 79’ 36' Si'kt There is a bungalow for travellers, a dispensary,
shops, and dharrasalas here.
From Joshimath the next stage is Kharehechnra (7 miles, 4 fur., 11 poles).
The road descending crosses the Vishnuprayag bridge across the Dhauli, and
thence to Tbaryasanga across the Vishnuganga (2 miles, 8 fur., 7 poles).- It then
crosses the Ghatmugri rivulet to the Baigat rivulet at Pandnkeswar (6,300 feet),
and then by Seshdhara to Kharchechura (6 miles, 1 fur., 11 poles). The villages
of Gh6.t, Biundar,Kundi,and Pathari are p.'issed on tbe road. The next stage
. is Mana, the last inhabited village in the valley, and the last where there is any
cultivation. This is had on a fairly level piece of ground on either side of the
Saraswati where kotu and phdpkar are sown in May and gathered in September.
There are no forests near, and all wood used has to be brought from the lower
villages. From Kharchechura the road follows tha bank of the river to Dyasanga
where it crosses by a bridge on to Gorsil, where there is another bridge, thence
by Kalyankoti to the Banganga bridge and to the Ouliyasanga bridge (3 miles,
I fur., 86 poles). Next eomes the Bishigauga bridge and the village of Badrin&th (2 fur,, 24 poles). The river is again crossed before reaching Mana. The
elevation of the temple of Badrinath is 10,284 feet, and of Mana village 10,510
feet above the level of the sea. The road then passes by the Thans stone
bridge across the Saraswati by MttsspaniX>3,100 feet) to Sunsanga, the eighth
Crossing to Gastoli (13,300 feet) above the Nagtundi rivulet, the next stage.
From Gastoli (13,251 feet) the track follows the left bank of the river by the
SAraswati double bridge and Cb&mirao 'and Danirao (14,900 feet) to B&takun
(16,100 feet). Hence one march carries oue across the pass or hdnia to Puti,
passing by tlie Tara bridge (16,687 feet), BakaS Tal, Deo Tal, Jagrai (17,200
feet), and the crest of the pass (18,576 feet). From) Musapani onwards the
signs of glacial action aro everywhere apparent. Here a considerable stream
called .the Arhua joins the Saraswati from the oast. The glacier from which
it springs has now receded so far as to be almost invisible froio the track.
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Fr'ora the northerti side of the valley of the Arliua comes a huge moraiue.right
across into the middle of the valley of the Saraswati. It appears to have beeu
brought down I,/ the glacier of the Arhua when the main valley also, was filled
with ice and after the junction of the two glaciers to have been carried on as
a median moraine on the great ice-stream of the Saraswati Although from
Batakun southwards the valley beoojnes less devoid of vegetation as the eleva
tion decreasesi yet the whole tract as far. as Mana is sterile and dreary in th<#^
extreme and the want of pasture for their sheep and cattle and of firewood for
themselves on the journey to and from Hundes is not the least of the difficulties
with which the Marcha traders have to contend. From'a little above Ratakua
there was formerly a track to Nilang across the high ridge separating the Saras
wati from the Managadh, but thijg is now no longer used. From Mana village
to the pass there are only dncamping-gronnds, and all supplies must be carried
.with the party.

Mana was the pass chosen by one of Captain Montgomery’s pandits in hta
expedition into 'Tibet in 1667. On the 2Gth duly
Pandit’s travels,
he left Badrinath, 28th, passed Mstna (10,510 feet),
Kamet on the right, passed by Tara Sumdo (16,587), and the Chirbitiya-la
or Dungni-la pass -(18,576), aud reachetl the I-umarti camp on the 29th
(16,817), thence by Churkong, the customs station to Totling, whence roads
blanch off to Chuprang and Gartoh (Rec. G. I. H. D, LXXIV., 34). At
Totling (August 6th) there is a monastery about a mile in circumference which
is used as a resting-place by travellers. On the 9th the water-parting between
the Indus and Satlaj was crossed by the Bogota pass (19,s2« feet), and in two
days Giigti close to Gartoh was reached. 'Thence crossing the mpuntains to
the east by the Gugti-la pass (19,490), on the 14th entered on the Chojothol
plain with salt brackish lakes at intervals. Thence crossing the Tabata (17,650)
came to the Giacharaf camp on the banks of the Indus (15,732). Then crossing
the Chomorang-la pass, Thek Jalangj one of the principal gold mines was
reached. Returned to Giacharaf, then down the Indus to the junction of the
Indus and,Gartoh rivers near the Lujan Chamik spring: and up to Gartohgansa (winter quarters) on the Gartoh river. Two marches on is Gartoh yiirsa
(summer quarters), the trading depot.
The following notes of the marches in Tibet were furnished by an intelli
gent trader who had often made the journey. First
Tibetan notes.
march Dglu ; second Sibuk ; third Chiprao ; fourth'
Chaprang From Poti to Delu (or Delu Danu), the path goes along the left
bank of the Poti river to Delu so-called from a formidable goblin of that name,
■who is supposed to have his residence here. To Sibuk is a short march for
goats. First aseend from Delu across the ridge that shuts in the Poti valley,
then descend a little to a pasture-ground called Luiparti, which is about half
way to Sibuk. Fron, Luroarti the track proceeds for a mile along a plain,
and then descends to a ravine which has its commencement close by, When
near Sibuk' leave the ravine and turn to the right to Sibuk which is in the
plain on the right bank of the ravine. The ravine joins tbe Sankara-gar, an
affluent of the Satlaj on 'whose bank is Poting,one of tho villages met on the
Nilang route. From Sibuk to Chiprao the ground is uneven, but there are no
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eo)isiderab!e ascents or descents, and no ravines are crossed. There is no water
nor is there any at Cliipriio, so that it has to be taken from Sibuk. From
Chiprao to Chaprang or Tsaparang is also an ordinary march fBr goats, and ths
track proceeds by a deep and broad waterless ravine which joins the Satlaj half
a mile below Chaprang. From Chiprao proceed about two miles (one Aos) along
the left bank of the ravine, and then descend aud proceed along its bed for .1J
Aos. Then leave it and ascend the right bank to a pasture-ground known as
Lamthangka, and hence onwards for about a has along the bank of the ravine to
where the track turns to Chaprang, distant one hos. From Chaprang to Toling
is one march, aud the track crosses the plain to a ravine close by, which is
crossed, and again a plain is met for half a kos with cultivation, the path lying
about half a mile from the Satlaj. The Anichila stream is next crossed, and
about one Aos further lower Mattiya on the bank of the Satlaj IJ Aos below
Toling Close above Mattiya a great ravine runs into the Satlaj, very deep
but dry, and which is crossed by a bridge called Kang-jang lending to upper
Mattiya, which is oue Aos across a plain to Toling. A return road leads by
BSrkyu (one march) to Chiprao (one march). From Chiprao to Mangnang is
one march.
Mana is the only purely Bhotiya village in the valley. Its inhabitants are
called Mdrchas, a name also given to the Bhotiyas of the Niti valley. The
Huniyas call them Duugni-Bongpas from ‘ l>nng’ the name for Mitna and ‘ Rung ’
the tract near India., The 4>eople of the other villages are not Bhotiyas, and do
not differ from the inhabitants of the parganahs to the south. Their intercourse
with the Marchas, however, rather cause them t.) be looked down upon by the
Khasiyas, These villages are Bahmani close to Radrindth, Kiroh, Pandukeswar, Bhydudar, and Paturi. Pandukeswar and Bahmani belong chiefly to one
sot of people, the inhabitants living at the latter village during the hot season
pud returning in the winter to Pandukeswar with the Marchas and the Badri
nath estabtishment. Their caste is called Duriyal, but they are included under
the generic term Khasij'a. Pandukeswar' is the chief of alt these villages,
and it derives some importance from being the winter residence of part of the
office-bearers of Badrin&th, and the plafie of deposit for the valuables of the
temple from October until June.

At the time of Paper’s visit in 1809, the village of Man.a possessed
from 160 to 200 houses with a population of l,-100, but in 1822 a great num
ber were destroyed by an avalanche In 1872 the population was 66.s.
The houses are of stone two stories high, and covered with deal planks :
the inhabitants are of the Mongolian type, middle-sized, stout, welt made,
■with olive complexions, enlivened by ruddiness on the cheeks. The dress of
the men consists of troWseis, and over them a loose frock, girt round
the waist with a cord, and on the head a cap. all of wool. The women, instead
of trowsers, wear a loose under gaiment, the upper differing nothing from
that of the men, except in tbe finer texture and gayer colours. Their headdress is of cloth, wrapped round in the ferm of a turban ; their necks, ears,
and noses, as well as those of their offspring, are covered with a profusion of
beads, rings, and other trinkets in gold and silver. The Bhotiyas are not now
near so well off as they’ were owing to the falling off in the borax trade, and
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the increase of drunkenness amongst themselves, and there are now few
wealthy men amongst them. Formerly, it is said, one of them lent the Ituia
of Garhwal two^lakhs of rupees to assist in repelling the Gorkhalis; uSiv
there are very few worth twenty thousand rupees. -

The following table shows the exports and imports for five

years by the Garhwal passes (irp rupees) :—
1878-79.
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14,215 12,278
15,566 11,628
46,087 1,01,133 38,491 1,04,724 38,447 1,91,910 31,283

O
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Ks.
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124,778 66,293 1,15,348 47,769 1,20,290 50,075 . 1,19,588 55,722 1,08,537
■

The imports by both passes in 1881-82 comprised 3,948 maunds
borax worth Rs. 23,688 : 15,716 maunds of salt worth Rs. 62,864,
. aud 1,234 maunds of wool worth Rs. 26,430. In the following
year the figures were—borax 2,413 maunds valued at Rs. 19,304 ;
salt 15,252 maunds valued at Rs. 61,00s; and wool 1,001 mauuds
valued at Rs. 19,747. The exports in 1881-82 included cotton
goods worth Rs. 4,744 ; 14,983 maunds of grain valued at
Rs. 40,961 ; gki worth Rs. 1,174 ; sugar valued at Rs. 1,197; and
tobacco worth Rs. 1,210. In 1882-83 the figures were—cotton
goods Rs. 3,640 ; grain Rs. 38,147 (18,282 maunds) ; sugar
Rs. 3,180 ; ghi Rs. 5,734 ; and tobacco Rs. 919. The Mana people
trade with Totling and the Nitiwals for wool and blankets with
Daba, and for borax and salt at Shibchilum like the Juharis.

Manasarowar, or Cho (Ts’po) Mapan or Mapham, a lake in the
Kangri sub-division of the Purang district of Nari-Khorsnra in
Hundes or Tibet is situate in north latitude 30° 43' and east longi
tude 81° 30', at an elevation of 15,300 feet above the level of the
sea. It is an object of pilgrimage to Hindus, and was visited* in
1846 by Captain II. Strachey from whoso journal the following
account is taken : —
The route followed through I’itboragarh, Chaudans, Bj’aus vii L!pu-keDhura aud Eiikas Tal has been described under those heads. From the north1 H. Stmehey, J. A. 8., Ben. XVII (3), 527 ; the journey to the l-ipu-kc-Dhura Pass is
given under Pyd/n?, then scy Jid/vojt Til and Piw.ag,
I
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ewetern point, of Rakas Tal after passing the south and east face of Kailas
(see AfafZaA), the track led over the Lachu and Barka streams which were crossed
by fords; Then more southerly over sandy ground, but remarkably level with
a straight dyke-like ridge some one hundred feet high, close on the left aud
Rakas Tal visible on the right, about a mile from the path, circling off to a head
land, the north epd of the projecting rocky bank which occupies the middle of
the eastern shore. The ridge of high ground here begins to break into irregular
hillocks, a mile further on a large stream one hundred feet wide and three feet
deep, running rapidly from east to west by a well-defined channel, is crossed :
this ia the outlet of Manasarowar which emerges from the northern part of its
western margin and falls after a course of, perhaps, four miles into Rakas Tal,
at the bight formed by the projecting headland above-mentioned. Five or six
miles on, the middle of the western shore is reached. The Huniya or Tibetan
name of the lake is Cbo Mapan. It is thus described by Captain U. Strachey:—

i'In general characteristics this lake is very like Lagan, but so much more
compact in form that tlie position in the middle of the western shore commands
a complete view of the entire lake, excepting only the extreme western edge of
the wate%,which is concealed by the declivity of the high bank on which we were
stationed. The figure of Mapin is, as stated by Moorcroft, an oblong, with the
porners so much rounded off as to approach an oval, the longer diameter lying east
^nd west. Moorcroft’s estimate of its size is 16 miles in length (E. and W.), by
eleven in width (N. and S.), though it appeared to me somewhat larger ; a cir
cumference of some 48 miles at the water’s edge, divided by the eye into four
quarters, each of them seem a moderate day’s journey of eleven to twelve miles,
• which agree with the accounts of pilgrims who make the pariirama (or circumambulation) usually in five or six days according to their stay at the several
gumbas (or monasteries) and other circumstances. Mapan is bounded thus;
westward by the hilly ground that separates it from Lagan, of no great height
(averaging 250 feet perhaps), but rather steep towards the lake, and apparently
having little level .shore on the margin excepting at small bays here and there.
The northern bank begins in a ridge of high ground rising precipitously from
the watcr’.s edge, and extending along four or five miles of the west end, the
“ face of the rock,” noticed by Moorcroft in his walk round the north-west
corner ef the lake “ in many places near" 800 feet perpendicular.” Thence
eastward, the shore is a plain three of four miles wide, sloping down from, the
base of the Giingri mountains, which rise behind in a continuous wall. This
ground appears to be a continuation of the plain on the northern shore of La
gan under Kailas, passing without interruption, or with a slight rise perhaps
behind the ridge of hills above-mentioned. Moorcroft estimates the valley ef,
Gangri to be twelve miles broad and twenty-four long: that length may be right,
but the breadth is not clear; if the twelve miles be intended to include the
whole basin of the two lakes, it is considerably under the mark ; and the mere
plain between the Gangri mountains and the northern shore of tlie lakes cannot
average anything like that width.
Moorcroft was then encamped in the vicinity of Barka, and he possibly
estimated the breadth of the plain from its appearance at tiiat point, where it is
certainly very much widened by the southing of the eastern shore of Rakas Tal.
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At tlio north-east corner of Mapan the level grouhJ is widened by the roiinding
bf the lake; it looks greener than the rest as though irrigated by streams of
fvater, and is saiA to be pasturage .occupied by Dung, &tf. This was noticed by
Moorcroft as * a plain nt the foot of elevated land .... to the north-east.’
On the east side of the lake rise hills and mountains slopiftg down to the water’s
edge with more or less margin of lejel ground At the bottom. The northern
halt of this ran^d is mere hill of no great height, connected at the north end
with the base of the Gangri mountains, and on the south joining a cinder Of
iuountains that occupy the southeril half of the lake’s eastern shore ; the latter
Seemed as lofty as tho. lower parts ol? the Gangri range.
On the south side of the lake in its eastern half rises sloping ground, then
hills and behind all the Indian snowy mountains, a blank dismal chaos, in ap
pearance rather broad than lofty, the further end receding southward and tho
nearer advancing towards the lake, till it terminates in Momonangli. This
great mountain Occupies all the western half of the lake’s south bank; its upper
and greater part a vast towering mass of pure snow, the base in earthy mounds,
almost bare of verdure, sloping right down to the water’s edge. The isthmus
bf low hilly ground that forms the western boundary of the lake joins the foot
of Monionangli. The view of Manasafowar confirms all accounts of native •
. informants, which all agree in stating that the lake has no other affluents than
a few unimportant streams rising close by in the surrounding mountains, and
but one affluent, that communicating with Rakas Tal. The two lakes aie placed
together in a basin, girt about by an encienie of hill and mountain from which
the only exit appears to be at the north-western extremity opening into the
gien of the Lajandak Stream. The outlet of Map an leaves the lake from the
northern quarter of its west side.

The permanent affluents of llapan are three or four : (1) a stream rising
in two branches from the G&ngri mountains and falling into the lake at the
fea-stefn quarter of its north side ; (2) also from the Gangri range a few miles
further east, entering the lake at the north-east corner, at the very same point
is the mouth of the third stream, which rise’s in Hortol behind the mountain at
the east end of the lake, and flows round its northern base. The presence oithese
three streams accounts for the greater verdure iu the ground above the noriheh-st corner of the lake. Sataling is tho name of the pasture-ground on the bank
of the second river, through which the Lha.sa road passes, and thence along the
iiorth bauk of the third. The fourth affluent is doubtful: a stream possibly
comes from the Nepal-llimaCayainto the south-east corner of the lake. In the
summer season there are many temporary streams from rain and melted snow,
qnd it was probably one of these Moorcroft saw and called the ‘ Krishna rivor,’^
On the south-west corner of the lake.
There are eight Gumba on the banks of MSpSn, viz.
1. Tokar (Thui), about tho middle of the south side; this is sometimes
Called a village, but it is a mere monastery somewhat larger t! an the othets.
2, Gusur (Gozul), at the middle of the western, side,
s. Ju, at the northern quarter of the west side and the north bank of
the outlet.
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4. Jakyab (Jankheb), at the western quarter of the north side where the
high bank terminates; this probably is the “ house inhabited by Gclums”’
(Gelongs), ‘ with terraces of stone with the usual inscriptions; ’ near this
Moorcroft encamped in 1812.
5. Langbuna, i. t. (elephant’s trunk), in tbe middle of the north side.
6. Bundi, at the north-east corner, Jictween the first aud second affluents.
7. Sarlung, in the middle of the east end ; and
8k Nunukhar (Eaiikpo), at the south-east corner of the lake.
The water of Mapau is quite clear an< sweet, and in mass of the same fine
blue colour as Lagan. In picturesque beamty the ensiern lake is hardly equal
to the other, its uniform outline being comparatively dull and monotonous, the
surrounding hills blank and dreary, and the gigantic grandeur of Gnrla less
pleasing, perhaps, than the majestic beauty of Kailas. The depth of these lakes
is possibly an average of 100 feet or so, and double that in the deepest places.
Thermometer in shade at 3 p.m., October 3rd, 46°; water boiled at 186°;
elevation of the lake 15,250 feet, or 600 feet higher than that recorded by Mont
gomery’s Pandit iu IS67. There are no boats on the lake, and the only one
probably ever launched on its waters was au India-rubber one, eoiiveytd- there
by an English traveller in 18.55, for permitting which, it is said, the Zungpun
of Daba was decapitated by the Lhasan Governor. In an old Chinese map, .
Manssarowar is represented as a four-headed gargoyle pouring out streams of
water from the mouth of each animal—a lion, elephant, cow, and horse. Some
account of these and their local names has already been given,* as representing
the Indus, Satlaj, Karnali, and Brahmaputra. The common legend concerning
them is, that the Indus is called the ‘ Lion-river ’ from the bravery of the
people through whose country it flows; the Satlaj is called the ‘ bull (not
‘ elephant ’) river ’ from the violence of its stream j the Karnali is the ‘ peacock
river ’ from the beauty of the. women who live along its banks, and the Brah
maputra is called the ’ horse river ’ from the excellence of the horses in the
country through which it passes.’

Mandakini,, a river of Malli Kaliphdt and parganah Nagpur in
Garhwal, rises near the Tihri boundary at the south-eastern base
of the Keddrnath peak, in north latitude 30°-47' and east longitudeIt holds a course generally southwards, and in latitude
30°-38' receives on the right bank the Sini river near Sondwaray
and in latitude 30°-33'’, on the left batik, the- Kdli river below
Kdlimath, and a little lower down, on the same bank, the Madhinaheswar or Bira river near NaU. Still further south the Agas^
kdinni, Kyunggar and Sangar join the Manddkini on the left bank,,
and on the right bank are tho Pabi, Gabini, Bydu, Baun, Ddriaa
and Lastar toi-rents: continuing to flow iu a southerly direction
it falls into the Alaknanda on the right bank at Eudrpraj-ag.
Gaz. XI 292 (Note).’
Dept. LXXI. Is®.
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In north latitude 30°-17'-10'’' and east longitude 79°-l'.32'’’ after a
course of about 45 miles. The water-parting ridge to the west of
the Mandakin* forms the boundary with Tihri as far as Agastmuui,

thence to Rudrpayig, tbe Mandakini itself, and further south
the Alaknanda. The forests ajong its banks have afforded large
numbers of sleepers to the East Indian Railway.
Mandal, a river rising oy the southern slopes of the ranges
lying in the eastern parts of tPattis Badalpur Talla and Painun of
parganah Talla Saldn of British Garhwal, has three main sources.
The most westerly rising near Maraura in Talla Badalpur takes a
south-south-easterly direction though Painun and passing the villages
of Jamri and Dobriya joins the main stream near Jharat. The
main branch rises close by in the eastern declivities of the Dhargaon
range, The third branch drains the eastern half of Patti Painun
and flowing nearly due south by Badaniyagaon and Kotri joins
the main'stream at Raunderi. The united stream flows nearly
due east through Pattis Paindn, Bungi and Bijlot with a course

of about twenty miles until it joins the Ramganga on the western .
bank at the head of the Path Dun above Sarapdhuli in latitude
29°-34'-40''and longitude 79°-8''-25". The Paori and Dharon
road passes along the right bank of tbe Raunderi feeder, and another
road runs up the left bank of the Mandal to its source in the
Dhargaon range, and there crosses the watershed into the Haldgadi
valley. In the dry season the Manddl is a petty stream with a
■breadth of about 24 feet, but its bed is 50 or 60 feet broad, showing
that it becomes a river in the rains. For the last ten miles of its
course it has a very slight fall. Its water is largely used for
irrigation, there being many fine flats along its banks which are
highly cultivated. The bills on each side are covered with virgin
sal forests which form one of the most valuable reserves of the
Forest Department.
Manyarsyun, a patti of parganah Barahsyun in Garhwal, lies
in the south-west corner of that parganah along the right bank of
the Nayar. It is occupied by the valleys of the Thanul and Kun

streanis and possesses very va,ried soil and climate. The soil is, ag
a rule, good but stony ; there is no forest, but a good deal of scrub
jungle. The people wear cotton clothes and their market is Kot
dwara. The roads from there to Srinagar pass through this patti
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besides several cross-paths.

The name is derived from theManya't

caste who colonised tho patti. The patwari usually resides at Dangi
within the patti. The land-revenue assessed iu 186^ amounted to

Es. 2,329, including saddbart, and Rs. G7 for gdntJi and resumed
revenue-free lands, on a population,of 3,315 souls.
Mapa, or Mapan, a smalt Bhotiya village in Patti Malta Juhar
of parganah Juhar in Kumaon, lies ^n the right hank of the Gori
river on the route to the Unta-Dhiirji pass into Hiindes by Milam
in latitude 30°-22'-50" and longitude 80'’-12'-20% with an eleva
tion of 10,880 feet above the level of the sea. It'is distant five
miles from Milam, 14 miles from Bo-udiyar, four miles from Martoli, and 116 miles from Almora. The Gori flow's below at a depth
of 250 feet. The country around is above the limit of forest vege
tation producing only a few creeping junipers, barberry and goose
berry bushes and other similar alpine shrubs. On the opposite' side'
of the Gori river lies the route from Milam by Burphu to Ralam
aud Munsyari. Mapa has an area of about 32 acres of arable land
and a population of about one hundred. The rocks are clay
slate aud greywacke with a good many masses and fragments of
quartz.
Iffiartoli, a considerable village in Patti Malla Juhar of parga
nah Juhar in Kumaon, lies in latitude 30°-21'-15'’' and longitude
80®-18'-40", on the right bank of the Gori river, at an elevation of

11,070 feet above the level of the sea. It is passed by the route
through Milam to the Unta-Dhura pass, from which it is distant
18 miles south ; 9 miles from Milam, 10 miles from Bo-udiyar,
and 112 miles from Almora. Tbe houses are constructed very low
and in hollows and ravines, with a view to protection against
avalanches and the furious gales which continually blow from the
south. With a similar object,tbe roofs have a low pitch and are firmly
overlaid with a coat of compact clay. The Bhotiyas are obliged to
abandon thear homes here in the early part of October for the
milder climate of Tallades. The route from Milam to Martoli is
somewhat difficult. Close to the village, on the north, the LwMgadh comes down from considerable glaciers on the western slopes
of a range having peaks over 20,000 feet high.
Masi, a travellers’ rest-house and village in Patti Talla Giw4f
and parganah PMi of Kumaon, is sifuate on tbe left bank of the"

•
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Ramganga river in latitude 29°-4'-30"and longitude 79°-14'-42'^,
distant 1'2 nnles 1 furlong 22 poles from Agaspur on the lower
road to Paori: 16J miles from Dwarahat, 8J miles from Deghat,
9 miles from Ganai, and 11 miles from Bikiya-ke-sain. From
Agaspur to Mdsi the road descends by Basai to Dhar and thence
to the Banau river, 3 miles 5 furlongs 18 poles. From hence the
road passes Naugaon and |scends to Chaukotiyadhar, 3 miles
6 furlongs 7 poles ; to Kuldihipa level and Kulchhipadhar, an
ascent whence a descent leads to a bridge across the Ramganga, a
little below the travellers’ bungalow, 5 miles and 8 poles from

Chaukotiyadhdr.
Maundarsyun, a patti of pargana Chaundkot of British Garh
wal, is hounded on the west by the western'Nyar river, which
separates it from pargana Barahsyun; on the south by tho eastern
Nyar, which separates it from pargana Talla Saldu, and on the
north and east by pdttis of Chaundkot. The Paori and Kotdwara
road runs along the left bank of the Nydr to the south of tbe patti,
A cross-path from Ukhlet near the confluence of the two Nyarsruns northwards along the ridge forming the eastern boundary of
the patti, arid another along the left bank of the western Nyar form

ing its western boundary. In 1864 twelve villages'were received
from Patti Badalpur. The patwari resides at Bachheli in tbe
patti, the revenue of which in 1864, including saddbart, amounted
to Rs. 2,400 plus 22 for revenue-free and resumed gdnih lands.
The population in the same year numbered 4,463 souls.
IMawalsyun, a patti of parganah Chaundkot "of British Garhwal,
is bounded on the west by parganah Barahsyun ; on the south by
Ringwarsyun ; on tho east by Kimgadigar, and on the north by
Khatsyun and Ghurdursyun. The patti is drained by a small tri
butary of the Ny&r which also fco’ms its .southern boundary. The
name Mawdl is that of a caste that colonised the patti. ' The pat- tvari of Ringwarsyun, residing in Gajera, has also charge of Maw&lsydn and Jaintolsydn, with an aggregate land-revenue of Rs. 2,392
and muafi and gdvth of Rs. 71, total Rs. 2,463. The Nyar is crossed
by a bridge at Jwalpa hear Buret in this patti on the road to
Paori.
Meldhar, a patti in parganah MdllaSaldn of British Garhwdl,
is hounded on the north by Dhaundydlsyiin and Lohba; on the
75
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west and south by tlie former pattis, and ori the east by Chauthan.
The patwdri of Chauthan, residing in Than, collects the land-revenue
of this patti also. Pattis Meldhdr and Dhaundyalsydn form the
valley of the Pasol-g^dh with a portion of the eastern Nyar above

the junction of the two. The majority of the villages are of a
superior class ; there are extensive oak and pine forests ; the rocks
are slates. Markets are found at Ra|nnagar and Putiya, and the
clothing of the people is hempen, wotilen or cotton.
Milam, a village in parganah Juhar of the Kumaon district, is
situate near the confluence of the Gori and the Gunka rivers, 170
miles north of Almora and 13 miles south of the Unta-Dhdra pass.
The houses are strongly built of large stones laid without cement,
and covered with heavy slates overlaid with a compact coat of clay.
On the side of the mountain, close to the north-east of the town, is
a temple, on a cliff overhanging the river.^ Around are a few acres
of cultivation, producing scanty crops during the interval between
June and October, for which period only the place is inhabited, the
population for the rest of the year residing in the lower and more
southern part of Kumaon, to avoid the deep snows which every
where overlie the country, and the enormous avalanches which
incessantly roll down from one or other of the stupendous mountains
in the vicinity. They revisit their mountain abodes in tbe succeed
ing summer, less with a view to any advantages derivable from the
scanty cultivation and pasturage than to ply their lucrative traffic
with Tibet. The Juhari Bhotiyas have the privilege of trading
■wdth all marts in Tibet and are the most influential and numerous
of all the Bhotiyas, Taking the Kumaon passes alone, the value
of export and import for five years are as follows (in rupees):—
lS78-7a.

lb79-SO.
Ex Import.
Export. port.

(880*81
Ex
port. Import.

1881-82.
1882-88.
Ex Import. Ex
port.
port. Import.

Juh5r ... 85,845 52,678 1,01,084 48,022 1,39,081 52,277 1,58,877 62,134 1,44,684
Darma &
1,26,113 56,009 1,09,827 51,091 1,24,799 86,308 1,14,486 86,456 90,691
Bydns

The Story of the colonisation of Juhar has been given’ elsewhere,
and here it is only necessary to state that the inhabitants are called
Sdwats by themselves and Sokpas by their neighbours, the latter

term betraying their Tibetan origin. At tbe settlement of the land1 Gaz. XX. 455.

’ Gaz. XI. 455.

Sil/ji,
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revenue tho population numbered 1,494 souls, of whom 692 were ’
females. In 1^22, during the absence of the Bhotiyas ia the plains,
their houses were plundered by a party of Khampas.from Tibet, who
were, however, obliged by the Tibetan authorities to restore their
spoils.. The elevation above ihe’sea of the temple is 11,706 feet, of
the town is 11,430 feet, and of the bridge across the Gpri is 11,368
feet (As. Res.,XVII'. 4). Tho|sumehi Kund, a small pool up the
bed of the Gori near the village, is an object of pilgrimage. The
seasons of spring, summer and autumn are comprised within five
months from May until September inclusive, but intervals of four
months without snow are rare. During these seasons the thermo

meter at sunrise ranges from 40° to 55° and at mid-day from 65°
to 75° in the shade and from 90° to 110° in the sun. On Sep
tember 24, at 8 A.M., the thermometer registered 27° and wet bulb
31°. At 12-20 P. M., barometer 19°9, thermometer, 69°; air,
66°’5 ; wet bulb, 42°, and covered with black wool and laid on
the ground, 102°.
Tho following account of the route from Milam to Almora is
taken mainly from Manson’s journal:—
The road proceeds by Fanchhu and Martoli to Laspa along the right bank
of the Gori river. The road very fair except immediately beyond I’tochhn,
where after crossing the stream there is a very difficult steep ascent for some
bnndred feet over earth and stones. Formation clay slate as you approach
Laspa, near which the river' widens considerably and the track passes under
some lofty and precipitous rocks, a perfect wall for some distance where a
landslip occurred in 1838. A little beyond thia is a fine open space up which
at about half a mile is the village of Laspa on a rising piece of ground. The
vegetation increases rapidly from Bilkot and the whole face of the country
loses the barren and naked apperance of the upper part of the valley. Nothing
can be more striking than the passage from the extreme barrenness of the
upper passes to the gorgeous vegetation of the lower where first the birch and
dwarf rhododendron with firs, yews, cypresses, maples, sycamores, chestnuts,
oaks, alders, and box, intermixed with rich underwood and flowering plants,
delight the eye.
Thence to Bo-udiyar, the Bo-cave, the Bangdiar of the maps, and the
Boodur and Bagdwar of travellers (8,550 feet), ten miles from Laspa and five
from Bargtri. The r<5ad very bad. Crossed tbe river twice, once over a spar
bridge, and rccroBsedover four smaller ones more like ladders thrown from
rock to rock where the river has a great fail below a lofty precipice, and where
the whole mountain forms a complete wall from the summit to the base which
is washed by the stream., Beside tbe ladder across the stream there are several
others along the road which would be impassable without them. From Laspa
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passed E.'irgari or Kira ; the village lies about half an hour’s ascent up the
mountain. The encamping-ground is on the right bank of a^torrent-feedcr of
the Gori (6,910 feet), along which are some grand waterfalls. From Raraa pass
is crossed to Lilam ; ascent tolerably easy but slippery in many places with a
descent long and tedious to the junction of the Sai or Jaiiniya with the Gori, the
first part of which is very steep down nulnerous flights of steps i the way lying
in many places just around the brow of the mountain overhanging the stream
below. The whole road lies over a gneiss formation, little or no granite being
observed. The ascent hence to Jalath in Ifunsyari is very steep aud rocky and
hardly passable f«f ponies. About two and a halt hours’ march from .Jalath the
Kalamundi range is passed. On approaching the puss, the rock passes from
gneiss to mica slate, which continues some way down and then passes into gneiss,
again with beds of white talcose slate. A little gneiss is met as the path
descendsto Girgaon, andt hence the road is fair to the Jakala Nadi, a tributary of
the Ratngaoa along which it proceeds to Kuiti, and the confluence at Tejam.
The rock near Girgaon consists of gneiss and a little below of talcose limestone
with veins of gneiss. From Tejam the road turns westward and for a short dis
tance up the Kaniganga crossed by a saitga near Eainari, the ascent to which is
very steep. A further ascent brings the traveller to the piss over the range sepa
rating the Sarju from the Ramganga and on to Sama. Rook of a talcose forma
tion, northern aspect of the rise to the pass well wooded, southern bare of trees.
Sftma is a very pretty village, the scattered houses embowered amid some fine
horse-chc-snut trees ; hence an hour’s walk to Nakuri and to Baret in two. At
Kakflri a second stream joins the one from Sama. Rock is generally a species of
limestone with conglomerate and very frangible ; a second rock is nearly black
and breaks into numerous small angular fragments. Passing by Kharbagr, the
next stage is Kapkot in the Sarju valley on the line to Khati-Piudari (5. ».)

Mohand, commonly called Mohan, the name of the principal
pass between the plain.s and the Diin, also called the Kheri pass,
from a once flourishing town of that name in the Saharanpur dis
trict, and belter known to the people as Ldl Darwiza. It is pierced
by an excellent carriage road seven miles long, which, however,
often gets broken up in the rains by the constant heavy traffic to
and from Mussooree.
The following table shows the principal heights along this road,
as ascertained by tho Grreat Trigonometrical Survey:—
Height.

I’lace.

Mohand

...

1,489'40

. Shorepur

2,606'31

Eighth milestone,
AJahobwaala
Dehra

2,504'79
2,096 66
1,957'65

Stone bench-mark embedded about six yards
east of the new road.
On the highest part of the pass near Shore’s
Chauki.
Top of pillar from Dehra.
Stone bench-mark on west side of the road.
East end of base line marked by a tower.
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Munshyari, the name given to.^iie collection of villages on the
right batik of tjie Gori river in Patti Goriphat of parganah Juhar
in Kumaon, occupied by the Bhotiyas as their winter retreat and
depot for the trade with the Ityver sub-divisions of Kumaon, is
distant twelve miles from Girgtj/n, eighty-one miles from Almora,

and eight miles from Lilam. Iupplies are obtainable here. Prom
Lilam to Jalath there is a flii^ road crossing the Sai or Jaimiya

stream and again the Surhing stream.

The ascent thence to Tlalath

is very steep and rocky, and not rideable for more than a few hun
dred yards. Munshyari comprises some twenty or thirty villages
inhabited almost exclusively by Bhotiyas. The villages of Jalath,
Gorbpata, Bothi, Daranti, Surhing, &c., contain not only the best
houses in Juh^r, but they excel in size and appearance those of the
Almora bazdr, and, indeedj of any place between the Satlaj and the
Kali. The woodwork and the masonry employed are both richly
and tastefully carved in the principal houses-

Mussooree (Mansuri) in the Dehra Ddn district is situate* in
north latitude 30°’27‘' and east longitude 78°-6'’, seven miles from
Eajpur and fourteen miles from Dehra, at an elevation varying
from 6,000 to 7,000 feet above the level of the sea, and having an
area of 14,214 acres or 22*20 square miles. The following heights
have been fixed trigonometrically :—Above the Botanical Gardens,

7,187 feet; top of Camel’s Back, 7,029 feet; station of Great Trigo
nometrical Survey on Vincent’s Hill, 7,006 feet; Convent, 6,985
feet; Great Trigonometrical Survey Observatory, 6,923 feet; Li
brary, 6,590 feet ; and Jharip&ni Bazar, 5,180 feet.^ The popula
tion varies with the season. On the 17 th February, 1881, there
were 3,106 souls (692 females), of whoni 2,022 (407 females) were
Hindus : 644 (134 females) were Musalmans, and 440 (151 females)
were Christians. On the 15th September, 1880, the population
numbered 7,652 souls (1,961 females), of whom 4,162 (776 females)
were Hindus; 1,625 (287 females) were Musalmans, and 1,857
(897 females) were Christians. The population is entirely nou-agriV

* The following notice is based on an article by Mr. F. Fisher, 8.C.S., who
acknowledges the aid received from Dr. MeConagbey ; Mr. J. B, N. Hennessy,
G.T S. } Mr. F. Giles, C.S. ; * Kav.A. Stokes ; Mr. F. Duthie; and Mr. G. It,
Williams’ Memoir.
Other heights iu the neighbourhood are Laltiba,
7,469 feet; a peak to the north-west of I.Mtiba, the sides of which are occupied
by the Landaur c.tntonment, 7,534 feet, 'i'o'the north are two low peaks, ti,572
and 5,779 feet respectively. To the west are Hathipaon, 7,OSS feet; Banog, 7,482
feet, and Bhadiraj 7,318 feet.
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cultural, chiefly visitors, servants, shop-keepers, and carriers.

The

number of inhabited houses, w'hich in 1840 was not more than
100 and in 1862 about 141, had risen in 1881 to 354.
Mussooree is situate on the first range of hills running
from east to west parallel to tboWun and Siwaliks, and on the
lateral spurs therefrom having a tXrection north to south, It is

approached from Saharanpur, at present the nearest railway-sta
tion, by a wide and metalled carriage road as far as Bajpur, which
is continued in a narrower and steeper one to a point about a
mile out of Raj pur, when the traveller has his choice of two roads;
one a steep bridle-path leading directly to the station, and the other
a road constructed with a gradient so moderate as to allow of
trucks laden with beer-barrels travelling up and down. This last
was constructed on a survey made by Mr. Mackinnon and at his
expense for the use of his brewery. This road is still kept in
repair and used by the two breweries, but the public use the shorter
and more steep ascent for riding, coolies and pack-animals, the
distance by it being only seven miles, just one-half the distance by
Mackinnon’s road. At the point where the roads separate there
is a toll-bar, which was leased by the municipality in 1880-81 for
Rs. 8,000. The bridle-path, as far as JhaiipAni, is steep and
rugged, and thence to the Mall fairly level. A good pony should
ascend in an hour and-a-half to two hours and descend in one
hour.
The appearance of the station from the approach above Jharipani is that of a series of undulating hills extending from the .

range on the left bank of the Jumna to the west to the heights on
which the cantonment of Landaur is situate on the east. The
middle space, between Vincent’s Hill and Landaur contains the
greater number of the houses of Mussooree itself.* These houses
are built at a considerable distance from each other, except in the
neighbourhood of the Club, where,, perhaps, they are too crowded for
proper sanitation. There is no naturally level area of any extent
along the portion facing the Diin, and the siteS of the houses have
in nearly all cases been made by excavation or filling up on the
ridges and slopes. Mussooree possesses ope wide road, known as

‘ From the first bouse on the Kajptir road to the last one to the west is a
distance of nine miles.
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the Mall, which leads from the library
brary to the Landaur Post-office.
Post-office,
Ou the west it divides into twopridle-paths,
iridle-paths, one leading to Vin
Vin-

cent’s Hill alld the other to the Happy
appy Valley. From the eastern
end the road continues from thfe Post-office through the bazar to

. the cantonment; a branch
Landaur Hill to Tihri.

the hill called the

rtad striking off at the foot of tbe

Imt«diately to the east of the library is

Camel’* Back,

studded with huge boulders

which occasionlly roll down^fter the winter snows and frost have

loosened them from their positions.

The part immediately below

this hill is the only portion of the station which stands in any
apparent danger from falling boulders.

The southern slope of

Vincent’s Hill and the hill on which the Club is built, have, however,
the reputation of being liable to land-slipsj and the roads in the
neighbourhood of the latter hill are continually giving way after

heavy rain.
All along the approach wiil be noticed the numerous drainage

channels which conduce so largely to the healthiness of the station

by carrying far down into the valleys the impurities that may
reach them.

These streams feed the Rispana on the east and the

Kiyirkuli stream on the west, which in turn, after some distance,

over a sandy bed form the head-waters of the Dun canals.

They

are, with few exceptions, not used for drinking purposes, the watersupply being drawn in pipes from good springs elsewhere.

Tbe

slopes immediately Below Mussooree are terraced and cultivated and
possess facilities for irrigation by simply damming up the drain

age channels already noticed.

The villages of Bhatta and Kiyar-

kuli are particularly well situate

in

this

respect.

The Crown

Brewery above the Bhatta village receives its water in pipes from
a spring of pure water at some distance.

To the right of Bhatta

are the schools known as St. Fidelis’ Orphanage and St. George’s
College.

Above these Barlowganj

is reached,

where

the road

divides, one leading direct to Landaur and the other to the library.
Christ’s Church stands to the right of "the library above the Mall.

The walk round tjie Camel’s Back and Mall is two miles six furlongs
118 yards ; that round Waverley by Tullamore and Olairville, two

miles two furlongs 114 yards, and the Castle Hill and Landaur
circuit, six furlongs 122 yards.

•
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The following short sketch ofVhe geology is taken from a notice'
in the Journal of the Asiatic Society :—

“The formation here consists of leds of compact limestftne aiternaticg
with others if a soft slate with an earthy fracture,
Geology.
exhibits certain characteristics, both in its min
eral structure and in its general outlines, anVogous to the transition limestone of
the north of Europe, and the mountain liinAtone of England. Its most general
colour is bluish black, and from this it pa^es through grey to greyish white, i
and again, on the other side, to perfect biadk, not differing there from tbe Incullite, or compact black marble (as it is called). It is carboniferous and
highly cavernous. Many varieties emit a foetid smell, probably of sulphuretted
and esrburetted hydrogen. Indeed, where tho rock is quarried, tbe smell is
similar to that at tbe mouth of a coal-pit. These carboniferous or coaly varie
ties have, however, one peculiarity ; they are in some places highly vesicular,
so much so as to resemble a grey lava, and in this state appear to have partially
suffered from the action of heat.
The slate that alternates with the limestone is of various colours, bluish
black, grey, greenish grey, brownish red, purplish and yellow. It is generally
soft, and crumbling, and will not split into large plates ; but about two miles
west of the station, below the peak called jffathipaon, and nearly half way down
tbe bill, a bluish black variety is found, hard enough to be used as a roofing
slate. Somewhat to the west of this, on the Dudbili hill, a trap rock makes its
appearance. It is to be met with at the bottom of a small water-course, and
may be traced for about half a mile in a direction nearly parallel to tbe range of
the mountains.
'
It is composed in some parts principally of compact white felspar and green
diallage, in others principally of hornblende. It is not possible to trace the
manner bf its connection with the adjacent strata,-which are evidently much
disturbed, though they have not suffered any change in mineral character
by contact with it. Probably it bos cut through them as a dyke, and the con
tinuation of it may again be met with about a mile to the eastward, whert a
black heavy trap is to be seen, containing crystals of bronzite imbedded. The
general range* of these alternating beds of slate and limestone appears to be
nearly parallel to that of the direction of the mountains, but not exactly so, as it
approaches Somewhat more to a north and south lino, the dip being a little to
the northward of the east, and tbe angle of it from 20° to 30°. The .slopes are
very steep, usually covered with a luxuriant vegetation, and remind us of those
in Gumberland and Derbysbire,;theugh, of course, on a much larger scale. Iu the
Mussooree. rock, however, there is a great deficiency of mineral veins. To the
east, at a short distance beyond-the Landaur hospital, a quartzy sandstone comes
to the surface of a white and greyish colour lying upon a soft earthy slate."
Hr- Fisher/ in 1831, notes the position and structure of Laud-

aur.

Ho writes:—

“Viewing this mountain from the Dun, its general aspect determines its
composition : the gentle acclivity, round-packed summit, and plentiful vegeta-.
> J, A, 8., Den, I., 193.
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tion iiidieatpa clny ,=?Iate...........Ascendijig from Eajpur the road is cnttlirongli

a bed of bituminous slate, passing tlijf iigh aluni slate of a blnisli green colour,
both of which are mneh decayed, amjthen traverses clay slate of a faded red
colour; black*lin.cstone next appeals, frequently intersected by flinty slate
and Lydian stone ; about a quarter oJa mile below Jharipani large beds of pri
mitive gypsum with earthy siilpbatc^of lime occur, and tljis may be considered
the commencement of the Miissoor limestone formation. The road continues
with slight variations in a'westej^ direction, and displays huge beds of grey
limestone with one remarkable ftact of calcareous tufa;- after which clay
slate reiappears, generally njucii indurated, iron-phot, and containing beds of
flinty slate, with irregular nodules and schistose veins of brown clay iron ore.
The colour of the clay slate now passes into faded red, and running in a
northerly direction the road leads to Landaur. The whole of the Mussooree
range consists of large masses of stratiSed limestone inclining at a gentle
angle to the east; in colour its bluish-gray passing into black and white highly
crystallised.”

The comparative bareness of the hills above Jharipani is due
to the wholesale cutting down of the forests
for building and firewood since the station
was founded, and the demand is so constant and pressing, that in a
few years there will hardly be a good tree standing within some
miles of the station. So valuable have the feiv patches of forest
become that recently Snowdon and the Park were sold for a con
siderable Slim, chiefly for the fimber on them. The list of the
plants of Dehra Diin, Garhwal, and Jaunsar-Bawar, prepared by
Dr. King of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Oalcutta already given,^

is fairly complete, and should aid the student in naming any local
collection. The mildness of -the temperature induced Dr. Royle,
of the Saharanpur-gardens, to establish a branch garden here in
1826, and subsequently a second one was formed a.s a nursery for
fruit-trees at Chhajauri, about four miles off. A proposal is now
before Government to remove the gardens to a site near Jharipani.
In 1880-81. the gardens cost Rs. 3,082 and brought in Rs. 917
from the sale of seeds, plants,
and X.,
ffiiits.
’Gazetteer
303. The upper garden pos
sesses some well-grown specimens of Himalayan conifers, deodars,
spruce, cypress, pine, fir, yew, and juniper, besides horse-chestnut,
poplar, oaks, box,''birch, and maple. There are European fruittrees, apples, pears, plums, peaches, quinces, and edible chestnuts ;
though the aspect of the upper garden is not favourable for ripen
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The climate and health aspejts of Mussooree arc, as a whole,
very favi^irable. Tho average rainfall,
Climate'.
based on
e records from 1^44 to 18p5,
and from 1860 to 1877, or a pei\od of 29 years, give an annual
average of 92'08 inches. Distributed month by month the results
are as follow : —
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“ The rains,” writes Dr. UcConaghey, “begin almost invariably
about-the middle of June, preceded by a few showers called the
ehliola-barsut, and continue until near the end of September. This
is the most unpleasant and least invigorating period of the year.
From tbe end of March until the beginning of the rains, the climate
is delightful, though the sun’s rays are oppressive for a few hours
of the middle of the day, the mornings and evenings are always
cool. The period of the year from which the greatest benefit to
health is derived is unquestionably from the cessatiou of the rains
until the end of December, and this is especially seen in the case
of delicate children.”
The temperature varies considerably with elevation and aspect,
but in good houses the thermometer seldom records above 70°,
whilst as low as 10° is occasionlly registered during the winter.
During 1879 the maximum and minimum temperature in the
shade for some months was as follows :—
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The ordinary water-supply from natural sources is good in
quality and quantity, and the recently executed works for a supply
of drinking water by pipes from near the Kulri Hill leaves little
to be desired in this respect. In 1881, four samples of water fromy
different sources were examined, with the result that they weiy^
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found exceptionally free from o anie impurities with an excess of
mineral salts. These salts werf, however, contrary to the usual
accepted ideft, chiefly ma^nesi: , not lime, and did not exist in.
BuflScient quantity to render t
water deleterious. They almost
entirely disappeared on boilin^the water—precaution that should
invariably be adopted in the /ills.
“The so called malarious fe^er, writes Dr. McConagliey, “and their
scquelas, from whatever cause they»may be said to arise, are most favourably iaHuenced by the climate of Mussooree. A season’s residence almost invariably
causes an entire elimination of the unknown poison. Intermittent fevers ac
quired in the plains will often recur for some months after arrival in the hills,
but each successive attack becomes milder, and they soon stop altogether. Re
mittent fever, as a rule, observes a mild course. Enlargements of tbe liver
hnd spleen, the result of malarious fever, are much benefited by a residence
in the hills, and these organs under favourable circumstances soon resume
their normal size and functions. Mussooree is singularly free from fevers
of the infectious and contagious class. Tlicir spontaneous generation is
exceedingly rare, but they are sometimes imported and afterwards spread.
LiVer affections are, perhaps, the most common of the diseases from which
Europeans suffer, and are doubtless due, in many cases, to not adopting proper
clothing immediately on arrival. The reduced temparature, about 20°, interferes
With the action of tbe skin, and congestion of some of the internal organs is often
the result. The most common Of these are congestion and inflammation, more
rarely abscess and cirrhosis. Liver complaints, unless due to malaria, are not
readily amenable to treatment in the hills. Respiratory affections are naturally
prevalent, more especially among the very young and very old, and in persons
debilitated and unable to stand the changes of climate. The most common are
bronchitis, croup, pneumonia, add c>mmon colds. Laryngial catarrh is often
met with assuming the-appearance of croup, and like it very liable to recur,
bnt the membrane peculiar to croup is not'developed in the air passages.
Rhthisis is occasionally seen, but patients snff'-ring from this disease do not
appear, in my experience, to derive ranch benefit from a residence in the hills.
Heart diseases, on the whole, seem to be unfavourably influenced, Bowel com
plaints are common, especially diarrhwa, which, however, generally arises from
a deranged state of the liver. Bronchocele, though rarely met with amongst
Europeans, is very common among the natives. The quantity of magnesian salts
present in the drinking water would appear to account for this. It is readily
cured if seen early aud subjected to proper treatment. Rheumatism is not
common among the Europeans, but natives suffer very much from if. Cholera
has never occurred endemically, but Several times it has been imported and
spread. In 1880, the death-rate was 5C per thousand, a very high rate when
compared with the average of all tbe Municipalities in the north-Western Pro
vinces, 37'37, but it must be remembered that Mussooree is the resort of the
ick and infirm. In 1882, the death-rate was only 23'5 per thousand with a birthof 3O'S8, calculated on a population of 310S, the provincial death-rate in
icipalities being 37'78,

»
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Mussooree attracts a large il^tinbcr of visitors from the plains,
for whoslwants there are several hotels,
Public iuBtitiitious. '

•

».

. •

,

banks, aiH schools, ilio principal hotels
are the Himalaya, close to the ba\ks aud bazars ; the Gharleville,
in the Hajjpy Valley; the AVood\\lte close to the Club, and the
Caledonian at the foot of the LandiBir hill. There are also a few
boarding establishments. Tho banks^are the Mussooree, Himalaya,
and Delhi aud Loudon.

The Club, known as the Himalaya Club,

comprises a handsome library and ball-room, dining, billiard, and
writing-rooiiis, besides a doublO-storied range of buildings coutaiiling excellent accommodation for twenty-five resident members.
The Municipal Hall, reconstructed in 1880, gives a fine large room
for ball, theatrical, and other entertainments, with supper and dress
ing-rooms adjoining. - The library is managed by a committee of
subscribers and ia a favourite institution and well-sripported. A
paper, called the Uimdlai/a Chronicle, is published during the
season. Tho Mussooree School was established by the Rev. R. N.
Maddock in 1S19, aud was purchased by the Diocesan Board of
Education in 1867 : it gives tuition to some 96 boarders aud 14 day
pupils. It is affiliated to the Calcutta University aud educates up
to the B. A. standard. The Roman Catholic School, St. George’s
College (Manor House), Was founded by Bisliop Carli In 1853, and
has 81 boys on its rolls. The Rev. H. Sells conducts a preparatory
school for young boys, as also the Rev. J. Parsons and Mr. H.
"Wood. Caineville House School is the Diocesan School for girls,

and was established in 1865. The average number cf boarders is
sixty. The AVoodstock School is a preparatory school for girls.
In addition there is Mr. Birch’s School and the Convent School
(at AVaverley) established in 1845. Amongst the public institu
tions mention may be made of the carrying agencies who have

representatives at Saharanpur and Rajpur, who take charge of tho,
travellers and their baggage and provide for their transit. The .

projected railway by Hardwar will improve the communication
and perhaps render the Dehra railway unnecessary. The head
quarters of the General Commanding the Meerut Division, of the
Commissioner of the Meerut Division, of the Great Trigouometric.a
Survey, of the Superiutendeut of Dehra Dun, and of the Smj
Cause Court Judge of Dehra are dll at Mussooree from the midd
April to tho middle of October, The offices of the Superiutei

MUSSOOKfifc.
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St)5

(Magistrate) and his Assistant ani of the Small Cause Court Judge
ilnd the Police Superintendent pre in one building on the iSdall.

There is a post-office, mono/-order and telegraph offices (Lah- ’
daur) and a volunteer corps.
here are three buildings dedicated
to the service of the Church o/ England : Christ’s Church, built in
1836, near the Library; A Saints’ Oha’’ch, on the hilt opposite
the Camel’s Back; and a chapel of ease near the Library, chiefly
intended for the Mussooree School. The Union Church, at which

the minister is appointed by the congregation, belongs to trustees.
There is also a flourishing Masonic Lodge. The English shops
are nurrterous and tbe bazars, too, are filled with native shops, at

which everything, almost can be purchased.
Beer for the use of the troops is the only industry In Mussooree ;

Mackinhon’s or tho old Brewery lies to the iveSt of the station
beyond the.Library, and tbe Crown Brewery is situate on the road
to Kajpur, above tbe village of Bhatta. There is a considerable
imporP of necessaries for the use bf visitors, and a stilal! export
trade to the Tihri villages. The Diin gives MuSsboree a very small
part of its supplies. Animals for slaughter are brought from the
Saharanpur and other districts beybud the Siwaliks, sheep from
Tihri, and poultry from the Panjab. Mussooree, like Naini Tal,

is a dreary place in the winter.
The 1879-80.
few whom
duty1881-82.
or necessity
1882-83,
1878-79.
i 880-81.
Bouses
...
336 when345
S8b.
obligeassessed
to remain must
feel ...relieved
summer358comes 370
again and
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Ks.
brings
the
visitors
Without
whom
it
has
hardly
existence.
14,477
16,215 17,124
Amount
15,141
14,866
The form
Municipality
its at
income
fromofa the
house-tax,
site—
The
of tolls derives
at Rajpur
the fool
hill yielded
and miscellaneous
receipts. ,of
In
Ks. 8,533 in 1882-83, tax,
and tolls,
Rs. 8,850
in '1883-84, one-tenth
Municipality.
4
i
> ,
p
n
1882-83
the
total
revenue
from
all
sources
> The promoters of the Oehra Run Railway slate that in 1877-78 413,5.16
inauiids
goods passed
through
the Mohand
I’ass, and 200,000
was
Rs.of34,008.
The
house-tax
was assessed
on 380maunds
out ofthr.ougll
a total
olliec rcffistratioii posts besides articles entered by value. The principal itfciiw
of 470
houses, and
yielded
follows
in previous
:— 2 24,024
k leer.,piece-goods,
grain,
oil, salt,assugar,
tobacco,
leather andyears
beer (Rs.
Vu raluf), fiuits, nuts, forest produce, tea, (about 8,000 maunds), timber, lire’
lood, lime, aud charcoal.
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tu’hich is handed over to the Landaur Cantonment Committee as

.

their share of the proceeds. Tll^p Municipal Hall, originally purchased for Rs. 33,000, has had s. 15,000 expended on its iniprovement, and to this must be aisled over Rs. 20,000 for interest
on the unpaid principal, making total of Rs. 68,000, whilst the
teceipLs have been for some years asVollows:—1876-77, Rs. 1,254;
1877-78, Rs. 1,263 ; 1878-79, Rs. ,579 ; 1879-80, Rs. 1,294 j

1880-81, Rs. 1,082; 1881-82, Rs. 2,431; and 1882-83, Rs. 2,508.
The increase iu the income is clearly due to the improvements in
the arrangements. The site-tax brought in a revenue of Rs. 2,645,
and the remainder of the income falls under fines, pounds, refunds,
and miscellaneous.

The expenditure

during the year

1882-83 amounted to

Rs. 34,396, the principal item was Public Works, of which original
Works, including the Kliattapani water-works, the Municipal Hall
improvements, and new roads absorbed Rs. 6,391 t repairs took
Rs. 8,570, and establishment Rs. 2,579. Conservancy cost
Rs. 6,709, and debt to the amount of Rs." 4,600 was paid off and
miscellaneous charges including ground-rent due to the Tihri Raja
and other landholders ,(Rs. 1,120) amounted to Rs. 1,695. The
Municipality is constituted under Act XV. of 1873, and is managed
by a committee of ten members, of whom seven are elected. The
population within municipal limits in 1882-83 numbered 7,662 souls.
The general result shows a careful supervision of the resources
placed at the disposal of the committee, and a progressive improve
ment which few others can boast of. At the same time it must
be said that too little is expended on sanitation and the removal
of refuse, very much less proportionately than in Naini Tal. The
net annual income for a decade has been as follows : —
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Mr. Williams in his memoir describes the scenery of Mussooree
as “ lacking in alpine boldness, though it is
difficult to imagine a more lovely panoram^
than that presented by the Dun valley when viewed from tly
„
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heights above on a clear day or inr-nediately after a.storm.” An
other vrrites :—“ The views ar© 'Vffi’y beautiftil, comprising on tho
north the Himalaya clad in perenilial snow ; on the^south the rich
and varied expanse of the Dun lyunded by tbe Siwaliks ;|beyond
which the prospect extends over fhe plains without any other limit

than that of the power of vision, or that caused by tbe imperfect
transparency of the atmosphere.” The Snowy Range is seldom
visible during the rainy seastW, when the view . on all sides is
usually obscured to within a, few hundred yards by the vast clouds
of mist that creep up from the valleys. When, however, these
clear, as they do occasionally, the views equal, if they do not
exceed in grandeur, those obtained at any other season of the year.
To the west, the park is distant about four miles from the Library
by Everest’s road. It is more than a mile long, and a third of a
mile wide, with fine woodland scenery, and is a favourite resort for
pic-nics. The top of the Camel’s Back is reached by a foot-path

from the northern side of the hill, and affords splendid views of
the Snowy Range and of the plains on favourable occasions. The
Kimpti (Kimpati) Falls, five miles down on the Simla road, is
reached either by a path from the Happy Valley along the ridge or
by the road, and is worth seeing during or immediately after the
rains, There are small cascades near the Bhatta and' Kiyarkuli
' villages, and one known as the ‘ Mossy Falls’ near Barlowganj.
The Murray Falls are above Sahasradbara
v.) on the stream
which has its rise below the Landaur Hill.

Mussooree became a sanitarium iu 1826, the year before Lan
daur beeame a convalescent depot for troops. In 1880 it became
the residence of the Afghan detenu Yakub Khan, ex-Amir of
Afghanistan, for whose use the Bellevue estates was purchased as a
summer residence, and a house in Dehra during the winter. His

uncle, Muhammed Sharif Khdn, has also been a pensioned political
refugee for many years, and lives in Dehra. But perhaps the most
noteworthy fact in the history of Mussooree is, that during the
year 1881, it was the summer residence of their Royal Highnesses,
the Duke and Dudhess of Connaught. The general history of
Dehra Dun and the country around will be found in Mr. William’s

JUemoir published in 1871. The map given here is from the
re^rds of the Survey of India, and the view is taken from the
LafiWaur end.
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Nadalsyun, a patti of parganah Barahsyun in British Garhwal,
is bounded on the north by patti Katholsyun of parganah Dewal
garh ; on the south by Paidiilsyun ; on the west by GangaWhrsydn,
and on the eas? by Katholsyun and Ghurdursyun. This patti is

.

occupied by the upper valley of‘the Khanda stream ; the culti
vation is rich and extensive, arid the people are well oft’ with
markets at Priori, Srinagar and Kotdwara. Thu census statistics
of 1841 give 1,440 souls ; and of 1858, 1,999 souls. The tahsildar
collects the land-revenue of this patti and Gangawarsyun also;
both, in 1864, aggregated Rs. 2,168 for land-revenue and Rs. 120
for ptirt/A, with a population of 4,563 souls. The Gadoli tea-garden
is situated to the south of the patti at an elevation of 5,052 feet
above the level of the sea. The road by Jwalpa and the road by
Chhipalghrit unite near the tea-factory at tho Buba-khal, and Priori
itself is connected by first-class hill-roads with all the other par
ganahs of the districts.
Nagpur, a parganah of Garhwal, has pine pattis or sub-divisions,
each of which is separately noticed, viz. ;—Bamsu, Kaliphat, Malla
and Talla, Maikhauda, Nagpur Malla, Bichhla and Talla, Urganx
and Parkandi. It ooenpies the north-west of the district and
contains the.famous shrine of Kedarnath. The assessments at each
settlement may be shown as follows :—
1815.
Bs.
8,289

1816.
Bs,
3,980

1817.
Bs.
4,324

1820.
Bs.
5,281

1823.
Bs.
6,018

1828.
Es.
6,176

1833.
Es.
6,392

1840.
Bs6,372

1864.
Bs.
12,943

The statistics of the current riettlemenl show that there were
then 373 estates, comprising 594 villages, containing a total assess
able
The
Rs.
Es.

area of 9,934 acres, of which 6,383 acres were cultivated.
mill-rent amounted to Rs. 520 and the land-revenue to
12,943, of which Rs. 1,150 were alienated in saddbart and
2,518 in gdnth and muafi. The incidence of the land-revenue

on the total assessable area was Re. 0-13-3 per acre, and on the
cultivation was Re. 0-15-2 per acre. The population in 1841
numbered 18,516 souls, of whom 8,285 were females; in 1853 there
W’ere 30,340 (14,990 females); in 1858, 28,337 (13,693 females);
in 1872, 31,058 (15,305 females); and in 1881, 20,993 males and
^1,307 females.
The parganah is rich in mineral deposits, and possesses some of the most
n^niflcent scenery in the hills. We concur with Mr. Batten when he writes
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that Nagpur will never he forgotten by those who have pursued the torrents of
the MandSkiui to their source, who have wandered amongst the great forests of
the Tungn&th range, or who have spent a day on tho banks of the Diuri Tat. All
through the upper pattis there are bits of scenery unsurpassed for grandeur and
beauty in the hills, and most of which is easily accessible to tlie ordinary traveller.
The concourse of pilgrims from May 'to October enable the landholders to sell
their surplus'produce. They also breed large numbers of sheep and goats for tho
Bhotiya traders'of Mana and Niti. The Nagpur is all dress in woollen cloths even
whore their residence is situate in temperate or warm valleys. As they do not
change their clothes with the seasons, ar^ dirty in their habits, and allow their
habitations to be entirely surrounded in the rainy season by jungles of nettles,
wild hemp, aud similar rank vegetation, they are subject to ranch illness ; and the
mahdmari or plague occasionally commits some havoc in Nagpur. In regard to
temperature, the climate of some parts of Nagpur is quite European, and the
scenery of the whole tract is" highlybeautiful, while the vicinity of "the eternal
snows is characterized by the grandest sublimity. A notice of the mines will bo
found under the head ‘ Mineralogy ’ in a previous volume.’- Granite, gneiss and
mica.slate prevail in Nagpur; but clay slate and magnesian limestone are also very
plentiful.

Nagpur Malla, a patti of parganah Nagpur in British GarhwAl,
is bounded on the west and south-west by the watershed between
the BSlfi-siiti and Nighaul rivers separating it from the Bichhla
patti ; on the east and south-east by the Alaknanda river and on
the north by Painkhanda Malla. From Chamoli on the road to
Badrinath, a road branches off to the north-west by Gopeswar and

the Tungn&th temple on Chandra Sell (12,071 feet) to Ukhimath
and another runs up by the right bank of the Alaknanda to the
north-east, re-crossing the Alaknanda at Hat on the Badrinath road.
From the same place, a third runs down tho right bank of the Alaknanda crossing the Bahisuti or Balkhil stream, and eventuallyjoins
the Kedarnath road. There are iron mines at Bairagna, Jdkh■w&ni, Hat Jaisal and Kyiiscr aud copper mines at Sugar I’olun,

all in working order.
Nagpur Bichhla, a patti of parganah Nagpur in British Garh
wal, is bounded on the oast by Nagpur Malla and the Alaknanda
river; on the south by the Alaknanda; on the oast by pattis Nag
pur Talla and K&liphat Talli, and on the north by patli Parkandi,
It may roughly be said to contain the valleys of the Nighaul river,

and tho Sarig&dh separated from each other by the Nagn&th (7,038
feet) range. Both flow inUr the Alaknanda on its right banl^
The road from Path in the Malla patti crosses tho Maidi (7,15^
» Gaz. X, 263,
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range aud, entering tho Nighaul valley, crosses that river at Trisula,

whence it mounts the southern watershed and joins the Karnprayag aud ^edarnath road near Pokhri, where there is a school.
This road is also joined near the same place by roads running from
the west through parganah Dewalgarh, aud crossing the Alaknanda
at Chhatwapipal by a bridge. The Nighaul valley has numerous
villages connected with each other by cross-tracks. The villages
vary much in quality, but thijre is a prosperous trading community
doing business ■with the pilgrims and the Bhotiyas. There are
good forests of oak aud pine. In 1861, the land-revenue amounted
to Rs. 2,917, including gunlh. This patti is rich in mineral wealth ;
iron mines are worked at Agar Jakhtoli, Bargaunda, Bhukandi,
Banot, Guleti, Jogyara Diur, Pokhta Banchara and Warli Tal ;
copper mines at Khurkliikhetipal, Nautha, Pokhri, Thala, Talbonga, Moina, Khurni and Danda. Unworked mines of iron exist
at Bairasu, Bartkota, Jarinwar and Kimna, and a copper mine at
Sari. The patwari lives in Pokhri.
N^pur Talla, a patti of parganah Nagpur in British Qarhwdl,

is bounded on the north by patti Kaliphat Talli; on the west by
the Mand&kini river separating it from Tihri ; on the south by tho
Alaknanda, and on the east by patti Nagpur Bichhla. The Ked&rnath road runs north along the left bank of the Mandakini from
Rudrpray^g. A cross-track runs along the right bank of the
Alaknanda from Dharkot to a rope-bridge at Bhatw.iri, where there
is a school, as also at Bhawat®, The Surg&dha tributary of the
Mandakini drains the northern half of the patti, that of the south
ern half falls into the Alaknanda. The population is dense, the
land valuable and good, and the people prosperous. The assess
ment is now about equal to that of the Gorkhali time, since when
the price of grain has trebled and the cultivation increased. Tho
patwari usually resides in Satyari within the patti, which, in 1864,
was assessed at Rs. 2,465 exclusive of Rs. 193 (junlh. Talla Nagpur
is also rich, iu minerals. Iron mines are worked at RaUdhar,
Saunri Rajkhan, Ghat Bhaunra, Pangar and Patwara, and in former
days at Dhurna Ghatwara, Ghiirborddr, Munu and Patoli.
Naini, a village, halting-place and travellers’ rest-house on tho
^route between Almora and Pithoragarh, lies in patti Dai ua of par

ganah Ghaugarkha in Kumaon in north latitute 29°-39'-12'^ and
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east longitude 79°-58'-8" at an elevation of 5,159 feet above the
level of the sea; distant 29 miles from Pithoragarh ; 26 miles
from Almora; Hi miles-from Gangoli Hftt and»ll miles from
Panuwa-naula. Tbe bungalow has neither table-attendant nor
requisites, but supplies can be obtained from the baniya resident
here.
Ascending gradually from the Panuwa-naula pine-woods on the margin of
which the bungalow is placed, the road reaches the crest of the Jagesar ridge at
Kutiladanda (7,631 feet) which it follows for the rest of the distance except that
some of the highest points of the ridge are cut oft. The road rises to not much
less than 7,200 feet passing through pine forest scenery, the Tankara of the Keiitra-/ilianda (Gaz. XI., 302). About half way to Naini we go under the caliuiuating
point of the range (7,696 feet) and the view from it, and indeed from all parts of
this ridge are of high magnificence. The road for the most part passes along the
southern face of the ridge. At its foot on this side flows the Jagesar or Alaknandi river in a deep gorge joining the Sarju a few miles down. Near the head
of this, gorge is the temple of Jagesar, the most important in Kumaon, and the
•village of the same name (.5,970 feet). Near the temple are two immense deoddra,
standing in the outer courts, one measuring 21'-9", and the other 22'-I0" in girth
above the swell of the roots; they are probably between 180 to 200 feet fn
height. These trees have evidently been planted here. The custom of planting
AeodAra near temples is a common one in Kumaun, and these form the nucleus of
a grove of some extent, the gradual diminution of the size of the individuals in
which, as they become more distant from the parent pair, sufficiently attests the
spread of the whole from them. The change of form so frequent amongst cuni. ferous trees from the elegant bright-leaved pyramidal sapling to the dark massive
tree with its flat top and heavy tabular branches, is here strikingly exhibited. In
the former state alone the deodar is now known in Europe, but it is quite certain
that in its more mature age it will assume the latter character, which is quite that
of tbe cedar of Lebanon. There are also to be seen at Jiigesar a number of yew
trees which are perhaps of artificial planting also, as they are not usually found
much below 8,000 feet. Close to tbe temple occurs Dielytra scandens, a some
what rare plant, and balsams of various hues abound in the same sheltered
locality. The rock is mainly mica schist and gneiss. The valley in which the
temple is built is so narrow that the sun can hardly look into it in winter, and
early in that season before any snow has fallen the whole place may be seen
strangely frozen »p, the slated roofs and paved courts covered with sheets of ice
■ or fringed with huge icicles originating altogether in deposits of hoar-frost.
The .intense cold felt at the bottom of all narrow aud deep gorges in these hills,
such curious deposits of hoar-frost as these and the dense fogs Ifiibitually formed
ia the warmer valleys during the winter may be readily explained as depending
upon the cold air which from its increased density flows down from the slopes of
the mountains Ss its temperature is lowered by the radiation which goes on
during the still nights. It is also to be noticed that in this and like valley^
goitre prevails to a great extent. The great temple in the valley is nry
to be confounded ivith .the small'qno' of Buddh-Jiigeswar dB the road on the
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ridgeA The Chand R&jas used to be burned at Jageswar, and their Ranis became
»«/<■« here. On the occasion of the cremation of a Kaja, a stone from the pyre
Used always to be sent to Pitrola near Chainpawat, aud deposited there st the old
pyre-place of theit family with great ceremony and sacrifices of male kids j a
practice still observed by the Almora and Kashipur families, Kajis reside near
Jsgeswar,

Naini Tal, the hill sanitarium of the Kumaon Division, is situat
ed in patti Pah&r Chhakhata of parganah Chhakhata of the Kumaon
district in north latitude 29°-22'-49" and east longitude 79^-30'-

Ifi" (south south-east corner of the lake); distant 16 miles from the
foot of the hills at Kaladhungi, 10 miles from Ranibfig, 32 miles

from Almora by the Ramgar road, 30 miles from Almora by the
Khairna road, and 23 miles from Ranikhet.

The population on the

17th September, 1880, numbered 10,054 souls (2,957 females), but
varies every month with the number of visitors. In February,
1881, it was 6,576 (1,970 females) exclusive of cantonments. The
station is situate in a valley running from west to east, and is bound
ed on the north by the peak of China, 8,568 feet high, continued by
the Alma peak and the Sher-ke-danda to the eastern extremity
where the ridge descends almost to the level of the lake. On the

west the rugged hill of Deopatha rises to the height of 7,989 feet,

and on the south Ay^rpatha attains an elevation of 7,461 feet, dimi

nishing gradually towards the east. The eastern boundary is the
pass through which the surplus waters of the lake find an exit,
forming the principal source of the Baliya river which in turn is a
principal feeder of the Gaula. The western end of the valley con
sists of a series of gentle undulations formed by tbe debris of the
surrounding hills while the eastern end is
filled by the lake of Naini which gives its
name to the station. The surface of the lake has an' elevation^ of
6,350 feet above the level of the sea. In 1871, Dr. Amesbury mea
sured and sounded the lake with the following results :—The length
from east to west in the centre is 4,702| feet or about 1,567 yards ;
the width at the Smuggler’s rock is 792 feet, and at the broadest
part.opposite Omnibus cottage is 1,518 feet. The circumference by
the road is 11,880 feet or a little over two miles. The superficial
area is 120^ acres. The greatest depth is 93 feet, and the least
depth on a ridge running through the. centre of the lake is 20 feet
* See further Gat, XI., 778.
’ Kmnaou and Garhwal Survey.
t
i
The lake.
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The colour of the water is generally a bluish green, but after an
earthquake, such as occurred in 1871, tho colour is more opaque, and
turns to a dirty reddish brown from the agitation of^the bed of the
lake, and the presence of infusoria? There is but one important
feeder which collects tho drainage and spring waters of the western
end of the valley and with it some of the refuse from the whole
hill-sides. In tbe raius this stream must to a certain extent pollute
tho waters near its entrance into the lake, but as a rule the water
of the lake is good and well adapted for drinking purposes as its
analysis shows.
The lake is very slowly but surely filling up from the immense
quantity of debris swept into it during the rains, though, as it has
received that from tho landslip without any perceptible diminution
of its area or depth, we may well hops that many generations shall

pass away before the chief ornament of Naini becomes a thing of
the past. Occasionally fish weighing 28 to 35 pounds are caught,

but the most common is a small scaleless species which, however, is
fit for the table.

In the lake itself there is a sulphur spring nearly

opposite the Smuggler’s rock in 63 feet of water and another out
side it near the Talla Tal bazar, which has been found a medicinal
agent of considerable value in cases of debility.

Near the brink, the surface of tho lake is covered with a tangled
mass of Potamegeton mucronatum, Mynophyllum indicum, Chara
vertiaillatay Polygonum saabrinervium and the pretty English Poly

gonum amphibium, which, according to Madden, “ here and here
only ia India, raises its pink spikes above the. water.”
Ayarpatha, so called from tho ay dr {Andromeda ovalifolia} a
species poisonous for cattle and goats, is
Ay4rpatha.
covered with the green oak (Quercus dilata(a)
and this as well as the adjoining mass known as Hani Bani is
almost exclusively formed of the transition limestone of Mussooree
exhibiting everywhere vast rents, fissures, crags and boulders of
all sizes and shapes and falling under. Ay^rpatha so abruptly to
* Specimens of these infusoria were transmitted to England in 1870, and
the species found in the lake at Naini Tal has been named Ceraiium iumaonense
by Mr. H. Jt. Garter (An. Mag., N. 11., 4th Ser., VII., 229). It is a species of
horned Peridinca allied to that found in the Baltic sea, Ked se.a, Indian ocean,
the Swiss lakes, the fresh-water ponds of Bombay and those of Calcutta, and it is
te an assemblage of these minute animals that the rusty brown colour of the lake
at certain seasons is due. They are also found iu the other lakes.
«
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the edge of the lake that until 1847 there was only a very in
different pathway in that direction. To the south-east of Ay&rp&tha the Gajwala estate or Sherwood, now occupied by the Dio
cesan boys school, Comprises a series of swelling lawns thickly
wooded and terminated abruptly by magnificent precipices from
1,500 to 2,0(J0 feet high, from the base of which issues the NihAl
river flowing by Kaladhungi through the Bhabar to the Tarai. To

the east, the cliffs are of cla^-slate in the centre of limestone, and
to the north-west again of clay-slate distinctly stratified and dip
ping from the plains. Here, as in the Baliya glen, tbe rocks appear
to rest upon beds of blue aluminous shale and white gypsum, which
must be of immense thickness, as they are found nearly to the foot
of tbe mountains where the gypsum assumes the texture of alabas
ter and has been found useful in manufacturing plaster of Paris.
The woods along Gaiwala comprise oak, ash, maple, Siberian crab,
cypress and other northern forms, while the sward abounds in tbe
Primula deutierdata, Parnassia nuiieala, with p.'oony ; at no great
distance and immediately below’ commences a tropical vegetation
connecting it with the plains. The view from Aydrpatha shows
the Bhabar and Tardi arranged like a map at one’s feet and on
fine days takes in Bareilly to the south-east and Moradabad to tbe

south-west.
Deopatha on the east rises at a very sharp angle from the

Abelia pass, whence the road from Kaladbdngt enters the valley at an elevation of

Deopntha.

6,800 feet above the level of the sea to 7,989 feet. Ou the north
east it is separated from China by a pass known as the Cbina-kekhan or kbal, 7,438 feet high, which communicates with the vil
lages lying along the headwaters of the Bhakra or Baula river.
The sides of this peak and its base are strewn with immeUse boul
ders of limestone in natural confusion which are clothed with
ferns and other epilithal vegetation amidst close coppices of theabelia.
China, the monarch of the Gagar range, raises his furrowed
sides on the north almost precipitously at
China.
a horizontal distance of about oJle mile and
a quarter from the lake. Ou the north, the crest is prolonged in a
ridge known as the. Burans-ke-danda or ‘ Rhododendron ridge’

z
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from the number of those trees growing there. The southern face
is covered with a forest of noble cypresses {Cupressus torulosa)
which here alone on the lower ranges appears to be indigenous.
The’ crest is formed of limestone on a basis of clay-slate which
appears to dip to the west or north-west. Limestone also appears
along the south-western slopes.. According to Madden the summit
“ is clothed with a brushwood of Indigofera, SpirtKa, lilstlioltzia
and Sall!x; Androsaee lanuginosa covers the rocks; Anemonedisco
lor grows in the shady places and at the Survcyoi-’s cairn Stellaria
semivestita and Hemiphragma helerophgllum appear.
The holly {Ilesc dipyrena) reaches a great size ; one measured

near the ground was between 16 and 17 feet in girth : but the
characteristic tree of China is the Quercus semecarpifolia, which
fringes the crest and covers the whole south-west face, Badhan
Dhura and Sat-chiiliya, points of nearly the same altitude, and at
no great distance, on each side of China, have not a trace of it;
and on tbe former Madden could only find a few specimens of
Colquhounia vestita, a very common shrub at Naini Tal and towards
BadrinAth. The Limonia laurtola too occurs only in this locality
on the Gagar range, and though the cypress is said to exist in
Dhy&nirau, it appears to be very local, limited to a grove or two
while they occur on the face of China towards the lake in quan ti
tles and on the Gaiwala cliffs as low down as 5,100 feet. The ve
getation of China and Naini Tal thus presents some difficult pro
blems, which the natives resolve at once by the assertion that the
oak, cypress, Zi/nonia, Colquhounia, &c., were imported from the
snowy range and planted here by Naini Devi herself: and one
might really suspect that some of the devotees who did penance on
China in days of yore, actually introduced them from the holy tirihas among the snows, were it at all probable that they would have
condescended to such humble plants as -the Hemiphragma and
Anemone. Moreover, on this principle it might be surmised that
“ Pilgrim” put the Polygonum amphibium into the lake to make

it more English.”
The view from China embraces Rohilkhand, Kumaon, GarhwM
and the snowy range from the sources of
, _
the Jumna to those of the Kali. The great
Himdchal must be abbut 65 miles distant in a straight line, and its

,

View from China.
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details are therefore less distinct than from Biiisih' and Almora,
whence the superior limit of forest is perfectly defined—much more
so than the snow line-—and above which the eye reposes with a
never-to-be-satiated curiosit)’ on the enormous shelving masses of
rock and snow which appear as if they would squeeze mother
earth to a mummy. Here we have the Gangotri group running
apparently north, with sloping aud apparently stratified planes to
the east; then comes the great Kedarndth mass, said to be the
original kSumeru, whence Siva regards with jealous rivalry his
neighbour Vishna, who dwells over the way in the still grander
mass of-Badrindth, or rather on the Nalikanta peak above the
temple. Next comes Trisiil about 20 miles more to the south
east and behind this again Nanda-devi with its pyramidal grey
peak rising to 25,660 feet. Next comes Nandakot with the tent
shaped peak which i.s supposed to form the jiillow of the katiya or
cot on which Sita reclines. Further east are the Panch-chula or
five cooking places used ly the Pand ivas and then come the peaks
of Api and. Namjang in Nepal and its other unnamed mountains.
Though perhaps not so clear or distinct a view as is obtained from
the hills nearer the snowy range,dt is undoubtedly the most com
prehensive and impressive in the whole outer range
The small ridge on which Pairlight (Tonnoehy’s) is built, separates China from the Alma or Ulma peak,
up and around which a road has been made
which commands a fine view of the Khairna valley, the China
Sherked'nda

water-fall, Ranikhet and the bills beyond. The Alma-khan sepa
rates this from tho snow-Se.at and Government house and the
Khairna pass from Sher-ke-danda or Tiger’s ridge which is thickly

covered with forest and abounds with beautiful sha ly walks. The
east and south-east extremities of this hill abruptly end iu precipices
formed of clay-slate which caused considerable difficulty in making
the foot road to Almora, by Ramgar and the cart-road to Ranibag.
To the north-east, the Tiger’s ridge is connected with Liriya-kanta
or Luriya-kanta, so called according to native accounts in me
mory of some forgotten goddess.
It attains an elevation of
8,144 feet (8,023 feet, R. S.) ; its summit is quartz, bold "and craggy
towards the north and undulating to the south-east where it is
clothed with forests of oak and pine. Mr, J. H. Batten discovered
greenstone near tl^e north end of the lake running north-east to the
78
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summit of Sher-ke-ddnda and again to the south between Ayarpitha
and Gaiwila passing through limestone and beds of hornstone.
The trappean rocks are said to reappear between Klyirpa TAI and
KAlapathar where they derange and alter the other rocks as
usual.
The valleys around Naini Tal afford occupation to the natur
alist, the painter and the sportsman. A list of the plants to be ,
found is given in the first volume ^as well as one of the fauna.

Game is abundant close by and scenery unrivalled in the lower
hills is within easy distance. The lakes of Malwa, Bhim, Naukuchiya and the seven lakes are only one march to the north-east,

and will well repay a visit, while on the west the valley of the
Kosi and the sequestered glades along the E&mganga and the

Kota and Patli Duns afford scenes which a Salvator Rosa would
delight to paint. The hills on all sides are thickly studded with
the bungalows which are occupied by visitors from the plains from
April to October. In the winter there are few European residents
and the greater number of the native traders also leave the bazar
for their homes. The southern face of China and the space around
the northern margin of the lake itself appear to be the favourite

sites for residences and are fully taken up.

Here also are the

schools, church, and travellers’ bungalow. Between the church and
Hani BAni or ‘ the echo ’ rock lies Sukha TAI, a depression filled
with water during the rains and used also as a quarry for stone and
a shooting range for the volunteers. Close to this under Ardwell
is the circular hollow covered with grass and flowers known as the
Malla Pokhar or ‘ upper pool ’ perhaps originally filled with water
but now dry at all times. The upper baziir and the assembly rooms
are situated at the western end of the lake which also boasts of a
fair cricket, tennis, polo, and race ground. At the eastern end is
the bazar known as Talla TAI or ‘ lower lake,’ and beyond this at a
distance of about a mile the barracks of KAlakhan forming the mili
tary convalescent depdt of the Rohilkhand Division. There is no
trade or manufacture unconnected with the supply of the wants
of the summer visitors. The court of the Assistant Commissioner
of Knmaon sits here, and there are besides a police-station, post
office, telegraph-office, dispensary, European shops and several
hotels and boarding-houses.
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The Naini Tal municipality is constituted under Act XV of

1873, and is managed by a committee of

•

six members.

Taking th© latest returns,

those for 1882-83, the receipts amounted to Rs. 56,602, of which,
however, Rs. 9,729 were abnormal, being duo to refunds and dona
tions.

The actual receipts were therefore Ss. 46,873.

Tho prin

cipal sources of income are (1) the octroi on animals brought iu

for slaughter which yielded Rs. 2,761 ; (2) tax on houses (Rs. 8,335
in the station aud Rs. 2,326 in the bazar) Rs. 10,661 ; (3> tolls

on vehicles, Rs. 7,453; (4) special taxes such as conservattoy, stalls
for animals and on sites, which yielded Rs.

18,644 ; (5) rents,

Rs. 1,939; (6) fines and niiscellaneous, Rs. 5,425, to which add the
abnormal receipts.

Tho expenditure amounted to Rs. 57,531 dis

tributed as follows:—Collection Rs. 1,055; head-office, Rs. 1,487;

public works, Rs. 25,425; police, Rs. 2,513; education, Rs. 300 •
charitable grants, Rs. 348, conservancy, Rs. 11,025; repayment of
loans, Rs. 11,527; and other items, Rs. 3,818.

The large sum undo ■

the head repayment of debt is in part liquidation of tho loan
received from Government (a lakh and a half of rupees) for pro
tective works after tho landslip of 1880.

These Works have been

tried by heavy rains since and have thoroughly stood the test, and

with the establishment retained to see that all drains are clear,
have made the station safer than it was before, and far more pleasant

for those who have to walk or ride during the rains.
The receipts of the Naini Tdl cantonment fund amounted to

Rs. 4,199 in 1882-83 chiefly made up of a grant-in-aid of Rs. 2,189

and Rs. 1,674, dues on grass and fubl.

The expenditure almost

equalled the income and was devoted to the usual purposes, conser

vancy, lock-hospital and police.

\

The American Episcopal Methodist Mission established a branch

Schools, &c.

of the Society here'^in 1858, which supports

a vernacular school for boys having now a

large attendance of pupils.

Besides this there are eleven other

schools supported by the Society in the hills and Bhabar with an

average daily attendance of 3 to 400 and a girls* school with 20

pupils.

In 1871, a dispensary in connection with the same Society

was opened at Naini Tal when, in three months, 1,800 out-door and

30 in-door patients received treatment.

Similar institutions were

established at Dv^rahat aud Bhim Tal in 1872,

In 1569 a medical
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school Avasformedat NainiTiil where eight voiincr rnenand fonr Vohjk*
women received instruction in the rudiments of their profession.
T110 Naini Tal Diocesan schools owe their origit to a project
framed by Dr. Condon, ilr. H. S. Heid and others in 186!) for
founding a scliool for the children of resi
Diocesan schools.
dents and others of small means. It was
felt that, though there were several schools iu other Hill stations
suitable for tho children of coinpara4,ively rich parents, there was
no school, elsewhere established, adapted to the means of the com
paratively poor. They determined therefore upon commencing
such a school. Their object was to secure for parents of small
income, a really good education for their children, in a good hill
climate, for a very moderate sum. The public readily met their
appeal for help, and in July, 18G9, a mixed school was commenced
under the charge of Miss Bradbury. It was continued during the
year 1870, and with such success that the committee decided upon
enlarging their operations and setting up two schools, one for boys
and the other for girls to be conducted on a liberal scafe and to
supply a good and sound education. Every exertion was made to
lender them efficient, and excellent teachers were engaged. These
schools commenced work ou the 1st of February, 1871, and have
met w’ith large success. The average number of pupils during the
firstyear was 70, and, in the case of the boys’ school, tho committee
were obliged to reject applications for want of space. In 1872 the
number of pupils increased to 100, but still many applications were
refused in consequence of tbe want of accommodation. The com
mittee then appealed to th^ general public for aid in erecting proper
school buildings and nii;/fc with a generous response. The school
for girls was built from yh tasteful design by the liev. W. N. Tribe
and in 1873 the Slierv^-ood estate with its house and magnificent
grounds was purchased by the comiirittee for the boys’ school and
is perhaps the finest site and establishment of its kind in India.
The reports of the examiners show that both in the internal economy
and in the character of the instruction imparted, the Diocesan
schools thoroughly fulfil the designs of their founders.
Naini Tal is entered from Moradabad by the postal road passing
„ ,
through Kalddhungi and Mungauli, at both
of which places there are traveller’s rest
houses. From Kalddhiingi there is a steady rise^or eight miles to
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Muti^auti and thence to Siriya Tal, better known as the washer-.

man’s ghat, the road is tolerably level. From this a steady rise of
a few miles le^ds to the Abelia pass 6,800 feet high. Ou the east
there is a railway from Bareilly to Ranibag and a carriage-road
thence to Naini Tab There is also a good cart-road and a bridle road
following the valley of tbe Baliya river to the brewery, whence
there is a steep bridle-path of about two miles to the Talla Tal
bazar (6,400 feet). On the north two roads communicate with
Almora j, one by Khairna is level for about 20 miles and the other
by Eamg6r crosses three separate valleys and ranges before joining
the former. The various routes into the interior will bo found else
where.
Supplies- of all kinds in any quantity can readily ba
obtained at Naini Tal at all times.
'
Mr. Ball in his paper on the origin of the Kumaon lakes notices
two theories (u) that they are due to glacial action ; (b) that they are
hollows of denudation fo? the most part enclosed by landslips. He
Geology
notices that the China portion of the ridge
at dhe head of the valley is deeply soarped
above with an undercliff piuch concealed by talus. It consists
chiefly of shales with which there are some quartzites, and towards
the crest there are limestones which so far as is clearly seen may
partake either of the nature of beds or veins. Passing hence
round by north to south-east'^the ridge is mainly formed of shales
and argillaceous schists which ^re much contorted and broken ; but
the prevailing dip is probably t(^south-west, the beds striking with

the direotion of ths ridge. An o^bscurely seen trap-dyke seems to
observe the 's.ame course. To tl^ose two facts the dip of the beds
and the existence of a rigid trap-axis th5 present form of the slope
is, Mr. Ball believes, under the influence of subaerial denudation to
be attributed and not to the friction of a glacier. The range on
the south-west of the valley marked by the Ayarpatha and Deo-

p4tba peaks is formed of massive limestone, the bedding of which
is generally very obscure. There Js also some trap, tbe combined
rooks giving a rigid and very stee'|) outline to the range which
contrasts most stcikingly with that on the north.
Mr. Ball goes on to write ;—“ AU the rbcks of this basin, whether shales of
limestones, are singularly unsuited to the rettention of the minor glacial marks $
and if glaciation did take place, it may be from this cause that no such traces are
now found. From an inspection of the large sca'le map, it will be at once apparent
that the head of the Talley has very much the( form of a ‘ cirque, ’ as defined by
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Mr. Hetland,* who argues with coiihiderabte force that the cirques of Norwg^y and
Oreenfand are due to glaciers. Mr. .Bonney, on the other hand, describes /Alpine
cirques, which he believes fa be formed by streamlets pouring down e sides.
It has often been remarked how some forms of our Indian alln<a und the ope
ration Of heavy rainfalls exhibit in miniature many of the forms of/denudation
and erosion, Among these forms, cirques and cirque valleys are not /infrequently
met with. Invariably, they are due not to denuding action from/above, but to
subterranean springs or streams. To a similar cause may, I thint/, be attributed
cirque-like valleys in rocks formed of loose shales, and, to some (>,':.'tent, even those
where the rocks ate limestones. The section of the bed of tl/e lake indicates a
state of things very different from what might have perhaps been anticipated,
hut, however the lake has been formed, explanations to account for the pecu
liarity about to be described can be suggested.”
“ The soundings from which the sectiou has been plotted have been taken
from the Revenue Survey map on the scale of ten inches to, a mile. In some oases
tbe exact character of the bottom is given, but not in al A knowledge of thia
character is, no doubt, a very great desideratum for the discussion of this question.
It would be especially desirable to know the nature of e bottom all across the
laketransverscly to this line at the point where the sh&llowest sounding occurs.
As represented ia the section, the lake consists of tw/ basins; with the maximum
depth nearly centricaliy situated in each case. They /tre separated by what appear
to be a barrier. If it really be so, then it Would lenyl considerable support to the
glacial hypothesis. Indeed, if consisting of rock/ia sit«, it would fairly prove
a glacier capable of
the existence of a true rock basin, thus furnishi a strong argument in favor of
of the nature of the
the glficial origin. Supposing it to be so, the 'twin basins might be readily ex
It may be that it is
plained by the hypothesis tltat they had been successively excavated by the retreat
remnant of an ancient
ing end of a glacier. Unfortunately the case is not susceptible of so simple an
explanation, as the shallow sounding may be caused not by a barrier, but by a
mere hummock, which, if (as is possible, so far as is certainly known at present)
occurring isolated by deep channels from the margins of the lake, would
he, on the other hand, a strong argument against the glacial origin, as such an.
obstruction mast assuredly have been swept awty by
scooping out tbe deeper hollows. Stitt another view
harrier or hummock, be it which it may, is possible,
net realty formed ©f reek
but is merely the
landslip.”
” In the present state of our knowledge, therefore, no certain conclusion can
be drawn from it. But the peonliar character of the basin still remains a subject
for some speculation, the more particularly so when it is remembered that the
operations of the present day must tend steadily to obliterate these features by the
deposition of silt in the hollows. Tossing from the lake itself to examine the
natureof tbe barrier at the outfall, w« find that it is formed of a confused mass
of debris, in which some very large roick masses, some of them ten feet in diameter,
occur, following down the bed of tbe stream, rock in sila is not met with till
near the Waterfall, er at a level w^hich must be considerably below that of tbe
bottom of the lake where deepest.! Mr. Blanford, though he does not expressly
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state his belief that the large blocks of stone are erratics, suggests that they may
be derived from the limestone at the ridge at the head of the valley (DeopStha).
He states that his ** impression was that the lake was'closed by a moraine.” The
source of these b||>cks I believe to be much closer at hand. In great part they
have, I think, simply tumbled down from the AySrpatha ridge and its eastern pro
longation, where not only is similar rock to be seen in situ, but similar detached
blocks are found on the slopes; .one remarkably fine example being seen in the
compound of Welham house. Others, on the other hand, may haveffallen from
the ridge to the north of the depot, where the already described lenticular masses
of limestone occur. The remainder may, I think, have simply been eroded from
their envelopment of shales at, or very close to, the positions where they are now
found. Though it is convenient to speak here of these blocks collectively as
limestones, they vary much in character, and some are highly indurated, but
only slightly calcareous, mud stones. Krom these varying characters it may
be possible, hereafter, to trace their origin individually with considerable
accuracy. As to the other characters of the debris at the outfall, I in vain
Marched in it for evidence of « glacial origin, and am unable to point to any
feature which is inconsistent with the idea of its having been formed by a
landslip.”
After examining the other lakes

{q.v.) Mr, Ball sums up the

results thus:—

“ Eevlewing the whole of the facts which are enumerated above in reference to
each of the lakes, and considering the limited zone in which they occur—the proba
bility that they are alLthe result of one general series of'operations impresses itself
as being an hypothesis of primary importance. If one of the lakes then exhibits in- .
dications which seem to connect it with one particular mode of origin, while others
of the lakes do not show such or similar indications, it becomes all-iraportant to sub
mit the former to the severest scrutiny. In this way, I think, the appearances sug
gestive of a glacial origin, which are perhaps strongest in the case of Naini Til, lose
much of their force when we find that other lakes exist of generally similar charac
ter, butdn which the special indications are wanting. In the single character of the
outfall barriers all the iakes agree ; opinions may differ as to the origin of these
barriers, whether they are remnants of moraines, or have been formed by landslips,
but it is almost certain* that not one of them consists in any degree of rock in situ,
and we therefore have not the positive aid of a rock basin to determine a con
clusion.
There is one point geologically whicb links the three larger lakes together,
and that is the occurrence of trap-dykes in the vicinity of each. Now, I do not
think it at all probable that the lakes are due to the original outburst of trap.
Indeed, the above described fact in reference to Alalwa Tal, where both the inflow
ing and outflowing streams cut through trap, renders such a view untenable. But
it seems not improbable that, when the great upheaval and disturbance of the
rocks of this area took place, the existence of comparatively rigid lines of trap
may have been largely instrumented in determining the form which the surface
assumed, and that on their flanks the soft shales, &c., may have been so much
crushed and broken, as to yield more easily to the subsequent operations of denuda
tion, thus affording an abundant supply of material for landslips, which ultimately

* Careful levelling can only decide this point,
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served to close tbe valleys and form tbe lakes.* Orcven supposing tbe outburst of
trap to have accompanied the upheaval and disturbanoe, its efteet in deteriniiiing
the subsequently established lines of denudation could not fail to make itself felt.
This explanation, in part suggested by Mr. Mellioott’s observations in his wellknown paper on the Alps and Himalayas,* seems to me more in accordance with
the known facts regarding the whole series of lakes than any glacial theory can
he,”

The year 1880 will ever be memorable in the annals of Naini
Tal for the great landslip which was at

Landslip of 1880.

tended with»such melancholy loss of life.®
The rain commenced to fall steadily and without cessation from
Thursday the 14th September, 1880, until Sunday evening, the
19th. During Friday and Saturday 33 inches of rain fell, of
which 20 to 25 inches had fallen in the 40 hours preceding Satur
day evening. The rain was accompanied by violent gusts of wind
from the east ; the roads were injured, the water-courses choked,
and there was a general saturation of the soil in all places where
the loose debris of rotten shale, of which the northern range is com
posed, allowed the water to penetrate. There was much clearing
of new sites during the previous year and the builders did not
always provide for the derangement of the natural drainage channels.
In many places the water was allowed to sink into crevices in the
hill and find new outlets for itself, and this it did with a vengeance,
In 1866, a slip occurred to the west of the present one destroying
tho old Victoria hotel. In 1869 this was enlarged and the scored
sides of the ridge below Alma bear witness to its extent. On the
site where the slip of 1880 occurred was the Victoria hotel and its
offices, and below it was the temple on the margin of the lake, and

close to it Bell’s shop, and further on the assembly rooms also on
the margin of the lake. About 10 A. M. on Saturday morning the
first slip occurred in a part of the hill-side immediately behind the
Victoria hotel, carrying away a portion of the out-houses and of the
western wing of the hotel and burying in the ruins an English
child and its nurse and some native servants. Working parties
were called for and Mr. Leonard Taylor, C.S., Mr. Morgan, Over
seer, and a party of soldiers and officers from the depot set to work
*It is possible that tbe basin of Naini Talmay be connected with some local
faulting, the existence of which is implied by tbe sulphur spring at the outfall.
That a fault occurs all along the centre of the valley is, however, scarcely proba
ble, as, did one exist, it would show in the scarp of China, the beds forming which
appear to be continuous across the head of the valley.
’ Qiiar. Jour., Geol.
Soo., February, 1868.
* From personal observation and Mr. Conybeare’s
narrative.
'
.
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to dig out those that were buried. In the meantime, all the resi
dents in the hotel removed to safer quarters except Colonel Taylor,
R. E., who retired to a small detached room below tho hotel gene
rally used as a billiard room, and Major and Mrs. Morphy with
Mrs. Turnbull, who came to offer their assistance, proceeded to the
assembly rooms. All had made preparations to leave as nothing
more could be done, and about twenty minutes past one I passed
from the hotel to the baz^ir, and whilst passing with Mr. Wright,
heard a noise and saw a large boulder falling from the cliff above
towards the hotel. I thought nothing of it and went on. In
another ten minutes the landslip took place.
The whole hill-side was one mass of semi-fluid matter and re
quired little to set it in motion. The state of the hill has been
described as in dry weather a mass of the consistence of oatmeal
which when mixed with water spread out like porridge; The

motive power was a shock of earthquake, a very common occur
rence in these hills, and which was felt On that day by competent
observers in the Bhabar below and in Naini Tal itself. This set
tho fluid mass in motion, and the result is thus told :—•
, “A rumbling noise, similar to that occasioned by the falling of large masses
of earth, was heard by many in the station ; and such as had an opportunity of
looking towards the direction of the crash could plainly see vast clouds of dust
rising from the situation above described. It was apparent that a large portion of
the hill behind the hotel,, from the upper mall, disunited, had descended with
enormous velocity and violence, had completely buried the hotel, and had dashed
together into an unrecognisable heap, the orderly room, the shop and the assem
bly rooms. The wave of earth and water, making a clean sweep of the extensive
hotel premises, had apparently driven the shop on to the assembly rooms, carry
ing forward the massive building over 60 yards on to the public rooms, a portion
of which were hurled into the lake and the remainder reduced to a heap of ruins.
The catastrophe, as far as can be ascertained, was the work of a few seconds only j
so that escape on the part of any who happened to be in the course of the ava
lanche was practically impossible.”

Another account runs :—
“ Through the dripping rain came the sound of crackling trees. Some oaks
on the hill-side, about 400 feet above the Victoria, were observed'falling forwards.
A boulder or two descended, and a shoutpf “ Run for your lives 1” was heard ringing
up from the hotel. It was followed by a noise which to those near suggested the
rumbling crash of thunder, and to a witness not fur distant the hoarse roar of
cheering for some person rescued. By others on the ridge above and on the
south-eastern edge of the lake this noise was not heard at all; but it meant that
79
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the hill.side had fallen. In less than half a minute the last stone had splashed into
the lake. Several great waves rolled down its surlaee, whilst a cloud of light
brown dust concealed its north-western side and the site of the Victoria from view.
As to what had happened in the interval no two witnesses ar^ exactly agreed.
For the close observation of details both tbe time and tbe mood were wanting.
But here are some extracts from the statements of selected eye-witnesses 5—
“With one fell swoop and awful crash,” writes the Rev. D. W. Thomas, “ tho
Victoria hotel. Bell's shop, the assembly rooms, an d a throng of human beings
were almost instantly buried beneath the rocks aud the lake. The hotel moved
forward, foundation aud all, at least a hundred feet before it collapsed ; and Bell’s
shop about the same distance. When the* slip commenced there were a large
number of natives and five or six (British) soldiers passing along the Mall below ;
most of whom were buried beneath the sh.ale and rocks.” Mr. Thomas adds that
the Victoria aud the Hindu temple were carried directly into the lake. The only
trace of the hotel main building is the fragment of a pillar; a but this lies on the
play.ground, as far distant from the lake as any part of the dibris. Remains of the
temple and its occupants have been dug from the southern end of the assembly
rooms.
Mr. W. Gilbert says r—“ I was startled by a thundering noise behind me,
and on turning round saw that the Victoria Uotel had disappeared. An immense,
dark, moving object was passing over its site, reaching the lake in a very, a very
short time, carrying everything before it, and crushing up mighty trees like match
sticks. For about a second of time Beil’s and the assembly rooms were over
shadowed ; and then there was a tremendous crash, f ollowed by a splash in the
lake, Tlie mass of mountain which had detached itself came down with such
velocity that for the moment the impression on my mind v/as that a huge promon
tory from 30 to 40 feet high had leaped out from the hill-side into the lake, disap
pearing a few seconds after the awful splash. I am sure I could not have run over
twenty paces on open ground and in the best form within the same time.”
Eev. N. Cheney, who was standing about 20 yards from the course of the slip,
was startled by hearing above a noise which seemed “ to mingle the report of a
muffled explosion with what sounded like a high-toned piercing cry. The trees
' shook and writbed; the hill-side burst ; the whole mass fell in a headlong avalanche,
and rushed down the slope towards tho Victoria Hotel. The bursting of the hili
was with an upward as well as an outward leap, as if some interior power had
accumulated until it eould no longer be confined. The hotel was not crushed from
above, but was struck near its foundation : and fell back on, and was carried for-'
ward by, the advancing slide. Its roof appeared to turn upside down; for the rafters
were for an instant plainly visible in a vertical row. A cloud of dust obscured from
view the destruction of Bell’s shop. I was nevertheless able to'discern that the
central column of shale, in which the greatest velocity and power were exhibited,
passed over the Mall at the entrance gate of the hotel, and thence in the shortest
line plunged into the lake. It is my judgment that the time from Jhe bursting of
the hili to the descent rnto<the lake was not more than eight seconds.”

The dead and missing numbered 151, of whom 43 were Euro
peans and Eurasians, including Colonel Taylor, Major Morphy,
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Captains Balderston, Goodridgo and Haynes, Lieutenants Halkett,
Sullivan, Carmichael and Robinson; L, Traylor, C.S.; Rev. A.
Robinson, Do<^tor Hannah, Messrs. Noad, Bell, Knight, Moss, Tuck

er, Morgan (two), Shells {four). Drew, Gray, five non-commissioned
officers and nine privates, Mrs. Morphy, Mrs. Turnbull and two'
children and 108 natives. The escapes were many and narrow.
Sir Henry Ramsay whilst directing operations at the east end of
the lake was overtaken by the great wave caused by the debris,
swept into the lake and though at one time Waist-deep, succeeded
in reaching safety on an ascent off the road; but a British soldier

and several natives were swept away close beside him. A Mr.
Walker was covered up to his shoulder by the outer fringe of the
mud torrent, but escaped. A soldier and a native tad were swept
into the lake and escaped by swimming. Mrs. Knight and
Mrs. Gray were in the upper story of the building known as Bell’s

shop, and were carried with it and found amid the girders of the
iron roof landed on a heap of the debris almost unhurt. -Immediate
ly after the landslip jets of water poured forth from reservoirs
within the hill on the newly made face and for some time maintamed a direction and volume which showed the great quantity
and force of these factors in the landslip. I will pass over the
Saturday night when no one knew whether there would be another
slip as the rain never ceased and boulders continually came crashing
down from the hills above. Great cracks opened up and became more
easily traced : one from the Mayo hotel up to Saint Loo cottage, the
w’all of which was fissured sufficiently to admit of a person walking
through and across Government house, an arch in which was cracked,
and over the northern slope of the hill. Another line further
west split in two a rock on the summit of the little ridge above
Fairlight; a third line proceeded from the Club to the end of tbe
China ridge by the road west of Fairlight. All these were caused
by the earthquake, which was as destructive on the northern slopes
of Alma and China as within the valley. Sir H. Ramsay ably aided

by Mr. Willcocks, C.E., and Mr. Law’der, O.E., set to work and
soon placed the rqads and drainage on a better footing than before.^
’ Ks, 60,000 were distributed by Sir 11. Ramsay as e'hairman and myself as
Secretary of the ‘Relief Fund’ amongst the families of those who perished in
the landslip.
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From its vicinity to the plains Naini Tal enjoys the benefit of
the breeze which usually springs up in the
Climate.
evening and in the hottest seasons is never
oppressively warm. In the monsoons it receives more rain than
IMEussooree and nearly twice as much as Almora, which is only 30

miles off; the Gagar range intercepting the clouds before they
reach the latter place.

Although records of rainfall have been

kept for many years, they do not^ appear to me to be trust
worthy.
The water-supply of Naini Tal is good except in one point, vis.,
that the water is very hard and contains a
Water-supply.
considerable amount of .soluble earthy salts,
derived, no doubt, from the magnesian limestone of the bills. Such
waters are not generally preferred, as it is believed they are likely
to induce diarrhoea in those using them.
The result of Dr. Murray Thomson’s analysis of the potable
waters at Naini Tal, 1866-67, is as follows:—
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The first specimen was taken from a small masonry tank near
J the centre of the convalescents’ barracks, which receives a part of

the overflow from the lake. The water before entering this cistern
is passed through a large charcoal filter. The second was taken
from the surface of the lake about forty feet out from the entrance
of the small stream which forms its chief feeder, and the third was
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from the centre of the lake opposite the Smuggler’s rock.

In all

three the physical properties of the water after passing through

filter paper w?js good and the reaction neutral.

Soda was found

chiefly in the form of sulphates with a much smaller proportion of
chlorides.

Naini

Tal

is

in

mentioned

the

Mdnasa-khanda

of

the'

Skanda Parana under the name Tririkhi-sarovara, or the lake

three

of the

Pulaha.

Atri,

Rishis,

Pulastya and

The legend runs that these sages

on their pilgrimage camo to the peak of the Gagar range now called

On this they thought

China and were thirsty and found no water.

of Manasarovara and dug a large hole, which was at once filled
with water from Mana, and

hence the lake thus formed by them

was called ‘ tho lake of the three Rishis.’

It is added that he who

bathes in it derives as much benefit as those who have visited Mana

itself.

The name Naini is derived from a temple to that goddess

built on the borders of tho lake and destroyed by the landslip of

1880.

Traill merely mentions tho name of the lake, and the first

account of it is found in an issue of the Englishman (Calcutta) ¥tfc
the’ end of 1841, which announces ‘ tho discovery of a lake in the

vicinity of Almora.’

This was followed up by a letter to the

Agra

Akhbdr by Mr. P. Barron of Sbahjahanpur under the name ‘ Pilgrim’
who gives an account of a visit to the lake then almost unknown.^
He desoribes tho lake and its outlet and then the present site of

the recreation grounds:—“ An undulating lawn with a great dhal
of level ground interspersed with occasional clumps of oak, cypress

and other beautiful trees, continues from the margin of the lake

for upwards of a mile, up to the base of a magnificent mountain
standing at the further extreme of this vast amphitheatre, and the

sides of the lake are also bounded by splendid hills and peaks, which
are thickly wooded down to the water’s edge.

On the undulating

ground between the highest peak and the margin of the lake, there
are capabilities for a race-course, cricket ground, &o., and building

sites in every direction for a large town.”

He approached Naini

Tal from the Khairna side and returned by Ramgar, the natives

at first refusing to guide him and denying the existence of a lake*

* His letters were collected aud published at Agra in J844,
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Ju 1842 Mr. Barron .again visited Naini Tal, and notes that about

half a dozen sites for building had been applied for or granted, and
Mr. Lushington, the Commissioner, had eomrnenead^the erection of
a small house. Rules were drawn up in 1842 for the grant of lands
for building purposes at a small ground-rent to bo paid by the
occupant so long as the land was used for the purpose for which it
was required. Tho lease, too, contained clauses binding the lessee
to the observance of such rules as the local authorities with tho
sanction of Government should from time to time prescribe.
Before 1842 there was not even a but in the valley, which was
only visited by the neighbouring villagers at a festival held once a
year in honour of Naini, at which the usual sports and recreations
of a small country fair in tbe hills took place. Mr. Lushington
allotted sites for a bazar, public buildings and a church, erected
by public subscription in 1846 ata cost of Rs. 15,000 and dedicated

to
St. John in the Wilderness.”
Mr. Barron launched tbe first
boat on the lake, and amongst other incidents records the death
of a bear at Smuggler’s rock and the wounding a tiger, which fled
to the recesses of Ayarpatha. Leopards, Zany fir-mon keys, chamois
and jarau-i&er. were amongst the other animals found hero. As
late as 1845, the site of tfie.present upper bazar was filled to a great
extent with ringdl (bambu) jungle, which even then harboured
tigers. Madden records’ a visit to Naini Tal at the end of 1846,
when houses had begun to spring up, and Captain Arnaud began to
build at Gaiwala-khet, now occupied by the Diocesan school.
Amongst tbe more common trees and plants* recorded by Madden are the cyp
ress, surai (Cnpressus torutosa); pine, chlr (Finns longifolia); ash, angu, (Fraxinua
floribunda) ; hornbeam, chamkharak (Carpinus virainea) ; cherry-aider, puya-udesh
(Betula acuminata), alder, udish ( Alnus nepalensis); five kinds of oak, banj (Quercus
incana)i Karshu (Quercus semicarpifolia); ridnj (Quercus lanuginosa); (ilonj (QuerCtts dilatata>and phdaiat (Quercus annnlata); maple, paianglia (Acer oblongum);
lodh (Symplocus panicnlata); burdns (Rhododendron arboreum); aydr, (Andromeda
Ovalifolia) after which Ay&rpitha is named ; holly (Ilex dipyren.a and I. odorata);
jhaleia (Prinsepiantilis);ya»i«na (Gerasus cornuta); mehalor pear (Pyrus variolosa);
gwdla mehat (Pyrus bacoata) ; yingdru (Crataegus pyracantha) ; raus (Coloneaster
bacillaris); gari (Ootoneaster mieropbylla); sdad (Photiuia dubia); Poeonia emodi ;
Aurau(Albizzia wightii); chauniya (Populus ciliaCa); 9MraZ-pa«a(Skiramia laureola);
makola (Coriaria nepalensis); chotra(Berbetis aristata); set-baruwa (Daphne papyracea); ehumliya (Daphne sericea); mdnri (AbeMa triflora); Potentilla nepalensis and
* J. A. S, Ben., 1848, p, 836.
* The botany is recorded in Gaz. X.
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splendens; Agrimoricanepalensis;,7«£z-(Spiroeacuneifolia; Riibustiliaceus);Fragaria
indicaand nubicbla; Sosa brunonii and macrophylla); kagshi (Cornus raaorophylla
and oblonga); rue, upwiya-ylias (Ruta albiflora); bhuliau (Rbiis vernicifera); limAr
(Xanthoxyloii hostile); tudigofera dosaa and pulchella; Oesniodinm elegans, hexagonuin and parvifc/linm; Astragalus leucoeephalus, chlorostachys and sesbanoidesj
Primula floribunda aud speciosa; Andiosace sarmentusa; Sedunj sinuatunj; Thalictrum rupestre ; Aquilegia pubiflora ; ghantidli (Clematis velutina); banda, (Hedera
helix); niajethi (Rubia cordifolia); jdAi (Jasminumgrandifl.irum); surmdli (Jasniinnta
dispermuni); Geranium lucidum, nepaleuse and wabichiauum; cAaZmori (Oxalis coruicnlata); chnduwa (Rhamnus virgatus); box (so called) (Myrsine bifaria); bhunguriya (Elscholtzia polystachys), ganiya (Salvia lanata); bandulsi (Origanum nor
male); tbilmora (Colquhounia vestita); Platystemma violoides; Cynoglossttm canescens; kapur-nali (Strobilanthes glutinosa); mirch-mdl, (Krigeua roylei), pdli vArtemisiaindica); chireta (Ophelia paniculata and others); paderiga.4ah$an (Allium wallichianum); ningila (Arundinaria falcata); dliumai (Satyrium nepalense) and
murbila (Marsdenia roylei) besides some one hundred others of the list given in a
previous volume, but this is enough for a student to commence with.
The following ate some of the birds observed’in the neighbeurhood of
Naini Tal and Almora: Black vulture (Ptogypi caleus,
Birds.
2), large tawny vulture (Gyps yiiZaus, 3), long billed
brown vulture (G. inJicua, 4), white-backed vulture (G. bengaleasis, B), white
scavenger vulture (^Neophron percnopterusf 6), bearded vulture (^Qypdetus barbd'^
tus, 7), the kestril (Timunculus alaudarius-, IT), white naped pigmy falcon {Hierax
eutolmiis, 20), crestless hawk eagle {Nisaetus bonetii, 33), crested hawk-eagle (Aifflnaetvs cristatellus, 35), white-eyed buzzard {Poliornis tesea, 48), common paria
kite {MUvus govinda, 66), tawny fish-owl {Ketupa flavipes, IS'), common swMqw
(^Hirundo rustica, 82), tvire-tailed-sWallow (,11. ruficepa, 84), red-rumped swallow,
(H. dauriea, SB), common Indian swift (Cypaelua affinia, 100), alexandrine parakeet
(,Palaora{a alexindri, 147), slaty-headed parakeet (P. schiaticeps, 150). Of the
Picidse or woodpeckers, the himalayan pied woodpecker (^^icua himalagaaua, 164),
the brown-fronted woodpecker (P. brunneifrons, 169), the rufons.bellied pied
woodpecker (Hypopicus hypergthrus, 161). Of the Cuoulidte or cuckoos, the Euro
pean cuckoo {Cucculus ganorus, 199), the pied eresled cuckoo (CoccyUes meUnolvU’
cus, 212), the Indian koel (Ettdynamrs orientalia, 214). Of the Nectarinidae or sun
birds the purple honey-sucker (Arachnecbtra 'aaiatica 234), the himalayan treecreeper (Certhiabimalagana, 243), the white -tailed nuthatch (Si«a/i!maZay««»i«,248)
the European hoopoe (Upupa epapa, 254). The more remarkable game birds are the pukr^ (808); manal (804) lungi (806) and chi r (809) pheasants: the snow-cock
(816); snow partridge (817); black -throated partridge (824); woodcock; snipe and
quail. The kalij ph easant (810) and chakor partridge (820) are both found in the
neighbourhood of Naini Tal,

Najangar, a confluent of the Kali near Qolam-1& in patti Chaatl6ns and pargana Darma of the Kumaon district, takes its rise in
Brooks, Ibis, 1869, 43, numbers given refers to Jerd . Birds, besides those
.given here. Brooks mentions about 60 others for which reference must be wade
to the article quoted. See further, Jerdon’s Birds,
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the Yii'gnajatig peak. It is a most impetuous torrent, falling in
cascades rather than rapids, over a very steep rocky bed, through
a deep ravine flanked with precipitous mountains, on the other side
rises the Naunjang peak on the left close over the Kali, and the
Ijingaru to the right some 18,500 feet high ; while behind the
great peak of Api rises to 22,799 feet. The Tampagar stream
rises from a glacier under Lingaru plainly discernible from Golam16. The Najangar is crossed by a sanga bridge about a mile above
its confluence with the Kali. Still "Further north is tho Malpag^r,
another small rapid which also joins the Kali {Strachey}.
Nakuri, a patti of parganah D^inpur in Kumaon is bounded on
the north by D.'mpur Bichhla; on the west by Talla Danpur ;
in the east by Piingaraun of Gangoli, and on tho south by Dug.
Nakuri was separated from Talla Danpur at the recent settlement.

The assessable area comprises 3,126 bisis
which 1,468 are cultur
able and 1,658 are cultivated (989 irrigated). The land-tax yielded
Es. 667 in 1815: Rs. 1,136 in 1820and Rs. 1,452 in 1843. Tho exist
ing land-revenue is Rs. 3,167, which falls on the whole area at
Rs. 1-0-2 per acre and on the cultivated area at Rs. 1-14-7. Tho

population comprised 1,923 males and 1,567 females at settlemojit.
Eight villages were received from Pungraon. The patw&ri lives
in Maholi and_ there is a school in Sanoti. The village of Nakuri
is ten miles from Kapkot on tho Jalath road and the same distance
from Tejam : elevation about 5,000 feet.
Nalapani or Kalanga, about three miles north-east of Dehra
in Dehra Dun on the western boundary of Tihri in north latitude
8O°-2O'-25" and east longitude 78°-8'-30", noticeable for its pro
tracted defence' in 1815. ’ The hill on which the fort is built is.
about 600 feet above the lowlands and has a plateau on its summit

about three quarters of a toile long and very difficult of access from
the steepness of tho ground. Nalapani is also a station of the G. T.
survey with an elevation above the sea of 3,286 feet and is so
named from a spring which supplies good drinking Water. The
remains of the fort are about a mile above tbe spring.
Nandak, a patti of parganah Badhan of British Garhwal is
bounded on the north by Malli Dasoli and Talla Painkhanda, on tbe
' Gaa XI. 636.
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west by Talli Dasoli and Kapiri ; on the south by Kartikot and
Pindarpar and on the east by the same patti and Talla Painkhanda,
It is occupied by the upper valleys of the Nandak and Chukla,

The Mokh stream is fed from the northern slopes of the Buldianft
(8,589 feet) Bujgala (9,286) and Khariapani (8,894 feet), peaks.
See Banjboqr. The patwari of this patti lives in Pharkhet and
collects the land-revonne of patti MallijDasoli also ; both aggregated
in 1864 Rs. 1,519 for land-revenue and saddbart and Rs. 84 for
^«n</j.paid by 3,967 souls. The higher villages are little better than
sheep-farms, being too high for cultivation, and on this account the
assessment is low when compared with the area. There are iron
mines at Mokh, Kalban aud Peri and old lead mines at Mokh.

Nandakini, a river rising in the glaciers on the western slope
of Trisul in Patti Nandak and parganah Badh&n of the Qarhwal
district has its principal sources in north latitude SO’-IG'-IO*
and east longitude 79“-46'-5". High up the -source there is a
temple to Nanda Devi and beyond the temple, a large rock, both of
which are visited by pilgrims. The temple is situate near Tantara-*
kharak above the village of Satol whence tracks lead to the graz
ing grounds in tho neighbourhood. To the west of Satol at Nandgarh-kharak passes tho road from Almora by Baijnath to Ramni
where again the road from Nandprayag to Tapuban is met with
in the heart of the most picturesque tract in the Garhwal hills.
The Nandakini receives on either side numerous torrents and even
tually joins tho Alaknanda on tho left bank at Nandprayag on tha
Badrinath road. It is crossed by an iron suspension bridge at
Nandprayag and by a spar-bridge at Ghsit on the road to Ramni
from Lohba. In 1857 there was a heavy landslip at Jakhana in
Malli Dasoli which blocked up tho river for three days,
Nandprayag, a small trading mart in British Garhwal, is situate at
the junction of the Alaknanda and Nandakini rivers in Patti Dasoli
Talli and parganah Dasoli in latitude 30®-19'^-56'’’ and longitude
79°-21'-29" at an elevation of 2,805 feet above the level of the sea.
The road hence from Karnprayag is nearly level, lying along tho
left bank of the Alaknanda river, close to Karnprayag, the river is
crossed by an iron suspension bridge. The villages of Bausauli Khal,
Lang&su and Siinta are passed on the road and the several streams
are bridged. Nandprayag is a little over nine miles from Karnpra80
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y&g, and it. is usual to pass on to Pursaribugr close under Mathana,
about
miles further on, crossing the Nandakini by two bridges,
one of 78 feet span. There is a temple here dedicated to the Nag
Taksha, hence the place is often called Takshaprayag : there is a

school here in the cold weather ; many of the Mana and Niti Bho
tiyas dispose of the Tibetan salt and borax to the local traders here,
who send the borax on to the refiners in Ramnagar, where it is sold
to traders from Farukhabad. The trading time lasts from the
middle of November to April, and during this time immense num
ber? of sheep and goats laden with Tibetan produce, or returning
with grain, tobacco, and unrefined sugar may be met along the,
road ; a road here branches off by Banjbngr to Almora.

Nanda Devi, a group of peaks in Patti Malla Danpur of par
ganah Danpur in Kumaon of which the principal peak is situated
in latitude 3O'’-22''-34'''' and longitude 80°-0'-46" with an eleva
tion of 25,661 feet according to the Kumaon and Garhwal survey,
25,749 feet aeeording to the old survey and Straehey’s map. It

appears like a spire of greyish rock sprinkled with snow, lying
to the north-east of Trisul and north-west of Nandakot, the s,ides
fornaing angles of about 70° and rising far above the similarlyformed snow-clad summits which surround it. The summit is
altogether inaccessible; but over a mile below it, a mela or religious
festival is held every twelfth year, though access to the spot is so
difficult that it is reached by scarcely fifty of the pilgrims who
make the attempt. Further progress is impracticable, in conse
quence of the mural cliffs of ice which on every side encase the
peak. The natives maintain that smoke is sometimes seen to issue
from its summit, which they regard as the kitchen of the local
deity; but there is no good evidence of volcanic action in'the higher
masses of the HimMaya, and the appearance probably results from
the forms given by currents of air to clouds resting on the moun
tain and to snow taken up in whirlwinds.
Narayanbugr, a halting place on the route by Lohba to
Nandprayag and from the latter place to Baijnath, is -situated
on the right bank of the Pindar river in latitude SO’-S-S"

and longitude 79°-25'. The route from Lohba leaves the
Karnprayag road at Gair or Gwar, and then turns north-east
ascending the watershed between the Pindar and Ramganga
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rivers by the luorakbal pass between Kanpur {9,522 feet) on the
east and Kand^al (8,553 feet) on the west. Thence the road passes.
by Kandanli aud Biinga down the valley of the Agangdr to its
confluence with the Pindar at NarSyanbngr where there is a bridged
From Karnprayag a road follows the left bank of the Pindar river
eastwards by Simli to this place and thence on to Banjbugr by
Ming and Ira,
Naukttchiya Tal, or the lalce of the nine corners, is situate in
parganah Chhakhata of the Kumaun District, distant 2| miles*frona
Bhim Tal and
miles from Naini Tal, in latitude 29°-19'-20'’'
ij^nd-longitude 79°-37'-38"at an elevation not exceeding4,000 feet.

There is a travellers’ bungalow aud a shop for the sale of ’grain at
Bhim Tal. The lake is of an irregular shape, somewhat resembling
-

'J" *5-

the ace of clubs, elongated at the north-western corner hear' the
temple. On the west it is covered over wdth weeds and lotus plants

to a large extent.

It is fed by streams from the neighbouring hills

but neither springs, outlet nor current, were detected by Dr. Ames
bury at bis survey in 1871. The length is 3,120 feet from north

to kouth and the breadth from cast to west 2,270 feet. It has a,
superficial area of 538,833 yards, or 111'35 acres. The greatest
depth of 131^ feet is found in the middle near the intersection of
the lines of greatest breadth and length, and the least depth of seven
feet close to the northern end, “ Its shape, the nature of its sur
roundings, and the narrow winding course of the outfall,” writes
Sir. Ball, “ all seem inconsistent with tho view that it is of glacial
origin.” It is hotter than Bhim TM but very picturesque and
pretty, and when the lotus is in flow'er well worth a pilgrimage.
Fish of various species from one to twenty pounds are found in the
lake. The water is of a rich bluish-green colour, clear and still and
apparently pure aud wholesome. The hills around are thickly
clothed with forest which gives cover to kdkar, gilral, wood-pigeons
and pheasants. There is every reason ix) believe that in former
years the lake covered a very largo extent of surface, some twenty
or thirty times its. present extent, as exhibited by the surrounding ,
country which bears every appearance of having been subject to
•_ the action of water. The waters would appear to have escaped
through the lower strata of the hollow now occupied by the lakes—
Kaukuchiya aud Bhim, Tradition has it that if anyone sees the
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nino corners of the lake afc bne lime he will die within the year, but

happily the feat is impossible. An embankment was tried at the
apparent outlet, but it was found of little use as the* water
escapes
by subterranean channels,

NAUKUCmYA TAL.
Arwyd8a'9.500 S.V.

Width
~ iiZ'iO Ff:

ITawada, or Ndgsiddh as i-fc is sometimes eaUod, is a well-wooded
hill in the Eastern Dun of Pehra about five miles seuth-east of Debra

with the Suswa -river flowing along^ its sonthern base.

On .the

, hi|l elosb to the village of Nawada are the ruins of a building said
to have been the palace bf the old H^jas bf tbe Diin.

In the village

tself is a rest-house for faleirs and a temple to Mahadeo at wUicIi
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the people of Dehra and the neighbouring villages assemble annual

ly on every Monday in the month of Sawan (August'.

Nayades, a patti of parganah Shor in Kumaon is bounded on
the north by Kharakdes ; on the west by. Mahar ; on the east by
the Kali river, and the south by Saun.

The road from Pithoragarh

to the Jhulaghat across the Kali to Nep&l runs through this patti

from east to west by Khil and Biskoli. The principal villages are
Bhuteri, Bugurtoli, and Ganrydth. The assessable area comprises
1,197 bisis, of which 359 are culturable and 837 are cultivated (218
irrigated). The land tax yielded Rs. 2,92 in 1815 : Rs. 425 in
1820 : Rs. 508 in 1843 and at present Rs. 1,272, which falls on
the whole assessable area at Rs. 1-0-8 per acre and on the culti
The population at settlement num

vation at Es. 1-7-6 per acre.

bered 1,063 males and 892 females.
Nayan Palla, a patti of parganah 3?ali Pachhdon in Kumaon, is

bounded on the north by Talla Chaukot; on the west by Malla '
Sult; on the east by Naydn Walla and on tbe south by Walla Sult
and Talla Kakalasaun. This patti was separated from Nayan at
the’ recent settlement. It lies along the right bank of the Ram

ganga river and is traversed from north to south by a mountain

ridge containing the peaks of Mandhil (6,214 feet) and Puriya-ke-

Chauki (5,737 feet). The principal villages are Kurhidh^r, Burkinda, Buserlii, Musyoli and Dungra. The temple of Nauleswar
is situated here at the junction of the Gragas with the Ramganga.
The road from Ramnagar to Masi follows the left bank of the
Ramganga which is here fordable except during the rains. Tho
statistics of the Palla and Walla pattis may be shown thus
Assessable

Cwlttvate<l.

Nayin.

Total.

Palla
Walla

... 2,510
2,829

Assessment

area in

Dry.

13
25

1,963
1,187

Population.

1843.

Males. - i
1

o

J
Irri
gated.

in bvpees.

1815.

1820.

a

o

534 786
616 1,465

no

6

Q

1,344
2,157

1,406
2,122

2,206 1,938 1,838
2,530 1,977 1,899

The assessment on the total assessable area falls in the Falla
patti at Es. 0-14-1 per acre and in the Walla patti at Es. 0-14-4
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per acre t on tbe cultivation only the incidence is Rs. 1-1-10 and
Rs. 1-2-4 respectively per acre. The patwari resides in Jhiiu4r.

Nayan Walla, a patti of Pali Pachhaon in Kumaon, is bounded
on the north by Talla Giwar ; on the west by Talla Chaukot and.
Palla NayAn; on the east by Talla Dora and on the south by the
Gagas river, which separates it from patti Talla Silaur.

Was separated from Naydn at the recent settlement.

This patti

It lies along

the left bank of the Ramganga river south of the Jhaurkot^gdli.^ The principal villages are Bdrhikot, Baman-Chaunda, Inda,

TJiaikahdJ’ Naula. and Blykiya at the confluence of the Gagas with

the Ramganga. This patti lies along tho left bank of the latter'
river containing, however, few important villages. Tho statistics
are given under Nayan Palla. One village was received from
Giwar at the recent settlement. The patwari resides in BhikiyaBain.
Nilang, a village in Tihri, which gives its name to the passes
at the source of the Jadh-Ganga or Jdhnavi {q.v.) into Tibet, is
situate in north latitude 30^-6'-30" and east longitude 79°-3'-5" at
an elevation of 11,310 feet above tho level of the sea. The villa'ge
gives its name to the entire valley from Bhairongbati to the passes
into Tibet. It is known as Ghongsa by the Huniyas.
visited* it in 1878 and from him we learn that—

Mr. Kinney

The features of the Nilang valley correspond with the general physical
characteristics of this portion-of the Himfilaya as observed in other similar val
leys. The main line of water*parting is, as a rule, lower and the slopes about it
easier than in the southern belt marked by the highest groups of snowy peaks.
Here as elsewhere the groups of snuwy peaks forming the line of highest ele
vation lie to the south of and dominate the line of water-parting and are separated
from each other by lateral valleys more or less ope towards their heads and, as
a rule, contracting into stupendous gorges as they pierce through the snowy
range and debonehe a-raongst the lower mountains. The entrance to the valley
from Bhaironghati up to near the village of Nilang is through a gorge which
may be eatled terrifie. Snowy peaks from 20 to 21,000 feet in height tower
apparently immediately overhead, the river-bed having here an elevation of 11,000
feet. Kails of 9,000 to io,ooo feet in a horiaontal distance of under three miles
ate not uncommon while sheer precipices of in one or.'two cases over 3,000 feot
overhang the stream.’ The valley preserves the same characteristic!! for a
distance of about fifteen miles up past the village of Nilang to the junction
with the Mfina-gadh. Above this junction, the valley, gradually opens out and
* Report on the survey of the western sources of the Ganges, parti
cularly the Jadh-ganga or Nilang valley, in 1878 : by Mr. T. Kinney, G.T.S., 187879.
’ See BuAtnoNOuXTi.
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the hills assume a softer and more gentle aspect; though the declivities are still
steep they lose the bold, abrupt and craggy appearance of the gorge lower
down, and in some jplaces the ascent from the stream to the ridge is over com
paratively gentle slopes covered up to a certain elevation with short grass and
in places blooming with flowers and a sort of heather. The grass and heather
have a peculiar sickly scent which producing a certain sense of faintness, adds to
the difficulty of climbing due to the rarifled air. With some people who appear
to be peculiarly subject to its influence this faintness becomes overpowering and
hence its name amongst the natives ‘ bish-ke-hawa’ or ‘ poisonous air.’ It occurs all
over the hills at similar elevations ahd produces violent headache, sickness at
stomach and a total inability for prolonged exertion. Above the limit of vegeta
tion, here about 17,000 feet, the hills become steeper again, the surface being Sf '
strangely confused mass of loose rocks of all shapes, and sizes', intermixed with
patches of snow and ice, a perfect chaos of broken fragments. Deep down
between the crevices of these rocks appealed solid masses of ice and frozen
snow which, melting in the day, made the footing difficult, so that the stones and
rocks give way when trod upon and causing others to move create a small
avalanche, to the danger and discomfort of the traveller. Brom the water-parting
at the head of the valley the ground slopes down to the Hop-gadh, an affluent of
the Satlaj.
There are here two passes into Hundes, that to the west known as Thaga-la
and that to the east called Ts4ng-chok-la.* There is a third pass from Raithal to
Hundes, but it is seldom followed now. The boundary of Hundes leaves the main
line bf water-parting near Tara peak and runs along the ridge dividing the
Mana gadh from the Mana valley proper and from the Gangotri valley, It then
crosses down the glacier oppoiste Nilang and across the Jadh-ganga to the Basahr
frontier. The Tihri Raja formerly claimed up to the water-parting at the passes
but his customs' post is now at Nilang. There are but two villages in tho
valley, Nilang and Jadhang, the former with some thirty families and the latter
with about ten families. Nilang is within Basahr but its cultivation is partly in
Tihri and partly in Hundes. Jadhang, ten or eleven miles further on, is in Hundes.
The two Villages belong to the Jadhs, who are here the carriers and brokers with
Hundes, like the Bhotiyas of the Kumaon valleys. The saydua of Jadhang is sub
ordinate to the saydna of Nilang and both pay collectively to Tihri Rs. 84 a year,
to Hundes, Rs. 100 a year and to Basahr a capitation tax of a hdth (about eighteen
inches) of the local woollen stuff in addition to a small sum in coin altogether
valued at about Rs. 60 a year. As is the custom iri the Kumaon Valleys, the
Jadhs migrate southwards in the winter to Dhunda on the Bhagiratbi, some seven
or eight marches below Nilang.

On the trade between Nilang and Chaparang (Tsaparang)
Trade.
\ Mr. Kinney writes in 1879 :~
“The estimated valu^ of the trade across the passes at th? head of the
Nilang valley is from Bs. 25,000 to Rs. 30,000 yearly. Of this amount from
Rs. 16,000 to Rs. 20,000 passes through the hands of the Jadhs, the balance being
accounted for by the trade of the Khampas and Garhwalis. The Raja of Tihri
formerly levied an ad valorem duty of one anna in the rupee on all imports, equal
* About thirty miles from Bhaironghdti,
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to 6j per cent. In 1878, however, a new impost was made of a timdshi on each
bag of salt, which is equal to about 20 per cent., wool and other imports being
taxed proportionate. The tax is farmed out to a Tihri offlcifl, who appoints his )
own collectors. The Jadhs complain bitterly of the new arrangement, and consider
themselves a ruined community. They had to borrow money in 1877 to pay up
the tax, which they have not yet been able to repay ; indeed, they had again to
borrow a sum of Rs. 4,000 towards the end of last year. Unless they pay up the
year’s demands in full the Raja of Tihri does not permit them to move down to
their winter quarters on the Bhagiratbi at JOhnnda.”

The following are the statistics of trade for five years ; —
1878.79.

1879-80.

1880-81.

£xp, •Imp, Exp, Imp, Emp, Imp,

1881-82.

Exp.

Imp.

1882-83.

Exp. Imp.

Rs. ' Rs. Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs. Rs.
Maunds... 8,234 ... 4,164 7,853 6,340 8,754 4,075 4,816 7,828 10,166
Value ... 35,152 ... 23,492 47,495 21,946 48,255 19 800 29,643 32,365 62,193

The exports in 1881-82 comprised cotton goods valued at
Es. 520 ; tgrain 3,840 maunds) worth Rs. 10,852 : metals valued at
Es. 787 ; oil-seeds worth Rs. 286 and sugar worth Rs. 140. The
imports during the same year included salt weighing 4,506 maunds
and valued at Rs. 18,024, wool w'orth Rs. 3,696 and borax worth
Es. 750. In 1882-83 the exports were cotton goods worth Rs. 1,060;
grain Rs. 19,061 (7,145 maunds); metals, Rs. 1,105; oil, Rs. 327;
oil-seeds Rs. 1,434; sugar Rs. 476 and tobacco Rs. 870. Tho
imports during the same year were 9,746 maunds valued af
Rs. 38, 984 and wool and woollen manufactures, valued at Rs. 8,800.
The trade through the passes to Ts4parang or Chaprang is chiefly

in the hands of the Jadhs, though Kham pas from Basahr and a
few of the Garhwalis from the upper villages also trade with the
Hiiwiyas. The Basahri Khampas have permission to travel all over
Tibet without question. The Jadhs go to Toling, Tsaparang and
Gartoh while the GarhwUlis are seldom permitted to go beyond
Dokpa-Aur, or, if they do, only under the escort of Jadhs or
Basdhris.
Niti, a village of patti Painkhanda in Garhwal, is situate thir

teen miles to the south of the pass of the same name which lies in
north latitude 3O‘’-57'-59'^ and east longi(4do 79°-55'-3''' at an
elevation of 16,628 feet above the level of the sea (others 16,570
feet).
The village is built at an elevation of 11,464 feet on the left bank of the
Dhauli and at tbe foot of a ridge which sweeping round defends it on the north
and north-west.from the violent storms which blow from those quarters. There

'
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arc a few flat pieces of terraced ground bearing scanty crops of buckwheat and
barley, but here, as in Mana, the Bhotiyas pay little attention to agriculture.
Moorcroft foiin'i the temperature in the middle of June to vary from 40’ to 50’ at
sunrise and at ^mid-day from 70’ to 80’. In consequence of this the Dhauli
and other streaias are swollen in the advanced part of the day by the melting of
tlie snows and shrink considerably during the night. During Moorcroft’s stay
the high mountains were towards the close of day regularly enveloped in clouds,
from which snow descended on the more elevated parts, and gentle rain on the
valleys. Much of the snow was melted by the heat of the sun during the next
day, and again replaced during the succeeding night: and these successive deposi- '
tions and meltings continued throughout the warm weather. Such great changes
affect the health of natives as well as strangers with catarrhs and fevers, active in
their effects for a short time, but neither dangerous nor of long continuance. .
From October until May the inhabitants of the Dhauli valley migrate to lower
situations, completely deserting their villages. The whole country at'that season
is covered with deep snow. In suminer, however, notwithstanding the elevation
e.vceeds 11,000 feet, the land in the neighbourhood of the villages produces crops
of barley, amaranth and buckwheat, and the hills and mountain sides yield excel
lent pasture to large flocks of goats and slieep and a few yaks aud ju'tus. The
route ftoiB the village to the pass is up the ceurse of the Dhauli, which rises on
the southern side of the pass. After the track diverges from the Dhauli the
ascent beomes very steep and encumbered with the detritus from the neighbourijig hills. The pass itself once crossed leads by a gentle declivity for some dis
tance to tlie plains or undulat ng country of Tibet which even at this elevation
produces crops of uu-j/ih (^Horileum himdlayease'). Webb who visited the pass
towards the end of August reports that there was not a vestige of snow on
the pass nor on the shoulder of the hill which rises some 803 feet above the pass
on the left side. The- tableland near the pass is very stony and barren, produc
ing only mosses and prickly shrubs resembling furze aud intersected by numer
ous ravines, the channels of torrents discharging themselves into the Satlaj. Tiie
rocks scattered over the plain are of blue limestone abounding in fossil remains
especially ammonites of which some account has already been given.* To the
north-east Kailas may be seen (see Kml.<s} but from the great general elevation
of the country and tbe distance which is not much under one hundred miles, its
apparent height is.inconsiderable.
The Niti pass is esteemed the easiest and safest from Garhwal into Tibet
and is open from the latter end of June until the second week in October. (See
Bhotit* MahXi.s). The sufferings of travellers from disordered respiration, in consequence of the tenuity of the air, are very severe ; and though the Bhotiyas
take pains from early age to train themselves to endure it, some can never suc
ceed ; and even yaks and other beasts are not exempt from sufferings resulting
from it. The most mafked symptoms are vertigo, inordinate action of the heart,
accelerated respiration, and the most distressing difficulty of breathing. 'The state
ment of Batten is conclusive as to the reality of'this influenceDuring this
walk I was almost kilted by mere pain. -The rarity of the air along this high
road to Daba (nearly 17,000 feet) was perfectly awful. My dandi people would
‘ Gaz. X, 2161-16.
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not go cn, and returned to the crest of tlie.pass. One man accompanied inc and
he and,I went groaning along at a snail’s pace, on a level, and yet in great agony.
Angina pectoris I now consider nothing in comparison.* I felt the pain in.ist at
my chest, and suffocation seemed to threaten me at every step.’’ At the same
time (ithers who have travelled over the same tract have assured me that they
felt no ill-effects and that the complaints of the Bhotiyas are directed to extract
the gift of a bottle of brandy. There are two other passes from.Niti, one lending
by the Malcbak pass and Itunkun to Hoti or Uaj-Uoti and the Tunzuiu-la (TingJung) pass into Tibet aud the other by the Chor-Hoti. Both these passes were
visited’ by Lieutenants JI. and B. Strachey in 1848, and the river at Hoti was ex.
plored as far as was practicable. They describe the river as exactly correspond
ing with those crossed on the road from Milam to Hundes by Unta-Dhura. Tho
. road by Ghor-Hoti runs due east and it takes two marches to get across it, but
there is always danger from avalanches, while the pass ends in an abrupt slope
down which men and animals must slide, though it is not any groat length.
' These .difficulties cause tliis pass to be less used. The regular pass, though only
about sixteen miles long from Niti, from the badness of the road and difficulty
of travelling in such rarified air takes three days to get through ; but it is not a
difficult one. In addition to the common wild flowers found all along the road up
to Niti, tiiere is a regular “gorse ” with a yellow flower growing all over these
mountains from Malari to the Tibetan boundary. The new road or rather an
iuiprevement- of the old road, is completed up to the village of Niti, and is a
great boon to all the traders with Hundes rendering the carriage on animals much
less risky thaflit used to ft ?; and also beneSting the animals themselves who can
travel even longer marches with less tax on their endurance. The usual marefi
for ladeu sheep is six miles a day.

I’he &llo.wi»g account^“of Mr. Batten’s visit to the Niti pass
is the best-that tve yet possess
“ Near Joshimath and the whole way to the junction of the Riiii river, which
comes from the north-west face of Nandi Devi,
this glen is characterised by the most exquisite
scenery; the southern mountains sloping down to the river covered by forests of
Qrteretis sewiearpifotia, Rosa Weblidna (wild rod rose), yew, horse Chesnut, alder,
poplars and elms, interspersed with pretty villages of which the chief ornament,
are tire fields of red mdrsa (the ballv of Hisahr) a species of amaranth, while the
high craggy northern mountains aud peaks, that form the separating ridge between Badrinath and Nici, come down to the Dhauli in the most terrific precipices,
Above the Bini, both sides ofthe glen assume the regular Himalayan features of
wild sublimity, although villages are everywhere seen perched upon seemingly
inaccessible heights. The river remains broad and deep, though often broken
intoostaraets. The road is carried on either side of the river as most easy, and
ia crossed lw fiaie Smigas or spar-bridges. There is a ve^y dreary glen without
Hatten’s jocreah

villages for ten or twelve miles separating upper from lower,Painkhanda, or as
* AS. Res. XVH, 4 : Xfl,
: J. A. S. Ben. 18.38, p. .313.
’ J. A. S.
Ben. XfX, 79.
’ J. A. 8. Ben. Vl.f, .310; Traill’s intended visit (in letter
to. Government. 12th December, 1817 and 22ud September, 1818), was to tlie Gar.
pun at pdha.
..
•
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they are sometimes, but improperly, called upper and lower Niti. After leaving
the oaks and elms, &c., the wood becomes entirely cypress, aud from summit to
base of the mountains ho other tree is seen The larger trees attain not unfreqiientlyan enormous size, some of them having a girth of 27 feet. At Juma Upper
Painkhanda is entered, and then the scenery, retaining all its gr.npdeur, also becomes
exquisitely lovely. Villages of the true Swiss character are seen on every open spot,
surrounded by cedar trees and overhung by crags of the most stupendous character
wooded up to the snow which shines on their summits, with similar trees and birch,
which latter as well as the sycamores have at this season the true autumnal tints,
contrasting finely with the dark branches of the deodar. The bridges now become
very frequent; and the river, thouglii still uufordable, becomes a torrent falling
over rapids.
Malari is neitentered, a very large village. Aft^r leaving Malari we marched
up a glen of the most beautiful kind, the deodar trees
MaUri.
(all of spreading shape), coming down to the waters’
edge, and now beginning to be mingled with chila pines (/’izrus erce/Va, not unlike
the cizr at a distance), and riiyha firs (^Mies Webbiana); aset of large villages is then
entered, Baiupa, Gamsali, &c., all varying in elevation from the seafrom 10,200 to
11,000 feet and upwards, the highest of which is Niti. At Bampa, the deodars end,
and no other tree is seen save birch and Pinas exoelsa,
Bampa.
but the ground is covered, as well as the surrounding
heights, with beds of ground cypress, gooseberries, currants, furze, (.Astragalus
Roylei) Webb rose, sweetbriar and juniper. The furze is especially plentiful,
but there is no heath the Andromeda fasiigiata of Boyle as at Badrinath.
U.) to Gamsali, the rocks have been quartz, mica, schist and gneiss, with
granite blocks in the river beds, fallen from the peaks, except ia the neigh
bourhood of Malari where argillaceous and talcose schist |s the chief rock.
At Gamsdli the granite is met with in situ, pervading gneiss and mica schist.
The breadth of the veins is sometimes very thin, but
GaaisSh.
.
.
, .
.
sometinaee the granite spreads into great broad patches.
It is a reddish variety in general, but a highly quartzose variety with large school
or tourmaline crystals is very common. Just above Gamsali the river runs through
tremendous gneiss and granite precipices, and the road is carried along scaffold
ings. After turning this corner and ascending to N iti village, the Himalaya peaks
are all turned, not one is loft to the north, though some of the north-west
and northeastern heights are within perpetual snow limits. Nitj limestone
(not crystalline) and argillaceous schist, chiefly the latter, are the rocks.
After arriving at Niti I proceeded on to the junction of the Ganesh-ganga
with the Dhauli where I met with the first snow near Gildung, more than 14,500
feet high, and this snow wgs merely a snow-cave in the river, the leavings of last
winter. A few masses of gneiss and granite were still to be seen in the bed of the
Dhauli, the debris of some of the southern precipices through which 1 could see
the granite veins running along; argillaceous schist and quartz were the rocks of
the surrounding hills. There is one vary bad gorge between Gothing and Gildung
pastures, where there was some trouble in making a road, but after Gildung the ’•
hills are round and smooth up to the pass. They were covered with grass and
Saussurea flowers, the grass of very peculiar kinds and noted for its goodness.

6ii

niyo-db<jra;

The l ivers Ganesh-gangit and Oliauli are mere stream.^, a nd were h.alf frozen
above Gildaiig at their junction, but near Goiliing,
GaHifsh-giinga.
tlie Raiikaiida joins tbe main river with a large b dy
of water, arising at this season from aghiuier, aud up to tliis poyif, tbe Dhauli may
be said to be unfordable, except at one or two rocky points near Niti. The
'Ganesh-gahga may be said to arise from a snow bed, for I saw saow-caves towards
its source, bub the Dhauli or furthest branch of the Ganges certainly rises from a
spring at the southern face of the pass when on the 11th October there was not
even a speck of snow. After leaving the source of the Dhauli, the ascent was very
steep through crumbling crags of blue limestone which now succeeded to the round
clay-slate hills ; but the top of the pass® was round and open, the limestone
interspersed with arenaceous quartz rocks.
The first object that taught my eye was the Kailas peak standing up io the
east-north-east. Bight iu front stretched a dreary plain, shrubiess, tieeless and
houseless, terminated-along its whole northern side
Hundes.
at a distance of about twenty miles from my posi
tion by a low range of rounded brown hills, utterly without shrub or tree or jutting
rock, but very broken into ravines and perpendicular faces on this their southern
side. The plain is broken into ravines and river-courses wunniug down to the
Satlaj which flowed (not visibly as to water) ia a deep ravine not far from the
base of the round hills. 1 found the ammonites lying about in hundreds on the
top of a small ascent just as the road wound through a kind of pass between two
hillocks, before it descended to a ravine. The distance from the Niti pass was about
three noiles, but at this point the eontinuation from that pass of the crags foiroing
the first rise of theHimalayan mountains was not very distant. The rocks surrouuding the fossils were a kind of mottled grey limestone, i.e. the white veins were mote
frequent than in ordinary limestone. Tibet is, in fact, entered very soon after leavr
ing Niti village and tbe peaks seen so grandly towering iu tbe south are the real
beginning of the Himalaya mountains and not the crest of the pass. It is possible
that fossil ammonites can be found on the south face of the Niti pass, which is in
my idea only the highest portion ofthe Tibetan plain running up to the HimAlayass
peaks. Even af Niti there are peaks 2S,000 feet high due south ; and there as well
aS at the pass itself, tbe spectator wonders how one is to thread one’s way into Hiiv*
d^Stdn through them, no gorge or glen being visible, that seems to be llkean intrott
or exit. Behind Malari the bills become round and Tibetan also, os. well as behind
Niti,, but being higher and within the limit of perpetual snow, they are difiScult to
cross, and tbe pass following a riverbed is preferred. The time to visit Niti is
from the 20th Septe'mber to tbe 10th October. In May, MaUri even is hardly
reachable, and tbe snow does not melt in any part of Upper Painkhanda till tbe end
of that month. The pass is not open till July. On the evening of the day (lltb
October) on which I visited the pass, tbe first snow fell. All night it snowed ‘
heavily and next day I could hardly rcaeh Niti. Such are the vicissitudes at this
season. At 3 p.ti. when tbe wind got up, the thermometer was so'’ in the shade
and <2® in the sun at the crest of tbe pass. On the morning of the I2th, in my
camp at 14,900 feeti, the thermometer was 16® in the air and 22® at my bedside.”

Niyo-dhura, or Neo-dkura, a pass into Hundes in Patti Alajia
Darma of Kumaon, is often called the Darma pass and lies in north

nya'h.
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latitude 30’-27'-10'‘' and east longitude 80° 35' at an elevation of
18,510 feet above the level of the sea.

It is much frequented by

the Bhotiyas by the route up the Dhauli valley, though considered ,
more difficult than the adjacent pass to the east, the Lunpiyalekh
at the head of tbe valley of tbe Kuthi-Yankti, as the glacier lies
at the Hundes side of the pass. In 1840, a Bhotiya with a flock of

100 laden sheep were swept away in an avalanche at Dawa,.
encamping-ground at the foot of the pass in the Dhauli valley.
Kachh is the name given to a^second pass a little to the west of
the Niyo-dhura and which leads into the glen of the Dartna-yankti
-in Tibet. It is very little used, as being both dangerous and diffi
cult.
‘
Nyar, or more correctly Nay ar or Siini, a river formed by the
confluence of its eastern and western branches at BhAtkulu in patti
Manyarsyun of parganah Bdrahsyun of British Garhw&l.
The eastern branch rises on the north-western slopes of the Dudu-Ke-toli
range iu latitude 3U°-7'-30" and longitude 79°-I0' at an elevation of between 7,000
and 9,000 feet. It follows a course at first south-westerly then south and then due
west, to its confluence with the western Nyar or Chhipalghat river near Bhatkolu
in patti ManySrsyun. Thence the united streams under the same Jianie flow north
and^ west and fall into the Alaknanda at Byaus-Ghat in latitude »O“-3'-40" and
longitude 78°-88'-30" at an elevation of 1,342 feet above the level of the sea.
From their source to their junction both branches have a rapid fall, after which the
united rivets show a succession of deep pools swarming with fish, and iu the rains
form a ready means of transport fur the timber of the forests along their banks.
The total length to its longest source- according to Herbert is about fifty-miles.
Where crossed by Webb in April, at about five miles above its mouth, the stream
was forty yards wide, twenty-si.v inches deep aud running at the rate Of eight
miles an hour. There is a bridge across the stream on the Srinagar and Kotdwara ■
road at Sangurasera also known as Belkhet. There is also a road which goes by
Marwara separating from the Belkhet road at Bauekh-khai three miles beyond
Puriya-ke-manda. The bridge at Marwara consits of a sttJipa having a span of
97 feet. It is also crossed by an iron suspension bridge of 92 feet span at
Byans-ghat on the road between Srinagar and Hardwar. The eastern branch flows
through parganahs Chandpur, Chaundkot, Malla SalSn and Barahsyun and forms the
boundary for a short distance between parganahs Chaundkot and Talla Salan and
from the junction it is the boundary between the Ganga Salan and Barahsyun
parganahs. It is crossed by a bridge on the Almora and Paori road at Kainur ;
on the Paori and Dharon I'oad by a good ford between Kalwara and Ghauiani fn
patti Iriyakot of parganah Malla Salan and by tbe Kotdwara and Khitali road at
Dhura where there is a bridge of 82 feet span. The streams which unite to form
its headwaters near Marwara in Patti Choprakot are the Syonsi, Khirganga, Lad hoi i,
Dumodliyar and Palharg.adh. The principal feeders on the right bank are theMusetigadh and the Machhiad which drains the eastern pattis of parganah Chaiimlkot
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and'at its jnnclion'forms'tlie boundary between Koiagar and Giirarsyuti, the leftside
the Eastern Nyar receives the Khatigadh which rises near Lakhora in Kumaon
and drains Patti Khatali. Next to it comes the Maidi which drains tbe entire
valley of Kauriya Walla, and the upper portions of Malla ^ila. There are some
large villages close to the banks of the eastern Nyar amongst which may be men
tioned Marwara and Hausuri in Patti Choprakot, Gorpala and Kalwari in Iriyakot
and Kandgi, Babina and Toli in Malla Badalpur.
The northern branch of the Western Nyar takes its rise near Khand in Patti,
Kandarsyun of parganah Dewalgarh an I flawing in a soutli-westerly direction
unites with the southern branch near Paithani in the same patti. The latter drains
the high lands of Patti DhJijyuli and is tfie more considerable of the two, flowing
for about ten o.r twelve miles north-west. Thence to their junction with the Eastern
Nyar the combined stream forms the boundary between the syuns or pattis of
Chaundkot and those of the Barahsyun parganah. The Western Nyar is crossed
by the Paori and Dharon road at Jwalpa by a bridge of 67 feet span. It receives
numerous feeders draining the slopes on either side of the tract through which it
flows among them—the Pasfii, Kota and Ira streams flow into it on the right bank
and the Pen, Kul and other minor torrents on the left bank.

Pachha, or Pauchhu, a villaga in patti Malla Juhar of Kum.aon is situate in north latitude 30°-24'-10'' and east lougituie
80°-'ll'-30''' at an elevation of 11,060 feet above the level of the sea
on the right Ipank of the Gori and about three miles from Milam.
The village possesses an assessable area of 42 lAsia and a popula
tion of 228 souls. It is situate on the left bank of a torrent pro
ceeding from a glacier on the eastern slope of Nanda Devi of
wliich there is a grand near view: bn the right bank is Ganagarh.
Pachhu is held free of revenue, on condition of supplying food and
shelter to pilgrims proceeding to Mauasarowar in Tibet. Gana
garh on the opposite side has a population of 122 and some 25 acres
of arabi’6 land : a fair is held here every year in'the rains. The rock
here where weathered becomes a reddish brown clay but grey in
the fracture. Many of the fragments contain ore in some quan
tity and all have descended from the heights above.
Paidulsyun, a patti of parganah B.arahsydn in British Garh
wal, is bounded on tho north by N^dal'sydn ; on the south by Kapbolsyun: on the east by KhStsyun, and on the west by Patwalsyun
and Gangawarsyiin of the same parganah. • The patwari resides in
Paori and collects the land-revenue of patti Patwalsyun; both
aggregated Rs. 2,173 in 1864 with a population of 4,466 souls.
There is a school at Kamera. This patti comprises the upper valley
of the Ira stream along the right bank of which runs the road from
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Jwalpa to Srinagar joining the Kotdwara road to the same place
at Buba-kh&l near Paori.
Painun, a patti of parganah Talla Salan of British Garhwal, is
bounded on the hiortli by Badalpur Malla and Iriyakot; on the
west by Badalpur Talla; on the south by the Patli Ddn and on the
east by Biiugi. The road from Paori to Dhhron passes through
this patti. There is a school at Badiyargaon on the Paori road
where the patwari lives. The land-revenue for 1864 amounted
to Rs. 1,841 and Rs. 5 .) for yilntJj and resumed revenue-free grants.
Prom Mr. Batten’s remarks it is clear that this patti must have made
considerable strides since 1840. Elephants do not now intiude on
the cultivation and tigers are rare. Th e climate is hot and the soil
is rich and except about Jhirt the va Iley is not unhealthy. Tbe
rock is limestone and slate. A small iron mine is worked at
Agarwara. The forests comprise oak and dwarf sal,
Painkhanda. a parganah of Garhwal, occupies the extreme
north-eastern p )rtion of the district and .is divided into two pattis
or sub-divisions (he Malla and Talla. Its fiscal history and general
descri[ition will be found under the article Bhotiya Mah.<ls..
Mr. T^raill describes it in 1816 as containing —
“ Twenty two villnges, of which ten are situated in the snowy mountains aud
are inhabited solely by Bhotiyas. In the year 1811 A.D., this sub-division was
Assessed a.t Rs 4.051 Gk , half to be paid in money and half in merchandize at a
fixed and specified price A lease for the year ISIS was granted in the
first i'lstatice to the saydnas on the standard of the receipts of 18J3 A.i). at
Rs. 3,50004 vsRs 2,6i25f'W., with the usual agreement in regard to money and
merchandize On the payment by the sni/rfnas of the first instalment at Srinagar,
it was.found that for many of the articles given in there was no sale in that town,
while of the others the market price was far below the rates specified in the en.
gagement rendered. Under these circumstances, the saydnas were directed to pay
iu lien of the half in merchandize one-third of its amount in Government rupees
the other two,thirds being grant.ed as a deduction for probable loss in sale, this
arrangement reduced the net assessment to Rs. l,75oFd.”

. The present assessment amounts to Rs. 2,656. In 1841, the
population numbered 4,603 souls, of whom 2,154 were fernales ;
in 1853, 6.358 souls (2,079 females) ; in 1858, 5,959 (2,909
females); in 1872, 6,385 (3,150 females) and in 1881, 7,513 (3,731

females).
Painkhanda Malla, a patti of parganah Painkhanda in British

Garhwal is bounded on the north by Tibet on the west by Tihri,

on the south by Parkandi, Malla Nagpur and Talla Painkhanda,
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and on the east by the Knmaon parganah of Juhar. It occupies
the upper valleys of the Saraswati by which the route by the
Mana pass crosses into Tibet and the valley of the Dhauli form
ing the route by tbe Niti pass. The principal p*Iaces in the for

mer are Pandukeswar, Kalydukoti, Badrinath, Mana, and the pass '
itself. Along the Niti road are Rindi, Jhelum, Malari, Bampa, and
Gamsali. Near the latter is Niti vdlage below which the route
diverges one road passing by Htinkharak and Kala Juhar across
the Chorhoti pass to Runkiin and thence to Hoti, a second crossing
direct by Malehak to Hoti and the third passing up the Dhauli
valley by Bompras, Damchen, Kharbasiya and Kyiinlung to the
Niti pass.
Painkhanda Talla, a patti of parganah Painkhanda in British
Garhwal is bounded on the north by Painkhanda Malla; on the
west by Malla Nagpur; on the south by Dasoli and on the east by
Juhar. This patti lies along the lower course of the Dhauli river
or farthest branch of the Ganges before its junction with the -Bishnuganga at Joshimath and also for a few miles along the united
river henceforth known as the Alaknanda. It also includes the
tract lying along the western slopes of Nanda Devi and T1 isul
and drained by the Riuiganga. It is more fully de.scribe.d under
the article Bhotiya Maha'ls. The patwdri resides in CTrgam: onethird of the villages are held in g'Anth.
Palain, a river rising on the southern slopes of the ranges in the
eastern parts of Malla Sila and Bad.ilpur Talla of British Garh

wal in about lati:ude 29^-1and longitude 78°-45' flows in a
southerly direction. Its eastern branches known as the Khohban,
- Budh-ka-sot and the Haldgadi-soi flow south-west and join the
western branch known as the Khansur river at Kakarbari. The
Dhargaon range (.3,908 feet) forms the water-parting between the
Palain and the Mandhal while the Siddli-ka-dauda range separates
the Khansur valley from the Mandalti valley on the west. Further
south on the left bank it receives tho Bhitliyad stream and on the
-right bank near Chawalthura the Mandalti draining the Chokum
Diin hence the united streams are known ai.s thp Taimuriya which
receives the Bahliad on the left bank. It eventually joics tbe E4mganga on the right bank near the middle of the Patli Diin a few
miles east of the Bogsarh bungalow in latitude 29°-34'-35’’ and
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longitude 79'’-5O'-3O'^.

A good road crosses the Taimuriya near

its junction with the Ramganga and recrossing at tho Sidhhg^r

passes north again near the Bahliad.

It again crosses to tho right

bank as far ds the Bhagtuwa-chaur and then keeps to the left

bank as far as Am-Sot beyond

Ghawalthara, hence it keeps to the

right bank to Kakarbari where it crosses the Khansur and turning

sharp to the east follows the course of the Haldgadi branch on to
the Mandhal valley.

During the dry season the Palkin hardly

flows, bnt it has numerous deep pools or kunds throughout its
It js a slow flowing river and is rarely more than

course.

broad, but its bed is deep.

[2i feet

Except near its source it is very little

used for irrigation, as for the greater portion of its course it runs

through uninhabited forests.

Palbelon Malla,

a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon,.

is bounded on the north by Choral Talla; on the west by Sipti
and Palbelon Talla; on the south by the latter patti and on the

east by the same patti and Tallades.

This patti was separated from

Palbelon at the recent settlement.

The statistics of the Malla and

Talla pattis may be shown thus :—
<>

Assessable area

in

bisis.

Assessment

in bofbgs.

POPBLATION.

Cultivated.
Palbelon.
Total.

Irri.
gated.

Malla

...

611

61

Talla

...

3,754

159

------- CulturDry. *We.

1843.

Fe
Cur. Males. males.
rent.

325

273

1,700 2,881 2,105

1,788

273

467

The land-tax falls at Ks. 1-0-8 per cultivated acre in the Malla
. patti and at Ids. 1-1-7 in the Talla patti. Two villages were trans-

- ferred to Sipti and three to Assi at the recent settlement.

.

The pat-

wari lives in Bayala and there is a school in Palsaun.

Palbelon Talla,

a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon,

is bounded on tho north by Sipti and Palbelon Malla; on the west

•

by Talli Rao of parganah Dhyanirau ; on the south by Tallades

Bhabar and on the east by Tallades.
from PMbelon at the recent settlement,

82

This patti was separated

Tbe statistics are given
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under the

The united patti lies

Malla patti.

west of Charal

and Tallades and extends to the Bhabar, much is high and hilly
.

but not too much so for the growth of turmeric, whilst along
the lower, slopes and in the valleys all the best graiil crops can be

, raised.

One village

received

was

from

Talli Kao at the recent

The patwdri lives in Dyuri and there is a school iu

settlement.

'

Dhdragaon.

Pali, a considerable parganah of Kumaon, comprises nineteen

pattis each of which is separately noticed, viz :—

Chaukot Malla, Bichhla and Talla; Dora Malla, Bichhla and
Talla; Giwdr Palla, Talla and Walla; Kakalasaun Malla and Talla;

Nayan Palla and Walla ; Silaur Malla and Talla and Sult Malla,

Palla, Talla, Walla.

The land-tax at the various settlements has

been assessed thus

1833. 1843. Current.
Rs.
Bs.
Bs.
81,050 21,166 85,769 31,236 32,684 32,764 33,249 33,892 67,320

1815.

Bs.

1817.

Bs.

1818.

1820.

1823.

1828.

Ba.

Bs.

Bs.

Bs.

The revenue now falls on the whole assessable area at Rs. 0-14-8

per acre and on the cultivation at Rs. 1-1-7 per acre.

The whole

assessable area amounted to 62,641 bisis of which 10,406 are
culturable and 52,235 are cultivated (2,294 irrigated).

this, 1,304

revenue.

Besides

bisis are held as temple endowments and 97 are free of

There

are

773 mahals or estates comprising

1,048

villages’ of which the population at settlement numbered 48,054.

males and 44,304 females and in 1881 there were 52,062 males and

53,581 females.

Pali possesses no very lofty ranges and ia chi< Sy remarkable for the broad
valleys of tbe Western R&mganga and its tributary the Bino, which unite near
Briddh Kedar, and the wide lateral glens of the Khatsari, Kotlar, Naurar and
DegSdh streams. To a traveller coming from Garhwal they would suggest that be
is leaving the hills altogether. Not less surprising is the aspect of many of the
smaller ridges ot the hills themselves, especially in tbe sub-divisions known as
Malla and Talla Dora covered from base to summit with villages and terraced
fields, and separated from each other by a succession of highly cultivated table
lands and valleys, both small and large. Of these last the course of the Gagas
river and its affluents presents favorable examples. Of the former Dwara Hat
and its neighbourhood is a well-known illustration. The tributary Naihal from
tiie west also r eacbes the Ramganga through a fertile and populous country,
hut less flat than the tracts abovepamed. Khatsari in Giwar owes its redemption
from waste and a fatal climate in quite recent times to the zeal and industry of
’In 1815 there were 603 villages and in 1821 there were 942 viliages. To
Govern,-neut 14 th March, 1821.
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the principal padhiiu and hie cultivators, haring been fostered and encouraged
by Mr. Traill. It immediately borders on the Garhwal patti of Lohba, the fort
of that name overhanging the frontier line, and its iron mines are the most exten
sive and product! ye in the province, '^he pilgrim road from the northern shrines
here enters the parganah and leaves it again at the points where the narrow ridges
of Bnret and Kath-ki-nau form the only barrier which separates the waters of
the Ramganga and Kosi. The name of the parganah is derived from the village
of Pali, which is situated on a low spur of the Naithdna ridge above the Ramganga
in Talla Dora, and which was formerly the residence of a Gorkhali ofBcer,
and, in the earlier part of our rule, pj a British tahsildar.
Mr. Batten further remarks that though Pali more resembles a plain than a
hill parganah, it has already sufBcieutly paid for the reputation of superiority $
and perhaps has borne a burden which, if equalization had been possible of
attainment, ought to have been more generally distributed. After all, in a moun
tain parganah, where nearly every village has been cultivated to the utmost,
where the population is increasing without many outlets for its surplus numbers, •
where the most productive soil is most precariously situated, whence the markets
for produce can only be reached by personal human labor without any artificial
means of transport, and, finally, where the wages of labor at Naini Tal and Rani
khet, or of service as sepoys and chaprasis is considered by the heads of villages
as far more certain assets than the prices of produce, the present settlement
may be thought a hard one. Our successors in the province will require no written
English reports to make them rapidly acquainted with the people of Barahmandal
and Pali. Three-fourths of the litigation in the Court belong to these parganahs.

Panar, a river rising in Patti Malla S&lam of Parganah Ghau
garkha in Knmauu in latitude 29°-27' and longitude
drains the southern declivities of the mountain range running
north-east from Julna on the Lohughat road to the Mathurapuri
(6,897 feet) peak and thence south-east by Diirga, Pali (5,010
feet) to Gaulikhdn (4,591 feet) forming the water-parting between •
the Sinniaon and Panar. It flows circuitously but generally in
an eastern direction forming the boundary between the eastern
half of Malla Salam and Talla Salam and between Rangor on
the north and the Ohalsi, Gangol, Sui-Bisung and Regaruban
pattis of parganah Kali Kumaon on the south to its junction
with the Sarju on the right bank above Rameswar in latitude
29°-31'-22" and longitude 80°-7 '-25''. The total length of its course
is about twenty-five miles. Buchanan states that he heard that
gold was found in its channel, bnt he alone mentions it
Pandukeswar, in British Garbw&l on the route from Srina
gar to Hundes by the Mdna pass, lies 54 miles north-east by east
of the former in latitude SO’-Sl'-Sfl" longitude 7'd^-35'-3Q", and

nine miles north of Joshimath, being half way between that place
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and Badrindith.

The temple of Yog-badri, one of the Panch-badri,

is hero. The na me of the village is said to have been given it on
account of the Pfindavas who, after making over Hastinapur to

Parik shit, retired to this place to worship and die. The popula
tion at the census of 1872 numbered 267 souls. Some of the trea
sure belonging to the Badrinath temple is kept here. The villagers
trade a little with the Bhotiyis and also open shops during the
pilgrim season.

Elevation above the sea 6,300 feet.

Panthi, a village and encamping-ground in patti Pindarwar of
parganah Badhan in Garhwal on the route from Karnprayag to

Bageswar, is situate on the left bank of the Pindar river in lati
tude 3O®-7'-45''' and longitude 79°-25'-40": distant 10 miles, 4

furlongs and 35 poles from Bugoli and 13 miles 1 furlong 7 poles

from Jolabugr.

The road hence to Jolahugr continues along the left bank of the Pindar river
to the junction with the Kaub river (2,715 yards), to the Ming rivulet, tolerably
level, 1 mile 6 furlongs 34 poles from Panthi. Thence by the Ira (Eera) and Kolaari
rivulets to Lamgaunda, 4 miles 6 furlongs 20 poles. Hence across the Kimani and
-Eaikholi rivulets to the Tharali bridge leading by Dungari aud Banjbugr to
KandpraySg, 2 miles 3 furlongs 37 poles. I'roni Tharali where there is a B?ni. ya’s shop the Deorara and Tirwakot rivulets are crossed and the road, still toler
ably level, passes by Kotaulibugr to Jolabugr, 3- miles 6 furlongs from Tharali.
The encamping-ground is close to the bank of the Pindar, but it would be better
to march two miles further on close to the first tea-garden, whence there is an
undisturbed view of Trisiil from base to summit.

Panuwa-Naula, a halting-place, village and traveller’s bunga• low on the route from Almora to Pithoragarh, situate in patti
Talla Lakhanpur of parganah Ghaugarkha in Kumaon, lies in lati
tude 29°-38'-35" aud longitude 79‘^-51'-15" at an elevation of
6,489 feet above the level of tho sea and a few hundred feet below

the summit of the ridge ; distant 13 miles from Almora, 40 miles
from Pithoragarh and 8 miles from the next stage at Naini. Tho
bungalow has a watchman but no coo king utensils or table attend
ant ; supplies may be obtained at th© grain'shop here.

The road hence to Almora winds along the slopes of the valleys of tbe head
waters of the Lifehdawar-gadb, a tributary of the Suwal, crossing by an iron sus
pension bridge and then ascending again to the ridge above the valley of the
Suwal itself. This river is here crossed by'a bridge and a very steep ascent leads
round by the Sintola and Hiraddngari hills to Almora. The rock mica, schist,
with one or two small patches of granite under Sintola. The road throughout is
devoid of forest, and shade and is exceedingly hot in the summer. This march
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should bepiade in the early morning, if possible, as, owing to the open nature of
the valley, the sun’s rays are present the whole way.
Paori, or Paui'i, a village in patti Nadalsyun and parganah
Bfirahsyun of ^rarhwal, is situate in north latitude 30°-8'-59" and
east longitude 78°-49'-8"', at an elevation of 5,350 feet above the'

level^of the sea, distant 7 miles 2 furlongs 4 poles from Srinagar ;
11 miles from Karsu; 12 miles 1 furlong 28 poles from.Toli; 11 miles
6 furlongs 39 poles from I’uriya-ke-manda on the road to Kotdwara ;
10 miles 14 poles from Simkh’et on the old or middle line to

Almoraand 9 miles 6 furlongs 20 poles from Sirohiigr on the line
to Kedarnath, .Paori is built on the ridge separating the head-waters
of the Kandui-gadh from those of the Randi river. It is chiefly
distinguished as the seat of the civil administration of Garhwdl and
the court of the Assistant Commissioner. There is a station of tho
American Episcopal Methodist Mission, established in 1864, in
Chopra, one mile from Paori.’- The mission has prospered fairly
in the work it has set before itself, though not making many con
verts. There ia a good school with branch schools at Srinagar
and Dandamandi and small vernacular schools in some of the vil
lages around Pdori. The head-school at which a good English
education is given has been a great boon to the people and im
proves every year. There is also an orphanage attached to the Mis
sion. A large school-house, towards the erection of which Gov
ernment gave a grant-in-aid, was completed in 1872, and there
seems every prospect of this Mission becoming very prosperous
and doing a much-needed work. Government had a large teagarden at Gadoli about three miles from Pdori on the same ridge
to the south-east. It was purchased for a lakh of rupees by a
planter, who has given up working a great portion of the tea-land,
and now gets but a small yield from what used to be considered
one of the best plantations in these hills.

Though not very high, from its aspect and situation Paori is

cool, and in the winter very cold, as it loses the sun early in the
afternoon. The country in the vicinity is thickly and highly cul- .
tivated and is connected with the plains and the interior generally

’ It is in tbe middle of the district, taking it from north to south, and is most
centricaliy situate for all except Badhan and Lohba. It would not be wise to
leave Paori without an European officer, even should the head-quarters be re
moved to Lohba. The buildings at Faori could be utilised for tbe civil courts
now at Srinagar.
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by good roads.

It has been proposed to remove the public-afficeg

from here to Lohba, which has a better site and climate; bnt other
considerations have hitherto prevented this being done. The sta
tion is built on the northern side of a high ridge culminating in
the Kankwala peak (6,651 feet) and faces the snowy range look
ing up the Ganges valley. There is an excellent garden here,con

taining English fruit-trees of all kinds which is used as a nursery
for their distribution over the district.

Parkandi, a patti of parganah'Nagpur in British Garhwal, is
bounded on the north by Kaliphat Malli ; on tho south by Kaliph&t Talli and Nagpur Bichhla; on the west by Bamsu, and on.the
east by Nagpur Malla. The road from Chamoli on the Alaknanda
in Dasoli by Gopeswar and Tungnath passes through the eastern

part of this patti across the Agaskamini stream to the Kedarnath
road, which follows the left bank of the Mandakini river. The
patw^iri of Malli Kaliphfit, resident in Guptkashi, collects the land
revenue of this patti also, which is all alienated in saddbart for
charitable purposes. The villages are of good quality, some of
them growing sugarcane, but they deteriorate as they ascend the
valley. The prevailing rocks are granite and slate,
'

Patli Dun, or Bhabar, one of the largest of the valleys or Ddns
formed by streams in British Garhwal flowing between the main

ranges of the hills and a lower range of clay and sandstone imme
diately bordering on the plains, is bounded on the north by Ajmere,
Sila Malla, Badalpur Talla and Painun ; on the south and west by
the Bijnor district, and on the east by the Knmaon Bhabar. To
the west lie the Chokum and Kotri Diins, which are included in
the P4tli Diin or Garhwal Bhabar for all purposes.
Along the plain? boundary a fair road runs in the Bijnor district and, commenc
ing on the west, a road runs to Kotdwara by the Kauriya Chauki along the foot of the
hills. Another runs up the Siya Sot by the Sanai peak (1,008 feet), passing Kotri
in the Kotri Dfin and bifurcating at Lfinkatta, whence the western branch goes bn to
Sogadh and the eastern by Dimki to Kusumghat in the Chokum Dun, also in a
Westerly direction. Krom Dimki a light track passes down the Mandalti river east
wards and joins the Paori road at Chawalthura. Parallel with this, a track passes
down the Kotri Dfin from near Kotri, crossing the watershed between the Siya Sot
and the Sona Nadi by the off-shoots of the Satarkari range aud joining the Kamiiagar road by Lakrighat, near the confluence of the Sona with the Bamganga. Mid
way this road is connected with the plains by a road from Moti-SSI to Ka!u-Shahid,
about £ve miles. The plains are again connected with the Pfitli Dun by three roads;
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the motj westerly follows the right bank of the, Eamgahga to its confluence with the
Sona, thence crossing the Sona once and the Eamganga twice, it passes up the
* Tumriya and Mandalti to Chawalthura, whence it proceeds up the bed of the PaUin as
far as the Khansar river; here it turns suddenly east and passing by Ilaldgadi and
Jhirt joins the PSoA road at Kartiya. The, Paori road enters from the plains by the
Kanchangh&ti pass and crossing the Bamganga in the Dun runs directly north by
Semalkhaliya, Kotri aud Unait. Further east, the Kainur aud Dharon road pierces
the outer range by the Danapani' pass and runs north through Taliya and Konda,
while the Kamnagar road runs directly east along the left bank of the Bamganga
from the Bogsarh bungalow through the middle of the PStli Dfin. This tract is
therefore well oft for means of communication; the stages and distances on the priucipal lines are given elsewhere.

The whole tract’ may be divided into three. The Chokum Dhn immediately
under the greater ranges of the Himalaya to the extreme west is separated from the
Kotri Dun by a range of hills attaining an elevation of over 3,000 feet and known as
the Efinikot, Hathithan, Kali Harpal and Deo-kuuda range. This forms the water
shed between tho Mandalti. which drains the Chokum valley on ther north, and tho
Sona, which drains the Kotri valley on the south. Both these rivers run eastwards
and fall into the Bamganga in the Patli Dun. At the western end of both the Kotri
and Chokum valleys a ridge runs north and south which sends the western drainage
into the Siya Sot, running south and debouching on the plains at Sanai, while the
eastern declivities of this _ ridge form the sources of the head-watersef the Manddlti
and Sona. To the south the Kotri Dun is separated from the plains by a lew sandy
range attaining a height at Girijwala of 2,723 feet. At tho eastern end of these
Diins commences the broad expanse of the Patli D un, through which the Bamganga
flows. This valley is also separated from the plains by a low range of hills and re
ceives the drainage of these hills and on tho north those from the water-shed sepa
rating it from the MandhSl valley. In fact the whole tract, is one mass of water
courses, here called sots, pouring down to the main drainage arteries and all eventually
swelling the waters of the western Bamganga, which join the Ganges in the Farukhabnd district. The hills descend to the river in broad steppes covered with sdl,
cotton-wood, and other trees, many bf which are very valuable. It used to be culti
vated, and was also used as gracing land for largo herds of cattle; but when Govern
ment took up the direct management of tho forests, cultivation and grazing were both
stopped. A large saw mill, which was to have been worked by water power taken by
a canal from the Bamganga, was erected under the superintendence of Captain Eeid,
but it was found that the expense of working it would be too great, and the SdZ forests
had been so recklessly eut that no wood remained to be worked up. The place at
which it was erected is called Bogsarh, where there is also a bungalow still used by
forest ofBcers. Cutting in this Dfin has been prohibited for some years, and the sd?
forest is visibly increasing and ought to become the best block west of the Sarda
river. This and other Dfins are the hiding places of elephants and other wild animals;
tigers are especially numerous, being driven there by increasing cultivation in the
plains and Bhabar. The patti was formed in 1864 from the Patli Dfin and the forest
portions of Painun, Badalpur, Sila, Karaundu, A jmere and Udaipur, comprising what
is styled in the forest records, the Kotri and Patli Duns and Bhabar Bawasanpfir and
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war. All the villages interfering with the sdl reserves were removed and the people
were compensated or given lands in exchange in Bijnor.”

Patwalsyun,

a very small patti of parganah Barahsyun in Bri

tish Garhwal, is bounded on the north by Gangw^rsyun and Paidulsyun; on the east by the latter patti and Aswalsyun; on the
south by the latter patti and Manyarsyun, and on the west by the

latter patti and Gangwarsyun. The patwari of Kapholsyun, resident
in Sakhyana, collects the land-revenue of this patti also.

Patwal-

syuu, so named after the clan that colonised it, contains the upper

waters of the Khar-gadh.

The road to Kotdwara by Mohripani

post-house passes through it and it possesses some oak and pine

forest.

Phaldakot,

a parganah of dJumaon, comprises six pattis, each

of which is separately noticed,

viz;—Chaugaon, Dhuraphat, Kos-

y^u Malla and Talla, Kandarkhuwa and Malli Doti.

The assess

ment at each settlement has been as follows

1815.
Ks.
5,884

1817.
Rs.
6,133

1818.
Ks.
6,691

1820,
Ks.
7,001

1823.
Ks,
7,404

1828.
Ks.
7,404

1833.
Ks.
7,528

1843., Current.
Ks.
Ks.
7,565 10,346

The incidence of the current land tax on the whole area assess

able to revenue is Rs. 1-0-10 per acre and on the cultivation is
Rs. 1-5-1 per acre.

The assessable area comprises 9,832 bisi, of

which 1,996 are culturable and 7,836 are cultivated (703 irrigated)

and about 50 are held as temple endowments.

mahals or estates comprising 151 villages.

There are 128

The parganah reaches

from Siyahi Devi along the southern slopes of the ridge separating
the drainage of the Kosi from that of tbe Ramganga as far as

Bina.

Westward of this, the mountain ranges are included in

B^li, but in patti Kosyan the parganah stretches along the Kosi as

far as Seti where it marches with the Kota parganah.

With the

exception of a few places in Kosyan there is little level and irrigat
ed land, and some of this was injured much in tbe floods of 1880.
All the upland pattis are similar in character

was formerly held by Kathi Rajputs and
occupied by them.

to

Dhaniyakot.

It

named after the fort

Batten writes

" The villages are for the most part large, well-inhabited and thriving, but the
soil in the upper parts is not very favourable for tho production of the best graine.
The people of this parganah however are great traffickers, and with their neighbours
of Dhaniydkot almost monopolize the trade in borax, &o., between Bageswar and
Ramnagar, as also tho cloth and sugar trade between Almora and Kashipur. Tho
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principal refitting furnaces for borax at Eamnagar itself belong to hilbmen of Phalda
kot. Tbe Pandes of Pandekota are a principal clan in Malli Doti, unaddicted to mer
cantile and carrying pursuits, while they afford village accountants, soldiers and mes
sengers to Government.”

The population at the current settlement numbered 8,h82 males
and 8,269 females, and in 1881, 9,406 males and 6,136 females.
Pharka, a very small patti of parganah K&li Kntaaon, in Kpmaon was formed from Sipti-Gangol atdhe recent settlement. It-is

bounded on the north by Asi and Gangol; on the west by Asi; op
the south by Sipti, and on the east by Gangol. It contains the
tract around the village of Pharka on the road between Lohughat
and Almora and contains tho villages of Batiila-bdaj and Maragaon. The patwdri lives in Pharka. The assessable area comprises
145 Usis, of which 63 are culturable and 82 are cultivated (10
irrigated).
The land-revenue amounted to Rs. 37 in 1820,
Es. 75 in 1843, and now stands at Rs. 112, which falls at Rs. 1-5-9
per acre on the .cultivation and at Re. 0-12-4 per acre on the total
area. The population at settlement numbered 27 males and 35
females.
Pharka, a halting-place and former travellers’ bungalow in the
patti of the same name and parganah Kali Kumaon of Kumaon, is situate in north latitude 29®-22'-48" and east longitude 80‘’-l'-54'’',
at an elevation of 5,854 feet above the level bf the sea ; distant
nine miles from Lohughat and 13 miles from - Devi-dhiira.
The bungalow has neither cooking utensils nor attendants, but

there is a grain-shop. There are several good groves of deodd>* in the vicinity: one at Dana near Darn&th, another at Liiliya, and a
third near the Pharka bungalow. There are several villages scat
tered over the neighbouring valleys, most of which are alienated
in gdnth to the Badrindth temple at Almora. Much rice is grown

in the swampy bottoms whose streams join the Ladhiya at Kelaghat. The rooks consist for the most part of granite in a state of
complete disintegration.
Pharkiya, or Phurkiya, a halting-place on the route .to tho
Pindari glacier, 5 miles from Diwali, 69 miles from Almora and
3 miles from the glacier: see Ddgli and Diwa'li. There is a
bungalow without attendants or supplies here.
Pindar, or ‘ ganger ’ from Sansk ‘ pad)
to go,’ a river of
- Kumaon, takes its rise in a glacier in a hollow bounded by snowy
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peaks over 20,000 feethigh at an elevation of 12,088 feet above the
level of the sea. The glacier is situate in north latitude 30°-15'80" and east longitude 8O‘’-2' in patti Malla Danpur. The Pindar springs up at once from the foot of the glacier anti has a course
generally south, passing by Martoli, Phurkiya and Diigli to Diwali,
where it is'joined on the left bank by the Kuphini. Thence it
bends to the south-west by Khati to Wdchhana, near which it
receives on the right bank the Sundardhunga and further on at

, Kanwdri on the .Garhwal frontier the Bhaiganga on the saine side.
The course is thence more due west to the confluence with the
Kailganga on the right bank at Talor in patti Pindarwsir, where
it bends southwards before again resuming its western course at
TharMi; it receives on the right bank tbe Goptara-gd.dh, and at

PaithSni the Toligar stream, whilst on the left bank it receives
numerous small torrents all along its course and at Simli the Bha-

rdrigSr. It joins the Alaknanda on,the left bank in north latitude
,30“-15'-43'^ and east longitude 79°-15'-29" at Karnprayag, at an
elevation of 2,000 feet above the level of the sea. The Pindar is
crossed by suspension bridges at Karnprayag and Nardyanbugr
. and by an iron wire-bridge at Tharali. Some account of the Pindari
glacier has already been given.From Diwali, at the confluence
of the Pindar and Kuphini, the glacier of the former is distant a
march and a half, and of the latter one march. ‘ Pindar? means
an affluent or feeder, whilst ‘ Pindal * is a bridge or causeway or
♦
passage over a river or ravine.
The following account of the journey from Diigli to the glacier
is from Major Madden’*:—>
“ In the north-west Ilirpalaya, contrary to the fact here, the passes are all gained
by the north-west banks of the streams : here, in general, the eastern hank is most
accessible. One circumstance remains constant, which is the comparatively level bed
of the river below the glacier. Krom its source to the cave nearly, the Pindar flows
along a wide channel, overspread with gravel and stones, the product doubtless of the
glacier, which has no terminal moraine; its waters are exceedingly turbid, and though
diminished above by the dozens of cascades, which of all sizes, and at all distances rush
down from the snow, are quite impassable. The spot called Pindari is rather an open,
undulating piece of ground, covered with grass, docks, and the ubiquitous shepherd’spnrse, in an amphitheatre of crags, with many snow-beds along these bases; the ascent
is rather steep, oVer rough, and occasionally pasture land, covered with Sibialdia,
k Saliic Undleymia, a low shrubby Ast/ragalus, the yellow aromatic Tanaceluni, the
‘ Gas. X, 182.
2 J. A. S. Ben., XVI (1), 256.
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dwarf white ’Selichrysuni, a garlic-Hke AIUwMj and two most abundant and beautiful
blue Gentians. The glacier lay to the west,, and between ns and it rose a lofty,
moraine, along the hither or east base of which flows a considerable stream, the source
of which is much ^ore remote than that of the Pindar, which it joins one or two
hundred yards below its exit from th© ice. Having ascended perhaps a thousand feet
and striking to the left crossed the moraine, which is here about 150 feet high, de*
scend to the glacier, a few hundred paces towards its head, where it commences in huge
broken tiers of the purest snow.
The moraine is constituted of gravel, mud, and blocks of stone imbedded in ice |
the stones are very small. There is
very steep descent to where th© river issues
from a cave in the face of the glacier, about 20 feet high, by perhaps 90 wide j th0
impending roof is riven into four or five successive thick ribs of ice. The recent heavy
rains had thoroughly washed the Pindari gjacier, and its surface exhibited a sheet of
the purest ice, except on and near the terminal escarpment, which, being covered with
rubble, resembles, at a short distance, a steep bank of mud, and, such is said to be the
appearance in May and June of the Milam glacier. But to make quite sure fragments
have frequently been broken off which evereywhere were perfect ice, the only differ
ence perceptible, between this and the Alpine ice, being a coarser granular structure
here. It is intersected by the same fissures, has the same rib and texture, and from
its origin in th© snow to its termination above the cave, falls in a series of the most
beautiful curves. That the mass is moving do^vnwards seems confirmed by the form of
the snow at its head, -viz., a succession of terraces, with steep wales, just such as clay, &c.>
a&suipes on its support being removed. The glacier may be about two miles long, and
from 300 to 400 yards broe.d, and probably occupies the interval between the levels
12,000 and 18,000 feet above the sea; owing its existence to the vast quantities of
snow precipitated from Nanda Devi and the other lofty mountains above, which, melted
by tho noonday sun, is frozen at night. It must be observed, too, that, in spite of
theory and observation elsewhere, the perpetual snow appears here to descend to th©
level of 13,000 feet: far.from the head of the ice to the crest of " Traill’s Pass—” th©
col which may be considered as the root of the glacier—there is an uninterrupted sur
face of snow, and that from its low angle, except for the lowest thousand feet, evident
ly in siln.
None of th© culminating pinnacles oF the Himalaya are visible from Pindarij
though a great peak .is immediately above on the east, but its northern shoulder, a
massive -snowy mountain, forms a grand object to th© north-east, and this, passing
the depression forming Traill’s Pass, is continued in glorious domes and peaks to th©
left, where a beautiful pinnacle terminates tho view, apparently the eastern most of
th© two lower peaks of Nanda-Devi. The adytum of the goddess herself is utterly
concealed. Amongst some great rocks on the east of the moraine, numbers of th©
curious Sdussnrea ohvollata.ar© found, called th© “ kanwol” or lotus of Nanda-Devi;
near it grows th© Qalomiaa, macrocephalaf another sacred plant,, bearing tho strange
name of ‘kdla fagar,*' or black Tabernoemontana; and th© common rhubarb -{Rhenm
here called
The rooks in situ about the glacier are mica-slate and
gneiss, but on the moraine, the fragments consist also of crystalline and slaty quartz,
the latter often considerably colored with iron between the layers; homeblende rock
is also common; and masses of the same granite which forms the great range at least
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up to Gangotri. Though it exhibits quartz, felspar, and mica, the felspar is in such
excess to the other minerals, and large crystals of black schorl are so abundant, that
Captain Herbert probably did not recognize it to be granite, and hence his denial that
this rock is found in the snowy range. It certainly differs much J.n appearance from
the'more authentic granite which is found north and south of the grC^t chain, in
Kunaor and Kumaon?’

Pindarpar, a patti of parganah Badhan’in British Garhwal is
bounded on the north by Nandak ; on the west by KarAkot, on

the south by the Pindar river, which separates it from PindarwAr
and on the east by Kumaon. The patwari resides in Tharali.
The land-revenue and saddbart in 1864 amounted to Rs. 2,320
-and the gdrdli to Rs. 41 paid by 4,802 souls.

The villages are

good and bad, varying very much ; they lie for the most part in
the valleys of the tributary streams and there is much waste.
There are iron mines at Kheta-Wudur worked and old mines
of the same metal at Bulan, Mandanli and Sdya, and lead mines
at Jakh never yet worked.
Pindarwar, a patti of parganah Badhan in British Garhwdl, is
bounded on the north by the Pindar river, which separates it from

Pindarpar of the same parganah ; on the south by parganah j^li
of- Kumaon and patti Lohba of Garhwal ; on the west by Sirgur
and on the south-east and east by pa^rganah Ddnpur of Kumaon.
It lies almost entirely among the high mountains bordering on the
Pindar river and contains the source of the Gumti. The patwdri
resides in Kulsdri. The land-revenue and saddbart in 1864 amounted
to Es. 2,24O and gdnth to Es. 29 paid by 5,652 souls.

Pingala Pakha, a patti of parganah Chaundkot in British
Garhwal is bounded on the east by Talain of parganah Malla
Salan and on all other sides by pattis of its owU parganah. It is
drained by a tributary of the MachhlAd river. The patw&ri resi
dent in K4nde collects the land-revenue of pattis Gurdrsyiiu and
Kimgadig&r also, which in 1864 aggregated Es. 2,351 plus Rs. 133
for revenue-free and gdnth lands assumed.
Pinnath, a temple and village in patti Borarau Palla of parga
nah Barahmandal in Kumaon, is situate io north latitude 29°-50'45''' and east longitude 79®-35' about 32 miles from Almora by
Dwarahat and seven miles from the latter place. It is built on a
spur from tbe Gopalkot peak (9,050 feet) overlooking the upper
portion of the Kosi valley. A colony of Gosains reside here and
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a number of their mahants lie buried close by, each with a small
dome over his remains surmounted by a miniature ling. The
Gosains possess a grant engraved in metal conferring lands on
Siva as PinakSswar, ‘Lord of the trident,’- executed by Udyot
Chand, Raja of Kumaon in 1613 san. (1691 A. D.) and another
by Baz Bahadur Chand and his consort bearing date 1654 A. D.
“ The temples are situated about half way up the hill above the village. The first
is a small conical structure, eight to ten feet high, dedicated to Bhaiton. The main
temple is close to this on the north, a’square, slated edifice, with the door facing
the south, and figures of rajas, &o., sculptured on the walls. The roof of the
portico ia formed by the Indian arch, and on its sides are represented the five
Fandavas; the adytum is small and contains nothing but one or two images of
Mahadeo and Devi; about eighty years ago the original pile was nearly all over
thrown by an earthquake. The place is only frequented in the rainy seaSon and
autiwnny-jvhen in October there is a fair. The want of water is poorly supplied
by’a cistern and several wells, twelve to fifteen feet deep, excavated in the rook.
So far the rock is quartz and slate, but onwards quartz only, disposed in vast
beds, the outcrop of which faces west-south-west. The area of this summit is not
above fifteen feet across, with precipitous glens all around, and an exceedingly
narrow rocky ridge connecting it with Bhatkot (9,086 feet), bearing south-west.
The Burhapinnath range is continued north-west in a very lofty and comparative
ly Ijvel spur, called Birchhwa (8,012 feet), excessively precipitous to the left or
west-south-west. In this is the main source of the Kosi, which hence flows nearly
due east for about five miles, its northern bank being formed by the slopes Of
Gopalkot, on whose craggy summit the Katydr Bajas had a stronghold in which
their treasures were deposited” (Afodden),

Pipalkoti, a village and halting-place with dharmsdlas and
grain-shops on tho route from Almora to the Niti pass, is situate
on the left'bank of the Alaknanda river in latitude 30°-25'-50'''
and longitude 79'’-28'-20'’' in patti Taili Dasoli of parganah
Dasoli in British Garhwal. It is distant 7 miles 6 furlongs from
Mathana (1| miles beyond Nandprayag) and 11 miles 3 furlongs
and 34 poles from Hilang, the next stage. The road from Mathana

lies along the left bank of the Alaknanda to Chimoli, about four
miles, where there are d/tarmsdlas, a dispensary and grain-shops.
Here the Alaknanda is crossed by an iron suspension bridge and
the new road follows the right bank to HSt, where it re-crosses and

continues on the left hank to Pipalkoti. A stream that carries off
the surplus waters of the small Didri lake is crossed on the right
bank. On the left bank by the old road the Khanyuri-gddh is
crossed at Bhotiya baz^r, the Biri-ganga at Biri and the Gat-gadh
> J. A. S, Ben, 1848, 61$: Gaz, XI, 315, 782, 848, S66,569, 591.
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This was abandoned owing to the floods in the Biri-

gaiiga in 1869, wliich swept away the bridge-there and at Chimoli.

Pithoragarh, or Pithanragarh or Shor, a village in patti Mahar
and parganah Shor* of Kumaon, is situate iu noAh latitude 29‘'35'-ll" and east longitude 80°-15'-9," at an elevation of 5,334
feet above tho level of the sea, lies 16 miles west of the Kali river '
and 55 miles east from Almora. The station now occupied by one
company of the 3rd Gorkhas from Almora lies nearly in the centre
of the valley with a population in 1881 numbering 255 souls.
“The Shor* valley itself is about five miles in length by about three in breadth,
dipping gently to, tho south-east and bisected into north and south by a tabular
ridge of slate, limestone and greenstone originating in the mountains to the north
west and branching down to the sc'uth-east. On the south-western exposure
stands fort London on a mound apparently artificially scarped, about fifteen feet
high, crowned by a loop-holed wall, seven or eight feet high, with platforms for
guns, a few houses for barracks and a reservoir for water that is now empty.
Ou a commanding point to the north-west is a small square tower about fifteen
feet square, also loop-holed for musketry and known ns Wilkiegarh. lheseare
now untenanted and the barracks of the Gorkhas lie to the east of the fort.
• There is a school and police-station here. In former times the site was consider
ed unhealthy and gave rise to fevers and bowel complaints during the rains. In
IST-S, iu common with the rest of eastern Kumaon, cholera visited tbe valley*aud
took a virulent form while it lasted.
The whole valley is prettily dotted with small villages, generally placed oh
eminences and surrounded by the only trees visible, except the distant forests of
Bishar and Th&kil. The land is often nearly quite
Shor valley.
level for extensive tracts, and is carefully cultivated
with wheat, &c. The soil is a stiff clay, which, after
ploughing, requires to be broken up by wooden mallets. The people do not emi
grate to the Bhabar, which, with the fertility of the soil, is the cause of the abund
ance and cheapness of provisions compared with Lohughat and Almora. Each
section of the Shor valley has its stream : that to tbe south, named Chandrabhiga,
flows along the south end, and, joined by the branch from the north-west, escapes
south to the Kali by the temple and glen of Chaupakhiya. The outline of the
enclosing mountains is extremely bold and varied, their sides sloping and grassy
in some -parts, steep as walls in others. To the east is the Durga range about
7,000 feet high, connected on tbe north with the remarkable summit of Dhuj,
8,149 feet high, with a contour exactly similar to a section through a parapet. To
the south-south-west appears the long ridge of Thakil, with its three summits.
To the north-north-west are the mountains over which goes the direct road to
Alinora, and north-north-east is a bold and lofty cone, tbe Koteswar peak, but
better known to the English residents as the * Drill ’ hill. It is reported to bear
this last appellation from the tradition that, in days of yore, the colonel of the
regiment stationed here was accustomed to pnnish delinquents by ordering them
* Some derive the name from ‘ Swarga-rohini,’ but the process is not clear.
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to trudge, in full panoply, to the top of this hill, their commanding officer, teles
cope in hand, superintending the distant penance, in his own verandah. In this
direction runs the road to Byans ; the Chhipula mountain, 13,500 feet high, the
last ramification of the Panch-Chula, closes the horizon. About sixteen miles east
of Pithoragarh, tla Kali is passed by an iron suspension bridge, the boundary
} between the Britislfand Nepalese territories, where each nation has a guard. The
river is said to be there confined to a very narrow width between limestone cliffs
Dr. McClelland found precious serpentine at Gurat village, on the way down from
Pithora.” (^Madden).
The people of Shor have a general impression that the prevalence of goitre
in their valley is owing to the presence of so much limestone, aud one may occa
sionally hear a hill-man object to Naini T&l on the-score of the water there being
impregnated with lime.' Dr. McClelland has adopted this opinion and endeavours
to prove by an induction from particulars that where the springs are in limestone,
the disease prevails : where in slate, that it is unknown. There is not a trace of
lime at Almora, yet the malady has shown itself there in several sepoys, natives
of the plains, as well as in European children, none of whom could have had any
hereditary pre-disposition. Dr. Dollard found tbe case the same at Lohughat. For
an account of Dr. McClelland’s researches see “ Some inquiries in the province of
Knmaon,” Calcutta, 1835, by Dr. J. McClelland, page 254. Pithoragarh is a .station
of the American Episcopal Methodist Mission, which supports a dispensary and
school here. For the road to Almora, see Bans : to Lohughat, see Gfix : hence to
Bageswar, by Beninag 10 miles ; to Sanudiyar 6 miles ; to Bageswar 1 miles. Thai
is distant from Pithoragarh ISJ miles.
Tbe following table supplied by Mr. Beckett gives the marches from Pithora
garh to the Darma and Byans passes :—

Pillra, a traveller’s rest-house, on the upper road between Al
mora and Naini Tal, is situate in nofth latitude 29*’-30-23'^, and
east longitude 79°-39'’-23", at an elevation of about 5,692 feet
above the sea, distant 8| miles from Almora, 23 miles from Naini
Tal, and 10 miles from Ramgarh. It commands a particularly fine
view of part of the Snowy Range. Being on the northern face of
the mountain, it is very cold in winter. About five miles to tho
south-east is the Mukteswar peak covered with Quercus dilatata,
which shelters one or two shrines of Mahadeo, Sain and Goril.
- On the crags a little below are certain marks wjiich the people
believe to be the foot-prints of elephants, horses, and camels, the
army of a certain deity who, wishing to pass this way, was opposed
by the local demon. The latter obtained deliverance (moksha) by
being sent to livQ amongst the Agaris and hence the name Mukt
eswar. From Piura there is a very long descent to the junction
of the Suwal and the Kumniya, which is crossed by an iron sus

pension bridge, and then a steep and tiresome ascent up a bare
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rocky hill for 1,600 feet to Almora. Of a hot day this is one of the
most trying ascents for its length in the hills. The rocks are
quartz, mica-slate, gneiss, and finally granite, which forms an
entire hill south-west of Almora, and has apparentli lifted up and in
some places contorted the others to a remarkable legree. To the

south, indeed, the strata appear to dip under the granite; they also
contain in this neighbourhood quartz dykes supposed to indicate the
action of granite. The quarries of micaceous and quartzsose rocks
supply excellent materials for building and roofing.

Pungaraon, a patti of parganah Gangoli in Kumaon, is bounded
on the north by Danpur Bichhla ; on the east by Mali of Sfra and
Tallades of Jnh6r ; on the south by Bar&un, and on the west by
Nakdri. This patti comprises the valley of the Birar-gar, an
affluent of the eastern Ramganga on tho right bank. To the north
it is bounded by a range extending from Kalinag (7,317 feet) west
wards, and qn the south by a similar range extending from Chaukori (6,5.53 feet) by Kbainlek (6,847 feet) eastwards to the Ram
ganga. Paths connect the villages with the road from Bageswar
to Tejam'on the north and to Nava Thai on the Ramganga just
outside the boundary of the patti on the east. The assessable rftea
comprises 2,499 bisis, of which 1,252 are culturable and 1,247 are
cultivated (932 irrigated). The land-tax yielded Rs. 414 in 1815 :
Rs. 546 in 1820: Rs. 689 in 1843, and is now assessed at
Rs. 2,417, which falls on the total assessable area at Rs. 0-15-6 per
acre and on the cultivated area at Rs. 1-15-0 per acre. Some 59
bisis are held free of revenue. The population at the time of
settlement numbered 2,466 souls, of whom 1,314 were females.
The patwari resides in Saugor, where there is a school..
Rajpur, a village in the western Diin, with a fixed population
of less than 2,000 souls, is situate at the foot of the Himalayan
range on the road from Dehra to Mussoorie, six miles from Dehra
and seven miles from the Landaur post-offlce. The site has an
area of 1,018 acres, the highest'point being about 3,000 feet above
the level of the sea. There is a perceptible difference between
the climate here and that of Dehra, a difference also marked by
the vegetation. Rajpur possesses two hotels, a police-station, post
office, and a dispensary. The last is largely made use of by the
considerable floating population employed ia the carrying trade
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between the valley and Mussoorie. An old canal repaired and
made available in 1S40-41 runs from the head of the liispana tor

rent to the east of the town, and supplies the people of Dehra with
drinking wat«-.

Rakas Ta, a lake of Tibet adjoining Manasarowar, is situate in
north latitude 30°-44' and east longitude 81
at an elevation
of 15,800 feet above the level of the sea. It is also known as
Kawan-hrad and Cho Lagan or Langa by the Tibetans. The jour
ney by the Lunpiya-dhura flass from Kuthi as far as the Laroha
or northern foot of the pass is described elsewhere. The journey
thence to Rakas Tal, also taken from Captain H. Strachey’s
journal is described as follows^;—
Proceeded from the Larcha to Bhawiti (15,750 feet), a short distance beyond *
this on an eminence 250 feet higher than Bhawiti and 500 feet above the Darmayankti is a small flat covered over with religious structures called Choktin or
Minepdni, little towers of stones, stuck about with dirty ragged flags said to
have been erected by some Lama, hence the name Choktan-Lima. Hence to
the north is a low plain expanded to a considerable size, and to the east contracted
to a mere valley, a mile wide, receding south-eastward behind the Chokt&n hill.
Beyond this valley, north-eastward, the ground is occupied by lofty hills or low
mojintains' not easily reducible to a regular plan, but (he general tendency of
them seem to be in parallel ranges running north-west and south-east ,the most
distant of them, the highest slightly tipped with snow iu streaks here and there, and
beyond these lines the lakes, entirely shut out from view.

In the low plain to the north-eastward, ten to twelve miles off, rises a small
isolated hili, on the top of which was onCe a fort,
called Nimakhar; Bhotiyas call it, Gyanima ; there
Gyanima.
is no village or fixed habitation here, but it is a
considerable resort in the summer for the salt and grain traffic of the Bhotiyas
from Darma and western Byans. It lies on the road from Purang to Gugi, and
one way to Gartoh, and on the road from Chirchun to Gangri. Immediately
beyond Gyanima a long narrow sheet of water is visible; it is a sort of lake called
Tara-chu receiving the' drainage of the low plain and the adjacent hills on the
east, and giving off its surplus water occasionally into the Chugar westward.
Beyond this again rises a range of hills concealing the bed of the Tirthapuri. Sat
laj. Gyanima belongs to Kyunglung. Wild geese and ducks breed upon the
lakes during the summer, and the people of Kyunglung take the eggs. Prom
Lama-Choktan the path descended into the plain by a long, but easy declivity
and crossed the flat where it is about a mile and a half wide ; reaching the mid
dle of which, it extepds many miles in a long valley confined between the base of
the Byans Himalaya, and the ranges of the lofty hill which is visible from Lama• This account is epitomised from H. Strachey’s journey in 1845, he left the
Ijarcba, October 1st: Therm, sunrise, 14°; 9 a m., 29°; 2nd, 7 i.M. 20® ; 8rd, 9
A U. 30°; 4th, 6 A.M, 20°. See further KailXs; Manas abowab,
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ChoktSn, The origin of the Karnfili is close by near Chujiya In th? valley which
it enters a few miles to the south-west. The end of the valley appeared from
this place to turn southward, where it entered the head of tbe Turing valley and
the view in this direction was terminated by a hhge snowy mountain, the'last
and greatest of a chain which comes from the south-eastward flong tbe left bank
of the Sarnili, the Huniya name of itis Momonangii orNimo Naligil; tbe Bhotiyas
call it Gurla and the Hindus name it Mandhatagiri, having on Sevation of 26,360
feet above the level of the sea. Owing to its eminence and its height exceeding
any other peak within a radius of forty miles, it is one of the most striking objects
in this part of the Himalaya. Beyond Gurla we came on Chujiya Tol (16,250
feet), a favourite resort of herdsmen end shepherds from Turfing, consisting of a
side, ravine running from north-west to south-east into tbe main valley, then des
cending again a very considerable hill, part of which was very steep and stony, the
path reaches a summit of which the elevation is 17,000 feet.
The most remarkable part of the prospect from this eminence was tbe
Indian Himfilaya, the view of which extended from Gurla on tbe extreme
east,-as far westwards perhaps as Laphkhel, including all tbe outer part at
east of the snowy range of Byfins, Darma, and Juhar, and>from this elevated
staUon the 'spectator seems almost to be looking down upon the top of the
snowy range, which here loses much of its apparent height, but with, an increase
of visible breadth in the sfime proportions, so that the range assumed something
of the appearance of a wide field or sea of snow
Snow-lino.
tossed into a thousand heaps in tbe most gigantic
confusion. The northern face of the Himalaya thus seen from a commanding
station, though still much broken into ravines, peaks and ridges, exhibits a much
more gradual and flatter general declivity, with smoother and rounder slopes than
the vast rocky walls of the southern face, and a much greater expanse of snow,
which extends down to the limit of congelation in a regular line, scarcely broken
here and there by a few more rocky prominences. Tbe snow line here is perhaps
between fifteen and sixteen thousand feet, much about the. same as on the south side.
A zone of one thousand feet or so must be allowed for the variation of the line
according to the nature of the subordinate slopes, their individual exposures, and
degree of proximity to the open country northward, in which direction the snow
line appeared to Captain Strachey to be somewhat higher, as was ^noticed at
Bbfiwiti. The termination of tbe Himfilaya in the table-land is generally abrupt
and well-defined, and tbe transition to a hew climate seems to be similarly wellmarked and sudden. The great bulk and height of the mountainous range appears
to arrest the progress of tbe Indian rainy season, and to the northward, consequent
ly, there is so little free moisture in the upper air, that snow does not fall in suffi
cient quantities to withstand the heat of the sun for'many days together, at very
considerable elevations: hence the line of snow on the’mountains that rise from
the northern table land is on an average perhaps two or three thousand feet higher
than on the Indian Himfilaya, though the atmospheric temperature on the former
may possibly be colder at equal heights.
From this summit the path descends again as much as it came up from
,
Chujiya Tol, but more gradually into a level valley
Aiulftns
with flat bottom, varying from one to three furlongs
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tn width, winding between steep rounded hills for many miles together along which
it continued to where a small stream of water made its appearance. The name of
this valley is Aoilang ; a little farther on the stream turns northward, and drains
into the Gyanima water, which is visible from Lama-Choktan. Elevation of Amlang
16,250 feet. TuiAing eastward Amlang is left over the low hills on the right side of
the valley : a mil; or two of undulating ground leads into another valley similar to
Amlang j a mile lurther on leads into a third valley or a second branch of the last,
like the others, but open at both ends, and a mile down, divided into two
branches going eastward and south-eastward, the road following the former. Beyond
this the path follows a course north of east and crossing the stream again which
runs into Eakas Tal ascends rising ground at the foot of lofty hills on the other
side.
Here is the drst view of Rakas Tal, a mile or two to the south-east further
on, at a point opposite the middle of the eastern
lUkaa Til.
shape a side, a full view of the lake is obtained,
, '
’It ‘is in long irregular crescent some seven miles
wide east and west, and twenty miles long north and south. A lofty range
of hills stretch north-westward, separating the lake from the head valley of
the Karnali. These hills rise abruptly out of the water in bold rocky banks with’
many deep inlets, promontories, and one or two small islands of the same character.
This part of the lake is altogether so irregular in outline that it could hardly be
deSned without detailed survey and close inspection of every point. Tbe eastern
shore is bounded by shelving ground and low hills, the south end being a good deal
regessed, eastward, into a deep bay, the middle part advancing, farther westward
In a rocky bank of moderate height, and the north end sweeping round to ihe west-.
Ward, as faras could be seen, with a margin of green grassy plain from the back of
which the GingrI mountains rose in dark steep slopes. The western shore of the
lake was undulating ground or low hills at the foot of steep and lofty ones. The
water of the lake was of the clearest, brightest blue, reflecting with double inten
sity the colour of tlie sky above, and the northern horn of the water, overshadowed
by the wall of mountain rising above it, was darkened into a deeper hne, partaking
of the fine purple colour that distingaishes the rocks of Gangri. The path now
Inclined northward, the hilly bank over which it came subsiding Into level shore
sloping down to the water’s edge. The path lies over this for two or three miles,
the water half a mile to the right, and as far to the left Tsabgya Qumba is passed,
bnt is not visible under the steep hillside, this is the ohly Gunia on the banks of
Rakas Tal. The shore of the lake here showed marks of variation in the water
level to the extent of a few feet, ground which appeared to have been lately
inundated, now half dry and swampy, was covered with a very thick efflorescence
of soda (or some such salt), which must arise from the soil, as the water was quite
pure and sweet. The course now about northward passed under a small rocky
beadland, Which advances close to the water’s edge, and then entered on another
low flat, bearing marks of occasional inuodationin places; here two promontories
' of low clear land appear stretching into the lake for a mile or two, one from
the south and tbe other from tbe north, covered witlr green grass, high bills being
still on the left. The northern hern of tbe lake now rapidly narrows to tbe
extreme uorth-westeru point, where the lake ends in swampy ground interspersed
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with puddles of water, This is or ought to be, the exit as the ground evidently
slopes down to Changchung where the river is visible.
At the south-eastern corner of Rakas Tal, which forms a large bay under
the foot of Gurla, there is or was a DharmsAla called Lagan-Tuukang, and a rather
marine-looking beach with concentric ridges and shingle shoving variations in
the water level to the extent of six feet perhaps above the prelcnt surface j the
shingle and sand are mostly granitic and the former partiifly rolled; only
the southern half of Xjagan is visible from Tunkang, the northern part being hidden
by the projecting hilly banks which occupy the middle part of the lake’s eastern
shore. The extreme breadth of the lake at this its widest may be eleven miles
or thereabouts, equal to the middle breaefth of XlipAn. There is no island in
Rakas Tfil with a monastery on it,

Ramganga (eastern), a river which has its source in patti
Bichhla Danpur in Kumaon, in a horseshoe-shaped depression of
a very mountainous tract. To the north the ridge culminates in a
peak 19,554 feet above the level of the sea ; on the east, the ridge
runs south with a series of peaks ranging from 16,321 to 9,814 feet
• (to the west of Ganagarh on the Milam route) and which form tbe
water-parting between it and the Gori; on the west the ridge has
also a southern direction and in the upper portion separates the
Ramganga from the Kuphini and.lower dowm in north latitude 30°-4'
from the Sarju, The R&mganga forma the boundary southwar^ls
■ between Bichhla D&npur and Tallades, and is crossed by tbe road from
Bageswar to Milam by Ganagarh at Bhakiinda. Further south it
forms the boundary between Pungaraun and Bar6on of Gangoli and
Mali of Sira, and a road proceeds along its left bank to Pithoragarh
crossing at Naya Thai, the road from Almora to Askot. The whole
course froni Bhakiinda is nearly due south and further on it forms
the boundary between Barabisij Seti Talla, Waldiya Malla, aud
E^wal, on the left bank and Pungaraun and Bel on the right bank.

In this portion of its course it is crossed by a suspension bridge
on the road from Gangoli Hit to Bins. It receives numerous tor
rents on either bank during its course, but none of any great import
ance. The name Bamganga is often given to the united stream
of the Sarju and Rimganga from their confluence at Rimeswar to
Pacheswar, where it joins the Kill.
Ramganga (western), a river which takes its rise in patti
Xiohba of parganah Chandpurin Garhwal, in north latitude 30"-5' •
and east longitude 79°-18' is also known as the Ruhut or Ruput.
The drainage area of its head-waters is very clearly marked by lofty ridges.
To the north the ridge txtends in a direction slightly north-east from the
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Borthern peak of the Dudutoli ridge (TO,188 feet) to the Diwali-khil (7,010 feet)
on the Karnprayag road. T^o the west is tbe Dudutoli range and on the south its
continuation almost due east by the Malkhori pass (8,042 feet) to the exit of the
Bamganga near Mehalchauri. On the east the ridge extends from Diwali by
Kansal (8,663 felt) and Kanpur (9,522 feet) then comes Byansu above Kithiya and
Thajkharak (7,8® feet) to Sungarkali. The western ridge separates the drainage
area of the Bamfanga from that of the Nyar, a tributary of the Ganges ; the nor
thern ridge separates it from the Bhararigar, a tributary of the Pindar and the east
ern ridge also from the Pindar valley. The streamlets converge on the south-east
ern corner of the basin and at Gaonli below Rithiya form a considerable river iu the
rains, which escapes by a narrow chSsm (now bridged) from the Lohba valley near
Mehalchauri. The Lohba valley is about eight to eleven miles in breadth from the
eastern to the western watershed and ten miles in length from, north to south, so
that thedrainage waters as seen at, Mehalchauri represents the surplus moisture of
one hundred square miles of hill country from rainfall and springs. There is no
, -other outlet for these waters than the Ramganga, and Mehalchauri would seem
admirably adapted to form a station for registering the volume of water carried off
from a given area of typical hill country while raingauge stations here and at
Lohba and Silkot would sufficiently indicate the rainfall in its valley, upland, aud
mountain divisions. Mehalchauri bridge lies iu latitude 29’-68'-£(0'’ and longitude
79'’-22'-10" at an elevation above the sea of 4,280 feet.
Krom Mehalchauri the Bamganga has a course for a short distance due east
through the eastern range by a deep and narrow gorge, emerging from which it
bends to the south-east, receiving the Khansar-gadh on the left bank. Thence
sweeping around the south-eastern continuation of the Lohbagarh range it receives
the Turag Tal river and then takes a south-westerly course by Ganai, receiving the
Kotlar-gadh rising on the western declivity of Dunagiri on the same bank and the
Khansar-gadh from Panuwa-khal ori the opposite bank. Numerous hill-torrents
pour into it from either side further down. The story goes that the gods onee in
tended to make Dwara their home, and they resolved to make there a prayiga or
confluence of the Ramganga and the Gagfis. The order was issued to the streams
to unite their waters and the Gagas passed on the message to the Ramganga to
come up the Bairti valley from Ganai and break down the barrier that separates
the Dwara flat from the Bairti valley. The messenger was a semal tree, and when
it come to Chhani it said : “lam very-tall and can see a long way off, And there is
BO necessity for my giving myself the trouble of going any further ; surely the Bamganga must come down by Panuwa-khal.” In the meantime the Rdmganga
had turned north-east at Mehalchauri and came round and passed by Ganai without
being stopped. The roar of the waters aroused the semal, and he called out to the
B&mganga to come his way to Dwara. But he received the reply “ too late" and the
Gagas was obliged to proceed lower down to meet the B&mganga and abused his
messenger, hence the phrase—
(u se mal ke rebariya hat. ”
•' yon are a messenger of the semal sort,” applied to those who neglect their instruc
tions.
The course from Ganai leads to-Bhikiya-ke-Sain, in latitude 29®-42T-8''' and
longitude 79®-l&'-20’ where the Rdmganga receives the Gagas on the left bank.
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Further south-west the united streams of the Hingwa and Bino rivers fall into it
on the right bank and in latitude 29®-S4'-10" and lopgitude 79“-8'-25", tbe con
siderable stream of the Mandhal river on the same side. Hence the Ramganga
enters tbe Bhabar flowing nearly due west through the Patli Diin, where it receives
■ amonz others the Palain and Sona rivers on the right bank. Th4i turning southeastwards, the Ramganga bursts through the outer rimge corrliponding to the
Siwaliks of the Dehra Dun and enters the plains near the K^agaih fort south
of the KAIagarh peak (2,319 feet) in the Bijnor district, about ninety miles from
its source.

Ramgarh or Ramg4r, a parganah of Kumaon contains three
pattis, viz., Ramgdrh, Malla and Talla and Agar, The assessment
at each settlement was as follows :—
1817.
1815.
1818.
1820.
1823.
1828.
1843. Current.
1833.
Rs.
1,944

Rs.
1,948

Rs.
2,317

Rs.
1,969

Rs.
1,859

Rs.
1,901

Rs.
1,912

Ks.
1,914

Rs.
2,304

The incidence of the land tax on the total area amounts to
Re. 0-14-1 per acre, aud on the cultivation to Re. 1-8-9 per acre.
The assessable area comprises 2,610 bisis, of which 1,122 are coJturableand 1,488 are cultivated (18 irrigated). The population at
settlement numbered 2,683 males and 2,474 females. This par
ganah lies between the Gagar and Lohukot ranges, both uniting
eastwards in the Moteswar peak. The upper parts belong to Agar,
and there is hardly any talldon or lowlands capable of irrigation.
The Sauns or Sons occupy the Agar villages whence they are called Agaris.
Theirspecial avocation is mining, in which they are engaged throughout the district.
Of late years, however, this has given place to work ftu roads and at the new sani
taria and in the Bhabar. The climate is fairly salubrious, but the soil is poor. The
Agaris remain at home from May until November and then disperse to their several
occupations elsewhere. The people of liamgdrh pay revenue according to the
capability ef their villages. The inhabitants of the picturesque village of Nayakiua on the Almora road are Patas and Nayaks—the former the dancing.girls of
Kumaon, and the latter a class originally springing from that corrupt source, and
afterwards, by iutermarriage with other inferior tribes, becoming a separate clan,
-only occasionally recruited by births from Patas. The daughters born to Nayaks,
however, theniselves recruit the members of the frail sisterhood. The NAyaks
have, during the British rule,been the chief clearers of the Chhakhata Bhabar, and
as elsewhere remarked their villages of Haldwani, &c., are highly flourishing. The
people of Borhakot and Jutiaalso possess tracts of land in the Bhabar. The par
ganah now contains 26 estates comprising 31 villages. The mines of the Agar
patti were formerly leased for very large sums, they now yield less than Rs. JOO
a year. The principal mines are found in Agar, GhurkhAni, Kbuni-khiya, Kumnai,
J’urbarha, and I’ali.

Ramgar Malla, a patti of parganah Ramgar in Kumaon, ia
bounded on the north by Ramgar Talla ; on the west by Dhaniya-
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kot; on tho south by Mahryuri Talli, aud on the east by Agr r.
This patti was separated from Ramgdr at the recent settlement.
The statistics of the Malla and Talla pattis may be shown thus : —
AsAagABUE AREA IN

bitia.

AsSESSMBHS

is RUl'EEg,

PoPOtATIOW.

Cultivated,

Banigar.

Total.

Irri
gated. Dry.

Cur.
Cur
Fe
rent. 1815. 1820. 1843. rent. Males. males,

•-

Mails ...

604

14

32

457

440

567

670

635

850

784

Tails ...
•

280

1

188

90

195

254

223

247

283

'245

The incidence of the existing assessment on the whole area is
Rs. 1-1-0 per acre in the Malla and Rs. 0-14 per acre in the
TaUa patti. The incideuoe on cultivation is Rs. 1-8-4 and Rs. 1-4-10
respectively. In 1872-73 the iron mines were leased with the Agar
patti at Rs. 92 a year. The patw&ri resides in Sunhiya.

Ramgar Talla, a patti of parganah Rimgar in Kumaon, is bound
ed oh the north by Kotauli Malli; on the south by R&mgar Malta;
oti the east by Agar, and on the west by Dhaniyakot. This patti
was separated from Ramgar at the recent settlement. The statis
tics are given under the Malla patti.

Ramgar, a travellers’ rest-house on the upper road from Naini
TM to Almora, 12 miles from the former and 20 miles from the
latter, is situated in latitude 29’'-26'-8" and longitude 79'’-35'-40^^,
at an elevation of 5,872 feet above tho level of the sea in parganah
Ramgar in Kumaon. There is also a dharmsdla or rest-house for

native travellers, to which water is conveyed by a series of wpoden
gutters from the Gagar pass above.

V The population of the neighbourhood migrate to the Bhabar during the cold
and hot seasons, and are on this account better off than the majority of hill-men.
In the valley about two miles from the bungalow are the remains of the iron works
erected by Oovernment and now belonging to the Kumaon Iron Works Company
constructed for smelting the rich iron ore of tbe valley which belongs to the
haematite and magnetic varieties. Some account of this project has been already
given.* The marclj from Naini Tal to Ramgar is one of tho most beautiful and
characteristic in the outer Himalaya. The road leaving tho margin of the lake
ascends a few hundred feet to avoid a formidable landslip caused by tbe rotten
’Gaz.X, 262.
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sillies of which the mountaing along the north side of the lake are composed. It
then passes under the peak of Lariya-kSnta aud above the barracks of K41a-kh&n
winding amongst the great grassy spurs and deep wooded khuds which run down
from the northern prolongation of Lariya-kanta. Passing by Bhnwali it reaches
the Ninglath stream by a steep descent. From the baniya’s shop there, a steady rise
along an outlying spur of the Gagar range for four miles to llie Gagar peak
(7,8.55 feet) and pass, whence a descent of two miles leads to RifcgSr bungalow.
The botany of this march and indeed all the way to Almora has been investigated
and recorded by Major Madden in one of his delightful papers.*

From Ramgar to Piura bungalow, ten miles, the road first dips one thousand
feet, to the level and comparatively open valley^if the Ramgar stream ; a mile or so
further on, the road crosses to the right bank of the
To Piura.
stream by a pretty iron suspension bridge, beyond which
and some 200 feet above tbe toad is the NayakSna village, very pretty and neat, the
residence of that curious class who have been described amongst the castes imKumaon. From the bridge there is a somewhat long ascent to the gallery, where the
road keeps for two miles along the south-east face of the hot and bare Lohakoti or
Pathargarhi mountain, which rises fully a thousand feet higher (7,685 feet,. About
N&yakana commences the mica-slate formation so general thence northwards ; on
the gallery it is blended with strata of blue crystalline limestone, the whole dipping
north-east. At the east end of the gallery is’the Deodara pass,on the eol which
joins Pathargarhi to Mukteswar. Here Almora is first seen, backed by the snows,
but the view is soon lost, for the road now makes a second dip into the glen of the
Deodar stream; this rises ia Mukteswar and joins the Kosi above Munrus. Ils'
slopes exhibit a rich expanse of cultivation about Kilanr, Banjgaon, and Tikari Tn
contrast with the gloomy forests of the Gagar. From the valley there is a long
ascent to the Laldana Binayak where there are the remains of a small fortlet
belonging to olden days. About east and some 200 feet lower is the Piura (j.v.)
travellers’ rest-house.

Ramnagar, the chief market of the Kota Bhabar in Kumaon,
is situate in north latitude 29°-23'-35’' and east longitude
79“-10‘-9," at an elevation of 1,204 feet above the lev,el of the sea on
the right bank of the Kosi, distant 12 miles from Kota ; 6 miles
froth Dhikuli; 12 from Mob&n ; 20 miles from Seti ; 36 miles
from Khairna, and 56 miles from Almora; It is the great lowland
mart of western Kumaon as Haldwdni is for midland aud Barmdeo
for eastern Kumaon. In 1881 the population numbered 3096 souls,
chiefly Baniyas. Before 1850, Chilkiya was the principal mart for
forest and hill produce, but it has since then quite given place to

EAmnagar.
galow here.

There is a police-station, dispensary and forest bun

The routes to and from E&mnagar being the most important in the tract
lying along the foot of tbe hills, we give them here. From Barmdeo to Chhini
' J. A. S. Bcn. 1848, page 414.
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Chanki Dharmsala six miles, for the first five miles the mad follows straight across
the numerous streams flowing from the foot of tho hills into the Sarda, and has
many ascents and descents. The Dnaa or Chhini stream flowing from the ravines
west of Bastija is crossed close to the encamping-ground. From hence to Dogari,
six miles, the road-crosses the bed of the Kalauniya and numerous small sots or
torrents with somAifficult places for laden carts when there is raia. There is a
Chauki and DharmKlas here. Jaulasal is the next stage, nine miles ; the road as
usual and indeed all along crossing numerous beds of torrents, here and there
where sandy very difficult and requiring some rough repairs. There are native
rest-houses here. To Chorgaliya (1,018 feet) nine miles-. here there is a small
bazaar, reached after crossing the Najjdhaur (Dewa) and its numerous offshoots.
Next stage js Haldwani (<?.».) twelve miles, then Chaunehala six miles, aud
Kaladhungi six miles.i From Kaladhungi the stages are Bailparao nine miles,
and Eamnagar six miles. Proceeding westwards we have Dhela seven miles, the
name of the village and river (unbridged) passing by Himmatpur aud Sawaldeh.
Next comes Laldhang (1,117 feet) with a Chauki three miles from Dhela crossing
an unbridged stream. Next comes Jhirna, four miles, after crossing the Phika,
the western boundary of the Kumaon Bhabar. Three miles further on is Dharon
with a Chauki (y.o.) whence roads branch off to all parts of Garhwal. Five inile-s .
on the Ramganga is crossed at Kaliigarh by Lakrighat, where there was once a
fort. The next stage is Kala-Shalud or Kalu-Sayyid (1-,008 feet) seven miles ; then
J’akhran nine miles; Saneha eight miles; Ilaldukhata nine miles; Daldhang,
a bazaar and chauki, ton miles ; Chila thirteen miles, and Kankhal throe miles.
The entire road from Eamnagar to Chila is unmetalled, but is passable for laden
carts from November to the rains, crossing the sots by improvised log-bridges.
• This is the main road for the traffic from the east including Nepal to the Ganges,
and is also largely used by pilgrims passing to the great assemblies at Hardwar.
It is also used by the timber mefchaats for exporting the produce of the forests
to the plains, and is continually crossed by the roads leading into the hills direct
from the plains.

Rangor, a patti of parganah Ghaugarkha in Kumaon, is bound
ed on the north by Darun ; on the west by Lakhanpur Malla and
Salam Malla ; on the south by the latter patti and the Panar river
separating it from, the pattis of Kali Kumaon ; and on tbe east by
Bel of Gangoli. Portions of this patti were transferred to Darun
at the recent settlement. It is drained by the Panar river, a tri
butary of the Sarju falling into it on the left bank above Rmnoswar. The assessable area comprises 4,156 bisis, of which 1,660
are oulturable and 2,496 are cultivated (139 irrigated).
The
assessment in 1815 anaounted to Rs. 429 ; in 1820 to Rs. 1,005,
in 1843 to Rs. 1,108, and is now Rs. 2,481, which falls at Rs. 0-9-7
per acre on the total assessable area and at Rs. 0-15-11 per acre
on the cultivation. Upwards, of 688 bisis are outside the revenue
roll as g'^nth and waste.I '

The population at the time of settlement
85
'
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numbered 4,283 souls, of whom 1,899 are females. Tlie copper
mines at Chimmakholi are unworked, but the iron mines at Ukhalgarha, Bhandoli, and Palikuri are leased with the other mines of
Ghaugarkha in Dariin, Kharahi, and Lakhanpur, and yield a reve
nue of Rs. 625 a year. The patwari resides in <|aull, and there
is a school in Chaukholi.
|

Ranigadh, a patti of parganah Chandpur iu British Garhwal,
is bounded on the north by Nagpur Bichhla; on the south by
Taili Chandpur and Kandarsyiin j on the east by Taili Chandpur
and Bichhla Nagpur ; and on the west by Dhanpur, from which
some villages were received at the recent settlement. The patwari •
of Dhanpur residing in Panai collects tlie land revenue. The patti
lies along the left bank of the Alaknanda river, below its conflu
ence with the Pindar.
The hills are generally steep, and the tops
are covered with oak and pine. There are copper mines at Dhanpur
at the head of tho valley just outside the patti, Pangur, Bameli,
and Sibyadib Andikholi, all at work, and an old mine of the same
metal at Lawari. Dhanpur has also a lead mine. The’iron mines
of Kharsayi, Koti, and Sukund are also worked. These are all
situate on the Dhanpur range crowned by the peaks of Dobri (9,862
feet), Gwanagarh (9,821 feet), and Pandobri (9,859 feet).
Rawah a patti of pargana Shor in Kumaon, is bounded on the
north by Waldiya Malla ; on the west by the eastern Ramganga
river; on the south by the Sarju, and on the east by Waldiya
Talla. The Lohughat and Pithoragarh road passes through Gun,
in this patti, where there is a travellers’ rest-house.

Thakil, on the
east, rises to 8,161 feet The assessable area comprises 1,515 bisis,
of which 902 are cultivated (253 irrigated) and 613 are culturable.
The land tax yielded Es. 166 in 1815, Rs. 343 in 1820, Rs. 455 in
1843. The present assessment amounts to- Rs. 1,010 and falls on
the total assessable area at Rs. 1-0-6 per acre, and on tbe cultivation

at Rs. 1-7-6 per acre. The population at settlement numbered
1,955 souls, of whom 892 were females. The patwari resides in
Bhatyura, and there is a school in Tharkot.

Rawatsyun, a patti of pargana Barahsyun in British Garhwal, is
bounded oh the north by the Alaknanda river, on the east by Kathol
syun, on the south by Idwhlsyun, and on tho west by Bangarhsyiin.
The patwari of this patti, resident ia Margana, collects the land
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revenue of pattis Bangarhsyuu and Sitonsyun also ; the three ag
gregated in 1864 Rs. 2,811 for land revenue and sadabart, and
Rs. 64 for gdnth paid by 5,346 souls. This patti contains a small
strip of land along the left bank of the Alaknanda, mostly level or
of easy’slope, alid is traversed by the road from Hardwar to Sri

nagar.
f
Regaruban, a patti of pargana Kali Kumaon in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north-west by the Pand.r river, a tributary of the
Sarju, which separates it from ^atti Rangor of pargana Changarkha; on the north-east by the Sarju river, which separates it from
Bel of Gangoli; on the east by Giimdes; on the south by Charal
Malla; and on the south-west by Sai-Bisung. The assessable area
comprises 3,813 bisis, of which 1,380 are culturable and 2,433 are
cultivated (63 irrigated). The land tax amounted to Rs. 910 in
1815, to Rs. 1,100 in 1820, and to Rs. 1,514 in 1843, and now
stands at Rs. 2,467, which falls on the acre of cultivation in the
assessable area at Rs. 1-0-2, and on the acre of the total area at
Rs. 0-10-4^ The population at settlement numbered 2,310 males

and 1,851 females. The villages that lie between Charal and the
Sa^u are for the most part situate .on high ridges and slopes. Tho climate is good; but from the poorness of the soil the coarser
grains, like mandmoa, predominate.
The patwari resides in
Baparu, and there is a school in Regaru.
Ringwarsyun, a patti of parganah Chaundkot of British Garh
wal, is bounded on the north by Mawalsyun ; on the south by Jaintolsyun; on the east by Kimgarigar ; and on the west by the Barah
syun parganah. The Paori and Dharon road passes through this
patti, which is drained by a branch of the Maehhlad river forming
its northern boundary. The patw4ri of this patti resides in
Gajera, and has also charge of the collection of the land-revenue in
Maw^lsyiin and Jaintolsyun, which in 1864 aggregated Rs. 2,392
plus Rs. 71 for resumed giinth and revenue-free lands,.
Rxthagar, a patti of parganah Ghaugarkha in Kumaon, is bound
ed on the north by Kharahi; on the west by Syunara Malla ; on tho
south by Lakhanpur Talla and Danin; and on the east by the Sarju
river which separates it from Athgaon of Gangoli. Portions of Danin
and KharAhi were transferred to this patti at the recent settlement.
The tjvo eastern roads from Almora to Bageswar pass through it on
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either side of the Jarauli peak (6,200 feet).

This patti occnpies

the valley of the Jillar-gadh, a tributary of the Sarju, which
it joins on the right bank near Dungari-lekho. The patwari
resides in Khdkar. Tho lower part near the S^rju is covered
with a luxuriant tropical vegetation, and is hot Iind unhealthy.
During the rains the people are much troubled fcy tho m'&ra, a

small fly that leaves an irritating mark like a bruise wherever it
bites, and if scratched the bite becomes a sore of a leprous appear
ance, The assessable area amounts to 1,634 bisis, of which 770
are culturable and 863 are cultivated (200 irrigated). The assess
ment in 1815 was Es. 74; in 1820 was Rs. 405 ; in 1843 was Rs. 444;
and at present is Rs. 1,124, which falls at Rs. O.-ll-O per acre on
the total assessable area and at Rs. 1-4-10 per acre on the culti

vation ; about 176 bisis are held as gtinih outside the revenue-pay
ing area. The population at the time of settlement numbered 1,258
souls, of whom 548 were females. The upper part of the patti near

Bilauri and Chhauna has a good climate and some fine cultivation,

and here the Joshis of Jhijhar have a settlement. Both these
villages belong to Raotela Rdjputs connected with the Chands.
The hamlets depending on Naugaon comprise a large portion of
the patti, of which some fourteen villages belong to Jageswar temple."

Portions are admirably adapted for the cultivation of tobacco, tur
meric, and sugarcane.
Sabali, a patti of parganah Malla Salan in Garhwal, is bounded
on the north by Bangarsyiin and Dhaundyalsyun ; on the south
by Khatali; on" the west by Saindhar and on the east by Chaukot
of Kumaon. Khatali, Sabali and Saindhdr occupy the valleys of
the Eastern Nyar and Khatali river and have fairly good villages.
The population of Sabali in 1858 numbered 2,330 males and 2,135
females. The patwari usually resides in Chandoli and has also
charge of Bangarsydn. A fairly elevated range runs down tho
western portion in a south-easterly direction culminating in the
peaks of Motikhal (7,688 feet), Tilkani (6,421), under which there
is an unw’orked iron mine at Ohorkhanda, and Agargarh (6,102
feet). There is a school at Bangor.
Sahasradhara, or ‘ spring of a thousand sources,’ lies in a
glen to the south of tho Ddn water-parting ridge a little igSst of
Rajpur on the route to Mussooree in Dehra Dun. The waUfcr here
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has a fall of about thirty feet and leaves an incrustation of lime on
all it touches. Particles thus accumulating for centuries have
formed a projecting ledge, and thus a sort of cave, from the roof
of which falls a, perpetual shower that turn.s every leaf and blade
of grass cominV into contact with it into a sort of petrifaction.
On^of the lum|s thus formed in a smaller cave adjoining resem
bles the linga emblem of Siva and is tended as such by Brahmans from Nagal. There is also a sulphur spring. Here, as in the glen
of tbe Baliya and Mihai belotv the Ayarpatha cliffs at Main! Tal,

the clay slate aud limestone rest on beds of aluminons shale and
white gypsum w’hich becomes of an exceedingly hard texture.
Gypsum appears under analogous circumstances at Jutog near

Simla and under the Krol rocks near Subathu. In the former
place, as in the Lohakoti hill, the limestone becomes crystalline in
contact with the micaceous rocks. Immediately opposite the stalactitic caves at Sahasradhara a passage into the hills up a torrent leads

to the gypsum beds, which consist of two strata separated by a
reddish argillaceous schist, the whole lying horizontally without
apparent dip. The quality of the gypsum varies as much as the
colbur from a compact crystalline mass to a loose powdery and

arenaceous soil: the colour varies from an almost translucent white
to a dirty grey. About four miles north at Salkot is another bed
of gypsum.

Saindhar, a small patti or sub-division in parganah Malla Saldn
of British Garhwal, lies in separate scattered patches between the
Eastern Mydr river on the south and the Machhlad on the north.
Saknyana or Shaknydna or Saka country, a jigir or fief situate
on the north-east frontier of Dehra Dun, is hounded on the north
west by the Bandal river and on the south by the Song,
The tracts known as Saknyana, Deori and Athur, with the villages of Kot-PadiySr and Sonar in the hills and Bajawala in the Dun, were granted to Siva Ram by the
Garhwal Raja for services rendered, subject to an annual bhet or offering of Rs. 500
IcacKcha, On the conquest of Garhwal by the GorkhaKs the grant was resumed, but
on the conquest by the British, the fiefs were restored* to Siva Ram by a parwanah
of Mr. Fraser confirming them as heretofore held, but this was interpreted as free of
revenue for life. Siva Ram died dn 1818, and th© Garhwal Raja demanded that the
jdgir should bo resuhoed or the revenue be paid as before. Hari Ram, the heir of
Siva Rum, appealed to the British Government, and Mr. Traill recommended the grant
in perpetuity of the portion in the hills should be confirmed to Kashi Ram and Hari
* Because of some alleged services: see Williams’ Memoir, p. 178.
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Ram at a revenue of Rs. 200 a year. The Government refused to interfere, .and on
Hari Ram declining to accept the terms offered by the Raja of Garhwal the jdgtr
was settled with other members of the same family.* At the same time their claim
to independence as regards Tihri was disallowed, as they had never been in the
position of independent chieftains nor ever had separate civil qf police jurisdiction.
Subsequently it was resolved to restore them, to their possessions as jagirddrs,
subject to the payment of offerings on certain occasions to* the Raja of/Garhwal. Kashi Ram dying without issue, his nephew Devi Datta claimed to succeed him
as his adopted son and devisee by will.’ On this quarrels arose and the Court was
obliged to interfere, and eventually Hari Rfim and Devi Datta succeeded. The inter
nal administration was regulated by an ordoa of the Governor-General in Council by
which all persons accused of offences specified in Regulation X of 1817 sdfction 2 should
be committed by the Assistant iu charge of the Dun lo stand their trial before a Com
missioner appointed under that law, while the police arrangements rested with the
jdgirddr. Since the repeal of the above Regulation it is difficult to say whether
British Courts have cognizance of these offences or not.

Salam Malla, a patti of parganah Ghaugarkha in Kumaon, is
bounded on the east by Rangor ; on the south by Talla Salam ;
on the west by Mahryuri-Dolphat and Lakhanpur Malla, and on the
north by the latter patti. It was formed from Salam at the recent

settlement and lies on the right bank of the upper portion of tho
Ran&r river. The patwari usually resides in Kahdara ; the statis
tics of the Malta and Talla pattis may be shown thus;—
Assessable

area in

6(sig.

Assessment

in rupees.

Population.

Cultivate/i

Salam.

Total.

Irri
gated.

Dry.

Cultur 1815. 1820.
able.

1843.

Rs.

Rs.

Malla... 2,565 2,086

53

426

Talla ... 3,408 2,700

56

631

Bs.

866 1,245
1,219

Current. Males. Females.

Rs.

1,437 2,326 2,207

1,952

1,770 2,017 2,958 2,407

2,157

In the Malla patti 126 bisis are held free of revenue and in the

Talla patti 58 bisis.

The assessment falls at Re. 1-1-5 per acre of

cultivation in the former and at Re. 1-1-2 per acre .in the latter.
Six villages were received from Lakhanpur and one was trans
ferred to Oh&lsi at the recent settlement.
* Krom Commissioner, 28th December, 1818; 31st January, 1824; to Commis
sioner, 30th January, 1819; 31st August, 1824; 19th No\’omher, 1824.
* Major
Young’s letters of 15th December, 1829 and 23th July, 1830, quoted by Mr. Williams.
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Salam. Talla, a patti of parganah Ghaugarkha in Kumaun, is
bounded on the north by the Panar river, which separates it from
Salam Malla; on the west by Mahryuri-Dolphat; on the south
by Malli Rau and on the east by Rangor. This patti was formed
from Salam at The recent settlement. For statistics see Sdlam
The pa^vari lives in Jainti, where there is a school.
Salan Malla, or Malla Salan, a parganah in Garhwal,.has ten
pattis or sub-divisions, each of which is separately noticed, viz,,
Bangarsyun, Dhaundyalsyun, Qujaru, Iriyakot, Khatali, Koiagar,
Meldhar, Sabali, Saindar and Talain. The assessments at each
settlement may be shown as follows :■—
1815.
Ks.
4,829

1816.
Ks.
5,342

1817.
Ks.
6,043

1820.
Ks.
6,950

1823.
Ks.
8,341

1828.
Ks
8,748

1833.
Ks.
9,076

1840.
Ks.
8,990

1864.
Ks.
11,916

The statistics of the current settlement show that the parganah
consists of 285 estates comprisingdll villages and containing a total
assessable area of 15,096 acres, of which 14,212 are cultivated.
The mill-rent amounted to Rs. 26, and the land-revenue to
Es. 11,916, of which Es. 305 are alienated in gdnth and mudfi. The
land-revenue falls on the total assessable area at Es. 0-12-7 per
acr^, and on the cultivation at Es. 0-13-5 per acre.

The population

in 1841 amounted to 16,132, of whom 7,300 were females ; in 1853
to 29,471 (14,626 females); in 1858 to 30,388 (14,730 females);
in 1872 to 38,618 (19,353 females) and in.l881 to 41,125 (21,044
females). Malla Salan is bounded on the north by Chaundkot ; on
the east by Kumaon ; on the south by’Talla Salan and on the west
by Ganga Salan. It lies to the north of the outer range of hills
and is drained by the tributaries of the Eastern Nayhr. There is
a large and dense population for the hills and industrious, too,
rearing large quantities of red pepper and cardamoms.

Salan Talla or Talla Salan, a parganah of the Garhwal district,
is subdivided into eleven pattis each, of which is separately noticed,
viz., Bhabar, Bijlot Walla and Talla, Bungi, Badalpui* Malla and
Talla, Kauriya Walia and Palla, Painun and Sila Malla and Talla.
The assessments at the various settlements of the land-revenue
have been as follows :—•
■

1815,
Ks.
3,642

1816.
Ks.
4,146

,1817.
Ks,
4,632

1820.
Ks.
5,385

1823.
Ks.
6,893

1828.
Ks.
7,113

1833.
Ks.
7,411

1840.
Ks.
7,183

1864.
Ks.
11,475
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At the onrrent settlement the parganah contained 435 separate

mah&ls or estates, comprising 580 villages, having a total assessable
area of 15,487 acres of which 14,334 were cultivated. Tho mill
rent amounted to Rs. 4 and the land-revenue to Rs. 11,475, of
which Es. 283 were alienated in giUnih and muu/i., The population
•inl841 amounted to 13,343 souls, of whom 5,894|vere femal^ ; in

1853 to 20,324 (12,862 females); in 1858 to 26,064 (12,720
females); in 1872 to 36,165 (17,426 females); and in 1881 to
37,924 (19,055 females). Talla S*ilan is bounded on the north by
Malta Sal£n, on the west by Ganga Salan ; on the s6uth by tho
Bijnor district and on the east by Kumaon.
Kauriya and Badalpur lie chiefly to the north of tho first range of hills. In
Badalpur there are some fertile and populous villages resembling those near Almora.
The climate of Painfln in the Mandhal valley is very malarious and generally tho
pattis to the south are still covered with sdl aud bambu forest conserved by the
forest department including the Kotri and PAtli Duns. Still crops of ginger, turmeric,
tobacco and capsicums are grown in the clearings and afford valuable resources to tho
cultivators. In his report on the settlement in 1840 Mr. Batten remarks that Bijlot,
BiSngi and PAinun and the Diias ' below gave him considerable trouble and required
much care. . “ A decrease of revenue and a total remodelling of tho village leases wore
found necessary. Painfin is situate' in the valley of the Mandhal river, the climjte of
which is almost as bad as that of the Tarai. Wild elephants abound and commit great
depredations on the crops in the rainy season. Tigers also are numerous and kill
both men and cattle. Sila is situate on both sides of the Koh river. Large portions
of it are waste, and some of the villages are unfavorably placed on the border of‘the
sdl forests, which hero, as in Badalpur, begin to take the place of oaks and pines and
other alpine vegetation. The Patli pun is traversed by the Bamganga, as that river
approaches the plains, fi’om which the Diin is separated by a steep sandstone range,
resembling in almost every respect, save in the fewness and difficulties of its passes,
the Siwalik range between the Ganges and tho Jumna. Tho quantity of flat land is
very small indeed in comparison with the hills and ravines, and tho forests of sdl and
bambu (the timber of which is floated down the Ramganga in rafts) are plentiful and
valuable.” The first triennial settlement was made for one year only and up to 1822
was included in the farm of forest produce. Permanent villages were then established
and a regular settlement was made with tho cultivators, but owing to tho climate it
was difficult to procure them. Accordingly in 1840 tho settlement was made with Padam
Singh Negi at 'Es. 275 (a reduction of Rs. 100 having boon allowed). Bo had an
hereditary claim to the lease of this tract; and though his right to tho zamindari bad
not been previously admitted, he was then granted all lands which he might redeem
under a proprietary tenure. Pour of the villages included iu his lease are situated
' outside,the lower range in the gorges of the passes. The Kotri Diin, properly so called,
is. merely a small uncultivated valley, with very rich pastures, situated in the midst of
the lower hills near Kotdwara. With the exception of gi-anite tho rooks are of tho
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same description as in Chaundkot, but all are succeeded by sandstone in tbe VUns
and lower ranges.

Salan Ganga or Ganga SalAn, a parganah in Garhwal, has nine
pattis or sub*divisions, each of which is separately noticed, nis.,
Dobryalsyun or Dbdugu Malla, Dhangn Talla, Karaundu Walla

ari^ Palla, Langur^ Udepur Malla, Bichhla and Talla and Ajmer.
The.assessment of the land-revenno from the conquest to the pre*
sent day was as follows:—
1815.
Bs.,
5,099

1816.
Bs.
5,699

1817.
Bs.
6,177

1830.* 1833.
Es.
Bs.
7,835
8,957

1838.
1833.
Bs. • Bs.
9,508
9,649

1840.
Bs.
9,618

1854.
Bs.
14,031

The statistics of the current settlement show that there are 395
estates comprising 499 villages and containing a total assessable
area amounting to 22,277 acres, of which 20,955]are cultivated.
The mill-rent amounted to Rs. 6!) and tho land-revenue to
Ss. 14,031, of which Rs. 218 are released in giintk and muafi.. The
entire land-revenue falls on the total assessable area at Rs. 0-10-0
per acre and on the cultivation at Rs. 0-10-8 par acre. Tho popu
lation in 1841 numbered 16,538 souls, of whom 7,324 were females;
in 1853,28,078 (13,853 females); in 1858,30,265 (14,778 females};
in*1872, 40,877 (20,329 females); and in 1881, 44,632 (21,955

females). Ganga Salan is bounded on the north and west by the
Ganges; on the south by the Bijnor district, and on tho east by par
ganahs Malla and Talla Salan.
Dhangu, as its name in the hill language implies, is rocky and rugged, especiall
in the neighbourhood of the Ganges, which here forces its way through steep precipice's;
some of the villages are small and poor, and a slight reduction of the revenue in 1840
was thought expedient. Kuraundu and Langur are chiefly in the vicinity of the Koh,
both of which had their irregular boundaries rectified at the recent settlement.
Langur is remarkable for its two fortresses of that name on the crest of a high preci
pitous ridge, which separates the Koh from the Nyar river. Here the last Garhwal
Baja, before retreating to Dehra Dun where ho was killed, made the last vigorous de*
fence of his country against the invading Gorkhalis, who, were before Langur Garh for
Some' years. Ajmer and Udepur, though in their lower parts very jungly, contain in
the heart of the parganah some very fine villages, and the country is not unlike the fer
tile tract near Bhimtal in lower Kumaon. The Udepur hills, covered with sal forests
stretch into the Chandi Dun and are separated from the Dehra» Dun by only a strip of
level ground and thrf Ganges : the produce includes turmeric, ginger, red pepper and
cardamoms: in the wfnter the people are engaged as bambu-cutters and wood-sellers.
The market of Bidasani is situated in Udepur and the landholders find also a near
market for their grain, turmepc, &c., at Kotdwar^ and Hardwar. The geological
formation is the same as in Talla Salan.
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SARJU,

Sarju, or ‘ ganger,’. from Sansk ‘ sri,’ to go, a considerable affluent of
name.

the Kali river, to

which it often gives its

From the confluence at Pacheswar in Kali Kumaon, the

united stream is known as the Sarju or Kffli as far as Barmdeo,

and as the Sarda or Ghagra to its confluence with the Ganges
in the Ballia district at the extreme southern j)oin|| of the N^thWestern Provinces.
The Sarju rises on the southern slopes of a ridge in patti Malla Danpur of Kumaon
and is separated, on the east from, the sources
the- eastern Eamganga and on the
west from the sources of the Kuphini or eastern branch of the Pindar by Spurs leading
down from the mass culminating in the Nandakot peak. The sources are situate in
north latidude 8O°-6-'5O" and east longitude 30°-l'-30", in the depression within which
the village of Jhundi is situate, and arc crossed by a ford at Waichham on the track
between Supi and Namik. The breadth at Supi, eight miles from its source, is about
fifteen yards, and in May there is only about two feet of water. On the west a lofty
chain of mountains running south-west separates it from the Pindar river, and on the
east a similar chain separates it from the eastern Eamganga. The height of the latter
ridge is so elevated that even in May snow rests on the more lofty summits. About
the source also snow rests until late in the year. At Supi the bed of the river is
5,659 feet above the level of the sea. A few miles below Supi the bed narrows to
twelve yards with a depth of twenty-four inches, and a few miles still lower down or
fifteen miles from its source it is forty-five yards w’idc and twenty-seven inches deep.
The valley here is tolerably wide and gives spance for numerous villages on either Bank.
Near its source it is crossed from Khati in the Pindar valley by a road leading to tho
Bhotiya tract of Munsyari.
•

It then holds a south-westerly course, receiving many minor streams, and enters
the patti of Talla Danpur iu latitude 29°-59' and longitude 77°-59", where it
receives on tho right bank the Kanal-gadh and a short distance lower down the
Pungar gadh thirty-one miles from its source. About a mile lower down it receives
the Labor river on tho right bank from Patti Malla Katyur, aud hence taking a
south-easterly direction passes four miles lower down by Bageswar at an elevation of
3 143 feet above the level of the sea, receiving on its right bank the Gumti or Gomatti
river. Further on much of the drainage of the Gangoli pargana falls into it on the
same side by the Bhadrapati-gar and that of Ghaugarkha by tho Gat-gadh, Jalair-gadh,
Bhaur-gadh, Alaknandi and Saniaun-gadh. Thirty-fivo miles below the confluence of
the Eamganga with the Gdmti it receives the Pamir river on the same side and about
three miles further down on the left bank the Eamganga (eastern) at Eameswar in
latitude 29®‘31'-25" aud longitude 80°-9'-40", withan elevation of 1,500 feet above the
level of the sea. About ten miles above its confluence with the Panar, sixty miles from
its source, the average breadth is about fifty j’ards and the drift four and a half to five
miles an hour, with a depth in May of eight feet and fordable in December (Weeb),
Here it is a most impetuous and roaring torrent dashing over the rocks with the •
greatest force and noise and casting tho spray about in all directions. A few miles
below Eameswar, whelico it is indifferently called the Eamganga and Sarju, tho river
is .crossed by an iron suspension bridge on the road between Lohughat and Pithora-
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garh in a glen from which the hills on either side rise very steeply and are thickly
clothed with pine forest. From Rameswar it forms the boundary between the Shor
and Kali Knmaon parganahs in a south-easterly direction, and after a course of twelve
miles falls into the Kali on the right bank at PachhesWar in latitude 29’-27' and longi
tude 8O’-18'. About a mile above this confluence the river is fordable in-the dry
sei^^i and about eighty yards in breadth and four and a quarter feet deep with a drift
of about four mil^ an hour. The length of the river from its source to its confluence
with the Kali has been estimated at eighty-two miles. The confluences at Bageswar
with the Gumti; at Eameswar with the Eamganga and at Pachheswar with the Kali
are sacred pnwy^gas or junctions whifh have periodical semi-religious assemblies in
their honor. The local Brahmans say that the Sarju Could not force its way through
the mountains until the present channel was formed by a great devotee by virtue of
the power acquired by his austerities. They also identify the form of Siva worshipped
here with the Baba Adam of the Musalmans and his Sakti with Mama Huwa. They
also state that the most destructive tigers iu the neighbourhood are men in the form
of animals, a belief like the lycanthropy of the Greeks and the lonp-garou of the
French. A large fish called ginch or fresh-water shark (Bagarmi Yarretlii) is found
in the Sarju from Bageswar downwards. It is said to attain a length of six feet,
Bcaleless and with teeth Eke a dog.

Sat Tal, a collection of lakes in parganah Chhakhata of the
Kumaon district about nine miles from IJaini Tal, turning off from

tjie Eamgar road at Bhuwaii and three miles from Bhim Tal.
These are the most picturesque if not the grandest of the lakesof this district. They are formed by landslips in the basin of the
Xange in which they lie. The first lake met with is a deep black
tarn wooded to the water’s edge and connected by an under

ground passage with the fourth. Passing further into the basin
a second very small pool is met with close to the third at the
irrigation embankment; thence the path winds round the third
to the fourth, which is the largest and is a very considerable sheet

of water about 1,100 yards in length by 350 in breadth. All the
three larger ones communicate with each other and the water-level

has been raised considerably by the embankment, which makes

these lakes a reservoir for the supply of water to the Bhabar
during the dry season from February onwards.

Below the em

bankment to the south is another small lake, the fifth, and beyond

this in the bed of the stream two lakes now dried up : hence the
name Sat Tdl,' or ‘seven lakes.’

The surplus drainage joins the

Baliya flowing from Naini Tal and eventually the Gaula, an

affluent of the Eamganga.
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The following outline map is from soundings made by Mr. Yule
of Bhim Tal:—

Saun,
the

a patti of parganah Shor of Kumaon, is bounded on

north by

Pattis Mahar and

Nayades; on the west by the

Chandrabhaga river, and on the south and east by the Kali river,

which separates it from Nepal.

The principal villages lie along

the valley of the Chandrabhaga river and in the table-land among

the hills between it and tho Oli, where the village of Madh is
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situate. The peak of Biwfili on the left bank of the Chandrabhaga
attains an elevation of 6,460 feet above the level of the sea and
Dhian on the right bank of the Kali rises to 5,132 feel. The
assessable area ^omprises 1,621 bisis, of ■which 612 are cnltnrable
ap^,008 are cultivated (226 irrigated). The land-tax yielded
Rs.^lin 1815| Rs. 752 in 1820 and Rs. 858 in 1843, The exist

ing assessment amounts to Es. 1,476 and
able area at Es, 0-14-7 per acre and on the
per acre. The population at’settlement
of whom 1,400 were males. The patwari

falls on the total assess
cultivation at Re. 1-7-5
numbered 2,619 souls,
resides in Chaupakhiya,

where there is a school.
Seti Malla, a very small patti of parganah Shor in Kumaon,
lies to the west of Pithoragarh in the same valley and separated
' from the remainder of Seti by the range (6,898 feet) crossed by
the road to Bans. Bajeti and its hamlets and Pandegaon are the
only villages of any importance in this miniature patti. The
statistics and history are given under Seti Talla. The revenue is
paid into the peshkari at Pithoragarh.
Seti Talla, a patti of parganah Shor in Kumaon, is bounded
on The north by patti Barabisi of Sira, from which it is separated
by the Kfilapani river; bn the west by the Ramganga river; on
the south by pattis Waldiya Malla and Bichhla and on the, east
by Kharayat. The road from Pithoragarh to Almora passes
through this patti from east to west, crossing the stream from BfLos

by a bridge and the Eamganga by an iron suspension bridge.

There is a traveller’s rest-house at Bans in latitude 29°-36'-44"
and longitude SO’-ll'-S".

To the north as far as the water-shed •

of the Kalapani the country is highly cultivated : Asnrchuli, with a
temple here, attains a height of 6,990 feet above the level of the sea

and Iriyarikot 6884 feet.
Assessable area

in bisis.

Cultivated,'

Seti,
Total.
Ks.
ilalia... 265
TdU ... 1,630

Irri
gated.
Ks.
48
476

Dry.

Ks.
138
683

Assessment

in kbpees.

Popvlahon.

Cultur 1815.
able.

1820.

1843.

Cur
rent.

Males. Females.

Bs.
117
250

Bs,
179
424

Bs.
176
609

Bs.
260
1,558

162
1,109

Bs.
78
569

182
■«30

*
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The^incidenco of the present land tax on the total assessable
area is Rs. 0-15-8 per acre in the Malla patti and Re. 0-15-4 in the

Talla i>atti: on the cultivation the rates are Re. 1-7-6 and Re. 1-7-5
per acre respectively. The patwari resides at Bans ; there is a
school in Dhargaon.

Shor or Sor, a parganah in the Kali-Kumaon ,sub-division of
the Kumaon district, is bounded on the north by parganahs Sira
and Askot; on the east by the Kali river, which separates it from .
Nepal; on the south by parganah Kaii-Kumaon, and on, the west
by parganah Gangoli. It at present contains eleven pattis, eis.,
Khar^yat, Kharakdes, Mahar, Nayades, Rawal, Seti-Malla, and
Talla, Sdun, and Waldiya Malla, Bichhla, and Talla, each of which

is separately noticed. The principal village is Pithoragarh, which
lies near the centre of the parganah, just where a spur of the Obandak ridge, forming the water-parting between the Kali and Ram
ganga, enters the valley of Seni-Shor. The Kalap^ni river divides
patti Seti from parganah Sira on the north; south of this lies
Waldiya Malla, while the Talla Patti of Waldiya runs across to
.

ThAkil.

Rawal trends towards Rameswar and Sana runs between

the Ohandrabh%a and Kali as far as Pacheswar. The central
plateau between Thakil and Dhuj is occupied by the villages
of Seti-Malla, Mahar, Kharakdes, and to the north-west Kba-

r6yat.
The road from Almora passes through Bans in Seti, where
there is a travellers’ rest-house, and thence up tbe fertile vidley
of Ch^na to Pithoragarh.
The Lohughat road passes south
under Thakil with a bungalow at Gun, whence there is a
magnificent vievt down to the Sarju and Ramganga at Ranieswar. This road is in direct communication with Barmdeo and
also by Debi Dhura w’ith Almora. The road to the ByAns and
Parma passes runs northwards by Dhuj through Askot. On the

east there is a road to Jbulaghat, where the Kali is spanned
by an iron suspension bridge erected at the joint cost of the
British and NepAiese Governments, but a guard on tbe Nepal bank
fprbids egress in that direction to the traveller. Shor contains
some of the fairest scenery in eastern Kumaon and may justly be
termed its garden, Thakil especially is thickly w’ooded and con
tains some remarkable trees and plants.
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The assessment at each settlement was as follows

1816.
Rs.
3,5S6

1817.
Ks.
4,002

1818.

Ks
4,593

1820.
Ks.
5,495

1822.
Rs.
6,141

1828Ks.
6,638

1833.
Rs.
6,667

1843.
Rs.
6,687

Rs.
14,113

The
falls___
on__the whole assessable area at
___ present
_____ 'assessment*
__________ ___
Re.\)^5-9 per acre and on the cultivation at Re. 1-7-11 per acre.

The total revenue area comprises 14,287 bisis, of which 4,860 are
culturable and 9,426 are cultivated (3,479 irrigated), 204 bisis are
held free of revenue by temples. The population at settlement
numbered 10,012 males and 8,938 females, and in 1881 there were
13,081 males and 12,435 females. There are 280 mahals or estates
comprising 363 villages.
In Mahar, Waldiya and Sann sugarcane, tobacco and cotton are far from un
common products, while cereals are abundant. Amongst jungle products Shor is famous
for its honey and p/ioZeZ or pZmZuzo, a kind of vegetable butter produced from the .fruit
of tha Bassia iutyracea, a handsome tree abounding in this parganah. The troops in
Pithoragarh and the Bhotiyas when passing through during the cold weather consume
most of the surplus grain.' Sir H. Ramsay writes:—“ This parganah has improved very
much, though not quite ia the same way as Gangoli. It was pretty well cultivated at
the last settlement. Prices have risen immensely; and in trying to ascertain the causes
of the rise I was usually told that rupees had become cheap, which means that the
peofRo have become rich and are not compelled to sell at low rates. Since 1 came to
the district I remember wheat selling, at a maund and barley at 70 Seers for the rupee
at Pithoragarh. Of late years wheat has not been procurable thereat 20 sers; not
because there is no wheat, but because the Bhotiya traders purchase it at a higher rate
and 15 to 16 sers of flour per rupee is now the common price.’’ There is a small import
trade with Doti in gJii, wax, honey and phalel and an export of cotton, metals, cloth
and European goods by the Jhula-ghat, also called Juaghat from its being so narrow
that an ox with a yoke could not pass it. At the earlier settlements it was found that
the lands in fliis parganah was measured with a jhula containing six tfsis. The latter
varied with the quality of tho soil, requiring oh an average 40 ndlis ot two ifsis of seed
to the Ifsi in the most fertile and best watered lands. In lands of inferior quality the
Ksi required a proportionately greater quantity of seed, though the produce fn both is
the same.
In 1820 there were six pattis containing 351 villages. These were left untouched
at the settlement iu 1843, aud in 1871 the present pattis were formed from the older
ones. Shor, Sira and Askot formed until a late period
History,
a portion of the Nepal state of Doti and are still known
as Doti in the western parts of Kumaon. One of the arguments used by Eanjor Singh
Thapa against peace at any price with the British in 1815 was that with eastern Ku
maon Doti would fall to the conquerors. Some account of the Shor Eajas and the
conquest of this tract-has already been given.® “ The inhabitants,” writes Batten, are,

* On the earlier settlements see TraiE to Board, 30th lune, 1821.
XI, 496, 527-530, 537, 541, 553, 568, 570.

® Gaz.
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though brave aud active, a fickle and factious race to whom tho following couplet has
been applied:—

‘ SJmp hai'dm-kJior, bdp bhuraioa cheli mat tar ;
Shor hi ndli hatyir hati mtvno : joi jaithiili hhasam jaiJidno,’
* Shor eats the bread of dishonour; the fathers are panders, the daughter remains
in tbe father’s house.
*
The peck of Shor is a quart in Katy fir: the wives are the great ones, the husl^nds
of no account.’
Another verse runs:—

‘ Shor ke ndli, katyura mdno ; jayaji tvili kasamjt nano’
’ An ell in Shor is an inch in Katyur : but the wife is master in Shor.’
A mdna is a quarter of a ndZi, but the Shor ndli is smaller than the Katyura mdna,
thus reversing the order of things. Seni Shor is the name given to the undulating
valley within which Pithoragarh ia situate. It was also called Nandhukur Shor from
the nine principalities into which it was divided, each with its own fort:—Unchakot, Bhatkot, Bilorkot, Udepurkot, Dungarakot, Sahajkot, Bamuwakot, Deodarkot
and Dunikot. Until lately the VJtaraiandi or feud between the Maras and Phartiyfils was exceedingly bitter in this parganah.”

►

Sila Malla, a patti of parganah Talla Saldn of British Garhw&I, is bounded on the north by Langur and the Kauriya pattis ;
on the east by the Badalpur pattis, on the west by Sila Talla
and on the south by the Chokum Diin. There are several fine vil
lages about Sila, but south of Byansi the country consists of a mass
of ravines and torrents utterly unculturable. There are schools at
*'
Kota and Pira. The patwari who .resides in Muhara collects the
land-revenue of Kauriya Palla and Badalpur Talla also, the aggre
gate of the three pattis in 1864 was Rs. 2,463.
sila Talla, a patti of parganah Talla Salan of British Garh
wal, is bounded on the west by Ajmer ; on the north by^Langiir ;
on the east by Sila Malla, and on the south by the Kotri Dun.
The only largo village is the mart of Kotdwara separately noticed.
The patwari of Ajmer, who resides in Ghota, collects the land
revenue of this patti also.
Silaur Malla, a patti of parganah Pdli Pachhaon in Knmaon,
is bounded on the north by Silaur Talla and Bichhla Dora; on
the west by the former patti and Kakalasaun Walla ; on the
south by Malli ,Doti and on the east by the same patti and
zltbaghii Walla. This patti was separated from Silaur at tho
recent settlement. The eastern boundary run up close to tho
station of Ranikhet; on the west the boundary is the lower waters
of the Galna stream to the Gingari (.5,627 feet) and Upraikhet
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(6,512 feet) peaks. Tlie statistics of the Malla and Talla pattis
may be shown thus :—
Assessable
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Malla...

a,C99

34

2,134

531 * 1,152

1,62?

1,869

2,584 2,094

Talla ...

2,754

35

2,380

339

965

1,577

1,843

2,606 2,179 2,062

1,934

The incidence of the land tax on the total assessable area in
the Malla patti is Rs. 0-15-4 per acre and in the Talla patti is
Rs. 0-15-2 per acre : on the cultivation it falls at Es. 1-3-1 and
Es. 1-1-3 per acre respectively in each patti. The patwari resides

iu Malota, where there is a school.
Silaur Talla, a patti- of parganah Pali Pachhaon in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by the Gagas river, which separates it
from Walla Nayan and Talla and Bichhla Dora ; on the west by
Kakalasaun Walla ; on the east by the Malla patti, and on the
south by the latter patti and Kakalasaun Walla. This patti was
separated from Silaur at the recent settlement. The patwari resides

in Pipalkoti, where there is a school.
Simalkha, a patti of parganah Dhaniyakot in Kumaon, is bound
ed on the north by the Kosi river; on the west by Uchakot; on
the east by Dhaniyakot, and on the south by Kota Talla and Malla.
Simalkha, situate on the left bank of the Kosi, gives its name to the
patti and is the only considerable village in it. The total assess
able area is only 356 bisis, of which 67 are culturable and 289 are
cultivated. The land-revenue rose from Es. 241 at the conquest
to Rs. 346 in 1820 and Rs. 367 in 1843 ; it is now Ks. 360, which
falls at Es. 1-4-8 per acre on the total assessable area and at

Ks. 1-9-5 per acre on the cultivation. The population numbered
678 souls, of whom 329 were females. The patwari resides in

Mallagaon, where there is a school.
Sipti, a patti of parganah Kali-Kumaon in Kumaon, is bounded
on the north by Pharka, Gangol, Sui-Bisung and Charal-Malla;
on the east by the last-named patti, Chaial-Talla aud Palbelon87
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Malla; on the west by Asi, and on the south by Palbelon-Talla.

The assessable

area comprises 2,452 bisis, of which 917 are

culturable and 1,534 are cultivated {124 irrigated).

The land-

tax yielded Rs. 545 iu 1815; Rs. 754 in 1820; Ks. 984 in 1843;

and now stands at Ks. 1,793, which falls on the whole area at

Rs. 0-11-8 per acre, and on the cultivated acre at Ks. l-2--8.^ The
population at settlement numbered 1,551 males and 1,256 females.
It was formerly united with Gangol as one parganah, and appears

now to be fairly populated, though a good deal of culturable land
exists. The coarser grains are the staple and rice and Wheat are

not much grown, but here the people mainly consume only the
poorer grains, so that the price is almost as high as the better grains
in other pattis. The patwari. resides in Bayal and there is a
school at Dyartoli.

Sira, a parganah of the Kumaon district, is bounded on the
east by Askot ; on the south by Shor ; on the west by Gangoli and

on the north by the Bhotiya parganahs of Juhar. The Ramganga
(western) forms the western boundary and the Kal^pSni or Bichol

river the southern.

It contains five pattis, viz., Athbisi Malla and

Talla, Bdrabisi, Dindihat and Mali.

Barabisi lies to tbe south ;

then comes Athbisi; to the north-west Mali and to the north Diudihat, all of which are separately noticed.
The northern portion of Sira lying near the Gori is exceedingly wild and rug
ged and characterised by deep glens and high mountains with little or no cultivation.
The route from Bageswar to Askot by Thai passes through this parganah and a road
also connects Thai with Shor by Bichol and Sachling, Near the former road are the
celebrated temples Dukal, Bhagaling aud Sirakot. The fort at Sirakot was once tho
residence of the Malla branch of the Sahi dynasty of Doti, but on the conquest of Sira
by Katan Chand of Kumaon a portion of the reigning family removed to Askot, where
they are at present represented by the Rajbar of that place. Dindihat was the great
market-town of the old Sira state. Athbisi owes its name to its having been set apart
for the separate maintenance of the Rani, while Barabisi formed tho portion of the State
lands assigned for the military and other public charges. Under the Chand Rajas Sira
kot became the State prison„and it was here that Dip Chand, the last of the legitimate
Chands, was murdered by command of his base-bom cousin, Mohan Singh. McLelland
in his geology of Kumaon mentions the prevalence of cretinism and goitre in the upper
valleys of this parganah.
The history of the assesment of the land-revenue may be shown thus :—
1815* 1817.
1833. 1843.
Current.
1818. 1820,
1823.
1828.
Rs.
Rs.
Es.
Es.
Es.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
3,205
5,999
1,005
2,19a 2,383 2,760 3,011 3,120
3,223
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The present assessment falls at Rs. 1.6-1 per acre on the-whole-assessable area
and at Rs. 1-13-6 per acre on the cultivation. The whole area liable to revenue amounts
to 5960 Msis, of which 2,336 are eulturable and 3,623 are cultivated (1,758 irrigated):
251 ilsis are held free of revenue by temples. The populution at the present settle,
ment numbered 4,215 males aud 3,629 females and in 1881 there were 5,859 males
a^d 5,550 females
In the earlier settlements up to 1840 Sira and Askot were taken
together. In 1821 there were 238 revenue.paying villages: there are now 166 mahdls
or estates containing 236 villages. The prevailing tenure isli/mii-6/«a»f or (6/idydc7tora).
The copper mines of Sira are mentioned in the mineralogical notice and would
seem to require merely better methods of working and more workmen to yield a fair
return of ore, but the distance from j market would still render the enterprise one Of
doubtful value Commercially. In 1840 these mines were leased for Rs. 85 a year and
in 1884 they yielded nothing The Khasiyas of the ordinary agricultural class decline
to labour in them, while the Agaris are slowly disappearing or taking to other
occupations.

Sirgur, a small patti in parganah Chandpur of British Garhwal,
is bounded on the west by Sili-Chandpur; on the south by Lobha;
on the north by the Pindar river, separating it from Kapiri and
Karakot of parganah Badhan; and on the east byPindarwar, from

which it is separated by the Agargar stream. It was formed from
patti Chandpur in 1864, when two villages were added to it from
Chandpur, and eight from patti Pindarwar. The patwari of Sili. Chandpur, resident at Kewar, collects the land-revenue. This patti
runs from the right bank of the PindS,r to the water-parting of the
KAmganga. There is an iron mine at S-wau-Gheliya.
Sitonsyun, a patti of parganah Barahsyun in British Garhwal,
is bounded on the north by Bangarsyiin and Idwalsyiin; on tbe
south by Banelsyun ; on the east by Gangawarsyiin and on the
west by Kandwalsyun. Sitonsyiin occupies the valley of the Siton,
an afduent of the Randi.

Someswar, a village and temple and traveller’s rest-house in
patti Borarau Walla and parganah BArahmandal of Kurtiaon is
situate in north latitude 29°-46'-4(/' and east longitude 79°-38'55^, at an elevation of 4,572 feet above the level of the sea, 18
miles west of Almora by Hawalb^g. There is a traveUet’s bunga
low, here.
Srinagar or Sirinagar, a large village in patti Katholsyun of
parganah Dewalgarh of the Garhwal district, is situate iu latitude
30°-13'' and longitude 78°-48'-15", seven miles from the head'quarters station of Priori, at an elevation of 1,758 feet above tha
level of the sea.

<
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. 7‘he town is situated iu a hollow or valley on the left hank of the Alaknanda
river about three miles long and about half to three quarters of a mile broad, the
hiils sloping down close to the town on the southern side. Viewed from above tho
hollow or valley consists of t^vo long flats, one some 50 to 80 feet broad, extending
along the base of the inclosing mountain above the other, on whic^ the town is built.
This valley has apparently been excavated by the river and loft dry by the strain
flowing further to the northward, and leaving between its present margin ^id the
original bank a space of land stretching three or four furlongs ^uth of the town,
and' now laid out in small fields and enclosures, among which mango trees are thinly
scattered. The aspect of the surrounding mountains is very barren, and in the dry
season their scanty vegetation is soon parched vp, except in a' few places. On a mass
of rock about 30 feet high in the middle of a bank of shingle close to the #owu are the
ruins of a falcir’s hut formerly connected with it j and on the opposite side ore several
hamlets situate along the base of the mountain. The site has somewhat the shape
of the segment of a circle, of which the river’s bank is the chord. The principal
street, which contains the bazar, is about half a mile long and tolerably broad,
but the others are so narrow that two persons con scarcely pass abreast. The
houses are built of small stones and are usually two stones high with shelving roofs
covered with slates., The lower stories are allotted for stores or shops, tbe families
occupying the upper. A great deal of wood-work is used in the houses themselves,
part of -th© walls and the arched verandahs, called tibdri and da/iidyali, are of wood $
the houses of the bettor classes are little distinguished from those of others, except
by a narrow balcony. A gloomy air is given to the town from this uniformity,
which probably resulted in former times from the desire of the wealthier inhabitants
to avoid attracting th© notice of extortionate rulers. The residents are principally some
of the otdef and more important families of the district, many of whose members are
ii> the •Government service, priests of the numerous temples which are scattered over
the place, and Baniyas, the majority of whom have come from Najibabad, in the
Bijnor district, and taken up their residence here.
'
' Ra^ja Ajaipal of the Chand dynasty, who was also the founder of the present
Garhwal line of Rajas, commenced the palace the ruins of which are still extant,
but it was completed by his successors. The town is said at one time to have had a
lofge population and to have been of much greater extent than at present. But many
years before the British rule—the exact date is not known—a flood of the Alaknanda
. swept away at least one-third of it, and the place ceased to be the residence of the
RAja since 1803, when Pradhaman Sah was expelled and subsequently fell at Dehra
ia fight with tlie Gorkhalis. In the same year an earthquake nearly destroyed the
4own| so Uiat when Raper visited it in 1808 not above one house in five was inhabited,
the rest being heaps of ruins. At the time of Moorcroft’s visit in 1819 it had a few
manufactures of coarse linens and woollens, and he notes that it had not even then
recovered the effects of the earthquake and inundation of 1803, the only street being
the bazar, about lialf a mile long.* The number of the houses in 1831 was 5^2, of
which 438 were inhabited by Hindus, ninety-six by Doms and twenty-eight by MumlBiMS. The census of 1858 gave a total of 1,835 inhabitants, of which 949 were males.
Duringthe season of pilgrimage the population receives a vast addition. In 1865 the
permanent population was 1^951, in 1872 was 2,040, and ia 1881, was 2,100.
* As Res, VI. 836; I. 6.
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The town, though the population has increased, is not a flourishing one, and its
decay has been hastened by the removal of the Raja’s residence to Tihri and the dam
age done year by year by the' river, which would appear
Trade*
to be in course of time able to destroy the whole site
Behind the principal street are some isolated buildings and temples, some of which
ex^^mely well built. The publicj building^ are the tahsili, the Sadr Amin or Subordi
nate Judge’s court, the school and dispensary. None of these have the slightest archi-.
tectural^pretension^ Since these public offices have been placed here there has been

some little improvement in the town j but the trade even now is very insignificant,
consisting for the most part of cotton piece«goods, salt, tobacco, cooking utensils of
copper and brass and grain for local wa>ts.
Were i^not, however, for the influx of pilgrims who come yearly in large num
bers to the shrines of Kedarnath and Badrinath and who generally rest a few days
to visit the few small temples at the place itself, the trade of Srihagar would other*
wise almost cease, as a new mart at Kotdwara at the foot of the hills has risen of
late years, and the people prefer going direct there, as they can purchase all that they
require at cheaper rates. Owing to the smallness of the place no municipality exists j
but with the sanction of Government the people have assessed themselves in order to
defray the expense of the police and conservancy establishments. The older building^
comprise numerous, temples and the ruins of the residence of the fbrmer Rajas. Of
the former the chief is that of Kamaleswar, which is supported by villages assigned
both in Garhwal and Tihri for the purpose. Some of the temples are fo massive stone beautifully fitted together, but they have very little architectural beauty.
The palace of Raja Ajaipal must have once displayed considerable architectural
pretensions and extent, as its ruins even now cover some’ acres of land. It was built
of large blocks of black stone laid in mortar and had three grand fronts each four
stories high, with projecting porticoes profusely ornamented in the lower part with
elaborate sculptures. The stylo employed is of no decided school. It is said that nO
woodwork whatever was . used in its construction, and th^ is attested by the fact
that the portions still remaining have none; the windows even to the latticing being
of stone, while the only doorway left is of stone carved so as to exactly resemble wood..
These doors are very massive and heavy and it must have taken immense labor to put
them up, and this has given rise to a legend to the effect that after thousands of men
had failed to place the stone door-posts, the Raja by prayer and fasting did so by
himself in one night, but having been seen doing this by a female servant he slew her,
so that no one might hear of it. Of the older residence only one, the western wing, is
standing and it is almost in ruins. The building, especially over the doorway, is
massive and quaintly ornamented. There is another wing also standing to the south,
but this is of quite modem date and is, though well built, of very simple structure.
There is also said to have been an underground passage to the river by which the
females went to bathe, and there are the remains still of a bath or tank in the en- •
closure, the water for which was brought from a stream at least four miles off. The

engineering difficulties to be overcome in doing this must have been very considerable
as a ridge of the hill intervenes, but there is no doubt of its having been done, as the
traces of the channel are still visible.
The dispensary is a large well built-building under the charge of an Assistant
Surgeon and is the chief of several erected along the pilgrim route and maintained

‘
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out of the sdUdbart funds for the benefit of sick pilgrims, who are tended and helped on
their way to their homes. As Srinagar and its neighbourhood, owing to its low posi
tion, is not at all healthy, this dispensary is also of much local benefit. The river, owing
to its numerous'rapids, is not navigable. On the right bank of the river and opposite
the town is the village of Kanihat, containing a temple sacred to Raja Iswara, at which
the dancing-girls who form the majority of the population devote themselves to prosti
tution by abjuring their kindred and anointing their heads with oil from a lamp placed
before the altar of that deity. At a short distance beyond it is’the^fane of the^dol Rasi
Devi, or the god of lo.ve. In the hot season the temperature at Srinagar is high, as the
elevation is not considerable. There are a great number of mango and other plains
trees about the town which owing to the great heat flourish.

Sui Bisung, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon, is
bounded on the north by Rangor of Ghaugarkha ; on the west by
Gangol ; on the east by RegarubAn aud Ch^ral-Malla, and on the

south by Sipti,

The whole assessable area comprises 2,320 bisis,

of which 962 are culturable arid 1,358 are cultivated (187 irrigated).

The land revenue amounted to Rs. 660 in 1815, to Rs. 969 in

1820, and to Rs. 1,445 in 1843. The existing assessment stands at
Rs, 1,942, which gives a rate on the whole assessable area of

Rs. 0-13-4, and on the cultivation of Rs. 1-6-10 per acre.

The

patw&ri resides in Karnkar^yat, where there is a school. Tho
population at settlement numbered 1,684 males and 1,615 females.
Sult Malla, a patti of "parganah Pali-Pachhaon in' Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by Khtoli of Garhwal and Talla-Ohaukot
of Kumaon; on the west by Gujaru of Garhwal; on tho south by
the Palla and Walla pattis, and on tho east by Talla-Ohaukot and
Palla-Nayan. This patti was formed from Sult at tho recent set
tlement. The patti is drained by the Mainkot-gadh, rising under
Khamekgar (7,152 feet), and the upper waters of the Naihel river.
The statistics of the Sult pattis may be shown thus :—
Assessable

akea in

Assessment

in rupees.

Population.

Gidtivaied^

Sult.

Total.
Irri
gated. . Dry-

Malla
Palla
Talla
Walia

bisis.

... 3,175
... 2,925
... 3,888
... 2,761
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53

2,764
2,616
3,110
2,472

Cultur
1815.
able.

397
258
620
289

606
626
993
936

1820.

1843.

Cur
rent.

Males.

Fe
males.

732
1,071
1,296
1,350

959.
1,266
1,543
1,352

2,888
2,949
3,566
2,838

2,810
2,188
3,042
2,725

2,630
2,024
2,746
2,621

'
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The assessment falls on the cultivated acre in each patti as
follows;—Malla, Re. 1-0-8; Palla, Rs, 1-1-8; Talla, Rs. 1-1-6 ;
Walla, Re. 1-2-4 per acre. One village was received from GhaukotTalla at the recent settlement. The patwari resides in Munarh,
w^ere there is S. school.
Syunara, a subdivision of parganah Barahmandal in Ku
maon,'divided ^at tho last settleinennt into two parts, the Malla

and Talla patns, lies^ north and west of Almora between Binsar
and IKwalbagh. The statistics of the two pattis may be shown
thus :— Assessable
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Malla ... 2,159 275 1,115 768 464

721 1,168 2,428

Talla ... 2,618 79 1,991 548 728 1,154 1,522 3,021
—

12 0 1 11 11 2,224

1,886

12 6 1

2,153

7 4 2,406

•-------------

Both the Syunaras were formerly under one Raja who resided
in the Khagmara-kot and then in Syunara-kot and was absorbed

in the middle of the sixteenth century.

The patwari of tho Malla

patti lives -in Takula and of the Talla patti in Hawalbag.

are schools in Satrali, Snkar and Hawalbag;

There

In 1844 over 60

villages were transferred from Talla Syunara to Khaspurja and one

was received from the Malta patti and six from Borarau.

Talain, a patti of parganah Malla Salan, is bounded on the
north and west by parganah Chaundkot; on the south and east
by other pattis of Malla Salan, including Koiagar and Saindhar.
There is a school and a copper mine at Bokhara and an iron mine at
Khandwara. This patti comprises numerous small valleys drained
by the sources of the MachUd river. It was mined by the Gorkhalis, who drove most of the people away to sell as slaves, and
the rest fled to the plains, but it has since recovered and, strange
to say, the people have not benefited by their misfortunes, for
they are even more litigious than the people of Chaundkot.
The patwari resident in Kande collects also the land-revenue
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GorarsyuD, which in 1864 amounted to an aggregate of

Es. 2055.

Talla. Des, a patti of parganah Kali Kumaon in Kumaon,
is bounded on the north by Charal Talla and Guindes; on the
west by the former patti and Palbelon Malla anS Talla; on tjpre
south by the Bhabar, and on the east by tho Kali river, which
separates it from Nipal. The assessable area compiles 4,639 bisis,
of which 1462 are culturable and 3,176 are ou}tivated’(18 irrigated).

Tho land-revenue yielded Rs. 1,331 in 1815, Rs. 1,408 in 1820,
Es. 1,716 in 1843, and now gives Rs. 3,191, which falls on the
whole area at Rs. 0-11-0 and on the cultivated area at Re. 1-0-1
per acre. The population at settlement numbered 2,811 males

and 2,271 females. This patti is intersected by the Ladhiya river
and is also drained by the Kali,
“ Many of the villages near the latter river are inhabitci by families related to
the people of Doti on the opposite side. Hence, although the heat and excessive
jungle of the valley prevent much extension of cultivation, the emigration of discon
tented persons from the border mountains keep up the requisite population, whose
profits from the sale of their ginger and turmeric are considerable. One great induce
ment which brings over Dautijals to this patti is the acknowledgment by the British
Government of hereditary shares in occupied land, whereas, on the other side.^the
State considers the property in the soil as entirely its own.” The patwari resides in
Tamali, where there ia a school.

Tallades, a patti or sub-division of parganah Juhar in Kumaon,
was created at the recent settlement. It comprises the western
portion of the old patti of Talla Juhar on the upper course of the
eastern R&mganga river. It contains 37 estates separately as
sessed to land-revenue, comprising 92 villages with a population
at the time of settlement numbering 2,877 souls, of whom 1,391
were females. The principal villages are Chami, Dor, Hokura,
Hupfili, Nachni, Urkhet, Sini and Tejam : see further article Bho
tiya MahAls. The patwari resides at Tejam and there is a school
in Dor.
Talli Ran, a patti of parganah Dhyani Rau in Kumaon, is bound
ed on the north by Pattis Malli Rau and Asi: on the west by Ghaugadh; on the south by the same patti and the Tallades Bhabar,
and on the east by Pabelon Talla. At the recent settlement Chau
gadh was separated from the patti. The statistics of this patti are
given with those of Malli Rau. There is a school at Chaunda
and Ramak. The patviari lives in Majhera.
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Tarai, a district of the Kumaun Division, is bounded on-the
north by the Kumaun Bhabar “(S'- «•) j on the south by the Pili
bhit, Bareilly and Moradabad districts and the Rampur State;
the east by*the Sarda river aud on the west by the Bijnor dis
trict.^ It comprises a long and narrow strip of country running
for about nin^y miles along the foot of tho hills with an average
breadth of about twelve miles and having an area of 589,359
acres or 920'8 square miles., The Tarai district comprises seven
parganahs*:—Kashipur, B.azpur, Gadarpur, fiudarpur, Kilpuri,

Nauakmatta and Bilheri. The head-quarters of the district are
at Naini Tal from May until November, during which months the
extremely unhealthy character of the climate of the Tarai makes

it impossible for any European and many natives to remain there.
' The Superintendent is the chief Civil Officer, and he is aided by
an asslstani; and two honorary Magistrates, one for the Kashipur
parganah and one for the three parganahs of Bazpur, Gadarpur
and Eudrpur. Regulation IV of 1876 provides that the Tarai
district shall not be subject (a) to the jurisdiction of the courts
of •Civil judicature constituted by the Regulations of the Bengal
Code and by the Acts passed by the Governor-General in Council;
(5) to the jurisdiction or control of the courts or offices of revenue
constituted by the said Regulations and Acts; (c) to the system
of procedure prescribed by the said Regulations and Acts for the
said courts of civil judicature and courts of revenue: or (d) to the
civil jurisdiction of the High Court of Judicature for the NorthWestern Provinces. It further prescribes rules for the trial of
civil suits ; for the trial of revenue suits, regular and summary,
and for the transfer by the Local Government of any civil or
revenue suit or appeal from any of the local courts to the High
Court of Judicature for the North-Western Provinces or to any
other court in the North-Western Provinces. In civil and
revenue cases an appeal lies to the Commissioner of Kumaun,
and in criminal cases the courts are under the supervision of
the High Court of Judicature for the North-Western Pro
vinces,
'
*Th© area of each parganah is estimated as follows in acres:—Kashipur,
119,599; Bazpur, 71,205; Gadarpur, 44,819; Budarpur, 97,349; Kilpuri, 83,813 :
Nanakmafcha, 51,‘186, and Bilheri, 121,388 acres. I have to thank Messrs. Macdonald
and Kilrorb, of the Tarai district, for the greater part of this notice.
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To the north, the boundary is defined for the most part by a
General appearance.

series of springs which burst from the sur
face where the Bhabar (g. v.) or waterless

tract ends ; elsewhere the boundaries have no snarked natural

features; The general surface of the tract presents the appearance
of a plain with a slope towards the south-east. Towards tho
north, there are patches of forest which are thicker and larger
towards the east, or savannahs of luxuriant grasses and reeds.

Cultivation has, of late years, made* rapid progress froin^ the south
towards the line of springs on the north, but there still remain
Considerable tracts suitable only for grazing purposes. The whole
of the Tarai is intersected by numerous streams and water-courses,
the former bringing down the drainage from the hills, the latter

carrying off the water which rises to the surface in the Tarai
itself. The general slope has an average fall of twelve feet in

the mile. It undulates from east to west, rising and falling as
it leaves and meets the beds of the streams and drainage channels.
The undulations to tho north are small and decided, whilst <o the
south the country is more level and the distance between ^the
river-beds increases. The spring level varies with the undula
tions ; in the hollows, stiff clay land is met with, whilst the rising
and upper land contain both sand and loam. The culturable area
may be set down at 463 square miles, of which 280 are under
cultivation. The soils are chiefly d^mat or loam, matiiydr or clay
and bhdr or sand and clay; the mattiydr predominates.

The drainage-system of the Tardi comprises, first, those streams
which -flow direct from the Himalaya, and.
. , ,
•
secondly, those which are fed by springs,
rising in th? Tarai itself. Some account of the phenomena has
been given in a previous volume^, and it will not be necessary to.
refer to the details of the system here again. On the extrema
e^st is, the Sarda {q. v.) and on the west the Peli. JSeither of
Drainage system.

these rivers have broad beds like the Ganges nor do they present ‘

any peculiar features. ' Continuing

from east to west we have

the Saniya, Deoha, Sukhi, East Bahgul, Eichaba or Gaula, West
Bahgul, Dubka, Gugi, Naiya, Kosi, Bahilla, Dhela and Phika.
Most of these rivers have their sources in the hills actf are subject
‘ Gaz. X.
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during the ritiris to heavy floods. The Deoha becomes navigable
for boats and rafts from near Pilibhit, but none of the others, save

perhaps the Kosi, carry sufficient water to allow of their being
u^lised for boat traffic. There are numerous small streams be
tween each of these rivers which are used for irrigation. With
the exception of the Sarda, they all are tributaries of the Ram
ganga, which 4^11s into the Ganges in tho Uafdoi district. The

drainage system as a whole resembles the reticulations of a leaf,
the rills oji the edge of the moist country unite to form a stream
let, these again fornl the streams which feed the arterial lines of
drainage and all eventually join the great midrib stream, the
Eamganga.
From the earliest times the Tardi streams have been used for
irrigation. The simplest and most common
Canals.
procedure was to construct dams where re(Juired across the streams, but the results in the end were ruinous
both to the land and the climate. The soil became water-logged
and gave rise to a severe form of malarious fever which carried
away the majority of the inhabitants. The streams being diverted
formed immense swamps and swallowed up the arable land. Mr.
Fleetwood Williams, G.S., endeavoured to Oombat the evil and was
succeeded by Captain Jones in 1819-51. The Mutiny supervened,
and although much had been done, it was not until 1861 that the
present system of canals was taken in hand and attention was
really given to the reclamation of the swamps in the district.
Under existing arrangements, the Irrigation-branch of the Public
Works Department has control over all waters between the Sarda
On the east and the. Baraur on the west, comprising the parganahs
Bilheri, Ndnakmatta, Kilpuri and a great part of Eudarpur. In
the two first-named parganahs the irrigation is not carried on
directly by the Department; there is plenty of water and the
people are allowed to take whatever quantity they wish, provided
they do not interfere with the natural, drainage lines and thus
create swamps.
The Eastern •Bahg'ul system of canals provides for the irrigation
of the Kilpuri parganah aud the Maina-Jhundi portion of Naaakmatha, and is then carried on into the Pilibhit and Bareilly dis
tricts. Next comes the Kichaha and Paha systems, with which

SOO
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the control of the water by the Irrigation Department ceases.
Continuing west, the Tarai runs with the Rainpnr State aud the
various streams are under the immediate control of the Superin
tendent, subject however to agreements with the Nawabof Rdmpur
■where they pass from the Tarai to the Rdinpur State. Across tife

border the system of earthen dams, which formerly obtained«in the
Tarai itself, still continues, and the portions of the I’arganabs run

ning along this border suffer greatly from fever. Every endeavour
has been made to induce His Highness the Nawab to discontinue
this, in every Sense of the word, wasteful system of irrig’ation, but
■without avail. At a no very heavy expenditure, a proper system of
canals with due regard to the features of the country might be

introduced, resulting in a much larger supply of water and the
improved health of the people. In the Kashipur, parganah an ad
mirable system of irrigation has been introduced by Mr., J. 0.
Macdonald, which protects nearly the whole of this parganah pro
per from the effects of drought and assists many villages in the
Moradabad district as well. • The Tarai is Indebted to the unceasing
efforts of this officer, spread over a period of 25 years, for the vast
improvements effected ia the irrigation of the country, as incfee'd

also for improvements in every branch of the administration of this
peculiar tract.
Where the land is owned by Government as land
lord, the rent and water rates are consolidated ; the ordinary reve

nue officials supervise the arrangements for irrigation as a part of
their ordinary duties, and thus no separate establishments are neces
sary. In parganahs Kilpuri, Rudarpur and Kdshipur, the water

rates are as follows:—
Class.

JPlow.
its. a.

I.—Garden and orchards per crop

...

II.— Sugarcane, tobacco, opium first watering (a)
in,—-All cereals, pulses, oilseeds, first watering (c)

Lift.

p.
Bs.
1
2 0 0
0 8 0 (b) 0
0 4 0(d) 0

a.
0
4.
2

P0
0
0

(«) Increasing 4 annas each svbsequent watering.
(S) and (c)
Ditto 2 ditto
ditto
ditto.
(d)
Ditto 1 ditto
ditto
ditto.

The principal roads in'the district are (1) the road running due
east and west from the Siirda river to the
,
Bynor boundary which connects all the
parganahs and is in length about 90 miles ; this is a second class
unmetalled' road, raised and bridged except over the larger rivers }
CommunicatSons.
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(2) the Moradabad and Naini Tal line, ■which runs through the
Bazpur parganah for a distance of 21 miles and is a second-class
road; (3) the Bareilly aud Naini Tal line 13 miles in this district;
first-class road, metalled and bridged throughout with a new
girder bridge of 3 spans of 100 feet over tbe Kichaha river replacing
the old masonry structure which was destroyed by the floods of
1880 ; nearly ^larallel to this road runs the Bareilly and Kumaon

light railway, now open for traffic; there is one station in this dis
trict, at Kichaha ; (4) the Mtiradabad and Ifanikiiot line, which
leaving tte Moradabad and Naini Tal road at Darhiyal passes
through the Kashipur parganah and thence to the hill mart of
Eamnagar; it is a second-class road. There are numerous cross
roads, of more or less importance, connected with the main lines
above noted and the communications are ample for the convenience
of the people.
The climate of the Tarai differs from, that of the plains country
adjoining, chiefly in variations of tempera
Climate.
ture between the day and night which are due
to the nature of the soil, and are the proximate cause of the heavy
sickness which attacks the inhabitants of the tract at the com
mencement of the hot and towards the end of the rainy seasons;
the average rainfall is about 50 inches. It is noticeable that

the type of fever prevalent at the commencement of the hot
weather is ‘ remittent,’ whilst that of the later months is ‘ inter
mittent.’
The wild animals found in tbe district are those common to
Products.
whole Sub-Himalayan tract, such as
Apimals.
elephants, tigers, leopards, hyaenas, sloth-

bears and pigs. Deer abhuud, the jarau, swamp, spotted-deer,
hog-deer,
and antelope; the four-horned deer is also
sometimes met with.' Of game birds the peacocks, florican, ’
black-partridge and jungle-fowl are numerous. Of domesti
cated animals, the cow, buffaloes and ponies are bred in numbers,
but generally of an inferior quality and they consequently do not
fetch high prices. The climate of the tract affects animals as well as
human beings, so that the cultivators have to provide themselves
with a cheap and hardy class of cattle which is more suited to
their means and to the climate. Fish of various descriptions are
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plentiful and are much appreciated, as food, by the Tliarus and.
Bhuksas, the so-called aborigines of the tract. Professional fisher
men bf the Dhimar caste are not numerous and generally follow
some other occupations in addition to fishing.

Most classes
fish, though it is not a favourite or coveted article of food with any

large class except Thains and Bhuksas.
•
The mode of husbandry is ruder than in the low|r plains coun
Agriculture.

try} the soil, being naturally fertile, yields a
satisfactory outturn with very inferior cul

tivation, and this fact, combined with low rents, is the chief attrac
tion to an immigrant. Formerly the Tarai was essentially a rice
producing country ; the late dry seasons, however, have encouraged
rabi cultivation, or other kharif crops, than rice. The Tharhs and
Bhuksas still look to rice as their staple crop. There is still a large
area of waste land, and’ no pressure of population on the land is felt.
Applicants for land, in thenorthern portion of the district, are increas

ing, but cultivation of the waste pasture lands, of which there are
about 160 square miles, is discouraged^ Owing to the increase of
cultivation in the Bhabar tract, large herds of hill cattle, wbiph
formerly grazed w’ithin its boundary, are now forced to come
into the Tarai for grazing; numerous flocks of plains'cattle have

here also to find pasturage, so that a line at which cultivation must

cease has had to be drawn.
The fallowing crops are grown in the districtRice, wheat

(red), barley, joar, bajra, maize, gram, peas,
mustard, linseed, sugarcane, cotton, to
bacco and melons. Ginger, red pepper, turmeric and hemp are
also cultivated, but to no great extent. For the rice crop there
are three times of sowing, which are known as the gaja,bijJiuwa and
Principal crops.

rasauta sowings. The first sowing commences in April or May,when the finer sorts only are sowm, and the reaping takes place in
September, W’ith an average yield of about 640ib. to the acre from
40tb. of seed. The second or bijhuwa sowing commences in
June, and the third or rasauta in July ; the outturn being respec

tively about 1,120 and 880ib. per acre. The species known as
Aansrdy, biinsmatti and tonkharcJia are only sown with the rasauta
and reaping goes on from the end of October until the end of
November.
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Owing to natural capabilities of the soil, the outturn is so satis
factory that manure is hardly ever thought
Mode of cultivation.
p •
•.
...
,
ot: in fact the soil seldom requires it. A
prge holding for a peasant cultivator would here be considered fifty
acres ; a middle-sized one, twenty acres, and a small one, six acres.
Taking the average stock of a peasant, be will possess two ploughs,
employing foilr to six bullocks, and will cultivate, exclusive of twocrop land, twelve acres of kJiarif or rain crops and four acres of rabi
or cold-weather crops. The gross value of the produce, based on an
average of five years in the last decade, is estimated as follows:—
Sharif crop, Rs. 163 ; vab'i crop, Rs. 68 ; total Rs. 231, from which
must be deducted the expenditure on seed, cattle, implements, and
rent of Bs. 126, leaving a profit of Rs. 105 a year. The work of
weeding, watering, cutting and threshing the crops will be done by
the family, the value of whose labour cannot be usefully estimated.
The Tarai forests do not contain any valuable timber or any
worth preserving beyond the occasional
Forests.
•
.
patches ot k/iM>’'<.Aeacta eaieeau) and szsu
{Dalberffia sissoo) found in Bilheri and the islands of the Sarda.
The timber that is most common is haldu {Adina coi'difolia} which
though of fine appearance is useless as a building or cabinet wood. •
The ««f-oovered patches, some of which run several miles into the
plains are worthless as timber-producing reserves, the young trees,
in common with all sal (Shorea robusta) grown in the plains, becom
ing rotten at the core before they arrive at maturity. The only
^dl exported is cut either immediately at the foot of the hills or
more generally on some small eminence. It was, doubtless, owing
to these considerations that the Tarai forests were removed from
the control of the Forest Department in 1865 and were placed under
the Superintendent of the Tarai. A small tax is now levied on tho
export of forest produce and the proceeds are appropriated to tbe
general improvement of the district. The levying of these dues has
been recognised formally and has been declared, at successive set-?
tlements, to be vested in Government.
With the exception of bricks, all building materials have to he
carted from the foot of the Kumaon hills,
’ Building materials.
/
,
„
.
__ , ,
and are therefore expensive. Bricks, made
in the district cost, for the pine-inch brick, Rs. 900 per lakh, and
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Both native kilns {pajdtuas} and
flame kilns are used. The limestone from quarries at the foot of
the hills is almost invariably used for lime; it yields a very strOng
and white lime which is peculiarly suited for fine plaster work and
costs about 14 annas per 82tb. Kankar in any quantity is not
procurable. For large works, or where there is exposure, sal
timber is used; its cost, at the forest depots, i3|from Rs. 2 to
for the small native brick Rs. 125.

Es. 2-12-0 per cubic foot, so that when worked up, including
carriage, the rate comes to Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 3-4-0 per cubic foot.
Ilaldu is much used for unexposed work as light rafters and plank
ing, but does not answer for beams.
The population of the Tardi, excluding Kashipur, which was
Population.

not anne.xed until 1870, numbered 67,187

souls in 1854. In 1865 there were 91,^02
inhabitants, of whom 51,993 were males and 39,809 were females,
and distributed according to religion, 57,918 were Hindus and

33,884 were Musalmdus, giving ,125 inhabitants to the square mile.
In 1872, there were 185,813, or nearly 202 to the square mile, and
in 1881 there were 206,993, or 220’7 to the square ririle, of whom

113,315 were males and 93,678 were females. Distributed accord
ing to religion there were, in 1881, 131,966 Hindus (59,395
females) and 74,979 Musalmans (34,263 females) and 48 others
not being of those religious. Of the total males, 55,328 are re
corded as agriculturists. The increase in the population o.ver the
census of 1872 amounted to 10'4 per cent., notwithstanding the
great death-rate from fever and bowel-comjdaints. Of the males,
51,634 were unmarried, 52,424 were married and 9,257 were
widowers. Of the females, 28,659 were unmarried, 49,424 were
married and 15,595 were widows. The Musalmans are almost
entirely Sunnis. There are 565 towns and villages, of which there
are two having a population above 5,000.; two between 2,000-and
3,000; 15 between 1,000 and 2,000 ; 87 between 500 and 1,000,

241 between 200 and 500 and 218 under 200.
The ordinary mud hut, generally common throughout Rohilkhand, is found in the greater portion of the
district. It is built at a cost of about seven
rupees, for the walls three rupees and for the grass roof four rupees.
The Thariis and Bhuksas, however, build thoir Imuses of mud and
Houses.
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wattles, taking particular care in their construction, so that damp is

much less felt in such structures. The whole construction is done
by the owner and his family, the cost of whose labour cannot be
accurately estimated. In the towns of Kashipur and Jaspur alone
are there brick-built houses; the cost of construction depends entirely
upon ^he means and taste of the owner. The average number of
occupants to each house, among both urban and rural inhabitants,
may be placed "at four persons.
There^are no customs peculiar to the district itself; panchayats
•
are resorted to by the Thiiriis and Bhuksas
and the lower classes generally, but even

amongst such distrust in this method of settling disputes is daily
gaining ground. The schools in the district are tahsili andhalkabandi or village schools, aided and indigen
KJucatioia.
ous. The arrangements are made by tho
local educational committee and are generally under the Supervision
of the Inspector and his Deputy. The language of the peasantry
is Hindi, and although the Thards have a
LangOiige and religioa.
.
°
. .
patois and accent of their own, it is not
sufficiently marked to be called a separate dialect, and people of
other classes easily understand them. Musalmans are increasing
in numbers in the district, and consequently the religion of Isldm
is on the increase, but there is no sign of any conversion to that
creed from amongst Hindu castes. There is evidence at the present
time of a religious movement amongst the Tharus. They appear
dissatisfied with the teaching of the Brahmans and are seeking

information regarding other creeds. The Christian religion is not
acceptable chiefly because it seems to bring with it expenses they
arq unable to incur ; the creed of Islam, as authorizing the killing
of kine, is altogether unacceptable ; and were but a teacher of the
tenets of Buddhism to appear, it is highly probable that the Tharus
would become converts to that form of religion.
During the year 1883 the following offences against persons and
„
property occurred :—dakaiti, 2 ; robberies,
32 ; burglaries and thefts, 149. lhe value of
property stolen amounted to Rs. 8,739, and of this sum Rs. 4,173
were recovered. Of 327 eases cognizable by the police, 252 were
enquired into, and in 105 cases conviction followed; and of 265
89
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persons that were tried, 190 were convicted, so that it may be safely
said crime is light iu the Tarai, Cattle-thieving, which formerly was

the scourge of the district, is now very much on the decrease. Tho
old gangs of Ahirs, Giijars, Mewatis and Kasais have been broken .
up, aud though raids from the RSinpur State do occur at times, th<^
are not conducted with the same amount of skill. Tho facilities
for eluding pursuit still remain : the border of the Native State is so
soon crossed, that the chances are greatly in favoul of the thieves

as against the police ; tho work of the latter, therefore, cannot com
pare favourably with that shown by other districts nej, similarly
situated.
Malarious fever is the only endemic disease prevalent in the
district. The natural dampness of the soil,
combined with great variations of temperatore between the day and night, is the apparent cause of this
form of disease. During the rains malaria does not, as a rule,
appear to be active, but at the commencement of the hot weather
and after the rains have ceased well on into the colder months, it
occurs fn its most virulent forms. During the year 1883, 10,005

Medical aspects of the
district.

deaths were registered—
Fever.
Small-pnx.
Bowel complaints.
8,614

414

788

Cholera.

Other cauaea.

3

386

making an average mortality of 45 per mille. There were 5,183
vaccine operations during that year, of which 4,339 were successful,
.254 unknown and 590 unsuccessful. There is only one dispensary

in the district, though at each tahsil medicines are distributed by
compounders, and in the eastern parganahs much relief is afforded
by the Bihari dispensary in the Bareilly district. At the Kashi
pur dispensary, which is under an assistant surgeon, 7,918 patients
were treated during the same year, at a cost of Rs. 2,270 defrayed
from local funds. Cattle epidemics are frequent and in some years,
Cattle-disease.

owing to the large herds which resort to
,
the larai for grazing, the deaths are very

numerous. The most common disease is known as chira, a kind
of dysentery for which there is no certain remedy. It generally
commences when tho rains cease and continues, until January.
Foot-and-mouth disease also at times attacks the cattle. The epi
demics are to be attributed to the climate and want of care in
protecting their stock on the part of both cultivators and graziers.
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The total land revenue as it stood in 188S was Es. 1,G6,8O1.
The incidence on total area was Rs. 0-4-5, on
E'iscal history.
,
r,
j ■,
t
.1
1,
cultivaten area Its. 0-14-1, and on the cnlturable area Rs. 0-7-2. Save in the parganahs of Kashipur, Eanakmatta and Mainajhundi, the proprietary right is held by Govern
ment ^alone. Parganah KAshipur has been settled for some years :
Nanakmatta and Mainajhundi are under settlement at the present
time, but the proceedings are not sufficiently advanced to admit of

reliable data being given, yhe general history of the tract has
already Seen given, and here it,is only necessary to describe more

fully the Kashipur parganah, which w’as annexed to the Tarai in
1870.

Kashipur, a parganah of the Tarai district, is bounded on the
north, by the Kumaon Bhabar and Bijnor district ; on the south
by the Moradabad distdct and the Rampur State ; on the east by
parganah Bazpur of the Tarai district and the Rampur State,, and
- on the W’est by the Bijnor district. Irregular in form, it affords
very diverse physical features. The slope from the Kumaon-Bhabar in a south-easterly direction is marked, falling about six feet
in*a mile. The general appearance presents a succession of gentle
dips and rises so widely spread as often to be scarcety perceptible
to the observer except from the varying crops which meet the eye,
rice in the dips, and cereals, sugarcane and cotton on the higher
and drier plateaus.
The Kosi and Dhela are the principal streams, the former on
the east the latter in tlie centre. Each
Streams.
imparts a special character to the surrounding country. On the extreme west are the phika and
Pell, smaller streams, but still of sufficient magnitude to dis.tinctly influence the country through which they flow. The
number of minor streams is legion ; the chief, however, are the
Bahilla between the Kosi and the Dhela; the Tumaria, Dandi, and

Lapkana intersecting the country between the Dhela and Jaspur.
With the exceptions of the Phika and Peli these streams ara all per
ennial. There are no metalled roads in the parganah; the means
, .
for locomotion however are sufficient. All
Communications.
i.
r
r-. , •
the roads radiate from Kashipur town. Ono
runs west to Jaspur, where it bifurcates, one branch going by a

,
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north-easterly route to the hill mart at Ramnagar, the other maVl
ing for Bijnor, through the Afzalgarh parganah. Another proceeds"

to Th^kurdw^ra; a third, north and south, going to Ramnagar andi,
Moradabad respectively ; a fourth due east to Bazpur ; and a fiftm
south-east to Eampur. These roads are passable for carts nearly,
all the year round, though during heavy rains and floods, traffic is
for a short time suspended.
There is no well-irrigation in the parganah, and ()n the Jasput
Irrigation,

side there is vjrtually no irrigation except
iu one or two villages, where it is obtained

by damming up the Lapkana stream.

The available irrigation i^

confined to the K&shipur side, east of the Tumaria. Formerly, ap
in the rest of the Tarai, water was obtained from the various streams
by means of earthen dams, and the result was extensive swamps
which intensified the malarial nature of the country. This has
happily now been put a stop to almost entirely under the manage
ment of tho present Superintendent of tbe Tardi. Most of tho

dams have been removed, and by a system of masonry head-work;
and falls, with proper levels, the streams are now running in theii
old beds and doing their proper drainage duties. The canals c(». structed are entirely self-supporting and have paid their own wkv

from the day they were commenced, leaving a large sum for more- .
extended lines. On the Kashipur side of the parganah, hardly any
portion now remains unprotected from the effects of drought.

The average rainfall for a series of years is shown to be frOni
35 to 40 inches. The extreme southejriy
,
,
j
portion of the parganah is fairly healthy,
the north-eastern corner is the most pestilential. Here the ^'il
effects of the old irrigation system are still evident, though mattjers
in this respect are rapidly mending, and the natural featured of
Climate.

the country too are against a salubrious climate: the land lies l^w,
the soil is a stiff clay, and during the rainy season becomes water
logged.

There are only two-towns in the parganah, Kashipur and Jaspii.-,
in these markets are held twice a week, ^ley

have respectively a population of
and 7,055. By the last census of 1881 the population of the eh'iro
parganah was 74,973, (40,347 males and 34,626 females), beii) “
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an increase of 3,194 since the previous census of 1872.

The total

urea of the parganah is 187 square miles, so that the incidence of
population is about 400 to the square mile.

Of the entire popula

tions 49,263 wpre Hindus and 25,710 Mussalmaris.
The prevailing tenure is aamindari, vie., undivided ownership.
,
There are 157 zaminddri villages, 14 perfect
TenuMs.
“ ’
'
.
’
'
pattidaris and 12 imperfect. The latter are
chiefly those o/Ohaulians, Ahirs and flats, who invariably sub-divide
wherever^they own ancestral property and have a numerous family.
There are* 128 resumed mudfi plots, 69 subordinate properties and 28
revenue-free plots. No entire muafi village is to be met with. Of
the 250 mahals or estates in the parganah Hindus own 192,
Musalmans 48, and the Government 10.
The distributions of these properties amongst the various' branches
of the Hindu and Musalman communities is thus shown «
No. of pro
prietors.

Caste or class.

r
Hindus

... ■{

I
Musalmans

L

Area* in acreSi

no
340
63
58
76
66
14
5
276

37
3S
17
18
82
13
3
30

22,336
i4,829
13,770
6,502
6,060
4,866
1,480
563
13,639

1,014

100

84,060

84
50
3
10
80

22
16
3
2
7

9,617
5,593
1,898
808
2,632

Total
Government and other
co-sharers.

227
13

•'’0
10

20,548
•16,125

Grand Total ...

1,254

250

120,733

ThS-kur
Chauhan
Brahman
Baniya
^at
Ahir
Khatri
Kayath
Others

Total

f

Mo. of
mahals.

Shaikh
Pathan
Sayyid
Kain
Others

’

This parganah is singularly sensitive to variations of seasons
J
isoal history.

and tbe climate is varying and not uniform
throughout the parganah. Bach year

brings a greater or less visitation of fever.

Exceptional seasons, by

the olimatio changes induced and the altered amount and quality

*
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of food, affect the people injuriously.

With those drawbacks the'

peasantry are not so flourishing as could bo wished, but the special
care which is now given to removing causes of unhealthiness must

in time improve their condition. Up to the year 1844, Kashipur
and Jaspur were separate revenue divisions with distinct’setllements,
and formed parts of the Moradabad district. On the Ist May, 1844,
the revenue divisions of the Moradabad district were re-arranged:
Bazpnr, Kashipur aud Jaspur along with sundry Villages from

Thakurdwara, Sarkara, Moradabad and Afzalgarh were constituted
into one parganah under the name of Kashipur. Shortly before
the mutiny, B&zpur was transferred to the Tarai, then in the
• Kumaun Division. In 1860, a number of other villages were trans
ferred to the Tarai and in the same year the tahsils of Kashipur and
Thakurdwdra were amalgamated, the headquarters being fixed at

Thakurdwara. In October, 1870, the entire parganah of Kashipur
proper was transferred to the TarAi and the Tarai district as then
constituted became a district of the Kumaun Division.
Mr. D. M. Smeaton, who conducted the recent settlement of
parganah Kashipur, sketches tbe fiscal history of the two tracts,^
Kashipur and Jaspur, as if they had been all along, as they n«w'

'

are, parts of the same parganah, because the previous settlements,
though distinct, w’ere made at the same time, for the same periods
and under exactly similar circumstances. Mr. Smeaton in his rent
rate report gives the following account of the previous settlements,

“ Prior to Mr. Money’s settlement under Regulation IX of 1833
there had been eight assessments of the revenue, which may be thus
enumerated:—
*
(1) The first triennial
ditto
(2) Second
(3) The quartennial
(4) The quinquennial
(5) Pour periods of partial extension and alteration up to,

1210 to
1213 to
1216 to
1220 to

1212 fasli.
1215 n
1219 if
1224 it
1244 n

These were, however, merely summary assessments of revenue
and were made upon no recognized principle.

Mr. Money when

making his settlement determined to have revenue rates only, anq

he fixed the revenue on the whole parganah at Rs. 1,02,367, tluj
incidence being on the cultivated area Rs. 2 per acre, which made

the incidence of his estimated rental approximately Rs. 3-6-0 ai

acre.

During the period from 1245 to 1283 fasli,

i.e., 1838—187C
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eight mahals, parts of four villages, were sold for arrears of revenue

and purchased by Government, certain other villages being.held
under direct management.

During the currency of the last settle

ment the price fetched for land is thus shown :—
Es. a.
2 4
0 12
0 3
9 2
8 W
8 1

In 1839—Private sale
•
Mortgage
Auction
In 1875—4’rivate 'sale
Mortgage
_ Auction

p.
11 per acre.
10
»>
2
)>
0
>»
4
0
»

Land may be said to have quadrupled in value since 1839,
• and this shows that the country has made subtantial progress. The
new settlement made by Mr. Smeaton runs from 1879 and has
‘recently been finally sanctioned by the Government of India for a

The revenue fixed is Rs. 1,05,.388.

period of 25 years.

The increase of cultivation is about 12 per Cent, as compared
with the area under cultivation at the time of the last settlement.
Tlie present and former state is shown in the following table.
•
Settle
ment.

o»
365

Assb.ssablb

Culturable

©
p

.s

«3
eS

aQ
O>
p::!

o

(D

OQ
fl

fl

s

arb.a.

Cultivated,

3

d

.J, r-<

•S-S

to
a
"o

)
Present... 120732-99 619-36 9691-97 48236-31 4983-23 5081-30 52120-82 57202-12
10699500 2518-00 25329:00 24847-00 3142-00| 9201-W 41958-OOj 51159-00
Former

I

The distribution of the various kinds of crops is thus shown
for the present settlement:—
Area in
acres.

Kharif;

Eice .
Sugarcane
Cotton
Mung, mSsh
Other kinds

Total

...

...

18,156
3,526
2,434
2,129
3,949

30,194

Area in
acres.

Eabi.

Wheat
...
Gram
Barley
other kinds.

11,908
1,752
623
1,931

Double crops.

Area iu
acres.

Rice, -wheat and ■ 2,722
barley.
8,523
Vegetables, &c..
♦

Total

...

16,214

Total

•...

11,245

kashipur.
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From 1841 to 1876 the rise in prices of grain amounted to
nearly 60 per cent., as will be seen by the following table :—
Wheat, Gram. Harley. Sice. Moth, Idjri. iluny, mish.
334
214

... 38
... 19

1841
1876

484
314

53
28i

86
221

30
194

•

In a country where grain rents prevail the profits to land-hold
ers have naturally been greater than to the cultivator. .
•
The population of the parganah is about 34 per cent, greater
that it was in 1848. In 1848, 5,5596; 1852,* 84,91)91865, 73,919;
1872, 71,412; 1881, 74,979.
*
,
The following table shows the way in which, at the present

time, tbe lands are held by the agricultural community, including
proprietors who cultivate and simple tenants of all classes:—
Moncy-paying area.
Number
of
persons.

Sort of holder.

Sir-holders

- ...

...

Cultivating proprietors

Fadhans (head tenants)

...

Occupancy tenants

...

Tenants-at-will...

Holders of service lands

Total ...

...

Area in
acres.

Area.

Bout.

acres.

B>.

437

4,460-81

80-75

213

134

600-46

11-20

.35

117

1,145-00

373-66

977

7,519

30,075-70

5,189-12

17,973

5,454

21,175-28

2,230-31

8,551

285

195-95

13,946

57,653-20

...

...

7,885-04

27,748

The home-farm area is comparatively small; ocoupancy tenants
hold more than half the entire cultivation, while tenants-at-will are
in possession of nearly 40 per cent. The money-paying area is
not much more than one-eighth of the whole, and the total money
rental falls at about Es. 3-8-0 per acre, or nearly 9 annas per village
bigha. The crop rates, which are current upon the grain-paying
area, vary between one-half and one-eighth; but tho chief rates are
one-third (tih^ra), two-fifths (pachkuri or pachdiia)^ and one-fourth
(chauh^ra). The occupancy tenant and the tenant-at-will hold, on
an average, nearly the same area, viz., about four acres.
’ This census was very faulty and cannot be relied on,
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Tikhun, a sub-division of parganah Barahmandal, was divided

into two pattis at the recent settlement, the Malla and Talla.
statistics of both may be shown thus :•?—
Assessment

Assessable area in ifsis.

Culiivated.

Tikliuu.

Total.
>ngated.

Dry.

1fl
o'fl

in

RUPEES.

fl
ofl

The

Incidence pee Popula
ACRE ON
tion.
§

•43

f—(

00
i-H

00

3.o

^6>
“fl
O

1
JIalia
Talla

2,976
3,357

27
40

3,021 1,8S9

2,212 737 626
2,649 668 897

2,432

Tikhun stretches from Bhainskhet to ‘Siyahi Devi. In olden
times, it formed the estate of a Khasiya Baja who had his fort in
Tikhunkot, but he with the others fell under the Chands in the six

teenth century.

The patwari of the Malla patti resides in Bhains

khet and of the Talla Patti in Dhamus.
Tihri, in patti and parganah Bangarh of Tihri Native Garh

wal, is situated on the left bank of the Bhagiratbi in latitude 30“and longitude 78“-31'-3" at an elevation of 2,278 feet
above the level of the sea. The Bhilang joins the Bhagiratbi a
little above the town on the left side. In 1808 it was a small
village, and until 1815, when Kaja Sudarsan Sah took up his resi
dence here, it was little better. In 1819 the only remarkable
building was the Raja’s residence, subsequently exchanged for a
more extensive one, but still having no pretensions to architec
tural iporit. The new town is built on a tolerably flat piece of
ground formed by a bend in the Bhilang river just before it joins
the Bhagiratbi; near here both rivers for a short distance run
almost parallel with each other. The population now amounts to

about 2,000 souls. The Bhagiratbi is crossed by an iron suspension
■ bridge erected here in 1858 at the Raja’s expense on the Mussoorie
road and there is a small bungalow for travellers. It is a very
hot place, devoid of trees and surrounded by bare high hills. A
broad road has .been constructed up the Bhagiratbi valley and
hence by Mussooree to the Ddn. The Bhilang contains a kind of
trout which is snared in great numbers.
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Tons (Northern) or Tauns, a river of Tihri which rises to the
north of the Jamnotri peaks and but a few miles from the source
of the Jumna flowing from the southern base of the same mountains
in latitude 31°-5', and longitude 78“-10'. The source of the Tons
appears to have been first ascertained in October, 1819, when it
was visited by Herbert, who found the stream to issue, thirty-oiia
fq,et wide and knee-deep, from a snow-bed 12,78-1 feet above the sea
and extending as far as the eye could reach. T^e cohrse of the
river is generally westerly for thirtjjr miles, to the confluence of the

^lipin, on the right side, in latitude 31°-3'', longitude ibf-lO', and
at an elevation of 5,300 feet.. The declivity of the channel in that

distance must be above 250 feet per mile; so that the stream is
almost a cascade. It is from its source to this confluence with the
Rtipiu called the Supiu; but downwards the united stream is called
the Tons, The Supin is the larger of the confluents, though the
Biipin is described by Jacquemont as deep, nearly fifty feet wide,
furiously rapid, and rushing along with a tremendous roaring.
The Tons is about 120 feet wide- and holds a south-westerly course
of about nineteen miles to the confluence of the Pahar, on the right
bank, in latitude 30°-56', longitude 77°-54' : the Pahar is a large
stream, though somewhat inferior in size to the Tons. From the
confluence, tho united stream, still called the Tons, leaves Garhwal
and takes a generally southerly direction, forming for tho rest of
its course the line of division between-the British parganah of
Jaunsar and the Hill States of Jubbal and Kahan.- Thirteen
miles below the confluence of the Pkbar, the Tons receives the
Shalwi, a considerable stream, which flows into it on the right
bank, in latitude 30°-48', longitude 77°-49', It thence flows about
forty miles, in a course generally southerly, but very tortuous,
through a succession of rugged ravines of limestone, to its Junction

with the Jumna, in latitude 30°-30', longitude 77°-53, and at an
elevation of 1,686 feet above the sea. As its total course is about
100 miles, it has the enormous fall of above 110 feet in a mile.
Though below the junction the united stream bears the name

of the Jumna, the volume of tho Tons is much the greater, as,
Avhen surveyed by Hodgson and Herbert, it discharged 2,827 cubic
feet in a second of time, while the amount discharged by the other
river was only 1,045 {Thornton),
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Uchakot, a patti of parganah Dhaniyakot in Knjnaon, islionnJ«d on the north by the Kosi river separating it from Chauthan and
KosyAn Malta ; on the west by Kosyan Talla; on tbe east by Simal
UDEPUR BICHHLA.

kha and on the south by Kota Malla and Talla. The portions near
the Kosi are inhabited. The assessable area comprises 1,574 5ms,
of winch 280 are culturable and 1,293 are cultivated (516 irrigated).
The assessment in 1815 amounted to Rs. 1,022; in 1820 to
Es. 1,380 ; ii>1843 to Rs. 1,530 and is now Rs. 2,279, which falls at
Es. 1-7-2 per acre on the totjl area and Rs. 1-12-2 per acre on tho
cultivatifcn. The population at the time of settlement numbered 2,280

souls, of whom 1,145 were males. The patwAri resides in Mallagaon, where there is*a school.
TJchyur, a patti of parganah Barahmandal in Kumaon, lies to
the east of Almora between the Sawal and Kumniya streams.
Uchyur in 1865 contained 3,161 bisis, of which 808 were cultnrable •
and 2,352 were cultivated (63 irrigated). The land-tax in 181.5
yielded Rs. 508 ; in 1820, Rs. 746 ; in 1843, Rs. 944 and was fi.xed
nt Rs. 2,420 at the recent settlement, which falls at Rs. 0-12-8 per
acre on the total area assessed to land-revenue and at Rs. 1-0-6 per
{Bare on the then existing cultivation. The population numbered
4,542 souls, of whom 2,181 were females. The patwari resides in *
Nisune and there is a school in Dhaur.
Udepur Malla, a patti of parganah Ganga Salan of British
Garhwal, consists of a long and narrow strip of land lying along the
left bank of the Hiunwal river. The patw’ari of Dhangu Talla
resident in DhAnsi collects the land-revenne. The southern portion
of the patli is drained by the upper waters of the Rawasan Nadi
flowing towards the plains, while the Hiunwal drains the northern
portions and flows north-west into tbe Ganges. With the exception
of the flats along the river the cultivated land-is on steep slopes.
The soil is rich and the rock (slate) decomposes rapidly, giving good
soil on the steepest slopes! All three divisions of Udepur have
improved much of late years. •
Udepur Bichhla, a patti of parganah Ganga SalAn, is bounded
on the w'est and north by the Talla sub-division ; on the east by _
the Malla portion, and on the south by Ajmer, Bijnor, and Chandi.
There is a school at Thanur. The southern portion consists of a
mass of ravines and low hills whence flow the Mitti and Luni
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.torrents and the Rawasan, Mali and Malin streams. The present
patti was separated from Udepur in 1864 aud its statistics are given
in Udepur Malla. At .the settlement in that year it was assessed
at Rs. 2,247 from all sources with a population of. 4,549 sonls^
There is a patwari resident in Ranchula who collects the land-reve
nue. The principal cultivation lies in the heads of the Maljn and
Rawasan valleys which resemble tho beds of dried-up lakes.

Tho

lower parts of these valleys are mere rocky gorged of sandstone
now included in the protected sal tracUunder the Forest Department;
The principal peaks are Mabigarh on the borders of Ajiiljr, 5,654

feet; Jaspalgarhnear Baling on tbe left bank of the Rawasan Nadi,
8,650 feet, and a peak on the same bank opposite Amola, 4,108 feet.
Tho Sidhwala peaks at the extreme south-east in whose ravines tho
tTeli Sot takes its rise, consists of three peaks, the principal being
8,464 feet and those on the left and right 2,719 and 2,775
respective ly.
Udepur Talla, a patti of parganah Ganga Salan, is bounded
on the north and west by the Ganges and on the south and east
by the Bichhla and Malla pattis of Udepur and Dhangu Talla.
There are schools at Dharkot and Atta. The patwari lives tn
* Khera. This patti was not separated until 1864, when it was

assessed at Rs. 2441 from all sources and had a population of 5,297
souls. The TM Bheng and Bid5sani streams carry the drainage of
the southern portions of the patti into the Ganges. To the west it
is traversed by the Hardwar and Srinagar foad. Tho valley of the
Tal is comparatively flat, but the left bank of the Hiunwal rather

Steep with some flats, and the rest contains some unhealthy sites.
Unta-Dhura, or Uta-Dhura, a pass into Hundes from Patti
Malla Juhar of parganah Juhar in Kumaon, lies to the north-east
of Milam in latitude SO’-So'-O''' and longitude 80°-12'-20", with
an elevation of 17,800 feet above the level of the sea, 156 miles
north of Almora. It lies over a ridge which is to the north of the
main chain of the Himalaya and at right angles west from the
dividing range between Kumaon and Tibet. Though inferior in
height to the main range, it is elevated enough to necessitate a con
siderable ascent from the deep gorges of Kumaon. The crest of
the ridge forms the boundary between Patti Malla Painkhanda of
Garhwal and Patti Malla Juhar of Kumaon, and also the water-
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parting between tbe streams flowing westward by the Alaknanda
into the Ganges and those flowing eastwards into the Kali, as the
Sarda or Gh6gra is called in the upper portion of its course. Weller
piade the height of the pass from boiling-water 18,-540, but he adds,
this must be greatly io excess. The Great Trigonometrical Sur
vey mj^kes the pass 17,590 feet, the BamUs peak to the west 17,88’0
feet and that to the east of the pass, 18,250 feet.
There are
small ridges of stone on the crest which look like pillars from
below, and it is believed that any one Who sleeps near them dies, A bitter, piercing
wind blow| here with such violence, especially during the rains, as to cause fatal
accidents. Weller writes;—“ The south-faee and crest of the pass consists
of a black soil, apparently the detritus of a black slate which latter is visibl e
here and there below the soil. I was much disappointed with the View from
the crest of the pass. The view southwards is very limited, Nanda Devi not
visible ; to the north-east and north a few hills are visible ; to the north-west is a
sea of hills moderately covered with snow (end of May) and hardly any of them
appearing of great elevation. To the north east are three bare hills, the first called
Genti with behind it but not yisible two other hills which have to be passed on
the direct route to Chirchun.” North is the Balchha ridge into Tibet aud cast the
conical peak above the Girthi mine.* For the march hence to Balchha see the
account of that pass. At the end of May (1841) Battep found the pass closed by
heavy show and encountered imminent danger in attempting to cross It. Webber
foTind it completely closed with snow in the beginning of summer. Garden men
tions an encamping-ground on the bank of a stream at the northern dakhna or foot •
of the puss where a few stunted bushes form the only fuel supply. He adds that
the snow lies on the pass for eleven mouths in'the year.
The journey from the hamlet ot Bhui on the Gori to the pass is described by
Manson, who crossed it in September.* Be started from Bhui on the left bank of
I the Gori in patti Goriphat on th e first and passed up the Balam torrent. Some
six mites up it receives an affluent from the east-north-east and a little higher
np was crossed by a snow-bridge close to the Saba-udiyar or great cave. Thence
along the bed of the river to within two miles of liaiam, which is 17 miles from
Bhui and is colonised by Darma Bhotiyas.' There is a bad cross-path from B&iam
to Sipu iu parma by the Hardol er Lipfi-ke-than pass at all times difficult and
dangerous. From the encamping-ground the track leads by a steep ascent to the
top of the Birchigang pass, on which the rooks are composed of grey-Wacke, clay
slate; talc-slate, and -near the pass a few blocks of quartz. During the ascent
vegetation gradually decreased and towards the summit entirely disappeared and
nothing but broken fragments of clay aud talc-slate and quartz remained. The
pass must be about 1S,OOO feet, the Balam peak to the south rising to 16,290 feet.
The descent to the bed of the Gori occupies a weary two hours and a half and a
torrent is crossed by a sangjt at Sumdu before reaching Tola (10,780 feet), a village of
over 300 inhabitants, temperature of water 46 ®; air S1; wet bulb, 48®. Dwarf birch
* For Weller’s journey from (he Uta-dhura to the Balchha pass, see Bhotita
MahKls.
* J. A. S. Ben, XI, 1167 : this route is chosen when that along the

right bank of the Gori is closed by accident or by inclement weather.
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and rhododendron are the characteristic trees, and about Tola there is some level
ground and cultivation, ua-jau being ripe. Hence to Biirpbu, five miles, the track '•
is partly level along the sides of the mountain with numerous slips, and in some
parts'precipitous and dangerous. The rocks are less slaty and con tiiiue metalli
ferous. Burphu is situate in an open part of the valley with, numerous fields
around and is divided into two hamlets containing together 481 inhabitants. A fair
sized torrent is crossed by a spar-bridge and its waters are utilized for corn-mitfs.
Here the track crosses the Gori by a spar-bridge and about two mile* on the
village of Maps (95 inhabitants) is reached, the rocks being greywacke and clay
slate with masses of -quartz, and towards Paehhu the rock becanW) a reddish-brown
clay on the weather surface, bnt grey in the fracture. Paehhu (g. v.) is situate on
the left bank of a small stream proceeding from a glacier on the easte|n slope of
Nanda Devi about three miles from Milam and possesses one of the best views of
Nanda Devi to be had.
Tbe Gunka is crossed by a spar-bridge opposite Milam, whence the road
ascends by the left bank, passable, but in some places very bad : no grass, nothing
but loose earth and stones ; clay slate and grey silicious sandstone in masses and
fragments ; the general appearance of the ipountains extremely barren, precipilons
and shattered. The river in several places on either side is bounded by masses
of earth and stone, the debris of the hills above which rise in numerous places
into sharp peaks. Lying in the bed and along the sides of the river are large
masses of conglomerate. - During a thaw or a fall of snow or rain, the descent
of stones is almost continuous, rendering the Gonka glen at that time very dan
gerous. Some of the stones are suspended on the top of the ravine precipices on
little pointed peaks and their appearance on an avalanche day is not re-assnring to
* the traveller below. The encamping-grounds on the road between Milam and
Dung.ndiyar are Jfmgang, Samgang (12,030 feet), Sullong Talla (12,910) and
Dfing (13,720 feet). Hence the track runs north-west to the foot of the Untadhfira pass at Jim, crossing the river over a bridge of stones which are piled on
nearly a natural bridge of rocks -, then in about half a mile to the huge Bamlas
glacier. Crossing this found the Uta stream entering the glacier by an opening
similar to that at its exit. The track continued along the base of tbe mountain
to the horth-west for a mile and a half with very little ascent, then turned north
and commenced rather a steep ascent over a mass of white silicious rock, the
dfehris of the mountain above. On reaching the summit came to another rather
level piece bf ground, but covered with fragments of a darker rock and a blacker
soil. Then another ascent over the same kind of rock and soil and on reaching
the top came in sight of the pass. A little further on crossed two snow-beds ;
the first two to- three hundred yards wide, the second sixty to seventy yards
wide. After crossing these the last ascent to the pass appears. Long before this
all signs of vegetation bad disappeared, and here the mountain was covered
with small fragments of rock, clay-slate, &c. The strata of the heights to tho
right and left of the ascent were very mueh contorted in all directions. Manson
was one hour and twenty-five minutes in accomplishing this last ascent, which
he afterwards descended in twenty-five minutes. The summit of the pass is
very rounded, and in some places the strata of clay-slate crops in nearly a
vertical position, but dipping a little to the west-south-west many, indeed
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Rtiii >9t :iU the tViigments of- rock no to tUcusoent, vfen&.f^ty. niucii jai’ersetitcil
ivirh v«i(i« of fclspur. To the Wesiv.'urd were sCwl sonic very lofty suowy peaks^
blit clouds conceulcd the view aud to the north the
oO.raiigoJtormetl
the horizon,
"
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. IJTgam, a patti of parganah Jsiigpur in British Qarhwal, .hi

bonndeti on the north tuid east by Painkhanda Malta tiiid on the
west apd south by . Malla Nagpur. Ji coniprisds tho valloy of thi)
Urgy.iu river, which johis the Alaknanda on tho right bank near
■

8y!n!.i, whore^thero is a bridge. The name is derived frotn tlie
lira gas,-a sub-division of the J><agas. whoso rule is eommemoraied
in the • itaino of the parganah Nagpur. This patti was separated
from Nagpur Malla in 1864. - Tho patwari of Malla I’fiiiikhanda
collects the land-revenue of this patti also.
Vishnugtoga, a torrent which joins the Dhauli at Vishnupra- ‘
yig, has ti\vo principal sources; of. these, the chief is.the Saraswati,

which rises nearly from Uie crest of the Mnmt pass iu the glapiersof the ridge which forms the bouirdsu-y with Tibet. After a oourso
of about tw'enty nijles it is joined by the Vishnuganga', a stream of
nearly equal size ■which rises in ah" itninense glacier io the north
east of the great peak pf Badrinath in latitui)®^Sl“*4^’-0'^ ’tnd longi
tude 7&“-28'-0‘’'. The Vishnuganga be>*ig the. more sacred of the

two gives its-name to the united stfeaiii and is itself'inado Upof
three tributaries fed by three separate glaciers ; the Siitpati to the
south-west, the Pabigar' to. the west and tho Supau or principal
glacier to. the north-w-est. Tho la.st comes down- from a range
called Pankwadiiru coiistituted as shown by the boulders a.nd.
debris boruq iilong by the glacier of pormal gray .granitd, Aflei'
a cniiree of spino fortyrthree.miles tlie,Vishnuganga joins the wSsterh JDhauli at Bishnoprayiig and the united stream is thereafter
‘kudwii as the Alaknanda. Nothing caii surpass; the desolation of
tho Saraswati-valley from a few miles above Mana to the past>:.
2I little below BadrinAth j at about 10,00.0 feet’ above tho level of
the sea,, ah blevatiou at whfoh elsewherp wo find the forest in itsi ■
greatest niagnifiebnce, all arboreal vegetation.ceasss, ahi after we
pUs.s, in the ■i'alley of' the Saraswati, a few miles further to the
.north of the lower lirait-of the belt of perpetual snow'^ hardly a slinjh .
bb a blade of grass is to fee seen.' It is evident that nearly Iho' '

whole of this valley •ivas once li.llcd with glaciers, and we no5V. see •

?20 ..
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alinbsi; everywhere the nnntiinis oT the . ancient, moraines in

Uig :

accuuiulationj! of fragments of rock and d6bm which cover fchO’
bottom and the sides of '£110 valley.

It n’otild bedifScultto diSf -

cover clearer, evidence in any part of thes^ mountains than tins

. valley .affords of the indisputable -fact that, an immense dimiini--tion has taken pUpo in the snow and glaciers of the Himalaya.'

.

The

Bhotiyas declare that tho process^ is still going oif before

their eyes, the whole of the glaciers

which •come down froaj

the lateral ravines into the vailey of the Saraswati have receded
far back from the points which they reached within the memory

of maiij and that parts of the toad which were formerly almost iiji-

. passable, foora accumulations of snow are noir always open and

easy daring the summer months.^

One of the more remarkable

Imuldei's forms a natural bridge over the Saraswati just a Hltlo above

its junction •with the Vishnuganga: see M21SA:

Bkotiya

MAnA'LS,

Vishnttprayag, or Bisbnpray«g, a halting-place on the. roa.d
from Srinagar to Badrinath, is situate oh the Visbnpganga river in

parganah'i’a.inkhanda bf SathwSl.

There is atompie hdi'C built

OH a,tongue of rock between the Dhauli and the Vishnuga.nga rivers,
.1^ mile from Joshimath on the Mana rOad.

Vi.shnUpray4g is ooe

bf the five sawed juhetioas • cifad forms a station on the pilgrim
route.

The sermery around is wild and rngged in the extreme,

the mountain^ are bare and rocky and at the junction the Dhauli

from its superior volants:carries its;stream unmixed. for a consi-

. derafcSe distance.'

ThefS is a flight bf

steps cut in the rOck to

enable pilgrims to bathe in. the Vishnuganga as the river is very

deep and swiff; bathers are obliged to hold on to iron chains and
bars .when bathing to prevent themselves being washed away; but

^yen with this precaution a uninber of persons are yearly drowned,

at this spot. ' There used to .be a. wooden .bridge over the Dltanli
• just above Ute junction, but the huge rock bn the left bank on which

a pier rested lyas washed into the river and there is now.^a ^ope.
.bridge (y7|dla).

feadrinAth is ifi miles distant from this place;

.'Waldiya Malla, a patti-of parganah' Shor in Kumaon, is

bbu.bded on . the r north by Sett .Talla; on the 'west by the Rara«

.. ^anga (eastern); on,the south by patti Bawal', and on Ore cast by

. * 'tliis is ttic laot, ncttriUistoiKlirig Traill’s atatement ie tTjo contrary in As,' Ees^
■ XVll. 3. .
•
•
'
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WALDliA TALtA.
Waldiya Bichla.

It consists for the most part of precipitous hills

The statistics are given under the Talla

with little cultivation.
Bungara and Pasti.

-

The patwari lives in Bans.

The Patti.

Waldiya Bichhla,

a small patti of parganah Shor in Kumaun

formed at the recent settlement from Patti'Waldiya, is boundedon the north by Seti Talla; on the south by Waldiya Talla ; bn the

west by Waldiya Malla and on the east by Seti Malla.
statistics are given under the Talla Patti.

The

The patwari lives in

“

Bajethi.

Waldiya Talla,

a small patti of parganah Shor in Kumaon,

is bounded on the north by pattis Waldiya Bichla and Mahar ,

on the west by Rawal; on the east by Saun and bn the south by
Gumdes.

A portion of the

Pithoragarh and Lohughat, joad

passes through village Bhatydra of this patti close to the Shor

valley,' but thfe greater part of it lies to the east of Thdkil (8,161

feet), where a peak near Badbe rises to 7,039 feet and Bhamdona
near Bunga in the north of the patti to 6,2’24 feet.

The Chandra-

bhdga stream flows along the eastern boundary in a southernly

The following statement

direction to its confluence with the Kali.

gives the statistics of

the Malla, Bichla, and Talla Pattis of
.

Waldiya

Assessable

asea in

6(sis,
(Culti
vated,

Waldiya,

Assessment in rupees.

6

3

•S'
Malla
Bichla
Talla
•

•»»

o

Population.

a
o

Vd

00

I
r-i

115 143 275 60 105
172 160 271
854 606 961

CO
r?
GO
128
336
1,115

■§
o
$4
' S
o
450
663
2,090

217
399
1,4-10 .

The incidence of the land-tax on the cultivated acre in each
patti is Rs. 1-11-9 in the Malla, Rs. 1-9-3 in the Bichla and

Rs. 1-9-8 in the Talla patti: on tho whole assessable’ area the

figures are Rs. 0-13-6, Rs.- 1-1-0 and Rs. 0-15-6 respectively.
The patwari resides in Bhatyura, and there is a school in Maha^
ihola.
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